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CHAPTER VII
VIETNAMIZATION:

RVNAF IMPROVENENT AND MODERNIZATION

INTRODUCTION

(S) Although the term "Vietnamization" did not become a formal part of the vocabulary of
United States policy in Vietnam until November 1969, * the basic guidelines and plans for the program were organized in 1968 and early 1969. During 1968-69, US policy increasingly emphasized
the necessity to develop the self-sufficiency of the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF)
to the point where they would be minimally dependent on US support. In April 1969, the DEPSECDEF said:
Vietnamizing the war should have the highest priority. Providing needed
equipment for the RVNAF is therefore of the greatest importance. To
assure that equipment turned over to the RVNAF can be used effectively
it must be supported by training and logistics support. ( 1 )
(S) In 1970, with the Vietnamization program in its second year and US redeployment cutting
manpower by almost one quarter, many changes had occurred and were occurring within the Vietnamese forces. Vietnamization had become the focal point of a US policy which had gone from
massive involvement to the carefully planned phaseout of US combat operations. In April 1970.
Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker presented a series of briefings in Washington on the status of the
war. He said:
. .. we have created an alternative course to follow (alternative to
bombing of the North and escalation of US combat strength) so long
as the Communists refuse to negotiate in Paris. This, of course,
is Vietnamization. It is a course which not only is reducing our
own involvement in the war, but carried out to its logical conclusion
will leave the South Vietnamese fully capable of resisting Communist
aggression on their own. ( 2
(S) Planning for the improvement and modernization of RVNAF was conta tnw pr-.narliy in
the Phase I & 11 Improvement and Modernization (I & M) Programs and the Phase II Accelerated
I & M adopted by the Military Assistance Commtind Vietnam (MAC V) and the Vietnamese Joint
General Staff (JGS) in 1968-69. The programs increased the Vietnamese force structure and
concentrated on improving training and logistics support. The Phase I program aimed at providing the maximum possible RVNAF ground combat capability at the expense of a balanced, selfsufficient RVNAF. Subsequent modifications of the 1968 Phase I program aimed at expansion of
the Regional and Popular Forces (RF/PF) and RVNAF force structure increases to aid the pacification drive.
*President Nixon first used the term publicly In a speech on 3 Nov 69 when he said: ".. In the
previous administration we Amerit.anlzed the war, in this administration we are Vietnamining
the search for peace."
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(S) The Phase II program, adopted in late 1968 and revitalized in 1969 under the Accelerated
Phase II, aimed at developing a self-sufficient RVNAF capable of coping with an insurgency threat
which might remain in the Republic of Vietnam (RVN) after mutual US and Free World Military
Assistance Forces (FWMAF) and North Vietnamese Army (NVA)withdrawal. The plan necessitated
balancing the RVNAF services, army, navy , air force, and increasing the logistical base of each.
In addition to the Accelerated I & M, Vietnamization was spurred in August 1969 by the Midway
agreements which concentrated on further force structure increases, equipment modernization,
and improvement of living conditions for RVNAF personnel and their dependents.
(S) On 13 Mar 70, the Consolidated RVNAF I & M (CRIMP) was approved for FY70-71. Its
objective was to achieve qualitative as opposed to quantitative improvement of the RVNAF. This
was to be achieved by reorganizing military initiatives more completely under the RVNAF (to
eliminate responsibilities of such paramilitary forces as the Civilian Irregular Defense Groups
[CIDG] and the People's Self-Defense Force [PSDF]). There would also be continuing emphasis
on increasing RVNAF force levels and improving logistics and personnel/dependent living conditions.
(S) By the end of 1969, with the enemy threat somewhat diminished and US redeployments
going faster, SECDEF directed COMUSMACV to submit a phase III improvement and modernization plan. Entitled "Vietnamization-RVNAF Improvement and Modernization (Phase III) and Related US Planning," it was submitted in December 1969. The plan assumed US Forces would
phase down to a support force by 1 Jul 71 and to an advisory force (Military Assistance Advisory
Group [MAAG]) by 1 Jul 73. * It was estimated that the optimum use of the Government of Vietnam (GVN) resources for RVNAF would be 1,061, 505. MACV estimated that RVNAF strength
would level off at 1, 100, 000 by FY73. In October 1970, SECDEF requested that MACV study the
feasibility and cost savings of reducing the RVNAF force ceiling to 1 million by the end of FY73.
COMUSMACV responded with a study showing a considerable savings** but noted: "Any reduction
in the RVNAF forces should be largely a function of the enemy threat via-a-via RVNAF effectiveness."( 3 )
(S) Optimism about the eventual success of the Vietnamization policy increased during 1970.
However, COMUSMACV and Ambassador Bunker warned that the program was subject to the
vicissitudes of war and the customs and culture of the Vietnamese. •*4
Ambassador Bunker
cautioned about asking too much too soon of the Vietnamese: ( 4 )
We must avoid providing more resources than the Vietnamese can digest.
We must avoid compounding an already serious situation with innovations
which further dilute the claims on available Vietnamese leadership.
New habits of thiniking have yet to be institutionallred, and until this happens, the fabric of Vietnamization remains fragile and subject to disintegration in the face of soeie traumatic event... Experience requires
time, and the risks of Vietnanmiaatlon within any given time frame must
be assessed. J 4 )
*See TOP SECRET Supplement for projected strength figut as.
;*•See TOP SECRET Supplement for estimated cost savings.
***See TOP SECIRET Supplement for commonts mnade by COMUSMACV in October 1970.
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PLANNING OF THE RVNAF FORCE STRUCTURE

(S) On 12 Jan 70, President Thieu presented a series of GVN proposals for overhaul of the
RVNAF. Included in the proposals, made to Ambassador Bunker and COMUSMACV, was allowance for a force structure of 1. 1 million personnel which would permit activation of new combat
units for all RVNAF services and require increased training and logistics support. ( 5
(S) These proposals were analyzed in the light of SECDEF planning factors of 19 Nov 69. It
was assumed that progress in Vietnamization and the level of enemy activity would permit a major
reduction of US Forces during FY 71-73 with RVNAF assuming increased responsibility for conduct of all operations. US support in the form of B-52 strikes, air interdiction, coastal aerial
surveillance, aerial reconnaissance, naval-gunfire support, and air defense would continue to
the degree needed.
(S) It was agreed that GVN resources would be sufficient to support the 1. 1 million RVNAF
force through FY72, assuming current levels of combat, with marginal capability to sustain the
force in FY73.
(S) The MACV breakdown of the 1. 1 million force structure for the 3-year period approved
for execution or planning on 5 Jun was: ( 6 )
*End FY7I

*End FY7Z

*End FY73

390, 824

434,019

441, 829

447,456

VNN

31.645

39,611

39,611

39,611

VNMC

13,070

13,462

13,462

13,462

VNAF

35,786

38,780

44, 712

46,998

R;

275, b45

294,446

294,446

294,446

P

239,390

Z58

TOTAL RVNAF

986. 360

RVNAF
ARVN

*End FY70

258,0Z7
1.092,087

1.078. 345

1. 100,000

ARVN Force Structure

(S) Bly Decemnber 1970, the MACV authorized force ceiling for the Army of the Republic of
Vietnam (ARVN) of 390. 824 was attained. MACV had approved, iW lart or whole, increases in
the following areas: the addition of two armored brigade headquarters to provide a command and
control elomenet for armored cavalry squadrons and infantry, artillery, and engineer units in
"_.',ary Region (MIR) 2 and MR 3. the addition of 176 fire support platoons (105rnm). to replace
-pproved for FY70 thru FY72; FY73 approved for planning.
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ARVN artillery located in static firing positions in order to provide fire support for RF/PF,
population security and protection of key land and water lines of communications (LOCs) (it
would also free ARVN artillery for mobile operations); increase of two 175mm gun battalions to
replace US 175mm units along the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ); and two air defense artillery battalions.
(S) Analysis of the ARVN combat capability, absorption of materiel, and expertise (training)
in operating it, revealed that shortfalls would occur in artillery: ( 7
FY73

FY72

FY71

Medium artillery
Heavy artillery

Medium artillery
Heavy artillery

Medium artillery
Heavy artillery
Long range artillery
Combat force to adjust
to contingencies

Combat force to adjust
to contingencies

(S) Major ARVN Units (as of 1 Jan 71) ( 8

Combat Units
Inf Bn
Abn Bn
Ranger Bn

Auth

Act

Deployed

Unit Strength

Total Strength

133
9
17

133
9
17

133
9
17

605
834
655

89,394
7,506
11, 135

3

3

3

745

2,235

17

17

17

698

11,876

105miv How Bn (Div)
105mm How Bn (Abn)
105mm Hofw Bn (Sop)

30
3
"

30
3
7

30
3
7

503
485
511

15,090
1,455
3,577

155mnm How Bn (DMv)
155srm How Bn (Sep)

10
5

10
5

10
5

532
540

5, 320
2.760

175nmi Gun Bn (Sep)
ADA Wirs 11n (Sep)
Sector Arty PIts

2
2
176

0
0
100

0
0
53

613

1,22I

,72
Z9

1. 144
5. 104

3
17

1
17

3
14

431
605

1.293
10.285

3

3

.

200

600

4
3U

4
32

4
32

11I
ISOJ

444
5,760

Ranger Bn (5th Gp)
Cav Sqdrn
Combat Support

Combat Services Support
Signal Support Bn
Enginecr Conot 1n
Latnd Cloaring Co
Truck Co
irnp Trk
Lt Trk (Sep)

USW
VU-"
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Auth

Act

1].
8

11
7

Z8
5
1
1

26
5
1
1

Deployed

Unit Strength

Total Strength

11
7

152
180

1,672
1,440

Z3
5
1
1

200
181
143
228
TOTAL

Truck Co
Lt Trk (Div & Abn)
Mdm Trk
Ord Co DS
Mdm Boat Gp
Hvy Boat Gp
Craft Maint Gp

5,600
905
143
228
186, 19Z*

VNN Force Stucture

(S) By December 1970, the MACV authori'ved Vietnamese Navy (VNN) force ceiling of 31, 645
was reached. The G"N asked for a 1971 force ceiling increase of 4,915 which was increased by
MACV to 7, 966 to provide personnel for support functions for the enlarged tactical units. This
raised the 1971-73 force ceiling to 39,611. ( 9 )
(S) The rationale for the VNN increase was contained in the Accelerated Turnover Plan
(ACTOV) dzveloped in November 1968 to provide the VNN with a base to meet tihc threat posed
by the TET offensive, Even the combined USN/VNN force approved in the Phase II I & M of
1969 was insufficient to meet the threat posed in all parts of the country. The Phase III I & M,
with its emphasis on overall assumption of combat responsibilities by PVNAF, provided for the
equipping and manning of the VNN to the point where it would require no USN support except
tactical air and airlift.
(S) By the end of CY70, all but six of the operational craft authorized for ttriiover under
ACTOV had been transforred. Over 1, 300 operational and 1Z7 support boats were transferred.
This completed the first phase of ACTOV which called for VNN receipt of operational assets.
The second phave covered turnover of -:upport craft and the third, termination of the USN advisory effort.

VNN (as of I Jan 711 ( 10
(S) Type of Craft
Riverine
$ORAC
Oe-pBR
SeLCM

Authorited

Transfor red

224
29Z

224
293

0

6

OThia figure does not include persounnl in training and in the pipeline.
55
l1rown Water 900
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Transferred

Authorized

Riverine
**LCVP
**LST
*vLSSL
**MLMS
**MON (LCM-6)
**ST CAN
**LCM-6
**LCM
**RPC
**VEDETTE

68
5
6
10
31
16
64
14
29
24

68
5
6
10
31
16
64
14
29
24

TOTAL

791

791

3
20
246
26
19
24
8
6
Z6

3
20
246
26
19
Z4
8
6
ZO

378

372

2
9
107

0
9
107

Coastal
*MSC
*PGM
*JUNKS
**BOSTON WHALER
**LCM 3/6 (MINE)
**LCPL
**MSM
*,,,MSR
**PICKETS
TOTAL

Offshore
*DER
*PCE/PC
*PCF
*WH EC

*WPB
TOTAL

2

2

26

z.6

146

144
Transfer Date

Support_
2

AGP

2
2

APL
ARL

1

Apr 71

0
1

3/71
8/71

*Blue Water 415
**Brown Water 900
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A US Coast Guard captain signs documents turning over Coast Guard cutters to the Viotnarnose,
A lieutenant commander accepts the boats for the Vietnamese Navy.
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JN

Support
CSB
BOSTON WHALER

LCM-3 (FIRE)
LCM-6 (FUEL)
LCM 3/6
LCM-8

Transfer Date

Transferred

Authorized
4
57

3
6

2/71
TBD

2
8

2
7

6/71

62
46

16
25

Last 6/71
1/71-6/72

LCM 3/6 (PUSHER)

6

0

4/71

YFR
YLLC
YR
YG
YWN
YRBM
Y TL
Y TM
UTB (100)

1
3
2
1
3
2
8
3
6

0
2
1
1
3
1
7
0
4

2/71
6/71

YD

2

0

4/72

LCVP (FIRE)
LSM-H
TRANSPORT BARGE
Y RPM

1
2
7
1

1
2
7
1

7

7

LCU

16

1z

YOG
LS T
A KL
LSM
YON

6
1
5
I

OIL BARGE

TOTAL

10/71
2/71
6/72
6/72

1/71.
1/72,
3/71,

4
6
1
5

7/71
4/72
4/7Z

1?

275

VNMC Force Structure

(S) By December 1970. the MACV authorized Vietname&ie Marino Corpi (VNMC) force coilThe GVN proposed an increase of 171 for 1972 whih- was raised 192
ing of 13,070 was Attained.
to 13,462 for FYT1-73 by MACV. The ncrease was for etnineer mupport and an addttioial brigade
In 1970, two intantry battalions avid a 105nmm artillery battalion were activated:
headqoartr. r.
this completed the VNMC'B progratxmmed unit increave.
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Vietnamlete sailors take possession of river patrol boats turned over to the Vietnamese Navy by
the US early in 1970.
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VNMC (as of I Jan 71) (11)
Auth

Act

Deployed

9

9

9

876

7884

3

3

3

510

1530

*4qs B12

1

1

1

1230

1230

Svn 13n

I

1

1

662

662

Med Bn

1

1

568

568

UTnit Strength

Total Strength

Combat

tnf Bn
Comba.t Sur••.
Art- Bn (105)
Combat Svc Spt

TOTAL

11, 874*

VNAF Forte Structure
by

(S) The FY70 MACV authorized Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF) force ceiling of 35, 786 was
realtizel b1v December. The GVN proposed an increase of 6,437 over the 1970 force ceiling for
1973; this was increased by MACV to 11, 212. The FY71 force structure was set at 38. 780;
FY72, 44,71Z; and FY73, &6,998. Analysis of air defense and combat support requirements
showed a need !or expansion in air assault, forward air control (FAC), transport, attack/fighter.
and reconnaissance/surveillance.
(S) Additional helicopter squadrons (UH-1) wera required to pr'ovide air assault capability
for rifle companies, search and rescue, reconnaissance, and medical evacuation (MEDEVAC).
Additional A-I and A-37 squadrons were required for fire power support to manuever battalions.
An average of 2 1/4 sorties were required daily for each manuevar battalion during May-September 69. To moet the sortie level for 1970 of one sortis per aircraft per day, 254 fighter aircraft
would be needed. Additional FACs were necessary due to the incroave in fighter aircraft. USAF
experience in Southeast Asia (SEA) showed that the ratio of tactical fighters to FAC# was 8 to 1.
Although the VNAF would not attain this standard, the recommended force increase was coneidered the minimum necessary and tnaximum attainable by the end of FY73. Two C(-7 squadrons
would have to be added to provide economical short-field aWrlift capacity for resupply and troop
movement. The C-7 was the only fixed-wing a'- -raft operable in many of the amoaU airfields in
remote areas. Without the C-7, VNAF would be unable to rosupply unita serviced by airfields
with runways less than 2, COO feet. One squadron of EC-\47 was recomm.ended to provide an airborne radio direction finding (ARDF) capability. Basji airfreume mointenancii mnd supply would
present no new prblerns ,ince C-47s and AC-47s were 4ready in tke VNAF invent•x._ Absence
of ARDF would limit intelligence gathering by RVNAE(
..
.
.
.
L
*This figure dose not include personnel in training and in the pipeline.
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Top: GEN Cao Van Vien, Chief of the RVNAF Joint General Staff, and Robert C. Seamans,
Secretary of the US Air Force, shake hands during turnover ceremonies at Soc Trang airfield
which was transferred to the Vietnamese late in 1970. Behind GEN Vien is GEN Creighton W.
Abrams, commander of US Forces in Vietnam. Bottom: American and Vietnamese pilots
celebrate the transfer of 40 A-37 jets from the US Air Force to the Vietnamese Air Force at
Bien Woa airbase in Oc.ober.
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units. MACV also established a requirement for additional photo reconnaissance.
RC-47s were to be provided for this operation. * ( 12)

Additional

VRAF (as of 1 Jan "1) ( 13

Total
Authorized
Sqs/Acit

Type Aircraft

Squadrons
Currently
Activated

Squadrons
Operationally Ready

10

4

Helicopters
'UH-1

16/496

CH-47

2/32

1

0

H-34

0/0

1

1

Fighter Attack
F-5
A-1

1/18
4/96

1
3

1
z

A- 37

6 / 144

5

3

Gunships
AC-47
AC- 119

1/18
1/18

1
0

1
0

Liaison Composite
0-1/U-17

8/256

5

4

Remarks
Last activation June
72 Last O/R Mar 73.
Last Activation May
72 Last O/R Feb 73.
To convert to UH- 1
Jun 72.

Last activation Nov
72 Last O/R May 73.
Last activation Oct
72 Last O/R Apr 73.

Activation Sep 71
O/R May 7Z.

Last activadon Dec
72 Last O/R May 73.

Recon Composite EC-47

RC-47, U-6,
RF-5

1/27

1

1

EC-47

1/20

0

0

Transport
C-47
C-119
C-123

1/16
1/16
2/48

1
1
0

1
1
0

C-7

2/48

0

0

"*SaoTOP

,%

Activation Dec 72
O/R May 73.

Last Activation Jul
71 Last O/R Apr 72,
Last activation Jun
72 Last 0/SI Mar 73.

RFT Supplenent for information on MACV anticipated shortfalls for VNAF, 1971 -

73.

,I

x
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Vietnameose Air Fro~ce crewmien stand] before one o~f 6Z UH-1 "Huoy"l helicopters turned over to
the Vietnatrooe in November at Stic Trang airfield.
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Type Aircraft
Air Defense
MAP Fighter

Total
Authorized
Sqs/Acft

Squadrons
Currently
Activated

Squadrons
Operationally Ready

1/18

0

0

1/10

1

1

T-41

1/18

11

TOTALS

50/1Z99

Remarks

Activation Jun 73
O/R Jan 14.

Special Air
Missions
Composite VC-47
UH-l, U-17
Training Squadron

32

21

RF/PF Force Structure

(S) The RF were understrength at year's end. The MACV 1970 authorized force ceiling for
the RF was 271,634 for December; there were 206, 517 personnel on duty at that time. The PF
were slightly overstrength at 246, 336. The authorized PF ceiling in December was 239, 390.
(S) The GVN proposed a force structure increase of 49,983 for FY71 whereas MACV recommended 37,438. The authorized force ceiling for the RF from 1971-73 was set by MACV at
294,446 and for the PF at 258.027. ( 14 ) The major differences between the GVN and MACV proposals were deletion of 25 RF battalions and 20 RF/PF group headquarters by MACV, plus the
addition of 1. 527 spaces for the RF pipeline. MACV recommended 19 RF battalions be activated.
In December, Z6 out of a total of 29 RF battalions authorizod were operational, and all 1, 697 RF
rifle companies authorized by the end of 1970 were operational, ( 15 ) MACV a pproved 508 additional PF platoons to meet GVN pacification and development requirements, ( I1 ) Recruiting
for the platoons began oxn I Jun 70; in December, of a total of 7,479 authorized, 7. 113 PF platoons
were operational. ( 17

Sunmmary of RVNAF Force Structure

(S) The MACV reconmeudoed force structure for CRIMP was approved by SECDEF on 5 .kki
70. * It established an improved balance of RVNAF forces with increased firepower and tactical
mobility, introduced sensors and a target acqulistion radar system into ARVN, increased artillery support for RF/PF operations, and added 175stra heavy artillery gun battalions. A limited
wSee TOP SECRET Supplement for statistics on GVN force structure requests.
subsequent MACV authorizations.

1970-73. and
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air defense capability, beginning in FY72, was to consist of two anti-aircraft battalions and one
squadron of air defense aircraft. The VNN was provided the capability to assume full control of
riverine and coastal operations, less aerial surveillance. Consideration was also given to logistical self-sufficiency in all services by FY73.
(C) The strength figures cited on preceding pages represent only those authorized by MACV
for the JGS to enroll and which, therefore, were covered by USmilitary funding. In all branches
except the RF, the JGS reported that the force ceiling was higher than authorized. For instance,
in the 3d Qtr of 1970, the ARVN were reported as having 412, 571; this was 21, 967 more than the
ceiling approved by MACV. ( 18 ) Whether this excess was actually on duty, trained, equipped,
and paid was questionable.

REORGANIZATION OF RVNAF

(C) President Thieu, in guidance to the JGS on 22 Jun, stated the RVNAF would consist of
three armed services, ARVN, VNAF, and VNN; the RF and PF would no longer be separate
services, but would become ARVN components with no change in organization and employment.
The RF would be the main force at province and district level. After cessation of hostilities,
the PF would revert to the Ministry of Interior.
(C) On 2 Jul, President Thieu signed two decrees which made the above and tollowing challges
effective I Jul: ( 19
1.

Corps Tactical Zones (CTZs) were renamed military regions (MRs).

2. The corps/CTZ commander became the corps/MR commander and was subordinate
to the Chief of the JGS. He would have a corps deputy commander and a military region deputy
commander.
3. Division tactical areas (DTA) were disestablished, with euch infantry division assuming a tactical area of responsibility (TAOR) initially conforming to old DTA boundaries but
subject to later change depending upon the tactical situation.
4. The Quang-Da and 44th Special Tactical Zones were initially retained, but would disband and be incorporated into existing MRs.
5.

The Capital Military District was subordinated to MR 3.

6.

Subsectors became subordinate to sectors, sectors subordinate to MRs.

7.

The title RF/PF commander at JGS, corps, and sector levels was abolished.

(C) These changes were intended to improve territorial security, unity of comnmnd, and to
strengthen the pacification and developmnent program. Under this new organization, the training
and leadership of the RF/PF aad logistics support to RF/PF units were expected to improve.
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(C) Based on President Thieu's instructions and the RF organization, the mission of corps
and MRs was established as follows: ( 20
1.

Mission of corps:
a.

Conduct operations to destroy enemy main force and disrupt base areas.

b. Coordinate with the MR in planning and conducting operations in support of
pacification and development programs.
c. Conduct reaction operations in support of the MR to relieve enemy pressure and
reinforce territorial forces.

2.

d.

Attach forces to the MR when the situation so requires.

e.

Provide fire support (air, artillery, naval gunfire) and other support to the MR.

f.

Command and control organic assigned and attached units.

Missions of the MR:

a. Territorial defense: plan and conduct search and destroy operations against
enemy main and local forces, guerrillas, and infrastructure, and border defense responsibilities.
b. Territorial security: protect LOCs, sensitive points, administrative and
economic installations, consolidate outpost systems and national resources.
c. Pacification/development: conduct military efforts, operations, and provide
forces in support of the pacification and development program.
d. Civil defense: advise andi assist local governments in organization of the PSDF
and assist the government in counter riot operations to maintain public security.
and manage territorial intelligence systemws and area communications.

e.

PFla

f.

Manage defense manpower and material resources and organize and train home

reserves.
g. Conuiand, training, and administration ol territorial forces and command of
subordinate units and other attached units.
(S) Creation of the four MRs on I Jul was possibly the first step toward establishment of six
MRs by dividing the MRs 2 and 4 into two MR1 each (the creation of six MRhs was formulated by
President Thieu and developed by the JGS). ( 21
(U) On 7 Jul, the Minister of Defense (MOD) signed a decree on JGS reorganization compleamenting the decrees of President Thieu. This formalized the existing dual structure of the lOS,
i. e., the Chief of the JGS was also the Commander of ARVN, and various echelons of J(GS were
ARVN staff elements. The major changes made RF and PF part of ARVN; disestablished the
title and office of Vice Chief of the JGS (who was also the RF/PF conmmander); established an

,v-l7
u-
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Assistant for Pacification and Development under the Chief of the JGS; placed the Inspector
General (IG) Directorate under the Chief of the JGS, with the RF/PF IG incorporated into the IG
Directorate; assigned the National Defense College to the MOD; disestablished the Special Forces
Command, converting some functions and personnel to ARVN and incorporating the rest in an
unconventional warfare task force; activated the Special Operations Center for JGS J3 as a counterpart of the MACV J3-04Special Operations Division. ( 22
(C) As reported to SECSTATE on 13 Jul, MACV did not expect the reorganization of the RF
and PF to impact with adverse effect on current or planned operations and foresaw no significant
disadvantages from the changes. Consolidation of the RF/PF with ARVN was seen as a means of
improving the "second class" image of the RF/PF. A possible danger was the RF/PF becoming
a manpower source for regular ARVN units to the detriment of RF/PF missions. ( 23
(U) On 3 Aug a MACV directive authorized a revision of references to correspond to JGS
terminology:
The Corps numerical designator is written in Roman numerals and
precedes Corps; the Military Region numerical designator is written
in Arabic numerals and follows Military Region, e. g. "II Corps and
Military Region 2"... I. Corps /I CTZ Commander is changed to "II
Corps and Military Region Commander" or "II Corps & MR 2 Commander". ( 24 )

RVNAF STRENGTH

(C) This section deals with the specifics of RVNAF force ceilings as part of the 1970 1 & M
program (see chart). During the first halt of th', year RVNAF strength Increased at a satisfactory rate, by the end of June all forces except the RF exceeded the authorized strength, because JGS was recruiting on the basis of the FY71 program. However, there wore large numbers
in the pipeline which reduced the number actually in combat and support organizations.
(C) The VNAF continued to have a highur percentage of its personnol in pipeline (43 percent)
than any of the other services. This was due to the large number In training and the lengthy
training cycles.
(C) The VNN pipeline reached 39 pert

.se also to the large numrber in training.

(C) ARVN strength decreased approximately 2, 700 personnel by mid-year due to low recruiting. high depertion rates, and Increased combat losses. Although the ARVN pipelino decreased approximately 2 percent (due to graduates in training centers and service schools), it
stili contained approximately 94.000 personnel. Of this number, approxitntely 49, 000 were in
training, 34, 000 were medical cases, and more than 12,000 were administrative caias [in and
out processing. awaiting trial, prisoners of war (PW). and missing in action (MIA) ].
(C)

The VNMC increased by approxitnately 700 personnel and added one maneuver battalion.
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(C) RF/PF strength increased approximately 5, 000 by mid-year, and the force structure
changed, adding 72 RF companies and 296 PF platoons. Personnel in the pipeline stayed at about
44, 000; medical and administrative cases, rather than training, made up the bulk of the pipeline.( 25

(C)

RVNAF Recruitment Figures CY 1970 ( 26

Jan

Jun

Dec

Cumulative thru
Dec

Volunteers

17,743

20,430

15, 305

244,004

Conscripts

4,474

2,750

3,498

43,603

Total for year thru December

287,607

MORALE

(S) TET 1968 was the first major event that indicated RVNAF morale was improved and
capable of bearing up under the harshest pressure the enemy could muster. Since 1968, RVNAF
morale has been effected by many other developments, victories on the battlefield, stable government, a stronger economy and the receipt of the same war materiel that the US provided to its
own fighting men. Morale improved from all this but still remained a problem. The lowest paid
sector of the economy continued to be the government employee. The RVNAF soldier hatd received a series of pay raises, but his stock in South Vietnamese society was still one of the lowest. With a majority of the country mobilized in the armed forces, it became a major problem
for the GVN to provide them with a comfortable manner of daily living. ( 27 )
(C) MACV aided the GVN in its efforts to improve the welfare of the lK.VNAI and their dopendents by organizing a study group in January 1970 to conduct an in-house survey of RVNAF
morale tu complement JGS/GVN studies also underway. Those areas found to have the greatest
impact on RVNAF morale were: leadership, hygiene and medical care, transportation, initial
reception into service, entertainment and recreation, leave, social benefits, veterans' benefits.
pay entitlements, term of service, awards and decorations, religious affairs, food, clothing.
and family shelter. Food, clothing, and faitlly sihelter were pinpointed as rnost important.

*

(C) COMUSMACV concurred with the findings of the study group and directed MACV to work
in conjunction with JGS to improve RVNAF morale. The US commitment was to he realistic in
terms of the budgetary, personnel, and material resources available to the RVN. The solutions
would have to be developed in the context of Vietnamese custorms. avoiding US measure# that
might be unsuitable. Self-help programs would be the main impetus of the US Involvemtent in
this area. The ACofS. JI, (MACJl)was assigned to monitor progress and report on a quarterly
basis. ( 28 )
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(C) At the end of 1970 the status of major areas affecting morale was:

( Z9 )

Food: DOD approved Military Assistance Service Funded (MASF) support for canned
meats and shortening over a 3-year period. MACV delayed initiation of the program uitil an
RVNAF distribution plan was approved. MASF support of food service equipment for the RVNAF
mess halls was approved and equipment procured. (See Chapter IX for a description of the program.)
Housing: The construction program for upgrading housing conditions at training centers
and schools was proceeding on schedule. An RVNAF facilities inventory to determine bachelor
officer quarters (BOO) and barracks requirements was about 40 percent complete. JGS established an RVNAF dependent shelter management office to provide centralized direction and control over planning, programming, and execution of the dependent shelter program. An 8-year
dependent shelter program providing for 200, 000 units was underway. Of 16, 000 scheduled for
completion in CY70, 7, 700 were completed with 5,600 under construction. (See Chapter IX for
a desiription of the program.)
Clothing: Sufficient sateen tor 408, 105 sets of fatigues and nylon netting for 376. 34Z
mosquitos nets was procured with MASF funds for the RVNAF clothing production centers.
Paya
Pay was increased approximately 19 percent on 1 Oct for servicemen.
RVINAF pay manual was being prepared.

A new

Leave: A JGS memorandum dated 30 Jul 70 provided guidance and responsibilities for
uniform implementation of a program for providing transportation in ail effective manner to
RVNAF personnel going on or returning from leave.
Entertainment and Recreation: JGS was establishing rest camps. Blecause of funding
shortages the program encouraged conversion of existing facilities and local self-help projects.
Su!!
ry: The ongoing programs outlined above have had a benoficial effect. Hobever,
they must be viewed in the contest of the chalging RVNAF role. Many factors were counier productive to improved morale during 1970. The RF/PF and RVNAF atkouned a greater reitpnsibility for com.bat missions. Crosa-border operatiorts, increased time away from base camps
and home, decreased US asslitancee, all have tended to degrade morale.
(C) On the other hiknd, increased combat activity leading to increased succesa on tho battlefield tended to improve morale. As the combat rituation tstabilises. miorale programa app'-ach
their poals, and RVNAF commanders at all levels demonvtrate increased concern for thit welfare
of their men, morale should improve. The most positive indication of inmprovement in morale
was the increased effectiveness of the RVNAF units in cotnbat.

RVNAF L.EADERSHIP

(8) RVNAF leadcrship left much to be desired in the years prior to the 1968 TET offensive.
Since TET there was gradual improvement in the calibre of le*.darship at all ranks and tn the
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training given to leaders. This was a particularly pressing point for MACV because studies of
deserters showed. that most came from units with notably poor direction. Some commanders
were unmindful of the needs of personnel, vena', corrupt, and inept in combat. ARVN had some
outstanding leaders, but poor performers often were replaced only after much hesitation. This
stalled promotion of younger, better qualified personnel.
(S) Early in FY70, MACV, using the System for Evaluating the Effectiveness of RVNAF
(SEER), evaluated 243 officers commanding divisions, regiments, and battalions, rating 59 percent above average in leadership, 23 percent as average, and 13 percent below average; 5 percent were not rated b~.cause they wvere of recent assignment. For those rated above average, US
advisors described them as aggressive, courageous, responsive to their men, and able to motivate. Those rated below average were unaggressive, indifferent to the mission and personnel.
and without motivation and initiative.
(S) The evaluation concluded that improvement of leadership in combat would yield more than
four times the improvement in combat effectiveness that an equivalent increase in quality of
personnel would. Adequate leadership potential appeared to exist in ARVN, but more effort was
required to replace the mediocre with more aggressive, Intelligent leaders,
(C) By mid-1970, leadership had generally improved but conitinued to be a problem especially
among lower ranking officers and NCOa. Specialized courses at division training centers and
increased numbers of small unit operations were set-ving to correct this deficiency. Lack of
aggressiveness continued to be the big problemn. (30)
(C) At the end of 11)70,
follows-

a MACV report sumnmarised the status of ikVNAF leadership as

Leadership in the Vietnamese Armed Forces Iis improving at a
zititsfactury rate qluantitativoly and qualitatively. The Chief,
Joint General Staff and the JOS atk a unit Are? performing, in ani
emitv~ntly fsatisfacttry nianner. The appoint-ment of new comnmanders of MI~s 4 and 4 during ltjTO umakrA all fotkr Nilk ýOmnnmandors excellent vhoice~s who are. performing woll. With fetw
oxcoption* divioion andi rergimontal commnantlero art, conoidoreti
:saktisfactory. The qualit o~f loixtership at battalion and lowor
loevl'm lýboth regular anci territorial forcett I* expevtod to is-o
prove. as projected forco 4voeJ5 ai~e reached. Moro ove~etivity
will be possible for procuremntoo And prorttotios and qua&lifietl
replaremovits will becreme available to relieve the
efctvns.
Crrv~t ICAS programa of iuspectionn anid vkisit are Cauoitg all
forces, to become rnore reuponsive to ordoro "nd directives from
n~iga)r headquartero..(l
WS Anoth*.r problorm wast the av.&ilability of qua~ified loadiers of stifficient rank for the joh.
In 196q little prorress wa!g Made in.intreasing the numbter of batt-alion cotmmanders holding the
rank of lieiatev'apt colooel. Infantry filvillons wePre mtos*t deficient, about S4 Percent of maneuver
ba~talion cormm1-anders were Captains in Jarnuary IlRI0 (no change stince the, Ist Ott of 19,46q) and only
three battalions were commanded by lieutenant colonols, In Decembehkr the situatiott had improved4
with1 17 percent of tniaueuvqr battalions still commniaided by --aptaius.
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1-ae AH.VN, VNIMC, and

RF/PF all showed satisfactory improvements in grade balances by the end of the year. The VNN
and VNAF, however, still had acute grade imbalances. A JGS committee recommended special
action'ý to alleviate this problem., but satisfactory grade fills were not expected until after
1971. ( 32
(S) In November, MACV reorganized its advisory effort as it related to leadership. At each
advisory level advisors were charged with a c-ntinuiJng analysis using support documentation of
inadequate Vietnamese command performance. When completed, the advisor evaluations were
to be forwarded through US advisor channels until they reached the level of GVN authority that
could be expected to act on the matter. A formal recommendation for removal would be made
to the appropriate official at that level. In the case of senior GVN officials such action would
be personnally handled as in the past by the Ambassador, COMUSMACV, or the Deputy Ambassador.
(S) In a message to CINCPAC, COMUSMACV commented on the importance of leadership
in the Vietnamization program and the then current situation in the senior ranks:
ThQ direct relationshp between effective GVN leadership and the
Vietuamization program is appreciated and this matter will continue
to receive command attention. Heartening progress has been made in
The Chief, JGS, and tle JGS, as z
this regard during recent months.
uni., are performing in an eminently satisfactory manner. The four
MR cotomanders are excellent choices and to date have been performing well.
Lased ipon a 10 Nov assessment by US field colnmanders,
one of the twelve division commanders is considered unsatisfactory
and his relief has been recommended to the GVN. One is considered
marginal and his perforrance will continue to be closely monitored.
Of the 33 infantry regiment commanders, US field advisors report
marginal performance by only two as of 10 Nov. ( 33

RVNAF Officer and NCO Strengths ( 34
Regional Forces

Regular Forces

'10 Nov 70

30 Nov 70
AUTH

ASGD

AU TH

Grade

ASGD

875

338

0-6

57

8

2, 555

1, 369

0-5

49()

144

6, 182
13,780
29, 179

3,420
8,040
33,_224

0-4
0-3
LT/ASP

1,224
5,025

b-14
3,480

52, 571

46,391

TOTAL

23,3ZV

19,934

6,539
18,716
35,877
81, 191
142,323

4,287
11,294
33, 143
69, 543
118, 267

E-8
E-7
E -6
El-5
TOTAL

2,948
4,2:3
17, 190
32,83
57, 183

1,466
3,336
17,988
30,,79
53. 5C9

1
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RVNAF PROMOTION SYSTEM

(S) There had been no major renovation in the RVNAF officer promotion system since 1965,
but some reform took place in 1968 and 1969. In October 1968, the JGS published a directive
which incorporated into one document numerous policy and procedural memorandums issued over
the years. It was an administrative step forward and established a promotion system which should
have increased the overall responsiveness to force demands.
(S) In 1968, the JGS established a series of promotion goals to achieve 90 percent of authorized strength in all officer and NCO grades for the combined regular and regional forces by the
end of 1970. The goals for 1968 and 1969 were not met; continued force structure increases and
a lack of eligible and qualified personnel for promotion goals for all grades prevented attainment
of the goals in 1970 as well.
(C) In September 1970 the percentages of officer and NCO fill by grade for the respective
services were: ( 35

ARVN
VNAF
VNN
VNMC
RF
NOTE:

COL

LTC

MAJ

CPT

E-8

E-7

E-6

5Z%
10
20
29
16

62%
13
44
50
22

80%
18
31
53
46

60%
40
25
55
53

83%
45
40
215
51

72%
29
63
81
79

100%
79
53
69
101

RVNAF goal for end CY70 was 90 percent in all grades.

RVNAF Promotion Goals
(Percent of Authorized Strength in Grade) ( 3End 1969 Ja.t2al,)

1968

1969

1970

40

60

90

39

-Zl

60

70

90

51

.17

MAJ
CPT

65
70

s0
90

9C
90

64
63

-16
-V7

E-8
E-7
E-6
E-5

70
80
80
109

80
85
90
123

90
90
90
100

70
73
103
8

.10
-12
413
-2ý

COL

L'rc

1969 Shortfall

(C) The RVNAF prornoton byvtorn wait well-defined Vy the JGS in 1968. The pronmotion
systern was centrallzed within the JMS for all of the armned d.r-Aces; a selection board was convened annually for all officer and NCO grade*. Even though well-defined. there was a continual
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shortfall in reaching promotion quotas and goals, particularly in the officer ranks. The shortfall in promotions for personnel in the VNAF and VNN was particularly noticeable. For example,
the results of the RVNAF annual promotion board (held in 1969 and announced in February 1970)
showed that approximately 7, 000 officer promotions had been approved. However, only about
1, 700 were actual grade changes. The remaining promotions were conversions from temporary
to permanent grades.
(C) Results of the RVNAF promotion board which convened in MWoy 1970 to consider officers
for functional promotion to 0-6 and below were announced in September (prorrotions were effective
I Jul 70): ( 37

COL
LTC
MAJ
CPT

Recommended

Approved

120
467
863
1,712

71
205
277
7q4

(C) On 1 Aug 70 President Thieu signed a decree promoting 28 high ranking officers. The
promotions consisted of promoting to the functional rank commensurate with duty and in a number
of cases making permanent the functional rank already held. There were 21 actual grade changes,
2 LTG, 9 MG/RADM, and 10 BG/commodore. ( 38 )
(C) On 22 Aug, the Ministry of National Defense requested the JGS to consider and promote
to the next higher grade those battalion and company or equivalent commanders who were per.
mazient captains or lieutenants. The JGS expanded this guidance to include second lieutenants
and aspirants commanding platoons. On 18 Jan 71, 577 were promoted effective 1 Jan 71. ( 39
(C) During 1970 officer and NCO (E5 and above) strengths increased by 8, 480 and 17, 934
respectively. A total of 31, 381 officers and 5l, 390 NCOs were promoted. ( 40
(U) A comprehensive evaluation of RVNAF personnel systems, published in April 1970, concluded the oromotion system needed major improvement, citing specifically that the officer and
NCO promotion selection procedures were especially inadequate for VNN and VNAF. A study to
determine the feasibility and desirability of establishing separate promotion selection boards for
those two services was recommended. ( 41 )
(U)

Other problems and recommended actions were:

1. There was inadequate consideration of skill levels and qualifications in the promotion
of VNAF and VNN enlisted personnel. For promotion of enlisted personnel, the basic oligibilit,'
criterion was time in grade. Promtotion considerations included nature of the unit to which assigned and formal training, evaluation by commanding officers, and awards for meritorious or
valorous service. While all were significant, none of the criteria reflected tile actual skill level
and ;-egree of qualification the man attained.
The RVNAF promotion system did not ensure,
therefore, that personnel who were promoted lhad the akills and qualifications required for
their grade. This created problems for the VNAF and VNN in many technical areas. Poesonnel attaining senior NCO status in the VNN or VNAF were frequently required to supervise
"the opnration a&d care of sophisticated equipment or to be responsible for complex and important
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operations. If the senior NCO lacked the skills required of his grade, the operational effectiveness
of his unit was seriously reduced. It was recommended that grade to skill qualification standards
be developed, used as minimal prerequisites for promotion to E4 and above, and the degree of
qualification be given major weight in the promotion point system for the VNN and VNAF.
2. There were inconsistencies in the promotion system as it applied to Women's Armed
Forces Corps (WAFC) personnel. While WAFC personnel were supposed to be considered with
all other RVNAF personnel in the annual promotion selection, there were cases where WAIC
personnel were apparently considered, selected, and listed separately. It was recommended
that all promotion selection boards be instructed to consider them at the same time, under the
same criteria as other RVNAF personnel, and that WAFC selectees be listed in the consolidated
selection lists. This action would help to provide fair promotion consideration and would provide
correct promotion dates for WAFC selectees.
3. The manner in which the prerequisite for eligibility for promotion to major ( a ninth
grade level diploma required) was applied had caused discontent. The requirement was designed
to raise the educational level requirements for field grade officers without penalizing those field
grade officers who had already achieved their rank without it (the diploma was not required for
higher level promotion).
Many officers believed this was an inequity in the system. It was recommended that the prerequisite be retained but an explanation of its rationale be disseminated
and provision be made to take educational level equivalency examinations for personnel desiring
to qualify for major. It was also recommended that the CofS, JGS, be empowered to waive the
educational requirement in exceptional cases.
4. There was a need to establish separate RF and regular force battlefield promotions
for NCOs and enlisted men (EM). The system, as it had existed, allocated quotas to each MR,
the VNAF, VNN, Special Forces, Airborne, and VNMC. The four MRs and the VNN were allocated quotas which included RF personnel as well as regular force personnel. Results from
1969 showed that for the most part, field commanders had not taken maximum advantage of
battlefield promotion quotas; during the last 6 months, for example, only 32 percent of the total
allocated quota for enlisted personnel had been used. By far the greater number of battlefield
promotions went to the regular forces. To ensure fair and equitable consideration of RF personnel, it was recommended that two separate quotas be given to the designated commanders,
one for the regular forces, and one for the RF. ( 42 )

DESERTION

(C) Tho problem of desertion in the RVNAF and particularly within the ARVN and VNMC:,
was a matter of continuing command concern to MACV and the JGS, Total RVNAF gross desertions for 1968 were 139, 670, the largest single cause of manpower loss. As a result of JGS
anti-desertion p.-ograms in 1969, some progress was made; the number of deserters dipped to
123. 363. In 1970, however, gross desertions were already 138, 152 by 30 N,
(see 1970 desertion summary in this section). * ( 43 )
*The not desertion loss by 30 Nov was 117, 159. This lower figure is obtained by subtracting
from gross desertions the number of deserters who eventually return to duty.
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(C) In 1969, the Vietnamese high command initiated a number of measures aimed at reducing
desertion. Two actions were particularly noteworthy. Desertion control committees were organized at each echelon from JGS to regimental level. These committees conducted regular
meetings and submitted reports through commanders of the units to the JGS. The committees
stimulated command interest, performed studies of causes of desertion, and provided an exchange of ideas on methods to reduce desertions. A basic cause which surfaced in all studies
was a lack of motivation on the part of some leaders to understand all responsibilities associated
with command, particularly as concerned the personal welfare of the servicemen.
(C) The second major anti-desertion effort was the initiation of the "New Horizons" campaign by the General Political Warfare Department. This program was designed to improve the
administration, intelligence, operations, training, logistics, leadership techniques, indoctrination and motivation of selected units in RVNAF. Detailed discussion of this campaign was presented in the 1969 MACV Command History, Vol II.

Causes of Desertion

(C) The causes of desertion were numerous. Surveys conducted by agencies of the JGS,
JGS interviews with deserters in military prisons, US advisor estimates, and correlational
analyses of SEER ratings revealed that desertions were more likely to be caused by socioeconomic rather than military factors. For example, cowardice or fear of death or danger was
not a prime factor in most desertions. The predominant cause appeared to be concern for family;
most other causes could be related directly or indirectly to this. Poor leadership appeared to be
the main, purely military cause. The JGS presented an extended list of desertion causes which
fell into six groups: (44
1.

Deficiencies in leadership at the small-unit level.

2.

Homesickness.

3.

Concern for the welfare of the soldier's family.

4. Poor quality of military life (poor troop mess and housing facilities, too little leave,
lack of transportation, failure to receive entitlements, etc.).
5.

Fear of hardship and danger.

6.

Inability to enforce laws against desertion and lenient treatment of deserters.

(C) Interviews of 520 in prisoned deserters revealed that nearly 70 percent left their units
because of homesickness or the financial hardship of their fanmily; only 15 percent felt fear of
death was a reason for desertion. The interviews also showed that the soldier was more likely
to desert while in camp than on leave; 58 percent of the prisoners deserted while in camp, 4 percent on operations, and 38 percent while on TDY or leave. 'Ihe deserter was usually caught or
reported in his home corps. Seventy-five percent of deserters had more than 6 months of service,
while only a fourth had served less than 6 months. These findings tended to support homesickness and concern for family as the najoi desertion causes. ( 45
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(C) According to MACV analysis, there appeared to be no relation bet-,ýeen the rate of pay
and desertion. Although all regular force personnel were on the same pay scale, a comparison
of desertion rates showed that the rate of desertion varied by service and component. The PF
had the lowest pay scale of the three RVNAF forces (regular and RF/PFI) however, they had the
lowest desertion rate. Increased pay was apparently not of itself the wa) to reduce desertion. (46)
(C) According to US advisor estimates, the major military causes of desertion were protracted operations, isolated location, and poor leadership. Advisors consider .d only poor leadership a purely military factor. Protracted operations (since they reduý ed the amount of time a
soldier could spend with his family) and isolated location (since the Fervicen,,.n often had to leave
his family behind) were considered more socio-economic in nature: 1 47 )
Military Factors

US Advisors Estir: ate (Percent)

Protracted Operations
Isolated Location
Poor Leadership
Excessive Patrols w/o Contact
Low Unit Morale
Intense Combat
Inactivity
Excessive Punishment

35
26
16
8
6
4
2
2

1970 Desertion Surm-ry

(C) Desertion rates were higher in 1970 than 1969. There were higher desertion figures
in 9 months in 1970 than in 1969. The VNMC cortinuerd to be r.aost deficient, reaching a record
high of 47. 6 desertions per thousand men in Jan\tary 70; the number dropped to 34.1 by December.
Other December figures were: ARVN, 15,8; VNN. 2.8; VNAF, 2.5; RF, 12. 3, PF, 6. 3. ( 48)
(C) Despite efforts by the JGS to (--rrect the fdoremantioned practices which abetted desertion, many were still prevalent in large degr.me throughout the year. Additional causes cited by
numerous MACV and JCS apancies were: a iargo inctease in force strength (the averaiae monthly strength for 1970 increased 14.3 percent ovot that of 1969); !nitiation of Cambodian operations;
and an increase in assumption of reosponsibilittes for combat and defense activities with the withdrawal of US Forces. ( 49

RVNA•' PERSONNEL SYSTEMS EVALUATION (PSE)

BackV gound
(U) The lack of an adequate occe'pation specialty code management system had long hampered
personnel support of the RVNAF. Increased assumption of responsibility for combat operations
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highlighted the need to improve the capability of personnel systems to determine requirements
and process and distribute appropriately trained replacements, especially in response to combat
losses. Accelerated activation, improvement and modernization of RVNAF units, increases in
the RF/PF, and the transfer of RVNAF personnel to the National Police on an attached basis
placed excessive demai s on available manpower resources. To cope with these complex requirements it was determined all RVNAF personnel systems required evaluation in depth. Through
the combined efforts of JGS/J1 and MACJ1 and a combined JGS/MACV committee, a 3-month
study was conducted in late 1969. The results were published in April 1970 as a joint document
and distributed throughout RVNAF and MACV echelons of command. ( 50 )

Implementation of PSE

(U) On 30 Apr, MACV membership on the combined JGS/MACV Implementation Committee
was established. A MACV directive emphasized the importance of effective implementation and
established the modus operandi as follows:
To be effective, PSE implementation must be approached systematically
by all participating MACV and RVNAF agencies. Therefore, each MACV
member of the combined committee is to serve as the MACV point of
contact in PSE matters for his agency and its RVNAF counterpart agency.
In addition, each MACV member is to 4stist his RVNAF counterpart and
insure that for each problem for which it is the designated action agency,
his counterpart RVNAF agency establishes long-term objectives, methods
of achievement, and insurance that short-term solutions are compatible
with long-term objectives. ( 51 )
MACV staff agencies of personnel (MACJI). Military Assistance (MACMA), Training (MACT),
Adjutant General (MACAG), anti Civil Operations and Rural Development Support (MACCORDS)
were designated primary monitors under supervision of MACJI for the implementation of actions
required in each of the seven major functional systems evaluated: ( 52 )
RVNAF System

l"'unction Definition

MACV Monitor Agency

Prograniming

That system which forecast personnel
requiromtnto in quantity and quality
con.,istent with GVN goals and objectives.

MACMA

Procurement

That t,ystem which provided manixw er
to meet RVNAF reqvuireinents, its chief
funition was to bring eligible persotnmel
into the military service, either through
recruitment or conscription.

M A CJ I

Individual Training

That systemn which trained the recruit in
oecessary skills and specialties that qualified
him an a suitable replacement, which qualified
him to perforn effectively.

MAC T
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RVNAF System

Function Definition

MACV Monitor Agency

Distribution

That system which provided personnel
assets to satisfy the requirements set
by manpower programming.

MACJI

Personnel Management

The extensive system which implemented

MACAG

and Services

policies and procedures whereby the serviceman was administered and sustained
throughout his period of active service and

which terminated following separation.
Separations and
Veterans Affairs

The system in which the Ministry of War
Veterans replaced the Ministry of National
Defense in caring for the veterans and in

MACCORDS

providing a pension, rehabilitation, vocational training or job placement.
Reporting System

That system which provided personnel
information to all users and was the feedback process of the total RVNAF personnel
system.

MACJI

TRAINING

(U) The 8-year period of the Indochina War (1946-1954) saw the establishment of practically
all of the RVNAF service schools. The partition of Vietnam and the provisions of the 1954 Geneva Accords brought about the end of French colonial rule. The lack of historical foundation
and continuity caused by French rule, the partition of the country, and the serious hardships inherent in conducting training in a combat environment were major obstacles in the development
of the RVNAF training facilities.
(U)

The RVNAF military education system developed into a centrally controllhd system of

31 army training centers and 25 schools, as well af separate training facilities operated by the
navy, marine corps, and air force. At tho close of 19b9, there were doficiencies throughout the
training pr)zram. The primary problems were inadequate facilities and lack of sufficiently
qualified instructors.
Accelerated buildup of the RVNAV, the requirement to improve its quality
and develop its capability to assume roles heretofore accomplished by US Forces made it paramount that combined efforts of the JGS and MACV be focused on improvement and inodernisation
of the entire training base. The degree to which Vietnamlr.ation would succeed hinged on how
rapidly and how well the Vietnamese could be trained to accomplish tha task. It watt clear that
there would bi simultaneous requirements to train more unit8t and more individuals in an increasing range of subjects and to improve the quality of training.
(U) RVNAF training was accomplished at in-country RVNAF centers and schools, on-thejob training (OJT) with US and Free World Military Assistance Force (FWMAF) units, and to a
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very limited extent offshore in CONUS. The impact of Vietnamization and the resultant increase
in RVNAF force structure madt OJT even more important and expanded its role over previous
years. A MACV directive expressed the importance of the role of OJT in the total RVNAF training
program:
All facets of the improvement and modernization of the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces are being closely monitored and evaluated at the highest levels of the United States Government. The status of training in the
Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces is the key indicator of the progress
being made toward self-sufficiency, and on-the-job training is one of the
most vital areas within the training program. ( 53

RVNAF Training Capability

(C) During the first 3 months of 1970, MACT surveyed training centers and service schools
(commanded or monitored by the Central Training Command (CTC]) to evaluate the capability of
each. Results published in April provided data for developing new upgradingprograms. improving existing programs, and setting priorities for all upgrading programs.
I.

Favorable Areas:
a.

Instruction was generally satisfactory in service schools and adequate in training

centers.
b. The availability of all types of equipment, particularly training equipment, was
adequate.
Major shortages generally existed only in service schools requiring many sophisticated
and expensive items, e. g., Intelligence School, Signal School, Transportation School.
c.

Overall,

the availability of training aids was adequate.

d. Security requiremente, although requiring a major effort by most training
facilities, were being met satisfactorily without effect on accomplishment of the training mission.
1.

Unfavorable Areas:

a.
Most of the programs of instruction (POIs) had been translated into English but
few of the lesson plans. This was due to the very limited translation capability available to tnost
field advisory elements and the feelirg among many advisory personnel that translation of lesson
plans was unnecessary.
b. Testing of recruits in training centers was not consistent throughout and was not
It varied from well-organtaed "countrymeeting ndnimum requirements in a number of cases.
fair" type series, to oral and practical exercise tests, to nothing but weapons qualification.
c. Physical facilities did not meet minimum requirements in a number of schools
An unwarranted amount of advisory effort was devoted to improvemnent of
and training centers.
facilities at the expense of the conduct of training. The lack of adequate utilities (water, electricity, and sewerage) was the major deficiency.
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minimum requirements. In the case of training centers, minimum requirements were met only
because a large percentage of trainees slept on the perimeter each night. The lack of adequate
dependent quarters was acute and adv-rsely influenced the training mission by promoting low
cadre morale.
d. The authorized cadre strength at training centers was insufficient in many cases,
and authorized and assigned strengths differed considerably among training centers of approximately the same trainee population.
e. Offshore trained personnel assigned to training centers were inadequately and
inequitably distributed.
f. Problems continued both from shortfall and overfill resulting from the inability
of provinces and districts to supply trainees in accordance with pvubii-•hed schedule:,.
g. Audio/visual aids (movie prcjector3,
adequate supply but were not being utilized.

viewgraph.,

training films) were in

h.
Student handouts were not being used sufficiently to reinforce instruction,
ticularly in training centerb.

par-

i. Allocation ýf all funds, to include funds for trainiig suppoi t, maintenance and
repair of facilities, and subsistence was inadequate.
(U) The majority of these problems had been addrossed and were in various sta'es of progress by the end of 1970.

RVNAF Central Training Command (CTC) Training Centtre
(S) Training centers became overcrowded following enactment of the 1968 GVN mobilization
decree and the influx of volunteers following the TET offensive. The expanded role of the RF/
PF precipitated training load increases which wore handled by developing training sites on already available facilities such as garrisons; these were often inadequate and austere. Overcrowding deteriorated the quality of training. To correct this, the JGS implemented the Popular
Force Training Center (PFTC) Consolidation Plans In 1964-69. The number of PF training
centers were reduced and control was centralized under the CTC. The CTC introduced the
Training Center Improvement Plan aimed at upgrading training center physical plants. Implementation of the plan was very slow and on a very small scale: lack of resources and time precluded large efforts, except on a self-help basis.
fS) The national training centers (NTC) included programs of training for NCO avid Officer
Candidate School (OCS); PSDF; RF/PF reconnaissance unit#. new RF companies and RF compaty
refresher courses; long range reconnaissance patrol: jungle/niountain/vwamp course; navy basic
training. ARVN/IWF CCI infantry course; AIkVN/RF combat training- and advanced individual
training. The Ranger Training Center and the five national training centers were: ( 55
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RVNAF TRAINING CENTERS
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NTC
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NATIONAL

TRAINING

CENTER
RFTC_ REGIONAL FORCE
TRAINING CENTER
IFTC_ POP-LAR FORCE
TRAINING CENTER
RTC - RANGER TRAINING CENTER

DONG DA NTC

THUA THIEN P.TC

you

QUANI NAM PFTC

,.
""

QUANG NGAI PFTC

"

(,".......

*';w

PLEIKU PFTC

NAM

DARLAC PTC

......

BINH DINH PFTC

-

PHU CAT RFTC

S

"UC MY RTC
LAM SON NTC

PWUO
yIN

TUYEN DUG PFTC
BINH DUONG PFTC

"

.

"K

14

TAY NINH PVTC
QUANG TRUNG NTC,.

(ANN TUONG PFTC

CMi LANG NTC
CAO LANN WFTC
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National Training Center
Dong Da
Lam Son
Duc My(Ranger)
Quang Trung
Van Keip
Chi Lang

Ra,.d Capacit

Province

MR

3, 500
7,200
1,800
12,000
3,500
3, 500*
31,500

Thua Thien
Khanh Hoa
Khanh Heoa
Gia Dinh
Phouc Tuy
Chau Doc

I
2
2
3
3
4

(S) The regional force training centers (RFTCI included programs of instruction for new RF
company basic unit training and refresher training, ARVN/RF basic combat and advanced individual training, RF NCO refresher courses, and ARVN RF CCI infantry courses: ( 56

Regional
Forces Training Center
Phu Cat
Cao Lanh

Rated Capacity

Province

M1

2,200
4,200
6,400

Binh Dinh
Kien Phong

2
4

(S) The PFTC conducted programs almost exiclusively for the PF basic combat training,
advanced Individualtraining, platoon leadership, squad leadership, political warfare, aidman
instruction, radio operation, platoon basic unit training, and platoon refresher. PrTCs also
had c;ourses for ARVN/RF basic conmbat training and advanced training: ( 57

For.:-.

Pcpulaar
Training Center

Thua Thien*

1

Quang Nat

1

Quang Ngai*'
B•inh DinhNinh Tihua.116
Pleiku
D)arlac
Tuyen•)uc•*
Pinh IX1ong"'
TayM
Ninh
Phuoc Tuy
Vinh l..ong
Dinh Tuong'
kAac Lieu

Rated Capaci.

Province

MA

I 500
2 000
150o
1i
1 500
1. 500
1, 500
500
500
I, 00
1, 5C0
1, 500
2. 000
2, 0.O0
0
20. 500

Thtma Thien
Quang Nam
Q\aing NgaP
BDinh Dinh
Ninh Thuan
Pleiku
Drlac
Turen Dkuk
Bing Dhon
Taq Ninh
Phuoc Tuy
Viubhl Long
Diflh 'Thtorg
Blac Lieu

2
2

4
4
4

*Projected facilities upgrade progratm \vould revise capacity tx' 10,700.
- $ubstandard and would not tneet tralit-og requirementsk without exteunive Inveothieut of funds
•
antd materials.
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(S) The average training center population wag consistently above the rated capacity. Excluding the five NTCs, the majority lacked adequate training areas and facilities. A study of
RVNAF requirements for YY70-75 revealed training center capacity i-adequate to support requirements without a major construction ar.d iehabilitation program. To avoid costly construction
and rehabilitation programs, a plan was developed to consolidate training centers. Studies showed
improvement and modernization of 10 selected centers would be far less costly than rehabilitation
of all 22 centers: ( 58

Training Center

Capacity
as of Sep 70

Capacity
After
Consolidation

Inactivation
Date (as of Feb 71)

Dong Da*
Thua Thien

3500
1500

5000

N/A
Nov 70

2. Quang Nam*
Quang Ngai

2000
1500

3500

N/A
Feb 71

1.

3.

PIeiku*
Darlac
Tuyen Duc

1500
500
500

2500

N/A
Feb 71
Jan-Jun 71

4.

Lam Son*
Ninh Thuan

7200
1500

8730

N/A
Jul-Dec 72

5.

Phu Cat*
Binh Dinh

2200
1500

3700

N/A
Nov 70

6.

Quai.g Trung,
Tay Ninh
Binl, Duong

12000
1500
1500

15000

N/A
Mar 71
Jan-Jun 72

7.

Van Keip*
Phuoc Tuy

3500
1500

5000

N/A
Jul-Dec 71

8.

Cao Lanh*

4.200

4200

N/A

9.

Chi Lang*
Dinh Tuong
Bac Lieu
Vinh Long

3500
2000
1500
2000

5000

N/A
Jan-jun 71
Jan-Jun 72
Jul-De: 72

1800

5000

N/A

10.

~aac

My Ranger TC*

*Residual Training Center
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(S) Advantages of the consolidation plan were: elimination of centers with marginal growth
potential and concentration of resources in centers with potential as permanent training installations; large savings in the long run; reduced cadre requirements making for more highly
qualified instructors; more centralized control; increased ýtandardization of training programs
and instruction techniques; and reduced requirements for US advisors. ( 59 )
(S) Disadvantages of the consolidation plan were: possible increase of desertion and AWOL
rates (existing locations minimized the adjustment of the homesick recruit since be was often
within a few kilometers of his home and could be visited by family on weekends); and LOCs were'
inadequate to cope with the relatively greater distances involved in the movement of trainees
(shortfalls in input at training centers were often attributable to transportation inadequacies). ( 60
(S) Division training centers (DTC) provided ARVN/RF basic combat and advance individual
training, a Tae Kwon Do (form of karate) program, ARVN battalion refresher training, and other
courses as required by the needs of the division. Each of the 10 A.RVN divisions had its ow:..
training center with a capacity of 600:

MR

Division Training Centers

Province

1st
2d
22d

1
1
2

Thua Thien
Quang Ngai
Binh Dinh

23d
5th
18th

2
3
3

Drlac
Binh Duorg
Long Khanh

25th
7th
9th

3
4
4

Tay Ninh
Dinh Tuong
An 6iang

21st

4

Ba Xuyen

RVNA? Offshore Training 1971-73
(S) The US Military Assistance Training Program (MATP) sponsored off.hove training for
the RVNAF xv-'ich included training at US installations in CONUS and overseas; in military service schools; observer training, orientation tours, and attendance a US civ~la: universities.
The estimated RVNAF offshore requirements indicated below were those rYoq\.dred to asztist
RVNAF in attaining solf-suffic.'ency by 1 Jul 73: 1 61 )
FY73

FY71

FY72

ARVN
VNAF
VNN
VNMC

1,072
2,012
1,671
16

1,010
1,171
344
35

948
'A74
389
39

TOTALO

4,791

2.510

1,750

dIncludeos paces ior English language instructor training at the Defense

I.anguage Institute.
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(S) The JGS/MACV Combined Campaign Plan 1971 indicated that the development of intermediate and advanced training in specialized areas at RVNAF training facilities would be emphasized in 1971 to replace offshore courses. ( 62
(C)

ARVN In-Country Training ( 63
Programmed (CY70)
1st Half

ARVN/RF Recruit

Actual (CY70)

2d Half

Ist Half

2d Half

75,258

103, 399

89,253

73,917

OCS Prep

6,840

4,140

4,801

2,437

OCS

8,510

2,500

6,216

7,042

NCO Prep

2,700

2,300

2,945

3,037

NCO

9,600

11,850

8,960

9,163

PF Plt Ldr

2,205

2,825

1,518

2,435

PF Squad Ldr

3,125

4,205

4,089

3,031

11,410

17,967

13,353

15,936

500

500

409

434

Nat'l Def College

40

0

25

1

English Language

5,177

6,059

4,692

4,930

PF Recruit
Cmd & Staff College

ARVN Offshore Trainin&
(C) During CY70, 832 ARVN personnel were programmed to receive offshore training at US
military schools and installations in CONUS and overseas. The actual Input was 792, a program
effectiveness of 95. 2 percent. Courses were available in: signal equipment maintenance repair,
harbor craft engine operator, microwave radio repair, radio systems officer, topographical
engineer officer, dial central repair officer, weapov1R support battery maintenance, fixed plant
carrier equipment, map compiling, seaman, automotive repair, teletypewriter equipment repair. ( 64

ARVN OJT
(C) The ARVN did not have an official OJT program. On 23 Jan 70. the ARVN published
JGS Memo #0711, Personnel Designated for On-The-Job Training with US Personnel, to provide
policy guidance for ARVN commanders with personnel being trained by US units. The 1-,VNAF
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PSE recommended the CTC establish a directive which would define OJT procedures for RVN. A
proposed RVNAF OJT memo was presented to the CTC by MACT in late December 1970 for review and consideration for implemc'tation into their system. From 1 Jan 70 to 31 Dec 70,
46, 916 RVNAF personnel were trained on-the-job by US Forces. ( 65

ARVN Artillery Training
(C) The RVNAF Artillery Command implemented a new training program entitled "The
Reorganization Technique Plan. " It was develop3d to raise the technical proficiency level of all
ARVN artillery units. It was a three-phased program on an 1 1-month tirne frame: ( b6
1. Phase 1 (1 Jan to 28 Feb 70)--The Artillery Command developed the concepts and
disseminated instructions to artillery units. Lesson plans were developed and disseminated.
Mobile instruction teams were formed by each artillery battalion.
2. Phase 11 (2 Mar to 28 Mar 70)--The division artillery headquarters and/or corps
artillery headquarters consolidated the mobile training teams from each artillery battalion,
issued instructions, and conducted instructor training.
3. Phase III (6 Apr to 30 Nov 70)--Mobile training teams conducted a 2-week training
program at each firing position and administered a test. This war followed by a unit test administered by division artillery and/or corps artillery headquarters 30 day, after the mobile
training teams completed the training and testing of all firing elements.

VNAF Training Program

(U) Schools were operated by the VNAF for air force personnel at Nha Trang, Bien Hoa,
Binh Thuy, and Tan Son Nhut. The Air Training Center (ATC) at Nha Trang operated schools
for NCOs and officers, a language school, and courses in flight training, technical helicopter,
jet engine, and communications/electronics.
At Bien Hoa, the VNAF 23d Wing conducted courses
in jet engite mechanics/jet maintenance, ground safety, munitions, power production, adrninlstration, personnel, rescue and survival, NCO training, base defense, and basic military courses.
The Air Logistics Command conducted courses at Bien Hoa in air frame repair, construction and
utility, supply, and special vehicle maintenance. At Binh Thuy, the 74th Wing conducted courses
in flight engineering and base defense. Headquarters VNAF and the 33d Wing at Tan Son Nhut
conducted courses for weapons technician, flight nurse, transportation officer, security officer,
r,-ciprocating engine mechanics, AC-47, transition flight engineering training, first pilot C-l119,
AC-47 gunner and weapons technician, weather, and NCO training.
(U) The overall problem at the VNAF training centers was that the student load far exceeded
the capabilities of the available cadre/instructor personnel. As in RVNAF training centers, this
was due to the rapid buildup of forces under the Accelerated I & M program. Increases il the
unit mannin' document for the training centers were approved, but assigned strength was inadequate. (67)
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Classes in flight training and jet fighter maintenance at the Air Force Training Center, Nha Trang.
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Formal In-Country VNAF Training
(C) Through September, 41, 160 VNAF personnel completed some type of formal training.
This was 95.1 percent of the programmed 43, 098 input for that period: ( 68
1 Jan - 1 Oct
Program

Programmed

Actual

Percentage

12,656
8,454
1,680
1,445

11,772
7,009
1,410
1,363

91
8Z
84
92

Military Tng
General Services
Civil Engineering
C/E

7,639

6,237

73

10,639

12,923

129

ALO/FAC

396

Z66

66

Liaison Pilot

189

180

99

43,098

41,160

95.1

Technical
English Language

Total

VNAF Offshore Training
(C) There were seven types of training: flying, including A-37, F-5, T-28, UH-1, and
navigator training; maintenance, including electronic navigational repairman, helicopter rnechanics, aircraft radio repairman, and weapons mechanic; communications/electronics training,
including aircraft control and warning (AC&W) radar repairman, air traffic control, communications and relay equipment repairman, ground radar systems cable splicing, ground radio communications equipment repairman, awl telephone switch; support training, including accounting
and finance, budget, base and staff civil engineering, data automation, supply management, transportation, personnel, precision photo processing, and manpower procedures: operations training.
including air intelligence officer, altitude chamber, flight safety officer, weather technician,
weather equipment repairman, and special intelligence collection; professional training, including aeroxnedcal, squadron officers' school, preventative medicine technician, training instruction
officer, English language instruction; and liaison/orientation. Status of offshore training for the
first and iecond quarters of CY70 was: ( 69

Type of Training

2nd Qtr

1st Qtr

Znd Qtr

574
262
62
32

523
153
114
36

5060
252
49
26

191
153
114
36

58

77

60

77

17
23
1,028

17
7
954

13
21
929

17
7
795

Ist Qtr
Pilot/Flying
Maintenance
Commn/Elat
Support
*

Operationg
Profeessional
tiais on/Orientation
Total

Actual

Progianimmd

*Shortfall in UH-I pilots occurred due to lack of English language qualified students.
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(U) On 5 May 70, the final class of VNAF enlisted personnel completed UI-1i mechanic
training at Fort Eustis. Of 436 students programmed, 431 completed the training (419 UH-1
mechanics and 12 turbine engine repair instructors). A shortfall of five resulted from input
being short four and one student who was returned to RVN because of academic and disciplinary
problems. Twenty-three graduates of the mechanics course received additional training as aircraft power-train repairmen and 63 as aircraft prop and rotor repairmen. ( 70

VNAF OJT
(U) The VNAF OJT program was modeled after the US Air Force (USAF) OJT program. It
was well-organized; however, less than 5 percent of assigned airmen were in OJT. Expansion
was restricted by shortages of qualified instructors and training materials. Heavy recruiting
caused a large influx of untrained airmen and resulted in an unfavorable ratio of trained to untrained personnel. The high level of military activity placed a greater work burden on the limited numbers of trained people, making it more practical to rely on formal training rather than
OJT. Integrated training with Seventh Air Force (7AF) personnel as trainers developed broader
VNAF understanding of USAF OJT methods and added to the output without tying up VNAF trainers.
(U) VNAF actively sought ways to improve the program. Individual units developed training
materials for OJT, but there was a lack of standardization. VNAF received copies of all applicable USAF job training standards for use in a project underway to develop VNAF standards.
With the assistance of 7AF advisory group personnel, the basic VNAF OJT directive was revised
and updated. Another major project, begun in tht! middle of the year, reorganized OJT administration to decentralize OJT management.
(U) Some differences existed between the VNAF and USAF systems. Although the differences
tended to limit training, they were, in general, appropriate to VNAF conditions. For example.
entry into individual OJT was not automatic; rather, OJT courses were organized for groups
(necessary because of lack of trainers and training materials). Also, upgrading OJT required
prior approval of VNAF. and approvals were minimal due to budgetary limitations. ( 71 )
(U) By mid-year, OJT
This was a
of specialties.
interest by VNAF enhanced
results were more likely in

reports showed a smaller number in training but in a wider variety
favorable trend from group clanses to individual training. Increased
prospects for improvements in the program. However, short range
organization and manago•ment rather than in increased output and

quality. ( 72 )

VNAF - 7AF lntegrated Training
(C) This program provided formal training and OJT for VNAF officers and airmen. It was
conducted by 7AF' and units under its operational control. Most training was carried out at
bases where VNAF and USAF units were collocated, resulting in no additional requirement to
provide messing, billeting, administrative control. or other support. It was in moset cases nocost training, because special facilities, equipment and instructors were not needed. Conventional OJT methods were used with courses tailored to fit VNAF needs and requests. Courses
varied from a few weeks to over 2 years. There was no English language prerequisite; if trainees
tand English. one of their number acted as an interpreter.
did not und
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(C) Training emphasis was placed on base operating support functions which had not received
as much attention in the past as hard core operational support training. Some individual skill
upgrading resulted from the integrated program, but most training was of a proficiency nature,
designed to expedite VNAF self-sufficiency in functional areas.
(U) This training began in January 1970. The program was translated into Vietnamese and
distributed to VNAF units which had the English version. By 31 Jan, over 900 trainees were
enrolled. By 30 Jun, this increased to 1, 245 officers and airmen training in over 30 different
specialties at six bases. Largest enrollments were in security, fire protection, weather, communications/electronics, air traffic control, and civil engineering. During the first 6 months,
538 completed training. ( 73 ) Significantly, the program replaced in-country MASF training for
the VNAF and reduced offshore MASF training at a dollar savings to the US Government.

VNN Training Program

(U) The VNN had three naval training centers, located at Nha Trang, Cam Ranh Bay, and
Saigon. The center in Saigon had classes for petty and warrant officers, and provided courses
in refrigeration, electronics equipment, and various engines. At Cam Ranh Bay there were
courses for boatswain's mate, gunner's mate, yeoman, disbursing clerk, and commissaryman.
The Nha Trang Center conducted courses for engineman, damage controlman, quartermaster,
electrician's mate, radarman, radioman, and electronic's technician. Nha Trang also was the
home of the Naval Academy.
(U) The major problems in the VNN specialty schools were the same as at ARVN and VNAF
schools, overcrowding and understaffing due to accelerated Viotnamization of Navy material
assets and an urgent requirement for skilled operators. ( 74

VNN In-Country Training
(C) By I Oct, 33,095 had participated in VNN in-country training.
the 40, 052 progratimied for that period: ( 75 )

This was 80 percent of

I Jan - I Oct

Program

Prograrnmed

Act

Recruit
"A" School (Basic)
"C" School (Advanced)
Petty Officer
English Language
Midshipman
Boat School
OJT Crows

10, 200
6,185
1, 100
2,660
1,350
3.102
2,530
2,9s
925

8,042
5.460
863
1,666
1,307
1.595
2. 392

Total

40.052

33,095

Porcni~ag
78
88
78
62
96
51
96
ýE89
80
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Top, A gunnery class learning the 40mm gun at the Naval Training Center, Carl Ranh Bay.
Bottom: Vietnamese Navy engineers examine the engine room aboard a US LST.
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(C) The serious shortage in the petty officer program resulted from the reluctance of commanding officers to provide as instructors experienced petty officers who were on duty and in
short supply.
(U) The Naval Academy course of instruction ran 44 weeks. The three specialist schools
in Nha Trang, Cam Ranh Bay, and Saigon were jointly established by the VNN and US Navy (USN)
with instructors from both navies teaching all aspects of boat work, seamanship, maintenance,
logistics, radio and engineering skills. Courses varied from 3 to 12 weeks.
(U) Outside the formal training structure was Saigon's Small Boat School operated by the
USN in consultation with an American firm called International Training Consultants. This
program was established specifically for the ACTOVPLAN. * Students came to school after boot
camp for a 12-week course in the basics of seamanship. From the school, the graduates went to
US vessels for OJT. When the river group's commander considered the Vietnamese sailor
qualified, usually after 12 weeks, his US counterpart left. Gradually the proportion of Vietnamese
sailors increased until the crew was entirely Vietnamese. Then the ship was turned over to the
VNN.

VNN Offshore Training_
(U) The US Navy MATP sponsored offshore training for VNN and VNMC.personnel. Training available through the US Navy MATP included attendance at US military schools, observer
and OJT at US installations, orientation tours of US facilities, and training at the university
level. In additon, military training teams (MTTs) and field training services (FTS) provided
training and/or training support. The VNN obtained personnel to be trained offshore from operational units and the VNN training schools. The individuals entered language training (prerequisite
for selection required the candidate to be English-qualified betveen 90 and 60 days prior to the
course report date). Besides language qualification, all candidates had to have a good disciplinary
record, pass US and Vietnamese security checks, be physically healthy, and generally meet the
76)
same course prerequisities outlined for US students.
VNN Offshore Training I Jan - 1 Oct 70 (77)
Prog rammed

Actual

Percentage

1,407

1,376

94

VNMC Training Program

(M) During the first half of the year in-country and offshore training continued to meet the
needs of the VNMC in 4 satinfactbrry manner. Despite periods of prolonged operational commit01The Accelerated Turnover to Vietnamese Plan (ACT.VPI.,AM) was begum in 1968, The USN began providing the VNN with operational and ,upport craft to patrol MARKET TIME and interdiction
barriers. Each ship turned over was commanded by Vietnamese but retained one US advisor.
See section on VNN awssanmont for further discussion of ACTOV.
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Iment, the VNMC conducted substantial training during periods of reserve employment.
(C) A "quick kill" course was built at the VNMC Training Command to improve marksmanship standards. Training during reserve periods was Lrziproved by providing mobile teams to
instruct in first aid, political warfare, personal affairs, engineering, communications, and intelligence matters. A new leadership syllabus for the VNMC NGO school was approved and implemented. The VNMC Training Command continually upgraded its courses with additional training in night tactics, mine/booby trap countermeasures, and river crossing techniques. A mine/
booby trap training complex was built. In additon, four covered classrooms (each with a capacity
of 150), a reception center, and a training area incorporating sight alignment, sight picture, and
marksmanship were completed. ( 78

VNMC In-Country Training ( 79
iProgram

Programmed

Actual

1 Qtr

2 Qtr

3 Qtr

I Qtr

2 Qtr

3 Qtr

2,000
150

2,000
0

2,000
0

1,313
156

Z, 087
41

2,251
60

9
0
6
12

0
0
11
11

10
12
10
5

13
0
5
37

13
25
10
33

11
18

0

0

0

0

0

10

4
17
20
5
0
8
35
48

0
13
22
3
20
9
0
60

0
15
17
5
10
7
50
58

4
22
30
3
9
25
44
87

0
10
29
3
16
9
0
117

4
28
17
9
8
t0
64
69

VNMC Training Center
Recruit
NCO
RVNAF Service Schools
Adjutant General
Admini stration/Finance
Artillery
Engineer

Infantry
Jungle Warfare
Logistics
Modical
Intelligence
Ordnance
Quartermaoter
Signal
Driver

10
7

(C) The 7th VNMC ln11 n conpleted 7 %aeks of initial unit training at Van Kiep NTC on 24
Jan 70 and was formnally activated on II Fab at the VNMC Thu Muc Training Command. The 8th
VNMC Inf Bn commenced training at the Vien Kiep NTC and was finished on 9 May. The 9th Un
began initial training on 29 Jun and wa6 finished on 15 Aug. ( 80
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E~nrollments and Imxprovement,; at the RVNAF Schools and Academies*

Armor School
(C) The Armor School trained 5,6C05 students in 1970.
5,225. ( 81 )

This was in excess of the authorized

(C) Progress was made in formulating the Armor Officers' Advanced Course which began
in July. The capability of the Armor School to conduct weapons and tactics training was greatly
increased with completion of the Trang Bom ta~nk range. Refresher training programmed for
12 cavalry wsits during CY70 got off to a poor start, however. The units ware committed to
operational mrissions in their areas and corps commanders were reluctant to release them for a
4-week period. ( 82)
(C.) Sign~ficant progress was made in upgrading and constructirg school facilities. A BOQ
and a 70-man barracks were completed. Improvements to the living areas of the NCO and EM
--a -re rece~ved special emphasis. ( 83

Infantry School
(C) Like the Armor School, the Infantry School enrolled an excess of students.
put was 11, 925; there were 10.,762 programmed for CY70. (84 )

Actual in-

(C) The infantry School was beginniing to realizc the benetita of the special construction program to upgrade facilities. Nine. classrooms were conatruictiz,& fuirniture was received to accomm~odate 200 students in each af the nine classrooms. Incroaaed emphasir. was placind on instructor
training. The Method of Instruction course (MO!) was revised to emphatnize practical application
as opposed to the lecture systtemn. The first of the two programnied M01 courses at the Infautry
School graduated 87 students. ( 851
(C) Considerable prt~reas was ~a~do in n~cw corstruction, rehabilitation of barracks And
niesacs, dtvelopment ol eperialixed training %roaq 4;-d etimpetition arrong units. A gigznal
training area was cooozyructo4 to provide utouse practical application in ct-nmnunicatoinnA trainling.
Terrain models, nmuck-up3 and blaache;-s were constructvd toý inprove map readiog and weapohs
training. Work wi-i* atartiod on a VC hamvlet, a physical tie
comiba t proficiency tesit area and
a platoon defensivo area. A unit opeionpragr~.In was irsipicnicnted once: pastsing acadomic
stores. barracks and unit area. inspec.tioov. physical trainiung, marr-hing. and intramiur*l
sports. ( 86)

Artillery School
(C)

The Artillery School enrolled Z. 527 otudeutt, well above the 1. 715

prograuntmed ior the

year. ( 87)
*For 4,taileil datcr1itior of each school /acadewny see MACV Command History 1(69

Vol It.

(C) Several new gun emplacements with concrete personnel shelters and ammo bunkers
were built in the battalion demonstration area through a self-help project. New PO1s were prepared for a survey officer course and a survey instructor course. A copy of the US Artillery
Advanced Course was obtained from Fort Sill, edited to delete unusable portions, and provided
to the director of instruction for updating the Battalion Commanders' Course. Theres were noticeable improvements in training and supervision of students after the commandant directed that
classes be inspccted daily and written reports submitted. ( 88)
(C) One of the most significant improvements to training occurred during April-June. In
the past, no attempt was made to coordinate the training of forward observers, fire direction
center personnel, and gun crews during live fire exercises. During June, schedules and POls
were completed to allow these classes to be conducted simultaneously. The concept saved ammunition, training time, and released support troop gun crews to perform maintenance. ARVN
constructed two permanent classrooms. A visitors' pavilion was also cons-;ructed. ( 89

Signal School
(C) The Signal School enrolled 5, 702 students. only 64 percent of the 3, 931 scheduled for
1970. (90)
(C) On 28 Feb. a large portion of land formerly occupied by US elements of the Vung Tau
Subarea Command wag turned over to tho Signal School. Located about 1, 000 meters fromn the
main compound, the area had room for 1.200 pvrsonnel avid was complete with buildings. The
complex was used to billet the Language School students preparing for entrance into the Integrated
Communicationi System. WICS) training program. ( 91
(C) 'Praining quality improved due to expanded use of training, aids and a moderate incre;Ase
in student handouts. Howevor, ahurtages in ntamerovia line items. particularly eloctronic test
equipmelnt. still faxisted. ( 92
(C) In IDecepmber. the first Fixe~d Station Microwave Re~pair Coctrae gradviated.
considerod to be tho mo~st tconl:lvx of the
The courve was 13 muo*tl%4 long and %as contductedt by the 169th US Sig Rn. ( 9
occlpational speciAlty (MOS) involved wast

Tho military

ICS Mass.

Military Police schoal
(C) Th" Military pplicc School had the highe-st enrollment overuge (pvrcent.Agel entering
( q4
1, 90S studetits; the progrst-nmeel injrut was 1, ~22.
(Ct) On 28 Fob, ani IN, 000 *quare mtneor trac5 was tantifarr'-1 tt tOw Military Polico. Soool
by US oekn-ento of the Vulig Taut %16arva t. ammand. Th;e land - , acent to the school was, uiakd for
rioi control training, an efilarged motor poocl. rocreatnin (acililtkes, and6 a hardbitand he~lcoplte
pad. An~
istructor training. course. wap hlvi~ 4,4- ing off-4uty hour's. Sirvvv work or a rjw
to upgrade the water system. "id a self-help project to riitile the mess hall floor wsere com.Plated. ( 95
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Engineer School
(C) There were 6, 571 students enrolled in the Engineer School; the progrannmeti input for
1970 was 5,673. ( 96 )
(C) A mess hall was constru-ted and a tent city was erected to house 400 advanced students;
the comrr.andant decided to continue the tent city to give field training. MACV approved the
addition of $387, 000 worth of soils and maintenance training aids to provide the school with 3d
and 4th Lchelon maintenance and soil training. ( 97

Political Warfare College
(C) In CY70, 304 out of a programmed 505 students attended the Political Warfare (POLWAR',
College. ( 98
(U) The first intermediate POLWAR officers' course, which commenced 3 Nov 69. graduated
77 students in February 1970. The fourth basic chaplains' course began on 18 Feb to orient newly commissioned officers of the RVNAF Chaplains' Corps to military life. On 1 Apr, the POLWAR College was attacked by a force of VC/NVA troops who inflicted heavy damage and casualties
(16 chaplains were killed, 11 Buddhist, three Protestant, and two Catholic, and 13 were wounded).
(U) As a result of thc April enemy attack, many classrooms and barrack- were rendered
unusable. Previously scheduled officer courses were postponed until facilities were repaired. (99
National NCO Academy
(C) There were 16, 522 students for the year at the NCO Academy; the programmed input
was 20, 960. ( 100 )
(C) Significant progess was made in improvement of facilities and upgrading of training.
The self-help program provided one 800-man mess' hall and 175 eight-man mess tables. Construction continued on 15 student barracks and three latrines. A preliminary ronstruction sur"•ey recommended construction of eight 200-mn.n mess hall/kitchens, thrne student barracks.
two ammunition storage bunkers, a paved roadway, renovation of 11 existing buildings, and five
live-fire ranges. The academy received 49 M-60 machine guns bringing the total to 100. With
MACV approval, the academy's allocation of M16 rifles was increased from 1,000 to 3,000;
Central Logistics Command (CLC) directed the issue of 2, 000 to the acado, y through they I1Area Logistics Command (ALC) as soon as available. The student daily food allowance was increased and the receipt of a favorble contract for civilian supplied foods provided adequate
rations. ( 101
(C) By May the M16 rifles were issued which brought the total on hand to 3,000. The 15 new
barracks were completud which increased the capacity ft'om 3, 320 men to 4. 520. Increased
command advisor emphasis resulted in major improvements in the quality of leadership training
and day and night pvactical exercises. Detailed inspections of training were conducted by A0_VN
staff and US advisors. Inspection reports were forwardcd through ARVN channels, and follow-up
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corrective actions taken. US training teams froni the 4th lnf Div and 173d Abn Bde visited the
academy to assist in improving the qualhiv of mine and booby trap training. ( 102

Women's Armed Forces School
(C) Of the 1, 400 women scheduled to enter the WAFC School,
led. ( 103

1, 025 were actually enrol-

(C) A - -ajor objective achieved during the 1st Qtr was the formation of English classes with
advisor teachers. Construction was started on a BOQ. The enrollment shortfall was due to recruiting problems. ( 104

Vietnamese Military Academy (VNMA)
(C) A goal of 1, 000 approved applications to compete for entrance to the Academy in December 1970 was exceeded at mid-year. Actual enrollment for CY70 was 191, 76 percent of the 250
authorized. ( 105)
(C) A cadet in his second year at the VNMA became the first Vietnamese to be accepted for
entrance to the USMA, West Point. ( 106 )

The Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces Langaage School (RVNAPLS)
(C)
.paces.

Total input for CY70 was 9,622 at the RVNAFLS; there were 11,236 programmed
( 107 )

(C) The RVNAi LS established a MACV Test Control Office to centralize control, security,
and administration of English language ,-omprehonsion and aptitude tests. Prior to organizing
this office, the English Comprehension Level (ECL) test was often compromisod, and there was
approximately a 30-point drop in a student's ECL score betwveen the final test administered at
RVNAFLS and the intry test administered at the Defense Language Institute, English Language
Schocl, Lackland AFB. The Test Control Office eliminated test compromnise, making students
legitimately achiv.ve the ECL score required for graduation.
(C) CINCPAC approved and MACV order.id automnatic data processing equipm-e,nt (ADPl)P)
for RVNAFLS. The RVNAFL.5 was authorized 30 iocal national civilian positions to include one
card puncb operator to be used for the ADPE.
(C) Aianox I (Doisg Khanh) of the RVNAFI.S was transferred to the Adjutant General School
on 16 Jan 70. The capacity of the annex was thereby increased from 420 to 1,000 students.
A:..nex 2 (ian Son Nhut) of the RVNAFI..S commenced training on 19 Jan 70 to train VNAF airmven.
It had a capacity of 1,081 students. ( 108

Ad; .tant General School
(C)

THhIS PAG FRF
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There were 4, 959 students in ,Y70 out of a programmed input of 5, 210. ( 109
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(C) The school's first AG Officer Advanced Couise graduated 56 officers on 29 Jan 70. The
expanded curriculum devoted time to command and staff procedures, eliminating the need for
both a career and an advanced course. ( 110 )
(C) Several self-help projects were completed. To alleviate water shortage, the school
constructed a 250-gallon water tank; this was an :nterim measure until a water system upgrade
project could be completed. In addition, instructor -latfcznns, training aid stands, a covered
motorbike Dark, and a facility to house recently purchaseýd ,.cows were constructed. ( 11)

Military Intelligence School
(C)

There were 2, 199 students enrolled in CY70, well above the 1, 523 programmed. ( 112

(C) A new table of equipment (TOE) included tbe personnel and equipment to raise the student
enrollment to 600. Three new courses were de-,-'loped dealing with collection, intermediate intelligence, and intermediate security, The crloc.io- course of 30 officers assigned to province
ti.ýerl•#-diate intelligence officer mid-career
The first
units was conducted during January.
course started on 30 Mar. ( 113
a!.ng were accomplished. These included
(C) Significant self-help projects in supoort .
construrtion of 15 classroom tables and .oeven xeriai pholo interpretation light tables. All construction programs, except a water t.pgrade- prosi ct, were delayed pending a decision by CTC
regarding school relocation. ( 114

The Military Medical Schcol
(C) This school conducted all battalion surgeon ass.%'tant, medrical supply, and enlisted
formal technical training, with the exception of basic medical trzinilg cf aidmen for RF/PF units.
It did not provide training for physicians or dentists. In 1970, 3, 517 students received training;
there were 2,300 programmed for input. t 115 )
(C) The teaching method used at the school was pratticaly l19 percent d,.dactic. Graduates
lacked practical experience, Some improvement in teach-. 'YcO-niq.1es, inkwlud. nP' additional use
Plana wore.
oubrmitted to expand the
of training aids and group discussion, was anticipatet.
capacity o' the school from 1, 100 students to 3, 000 Zo i,'u~Io additional billeting and classroom
facilities. It was also proposed to establish an RVNAF teaching hospital on the grounds where
selected graduates would receive advanced training in a iontrtc'led teaching onvironment under
apecAiists. ( 116
surgical. laboratory, X-ray, operating room and nursing

Transportation School
(C)
(C)

The progratianed lnpkt for CY70 was 8. 894: the actual input was 11, 029. ( 117

The first survey for building projects wap initiated in June. A revised TOE, Incorpoincroase in instructors, was submittod to the CTC/JOS for approval. ( 11S
a 50-percent Srating
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RVNAF Training School Enrollments CY70 ( 119

(C)

Programmed Input•**

School

AG*
Admin & Fin
AFLS*
Armor*
Arty*
Band
C&SC
Engineer*
infantry*
Intelligence*
JMA
Log Mgt
Mil Dog Training Ctr
MP*
MedicaBl
NDC
NCO Acad*
Ordnance
POLWAR*
QM
Signaln'
Social Welfare
Trans:
VNMA*
WAFC*

5,210
1,270
11,236
5,225
1, 715
475
1,000
5,673
10,762
1,523
1,400
810
310
1,222
2,300
40
20,960
2,918
505
1,539
8,931
580
8,894
250
1,400

Actual Input
4,959
921
9,622
5,605
2,327
342
843
6,571
11,929
2, 199
1,371
873
308
1,908
3, 517
26
16, 522
2,570
31)4
1,436
5, 702
199
11,029
191
1,025

Percentage
95
73
86
107
136
72
84
116
111
144
98
108
102
156
153
65
79
88
60
93
64
34
124
76

End of Year Evaluation of RVNAF Training
(C) An evaluation of RVNAF training programs for CY70 was accomplished for the first time
using the Training Objectivo and Measurement Management System (TOMMS). In CY70, RVNAF
trained 503,740 personnel in 12 national, regional force, popular force. and division t-aining
centers and 87, 197 personnel it 15 technical, four academic, and four combat arm; schools.
(C) The TOMMS was developed by MACT and implemented during thu 4th Qtr CY70. This
new management system measured the status and progress of training in nine areas, among them,
percentage of assigned to authorized mtrength and ratio of students to cadre; cach area wa.s
nuinri;cally vYAluod with three to eight indicators. The indicator.s were weighLed accnrding to
their importance and the criteria on which they %v-romoasurcd were based on US standards of
*See commentary preceding pages.
*CProgranmned input figures wore determined by deduct.ng from the original 1970 figure, input
to courses cancelled or modified prior to the starting date of the courme. Input modified after
the starting date was not deduc:od.
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performance. The ratings were:
unsatisfactory.

outstanding, excellent, very satisfactory, satisfactory, and

(C) Some of the more important year-end ratings were: cadre, satisfactory; improvement
of training quality, very satisfactory; improved use of training aids, excellent; facilities upgrade,
very satisfactory.
(C) Overall, training was rated very satisfactory; the training centers were rated very
satisfactory and the service schools were rated excellent.
(C) The TOMMS Indicated that numerous problems remained in the training program: deficiencies in the quality of cadre, lack of training standardization, personnel progranwiing shortfalls, lapses in training quality especially in marksmanship, deficient logistics support of training schools and centers, and school mismanagement. ( 120 )

Combined Campaign Plan 1971:

Training

(S) In October, the JGS released the Combined Campaign Plan (CCP) for 1971. Regarding
the training effort, emphasis was to be placed on improving the training cadre by assigning
combat experienced personnel as instructors. A combined arms school, armor, infantry, and
atrtillery, would be established for better coordination of the combat services and a streamlining
(if their functions.
would be stepped up in Intel,--

________)____training

ligence, psychological w'rzare t'rIYM
,
gud-errila warfare.
given to defense against gapper activity and standoff attacks.

Increased attention would be

(S) The higher level of achievement required for the RVNAF assumption of all fighting responsibility necessitated lengthened training programs. The CCP extended training courses a
totakof 19 weeks:

1970
ARVN & RF recruits
ARVN & RF NCOs
ARVN & RF officers
PF recruits
PF squad Ldrs .
PF platoon Ldrs

9 wks
18 wks
31 wks
9 wks
9 wks
9wks

1971
10
22
32
12
14
14

wks
wks
wks
wks
wks
wks

(S) As shown, most of the increases were for the PF which would be upgraded to a level
equal with the RF. In 1971, RF/PF would also receive refresher training from mobile training
teams.
(S) All RVNAF components would receive refresher unit training ouce every 2 years to improve efficieuny and train for new developments in equipment. t 121 I
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RVN Training For The Integrated Communications System SEA (ICS-SEAI

"-"...-."

"(C)

In 1969 the Army was tasked to prepare a training plan for Vietnamese and Thai person-

nel to assume control of a portion of the ICS-SEA (see Chapter VI, page 98, 1969 MACV Cornmand History). On 12 Jan 70, the DEPSECDEF approved.the-i•oncept and directed immediate
initiation of training. The training was divided into soft and hard skills. Soft skill training was
to be conducted by the RVNAF Signal School-and'hard skill training by the 1st Sig Bde at the ICS
facilities at Vung Tau and Fort Monrnoih, New Jersey. Those Vietnamese selected for intensive
training in CONUS would, upon return'to RVN, be integrated into the faculty of the training
facility. ( 122
(S) Training was envisioned in three phases: English language, fcrrnal electronics instruction, and OJT. The 1st Sig Bde commenced OJT for RVNAF personnel in four skills z.nd by
March, 303 personnel were enrolled: ( 123
Number OJT

Skill
Strategic Microwave Systems Repairman
Fixed Station Technical Controller
Fixed Plant Carrier Repairman
Dial Central Office Repairman

TOTAL

31
76
170
26
303

(S) The approved plan also called for the establishment of an appropriate training facility in
the RVN. Headquarters. United States Army Pacific (USARPAC) was given the responsibility to
establish, operate, and maintain the facility with technical support assistance provided by the
United States Army Strategic Communication Command (USASTRATCOM). (1Z4 )
(S) The training facility interior construction at Vung Tau was completed on 5 Aug; installation of classroom radio equipment was complete by the end of the year. ( 125)
(S) As of December the status of training was: (126
In-Country

Offshore*

OJT

Qualified.

Z5

z

41

4

0

0

87

48

Fixed Plant Carrier
Repairman

12

3

23

6

Dial Central Office

0

2

32

3

37

7

183

61

Strategic Microwave
Systems Repairman

FIed Station Technical
Controller

Re pai rman
TOTAL

*Note: Personnel at Fort Monnouth eventually to be assigned as instructors in thr ARVN

Signal School.
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Training of Cambodian Forces by RVNAF

(S) RVNAF assumed a training mission in support of the Cambodian Government in June
and commenced training of 80 FANK (Forces Armees Nationale Khmer) companies. It was reported RVNAF had the capability of training additional FANK companies, if required but with the
US providing equipment, individual weapons, and ammunition. ( 127 )
(S) On 2 Jul the RVNAF
follows: ( 128
50 Inf Cos

JGS/CTC was given the responsibility for training 13, 406 FANK as
FM 8 wk Recruit Training

4,950

Training Cadre to Accompany EM

360

Officer and NCO (13 wks)
Cadre Training

1,200

Extra Cadre Training

60

30 Inf Cos

5 wk Refresher Training

3. 330

5 Inf Bns

4 wk Coinpany-Level Refresher

2,885

40 Bde Staff Officers

4 wk Bde Staff OPS

1 Cbt Engineer Bn

4 wk Engineer Refresher

430

100 lBn Staff Officers

3 wk Bn Staff Operations Training

100

51 Drivers and
Mechanics

I wk Refresher Training

40

51
TOTAL

13,406

(S) Recruit and unit cadre training was conducted at the Lamh Son NTC; refresher and battalion stall officer training at the Chi Lang NTC; driver and mechanics training at the RVNAF
Transportation School; engineer training at the Engineer School; company refresher training at
the Duc My RFTC. ( 1Z9 )
(S) To accomplish this task, CTC began an intensive campaign to identify all bilingual (Vietnameue/Carnbodian) instructors and interpreters to be moved to the various training sites for
the duration of FANK training. Atddtional instructors were diverted from instructor training
classes. The effects of P'ANK training on '!ietuamization were expected to be: ( 130 )
i. Diversion of inatructors fro-. RVNAF to •7ANK training program would further
aggravate the current critical ahortage of cotubat-experienceo,
achool-trained instructors
throughout the RVNAF traiing base.

i
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2. Additional FANK training requirements would cause an additional overload at the
designated centers, or cause a cutback in the RVNAF training program (many of the CTC controlled training centers were already programmed at or above their rated capacity during 1970).
3. The complexity of the FANK training operation was such that considerable time was
required of key RVNAF staff and US advisory elements to insure success of the program. This
resulted in a corresponding decrease of attention to RVNAF training.
(S) Training of FANK forward air guides by 7AF and VNAF personnel commenced 5 Jul at
Tan Son Nhut and Bien Hoa. The purpose of the training was to familiarize FANK personnel with
allied tactical air control systems and procedures to enable FANK to set up their own. * ( 131

OSer TOP .IC'*T SuipI~n•nt for corplatn discuvrion of RVNAF contributioii to FANK.
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ADVISORY EFFORT f'IN SOUTH VIETNAM

Reflections of a Senior Advisor

The advisor provides advice and assistance to his Vietnamese Counterpart in all matters pertaining to command, administration, personnel,
training, logistics, staff proceduires, and tactical operations, with the
objective of establishing a combat ready, self-sufficient armed force.
The advisor must have technical and professional skill, but just as important, he must have understanding and appreciation for human beings
and human ralations. Human relations have many meanings and pose
many problems to the advisor. These relations concern the ability to
get action on the part of the Vietnamese and yet leave the impression
with all concerned that it was the counterpart's idea or decision. It
means the advisor must be an active member of a staff and the Vietnamese counterpart must be the comimander. It means the advisor -,,aist
understand and appreciate the Vietnamese rUStO!..S, Lraditions, and
way of life. The advisor must have a feeling for Vietnames-e feelings,
examining every action to avoid embarrassmient of the Vietnamese.
It required putting into practice e verv p-inciple of lea~dership and
nlentv of common sense. Fightintz is; important, but solvini problems
.n human relations is equally important to the success of the advisor.
As US forces redeploy, the role oif the advisor and his qua lif icat ions to
fill that role become increasingly important. This does not necessarily
require the advisor to know all things and be everywhore at once, hut
in order to make the Vietnamizatioi program succeed, the advisors
must be of tho, higheat caliber and bededicated to tile pr~ogram~. (132)

llackkg round
(C) Th original United States milut~ry asrsistanco effort, MAAc. Indochina. was esttablished
in 1951 to report on the disposition and utsv of equipment senoft to the French and their iiuligetiout;
allies. From 1951 until 1954 tho MAAG binochina was primarily a ttmtll logistics group, In
19i4, with tho siigning of the Geneva Accorda andl coantifire in Indochina, the French hiegan withcirawving thoir combhat forces andl the GVN took tcommandl of Its own troops. The total strength of
the South Vietnamigo armed fores~ wao Just in excoss of 200 000 men, the majority being in the
arm,,- The air force was practically non existent and the very small navylhad no ittdopetulont administrative or opoerational capability.

(C) At that time KIAAG lIxdorhina w~ts replaced by XIAAG Vietnam which cotifisted of 142
offi-ern and men, MAAG Vietnamlq mission was to assist the Victuamose Government in improving the* military capability of the South Vietnamnese Armod Forces. In agreement with thle

V11-617
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French, a separate transitional organization known as the Training Relations and Instruction
Mission (TRIM) was established. TRIM was composed of French, Vietnamese-, and American
personnel. Its mission was to assist the GVN in the organization and development of an effective armed force. TRIM was terminated in 1956 when the French advisors withdrew. However, French missions for the Vietnamese Navy and Air Force were retained until 1957.
(C) In 1961 Vice President Johnson visited South Vietnam and issued -i joint communique
with President Diem announcing the expansion of defense and economic development programs.
Shortly thereafter General Maxwell D. Taylor was sent by the President on a special mission to
Vietnam. Near the end of that year, President Kennedy decided to increase US support for the
South Vietnamese. From a strength of less than 700 at the end of 1960, MAAG Vietnam increased to over 3,000 US military personnel by the end of 1961.
(C) MAAG Vietnam was authorized to provide an advisor to each province chief and advisor
teams down to battalion level for operational RVNAF units in the field. The South Vietnamese
armed forces grew from about 200,000 in 1954 to a force of over one million by the end of FY 70.
The total advisory strength grew from about 340 in 1954 to approximately 14,000 in 1970. Of the
latter figure, approximately one-half were military advisors to the regular armed forces.

Mission
(C) The advisory mission of the United States Military Assistance Command, Vietnam
(MACV), was to develop military assistance plans and programs in cooperation with the Chief
of the US Mission and other US governmental agencies in the Mission and provide appropriate
advisory services and technical assistance to the Republic of Vietnam on military assistance
matters.

COMUSMACV's Guidance on Selecting Advisors
(C) During the years of troop build-up, the prestige and potential for advancement attached
to service with command and tactical units attracted nmany of the better suited officers away from
advisor assignments. By 1970, however, the advisory role wai consilered of orimary Importance
and COMUSMACV addressed the type of officer he wanted for the job:
Connmanders, in picking officers to be advisors to ARVN regiments
and divisions, are often "hung up" on quality criteria such as "mu~ t
be War College or C&GSC graduate, " "must have command experience as a battalion or brigade comm~ander," etc.
What we really need are guys who can load/Inaluence the business of
pacification.

"ITis is a human relations problem,
appreciate human beings.

Advisors must understand and

The advisor must feel empathy toward the Vietnamese; he must appreciate their good points and understand their weaknesses.
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Above all, an advisor must have a sensitivity to humans. He should have
a natural human respect toward other humans, just because they are humans.
In addition, the advisor should be the kind of fellow who can pull ideas
and actions out of the Vietnamese.. .giving them the impression that the
actions are theirs. Put another way, the guy influenced by the advisor
thinks that he did it all by himself. ( 133

Organization and Functions

(C) The advisory organization was tailored to the RVNAF structure, and each US military
34
service contributed to the MACV advisory effort. (1 )

HQ MACV Staff Advisors
(U) At the beginning of 1970, there were 397 staff advisors authorized at HQ MACV. They
were allocated to staff agencies providing advisory assistance to the GVN and the RVNAF/JGS.
For example, in the HQ MACV Command Group, three out of the 60 authorized spaces were designated "advisor." Including and under the ACofS for Personnel (M.ACJ 1), 33 out of the 71 authorized spaces were involved directly with the advisory effort. The MACJI was the principal US
advisor to the Minister of War Veterans, GVN; the Director of Mobilization Office of the Minister
of National Defense; and on personnel matters, to the RVNAF. The ACofS for Intelligence (MACJZ) was tht principal US advisor to his counterpart JGS, J-Z, on RVNAF intelligence programs,
training, and actions relating to the I&M of RVNAF irtelligence elements. The ACofS for Operations, (MACJ3), was the principal US advisor to the JGS on all matters pertaining to operations
and current plans. He exercised supervision and control over the Rfailway Security Advisory Dotachment and airborne advisors to the ARVN Airborne Division, served as the contact between
MACV and the Republic of China Military Assistance Group, Vietnam, and provided primary liaison and assistance to the R VNAF General Political Welfare Department (GPWD). The ACoIS for
Logistics (MACJ4) was tho principal advisor to RVNAF on materiel systems davelopment, logistics operation, organization, and plans, and directed the advisory effort of the RVNA F Central
Logistics Command, the Technical Service Advisory Divisions, ard the Area Lo.sisticis Commands
(ALC) advisory team#. The ACofS for Plans (MACJS) provided advisory assistance, conducted
combined contingency planning with the JGS, and exercised jalnW staff supervision for the Free
World Military Assistance Office (FIVNMAO).
The ACtLS for Coivmimtications-Electronics (MACJ6) was the senior US military advisor to the GVN and IRVNAF nn matterp pertaining to the I&M
of commnn
ications.elsctronics (C-E) and provided direct advisory assistaoce to ARVN C-E staffs
and signal units directly under the operational control of the JGS and ARVN Signal Department.
The Comptroller (MACCO) acted as the senior military advisor to the RVN on the developnent
antd execution of the defense budget and as senior advisor to the GVN Ministry of National Defence
on accounting and finance mattors (see MACV Directive 10-21 fyf advisory functiena of MIACV
special staff such as MACPM. MACMD. MACCI
and MWCIG).
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(U) There were three MLACV s-aff agencies in w?.hicfh m-ission and functions were exclusively
involved in advisory and support effarts: the Office of AC of S fo- Military Assistance (MACMA),
the principal staff assistant to CON.USMACV for the US advisory program, was the central office
for all advisory matters for the Army. 'Navy, and AF advisory gro-aps; the Director of Training
(MACT), under the general staff suoervision of MACMIA was the principal US advisor to the Central Training Command/Joint Gene.-al Staff (CTC/JGS). He was primarily responsible for the
development of an effective military training system for the RVNAF (the development of the
Training Directorate is of particular historical interest, because it parallels the history of the
US training effort in Vietnam as far back as January 1955; further historical details, including
the source documents, are found in: Blkt (S), MACT, May 1970, Subj: History of the US Training Effort -Development of the Trainii-g Directorate (U), Gp-I.
(FOUO) TheACofS for Civil Opera'ions and Rural Development Support (CORDS) was the principal staff assistant to COMUSMACV on US civil/military support for the GVN Pacification and
Development Program. Within CORD~S there were staffs for each element of the program. Those
concerned with civil oriented programs (rt'fugee, 'Chieu Hoi, public safety and community development) were staffed mainly by civilians, anvi the, direct
se
their counterpart GVN -t%encie-,.
For example, the Refugee Director workel1 with the Minister of Social Welfare, the Chieu Hoi
Director with the Minister of Chieu Hoi, ý!c. The T~erritorial Security Directorate was mainly
military in staffing because of its advisor- miqsion to the RF/PF. There were 883 civilian officer,;
from. AID and Department "if State assigned to CORDS And distributed throughout the corps' areas,
working primarily with coi-munity develo m-ent, Cbictu Hoi, and refugee prograws. Another 242
civilian personnel (USAlD technicians, USIA, and State D7ept. ) worked in education, health, agriculture, enevineering, economics, and laitc.There
were 65 DOD ci' ilana,
S0-15
Grd
to 05-5, working with RD cadre and in tht: PH-OFNEX program at headqttamtirs and in the field.
Milita-y advisors assigned to CORDS totalled (6,437. (1b16
(FOUO) At corps level. the US Field Force Cormamader (also thlE LIS Soniur Adviscir) had a
CORDS deputy to carry out the pAcifization and development advint~ry eff'ort. The d eputF~ wast thet
principal UTS advisor to the A RV'N corps commoander, as- chaimrtrin of the Cor-'~ Pacification and
Development Ctuncil. The deputy ad vitte otn militAry ftunctionli 0.I'werntnd with ter~'rito rial s'ecurity, iLe-. , improving thr effectiveneos (if the l IPNirionil p~nev F' rid Porce Police, and
armed RD) cadre zind PSOV, He wai Altso th@ dilrect mupervis-or -5f the oeniof, advisor aissgigned in
each provinco. (117)
(FOUQI At the province level, thi arnior wdvisoe If'S"Al -aA e't0-o r ttwlllta ry cr civilitont do.
po ongen
thescuirity situation. (Of thoe .4 tlroýVhne ad.
115s,?.
we-ro tIllltarv and 11) wore,
civilian, If the" PSA W~as military, h .' kil mit V -%f a civili;An zvnd vice yevrsak.
Titi I 'SA 's count-r
pakrt was the provittc(- chief, usuAlly a* military
nae.who
contmande-d the RV!!PF ail well
ao GVN :%dmiinisttrativt perstonnel. The I1ý,"A
pattlnddrect tfl
con11trol over each1 of thodhastrict sterior adviaors (DSA) and wýltlh hi4 rttiff provVIded iupport sorviecns And guidance to dz;Atrict
aleA mobile advisory toatps.
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CORDS US Manpower Structure*

Military

SAIGON

Aid-Funded
Civilians

USAID
Technicans

State

US informaion Agency

Department of
Defense Civilian

7
1
8

0
0
0

27
13
40

HO
SAIGON FIEII
TOTAL SAIGON

205
167
372

156
249

0
193
2
12

MR1
HQ
PROVINCES
DISTRICTS
TOTAL MR 1

37
488
.252
777

35
63
4
102

28
18
0
46

0
0
0
0

2
0
0
2

6
0
0

87

41

39

1

2

7

1,071
399
1.557

79
17
1 37

8
0
47

0
0

2
0

0
0
7

40
78
2_227
145

34
13
0
47

1
0
0
1

1
4
0
5

6
0
0
6

42
17
0

1
0
0

1

59

1

9

143

10
1
X

14
x

13

20

MR2
Ht
PROVINCES
DISTRICTS
TOTAL MR 2
MR3

60
997

HPROVINCES
DISTRICTS
TOTAL MI 3

1.479

N04

__t04

43
1l(
41

TOTAL MR 4

Z. zs

200

TOTAL
HQ
YIELD
FSO Tag Cop

4-53
5,S17
X

315
518q8

GRAND TOTAL

6.437

883

HQ
PROVINCES

64
1,554

DISTRICTS

50
211

SAt, of I Feb 1970
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0
0

x

S2
13
xx
65

(FOUO) There were 236 districts in F.
RN authorized a DSA and staff. Most of the DSAs were
military. The advisory staff at distr'ct level usually had eight members, but the size varied
according to the district's particular needs auid situation. For example, the DSA for Binh Chanh
District (Gia Dinh Province) had a 14- .-nernbe,- team to advise and assist the district chief on military and civil aspects of the counterinsurgency program. For this mission, key members of the
advisory staff were: the Deputy Senior Advisor (Foreign Service Officer from the State Departm.ent); a military police ILT for the PSDF; a military intelligence 1 LT for the District Intelligence
and Operations Coordinating Center (DIOCC); a community development advisor; ant an opeýrations
section. In addition to the advisory relationship with the district chief, the DSA had operational
control of the mobile advisory teams (MAT) working in the villages and hamlets of that district. ",139)
(S) The largest single advisory element most closely related to Vietnamization and US troop
redeployment, was the MAT. In 1969 there were 353 five-man MATs within the RVN. In February 1970, authorization increased to 487 MATS to further accelerate development of RF and PF
forces: (140)
1969

1970

MR 1

45

88

MR 2

q6

116

MR 3

96

123

MR 4

116

160

353

487

Each team was authorized two officers of the combat arms and three NCOs who specialized in
light weapons and medical training, respectively. The teams rotated amongthn RF and PF to
upgrade their effectiveness in assisting the village chief to improve the level of security, train
PF platoons, and help formulate and train PSDF in each of the hamlets.
(S) Personnel to rnian the additional MATS started to arrive in July. Captains for assignments as MAT senior advisors were in short supply. In October there were less than 80 assigned. (141)
(U) Sector Management and Direct Support Logistic Center (SM&DSL)
another CORDS advisory effort. SM&DSL Centers provided administration
PF at sector/province level. Each had advisors in ordnance maintenance,
munications, armament maiitenance, and personnel. In December, there
142
)
of armament maintenanceo, personnel and quartermaster advisors.(

advisory teams were
and support to RF/
finance, supply, comwe-e severe shortages

US Army Advisory Effort
(C) MACV assigned Army advisors to all echelons in the Vietnamese JGS and to corps areas
(after Z Tuly known as military regions (MR))under operational control of corps senior advisors.
The US senior advisor in each corps area was also the commander of US Army and/or Marine
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units in that geographical area. US Army advisors were also assigned to all AV.2 combat and
combat-support units down to battalions and depots, area logistics commands, and subordinate
support units in administrative and logistics support areas.
(C) The requirements for advisor skills were broad, ranging from detailed knowledge of
the M16 rifle, to the operation of an automotive rebuild plant, employment of a rifle squad in
combat, and application of all types of combat power in a corps against guerilla and conventional
enemy forces. Many
of the Army advisors worked at training centers and schools throughout
143 )
South Vietnam.(
(U) The mission of the Army advisory groups at corps level was to provide advice and assistance to the ARVN corps commander and his staff in command administration, training, field
operations, intelligence, security, logistics, and psychological warfare/civil affairs. The senior
advisor supervised the MACV advisory effort in the MR and was responsible for:
1.

Providing liaison between the ARVN MR commander and US/FWMAF.

2. Establishing and operating US advisory tactical communication networks and providing advisory assistance for the operation of ARVN networks.
3. Determining requirements for and coordinating US tactical air, airlift support, helicopter, dnd artillery support.
4.

Coordinating with US and FWMAF on joint plans, operations, and training.

5. Establishing, maintaining, operating and providing advisory functions for a combined Corps Tactical Operations Center/Direct Air Support Center (TOC/DASC) in conjunction
with RVNAF elements.
b. Accompanying the ARVN MR commander and his staff, as appropriate, on field inspection trips and operations as required.
(C) The senior advisor had two deputies, a deputy senior advisor who exercised direct
control over the division, regimental, and battalion teams, and a deputy for CORDS who exercised direct control over the province advisory teams. In November there were 3, 074 Army personnel authorized as advisors to ARVN units: (144)
MRI

MRZ

MR3

MR4

Total

625

654

823

972

3,074

(U) The division advisory team's mission was to advise and assist the ARVN divison commander and his staff in command, administration, training, tactical operations, intelligence,
security, logistics, and appropriate elements of political warfare (POLWAR).
The objective
was improvement of division capability to destroy the enemy. The team assisted the ARVN commander in obtaining US combat ,upport. It obtained necessary combat support and Military Assistance Program (MAP) materials and equipment for ARVN and kept higher headquarters informed on the combat efgectiveness of the division, submitting evaluation and operations reports.
It also assisted in the operation of the division TOC.
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(U) The mission of the regimental and battalion advisory teams w"s the same as for the
division except for the added function of accompanying the ARVN regiment/battalion on field
operations.
USAF Advisory Effort
(C) The US Air Force advisor worked with the highest Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF) echelon
in air division, combat wings, squadrons, and training centers, and in forward air controlling,
air liaison, and air logistics commands. The US Air Force Advisory Group (AFGP) collocated
with HO VNAF at Tan Son Nhut air base, was established in 1964 to provide advice and assistance
to the VNAF in all matters pertaining to command, training, adadnistration, tactical operations,
logistics, and personnel. Command, leas operational control, of the AFGP was exercised by
COMUSMACV. The commander, 7th Air Force, exercised operational control of the group.
The chief, AFGP, was the advisor to the commander, VNAF, and exercised command of the
group anid air force advisory teams (AFATs). In January 1970 the number of advisors in the
AFGP and AFATs were: (145)

Location

Agency

OFFICERS
Asgd
Auth

ENLISTED
Asgd
Auth

TOTAL
Asgd
Auth

HQ AFGP

90

90

119

110

209

200

AFAT I (5)

18

14

22

21

40

35

Bien Hoa AFAT 2 (3)

29

15

35

26

64

41

Bien Hoa AFAT 3 (6)

26

23

41

41

67

64

Nha Trang AFAT 4(7)

15

10

66

80

81

90

30

20

38

19

68

39

Nha Trang AFAT 6(2)

34

Z2

55

32.

89

54

Bien ThuyAFAT 7 (4)

34

20

49

24

83

44

276

214

425

353

701

Tan Son

Nhut
Tan Son
Nhut

Danang

AFAT 5 (1)

TOTAL

567

Numbers in parenthese. are corresponding VNAF air divisions.
(C) In June authorizations for the AFGP increased froh- 701 to 1059 primarily to provide
more maintenance personnel during conversion/activation of the VNAF UH- I and CH-47 squadrons. In December the AFGP was manned overall at 90 percent of authorized strength; of 1, 148
authorized, there were 1, 011 assigned. (146)
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Organizational Doctrine
(U) The AFGP was not organized to provide all advice and assistance which the VNAF required. When services beyond AFGP capability were needed, assistance was obtained from other
US sources. The chief, AFGP, monitored the aid provided by those sources. Temporary duty
(TDY) augmentation was obtained for one-time assistance projects of short duration, and agreements negotiated for 7AF or other in-country organizations to assume functions of indefinite duration. Among agreements of this type were: USARV helicopter training; 30th Weather Squadron
(USAFJ weather functions; OSI District 50 investigations; 1964th Communications Group (U
communications-electronics; and 505th Tactical Control Group aircraft . ,ntrol & warning.

Air Force Advisory Teams (AFATs)
(C) Advisory teams were located at each VNAF tactical air base. In early 1970 the teams
were(frgumbered as shown to correspond to the corps and MR and numbered VNAF air divsion:
MR

AFAT

BASE

ADVISORY RESPONSIBILITY TO

1

AFAT-l

Danang AB

2

AFAT-2

Nha Trang AB

VNAF 41st Tact Fighter Wing
(TWF) (I st Air Div)
VNAF 62d TFW (2d Air Div)

Pleiku AB

VNAF 72d TFW

Det 2, AFAT 2
3

AFAT-3

Bien Hoa AB

VNAF 23d TFW (3d Air Div)

4

AFAT-4

Binh Thuy AB

VNAF 74th TFW (4th Air Div)

Soc Trang AB

VNAT, 84th TFW

AFAT-5

Tan Son Nhut AB

A FAT-b

Bien Hoa AB

A FAT-7

Nha Trang AB

VNAF 33d Tactical Wing
(5th Air Div)
VNAF Air Logistics Command
(A LC)
VNAF Air Training Center

Det 4, AFAT 4

(Counterpart to USAF Air
T raining Command)
In addition to advising and assisting the VNAF units to increase operational effectiveness, the
A FATs were liaison between tenant US units and VNAF units on all matters of common interest.
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US Navy AdVisory Effort

(U) The mission of the Naval Advisory Group(NAG) was to provide advice and assistance
to the Vietnamese Navy and the Vietnamese Marine Corps in all matters of command, administration, logistics, tactical operations, training, and combat readiness.
The objective of NAG
was to establish a Vietnamese Navy (VNN) and a Vietnamese Marine Corps (VNMC) capable of
conducting effective operations without US assistanct!. (149)
(U) The NAG functioned as a staff headed by the chief, NAG, under the command of COMUSMACV and under the operational control of COMNAVFORV.
The NAG was composed of two
segments assigned to support the VNN and VNMC under the direction of the senior naval advisor
and the senior marine advisor, respectively.
There were no subordinate commands within the
NAG. Under the senior Marine advisor, the US Marine Corps Advisory Group dealt primarily
with the VNMC division. The advisory effort extended from HQ VNN through subsequent echelons
to individual small craft. (150)
(FOUO) In January 1970 there were 964 personnel (officers 360, enlisted 604) authorized in
the naval advisory effort with 1,065 assigned. To overcome the VNN lack of middle management
skills, however, particularly in the logistics system, authorized strength for the NAG was projected to go 2.697.
(C) The number and type ol Navy advisors in January 1970 were:(151)

ADVISORY UNITS

OFFICERS

EN LIS TED

Auth
68

Asgd
108

USMC Fld Units

37

35

Training Center

36

Fleet Conunand
CTF Z1 I (RAIDs)

Asgd
IZ6

Auth
161

Asgd
234

6

10

43

45

10

146

45

182

55

62

53

39

25

101

78

19

20

32

51

51

71

GTF 212 (PBRs)

3

13

38

148

41

161

CTF 213 (PCFs)

Z

5

19

55

21

60

CTF 213 (Misc)

9

5

22

25

31

30

(Riverine Areas)

20

20

21

34

41

54

Rung Sat SZ

13

12

20

21

33

33

Coastal Zones

80

68

103

69

183

37

Logistics Cmd

11

7

65

100

76

107

360

356

604

709

964

1,065

HQ, NAG

Auth
93

TOTAL

CTF 214

TOTAL

TH/s
P C12F
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(U) A small, specialized aspect of the naval advisory effort involved a team of Navy dentists
organized to teach the Vietnamese facila rehabilatative work. The team estimated that by the
time the 2-year program was concluded in the summer of 197Z, it would have trained 25 oral
surgeons and prosthodontists and 75 technicians.

Republic of Korea Advisory Effort
(FOUO) The Republic of Korea Forces, Vietnam (ROKFV), provided indirect adviscry support to RVNAF by training RF and PF units associated with the Capital Div., 9th Div., and 2d
Marine Bde. The type of training given to RF and PF units primarily emphasized basic training
and small unit tactics for enlisted personnel (I week), mobile training at battalion level (1 week),
and NCO training (6 weeks) designed to develop NCOs into small unit commanders and instructors.
(FOUO) Th.- ROKFV advisor maintained close liaison with each RF/PF unit being trained
and with the province chief. The ROK FV was capable of all training programmed; however, the
personnel input by RVNAF was low, particularly in mobile training. During the period from I
Jan 70 to 30 Oct 70, the nu
)r of RF/PF programmed for training by ROKFV compared with
those actually trained was:Ml
I,

Enlisted Personnel Group Training:
RFJPF Programmed

Percentage

Capital Div

5,955

3,903

6%

9th Div

5, 8w5

2,996

597%

2d Marine Bde

3,000

2,871

9A

14,840

9,770

74%

2.

Mobile Training:
R F/PF Progra mmed

Capital Div
9th Div
2d Marine Bde

Rl- /PF Trained

Prcen tago

21 Pit

18 Pit

86

150 PIt

09 Pit

46%

87

08%

-........

171

NOTE:

RF/PF Trained

Figures for November/Docember were not available for the 1970 History.

U
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Australian Advisory Effort
(C) The Australaian effort was accomplished by the Australian Army Training Team, Vietnami (AATTV), headquartered in Saigon. The 99 personnel were located in each MR with the
majority in MRs I and 2. In MRI Australian advisors worked primarily with ARVN units such as
the 1st and 2d Divs, 51st Regt, ranger battalions, and cavalry. In MRZ the majority of advisors
were with the special forces and some were deployed as advisors to provincial reconnaissance
units (PRUs). In MR3 members of the AATTV worked as advisors and instructors with the RF and
the PF at Phuoc ruy PF Training Center, and a few were with PRUs. In MR4 the senior Australian was a member of the staff of CORDS, and advisory activities were mostly associated with
pacification and development efforts.
(C) AATTV personnel were assigned to a MA CV detachment/activity by the commander
AATTV, in conjunction with MACV policies. Once assigned, they were under operational control of MACV. (153)
(C) An initial meeting~ of a combined study group to coordinate an expansion of the Austiralian advisory effort was conducted on ZI Apr. The Australian Force Vietnam proposed establishmient of additional MVATs and a leadership training center for RF/PF leaders in Phuoc Tuy Province. A subcommittee met on 2 May to develop a programn of instruction for the leadership
course. The first class to attend the leadership course consisted of instructor/cadre personnel
and began in December 197U. (t54)

Republic of China Advisory Effort
(FIOUO) 'nt, Republic of China Military Assistance Ciroutp, Vietnamn (ROGNMAGV), provide'd
assistance to RVNAF in POL WAR and psychological oper;%tions (PSYOP1) programs. Specifically,
ROCAGVassisted RVNAF in establishing POLWAR units and cadre training agencies, fortiing
a contral anti-Commutnist ideology and developing joint military-civilian operations. Additionally, ROCMAGV assisted RVNA V in formulating POLWAR nianualsi and SOPs, and provided re.
commendations and assistanlce on Open Arms (CHI1EU 1101) ind R10 programs.
(FyOUQ) Thelire were, 30 ROCMtACV personnel in Vietnam (tour of duty two years). They
were utilized as POL~WAR 4nd PSYOP advisors on non-comibat missions mnd wore locatod att
cacti military region headquarters, at the Dalat POLWA it School, and in Saigon. The placement
o~f the advisors was determined jointly by the commander of the lWCMAGV and of the RVNAV,(5

Review of US Advisor Prou rams

(C) On It; Dec. 69 the Secretary of Defense (SECDE-1- aslhed the JICS to conduct a comprehetnsive review and evaluation of advisor programs and policies Li Vietnam. The Sccretary sought
identification of functions fromn which the Amnericans and Vietnamese felt advisors couild bc- withdrawn. He emphasized that is Viet*namization reduced US comubat forces, the force structure
and quality of the advisory effort became increasingly important. He said the most highly qualitied personnel must be assigned to advisory duty if Vietnatnization was to be effective. The
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number of advisors would be significantly reduced, and he suggested the term "advisor" be dropped as a step toward recognizing iacreased Vietnaniese self-sufficiency, since most advisory personnel served in liaison or trainir g functions. (156)
(C) The Commander-in-Chie' Pacific (CINCPAC) and COMUSMACV were asked to evaluate
and submit an assessment of the I.rograms. Response from COMUSMACV included the following
comments concerning roles and fv:nctions, reduction, quality, and training of advisors:( 157)

Roles and Functions of US Advisors
(C) The advisor was a combat and service support coordinator, observer, and evaluator in
addition to be an advisor to his counterpart. As Vietnamization in all its aspects progressed
his role would shift. Fewer advisors at higher levels would concentrate on improvement of military and civil training, organization, and management. In the regular force tactical elements
COMUSMACV foresaw gradual reduction and phaseout of advisors below division/wing level.( 18)
A long-term advisor requirement was forecast in all services at most logistical. administrative,
and training levels. As security improved, CORDS advisors would become increasingly involved
with local development and civilian officials; advisors at the province level would be reduced to
approximately 35 by FY73. while district and RF/PF advisors would phase down in FY72. However, expansion of the National Police, to meet growing responsibilities tu maintain law and order. would require additional advisors.

Reduction of US Advisors
(C)

The following actions were planned to reduce the number of advisors:

I. Division and CORDS advisor teams would be selectively reorganized into division
combat assistanice teanis and later reduced to liaison tear.is.
2. Advisor teamis with artillery and engineer battalions would b.e eliminated (a program
which was initiated in the I CTZ YY69).
3. Resident advisory detachments at training centers, command. and nchools would be
selectively eliminated, reduced, or replaced by centralized advisory detachments.
4. CORDS advisors, except for those with the National Politce and RF/PF. would be
phased down. commencing in VY71 l The reduction in the CORDS advisory effort would result in
a gradual decrease in the size of CORDS staffs at MACV and MR headquarters,
(C) The Phase Ill RVNAF I&M Program would require a modest increase in advisors to the
ARVN, VNN, and VNAF in FY71 due to: expansion of the VNN and rapid growth of a heretofore
limited logistics system; activation of additional squadrons in VNAF. with attendant requiremnents
for advisors in the technical and middle management levels; and activation of additional ARVN
units and increased eim•hasis on growth of the ARVN logistical capability. Those increases, however, would be partially compensated for by reduced advisory requirements. resulting from the
phaseout of paramilitary forces (CIDG, PRU, etc.).
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Quality of US Advisors

(C) COMUSMACV decided the first action needed to improve quality was the assignment of
officers who met the grade criterion. Suggested incentives and rewards for officers assigned
to repetitive tours included 30-day mid-tour leave in addition to R&R after completion of the
third and ninth months and appropriate credit for a command tour as assurance that work as an
advisor would enhance prospects for promotion.
(C) With regard to training of advisory personnel, there were two important considerations
in training advisors: first, the services should not separate officers coming to Vietnam from
their families to attend special CONUS orientation/training courses, because it detracted from
the desirability of an advisor assignment; second, because the CONUS orientation programs were
normally a year or so behind the situation in Vietnam (the one exception was language training
of 6 months or longer), COMUSMACV considered it preferable to accomplish as much training
as possible in Vietnam.
(C) As concerned the SECDEF's suggestion to drop the term "advisor," COMUSMACV concluded there were no overriding benefits to be derived from a title change. This matter was examined during 1969. Proponents of the change asserted "advisor" was offensive or irritating to
Vietnamese counterparts who might resent the connotation of superiority implied in its Vietnamese translation. Those who were opposed or indifferent to the change believed the Vietnamese
accepted the superiority implication without offense, recognized the English meaning, or translated it as Dai Dien (representative ). In the final analysis, it was not established that the proposed change had any Imamediate bearing on accelerating Vietnamese self-sufficiency. In terms
of follow-on phase-down planning of(theadvisory effort, however, the possibility of title change
would be a matter of consideration.

Improvement of the District Senior Advisors,' (DSA) Progranm
( MUO) On 21 Apr the Secretary of the Army infcrmnod the SECDEF of the Army plan to attract talented officers for duty as DSAs and itprove the incentives of the DSA progra.v.(1601
Details of the approved programi were:
1. Twelve-month tour incentivos: special pxty of $50 per month; special inttructions
provided to selection boards to ensure thev importance of their advisory Job wa# fully understood;
offer of excesg family quarters At CONUS post; two R&Bs atainst in-country tour time; preference
for assignment to a specific province/district I-i lVN to the extent possible; selection of next
assignment within practical limits; coosideration within practical limits f'or civil schooling upon
completion of tour: a letter from the DA Chief of Staff welcoming the officer into the 12-month
program and inviting him to participate in the 18-month program.( 161)
2. Eightoen-month tour incentives: 12-month tour bencfits; assured quarters for famnilles in CONUS, Hawaii. or Clark Air Force Base, Philippines; 30-day leave authorized upon
completion of 12 months in-country; 14-day TDY with family to any one of the R&I• centers in
Hawaii. Hong Kong, or Japan (the family issued invitational travel orders with travel ;t government expense and $30/day per diem authorized each dependent, $23/day per diem for officer);
guaranteed secondary tone consideration for promotion to LTC; invited to join the Military Assistance Officers' Program; no involuntary unaccompanied tour for 5 years, except in time of
national emergency; and, if Clark Air Force Base housing was elected, the DSA would be
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authorized a monthly 3-day trip to visit famrily, free mail pouch service (roni dependents to £{VN,
free after-duty phone calls to Clark, and safehaven visits by wife to RVN. (162)
(FOUO) The following qualifications were required for DSA selection (waivers were considered on an individual basis): grade of major; prior or current service in RVN; C&GSC graduate or equivalent; career branch Infantry, Field Artillery, Armor, Air Defense Artillery or
Engineer (officers of other branches were considered on a case basis when nominated by career
branch); prior company commiand duty; Pbility/aptitude to speak Vietnamese; suitable personality/
temperament; available for 1-week overlap with incumbent.

I

(FOUJO) Duration of pre -deployment training was to consist of approximately 18 weeks of
instruction adm inistered by the Foreign Service Institute in Washington D.C. Instr'uction included seven weeksý inf advisory training and I1I weeks of language in concert with additional instruc63
tion in diistrlct operations. (1 )

(U) Steps taken. to improve the incentives for the DSA program and the importance of the
advisory role were stressed by the Secretary of the Army in an address to advisors in training
at the Foreign Service Institute:
I know of no assignment of igreater importance to achieving our objective
in Vietnam... As we continue to phase down United States forces, you
who are to be advisors become more and more the essential ingredient
of our success in Vietnam. For this reason the Chief of Staff and I are
determined to nivae these assignment as attractive as possible, and to be
sure that thoac- who fill thenw are properly recoignired and advanced in
their carev-rs... I1have directed that henceforth officers selected a- advis ors will be. of e 1ual quulity with offic ers wssigned ats comnia31de r of
United States, troop units in Vietnami. . Our over all objectivre is to -see
that the officiLrs best qualified for Advisory duty ire s-elvected, that they
htte
receive the finest and most up-to-date training pos ilad
i that no officor'.s
aro utilirird ws intended in Viot~na,. . . Our bastic polie icy'
future qhoudd !suffer in any way from tho faict that ho iterved ag an atdvtsor
(.64
lnstetod of in saome othor wssienmenit...

V iottlam('ste Involvement in USý Ady i srv

roaiPanij

(C) fleeausc. of the Complexities of the IMVA F I&M plAnning, A combinod JGS Central
pacification and Development Council /hACV IRVNA F lI. M Planning Com-mittve was orniet,
Jointly chaired by the MACJ 3, and the JGS D~oput-,, Chief of Staff for UperAttons. Thifs instrumentality provided a useful way to oboin Vietnairese views orn planning the' future CS Advisory
program. 11ir commiittee was Arlked to give p~articular attention t* possible reductiow; is, the
and improvement of advisor quality.
progran%

I#tewlllgeace

and Operations' Coordinatkng Center Advisars

(11) Effective 19 Aug. the DA approved A program for Province aiid District Intelligen-ce and
Oporations' Coordibating Center (PIOCC IDIOCCI advisors. The program included 393 tmlitary
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Personnel currently serving in PIOCC/DIOCC, positions could be nominated by COM-4
USMACV for entry into the program. Qualifications for consideration included: outstanding record; prior service in Vietnam des-irable, but not mandatory; grade of major for PIOCG and cappositions.

tain for DIOCC, desirable for majors to be graduates of Command and Staff College, and for captains, desirable they be graduates of the advanced course; must be from the Military Intelligence
branch (although officers of other career branches would be considered on a case-by-case basis
if the MI branch~ could not satisfy requirements); speak or have the aptitude to learn Vietnamese;
have suitable qualities of temperament and personality.
(U) To increase the attractiveness of the program, the following incentives were provided:
a letter from the DA, Deputy CofS for Personnel;, the selectee's preference for a specific location in RVN, would be granted, if possible; two R&Rs; special instructions to selection/promotion boards to ensur'e the importance of their a-ivisory job was fully understood; offered exccess
family quarters at iesignated GONUS posts.
Advisory Effort in Pacification
(S) The advisory effort n,-cessary to continue progress in pacification and development was
substantially assisted by the special program for DSA, cornple'nerting the earlier program t.Dr
PSAs which proved most effective. The MAT teams were providing important assistance to RF
and PF' and were being extetided to develop comprehensive village defense plans to include all
el~ments of pacification, a program which showed considerable success in its IV CTZ tryout.
The civilian side of the advisory structure .was going through a difficult peric'd which would be
amelie-ratod in coming months as a result of additional attention given to personnel selections by
the Director General of the Foreign Service., (166)

NtAAGV Plan

(S) The developmont of the MAAGV concept into MAC%* Oplan No. J1198

waaN initiated on ?

Feb. On 2S Jun, the eotieo~t, developed by 1%ACJ5, was ztpprovod by DFPCOMUSMACV. In
NoJvember),
the pro'jVCt wa'strnfre
to MTACJ1 for addlitional study. It devcribed the prospective uiid -1473 US military eole in the RVN as follows:
1. The Mil'tary Aai~iz~ance Cor.-nanrI. Vietnami Nvould 1)t r'ourganiaed lntn1 two Military
Assistanco Advi~orv, Group, Vietnam, a joint nliit.ary advisiory ggroup as dIetfined in JCS Pub 2.1b
Ultirmmtely, the 1MAAGV would pbare down mid be clinminated . The US nillitary would provide
Adici nd;'elt.tae
o h RNA
ad heGV,
-iiaothe
MiltayA-toitancoProgram/

euced

scale would continue. The fVN1A F would have overall responsibility for combat ope rations,
combi~t 6.ýPport 'tAndrombat stirvice support operations * with limited 4upporNIn the latter two
Provided by ITS forces, Two ROK Infant ry d ivisions, with their supporting foece, waudd remain
in-country to assitst the RV14AF' in providing required security in MRZ. Tl~'e US woeuldl cont~lnuo
to vro~ide logistical support to the ROK forces ifrequired by military working agreaments.
*See TOP S1F('RET Supplement for long range plannirg for NIAAGV.
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Within RVN most of the enemy local forces would have been destroyed, and the main forces (in
remote areas in RVN) would be unable to assemble into larger than company strength. Links
between VC Infrastructure (VCI), local guerrillas, and enemy main forces would be severed in
most of the countryside, with RVN citizens frequently providing information on enemy activities.
InternationaLDA~vsjQ Xp~ntfSAID), the Joint United States Public
The United States Agenc
ould provide civilian assistance
i
Affairs Office (UP
and insure that GVN programs
rams
pro
m
veo
to agnces aesisM MeN
effort at the province level
advisory
CORDS
the
facilitate
to
provide-4 the necessary Information
an'4 below.

A•

2. The advisory *ffort would be heavily weighted in favor of communications, supply,
met.lcal, trans portat;')n. lacilltles engineering, construction, and resource management. Operati*7.al assintance would still be required for some units and organizations in the RVNAF. The

MAAG"N sstaf would no-Ito. and coordinate the advisory effort of the three military advisory
groups (AFCP; W-.G, AAG), the CORDS advisory effort at the MR level and below and provide advisor lairok, to the~RVNAT' JOS on joint service matters. The relationship between the MA:AGV
staff and their 3GF c4ounterparts would be one of liaison and mutual assistance. Advising on the
single se~rvice matters would be left to the appropriate service advisory group, as follows:
a. Chief, Army Advisory Group (CHAAG): serve as senior Army advisor to ARVN
an-1 Ldvise the JOS on purely ARVN matters; advise the chief, MAAGV, on ARVN and RF/PF
paramilitary operations, force structure, training and material requirements; monitor the
CORDS advisory~ programs; prepare recommendations for and supervise the execution of approved
MAP/MASF programs in support of the ARVN. RF/PF. and paramilitary forces; command subordinate AAG advisory teams; administer military discipline for US Army personnel assigned or
attached to HQ MAAGV and AAG.
b. Chief. N~aval Advisory Group (CHNAG): act as naval component commander for
uniservice matters In the RVN; command subordinate naval and Marine Corps advisory teams;
serve as senior naval advisor to the VNN; advise the Chief. MAAGV. on matters pertaining to
VlNN anid VNMC operations, force structure, training and material requirements, support, and
force objectives; prepare recommendations for and supervise the execution of approved MAP/
MASF programs in support of the VNN and VNMC; administer military discipline for USN and
USMC personn~el.
c. Chief, Air Force Advisory Group (CIRAFGP): command subordinate Air Force
advisory teams; serve as senior Air Force advisor to the VNAF; advise the Chief, MAAGV, on
matters pertaining to VNAF operations, force structure, training and material requairements,
support, and force objectives; prepare recommendations for and supervise execution of approved
MAP/`MASF programs In support of VNAF; administer military discipline for USAF personnel
assigned or attached to HO MAAGV in addition to those In AFCIP~advist the JOS on purely VNAF
matters.
d. Commander, US Army Military Assistance Advisory Group Support Command
(COMUSAMAAGSUPCOM).: act as the Army component commander for uniservice matters in RVN;
prowide financial service support for MAAGV except for Navy and Air' Force service peculiar
Rotem; control reproduction and training aid facilities for the MAAGV, support the ROK and other
FWTs a" required by agreements, support RVI4AF OJT and local national personnel as required;
operate a replacement and R&R processing facility at Tan Son ?4hut air base for all MAACV
forces, an in-country R16R site at Cam Ranh Day. #ad an In-country confinement facility for
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short duration pre-trial and/or post-trial detention; exercise command less operational control
over the Technical Analysis Group and conduct, through that group, the US military intelligence
effort in support of MAAGV, SEATO, the Pacific Command (PACOM), and the U.S. Government;
"supervise the counterintelligence effort for MAAGV; provide, through the Technical Analysis
Group, intelligence qualified advisory personnel for designated RVNAF organizations; exercise
operational control over the signal element and providq,, through that element, integrated C-E
support to all MAAGV agencies, provide technical assistance t6-the RVNAF and the GVN in matters relating to C-E fixed facilities previously provided, and recover US provided C-E equipment
excess for issue to other PACOM facilities;m-main"tain, under the control of the signal element, the
necessary C-E facilities to assure rapid/reentry of US and/or FWFs if required; and provide a
/
processing site for US PWs. (167)
e. Commander, Air Support Element (COMASE): act as the Air Force component
commander for uniservice matters in the RVN; command the USAF roll-up force, logistics airlift units, and combat support units: maintain designated reentry facilities at Cam Ranh Bay;
coordinate the airlift system; provide Air Force peculiar supply.
3. Specific efforts in the functi-ons of intelligence, communications, medical support.
air support, command post locations, and the selected bases for advisors of RVNAF units for
each of the services, are found in the MACV OPLAN J198. The personnel density in each MR
was estimated as (estimate does not include the people for MA.AGV support command elements,
Air Force su port elements, or the various advisors to RVNAF schools and training commands): (168k

Personnel Density Estimates

-

HQ MR Senior Advisors
Army Advisors
Signal Elements
Technical Analysis Group
Naval Advisors
AF Advisers

NSA/SCA Elements
USMC Advisors
CORDS Advisors 4
Total

MRI

MRZ

MR3

100
252
708
40
371
73

100
258
669
95
503
182

100
2.5701
3,832
1. 164
1. 3932
4643

Z. 150

1, 55Q

Z. 532

459

0o0

480

440

45
640

3.894

3, 846

IZ. 495

3,697

'lncludes HO4MAAGV (1211) and Army Advisory Group (806)
hInclude. Navy Advisory Group (Z00)
3
4ncludes AF Advisory Orn!p
(ZZ9)
4ased on 40 advisors to each
province
2
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MR4
100
252
751
111
1.260
79
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RVNAF LOGISTICS IMPROVEMENT

Background

(U) The RVNAF CLC, under the command of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics (DCS/
LOG), provided logistical support to ARVN and common item support to the VNAF and VNN.
Each service had its own logistics command and system for service peculiar items. Under the
CLC were five ALCs. Each MR was supported by one ALC, except MR 2 which was supported by
two ALCs due to its size. Also under the CLC were eight logistics service agencies (procurement, commissary, transportation, ordnance, engineer, signal, quartermaster, and medical)
and the Logistics Management School. With the exception of transportation, procurement, and
commissary, each of the other technical departments operated supply and maintenance base
depots (see 1969 MACV Command History, Vol II for detailed description of RVNAF logistical
organization including the VNAF, VNN, and VNMC).
(S) As structured, the RVNAF was capable of providing marginally adequate logistics support to their forces-in-being in 1969. The support was provided without US in-country support,
except in the areas of sealift, port operations, airlift, petroleum, oil, and lubricants (POL) line
haul, and equipment overhaul.
In 1969, approximately 70 percent of the airlift requirement was
provided by the USAF. Although ARVN handled over 90 percent of their own cargo at shallow
draft ports, the majority of deep-draft discharge was performed by the US. Some out-of-country
equipment overhaul was provided by the US in the form of rebuilt armored personnel carriers,
power trains, marine maintenance, and depot level aircraft maintenance. I,
(U)

There were many problems throughout the RVNAF logistics system and during 1969

MACV initiated several programs to improve the system with the ultimate goal of self-sufficiency:
1.
The Combined Logistics Offensive Plan (CLOP) was developed to initiate and accelerate
programs to substantially and immediately improve troop support, energize the logistics base
structure, and develop an aggressive spirit in the conduct of logistics operations.
A total of 121
problems were identified, 73 applicable to ARVN, 27 to VNAF, and 21 to VNN. Problems were
documented in a manner which clearly spocified the required solutions, the responsible agencies,
both US and Vietnamese. and the desired time for action to be completed. A combined RVNAF/
MACV coordinating committee composed of senior RVNAF'/MACV staff officers was established
to administer, evaluitte, and provide continuing direction to the logistics offensive.
To assist
the committee, both RVNAF and MACV established Logistics Offensive Coordination Committe•s
(LOCCs) to collect, analyme, and present Information reflecting tht offectivenoss of RVNAF
logistics.
Z.
Other programs initiated in 1969 were: the Country Logiatics Improvemnent Plan (CLIP),
a medium to long range coordinated program of major objectives and courses of action for improving logistics operations and actions which required emphasis In the advisory effort; the
Administrative and Direct Support Logistics Company (A&DSL) sturdy (note: these companies
were retitled Sector Management and Direct Support Logistics Centers (SM&DSL); the Depot
Upgrade Plan, which addressed the inadequate facilities of the ordnance, engineer, and signal
base depots located in the greater Saigon area; ACTOVWG (the accelerated turnover of Navy
support assets to VNN); Project Buddy. a combined effort by MACV. the US lat Logistical CorneSee TOP SECRET Supplement for discussion of long term support for RVNAF .ogi.trc.
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mand, and RVNAF to provide OJT in special skill areas; and a program to provide RVNAF with
an automated capability to manage logistics at the national level. *
3.
The CLIP provided a valuable management tool in the achievement of needed improvements in the RVNAF logistics system and would provide successive generations of advisors with
the background, goals, and progress towards RVNAF self-sufficiency. The FY70 CLIP contained
81 projects with 413 courses of action; by the end of December, most of these were completed.
It was found that many projects in CLIP were also included in the GLOP; this caused duplicate
efforts in reporting and recording progress. Therefore, a FY71 CLIP was prepared which
eliminated those projects identified in CLOP. As a result, the new version contained 56 projects
with 298 courses of action. ( 169 )

Combined Logistics Offensive (CLOP)
(U) The second quarterly meeting of the combined LOCCs was held on 27 Feb 70 at which
time the personnel of the RVNAF LOCC reported that CLOP, with some exceptions, was progressing on schedule. Also at that meeting it was disclosed that the RVNAF CLC had initiated
preparation of an RVNAF Logistics Improvement Plan 1970 (Logistics Offensive I) on 13 Jan.
This differed from the CLOP in that the impetus for its preparation, implementation, and measurement was Vietnamese. The plan was essentially a follow-up to CLOP and would contain the
1969 logistical improvement projects to be continued during 1970 and new problems reported
from ALCs, technical services, VNAF, and VNN. The Commanding General, RVNAF Central
Logistics Command, asked all Vietnamese units to immediately study and recommend logistical
improvement projects for 1970. ( 170 )
(U) Following the RVNAF briefing, the CofS, MACV, asked that advisors at all echelons
assist and advise RVNAF in identification of logistics deficiencies within their areas of responsibility. He also stressed that every sffort he made to insure that the plan remained a Vietnamese
project. ( 171
(U) The plan for Logistics Offensive II was published by the RVNAF on schedule in bilingual
form. As a result, CLOP was terminated on 15 Jun. Of the 121 original problems identified In
CLOP, 101 were completed. 17 deleted, and only three required transfer to Logistics Offensive
II. The new plan was effective 1 Jul 70 through 30 Jun 71. Sixty-five problems were identified
and specific corrective actions proposed. The RVNAF plan audigned all actions to RVNAF elements. It invited US advisors to participate as members of committees and working groups to
implement the plan and monitor progress. The Co(S, MACV. directed advisors at all levels to
assist their contnerparts in execution of the plan through active pArticipation on committees.
aasisting in preparation of progress reports. and encouraging them to complete corrective actions
on schedule. (172 )
(U) Independent programs were established from the CLOP. i.e., the Baso Deport Upgrade,
the RVNAF Automated Materiel Management System (RAMMS), and the SM&DSL Center Facilities
Upgrade.

*See TOP SECRET Supplement for discussion of ARVN and VNAF Logistical support personnel
increasts, 1970-73.
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Top- Additional facilities under construction at the 60th Signal Rebuild Depot, Saigon. Bottumn:
ARVN sold iers. receiving vehicle maintenance instruction at the 80th Ordnance Rebuild Depot,
Saigon.
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RVNAF Base Depot Upgrade Program
(U) The objective of this program was the improvement of depot maintenance facilities,
utilities, technical equipment and skills. Also it was to provide in-country overhaul capability
for selected engineer, signal, and ordnance items (see 1969 MACV Command History, Vol II,
for improvement requirements).
(U) Funds were approved and the program began in January 1970. Construction commenced
on the 40th Engineer Base Depot water systems, drainage, open storage, and roads; work was
almost complete by December. Formal and OJT programs were established under a Vinnell
training contract. Personnel learned engine rebuild, crane/tractor repair, basic electricity,
machinist skills, and supply storage, In addition, an OJT program was prepared to train engineer
depot personnel plus 16 personnel from the 80th Ordnance Depot in generator operation and orThis program was completed in August. ( 173 )
ganizational maintenance.
(U) At the 60th Signal Base Depot work was underway on the electrical distribution system
and building rehabilitation.
By December work was 59 percent finished; completion of the project was expected by July 71.
The major area of progress was rehabilitation of the large consolidated maintenance building which was completed in September. Construction of five new
warehouses was also completed in September. Filipino technicians conducted maintenance training on the new series of sigial equipment. During October and November preparation of POIs for
advanced skill training which began in July was completed.
(U) At the 80th OrdnanceRebuild Base Depot, construction on civil works and building rehabilitation was underway with completion scheduled for July 1971. Construction of a power
plant was almost finished. Sixteen personnel received OJT at the Saigon Power Plant and later
attended the generator course at the 40th Engineer Depot. OJT in the mechanical skill trades
for 500 military personnel was completed by September.
By 30 Jun, fifteen selected personnel
had completed the Basic Supervisor's Development Course and developod their own program to
instruct other personnel at the depot. ( 174

RVNAF Automated Materiel Management System (RAMM.S)
(U)
systet•.

The RAMMS plan was developed by MACV/RVNAF to automate the RVNAF logistics

(U) The plan was published tin Z0 Jan 70 and wai effective for implementation on that date,
Formarly, manual systems wore used by the RVNAI CI.C for stock control and accounting. The
manual systetms were not standardirted among the technical servioes, and there were no effective
managrenant information reports available at the CIC level for proper c.ontrol of atsa.t.
The
large amount of new complex weaponry and equipinent, In conjunction with the need to support the
rosources already in the system, had created a oituation in which the amount of interrelated
data had grown too Large to be handled effectively on a manual baois. Analysis of the RVNAF
CLC data automation requirement and oetablishm•ent of a national materiel maanagetfetnt agency

were documented In the MACV CLIP and the CILOP. The analysis sub9tantiated the requirement
to automate the system in order to preserve the large US investment tin RVN equipment and to
assure proper future interface with the US supply system. ( 175
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(C) As part of the RAMMS implementation plan, punch card machinery was installed in four
of the five base depots and in the 80th Ordnance Rebuild Depot in Saigon. Rental of the equipment
was financed by US MASF funds. Parallel operation started in February 1971. This operation
would assist depots by mechanizing basic stock control functions, placing basic depot files in
machine readable format, and facilitating conversion to the central automated system. ( 176
(U) The computer (IBM 360/40) was ordered by the RVNAF from the IBM World Trade
Corporation for delivery by 1 Jul 71 and would be funded by the Ministry of Defense, GVN budget. ( 177 ) The JCS approved funds in the amount of $13 million to support this system. Construction of the US-funded Data Processing Center facility started in June 1970, to be completed
by March 1971. During the summer of 1970, a decision was made to contract the design and
programming of the central data processing system. On 28 Oct 70, a fixed price contract of
$800, 000 was signed with the Computer Science Corporation to design and program a central data
processing system to support RVNAF. The contract called for delivery of a completed package by
28 Jan 72. This vas a target date for assumption of logistical operations by the National Material
Management Agency. ( 178 )

Sector Management and Direct Support Logistics Centers (SM&DSL)
(U) The SM&DSL Centers directly supported the RF/PF in personnel management, administration, finance, supply, maintenance, and transportation. In 1969, the centers were not capable
of providing satisfactory support. While improvement in the organizationa•l and operational aspects was encouraging in 1970, the centers faced problems in keeping pace as the RF/PF grow
and saw more combat. Continuing difficulties were shortages of qualified officers, NCOs. school
trained specialists, and inadequate facilities. In an August letter to the CofS, JGS, the CofS,
MAGV, pinpointed the efforts needing priority treatment and command emphasis:
The Regional and Popular Forces this year will reach a force level
of some 550, 000 personnel, while continuing to be the backbone of
the GVN t s pacification effort. It is apparent that the accomplishiments of these forces will depend to a great degree on the effectiveness of the support they receive from the Sector Management and
Direct Support Logistics (SM&DSL) Centers.
The first order of effort should be the assignment of qualified officers
and noncommissioned officers by Central Logistics Comumand and
recruitment of enlisted personnel by the sectors to fill known vacancies...
Comm.and emphasis in this area by the sector commanders is mandatory. ( 1791
To alleviate the severe shortage of school trained specialists, the GeoS, MACV, recommended
that JGS take the following actions: survey individual centers to determine the exact training
needs based on occupational specialty codes: establish specific quotas for SM&DSL Center personmel; insure province quotas were met; return personnel to their parent centers after training.
and arrange OJT with appropriate ARVN support units when requirements exceed service school
capabilities. Concerning center facilities, the CofS, MACV, stated:
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01 no less importance is the current statu3 of the centers' facilities.
Inadequate storage, maintenance, and office areas hamper efficient,
thorough operations and create safety hazards. A review of the
requirements for each center was recently completed by the Central
Logistics Command in conjunction with this headquarters. Based on
the review, positive action should be taken as soon as possible to upgrade the sites. Many improvements can be readily accomplished by
the provinces using local resources or on a self-help basis, while
JGS must provide support for major construction.... ( 180

Selected Items of E quipnent for RVNAF Improvement and Modernization
(C) To improve the status of mission essential equipment was one of the goals to enhance the
effectiveness of aVNAF. By November, nrogress in this area was conzidered satisfactory. Of
20 selected items, FY70 requirements wi re met for all except: ( 181 1
Equipment Item

Status (No.

Grenade Launchers (M79)
Crane, TRKW
(MTD,

4. 124

20 T)

14

Semi-Trailer

179

•t- T Truck (W601) & 3/4 T (MV)
Utility Truscks,

behind schedule)

t /4

21,399

1

a.203

"STTruck

40

Of the above ahortfalls, only the 3f4-topA and 1-ton truck. were a major cmb4at supply shortago. ( 183 ý This shortaKe was partially offset with " owve:.e of( 2 1/2 tZWn-trucks. NAtsld on
shipmlent schedules, is wz*s esmtimted there would be a continued lack of 314-ton vehicles uhtil
44). (184)
94
the 3d Qtr of CY7i (oo chart •n•page 93

RIlUNAP Corntiplowary Sy~ttomr
vdapc
'e'ajslo

(U) The einruirissooryianexhange dtepiarttnent wQ

for resalle iteoms only,

was nto =supply supprt or r~ion~eiAtitisbhip bctiv•een the RVNAF quartotmaster and

"*

Tk'rc

onm-

miseary4.ayartrnents., The comimisaary financed its operatiows under a revolviog funA coceopt,
The fund wkii dwrlvokd oritgnailty fromt.ax M97.U$.$
tbitliofl grant. A4 ;f I1k.Nl 'M, romaafniott
stocks fronm that graint *ite
halud atl apt momately U,%$0. S million, and net ýworth wU4 appwoxn *

niately US $38.0 million. This representod a sigAlticant growth in net wortly especially itinrl
iltens ir. the 4riginal qrant
ovorsld at &ppnuxtltatety two'-thlrds t4 thei r cost (approximately
1..35U
628 million) v sire tovnleaary lalens a
utaaingful savin2.. With ths tfa-r4ale otauso,
'*Problem area
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ARYN technicians repair 50-caliber mtachine guns and f ield tormnun icatkions equipment at rebuild
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neither additional US funds nor US food items in kind were deemed necessary to support the
RVNAF Commissary/Exchange Department.
(U) The 1970 RVNAF prograrn included the construction of one main commissary depot and
six subdepot retail centers. By June, two subdepot retail centers were constructed and the remainder were under construction. The main depot was completed in September. ( 185

RVNAF Farm, Garden, and Livestock Program
(U) The purpose of this program was to propagate a self-help and self-reliance effort on the
part of military units to meet the subsistence reeds of RVNAF. The Food Supplement Program
and the Farm, Garden, and Livestock Program were both intended to augment the inadequate
administrative ration to the troops. The RVNAF had a 5-year program which commenced in
1967. As of 1970, 16 of the programmed 21 regional and sector livestock farms were established,
and efforts were being directed toward increasing production of fodder. The construction and
operation of feed mills were increased. A total of 500 hectares was scheduled for cultivation by
the end of 1970; in July, 41 organizations and activities had gardens encompassing 31.7 hectares. ( 136 )

Materiel Transport
(U)

By 1970 RVNAF was self-sufficient in highway transportation and at times transported

cargo for US Forces and other FWMAF. They were also transporting the major portion of their
waterlift requirements and some cargo for US Forces. The capability of the VNN and ARVN
crews and the management of vessels to increase the capability to handle cargo was increasing
at a steady rate. The VNN had landing craft and ships which transported loads of 120 to 1, 000
tons of cargo from deep water ports to the Delta region and shallow draft ports throughout RVN.
ARVN operated landing craft of smaller size but in greater quantity than the Navy to carry cargo
to RVNAF installations over the inland waterway system. (187 )
(U) In spite of constant harassment by enemy forces, the RVN national rail system continued
to provide service to the armed forces as well as the civil population. Because of the large capital investment required by the GVN, the feasibility of full restoration of rail lines to connect all
regions of RVN was under study. A MACV study, released in late December, recommended that
the railway be abandoned because it was antiquated, expensive beyond its worth to operate, aud
too susceptive tn sabotage.

Port Operations
(U) Prior to 1970, RVNAF tern-inal operations were small in terms of the total port requirement. The discharge of deep-draft vessels carrying military cargo was conducted by US
mriitary or US sponsored civilian stevedore contractors, During 1970 ARVN was gradually
assuming this responebility. The ARVN Saigon Transportation Terminal Command handled all
IRVNAF general cargo arriving and departing the Saigon area. ARVN was also operating the
Sammunition barge discharge sites at Binh rhuy and Saigon Newport. The US Army, however,
continu-ed to handle cargo discharge from deep draft vessels and operate the ammunition barge
ii
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Top: A troopcr provides security as 107mm Hiowitzer Amranunition is removed from barges at an
ARVN port. Bottom: Drums :tre f~iled with gasoline at the Area Logistics Command in Nha Trang
for convoy shipment to sub-depots in central Vietnam.
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site at Cogida. The ammunition barge discharge point at Buu Long was operated by the USAF.
The ARVN Can Tho Transportation Terminal Command was conducting all port operations and the
inland waterway distribution of cargo in the Delta. ( 188

Logistics Assessment
(S) A firm foundation was established for the RVNAF logistics system (see RVNAF logistics
section, this chapter). Shortfalls and deficiencies were identified in the areas of airlift, marine
maintenance, materiel rebuild, technical training, and supervisory skills; corrective programs
were developed. In most cases, the controlling factor for elimination of deficiences was training
lead time which ranged up to 24 months. RVNAF was near self-sufficiency in port operations,
national materiel management, surface transportation, LOC maintenance, and base level aircraft maintenance. The operations in C~mbodia were successfully supported by the RVNAF
logistics system. If continued US advisor and technical assistance, funding, materiel, and air/
sealift support were provided, it was believed the RVNAF logistics system could support planned
ARVN increases in troop structure and missions. ( 189 )
(C) It is important to note, however, that the Accelerated I & M Plan, which was ahead of
schedule in 1970, placed a serious burden on the logistics system. Although it was expanding
and improving in most areas, there were serious deficiencies. Requisitioning and distribution
of major items of equipment and spare parts were poorly exercised. Each MR reported at least
one serious problem resulting from the unresponsiveness of the RVNAF supply system. The
RVNAF supply system frequently remained unaware of the requirements of many of the units it
supported. ( 190 )

Combined Campaign Plan 1971:

Logistics Improvernent and Modernization

(S) The CCP 1971 detailed improvement and modernization for numerous parts of the RVNAF'
logistics system. What follows pinpoints the weakest areas remaining in that system in 1970: ( 191)
I. Improve organization of food service and niessing facilities and the systemI for distributing the administrative portion of the garrison ration,
2. Intensively develop the military agriculture and husbandry program to be selfsufficient for the supply of fresh foods for mness services and military dependents.
3.

Improve management of and expand the commissary/exchange system,

4.

Increase clothing production of the quarterknaster clothing factories and subcanters.

5. Insure commanders make efforts in the economy of ammunition, especially for
artillery, and return shell casings and packing material from supporting depots.
6.
i

e
ls7.
echelons.

Expand ammunition depots.
Intensively carry out all aspects of preventive maintenance of equipment at all
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transport.
9.

Increase land and water transport capabilities to avoid overdependence on air

Improve organization and operation at water ports as well as transport terminals.

10.

Carry out dependent shelter program.

11.

Carry out the repair and construction of strategic LOCs.

12. Reduce present construction to maximum extent possible for units that will receive
or are receiving installations or facilities transferred by FWMAF.
13.

Continue to improve systems and facilities for evacuation and treatment of wounded.

14.

Continue to develop in-country procurement of materiel.

15. Emphasize the use of surface LOCs from base logistic complexes to advance complexes and forward support areas with a lesser dependence upon airlift capability.
16. Make general improvements in medical support, quartermaster, transport, and
communications.

APPRAISAL OF REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM ARMED FORCES

General

(S) Although RVNAF demonstrated increased effectiveness, it could not meet the overall
enemy threat without US and FWMAF assistance. While RVNAF was assuming a greater share
of the burden of combat operations, accelerated activation of new ARVN and territorial force
units was weakening an already limited personnel base. Further imrprovement in equipment.
force structure, training, and leadership was essential to enhance RVNAF effectiveness. ( 192

ARVN/VNMC Assessment
(C) Improvement in effectiveness is difficult to project on the basis of past performance.
Many variables influence the continuing combat effectiveness of a unit, The operational results
of ARVN/VNMC units are strongly correlated with the leadership capabilities of their commandor#. Consequently, a change in commanders may cause a decided change in effectiveness for
either better or worse. ( 193 )
(C) The environment in which an organization works influences its results, and a lack of
enemy activity develops complacency as does time spent on security type missions.
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(C) The increase in enemy activity during the 2d Qtr led to improved operational results
for almost all ARVN/VNMC organizations, but the lessening of enemy activity lowered 3d and
4th Qtr performance. MR I units have traditionally operated in the area of greatest enemy activity and have been among the leading ARVN/VNMC units; the 2d Qtr country-wide increase in
enemy activity, plus the operations in Cambodia, allowed other ARVN/VNMC units to achieve
results comparable to MR I units which continued to perform well. The 3d and 4th Qtrs found
MR 1 units back on top as enemy activity continued in their areas at a high level.
(C) A temporary change in an organization's area of operation frequently improves its
effectiveness as long as the environment does not change too drastically. The Cambodian operations showed that ARVN units were capable of operating effectively outside their base areas. A
more permanent change in an organization's area of operation, however, may lead to severe
morale problems; the desertion rate for ARVN/VNMC manuever battalions increased significantly during the 2d and 3d Qtrs as the Cambodian campaign increased in duration.
(C)

A summary analysis of ARVN/VNMC unit performance by MR follows:

MR 1 -- The lst Div, which was the top
results during October and November as the
but the 1st Div had the highest percentage of
effectiveness and leadership assessments of
VNMC.

performer during the 3d Qtr, obtained only average
enemy avoided contact. Friendly losses decreased,
KIA due to mines and booby traps. The operational
the division continued to be highest in the ARVN/

The 2d Div was the ARVN/VNMC's top performer in October-November; it eliminated the
most enemy and captured the most weapons per battalion of any ARVN/VNMC unit and also had
the best casualty ratio. Friendly losses were average, but the percentage of friendly KIA due
to mines and booby traps was second only to the 1st Div.
The 51st Regt improved its relative standing among ARVN/VNMC units during the year. It
eliminated the third most enemy per battalion and its weapons captured per battalion was second
best. However, friendly losses were also so high that the casualty ratio was only average.
Operational effectiveness and leadership was rated very high by advisors.
MR 2 -- The 22d Div obtained average results during the year. There was little enemy
activity in its area of operation. Friendly losses were so low that the division's casualty ratio
was third highest. The division spent 2 percent of its time in Cambodia where it located one of
the largest caches.
The 23d Div, which had constantly been one of the poorest performers, obtained average
results despite spending 25 percent of its time training. Friendly losses were low (the division
lost only one man to nines and booby traps) resulting in an excellent casualty ratio. The division' s ratio of enemy eliminated per hour of contact was the best in-country.
MR 3 -- The 5th Div had been substantially below average in operational results.

Tl-

division spent 14 percent of its time in Cambodia and obtained better results there than in RVN.
It had the best ratio of weapons captured and enemy eliminated in Cambodia during the 3d and

4th Qtra.

first

'.b, 18th Div during early 1970 showed improvement in operational results. During the
quarters the division had a very low friendly casualty rate which resulted in a very
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Top- ARVN armored personnel carriers (APCe) on a combat mission in the coastal lowlands.
Bottom: ARVN scouts on patrol in the Central Highlands.
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favorable casualty ratio. During the latter part of 1970, however, friendly losses increased to
an average rate and the casualty ratio fell below average. Fifty-three percent of the division's
effort during the last quarter of the year was spent in Cambodia, more than any other ARVN/
VNMC unit. The 18th Div slipped during the year but remained average in its rating.
The 25th Div improved greatly during the year. It became one of the best units in operational
effectiveness and overall results. The division spent 44 percent of its time in Cambodia during
the 4th Qtr. The second lowest number of friendly losses resulted in the second best casualty
ratio in-country.
MR 4 -- During the latter part of 1970, the 7th Div became one of the ARVN/VNMC's outstanding performers. It had the second highest number of enemy eliminated per battalion in
the 4th Qtr and the most enemy captured and surren dred per battalion, an outgrowth of the
highly successful Kien Hoa pacification program.
The 9th Div also showed improved performance during 1970; however, it lapsed in the last
quarter and fell in its rating. In October and November the number of enemy eliminated, weapons
captured, and the casualty ratio all decreased sharply, reversing the yearlong uptrends. In the
last quarter the division had more friendly casualties per battalion than any other ARVN/VNMC
unit; this resulted in the least favorable casualty ratio in-country. The division spent about 5
percent of its time in Cambodia; its results there were comparable to those in RVN.
The 21st Div became one of the better organizations during the latter part of 1970. It had
the second highest number of enemy KIA per battalion in-country as well as the second mcst hours
of contact. The division spent 20 percent of its time on reserve and rehabilitation during October
and November.

Assessment of Special Units
(C) The AiTborne Division historically had been required to have a large part of its force in
close proximity to Saigon. This, plus spending half the year in training, gave the Airborne
Division the lowest operational results of all ARVN/VNMC units. The division was committed
on a relief operation in Cambodia in December where it performed well.
(C) During the latter part of 1970, the VNMC had battalions operating in Cambodia, MR 1,
MR 4. and the Saigon area. Forty-six percent of its effort was in Cambodia during the 4th Otr,
but the results there were not substaxitially better than those obtained in-country. The VNMC
results, however, compared favorably with those of the ARVN divisions.
(C) Tho 17 armored cavalry squadrons operated throughout the four military regions. One
squadron was organic to each of the 10 ARVN infantry divisions, and the remaining seven operated
under corps control. Total armored cavalry squadron operational results compared favorably
with infantry battalions, even though they spent one-third of their time on security missions. The
cavalry spent 22 percent of its time in Cambodia on combat missions where it achieved substantially better results than in RVN.
(C) At midyear the 20 ranger battalions were joined by 32 CIDG camp groups which were
converted to ranger battalinns. The resulting 52 battalions were located throughout the military
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Top: Carrying plastic water jugs, ARVN troops board UH-I helicopters for an air assault in the
Mekong Delta. Bottom: LTGArthur S. Collins, commanding general of the US I Field Force,
awards Bronze Star Medals for valor to troops of the ARVN 47th Inf Regt.
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regions operating under widely differing conditions. Complete operational statistics were
available only for the 20 original battalions which had very low operational results, especially
in the 4th Qtr. Approximately 25 percent of their effort involved security missions; about 13
percent of their effort was spent in Cambodia.

Summary of ARVN/VNMC Performance in 1970
(S) ARVN/VNMC forces performed well, especially in Cambodia. The Cambodian operations
enhanced troop morale and the spirit of the offensive on the part of leadership which if carried
over to in-country operations, would contribute greatly to ARVN/VNMC command and control
procedures, combined arms employment, and logistics support. Problems, however, continued
to exist in maintaining combat personnel strength, overcoming excessive desertions, improving
leadership, and developing a more responsive supply system. ( 194)
(U) ARVN was assuming increased responsibilities for areas of operation throughout the
RVN. In MR 1, ARVN had assumed major responsibility for areas of operation in western Quang
Tri Province (formerly the responsibility of the US Marines). They had also taken over several
fire support bases south of the DMZ and in south western Quang Tri and western Thua Thien
Provinces. In the Highlands (MR 2), the border areas were the responsibility fo the ARVN 23d
Div and the 42d Regt in conjunction with several ranger/C1DG battalions and territorial forces. ( 195 ) Areas of responsibility increased, with redeployment of the 4th Inf Div in October November, to include most of the MR with the exception of some areas of the five coastal
provinces. In MR 3, ARVN forces became responsible for most of the region after the 25th Inf
Div redeployed in November, This included defense of the Capital Military District (Saigon) and
the majority of operations in the border areas. The ARVN had assumed responsibility for all
ground operations in MR 4 in 1969 when the US 9th Div redeployed. ( 196

RF/PF Assessment

(S) The overall performance of the RF/PF was improving and weaknesses in training and
leadership were being addressed. Territorial forces in MR 1 were increasingly effective with
resultant improvement in population security. In MR 2, RF/PF performance continued to be
poor; improvements in RF/PF training and leadership were not able to keep pace with the increased intensity of terrorist activity. Downward trends in unit effectiveness continued throughout the
MR. When ARVN units vacated portiong of MR 3 to participate in cross-border operations (see
Chapter V, Military Operations) territorial forces successfully assumed an increased security
burden. In MR 4, effectiveness of RF/PF units on offensive operations continued.
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(C)

Comparison of RVNAF and US Large Unit Operations in the RVN

1970

1969
ARVN/VNMC
RF!PF:
Combat Opn
Security Opn
Training Opn
Reserve Opn
Pacification Opn
Other Opn
US:
Combat_ Opn
Security Opn
Training Opn
Reserve Opn
Pacification Opa
Other Opn

197

Jan

Aug

Jan

Aug

Dec

73Z
114
8
79
2Z9
0

714
79
31
56
0

658
11
43
96
167
108

92Z
98
45
72
60
0

1068
110
34
75
29
7

710
57
0

634
31
0

448
837

490
147

287
35
'4

0
0
4

0
42
7

2
36
35

0
35
0

7
35
14

296

Note: The above figures represent battalio.1 days of operationwhich are the number of days a
battalion is on an operation or a figure ob.ained by dividing the number of companies employed
on a large unit operation by three an' siultiplying the result by the number of davs the operation
lasted.
VNN Assessrnevt

(C) As cited in the section on force ceiling, the VNN had received over 1, 00 US naval
operational craft under ACTOV and the accelhrated ACTOV which began in late 1069. The turnover also included 127 support craft with more than 100 boats still to be transferred.
(Ci The VNN by year's end was one of the 10 lar-,ct in the world. Operationally it hsd taken
over responsibility for the Wner MARKET TiMFN barrier. All interdictlon barriers and ipetatl
areas of operations were either fully VNN operattowil or were planned for completo turnover
early In 1971. These included: BREE&.Y COVE, Rung Sat Sp•cial Zone. TRAN HUNG DAO i
READY DECK, BARRIER REEF• TRAN HUNG DA0 tV/SUO D ANCHOR and TRAN HUNG DAO
VI/SEARCH TURN. *
(C) ACTOV had doubled the personnel structure of the VNN and i creased ito inveotory ni-any
times over. The National Training Center at Cam Ranhl had difficulty supplying enough qualioled
personnel to nian the ship#. There was a thortage of officers aod petty officer., t middle mAnagement problem endemic to RVNAF as a whole. This shortage was expected to last into 1972
when the training schools would be graduatitig persomil Wn sufficient numbers to catch up with

ACTOV.
*See Annex F. Navgl Operations, for maip and ftrther discussion.
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To~p: JTohn H.! Chafee, Secretary of the US Navy, congratulate-& Nguyen Van Vy, South Vietnamese
Minister of Defense, after signing papers transferring 273 nava craft. At left is jerome H. King,
Jr. , commander of US Naval F orcen. Vietnam. at the right i~s"Commodore Tr'ai' Van Chon..
Vietnamese Chief of Naval Operations. S'ottomn Carrying US flags lowered moments earlier. US
sailors depat somec of the Z73 transferred boats.
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(U) The actual ability of the VNN to prosecute the operations begun by the USN Brown Water
fleet will be tested by time. Most of the canals and waterways in the Delta and southern MR 3
were open to traffic in relative safety for the first time in seve-al years. The VNN with the USN
in a purely advisory role except for tactical and logistics air support, was responsible for maintaining this security and eliminating the few VC strongpoints remaining in the Delta.
(C) Shipyard and civilian repair facilities personnel were below satisfactory strength levels.
In June the VNN resumed hiring civilians to fill authorized vacancies; however, the shortage of
skilled personnel raised the possibility of augmentation with military personnel. ( 198 )
(C)

The various ACTOV programs ý.nd their status at the end of CY70 were:

ACTOVOPS:
initiated by the USN.

(199

objective was to aid the VNN in assuming responsibility for all operations
This program wan. almost complete by the end of CY70.

ACTOVLOG: included not only the turnover of logistics support craft and supply bases,
but also training of supply crews, P. 1 base maintenance and transportation personnel. This program was in full operation at the ena of CY70 as the VNN attempted to provide necessary support
for its greatly enlarged tactica' "eet.
ACTOVCOMM: provided for the turnover of C-E assets fundamental to the successful
prosecution of mobil riv -.; ne, river patrol, and coastal surveillance operations., It established
communications require ,-nts, training, distribution of materiel, inspections, inventories,
and procedures for turno-,er of U5N equipment. As with C-E programs in the other services,
the VNN was experiencing some difficulties due to shortfalls in personnel qualified for technical
training.
ACTOVINT:

provided for the organization and training of field intelligence personnel.

ACTUVCARD:

development of an ADP center to support VNN records keeping.

AGTOVRAD: program to plan and coordina~te constructioi. and operation of 16 coastal
radar units. Planning was begun in April 1970. The project wa. expected to be complete in
January 1972. The system will replace the USN air surveillance barrier whi::hwill be eliminated
under the redeployment phaseout.

(C) Other ACTOV programs included ACTOVMED/DENT and ACTOVPOW.
(C) The VNN was undergoing training to assume responsibility for the unattended sens'.r
operations in MR 3 and MR 4. Monitoring and accessory equipment was boing turned over. By
December all but one was under control of the VNN,
(C) The VNN also assumed responsibility for harbor defense at most major ports during
1970.
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Vietnan-ese Na-'y river patrol boats on patrol in the Mekong, Delta.
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VNAF Assessment

(S) The improvement and modernization of VNAF was ahead of schedule and effectiveness
was increasing in the use of aircraft and crews. Combat performance was on a par with corresponding US units. Competence and professionalism were particularly demonstrated during
VNAF operations in Cambodia in support of ARVN and FANK units. (200)
(S) As a result of new force structure authorizations, massive recruitment campaigns, and
increased strength, a complete reorganization was programmed and approved to accommodate
a 45-squadron force by 1972. To enhance management and ensure effective command and control, the VNAF was reorganized into five divisions, 10 tactical wings, five maintenance and supply wings, and seven air base wings. (201) The initial air division (4th) was activated at Binh
Thuy on 1 Mar 70. The 84th Tactical Wing and the 3d Air Division (AD) were activated on I May,
the 2d AD in June, and the 1st AD in September. Also, because of significant progress in 1969,
an additional liaison squadron (1ZZd) was activated at Binh Thuy on 1 Jan, a unit originally programmed for activation in FY71. (202)
(S)
Rapid progresq was made in the VNAF assumption of responsibilities for the Tactical
Air Control System, with MR 4 completely Vietnamized by March with USAF personnel in an
advisory capacity. In the remaining MRs, Direct Air Support Centers (DASCs) were operating on
a collocated basis. (203)
(S) The Air Logistics Wing was reorganized into an Air Logistics Command. This action
established a materiel manag;c-...nt function charged with responsibility to maintain overall control of inventory assets.
By the end of March it had a supply inventory of some 112, 000 line
items and performed major overhaul on 0-1 aircraft, J-85 engines (used in F-5s and A-37s),
and aerospace ground equipment. To further improve the air logistics system, the VNAF introduced daily air logistics (LOGAIR) service to ensure expeditious delivery of high priority cargo.
In addition, the Air Logistics Command was equipped with a UNIVAC 1050-Il computer to maintain supply records for more efficient and accurate inventory control and mknagement. (204\
(C)

Under the VNAF I & M a total of 310 UH-i helicopters were transferred in 1970 from
Four squadrons were operationally ready; 10 were already activated
Each squadron was authorized 31 aircraft. 6?05)

USARV assets to VNAF.
out of an authorized 16.

(S) Assisted by the USAF Advisory Group (AFGP) and Air Training Command, the VNAF
began expansion of the Air Training Center at the Nha Trang air base. The expansion would
eventually allow the transfer of several of the most critical basic maintenance courses ýrrm the
CONUS to Vietnam with specially selected VNAF instructors (trained at CONUS facilities),
When
fully implemented, the program would accomplish considerable dollar savings while reducing
training lead times and fostering training self-sufficiency. (206)
(S) A grtatly expanded OjT program was implemerted to supplement in/out-of-country forrmal tralninr.
The goal of this program was to accelerate the attainment of VNAF self-sufficiency
in each functi-.nal area, with particular emphasis on base operating support functions. The VNAF
capability to , cnmr-bt OJT was limited, however, dine to insufficiently qualified personnel and the
lack of standard'. .d training material (see training section, tnis chapter, for further discus-

sioll). (207)
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(S) By the end of FY70 the number of rated squadrons increased. However, the number of
fully operational ready squadrons decreased. This was due to three factors: fighter squadronp
overflew their programmed sorties by almost 30 percent due to Cambodian operations, which
effected themaintenance capability; the increase from 20 to 31 UE aircraft in the four UH-1 squadrons caused a temporary shortage of aircrews; and the Special Air Mission Squadron started receiving ratings in May and was short of aircrews.
(S) Five hundred and twenty-five aircrews were formed, 18 percent below the authorized.
However, of those formed, the number of combat ready exceeded the end of June goal by 6 percent. Tactical air support for ARVN/VNMC increased. The number of helicopter lift sorties
flown in support of RVNAF increased approximately 86, 000 over the first 3 months of the year
(22 percent). However, the number of these sorties flown by VNAF decreased 4 percent, due
to the increased flying time per sortie involved in the Cambodian cross-border operation. VNAF
helicopter combat assault sorties increased 4 percent also due to cross-border operations, but
fewer troops could be carried because of the increased weight of fuel necessary for the longer
missions. ( 208 )
(S) During the first 6 months there was an increase of 246 percent in the number of enemy
structures damaged or destroyed, and secondary explosions increased 32 percent. There was
also a significant increase (33 percent) in the number of aircraft which received battle damage
with a corresponding increase of 41 percent in the combat loss rate. There was a 10.4 major
accident rate for each 100, 000 hours flown; this compared favorably over 1969 in which the rate
was 14. 5.( 209 )
(S) Significant progress was made in establishment and reinforcement of a self-sufficient
air effort. It was estimated that by the end of FY71, VNAF would have the capability to control
all air assets in RVN. Programmed activations would provide greater capacity in air assault,
movement of organic ARVN artillery, shortfield attack, and FAC. On the other hand, with reorganizations and new squadron activations, the limited number of experienced personnel could
cause a lowering of capability until newly trained individuals gained experience. Major problems
encountered by VNAF were the long training lead time required to develop aviation skills and the
shortage of experienced middle-management personnel. ( 210
(S)

Comparison of US and VNAF Attack and Helicopter Sorties, 1969-70 ( 211
Attack Sorties
1969

1970

Annual
US
VNAF

Annual

Jail

Jun

Nov

Total

Jan

Jun

Nov

Total*

15,503
2,052

17,176
2,743

9,638
3,491

168,019
33,187

9,234
3,532

7,774
1,975

2,540
1,473

79, 130
26, 363

*All 1970 annual total& are for January through November.

Totals for 1969 include December.
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A Vietnamese jet pilot, aided by a crew member, prepares for, take off on a combat mission.
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Jun

Jan

Nov

Annual
Total

Jan

Nov

Jun

Annual
Total*

Attack Sorties in Cambodia
0
0

US
VNAF

3,842
1,208

548
1,445

68.5
346.0

49.5
247.3

Helicopter Sorties (Thousands)
US
Armed
Support
V NA F
Armed
Support

73.8
378.4

81.4
407.7

74.2
369.6

915.4
4668.5

.0

.7

.0

4.9

3.2

6.5

7.7

65.4

77.1
401.7

.2

.0
10.8

*All 1970 annual totals are for January through November.

7.3

748.6
3802.7

1.1

4.3

10.5

109.6

Totals for 1969 include December.

New Horizons Plan 1970

(U) This was an RVNAF command program designed to improve the overall efficiency of
RVNAF in seven fields: leadership and command, personnel management, intelligence, training,
Pinpointed for participation in the program were: one
operations, logistics, and POLWAR.
regiment per ARVN division (10), one RF company per sector (44), one PF platoon per subsector
(241), and other units from special commands, the VNAF, and VNN (8). ( 212 ) A committee was
established at each level of command to monitor and report on the progress of the pilot units involved. At the General Political Warfare Department (GPWD) level, the committee chairman
was the Deputy Chief for Civic Action and Enemy Action. The preparation phase for the plan
took place from 2 May through 30 Jun; the implementation phase was from 1 Jul through 31 Oct;
the evaluation phase began I Nov. ( 213 )

Conununications-Electronics Assessment

(S) RVNAF signal units wore not able to satisfy communications requirements without US
assistance. This low capability was due to a shortage of ionmmtnications resources under existing TOEs, lack of qualified operations and maintenance personnel, and lack of managers and
engineers. Training of a technically qualified manpower base would be critical to successful
Viotnamlzation of communications-electronics (C-E).
Within each MR, ARVN oper(S) The ARVN communications system was still inadequate.
ated a low-capacitynumlti-channel system. consisting predominantly of obsolete four-channel
C-E support within combat units was limited to voice and continuous wave radio.
equipment,
The lack of a long line capability rendered ARVN dependent on US conmmunications support, either
through advisory communications support or the ICS-SEA.
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Top: An A-37, primary tactical jet of the Vietnamese Air Force, takes off from Nha Trang
airfield. Bottom: Vietnamese U14-1 helicopters carrying ARVN troops on a mission in the
Mekong Delta.
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(S) The VNAF C-E capability was confined to USAF/VNAF beddown areas/air bases and
remained considerably ahead of ARVN. Training of VNAF personnel in operations and maintenance of control towers, approach control radar, base dial telephone exchanges, and associated
outside cable plants, progressed according tt program. ( 214
(S)

Communications within the VNN was marginally adequate to control the force.

RVNAF Sensor Program

(S) The combined US/RVNAF border surveillance and anti-infiltration program established
by COMUSMACV OPLAN 103-69 (TIGHT JAW) in April 1969 was expanded significantly in scope
and size in 1970. The RVNAF was applying sensors for intelligence gathering, area surveillance,
target acquisition, ambushes, and perimeter defense and. was responsible for approximately 18
percent of the total active sensor population in RVN. Equipment being released to RVNAF was
limited to less sophisticated sensor and readout devices.
(S) A total of 624 RVNAF personnel completed the 2-week sensor course at the Combined
US/RVNAF Sensor School; this included 22 VNAF and 73 VNN personnel. All divisions, separ, e
regiments, and special tactical zones were considered operational. Through October, 479
RVNAF personnel from all major headquarters and field units were scheduled for training. As
additional RVNAF personnel were trained and the supporting organization established, the number of active sensors employed and monitored by RVNAF was expected to increase to approximately 2, 500 by the end of FY72. The VNN established seven 20-man teams to be used in riverine
operations. VNAF involvement was limited to participation in the operation of the Deployable
Automatic Relay Terminal (DART) at Pleiku.
(S) A significant problem was the lack of command emphasis and a corresponding absence of
staff level acceptance and support of the sensor program in some ARVN units. JGS was aware
of these problems and started the necessary management structure at JGS and MR level to emphasize the importance of TIGHT JAW operations. A 3-day RVNAF staff officers, orientation
course was programmed. Sensor trained RVNAF personnel, working closely with US advisors,
were capable of handling all operational aspects of the program assigned to them. As RVNAF
units became more involved in the use of sensors, confidence in the program grew. This concept/
acceptance trend was already noted in units having the larger sensor inventories. Management
of assets and logistics support remained a US responsibility. However, JGS levied requirements
for several sensor management oriented reports from field units. Also, an initial cadre of two
officers received training and were assigned to the Cam Ranh Bay Processing and Maintenance
Facility. Vietnamization of this facility would not be likely until mid FY73, due to skill and
training requirements. ( 215 )
(C) During June, the USN turned over responsibility for approximately 500 sensors to VNN
sensor-trained personnel. Coupled with a slight expansion in the number of ARVN managed
sensors, this resulted in RVNAF being responsible for more than 32 percent of the total active
sensor population in the RVN by September. Formal training of additional ARVN, VNN, and
VNAF personnel continued. (216
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Vietnamnization of Project Delta

(S) Under Project Delta a joint Vietnamese Special Forces (VNSF) and US Special Forces
operation detachment conducted long-range, cover, reconnaissance, and search-and- clear
operations against limited targets. At a decision briefing on 18 Jan, COMUSMACV determined
Project Delta could be Vietnamized by 30 Jun. The 5th Special Forces Group and the Chief, JGS,
requested joint operations be extended beyond that date. However this was disapproved on Z5
Jun, and US support terminated on 30 Jun. As a result, RVNAF forces returned to Nha Trang
for a 2-month standdown in preparation for future operations under Vietnamese Special Forces
control. * ( 217

Assessment of RVNAF Medical Service

(C) The Republic of Vietnam Medical Service continued to be tri-service with the ARVN,
VNN, and VNAF medical services functioning under the RVNAF Surgeon General. Except for
unique service-oriented specialty requirements and base dispensary service, the RVNAF Medical
Service provided all facets of health care.

Analysis of RVNAF Medical Service Requirements
(C) Qualitative and quantitative gains were made in 1970 in field treatment, MEDEVAC,
diagnostic services, surgical specialties, pre and postoperative care, physical rehabilitation,
and nursing. Preventive medicine (PM) capabilities improved with the training of ARVN PM
Facilities were improved at a number of hospitals. The US provided funds for 32 facility
units.
There
upgrade projects, seven of which were started and three completed during the year.
existed some inadequacies in sewerage and electrical systems.
Little im(C) There was continued reliance on offshore resources for medical supplies.
provement was made in the Vietnamese capacity to produce medical supplies and equipment.
(S) The Medical Service was authorized 2, 892 professional medical spaces of which 2, 301
were filled at the end of CY70. These spaces included authorizations for physicians, dentists,
pharmacists, and other specialists- the clinical field was short 232 physicians.
(S) By 1973 the Hue and Saigon medical schools planned to graduate 200 physicians. This
would bring the number of physicians in RVNAF nearer the authorized level, because 80 percent
There were 844 Medical Service
of those graduates were expected to enter military service.
Corps officers authorized and 687 actually assigned. The staff to patient ratio within the RVNAF
hospital system was approximately 0. 45:1 as compared to a CONUS ratio of approximately 2. 0: 1.
(S) Force structure increases were programmed as follows: FY71, 1, 979 spaces; FY72,
2,039, and FY73, 1,780. Increases for FY71 included medical spaces for the enlarged RF/PF
FY73 apaces provided staffing for additional
and for raising the hospital staffing ratio to 0.6:1.

*Seo TOP SECRET Supplement for reorganization of VNSF in 1971.
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US military hospitals to be transferred to RVNAF and for a qualitative increase in the staffing
ratio to 0.8:1. ( 218)

Medical Facilities Turnover
(U) Two hospital complexes were turned over by the US to RVNAF during 1970. The US 8th
Evacuation Hospital in Nha Trang became the Nguyen Hue Station Hospital on 15 Oct 70. A major
problem encountered after the turnover was facility engineering service and maintenance.
(C) The same problem occurred after turnover of the US 36th Evacuation Hospital at Vung
Tau on 18-19 Nov 70. The facility was renamed Nguyen Van Nhut Station Hospital; it had 100
beds. Some building and utility repair was necessary because the hospital had been used as a
US BOQ just prior to turnover.
(C) When the US 12th Evacuation Hospital deployed from Cu Chi, the RVNAF Surgeon General
stated that the Vietnamese would not occupy the facility. Lack of personnel and equipment influenced the decision. ( 219

Improvement of Medical Facilities
(U) US funding of upgrading projects at 28 hospitals led to improvements in water plants,
sewerage systems and electrical systems. At the end of the year three hospitals still had inadequate electrical systems, 13 needed additional work on the sewerage systems, and 18 had
poor or inadequate water systems.
(C) The 1970 budget included plans to enlarge the RVNAF Rehabilitation Center by constructing a 70-bed facility with physiotherapy and occupational therapy capabilities. However, the plans
provided for only the barest minimum of space and equipment. The backlog of rehabilitation
patients in RVNAF medical facilities required early expansion of the program at the center.
Little was accomplished in this area in 1970. ( Z20

RVNAF Military Medical School
(U) The RVNAF Military Medical School (MMS) located in Saigon/Cholon was charged with
basic aidman instruction at station and province hospitals for the National Police and the RVNAF.
The MMS achieved noteworthy progress in improving and modernizing its instructional programs
and physical plant in CY70, A new TOE for the MMS was approved in December increasing personnel spaces by 50 to a total of 282. A MASF/MILCON construction project costing $660, 000
was underway. It would expand resident capacity from 1, 100 to 2,000 students. The project included construction of twelve 100-man classrooms, eight two-story barracks, and a 500-man mess
hall/kitchen. Completion of the project was expected by December 1971.
(U) The Tran Ngoc Minh Military Hospital, which occupied a p9tion of the MMS, was considered for relocation in a new structure within the MMS compound. Construction of the new 450bed hospital was energetically supported by the RVNAF Surgeon General as it would provide
RVNAF with a mddern permanent facility capable of supporting the RVNAF population of the Saigon
metropolitan area and serving as the site for practical application training of MMS students. It
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would also serve as an augmenting facility for the Cong Hoa General Hospital. ( 22 1 )

Dental Service
(U) The RVNAF dental service was given an increased authorization of dental officers from
128 to 156 in 1970.
(U) There was a critical shortage of dental equipment. To utilize the professional capabilities of the assigned dentists plus the 28 new dental draftees, a concerted effort to prccure dental
equipment was underway. This would permit establishment of a dental training center at the Cong
Hoa Hospital, Saigon. 'Postgraduate clinical training programs were to be conducted in the hope
that a nucleus of clinician teachers would carry on after US redeployment. Additional offshore
training programs were requested to augment this program.
(U) The Cong Hoa dental clinic began to fabricate chrome-cobalt prosthetic appliances; this
was the first operational laboratory of its type in the RVNAF dental service. ( ZZZ

Offshore Training of Physicians
(U) Since no formal in-country program existed for graduate medical training, offshore
university training was essential. RVNAF Medical Service personnel completed a wide variety
of offshore training to include formal. observer. OJT, and university courb,-s. Puring FY70. 15
AR'!N physicians and dentists completed CONUS university training and 10 began offshore training. Thirteen ARVN physicians were programmed for offshore training in FY7l-72. This
graduate level specialization imoproved professional qualifications of selected ARVN medical officers
who occepied key staff and clinical positions. ( 223

Nurse Corps
(C) On I Jaon 70. the MOD issued a decree establishing a RVNAF Nurse Corps. The crps
existed only on paper until a rcview of the personnel records of 735 battalion surgeon assistants
was completed in October. The purpose of the review was to identify graduato nurose known as
nurse or health technicians. The review showed that 66 of the 715 surgeon assistants were health
or nurse tachniciaos.
(C) A regional chief nurse
asoigned
@as to each MR in October. One nurse WaS asigj¢ed to
the MMS ats chief nurse, and the key nuroe positions in each rtilltary hospital were filled by those
battalion surgeon assistauts who qualified as either nurse technlciant or health technicians.

(U) Staff developmoent courses were designed for RVNAF nurae• in the clinical *pecialties
of norsing atrv"ce admtinltration. operating room supervision, intensive care and recovry
room supervision, and in-service education. The courses were I month in length and were presented bttwevn May -nd August 1970. The course covered a 16-day rdAss if. supervisorv development and instruction methods at tho Cenkral Training Institute. Saigon and 14 days of combined
didactic and OJI' at Ceng Roa General Ho.,- pital. Sevoity-nine nurtea completod the staff development courses in 1970.
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(C) The Nurse Corps applied for" and received a CORDS grant of $2 million for construction
of a special huilding to house a steam generator (cyclotherin) and the necessary pipe fittings to
install six sterilizers at Cong Hoa Genera] Hospital. " 224

ARVN Preventive Medicine
(C) The ARVN PM capability expanded rapidly in 1970. Five PM units were authorized
throughout RVN to provide area PM service to the RVNAF.
Detachments consisted of 33 person.nel including four officers, 15 NCOs, and 14 EM. During the year ARVN PM detachments were
engaged in providing field sanitation training to representatives from field units.
They conducted
sanitary inspections and provided area control of insects and rodents when requested. Medicai
personnel for the detachments were trained for 4 weeks at the MMS and by OJT in US PM unit,.
,Approximately 50 personnel received OJT during CY70.
(C) Personnel shottages existed, particularly in officers.
authorized in 1970 were filled. ( 225

Five officer positions of the 20

RYNAF Medical Evacuation
(U) Limited RVNAF aii asset- and the need to use all available air transport for combat and
combat support moved the AFGP to reject a request from the RVNAF Surgeon General for 50-t)0
helicopters for MEDEVAC. ( 226
(C) The VNAF did not have sufficient MEDEVAC helicopters except for emergency patients
(danger to life or limb). The RVNAF Medical Service realized in 1970 that full advantage would
have to be taken of imoroved and secured LOCs for ground evacuation of combat troops.
The role
of VNAF medical evacuation was being reviewed at year's end by MACV. The absence of a VNAF
MEDEVAC was cited as a cause of low morale among combat troops. ( Z27 )
(C) A VNAF regulation was staffed that tasked each VNAF utility helicopter squadron (Ul-I-1)
to place two aircraft on 24-hour MEDEVAC standby.
The regolation would allow tor 20 aircraft
on MEDEVAC standby in CY70, 28 in CY72, and 32 in CY73. It was estimated that Q2 MEDEVAC
helicopters would satisfy the RVNAF urgent patient evacuation rcquirevients if the watr in SEA
remained at the present level. The evacuation of less than urgent RVNAF casualti.-ýs could not
be accommodated by these minimal assets.
(C) ARVN medi al groups were receiving comnmnications equ pniont that would crteate a
medical regulating systen'. The system would include equipment for ground1-O-•r cotnnmutdt ations. ( 228 )

VNN Medical Department
(C) The VNN Medital Department gained in proficiency in all fields.
During the, yeor. 111,
VNN personnel were trained in-country and/or o'fshore. Ie.he VNN M:,c'ical lipartmenn was
authorized 42 medical officers of which 38 wore on duty at the end of the year.
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(U) The support base within the hospital corps gained in strength as a result of intensified
training. Enlisted personnel were given training in offshore hospitals in a variety of skills; a
comprehensive OJT training programn was undertaken at the US Naval Hospital, Guam; in-country
OJT was conducted at various US naval dispensaries. VNN corpsmen served as independent
hospital corpsmen on a large number of craft.
(U) Twenty-one VNN hospital corpsmen completed offshore training in 1970 as technicians
in clinical laboratory, radiology, pharmacy, preventive medicine, cast room, and operating
room procedures. Thirty-one hospital corpsmen were undergoing offshore technician training
ia these mnedical specialties at the close of the year.
(C) Planning for the VNN Medical Department included construction of eight ZO-bed dispensaries and a 40-bed addition to the VNN Naval Hospital. ( 229

VNAF Medical Service
(C) With the assignment of 2.2 PM apprentices from the ARVN MMS and four technicians
trained in CONUS, the quality of VNAF PM improved. The USAF continued to provide water
s.urveillance and sewerage and sanitary inspections of bases jointly used by USAF/VNAF. VNAF
initiated its own focd inspection program in base dining halls.
(C) A 20-bed dispensary was programmed for each VNAF base except Tan Son Nhut, where
a 100-bed hospital was planned. Opening of the dispensaries depended on transfers of USAF
medical facilities; these were del.ayed throughout 1970 because of delays in other transition programs (e. g., civil engineering) and a slowdown of USAF redeployment6.
(U) The USAF dispensary at Pliiku became a combined facility in 1970. USAF medical
facilities at Nha Trang andl Binh Thuy wore made., available for VNAF use. Whore combined
usage was in effect, relationships betweven USAF and VNAF medical personnel v ore harmonious
despite differences in standards of care and methodology.
(U) The US Army dispeniary at Soc- Trang. irtegrated with the VNAF in April and vag comnpletely transferred in Novembh.r. ( 230
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CHAPTER VIII
PACIFICATION AND DEVELOPMENT

Pacification is the military, political, economic, and social
process of establishing or reestablishing local government responsive to and involving the participation of the people. It includes the
provision of sustained credible territorial security, the destruction
of the enemy's underground government, the assertion or reassertion of political control and involvement of people in government,
and the initiation of ecoxiomic and social activity caable of self
sustenance and expansion. The economic element of pacification
includes the opening, securih~g, and improving lines of communication important to econom'c and military activity. (1)

"INTRODUCTION

(C) As 1970 started, the impetus provided by the 1969 pacification and development program
was reported by DEPCOMUSMACV for CORDS:
For the Pacification Program, 1969 can only be rated as a highly
successful year. While certain elemento of the total program fell
substantially sh.ort of their goals as well as their hopes, there is
little doubt that the program developed rrvmenjum and produced a
totally new atmosphere in much of the countryside. !n statistical
terms, our Hamlet Evaluation System showed that some Z, 628 hamlets and 2,931,400 people were raised past the mid-point on tha HES
security scale to join the ABC category . . . .

Whether the HES is

fully accurate or not, it proved of inestimable value as a moans of
orgn1..iag and focusing this campaign.
Examining the components of the Pacification Program, it is
clear that the key territorial security effort made perhaps the greatest contribution to the expansion of pacification during 1969 ....

"Another bright light in the year was the growth of the Peoopl's
Self-Defense Force. While Its contributitn to security is at best
spotty and its statistical accomplishments perhaps squashy, there
is little doubt that it stirred imaginations in the countryside and
performed its political role of stimulating participation i the overall national effort. It has certainly boen more effective in ceremonial ritual than fire-fights. but the government supplying alhost
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400, 000 weapons to its citizens had certainly helped it to achieve
greater legitimacy among these same citizens.
The PHUNG HOANG or PHOENIX effort against the VC Infrastructure is perhaps the least satisfying program. A ainst an apparatus with years of experience in covert operations, the government has labored to develop an awareness of this aspect of the enemy,
press its intelligence services to collaborate, improve its legal and
penal machinery, and stimulate all government services and even
the population itself to participate in the effort. Perhaps the rmost
difficult program in pacification, it suffered in competition with the
more glamourous, practical and familiar programs of expanding
territorial security, Chieu Hoi, PSDF, etc. ...
Statistically the Chieu Hoi program experienced its greatest
success in its history, some 47, 000 individuals leaving the enemy
side and formally rejoining the national cause. The concentration
of a high percentage of these ralliers in the Delta is a tribute to
the expansion of pacification there and quite apparently caused
enemy alarm over the reliability of the traditional population base
of his revolution ....
The refugee program made a substantial contribution to the
overall pacification effort. Some 488, 000 people were assisted in
returning to the villages from which they had fled in fear of the
enemy or military operation%•.
Another 586, 000 were paid their
final benefits in place. The case load of refugees thus descended
from 1.4 million in February to 268, 000 at end-December ....
The information program performed its established functions,
but was not infected with the dynamism which caught rnuch (-c the
rest of the pacification offert.
At year's end, the government decided
or. a new approach of depending on its leadership and its civil and
We are
military perscnnol to inform and mobilize the population.
hopefol tat
this will be more effective than film, leaflets and
loudspeakers, but must await performance to see.
A key area of the 1969 pacification plan was the revival of the
rural economy. The evidence is cleA" that it rovived.
An excellont crop of rice is forecast, IR-8miracle rice planting has mo.re
than m•t its goas thanks to soren private enterprise planting to
supplement that of the government, the lines of comu,,rication
havo been opened in great part, and meore land .vas dist:'ibutocl
undcr the land reform program during 1969 than in the past seven
years .
As the principal strategist o." the pacification program. P'resident TI'ieu has focused clearly on its requirements for 1970 ....
He has outlined an ambitio,is, perhaps even unrei-listc, goal of 90
percent of the population in the AB categories.
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He ham called for

dramatic progress in economic and social development, to supply that same sense of excitement that was provided by the expansion of territorial security during 1969 .
While the program is venturesome, it is also difficult, as it
attempts to establish rigorous standards of performance in parts
of the government previously unaffected by pacification freneticism.
In addition, it calls for the psychological and political mobilization
of the nation, rather than less subtle and difficult physical expansion
(2)
and conotruction ....

PLANS

(U) During 1970 there were three major pacification and development plans which concentrated military and civil action in two basic areas: security (military, territorial, and internal);
and development (political, social, and economic). All programs were designed to gain the active
support of the people. (3) See Figure VIIl-I for a graphic presentation of the relationship of the
plans described below.

1970 PACIFICATION & DEVELOPMENT PLANS
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Government of Vietnam (GVN) 1970 Pacification and Development Plan

(U) The cornerstone of the GVN 1970 Pacification and Development (P&D) Plan was laid by
President Thieu on 10 Nov 69. At that time distribution of the plan was made to the province
pacification and development councils for preparation of the supporting province plans. The plan
included the basic guidelines published by the Central Pacification and Development Council
(CPDC) and 18 supporting annexes, which contained inputs from the ministries chiefly responsible for the program involved. The plan, with annexes, was approved by the President of the
Republic, the Prime Minister, and the entire Cabinet, and thus superseded any ccnflicting earlier
ministerial directive.
(C) The 18-page basic document established, among other items, one principle and eight
objectives, along with eight special programs. The one principle was stated as:
In 1969 we employed the principle of community cooperation as the
basic tenet for all national activities. This principle is realized
through three relationships: cooperation among the people, between
the people and government, and among the various government
agencies.
In 1970 we will expand these relationships. We will reemphasize
the bond between the city people and their rural compatriots, between the soldiers and the people who support them, and between
the citizens and the officials who serve them. It must be assured
that all government organizations support one another enthusiastically, with a sense of responsibility for serving the interest of the
people.
Within the spirit of unity, all the people of South Vietnam, together
with their government, will succeed brilliantly in the struggle to
protect the Fatherland and to restore peace and prosperity.
(C)

The eight objectives of the 1970 P&D Plan were a rational extension of the eight objec-

tives employed in 1969, and they were as follows:
1. Territorial Security: Security is a prerequisite to insure that
social, economic, and political development progresses rapidly and
yields good results.
Therefore, . . . 100% of the people must be in A, B, C hamlets
with a minimlim of 90% of the people enjoying complete security in
the A and B hamlets.
Enemy attacks, shellings, terrorism and sabotage actions must
be reduced by at least 50%, compared to 1969, in those areas which
are undergoing pacification, and 75% in those areas which are completely secure ....

4
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The National Police will be expanded and their quality increased
in order to help the local governments maintain law and order in both
rural and urban areas.
2.
Protection of the People Against Terrorism: Neutralize the VC
Infrastructure and expand the rule of law and order . . .
Increase
the pressure with sharp attacks on the enemy infrastructure by the
effective use of the PHUNG HOANG organizations at every level. Improve the leadership, organization, and procedures of the PHUNG
HOANG committee at each level ....
3.
People's Self Defense: Perfect the organization, training and
equipment of the People's Self Defense Forces in order to increase
their capability of protecting the villages and hamlets and to discharge their responsibility of helping to identify the VC Infrastructure ...
4
the
and
do,

Local .Administration: . . . Develop a local administration with
capability of self-management in the administrative, economic
financial spheres consistent with the viewpoint that "the people
the people reap the benefits. "

Complete the election of 100% of village, hamlet, municipal,
and provincial councils. Provide replacements of village and hamlet
officials to bring them up to strength, especially information, land
reform, and technical cadre ....
Complete the training of village and hamlet officials with respect
to both the technical aspects and political warfare.
The responsibility of the deputy province chief for administration
will be increased to enable him to help local village and hamlet administrations to operate more effectively. Pay special attention to
development tasks for provinces, villages, and hamlets. A political
objective of the government is to push strongly and rapidly the concept of strength of local administration organizations. Along with
this objective, programs are being established to increase tax revenues of villages, and Increase the authority of villages to spend
tax revenues for village development projects.
S.
Greater National Unity: Rally 40, 000 Hol Chanhe. Continue
vigorous implemenRation of the Chieu Hoi program. Place greater
emphasis on quality, i. e., on the rallying of high and middle ranking
enemy cadre to our ranks ....
Getting enamy cadre and soldiers to return is only the first small
step. We must emphasize training them, use them according to their
capabilities and help them return to a normal life within the national
comnunity.
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6.
Brighter Life for War Victims: Employ such emergency measures as are effective to encourage temporary resettlees to return
to secure areas so they can participate in local economic development.
People temporarily settled outside of camps will receive monetary
assistance, after which their names will be deleted from the refugee
rolls and they will be encouraged to return to a normal life. Temporary camps established over six months ago must be organized
so as to have the characteristics of a local community and eventually
become a local community no different from any other. They will
then be regarded as any other hamlet, and will rapidly receive such
assistance from the various ministries as is authorized for any similar community.
Establish an equitable social welfare and recovery program, and
use such special methods as are necessary to rehabilitate crippled
civilians, wounded soldiers, as well as widows and orphans, in order
that these people can continue a normal and useful life.
7.
People's Information: Establish an effective information system
based on the close coordination between government agencies and
between the various people's organizations.
Every ministry is responsible to organize information campaigns
designed to let the people clearly understand their program and activity, and to appeal to the people to participate in the ministry's program. According to the same idea, every province chief, district
chief, mayor or village chief must organize campaigns to motivate
the people to participate in government programs established to
serve the people.
8.
Prosperity for All: This objective aims at bringing a brighter,
happier life for everybody through the following programs.
a.

Program to Help the Rural People:

(1) .
implement the
the area under
and secondary

. . continue the distribution of expropriated land and
program "Land-to-the-Tiller" in order to increase
cultivation and thus increase the production of rice
crops.

(2) The development of agriculture and fishing inlustriea
includes technical guidance for farmers and fishermen to enable them
to increase their productivity and thus raise their income.
(3) Expand services rendered by the Agriculture Development Bank and establish rural banks at district level in order to expand the rural program.
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(4) Help the farmers and the fishermen to expand their
people's cooperative groups and help them to improve both operations
and organization so as to increase their present efficiency.
(5) Improve the distribution system, boost trade, and improve supply by eliminating useless economic restrictions and thus
facilitating the transport of goods.
b.
People:

The Program to Develop the Community Spirit in the Urban

(1) Conduct development programs, particularly in the
poorer or fringe areas of the cities.
(2) Establish community organizations (special offices) to
support both urban individuals and groups in the improvement of their
lives ....
(3) Improve public services, develop low-cost housing, and
hold down the cost of living in urban areas.
(C) In addition to the foregoing eight objectives, the 1970 P&D Plan placed special emphasis
on various supplementary programs which were closely interwoven with the eight basic objectives.
Each of these supplementary programs, aimed at increasing the expansion and development efforts, was afforded its own annex. They were:
National Police
RD Cadre
Village Self-Development
Provincial and Municipal Development
Land Reform
Development of Ethnic Minorities
Urban Programs
Youth irograrns
(C) The plan then went on to define the execution of the plan, with Its priorities of effort,
and the phasing of the plan. The plan was divided into thaeo phases:
Phase I - Ftrom I Jan to 30 Jun1 70.
Phase 2 - From I Jul to 31 Oct 70.
Supplementary Phaso

-

The last two months of the year, as a link between the 1970 and

the 1971 plash.( 4
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GVN Special 1970 Pacification and Development Plan

(S) On 8 May 70, Presidential Guidance Number 31, which supplemented Presidential Guidance Number Z70, dated 1 Sep 69, on the 1970 P&D Plan, was promulgated by President Thieu.
This directive was based on P&D results obtained in the first three months of 1970 and:
1.

Provided supplemental guidance for Phase 1, to 30 Jun 70.

Z. Directed the initiation of a "Special Pacification and Development Plan" to be conducted during the period I Jul- 31 Oct 70, i.e., Phase 11 of the 1970 P&D Plan. ( 5
(S)

Presidential Guidance Number 31 stated:
Generally speaking, Implementation of the 1970 Pacification and
Development Plan during the iritial three months has lacked the unremitting effort and enthusiasm that characterized both the 1968 and
1969 Pacification and Development Plans. Given that many objectives
of the 1970 Pacification and Development Plan are aimed more toward quality and development than they are to attainment of quantitative achievement, we must nevertheless recognize that most objectives are running below average or less than the determined goal.
Therefore, in order to insure that continuity of effort and a new
vitality characterize the 1970 Pacification and Development Plan . . .
both the central government and the field must vigorously push the
correction of deficiencies and the restoration of such enthusiasm and
J (.. 6 )
continuous effort to insure our retentior of the initiative .

(C) The Prime Minister's Special 1970 Pacification and Development Plan, developed in
response to the Presidential guidance described above, was distributed to all region and province
pacification and development council coordination center chiefs at a meeting held in Saigon on
13 Jun. It stressed no new objectives nor any additional programs, but sought instead to reestablish enthusiasm and to provide the motivation necessary to attain the Phase It goals of the
1970 P&D Plan by 31 Oct rather, than 'I Dec and to iwole local communities in planning for their
own and the nation's development plans for 1971. The same eight objectives contained in the 1969
and 1970 P&D Plans were included in the Special P&D Plan and were generally incorporated into
three specific programs of the special plan. The three programs were:
1.
SZ.

A Special Self-Development Program
3.

"

A Special Self-Defense Program

A People's Inform-ation Progran

(C) The Special Self-Defense Program sought to upgrade all I.arritorial forces, to improve
the quality of Regional Forces (1F) and Popular Forces (PF) leadership and the operations of
those units. Maximum use would be made of RF units to conduct mobile offen-sive operations
against local Comununist units rather than occupying defensive outpost positions. Night amrbushes
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would be emphasized. Each RF company would conduct a minimum of 50 percent of its operations
at night and would employ at least one-half of its personnel in night ambushes. PF platoons would
also conduct night ambushes 7 days a week employing two squads. The People's Self Defense
Force (PSDF) would be increased to 4 million, 1. 5 million combat members and Z. 5 million support members. Additional stress was placed on the organization, training, and positioning of
14, 290 key interteamr
(KIT) and the timely distribution of 600, 000 weapons to combat members.
Under this program the PSDF was assigned the responsibility of a defensive role to provide
security within populated areas, particularly at night.
(C) The Special Self-Development Program sought to establish a partnership between the
people at the village level and the national government in economic and social planning for 1971.
It stressed the participation of the village and provincial populace in the selection of development
projects, local solutions to local problems, and the identification of development resources in
order to promote long term, local and national economic self-sufficiency.
(C)

The Self-Development Program was to be implemented in four separate phases,

Phase 1 (10 Jun to 15 Aug) - Dissemination of information concerning the Self-Development Program and the 1971 planning activities.
Phase 11 (15 Aug to 15 Sop)
Phase III (15 Sep to 1 Oct)

-Development
-

of village goals and priority lists.

Preparation of provincial development priority lists.

Phase IV (1 to 31 Oct) - Coordination of national activities.
(C) The People's Information Program was geared to gain popular support for the entire
pacification and development effort and sought to provide all Republic of Vietnam (RVN) citize Js7
with a broad understanding of the government's policies and to educate the masses politically.'

GVN 1970 Supplementary Pacification and Development Plan

(C) To cover the period from 31 Oct 70, when the Special 1970 P&D Plan ended, through
the TET holidays, a transition campaign was developed. The period I Nov 70 - 48 Fab 71 was
covered by the 1970 Supplementary Pacification and Development Plan. It focused on those programs which required additional emphasis and specific goals to be attained in preparation for
the 1971 prograun.(
)
(C) Essentially the campaign involved four areas of interest:
1. A nationwide effort was to be made to destroy the Viet Cong Infrastructure (VCI).
"The National Police (NP) was tasked to play a leading role in the endeavor. RF and PF were to
be targeted against specific enemy units and in conjunction with the PSDF participate in the
destruction of the Viet Cong (VC) revolutionary councils, While military pressure was maintained, planning called for a simultaneous special Chieu IHoi campaign aitned at rallying VC and
"North Vietnamese Army (NVA) prior to TET. The identification (ID) card program was to be
expedited, particularly in MR 4, where the goal was to comnplete the issuance of ID cards to all
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persons by 28 Feb 71. A concentrated effort was to be made to raise the rating of all V hamlets
in Military Region (MR) 4.
Directed Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) operations would hopefully raise
2.
levels of security in MRs 3 and 4. thereby freeing one or two ARVN divisions for redeployment
to MR 1 or 2 or elsewhere to meet any NVA or Viet Cong main force threat.
3.
A special information program was to be conducted at all levels for all government
personnel (civil and military). Managerial personnel and technical cadre were to receive appropriate retraining so that optimum results could be obtained in 1971.
Resources required to meet the needs of 1971 were to be stockpiled and allocated.
4.
Organized elements and individual personnel would be reassigned if necessary to satisfy requirements of the NP, Vietnamese Information Service (VIS), Agriculture and Land Reform Cadre,
and other key agencies in the 1971 plan. ( 9 )

ORGANIZATION

Government of Vietnam (GVN) Organization

(U) The GVN organization responsible for pacification was the CPDC. Chaired by President
Thieu, the CPDC included representatives from all cabinet ministries as well as various other
agencies which were members due to their interest in the pacification program. (See Figure
VIII-Z.) The CPDC was established to provide central guidance and leadership to the various
ministries and to assure a unified effort in achieving the established objectives. ( 10
(U) Figure VIII-3 shows the GVN pacification organization. The Defense Ministry had the
muost sub-elements which were sub-divided down to province and district levels, shown as sector
and sub-sector. The MACV Civil Operations and Rural Deve.lopment Support (CORDS) organizational structure (on the right of the figure) had advisory elements at the MRs, provinces, and
districts. ( I11)

US Organixation
(U)
Vll- 5.

Within MACV the pacification effort was organized as shown in Figure V111-4 and Figure

VU1- I Il
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OBJECTIVES

Territorial Security

(C) Territorial security was the first prerequisite to the success of the 1970 P&D Plan, and
as such received three priorities assigned by the plan. They were:
Priority 1: The upgrading of C hamlets to A and B to insure effective
security for 90% of the population, which means 90% are in A and B
hamlets to include people living in cities.
In order to evaluate the results obtained, the following three

standards must be met before the popu/lation can be regarded as A
or 5 population:

Decisive Standard #I:

Effective Securitv:

- The PF must have full authorized strength and be capable of
defending the hamlet.

- Organization, training and arming of the combat PSDF elements
must be completed.
- Organization and training of the support PSDF (women. elderly
people and youngsters) must continue.

Decisive Standard 42:

Effective Administration:

- In villages having a number of A and B• hamlets prior to 31 Oct
69 and newly upgraded A and I haamlets prioer to 1l llc 69, as well
as both old and vew A and B hamlhts themselves, elections must bh
completed and the officials and personnel assigned at) authorit.ed by
the new TO&E.
be

-

All the village and hamlet officials must have hoen trainad and

be operating effectively and pomianently In their posts.
- The following types of eadres must have completed their trainlng and be operating effectively-

*

Village and hamlet infterniAtlon cadre;
Village and hatilet Chioeu Hoi cadre;
Village Technical Cadre;
Village L.and Reform. Agricultural and F'ishingr
Comnmissioner.
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Decisive Standard #3:

Law and Order is Enforced:

- In villages with a number of A and B hamlets to include the old
and new (old, 31 Oct; new. 31 Dec):
The National Police must be present and operating effectively.
The imporiant point is not only to complete organization and to
have the officials present, but also to complete their training
and to have these officials operating effectively in the three following fields: (1) Security, (2) Administration, and (3) Law Enforcement and preservation of order.
Priority 2: Continue consolidating the remaining weak C hamlets, upgrading them to strong C and preventing them from backsliding to D.
Priority 3: Upgrade D, E, and V hamlets to C. (12)

HES 1970
(C) The Hamlet Evaluation System (HES) had been an effective tool for planning and managing
pacification and related programs ir. RVN since 1967. Its ratings were not consid'ered as absolute, but they were a valuable index of the pacification situation at different times and different
places. Weaknesses in the system were relatively constant so data were useful trend indicators.
(C) Improve-ment in the system to make it more useful began in June 1968. This involved a
3-month trial period, November 1968-January 1969, followed by extensive revision ".lddiscussion. In July 1969, the revised system (HES 70) was implemented in all districts of RVN z.nd completed sirnultaneously with the old HES. Since the GVN P&D Plan for 1969 utilized HES extensively, it was essential to continue HES trends and measurements through the completion of the
1969 plan, See Table VIII- 1 for definitions of HES 70 pacification ratings.
(C)

HES 70 differed from the old HES in that it:

a.
Provided more objective questioni to separately deternmine answc.-Q to specific
conditions rather than a grading scale based on multiple factors.
b.
Provided centralized mathematical scoring of replies rather than grading by a
rater, Questions were categorized to give, when combined, security, political, and socio/
economic ratings. Further combination providett the overall pacification rating.
c.
Provided centrally available, precise data, not available elsewhere bevauoe of
inotated specific questions on hamltets and villages throughout the country.
d.
Posed separate questions at both han-met aod village level on a monthly and quarterly
basis. HES 70 questions covered subjects not previou.l,t included. Becaus.t some were only
answered quarterly, districts answered fewer quetions per month under the new systom.
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(U) Definitions are conditions that would normally be found in a hamlet with the given rating.
"A" Hamlet: No armed enemy military forces present in inhabited areas; during hours
of darkness, friendly local security forces conduct adequate security operations; GVN authorities
conduct adequate . _,w enforcement during hours of da.-kness; PSDF conducts armed patrols and
stands armed guard in hamlet; there is n. known or suspected infrastructure in the hamlet or
village; enemy does not collect taxes; hamlet chief resides in the hamlet day and night; most hamlet households have members active in the PSDF; GVN-approved medical services accessible in
that or nearby hamlet; and children of hamlet residents are able to attend primary school located
in the hamlet.
"B" Hamlet: No armed enemy military forces present in inhabited areas; during hours
of darkness, friendly local security forces conduct adequate security operations; GVN authorities
conduct adequate law enforcement during hours of darkness; PSDF conducts armed patrols and
stands armed guard in hamlet or village infrastructure; possibly sporadic tax collection by enemy;
hamlet chief resides in the hamlet day and night; about 25 to 50 percent of hamlet households have
members active in the PSDF; GVN-approved medical services accessible in that or nearby hamlet;
and children of hamlet residents are able to attend prim .ry school located in the hamlet.
"C" Hamlet: No armed enemy military forces present in inhabited areas; during hours of
darkness, friendly local security forces conduct marginal to adequate security operations; GVN
authorities conduct marginal to adequate law enforcement during hours of darkness; PSDF stands
armed guard in hamle: .,poradic to regular covert hamlet or village VGl activity, but only sporadic overt activity at ni jht; sporadic tax collection by the enemy; hamlet chief resides in the
hamlet by day and uaual,y by night; less than Z5 percent of hamlet households have members active in the PSDF; GVN-approved medical services accessible but possibly further than a nearby
hamlet; and childrcn of hamlet residents are able to attend primary school--possibly located in
a nearby hamlet.
"D" Hamlet: Sporadic presence of armed enemy military forces in Inhabited areas; during
hours of darkness, friendly local security forces conduct only marginal security operations; GVN
authoritics conduct at best rrarginal law enforcement during hours of darkness; PSDF is ina.ctive
or not organized at all; regular covert hamlet and village VC1 activity; sporadic overt activity at
night; opor~idic to regular tax coliez.tlon by the enuemy; hamlet chief resides in the hamlet by day,
i-frequently at night; less thwn 10 percent of hamlet households have membere active in the PSDF;
(.VN-appro- ed medical serces
accessible but probably furthtr than a nearby hamlet; and chil.
drer oi hamlet residents &re able to attend primary school but location may be further than a
nearby hamlet.
"E" Hamalet: Sporadic to regular presehce of armed enemy military forces in inhabited
areas; during houtv of darkness, friendly local security forces conduct at most marginal security
operaticno; GVN authorities do not conduct law enforcement during hours of darkneus; there Is no
PSDF i, the hamlet; VCl is the primary authority in the hamlet and village; regular and systematic
tax collection by the enemy. hamlet chief does not reside in the hamlet; no hamlet households have
mmberi active in the PSDF; GVN-approved medical services probably not accessible; and childreer oi hanmle, residents are not aile to attend primary r.chool.
"V"

Source:

Hamlet:

The enemy Is considered to be in physical control of the hamlet.
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Table Vn-l1

(C) The 6-month dual run indicated HES 70 would make minor modifications in the percentage ratings. The new system was, nevertheless, jointly approved for use by the President of
RVN, the US Ambassador, and COMUSMACV. ( 13)
(C) As expected, in January results reported under HES 70 showei a lower percentage
(87.9) than heretofore under ABC conditions. The apparent decrease from December 1969 was
4. 8 percent when comparing the new and old. In reality, it was an increase of 0. 7 percent compared with the rating that would have been achieved in December under HES 70. (14)
(C) February results rated 88. 5 percent of the population as ABC, an increase of 0. 6 percent or about 94, ZOO people. ABC population was thus approximately 15, 600, 400 of an estimated
population of 17, 636, 400. Due to changes in the Fo ulation estimates, there was no change in the
percent rated V, which remained at 2. 2 percent.
(C) In March the first of a new series of monthly messages was sent to point out actual or
potential trouble areas to each Corps Tactical Zone (CTZ) commander. The CG XXIV Corps was
advised:
Major problem areas for I CTZ are 27. 1 percent rated DE in
Social Welfare and 27.0 percent rated DE in Economic Activity.
Specific areas in Social Welfare are 34. 2 percent of the populace
live in hamlets where eligible refugees have either not received
authorized resettlement allowances, or these allowances have been
delayed or less than full amount. Also, Z4. 7 percent of the populace live in hamlets where combat related damages have not been
provided or have been insufficient or delayed. Specific problem areas
in Economic Activity include 41. 9 percent of the population live in
villagea subject to sporadic or regular VC taxation, and 27. 2 precent o4 the population live in villages where there is farm land belonging to the village that is not cultivated due to bad security. ( 16
(C) CG Ist Field Force, Vietnam (QFFV) was also advised:
Major problem areas for II CTZ are 22. 7 percent of the population rated DE in Enemy Military Presence, Z3. 8 percent rated
DE in Social Welfare, and 22. 5 percent rated DE in Economic Activity, Specific items relating to Enemy Military Presence are that
2 1. 3 percent of the populace live in villages with at least a platoon
of guerrillas regularly present in the village, 40.4 percent live in
vill.ges with at least a platoon of local or main force units regularly
present in the village or adjacent villages, and 36.7 percent live in
villages with enany base areas in or adjacent to the village. The
Social Welfare grade is influenced by the number of households requiring assistance from others to maintain themselves, and the need
for additional welfare assistance from both GVN and private agencies.
Economic Activity grade is influenced by Z3. 8 per.ent of 1.
p1w,
ulation livin~g in villages subject to sporadic VC taxation. (It)
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(C)

CG II FFV was advised that:
Although no major problem areas exist in III CTZ, 22. 0 percent
of the population is rated DE in Social Welfare. This is due to the
large number of families which require assistance from others tc
maintain themselves at a subsistence level. The answers to the
cther Social Welfare questions would indicate that additional support
from both GVN and voluntary agencies is needed. ( 18

(C) CG Delta Military Assistance Command (DMAC) was advised that the major problem
areas for IV CTZ were:
*

.

.

32. 8 percent of the population rated DE in Enemy Military Pre-

sence, and 34. 3 percent rated DE in Social Welfare. In Enemy Military Presence 52. 1 percent of populace live in villages with at least
a platoon of local or main force units regularly present in the village
or adjacent villages, and 41. 8 percent of the populace live in villages
with enemy base areas adjacent to the village. Social Welfare rating
reflects part of the population requiring assistance from others to
maintain themselves at a subsistence level. ( 19 )
(C) HES reports for March showed 89. 7 percent of the population rated ABC in pacification,
an increase of 1. 2 percent from February. ABC population was approximately 15, 900, 000; DE
population decreased to 1,320, 000; and the V population decreased to approximately 347, 000
people. However, 0. 9 percent, or approximately 156, 400 people, could not be evaluated and
were assigned to the N, or not evaluated category. ( 2-0 )
(C) MACCORDS Reports and Analysis Directorate analysis of the March HES results reflected the following potential trouble areas in I CTZ:
Major problem areas in I CTZ are still in Social Welfare, 25. 5
percent rated DE, and Economic Activity, 23. 3 percent rated DE.
Social Welfare: 18. 3 percent live in hamlets where authorized resettlement allowances have not been paid, or have been delayed or
not paid in full. 19. 7 percent live in hamlets where combat related
damages have either not been paid, been delayed, or been insufficient.
Economic Activity: 28. 9 percent of the populace subject to sporadic
or regular VC taxation ard 25. 1 percent living in villages where
there is farm land that is not cultivated due to bad security. ( 21
(C)

CG IFFV was advised:
Major problem areas In II CTZ are 28. 5 percent of the population
ratod DE in Enemy Military Presence, 34. 2 percent rated DE in
Development Assistance, ZZ. 4 percent rated DE in Economic Activity,
and 23. 0 percent rated TYE in S-4cial Welfare. Specific areas in Enemy
Military Preseuce include 63. 7 percent of the population living i,1
villages with at least a platoon of enemy main or local force units
regularly present and 45.6 percent living with enemy base areas
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nearby. In Development Assistance the lack of self-development
projects is of primary concern. Specific area in Economic Activity
is 30. 5 percent of the population is subject to VC taxation. In Social
Welfare, 30. 7 percent live in hamlets where welfare is needed but
not provided. ( Z2 )
(C) CG I! FFV was again advised that a minor problem area in III CTZ was the 15. 2 percent
of the population rated DE in Social Welfare. The specific problem was the 20. 3 percent living
in hamlets where welfare assistance was needed but not provided. ( 23
(C) CG DMAC was advised that the major problem area in IV CTZ was the 27. 4 percent of
the population rated DE in Military Presence. The specific areas were 48. 1 percent of the population living in villages with at least a platoon of main or local force units regularly present
and 35. 0 percent living in areas with enemy base areas nearby. ( 24 )
(C) The April HES results reflected the first regression, 0. 8 percent, in ABC population
since the inauguration of the lIES 70 system report. The drop in ABC pacification to 88. 9 percent was primarily due to lower Security category ratings. For example, using only the Security
factor, II CTZ decreased 3. 8 percent and IV CTZ 1. 8 percent in ABC population, whereas the
overall pacification decreases for these CTZs were 3. 6 percent and 1. 2 percent, respectively.
(C) Observers felt the overall decline in the pacification rating showed the capacity of the
new HES to reflect actual conditions. Because April terrorist incidents were the highest since
TET 1968, these affected the security ratings, especially in II CTZ.
(C) Under Phase I goals of the 1970 P&D Plan. President Thieu sought to raise the ABC
pacification levels to 98 percent and the AB levels to 79 percent. These goals were set under the
old HES report when it r'tood at 92. ' )ercent ABC and 57. 5 percent AB in December 1969. With
the new HES the ABC total drop 87.9 percent made it appear unlikely President Thieus Phase I
goals could be achieved. Therefore, revision of the Phase II goal of 100 percent ABC and 90
percent AB by the end of October was considered. ( 25 )
(C)
areas:

Analysis of the April HES results indicated to the CG XXIV Corps as possible trouble

M ior problem areas in I CTZ remain in Social Welfare, 25.4
percent classified DE and Ecorsolc Activity, 23. 8 percent classified
DE. Also, a problem may be developing in Enemy Military Presence, 14.8 percent classified DE. Social Welfare- 18.2 percent
live In hamlets where authorized resettlement allowances have not
been paid, been delayed or not paid in full. 29. 5 percent live in hamlets where welfare assistance is needed, but not provided by RVN.
19. 5 percent live in areas where combat related damages wore not
paid or were insufficient or delayed. Economic Activity: 29. 1 percent are subject to VC taxation. 50. 0 percent live in villages that
have farm land that is not under cultivation. Enemy Military Presence: 31.7 percent of the populace live with at least a platoon of
enemy main or local forces regularly present in their village or in
an adjacent village. 19. 1 percent live with enemy base areas nearby. ( 26
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(C) CG I FFV/Senior Advisor II CTZ was advised the major problem areas in 11 CTZ were:
31.6 percent of the populace classified DE in Enemy Military
Presence, 19. 1 percent DE in Enemy MiliLary Activity, 15. 6 percent
classified DE in PSDF, 2Z. 8 percent classified DE in Social Welfare,
34. 1 percent classified DE in Development Assistance and 22. 4 percent classified DE in Economic Activity. ( 27 )
(C)
but that
percent
by RVN

CG II FFV was advised that there were no major problem areas identified in III CTZ,
13. 2 percent of the population was classified DE in Social Welfare due in part to 18. 1
of the population living in hamlets where welfare assistance was needed but not provided
sources. ( 28 )

(C) The major problem areas in IV CTZ were identified as: "...
27.7 percent of the population classified DE in Enemy Military Presence a'nd 30. 1 percent classified DE in Social Welfare. "( 29 )
(C) The initial HES reports of May reflected 89. 7 percent of the population to be rated ABC
in pacification, an increase of 0. 8 percent from the preceding month or about 159, 800 people.
ABC population was thus approximately 15, 952, 100 out of an estimated total population of
17,789,700, while both the DE and V populations decreased to 1,445,600 and 254,900, respectively. The remaining 137, 200 people could not be evaluated and were assigned to the N category.( 30
(C) Enemy action in Chau Doe Province during the latter part delayed submission and caused
errors in original reports. As a result totals omitted 82, 858 ABC category population. The
addition of these to the overall RVN ABC population raised the May ABC percentage from 89. 7
to 89.9 percent. ( 31 )
(C) HES results of June pacification evidenced the GVN's ability to recover momentum after
the VC "highpoint" challenges of April and May. They showed 91. 1 percent of the population as
ABC, an increase of 1, 2 percent from the corrected May results. ABC population was approximately 16, 296, 100 of an estimated total of 17, 897, 300. Additionally the unevaluated N category
)
decreased to approximately 71,Z00, or 0.4 percent of the population.{(2
(U) Further refinement of May's analysis of the effect of the Cambodian oporations on I.IES
ratings within RVN's border provinces became discernible with the June results. The analysis
revealed that all provinces along the border, from III CTZ's Phuoc Long to IV CTZ's Kien
Giaug, with the exception of Binh Long, showed improvement or only slight loss in Al and ABC
pacification ratings. Even Binh Lung, while lower in ABC percentage, improved considerably
in its AD ratings as reflected below.( 33
Province

Percent rated ABC

Percent rated AB

Phuoc Long

99.5 (plus 4.1)

9 1. 0 (phu, 7.7)

Binh Long
Tay Ninh

93. 8 (minus 5. 8)
99.3 (plus 0.3)

74. 6 (plus 8. 41
95. Z (minua 0.6)

Hau Nghta
Kien Tuong

88.6 (plus 14.9)
99. 3 (minus 0.7)

49. 8 (plus 10.7)
90. 8 (plus 16.9)
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Province

Percent rated ABC

Percent rated AB

Kien Phong
Chau Doc
Kien Giang

95.7 (plus 2. 8)
93.3 (plus 2.3)
87.7 (plus 0. 5)

90.6 (plus 19. 5)
68.7 (plus 2.8)
72. 1 (plus 8. 2)

(U) CG XXIV Corps was advised the major problem area in MR 1 (formerly I CTZ) for June
was Social Welfare with Z6. 4 percent of the population rated DE due to 35. 6 percent of the hamlets
requiring Social Welfare, but none being provided by the GVN. ( 34 )
(U)

The major problem areas of MR 2 (formerly II CTZ) were identified as:
* * *Z8. 9 percent of the population rated DE in Enemy Military
Presence caused by 56.0 percent of the villages having at least a
platoon of enemy main or local force units in the village or in an
adjacent village and 47. 1 percent having enemy base areas nearby;
19. 3 percent of the populace is rated DE in Economic Activity due
to Z8. 3 percent of the villages having goods moving to and from the
village taxed by the enemy and 34. 4 percent having uncultivated
farm land due to bad security; and 18. 0 percent of the populace rated
DE in Land Tenure due to 65. 9 percent of the villages not having
an active Village Land Distribution Committee and 53. 9 percent
having uncultivated farm land. ( 35 )

(U) Whereas MR 3 (formerly III CTZ) was not cited as having any major problem areas as
a whole four provinces. Binh Tuy, Hau Nghia. Bion Hoa, and Phuoc Tuy, were identified as
having potential trouble areas. (36)
(U)

Possible trouble areas identified in MR 4 (formerly IV CTZ) were:
* ' ' 24.0 percent of the population rated DE In Enemy Military
Presence due to 50.3 percent of the villages having at leant a platoon
of enemy main or local forces regularly present in the village or an
adjacent village and 38. 3 percent having enemy base areas nearby.
Also, 29. 1 percent of the populace was rated DE in Social Welfare
due to assistance being required, but not provided in 35. S percent
of the hamlets. ( 37 )

(C) Progress was made during Phase I of the 1970 P&D Plan although it was slower than
previously and less than desired. As of 30 Jun, 91 percent of the people lived in relatively
secure areas, up from 88 percent in January. The 91 percent level was considerably below
the goal of 98 percent. 1 38
(C) 14ES for July showed 9Z. 5 percent of the populatioa countrywide rated ABC in pacification, an increase of 1. 3 percent from the June results or abort 263, 900 people. ABC population was approximately 16, S60, 000 out of an estimated total population of 17, 928, 000. V
population was approximately Z05. 300 people. ( 39
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(C) August showed another increase as 92. 8 percent of the population rated ABC in pacification, an increase of 0. 4 percent or 162, 100 people. Remarks on the provinces showed Quang
Nam, MR 1, regressed 3.4 percent in ABC population due to increases in military pressure. ( 40
(C) HES for September showed 93. 7 percent of the population rated ABC in pacification, an
increase of 0.9 percent over the August results. ABC population was approximately 16, 5.13, 100
people out of an estimated population of 17, 616, 100. The month's decrease of almost 400, 000
people in RVN stemmed from a new US survey in Saigon. The old estimate for Saigon was roughly
2. 2 million and had been used since May 1968. A new survey of police and ward records by the
Saigon Civil Assistance Group documented only 1. 7 million. Reliable population figures in Vietnam had always been difficult to obtain and whether they were up-to-date or not varied from ward
to ward and village to village. No conclusions were drawn from the revised figures except that
hopefully they were more accurate.
(C) In October the HES showed 94. 3 percent of the population rated ABC in pacification,
a new high for 1970. It was the sixth consecutive month that an increase had been shown over
the previous month. ( 42 ) A reflection of the security situation was the holding of the annual
National Games in Saigon. A crowd of 20, 000 attended the Laos-South Vietnam soccer game
". . . with fears of pickpockets replacing fears of grenades." There was also a clean-up campaign in Saigon which removed much of the old barbed wire and sandbags from public buildings. ( 43 )
(C) Nevertheless, Phase II of the 1970 P&D Plan ended on 31 Oct with 94. 3 percent of the
oorulation rated ABC. or 5.7 percent below the coal. ( 44)
(C) In November HE$ showed 95. 0 percent of the population rated ABC in pacification, an
;.ncrease of 0.17 percent over October and a new high for the year. It was the seventh consecutive month of progress. All four MRs hit new highs for the year in both AB and ABC population
categories. The GVN effort to upgrade as many V hanilets as possible continued. They reduced
the V hanlet total froun 206 to 145 (41 in M. 1; 4 in MR 2Z 0 in MR 3; and 100 in MR 4). (4
(C) In December HIES showed 95. 1 porcont of the population rated ABC in pacification, an
increase of 0. 1 parcont over November and the eighth consecutive month that the category in6
1
creased. The V hamlets hit a new low. 103 as corwipared to 612 at the boginning of 1970. i4
(Soe Figure VI1I-6 for UES trends &nd Figuro VIII-7 for 10 high and 10 IL.w provinces in AB
population as of 3) Dec 70.)
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AN GlANG
PHUOC LONG
KIEN TUOtNG
NINH THUAN
THUA THIEN
CIA DINH
LAM DONG
GO CONG
TAY NINH
IlUANG TRI

100.0%
99:7%
99.5%
98.8%
98.1%
97.4%
91.0%
96.6%
96.3%
93.5%

BINH BINH
QUANG NAM
VINH BINH
QUANG NGAI
KIEN HOA
PHU RON
PLIEKU
AN XUYEN
CHWONG THISN
QUANG DUC

S~t'~CI~

t

69.7%
68.2%
61.1%
66.5%
65.1%
64.2%
62.4%
60.2%
60.1%
44.6%
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Regional Forces and Popular Forces
(C) The primary forces tasked with the responsibility for territorial security, under the
1970 P&D Plan, were the RF and the PF. (See Figure VIII-8 for missions of RF and PF units.)
However, PF were scheduled on a selective basis to replace regular force units assigned to
pacification and static territorial security missions within the consolidation zones and secure
areas. ( 47 ) (See Figure VIII-9 for areas of responsibility.)
(C) In an attempt to compensate for the reduction of US forces in RVN, the Joint General
Staff (JGS) unilaterally decided, on 11 Nov 69, to accelerate the activation of 670 PF platoons
and 23 RF companies from FY71 to FY70 and requested each CTZ to recommend province allocations of their respective quotas. On 20 Dec 69, JGS Memorandum #4906/TTM/P313/3/K
officially distributed the RF companies and PF platoons to the provinces and requested each CTZ
accomplish the following:
1. To direct, urge, and help recipient sector headquarters to proceed with recruiting and organizing the RF and PF units, effective 1
Jan 70.
2,
To study the transfer of the available numbers of cadres and
specialists from existing units to the newly activated units based on
the following requirements:
a.

For each new RF company:

4 officers and 12 NCOs.

b.
For each new PF platoon: I platoon leader, 3 squad leaders,
I aidman, and I telephone operator.
V. Transfer of personnel to be accomplished prior to wnits
reporting to the appropriate training cycle (Two-phased program:
I Feb and I Mar 70. )
I.
To recruit, equip, and train RF companies and PF platoons as
determined by separate JCS publications. ( 48 )
(S) SECDEF Menmorandum of 6 Jan 70 approved the .IGS ac<eleration and dtrected austere,
temporary reallocations of equilmient from within existing comninand resources. It also dirkected
maximum use of equipment from redeploying US units to meet additional requirements. ( 4. )
(C) During January, eight RF compnites and 219 PF platoons wvtre activated. 'I'hey were
part of the ZI RF company and 1.000 PF platoon FY70 force-structzre increagi (FSI) and '23 RF
company and 670 PF platoon accelerated FY71 FSI. Aq of )1 jan. all personnel for FY70 FSM
and eight RF companies atd Z 19 PF platoons of the FY7T program were recruited. ( 50
(C)

RF/PF forces wore primarily utilited during January as. tollows:( 51
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TERRITORIAL SECURITY FORCES
POPULAR FORCES

REGIONAL FORCES
1. FULL TIME SOLDIERS

1. FULL TIME SOLDIERS

2. ORGANIZED INTO 123 MAN COMPANY
SIZED UNITS

2. ORGANIZED INTO 39 OR 35 MAN PLATOONS
3. PRIMARY MISSION: SECURITY OF VILLAGES
AND HAMLETS

3. PRIMARY MISSION:
TO CONDUCT OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS
4. OTHER MISSIONS :
a. SECURITY OF VILLAGES, HAMLETS,
KEY MILITARY.ECONOMIC
INSTALLATIONS AND LINES OF
COMMUNICATION
b. INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION
COLLECTION

4. OTHER MISSIONS:

a. SUPPORT OF PACIFICATION AND
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
b. SECURITY OF CRITICAL POINTS
WITHIN AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY

FIGURE VlItI.
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Regional Forces (1)

Primary Mission

Unit5
Assigned

Percent of
Total Units (2)

605
139

40. b
9.3

352
202

23.6
13.5

Village/Hamlet Security
District/Town Security
Offensive Operations and
Reaction Forces
LOC Security
(1)
(2)

RF rifle companies only.
Totals reflect primary mission assignments only.

Popular Forces

Primary Mission

Units
Assigned

Village/Hamlet Security
District/Town Security
Offensive Operations

4,092
503
135

71.1
8.7
2. 3
10.6

613

LOG Security
(1)

Percent of
Total Units (1)

Totals reflect primary mission assignments only.

wre
-oat..ns added to
(C) During February an additional I' RF rifle comrpanies and 113 PF
the Territorial Forces Evaluation System (TFES) reporting system. As in January, RFI companies wore rmnore heavily comrnitted to lines of co(1.u0ication (I.OC) security and offensive
operations, while PF utaits drew niore village/hanmlet security and offensive operations dasign"monts. ( 52 )
(C) As an aid in standardiaing CTZ usage of the newly authoriv.ed FF platoons, the JOS
no iiore titan one PF
directed on 12 Fob that no )PF platoon would be astsigned to A hamit-It,
PU platozon wA-ld be assignd to C.
squad would be as•igned to II hanimlts, and n- more than co
D. E, vr V hamrlets.( '• I
(C) The continuing effects of the. JGS directed FY70 and nccelot.atd FY7l FSI, plus the
conversion of Civilia•n Itrregul*r Defense Gro•ip lGtDOý urnits to RU. r;sulted in an additional I I
*ec:urity forces during Marrh.
RF rifle Companies and'i 101 P1" platoons atiamcntintthe. trrItorial
depzoyad as follows:i 54
Total forces wre
Regional Fporces. t)
of
oPercent
Primary

M ission

Total Vlnlt

A stl,

.18. ,t
9. z

591
140

Village/Iitislet Security
Security
Dialtrktf•ui/
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Primary Mission

Percent of
Total Units (2)

Units
Assigned

Offensive Operations and
Reaction Forces
LOG Security

23.9
14 3

363
Z17

(1) RF rifle companies only.
(2)

Totals reflect primary missio.. assignments only.

Popular Forces

Primary Mission
Village/Hamlet Security
District/Town Security
Offensive Operations and
Reaction Forces
LOG Security

Percent of
Total Units (1)

Units
Assigned
4, 170
496

69.8
8. 3

206
650

3.4
10.9

(1) Totals reflect primary mission assignments only.
(U) Effective 1 Apr TFES III was put into effect. Although the old TFES was a valuable tool
for assessing the status of RF/PF units, it focused on tactical units and provided no assessment
of administrative and logistical aspects of the RF/PF forces. The TFES III questions and data
elements were more precisely definitive and evaluated designated administrative and logistical
units as well as tactical units. ( 55 )
(C) RF/PF growth continued in April as 16 RF rifle companies and 151 PF platoons were
added to the TFES report. Also, RF rifle companies were still heavily committed to village/
hamlet security and offens- e reaction force operations, while PF units assumed more village/
hamlet, district/town, and LOC-security tasks. ( 56 )
(C) On 1 Apr, 19 RF battalions were activated and three started a 7-week training program.
These were part of the MACV recommended FY71 FSI authorized and distributed by JGS Memorandum #836/TTM/P313/K, 14 Mar.( 57
(C) Reported in the May TFES for the first time were 12 RF rifle companies and 97 PF
platoons. These new units were utilized to augment existing forces in providing village/ham!et,
district/town, and LOG secu' ity. ( 58
Memorandum 1754/TTM/P313/K of 28 May distributed 508 MACV-recummendec,
FY71(C)FSIJGS
platoons
and directed recruiting start I Jun and be completed by 20 Jul. It further
specified unit training commence on 1-7 Aug and be completed by 1 Jan 71.
these units was-( 59
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PF PLATOONS

CORPS AREA
I
II
III
IV

80
84
51
293

CTZ
CTZ
CTZ
CTZ

(C) An analysis of the July and Augast TFES reports revealed numerous instances where
no assigned missions were reported for RF and PF vnits. That deficiency was present in all
MRs. August TFES reports from subordinate units showed no assigned missions for 728 RF
and 6,213 PF units and severely reduced the usefulness of the report. ( 60 )
(C) COMUSMACV sent no TFES messages for July, August, and September because there
was inaccurate reporting and programming difficulties. ( 61 )
(C) During Phase II of the 1970 P&D Plan there was, in effect, a mission change for the
RF/PF as the GVN leadership refocused attention on pacification. Orders were given to get the
RF/PF out of their outposts and on operations, especially night operations. PSDF replaced RF/
PF as guards of bridges, village offices, and other installations, thereby freeing the RF and PF
to enter VC territory. ( 62 )
(C) In assessing the territorial forces at year's end DEPCOMUSMACV for CORDS said:
The territorial forces by end-December 1970 increased to a total
of 283, 106 RF and 250, 889 PF, with 379, 999 armed PSDF to supplement them in 11, 312 special teams equivalent to local platoons. While
countrywide these forces can be said to have made a substantial contribution to the security of rural areas, their very success has also
lead on occasion to complacency and a lack of attention that enabled
the VC to overrun some of them. This may be a problem of success
but it is one which must be overcome. ( 63
(U)

Figure VIII-10 shows RF/PF strengths and operations.
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A National Policem~an, on duty in a Kien Hoa Province marketplace,
crayfish for dinner.
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considers the possibility of

National Police
(C) The 1970 P&D Plan established the prime responsibility of the NP: " . . . to establish
and maintain law and order in secure areas and consolidation zones, and to assist the PF in
providing security in the secure areas. " Annex IX of the plan further directed the continued
establishment of NP sub-stations, as those established in 1969 had not been too efficient because of other urgent requirements. Also, the Directorate General of National Police planned
a temporary project of increasing the personnel strength of the village NP sub-stations as follows: 64 )
1.

Villages with a population of over 10, 000:

18 NP.

2.

Villages with a population between 5, 000 and 10, 000:

3.

Villages with a population under 5, 000: 6 NP.

12 NP.

(C) In an attempt to achieve the 1969 manpower goal of 92,200, the GVN had, in September
1969, authorized the transfer of 13, 000 men from the ARVN to the NP; however, as of 31 Jan
only 11, 178 transfers had been made to bring the total force strength to 87, 145. The basic
problem was a lack of authority for the NP to recruit personnel for its needs. It was apparent
that, unless recruitment policies changed, the 1970 manpower goal of 108_, 000 would not be

met. ( 65 )
(C) As the year 1970 started, the GVN planned to deploy 50 percent of the NP, exclusive
of the National Police Field Force (NPFF), Marine Police, and those assigned to autonomous
cities, to district level and below. The status in January was:( 66 )

Corps

Available
Police

District
and
Below

Percent

I
II
III
IV
TOTAL

6,657
8,331
10,430
12,904
38, 322

3,269
3,092
4,637
6,085
17,083

49
37
44
47__
44.6

Stationed in
Villages
Police / Villages
1,415
1,272
1,536
6,803

350
460
345
520
1, 675

(C) No ARVN transferred to the NP in February but normal gains increased the forces to
87, 704, with 18, 008 assigned at district level or balow. ( 67 )
(C) Little basic progress was made in March toward recruiting to achieve the 1970 goals.
Attrition partially offset the additional 836 military personnel assigned, to make the net gain
694 and a total force 88, 398. Advisory estimates, including attrition, projected the need as
10, 548 new personnel to reach the authorization of 94, 948. The GVN authorized recuitment of
7, 000 persons in legal draft status, excluding students, previously deferred for physical or
family reasons, but prospects of any success from this group were dim. ( 68
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THOUSAND
125

CONFISCATIONS
WEAPONS
GRENADFS
'EXPLOSIVES
VC CAPTURED

0o8
108

100

8"7884
PF
75

TOTAL
2.398
12.082
3.180

541

C KILLED

9200

17

KILLED
POLICE
NATIONAL
WOUNOED
POLICE
NATIONAL

151
354

15____
5741

10

SPECIAL
17875
MARINE
50

2178

UNIFORM
51,290

25-

CARDS

TODATE
TOTAL
REGISTRATIONS
FINGER
PRINTS
FILED
CARDS
ISSUED
IDENTIFIED
DESERTERS
VCIDENTIFIED
DRAFT
EVADERS
IDENTIFIED
MISCCRIMINALS
IDENTIFIED

83

SOURCE:

85

87

8

8 528 727
8 888 036
59891
290
99 37?
336
7702
4192

IDENTIFIED 21339
0REGISTRATION IRREGULARITIES
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FIGURE VIII- DII

A National Policeman chats with bus passenger3 who have reached Can Tho, the half-way point
in the 145 mile trip from Saigon across the Mekong Delta to Ca Mau, In An Xuyon Province, Viet
Cong, who d~o not carry valid Identification cards, sometimes are found in routine checks of buses
and sampan "taxis."
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(C) In April, 192 military were assigned, bringing the transfers to 12, 805, 195 short of the
planned forl3, 000. The plan to deploy 50 percent of the NP to district level and below and the
expansion of village substations to 1,849 progressed as follows:( 69

Corps

Available
Police

District
and
Below

I
II
111
IV
TOTAL

8,120
9,578
10,478
14,673
42,849

3,884
3,767
4,797
7,289
19,737

Percent
48
39
46
50
46

Stationed in
Villages
Police
/ Villages
1,743
1,706
1,819
3,389
8,657

338
470
340
573
1,721

(C) An additional 84 military were assigned to the NP in May, and 141 were gained from
other sources. However, losses from all causes numbered Z51.reducing the total force to
88,519. ( 70)
(C) Assignment of 13, 000 military personnel to the NP was completed in June.
Jun the force strength was 88, 397 or 13,603 short of the Phase I goal.

As of 30

(C) During Phase II of the 1970 P&D Plan, the NP began the difficult task of assuming responsibility for the PHOENIX Program. In appraising the status of pacification at the end of
Phase II, COMUSMACV in a message to CINCPAC cited the ". . . need to improve the performance and status of the National Police. This point finally seems to be receiving some Presidential attention, but little has been done to date . . .,( 71 )
(C) At the end of 1970 the NP was still undermanned with 87, 884 of the 108, 000 authorized
personnel assigned. (See Figure VIII-11. ) However, there was ..
. high-level GVN attention
turned to put pressure behind PHOENIX and the National Police. "( 72

PSYOP Support of Pacification
(U) A typical example of psychological operations (PSYOP) support of pacification occurred
on 11 Jun after an estimated two enemy companies attacked Thanh My Hamlet in Quang Nam Province in MR 1, destroyed over 75 percent of the hamlet's structures, and killed more than 70
men, women, and children. The psychological reaction of the surviving populace was reported
to be initially a feeling of dismay that government security had failed them. However, effective
PSYOP was applied immediately, including prompt medical assistance and civil organization for
relief and recovery, which soon shtfted the people's attltude to a realization that the VC were the
perpetrators of the terror and the GVN was fulfilling its role in security and public welfare,
even though the security force had initially been overwhelmed by a massed enemy force.
(U) XXIV Corps and Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF) PSYOP and political
warfare (POLWAR) agencies undertook an investigation of the incident to determine what additional local PSYOP efforts could be employed to intensify the local people's alienations from the
VC. It was also significant that the PSYOP and POLWAR agencies cooperated closely with all
information agencies in publicizing the incident. ( 73
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Protection of the People from Terrorism

Terrorism
(FOUO) Terrorism was the means by which the VC entered or reentered populated areas in
RVN. Provinces which experienced high levels of terrorist activity had fairly large populations
and had historically been the sites of enemy base areas. It was in those areas that the VC felt
they could rekindle the fires of latent sympathy for their cause, negate the effect of GVN presence,
and make inroads into GVN control. In contrast, terrorism applied to areas traditionally opposed
to the VC (e. g., Catholic, Hoa Hao) was generally counterproductive, stiffening the resistance
of the people.
(FOUO) The frequency of terrorist incidents remained high in 1970, but its intensity declined; incidents were up, but casualties were down. (See Figure VTTI-12.) More GVN officials
were attacked (mostly in Binh Dinh province in MR 2) but little other change from the pattern
of 1968 and 1969 was evident. Terrorism incidents remained about level in MRs 1 and 4 but were
down in MR 3 and up sharply in MR 2 in 1970. Factors which undoubtedly contributed to the VC
perception that terrorism was an effective strategy in MR 2 was the weakness of GVN leadership
and anti-VCI efforts in that area. ( 74 )
(FOUO) There were 25, 411 Vietnamese vicltims of VC terrorism in 1970 as compared to
32, 364 in 1968 and 27, 250 in 1969.
Those levels indicated the extent terrorism played in the
VC game plan for the war in RVN.

(See Figures VIII-13 and -14.)

(FOUO) Resort to terrorism was the result of a deliberate VC policy. The Communists
formulated a three-pronged strategy: military, diplomatic, and political, enumerated in their
Central Office for South Vietnam (COSVN) Resolution #9 of July 1969.

Military force was direct-

ed to exert pressure, to cause the US to speed its withdrawal thereby shortening the time available for strengthening GVNand to keep GVN on a wartime footing. Diplomacy was used concurrently to marshal world opinion in their favor.
(FOUO) The political struggle was accelerated to lay the groundwork within SVN. Integral
to the political struggle was the liberal use of terrorism to weaken and destroy local government,
strengthen the party apparatus, proselyte among the populace, erode the control and influence of

GVN, and weaken RVNAF.

If positive benefits to the VC could tot be gained, COSVN Resolution

#9 indicated that they would settle for creating "fiercely contested areas." They intended to
"1motivate" the peasants In all rural areas, whether contested or controlled by either side. One
observer noted that they sometimes settled for simply teaching the peasants how to reirain
neutral. ( 75 )
(C) COSVN Resolution #14 of October 1969 reomphasized the basic thrust of #9.
There was
a significant increase in terrorist Incidents in April 1970 which were concentrated in VC Milltary Region 5 (GVN Provinces of Quang Ngai, Binh Dinh, and Phu Yen). That was apparently a
major application of COSVN Resolutions #9 and #14.
Particular concentration on abductions
were primarily for proselyting, but they also provided the VC with badly needed labor resources
and replacements for military ulnts. ( 76)
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The Viet Cong Infrastructure (VCI)
(C) The VCI could be likened to the "underground." It was not a defined Communist organization; it was a working concept for GVN, uniting as one target the variety of organizational
and political efforts the Communists carefully compartmented and manipulated separately.
It
included only the leading cadres, not all Communist functionaries in South Vietnam. The
cadres were broken down by government decree into categories A (executive level, including all
People's Revolutionary Party members) and B (cadre level leaders of front organizations). They
were defined in specific terms. The VCI concept did not include C level (others in the political
apparatus) or other supporters of the Communist effort in a variety of military, political, logistics, espionage, or paramilitary activities. The Communists had a totally different breakdown
into members of the party, members of the National Liberation Front, members of the Alliance
of National Democratic and Peace Forces, the Revolutionary Committees, and the various associations such as farmers, youth, and women. Over the past 3 years the number o' total VCI
steadily declined.
However, most of the changes in strength were as a result of reassessments
and re-estimates, which frequently used changed definitions or ones inadequately understood at
the field level where the figures were compiled, e. g. , the tendency to include C level in the
total estimates and the maintenance of identified VCI individuals on whom no report had been
received for several years. A variety of steps were taken to improve accuracy; among them
were use of VC geographic boundaries to prevent duplication when more than one GVN subdivision was included within the same VC unit, and centralizing VCI identifications by computer
to prevent repetition in several district centers. ( 77 )
(C)

Two overall conclustons were drawn about VC strength statistics:
1.
VCI strength has actually declined in most
Vietnam over the past two yeara.
This is reflected
reports. Hoi Chanh debriefings, etc. , outlining the
maintaining a command and control structure. For

areas of South
in intelligence
VC difficulties In
example, in VC

Soc Trang Province the Deputy Chief of the Administrativo Staff Office, Current Affairs Committee, defected and stated that the VC
apparatuws had lost some 1, 500 party members over the past two years
but had only been able to recruit 100. In L-ong An province, the VC
established a zone structure to provide political leadership to two
or more villages as it was unable to maintain the full village struc.
ture in each village. SR-2 ald SR-3 have recently mirgedv to form
the Long An sub-regions ......
This decline in strength is tho
reflection of the total impact of the GVN's pacification program,
especially the isolation of the VCI from much of the countryside which
it formerly ruled unoppooed.
Z.
VCM strength figures are undoubtedly still to'2 hlg,
if they
are taken, as intended, to reflect leadership olements only. Also
there is very little doubt that the qualitative valuo of the VCI Apparatias has born reduced as a result of losses during 1968. 19ql. and
1970 and replacement by leos experienced cadre. Thus the figures
can give a false impression as to the strength of the VC apparatus.
This perception, however, must be supplemented by the existence
of followers, sympathizers and neutralists. all of w*hom can be a
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reservoir of support for the VC. These could provide new leadership
and flesh out the VCI framework if stimulated by social problems,
GVN ineptness or a revival of a Communist main force threat. ( 78
(C) The best indicator of VCI activity was the statistics on terrorism which are shown for
a 3-year period in Figure VIII-13. Figure VIII-14 provides a statistical summary of terrorist
victims.
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Neutralize the VCI (PHUNG HOANG)
(C) GVN Presidential Decree 280-a TT/SL of 1 Jul 68 promulgated the PHUNG HOANG/
PHOENIX Plan to centralize and coordinate military and civilian-agency efforts to destroy VCI
organizations in-country. ( 79 ) The Commanding General of the NP, working through the PHUNG
HOANG structure of the NP (sea Figure VIII-15), had overall responsibility for the PHUNG
HOANG program. The program received increasing high-level attention and support throughout
1970 and modest progress was made toward the long-range objective of making the NP the primary operational and control element with support from various military and paramilitary
organizations. ( 80
(C) The general objective of the 1970 P&D Plan was the neutralization of 1, 800 category A
and B VCI per month. Known and identified VCI were the primary Phase I target. Identification
of at least 30 percent of the estimated remaining but unidentified cadre, for targeting in Phase II,
was an additional Phase I goal. Also the plan reiterated specific instructions regarding the
disposition of apprehended VCI (see p. VIII-74, Volume II, MACV Command History, 1969). ( 81
(C) During January, PHUNG HOANG operations reported 1,908 VCI killed, captured, or
rallied. However, beginning in January, a new definition of neutralization was used. It said a
VCI was not "neutralized" unless he was killed, sentenced, or rallied. Under the new definition
individuals captured could not be counted as "neutralized" until sentenced to a meaningful jail
term. Under those criteria, neutralizations credited for the month were 1, 217. ( 8 ) (See
monthly neutralization chart, Figure VIIl- 16. )
(C) The highly successful portion of the PHUNG HOANG Information Program, instituted in
late 1969. using posters containing VCI blacklist names and/or photographs throughout the countzryside. was reviewed by DEPCOMUSMACV for CORDS and CTZ Senio- Advisors in January
1970. After exanmlning the merits and faults of the program, it was directed that use of US funds
or facilitios for poster production was authurited only after the province chief and province
senior advisor, or his delegated subordinate, investigated and agreed the evidence substantiated
the accusation and poster publication was warranted. (83)
(C) In Fobruary an additional 1, 143 VCI, of which approximately 22.2 pereent were serving
In district or higher leval position., were nwutralited. However, during the same period the
aitin-ated VCI strength rose from the precoding month't estimate of 76, 391 to 78. 136. ( 84 )
(C) PHUNG HOANG operations in March accounted for 1,479 VCI neutralls04. If the 1969
criteria for neutralizations had been used the total would have beon 1,980. Not counted uoder
the PHONG HOANG program but ahko neutralined during tho month were 1, 402 VCI supporteri,
1,073 guerrillas, atnd $02 VC/NVA aoldiars. ( 85 )
(C) W~ring April, PHUNG IWOANG operations accounted for I, 654 VCI killed, rallied, and
sentenced, a 1970 hligh. VC1 neutralinations under the 1969 criteria of counting all thotm eaptured rather than sentenced rose to a 1969-70 higlh of Z, Z26. Also. during the month the rate of
province oecurity committee (PSC) processing of the 1970 VCl captured continued to lag behitd
the capture rate as only 449 of the 958 captured were processed. This additional tacklog raised
the 1970 total of VCI eaptureod and now processed to 2,286 and pointed out the need for accoleratleg PC processing. ( 86 )
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(C) On 4 Apr, DEPCOMUJSMACV for CORDS briefed representatives of State, Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA). Agency for International Development (AID), and DOD on the GVN proposed change of the PHIJNG HOANG staff from the Office of the Ministry of Interior (Prime
Mininter) to that of the Director General National Police (DGNP) and placing the primary responsibility for implementation of the progrard at the local level with the NP. SECDEF, in behalf
of the Washington agencies, expressed their app~rehensiorrthat such a move would be inopportuine
i~i view of the NP's managerial and staff limitations. However, by Joint Embassy /MACV /CORDS
message, the Prime Minister's directiyew.s concurred in by the Mission Council..( 87
(C) In May, another high poUt was reached by PHUNG HOANG operations as 1, 719 VCI
and an additional 956 VCI supporters were neutralized. However, PSo processing continued to
fall further behind as 530 cases were processed while 933 'were captured. In an attempt to
alleviate the backlog of cases awaiting promessing by the PsCs, the Pime Minister, on 13 May,
sent a letter to the Minister of Justice outlining the role of the public prosecutor in the procimr s.
It required the public prosecutor, in addition to urging weekly Meetings of the PSC, to r!evitew
all dossiers and evidence presented for conviction
a priog to submission to the PSCs so that if
they were incomplete or based only on confession, they would be returned to the Province Interrogation Center. In more far-reaching actwon, the prosecutor was also urged to meet the suspects, hear their statements, and prese/t the case; befre thU PSG. The prosecutor was also required to inspect the detention center facilities and.see tlAt people were iot illegaily detained and
further to encourage consideration in cases of low-level offenders to release them on their
pledges in'order to keep centers from being overcrowded and to keep them away from hard-core
criminals and VC cadre. The Minister of Justice was furthepr directed to arrange for each VSC
to have one public prosecutor. ( 88 )
(C) In June VCI neutralized reached 2,o157;it
lowed by a dicllee to 1, 6Z9 in July. ( 89 )

was the year's best month to date.

This was fol-

(C) During August 2, 539 VCI were neutralized. The sharp increase in neutrolizations for
Augu.t wap attributed vo the increase in the number of VCI reported as processed. July proces-

sing reports totalled 553.

This figure was more than doubled in August with 1, 466 (1, 116 sen-

tenced and 330 released). The increase
fieporting
in
was principally the result of a by-name
demand for information on the status of captured VCI on whom processlel had
s
ot been reported.
cEarinasAugust a list was fTirwarded to each GVN province requesting the disposition of each S
individual. The response to this request included previously unreported dispositions of Vc)z
sentenced or released during the period January through August 1970. The total of VCI captured
on whom processing had not been reported by PSCn fell for the first time inn1970, leaving the
dispositions ofaprroimately 2, 600 remaining to be reported.
(C)

A captured VC5 circular. dated Z9 Mar 70, which was believed to have originated with

the Security Snetion, VC! Region 6 Party Committee, outlined the mishion, organization, and
activities of PH3 NG HOANG, principally at village level. (VCi Region
t 6 chruded 5 GVN pro.
vineen Lafr
Dong, Binh Thuan, Tauyen Duc, and NInh Thuan in. MR 2 and Binh Tby in MR 3.
The circular, addressed to security sections of subordinate provinces, provided guidancei for the
intensification of activities countering Pre UNG
cdANG.
It emphasized the importance of the
struggle against PleUNG HOANG in the villages and clearly draw the line bttween succesa and
failure at that level- "Our task of frustratirg the enemy's 'accelerated ptcificaion plan' and his
plan of
eurtna
Snlong the war', as well as the destruction of his village PHUNG HOANG intdlligance ofvg tationG ha tha, most vital significance."1 VC village cadre accounted for 57
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percent of total PHUNG HOANG neutralizations.
reason for concern.

This was a statistic which gave the VCI good

(C) In a continuing effort to extend an effective judicial system into all the provinces of Vietnam and to insure prompt processing of captured VCI, the Ministry of Justice appointed 10 additional prosecutors to provincial posts. Each prosecutor, in addition to other duties, was to
inspect the local detention facilities and was to be the legal advisor to the Province Security Committee. ( 90 )
(C) PHUNG HOANG accounted for 2,028 VCI neutralized during September. The reporting
of judicial processing dropped to 69Z (615 sentenced and 77 released) from the high of 1,446
reported in August. It was expected that processing reports would increase as a result of the
distribution of the capture suspense listing through GVN channels. A similar listing distributed
through US channels requesting information on the processing status of VCI captured, prior to the
assumption of machine reporting by the Vietnamese in July, met with considerable success. This
success was reflected in the large number of dispositions reported in August. The suspense
listingo w-tre scheduled to be distributed monthly.
(C) Some reports indicated that VCI strength may have been as difficult for COSVN to
estimate as it had been for MACV. A VCI rallior in Binh. Duong Province indicated that reports
in his district were submitted to sobregion. and on to COSVN, claiming "X" number of ' CI
party chapters. This was done, when in fact, as in the source's case, there was only one member in the chapter. Such reporting may have been brought about by shortages in qualified Cadre
and the related difficulties experienced in meeting quotas imlposed by higher levels.
(C) In Quang Nam (MR 1) a VCI District Party Committee issued a directive that cadres
would each fill two or three positions due to the shortage of cadre. Similar problems wet&
experienced by the VCI in Vinh Long Province (MR 4) where no National Front for the Liberation
of South Vietnam (NFLSV) Village Committees had been fornmed and the district and province
committees contained only one and three personnel. respectively. VCI recruiting in Tay Ninh
(MR 3), only 30 percent effective, painted a similar picture which would have displeased COSVN
and, therefore, as in the case cited, may have obscured the reports submitted.
(C)o
-l
Tra Vinh Province (GVN Vinh Binh, MR 4) revealed a
A•
COSVN Pl'_%o zounter
a-ne/diG
HOANG Program by sponsoring a contest that offered rewards to any VC who killed three or more GVN penetration agents. From this report it appeared
that the VCI were not only interested in effectively countering PHUNG HOANG but were also
oengagd in initiating a comparable effort., For the first time, VC efforts to counter PHUNG
HOANG enteored a ,reW dimuenion when tangible rewards were offered as opposed to dependence
on ideological motivations alone. ( 91)
(C) During October Z,100 VCI were killed, rallied, or sentenced. The total Phase IT
(July through October) neutrallsations of 8,236 exceeded the goal of 7,200 by 1, 126. Phase H

results showed a substantial galn in all categories over Phase I (January through June). (92)
See Table VIWI-4 !or a ;i•nmprloon.
(C) VCI neutraliaed in Noveamber totalled 1.974, or 174 over the 1.800 monthly goal. ( 93)
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(C) During December a new record was set when 2, 595 VCI were neutralized. The apparent
increase in the momentum of the program apparently caused concern by the enemy.
(C) Hoi Chanhs in MRs 2 and 4 gave information indicating that COSVN was gravely concerne-i with the success of the GVN PHUNG HOANG Program. COSVN directed the VCI to isolate themselves as much as possible in order to avoid compromise. Cadres were told to have
only minimal coý tact with their families. Guidance on frequent shifting of cadre suspected of
l'Arbc. ing GVN sympathizers was also given in a COSVN directive. Persons found to be active
in the PHUNG HOAfjG Program were to be targeted for assassination, and those giving token
support wei a to be sent away for 6 months of "thought, reform, and reindoctrination. "
(C) B"lel~ngs on "Resolution 8" of VC Military Region 5 were given to Mo Duc District,
Quang Ngai Provinct (MR 1) cadres in early September 1970. "Resolution 8" analyzed three
GVN carnpaggn plans, described as being the PHUNG HOANG Program. The resolution outlined
a VC plan to counter the GVN Pacification Program. The VC were to attack cities, towns,
and communication lines; sabotage refugee areas; and use all means to regain control over the
population. However, a captured VCI from Mo Duc District pointed out that the VC had no
chance of defeating the GVN, as there was no workable plan to counteract pacification. The Mo
Duc District (VCI) Committee headquarters had to be moved constantly, and the District Committee was broken into separated sections. The District Committee had a serious lack of cadres
and was unable to obtain replacements. The morale of the District Committee members was low
because they were tired if hiding and working only at night, lacked food, and had been flooded
in their tunnels during the monsoons. Since the PHUNG HOANG Program was initiated, the
VC had suffered heavy losses, especially in cadres and local organizations. Most remaining
cadres had become confused and lacking in motivation; many did not believe the VC had the ability
to defeat the GVN. ( 94
(C) In 1970 the PHUNG HOANG program produced a total of 22, 341 VCI neutralized or 741
more than the goal of 21,600. For a detailed look at the types of action forces responsible for
the neutralizations and c atures during 1970 see Table VIII-2. Table VIII-3 shows monthly
neutralization results.( 9 )
MR I

MR2

MR3

MR 4

CMD

RVN

Military

20.5

15.6

13.8

3.9

1.5

11.8

RF/PF

43.3

Z8. 3

37.7

42.6

16.1

7.2

5.9

4.8

6.9

13.9

Police

10.4

20. 3

9.3

15.0

54.5

14.5

Chieu floi

12.4

ZU.5

29.4

24.6

7.7

Z 1.2

6.2

7.4

5.0

7.0

6.3

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

PRU

Other
TOTAL

TABLE V1II-2

a.

-NRAMN,VLIL'-45.

39.3
6.7

6.5
100.0

(C) Monthly PHUNG HOANG Neutralization Results for 1970( 96

KIA

Sentenced

Rallied

Captured

Jan

595

64

559

1,218

754

24.0

Feb

523

84

536

1,143

741

z2.2

Mar

595

322

565

1,482

820

24.0

Apr

694

423

574

1,691

958

22.0

May

610

508

667

1,785

933

28.3

Jun

699

759

699

2,157

1,250

27.7

Jul

542

510

577

1,629

764

26.8

Aug

660

1, 141

738

2,539

862

23.1

Sep

708

595

7Z5

Z,028

994

23.0

Oct

864

514

722

Z. 100

897

27.2

Nov

816

484

674

1,974

798

23. 3

Doc

88._5

709

2, 595

918

Z 5._4

7.745

22.341

10,689

TOTALS

8, 191

SOURCE

6,405

MACCORDS

TAWLE V11.1
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24.7

Special Review of Internal Security in South Vietnam and PHOENIX
(S) On 7 Nov 70 SECDEF forwarded a memorandum to CJCS concerning the PHUNG HOANG/
PHOENIX program. He said:
...My review of the current effort to neutralize the VCI indicates
that:
- Although PHUNG HOANG/PHOENIX Program must be primarily a GVN effort, that effort is badly fragmented at present. The
National Police (NP) who are responsible for PHOENIX are one of the
smallest and weakest of GVN agencies. As presently organized,
staffed, and supported, the NP are incapable of mounting a PHOENIX
effort commensurate with the need.
- Despite several years of effort, the anti-VC effort is not
receiving the level of support, resources and energetic leadership
from the GVN which its critical importance currently warrants.
- PHUNG HOANG/PHOENIX devotes a disproportionate effort to identification, reporting and an accounting measure rather
than the operational effort it should be.
- A considerable fragmentation of effort exists on the US
advisory side.
In light of the above, the purpose of this memorandum is twofold:
- To approve the specific recommendation contained in your
IS August 1970 memorandum. . . that COMUSMACV, in consultation
with the US Embassy, Saigon, strongty urge the Government of Vietnam to take those necessary measures which will significantly upgrade the PHUNG HOANG/PHOENIX Program. and,
- To request ttat a directive be sent to General Abrams askIng hinm to set up a special reviow group, selected from aniong his
bost people, to oxamino the entire issue of how Internal security
In South Vietnam, and In particular, the PilUNG HOANG/PHOENIX
Program can be significantly itmproved, and to furnish WVashington with
a program of action-oriented recomnmtiendti.ns together with resourco
implic-tions within the next 45 days. I expect this review to be a frosh,
unconsttain.ed look that goes to the heart of the problem and dovelops an
action program designed to "olve the basic GVN and US deficioncles on a
top priority basis. I am hopeful that Ambassador Colby may be allowed to
head up this special review atd to present the recommeniations her# in
Washington.

I wish to stress the extrete importance that I place tupon tlth
need 1o improve internal oecurity matters within South Vietnam, I
further wish to stress the urgency of this issue, ant in doing so,
express my agreement with your assossment that the objective of
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neutralizing the infrastructure is equal in priority to the objectives of
tactical operations. In order to ensure that General Abrams has full
support in making this review, I will apprise both Ambassador Bunker
and Mr. Helms of this undertaking and solicit their cooperation. Further, it is my intention to discuss the recommendations furnished by
General Abrams with the President to ensure that any questions of
priorities, resources, and US interests receive the highest USG
attention. ( 97)
(S) JCS directed that the head of the special review group be prepared to brief the CJCS
during the week of 14-18 Dec and that" . . . additional briefings for very senior officials should
be anticipated. "( 98
(S)

COMUSMACV appointed the special review group as follows:( 99
DEPCOMUSMACV for CORDS, Chairman
ACofS, JZ, MACV
ACofS, CORDS, MACV
Director of PHOENIX, CORDS, MACV
Director of Public Safety. CORDS. MACV

(C)

The conclusions of the group reported on lZ Dec 70 are quoted verbatim.
1. The VCI is being reduced in numbers and in qualitative
strength. It remains a threat, however, to Vietnam, both in the
short-term process of Vietnamizatlon, and in the longer term as
a framework which could be fleshed out by additional manpower.
This could be generated by a reappearance of large-scale NVA forces
providing a band wagon, by GVN ineptness or overreaching causing
a revulsion and search for alternatives, or a breakdown of GVN
society caused by political, social or economic contradictions and
chaos. The VCI can be reduced to a manageable long-term threat
but can probably not be eliminated entirely. Its efforts to achieve
legal status and penetrate GVN society are not likely to have great
success in the absence of some overall settlement with N4ore VietnDa".
2.
The reduction of overall VCI strength has been a result
of the entire GVN and allied war effort. This has included the military success against the VC/NVA. the pacification progrars, as a
whole. tho constitutional political structure and the economic revival
in the countryside of Vietnam. Phoenix has to date Lontributed little
to this reduction, although it has been an element of the overall program and during the past year hat substantially Increased its role
against the VCI target.
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3. Phoenix suffered considerable growing pains as a concept
and a program, but its perception of the VCI threat is achieving GVN
and public acceptance, with a concomitant understanding of the need
for a proper counter program.
4.
The National Police in Vietnam has been behind the power
curve in this military society for many years. Despite handicaps,
it has contributed to the security of the nation and is slowly rising
(albeit from the cellar) in public and GVN esteem. The importance
of its contribution has become more obvious as the focus of the
struggle has moved to the VCI and public perception thereof has
grown. Thus there is not only a requirement, there is now an opportunity, to improve the National Police to fill its full role in a free
Vietnamese society.
5.
The US advisory program for the Phoenix program and for
internal security in Vietnam generally, including the National Police,
has had a variety of bureaucratic and substantive weaknesses. A
number of these are being remedied. Othere probably are in the
nature of facts of life, e.g., the military one-year tour and the civilian staffing limitations. Noretheless a number of improvements
are called for in the US advisory effort.
6.
Many steps need to be taken to improve the GVN internal
security program and US assistance therefor. At the same time, no
dramatic and sweeping actions can promise a rapid change in the
overall atmosphere. The most important steps that can be taken are
to increase understanding in both the GVN and the public of the nature
of the VCI threat and the necest!tv for operations to protect the people
and nation from it. This must be accompanied by a sostained effort to
select and train proper personnel and engage in the patient and precise operations called for in the internal security field. This effort
should be encompassed in a program to build a professional and
responsive National Police, to contribute over the years to the
internal security of South Vietn•am. ( 100 1
(C) The following are the Z7 recommendations of the epoclal review group.
1, The National Police should be headed by a two-or threestar General. personally selected and cloue to the Presidenat and
Prime Minister. He should be directed to develop a plan to ,trengthen the National Police and to make it a full and accepted partner of
the RVNAF aa one of the national seaurity forces of VWetnam. Full
support should be provided to this effort from the American side.
ThIe National Polce statute should be pjssed and an interim
2.
decree utilized to implement its recommendations. It should include
appropriate draft deferment for operatronal police. Tuis is under convideration and will be pressed.
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3. The National Police should be given the leading role in the
Phoenix Program, but the Phoenix committee structure should be
continued as a mechanism for the organization of support by other
services. At the same time, the Phoenix program should be kept
as a major command responsibility of Region Commanders, Province Chiefs, District Chiefs and Village Chiefs. It is included in
the draft of the 1971 Community Defense and Local Development
Plan. The Phoenix Bloc of the National Police Headquarters should
be matched at region, province and district to supervise National
Police performance io the program and coordinate contributions
from other agencies. To the extent feasible the DIOCCs and PIOCCs
should be moved to National Police compounds and become the center
for all anti-VCI operations.
4. The National Police should be increased to a force level of
112,000 by end-July 1971 and 122,000 by end-December 1971. Draft
exemption should be extended to operational National Police. 2, 000
officers should be transferred from RVNAF to the National Police. A
detailed JTD for the National Police should be established by province,
district and village, following an overall formula reflecting the poptlation density, territory and the security situation. This will serve
as a basis for the allocation of Police and reallocation of RF/PF, coordinated with PSDF. This must be a joint DGNP/JCS/PSDF staff
exorcise.
5. Public Information. An energetic Phoenix public information
campaign must be continued. Names, aliases, photos, and other
avaiik.ble inforination must be publicized with respect to 100 percent
of Identified1 VCI. in order to secure maximum public participation
in their capture. This mntst be supplemented by an energvtic public
infort"mtion prog-am on the Importance of the Phoenix program as
a whole, and ItN contribution to protecting the population agalmst
torroriet" amn ary reviv•l otf VC strength. The Pooplo's Infornmation
prograt,: iust ho usod to inform at•n stimutlate the activo participation
of ll G\41 civil An military pa rionnel (officialo, tracher,. vtl.) In
Phoenix, outlining not only why they should collaborate but the sp-olfic
stops they should tahe to help, Phoenix ha• been made the No. I MACV
psyops
priority in support of pacification, and a 4etailed public information program has been developed hetv*evn JUSPAO. MACV and
CORDS for discussion with the Ministry of Information,. JOS/PoIWar
and the People'
Infornmation Committee. The National Police public
inWormation program must be expanded to improve the police image
with the population.
6. PSDF. Maximum participation in the Phoenix program nuost
become a primary responsibility of all InDF niember). both combat

a&W support.

All PSDF must be trained in the Phoenix program anti

their contribution to it por attached lesson plans. Specialist 3SDF
Phoenix and National Police auxiliaries must be developed within
the PSDF. to support the National Police and the Phoenix program.
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A monthly seminar should be held by all PSDF units to discuss the
overall Phoenix program, the identity and activities of the VCI in
the neighborhood, and actions which could be taken by the PSDF to
assist the struggle against the VCI. These seminars must be attended by National Police repi'esentatives in the village and by
National Police representatives from the district or province to
the extent feasible. The PSDF will be requested to report such
information upwards, but the National Police must take the positive
responsibility of going to local PSDF units to search out the information available there by interrogation.
7. The full protections of Article 7 of the Constitution must be
included in the legal procedures applied to VCI. The Ministry of
Interior and Ministry of Justice must determine a method of granting
a confrontation or hearing for the accused, defense counsel, and protection against improper methods of interrogation or detention. Prosecutors should be settled in all provinces. The Province Security
Committee vote should be restricted to the Province Chief, the Province Council Chairman and the Prosecutor, pursuant to the recommendation of a Province Council Chairman at the Vung Tau meeting
October 24. Close attention must be given to the workings of Province Security Committees, in ternms of expedition of processing.
accuracy of sentences, etc.
8. A reward program must be developed and specific tern-is
thereof dis seminated through National Police channels. This should
include rewards itn substantial figures for information le.adin to the
arrert

.

nvietinn of miot want.-d individuals.

Those rewards

sthould be handled through c;VN chatnels. rather thati American,
althcugh US funds tshould be inuerted to support the program at the
national level, if neetled.
4. Intelligt0ce colltctl•o
mutst bocomei, a poitive obligmtion
of each levevlof
aor-.llnd and all GVN services., n•t meroly an inteli
ligen•e service respon-ibility. This musot be tibtutiao', hy lr-r
visits to subordinate le-els and the rollection thore of availableo informtation to be carried to the uppor level (or consolidation into file,
there. The Pjjoetlix tradition of collating report# reveivetl must bh
replaced by t vigorous progratn of visiting oubordinate lavelg and
collecting. inortmati•in there, oral or written, for returli to the central

file at the n••xt level. Thiti must be a major responslblhty of tho
National Police Pholdx 10loc at each level and the units contaitted
must Include PSDF. village. and hanlet offices, teachers, RIFI•"
units, village officials. ote.
10. Collation G intelli-geice on the VCI should b. aosisned to the
Mhoenix Center at district. province and region. These celterst
usAt
act as staff soctions for the appropriate commanders to keep them fully
Winormed on the "VCI OBQ" i. e. . the identities and organination of
VCI in the area. The objective is to make each chief as aware of the
details of the VCI structure and poraotialities as he is currently

•
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aware of the activities of local force and main force units. This information must be circulated and publicized so that all citizens may
be aware of the opposition individuals and structure. Special arrangements will be needed to assign clear responsibility for coverage of
VC boundaries which do not coincide with GVN and for coverage of
regional organizations which frequently do not have a GVN counterpart,
e. g., MR 5. Detailed intelligence on the VCI is still short and must
be improved and made a working tool for the Police and other services.
11.
A system of evaluation of the performance of Phung Hoang
centers at district, province and region must be develcped. This
covld be based on the ratios between population, estimated VCI,
identified VCI, nentralizations, different ways in which neutralization
was accomplished (KIA, rally, sentence), the responsible service
(military, police, or other), etc.
It.
Training. All National Policemen must be trained in iAth.inix
and participation in its operations. Li addition, all services which have
a contribution to make to Phoenix must appoint designated officials
for Phoenix liaison and these individuals must be given Phoenix training. This nmst be supplemented by overall orientation material for
the entire government structure to be circulated through People's
Information channels. The JOS, in coordination with the MO0, has
developed a special Intelligence training program which concentrates
on Phoenix, to be Implemented in early 1971. The .rograin envisages
the training of at least one membeor of each RF co npanj and One mtember of each PF platoon. At least three menmbers of each PSDF Key
Inter-toam are to be trained. Recormnend that this training program be expanded subsequently lt order to encompass all PSDF eletnents and to give greater depth of trained personnel in RF/PF units,
11.
The NPFF must ba utilired by the National Police as a
leading enforcement arm for Phoenix operations. Their work must
be fully coordinated and to the extent feasible merged into johit
operations with PRU, APT, Speatal Police. R) Cadre, VIS. and
PSDr, supplemantxd as necessary by RFIPF.

14.

All

hoonix oeration mustbe repotedthrous i Phoenix

channels to remove duplication and itoaceracy it individual agency
raport, o;( Phoenix operations.
15.
TNwo FBI officers should be invIted to Vietnam for a review
and recommendation with respect to improving the Phoenix effort.
Thoir recon-initiatiuts would be appropriate in the fioldo of positive operations againet the VCI, employee security within the GVN,
fingerprint and other identiiication programs, co4,rdina.tion with tocal
police. ete. They should work under CORDS.
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A comprehensive program of upgrading the detention and
16.
correction system of Vietnam should be undertaken as outlined in the
attached. This should be supplemented by an energetic system of
inspection through the Ministry of Justice reporting independently to
the Prime Minister on the performance of the Ministry of Interior's
Directorate of Corrections and DGNP.
An intensified program of reorientation and rehabilitation
17.
must be developed in correction and detention centers. This must
primarily focus on re-education of middle level Communists and
countering efforts of the VC to maintain shadow governments within
these institutions. It must consist of individual consultation with
detainees and a careful analysis of their attitudes, combined with
incentives to encourage them to reject their prior allegiance. A
trained corps of officers must be developed for this operation.
A qualified member of the Federal Bureau of Prisons
18.
should be requested for assignment to CORDS Public Safety staff
to handle liaison and support of the Directorate of Corrections of the
Ministry of Interior.
A i
19.
tached proposal.

syeshould be instituted as outlined in the, at-

All DIOCCe should be supplied with thermofax or other
automatic reproduction equipment. A review should be made of their
transportation requirements and these filled as needed.

ZO.

The Big Mack collection system as it affects VCI should be
Zi.
made into a N4ational Police system for implementation through tfttional Police channels with US advisory assistance. The US classification of VCI estimated and identified (one report within past year
show•nlg name and position) should be supple~mented by the GVN confirmed category (three separate reports). The GVN should ba urged
to require that one of these last reports be within the past year.
Internal security should be added to the curriculum of the
ZZ.
*o.rar ThLi should
1tItitut&.te,
US Army Miitatry Assistance
include training it internal security intelligauce, to ihclude collettion. interrogation, substantive knowledge of Co--uw"st apparatus
and fronts: Police operAtiona, detention p"cedure#* rehatilitation
procedures, etc. It sbould receive contributions fro.91 the tar,
j nliea Academy. tho Mliatar PoURes stho1
natian
Ehte(Greater coordination shold be e-istabOT
I
clvii al.d illtary advisors coming to Vietnam
Woeen the tvaian-ii'
d Phoenix programs so that they come with
to work on the Politoe
a common basis tot, uderetandlU% their mstjar reaponaibilitie.
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23.
The first class of the US Army Military Assistance Institute,
Fort Bragg, special Phoenix course has the following participants in
its first session: 24 Lieutenants, 3 Captains, I Major. It is recommended that this course be given to a majority of Captains so that
they can fill the Captain spaces calleil for at the DIOCCa in Vietnam
or aspire to the PlOCC spaces which siould be 11.1d by Majors.
24.
Develop a system of HES -scoring which will better reflect
the presence and activitie*oI'-h'e 7CI. The present scoring system
weighs most heavily the,,&litary component of overall security and
pacification. In a new system, a score will give full weight to the
VCI as an element of a security rating. This will effectively establish the overall hamlet rating in the absence of a very wide variation
on the development side. The attached fact sheet outlines the current state of this re-exarninatitn. whtch is being discussed with the
GVN.

25.
A strong effort must be made to eliminate the backlog in
handling of fingerprints and issuing ID cards and an extensive program of application of this resource to Phoenix operations must be
instituted.

26.
The National Police should be includtd within the following
programs of special assistance to RVNAF personnel, as equivaler..
tmembers of a national uniformed security force. From the U• side.
these should be funded by DOD as an integral part ot the appropriate
RVNAF program:

..

a.

Food Supplement

"-.--b.
Comisary
"".

-

.

d'

Foo

rvilego•

llowancs

National Polic

duuring trainnmg

hospital

The*e prop.sals are being staffed 1h MACV.
?.7.

The Maritlmv Poiic,

a 1r~a

i tile National Police. have
typ*. AUl US
Nayv PBR's aroe being trans.erred to the VNN. Some US Army craft
are .posible t u
Qrz., Action Is required to provide these additional
S'r*,t from US in-country resources or by adltional procuremeot.
This is b"tnig further staffed at MAC V.
01

a requirement for an. idditional 40 craft of the PUR

per
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People's Self Defense

(C) The GVN 1970 P&D Plan established the essential tasks of the PSDF as a requirement
to constantly develop and raise the quality of the PSDF by:
1.

Constantly developing and perfecting the organization.

Z.

Completing the training and arming.

3.

Increasing the efficiency of security activities,

4.

Encouraging PSDF in:
a.

Actively participating in people's welfare,

and destroying the VCI.

primarily in self-help development

projects.
b.
Participating in political efforts to expand the governments policy concerning
benefits of village/hamlet.
5.

Speeding up educational activities to form a steady national spirit for members.

(C) The plan further called for an organization of 4 million PSDF members, 1. 5 million
combat and 2. 5 million support, and the organization of at least one key interteam (KIT), consisting of 35 fully armed men of the combat group, in each A, B, and C hamlet. The KIT
personnel were to be trained at national and inter-provincial PF training centers and then return
to their hamlet to instruct other PSDF members. ( 102
(C) As of 31 Jan, the Ministry of
PSDF members, an increase of 4,481
186, 577 females, were organized intas trained. Countrywide status of the

Interior (MOI) reported 402, 970 weapons issued to combat
since 31 Dec 69. Also, 1, 347, 028 members, including
the PSDF, of which 1,301,315 (96.9 percent) were reported
combat PSDF at the beginning of the year was:
TRAINED

WEAPONS ISSUED

186,570

171,665

82,260

1

220,452

258, 559

83,687

IIi

473,570

424,772

131,760

IV

466,436

44.6, 319

10j.5a .63

1,347,028

1,301,315

CTZ

TOTAL

ORGANIZED

402,970

. (C)

Sunport PSDF person'nel were reported by the MOI as 1,934, 593 organized but
only
840, 125, 43. 4 percent, at: halring received training. However, even these figures were suspect
since a number of village chiefs were unaware of the support category of PSDF and had fat- fower

total organized than the reports indicated,

( 103
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(C) January marked the initial implementation of the PSDF Improvcmer.t Plan when the
first increment of KIT leaders from each province was scheduled to begin ý: 6-week training
course at selected training centers on 16 Feb. The MOI set a goal of organizing and training
304, 500 personnel into 8, 700 KITs of 35 men each by 30 Jun, of which the first course broke
down as: (104)
CTZ

ATTENDING TRAINING

GOAL
12,000

2,028

II

2,931

2,466

III

1,396

1,213

Iv

1,939

1,938

TOTAL

8,266

7,645

(C) In January 1969 the GVN MOI initiated a computerized reporting system to provide data
on PSDF participation in the p grate, and weapons distribution. The printout was interfaced
with 14ES security ratings anO
.1
tion figures, and p-ovided data tor decision maKing at the
central, corps, province, an auis rict levels. Miring the first few months of operation a variety
of problems were encountered, but commencing in October 1969, the report became reasonably
reliable and subsequently improved each month. By February 1970 it covered 94. 5 percent of
the hamlets in the HES reporting base and over 96 percent of the population base. Figures reported before February 1970, and used in previous MACV Command Histories, came from the
MOI manually prepared report derived from information submitted by the province chiefs.
(C) The figures derived from the February 1970 PSDF Management Report, the new official
source document, when compared with the MOI report showed lower numbers for both support
and combat members, The MOI report showed a total of 3, 335, 858 PSDF organized, while the
Management Report showed 3,250, 453, a difference of 85,405. For combat members, the MOI
report reflected 1, 306, 539 while the Management Report showed I, Z88, 697; a difference of
17, 84Z. Basically the difference resulted froin more hamlets being included in figures reported
by province chiefs than were in the Management Report. Therefore, the new base to chart
PSDF growth from February 1970 was:( 105
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WEAPONS IN
CTZ

OR1GANIZED

TRAINED

PSDF HANDS

1

173,475

157,415

62,892

11

207,670

180,227

72,323

III

474,75Z

354,010

114,543

IV

432,800

401,139

89,621

1,288,697

1,087,791

339,379

TOTAL

(C) The first group of KIT leaders completed the initial 6-week course in March. President
Tbieu and the Prinie Minister presided at the graduation ceremony at the Lam Son Training Center. The second training course, scheduled for 6 Apr, was shortened to for weeks and the instruction revised to eliminate those subjects considered too advanced or not immediately applicable
to the hamlet security mission of the KIT units. ( 106 )
(C) As of 15 Apr, the Management Report listed 2, 041,407 PSDF support group members
with 1, 071, 393, or 52. 5 percent, trained. However, due to the lack of specific criteria lor
support training, these figures could not be relied on as accurate. In an attempt to rectify this
discrepancy, the PSDF Directorate General published guidance on the criteria for reporting
training of both combat and support members. The message identified three distinct combat
training courses and explained that an individual, even if completing more than one course, should
only be counted once. Two categories listed as acceptable for surnort member training were
first aid and medical evacuation and fire fighting and prevention. ±07)
(C)

The organization and training of KITs had progressed to an end-April level of:( 108
ORGANIZED
Interteams
Members

TRAINED

IN TRAINING

7,529

2,287

1,268

258,064

78,3Z4

41,789

(C) The PSDF k:ontinued its slow growth throughout May, although statistics reflected the
PSDF continued to be regular targats of VC terrorism. In the first 4 months of 1970 they suffered 188 killed, 348 wounded, and 345 abducted. These figures in terms of overall numbers of
PSDF were not as significant as losses to rural development (RD) cadre and NP bbcause oi their
omaller meembership base. The total VC effort, on PSDF, RD cadre NP and village and hamlet
officials, contipttuted a major thrust to disrupot tie GVN's relations with the people and to discourage
participation in GVN activities. Additionally, the PSDF, according to the May HES data, were
acting as the privtary security force in some 2,091 hamlets.

(C) May also reflected a sharp increase in the orgrtnized, and a coresnoidin• decrease in the
percentage trained, support element of the PSDF. This resulted fron. a decision to extend support membership to include children 7 years of age and over. The rapidity of the increase flirthet displayed the uxraltability of the statistical data supplied by the GVN MOI.
0
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A PSDFl member talks to a National Policernar .. bout defense plans for Truone Klianh Villace in
Ba Xuyen Pr ovince as villagers i~o by 0? a motorized SLM pan.

T1wo tmemibers of the PSDF1 guard a roMr

in a Saleon suburb.
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(C) At the end of Phase I of the 1970 P&D Plan (30 Jun) the PSDF had attained the following
results.
a.

Combat PSDF
ORGANIZED

MR (Formerly CTZ)

WEAPONS ON HAND

TRAINED

1

173,873

157,185

67,438

2

184,911

168,208

72,228

3

502,788

389,434

116,708

4

435, 510

404,780

357,960

1,297,08Z

1,119,607

614,334

TOTAL
b.

Key Interteams (KIT)

ORGANIZED
Interteams
Members

MR I

MR2

MR 3

MR 4

TOTAL

1,388

2, 320

1,955

3,075

8,738

47, 526

73,739

68, 286

103,730

293, 281

958

1,632

1,277

Z,125

5,992

31,641

42.812

42,076

71,306

187,835

TRAINED
Interteams
Members

(C) Although the PSDF continued co show a statistical growth in both ntumbers trainod and
organized, their efficiency left much to be desired as reflected by their weapons lost/captured
figures of 1,005 to 394 through Phase I (to 30 Jun 70).
(C) The support PSDF grew to a reported end-Phase I strength of 2. 176, 749. with a doubtful 55.5 percent (1, 217,043) reported as trained. ( 110 l
(C) During Phase II (July to October 1970) GVN leadership, from the President to distr•ct
chiefs, refocused attention on pacification. Orders ware given to get the RF and PV out of their
outposts and on operations, especially night operation..
PSDF replaced RF/PF as guards on
bridges, village offices, and other installations, thereby freeing RF/PF to enter VC territory.U 11)
(C) At the end of Phase 11 the combat force was short of the 1, 500, 000 year-end goal b?
more than 400, 000 personnel and almost a million short of the goal in the supporkt force. ( 112
See Table VlII-4 for program and accomplislhments.
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(C) The MOI implemented a new training program for support members on 1 Aug 70. The
program was within the framework of the 1970 Special P&D Plan. The first lesson concerned
basic information on the 1970 P&D Plan, political indoctrination, and PSDF objectives and missions. The lessons were designed for women and elders, with a simplified version for youngsters which constituted a kind of "civic" class. The lesson plans were evaluated as being balanced
between political and substantive content. ( 113
(C) At year's end the PSDF was over 200, 000 short of the 1, 500, 000 goal in the organized
and trained combat force and over 700, 000 short in support force. (See Figure VIII- 17.) In the
arms-issued area. the 560. 699 weapons issued to province logistics centers almost made the
600.'000 goal. (114) (See Figure VIII- 18 and Table VII-4 p. VIII-101 Weapons issued to PSDF
members totalled 444. 537. (See Figure VIII-183

Local Administration

Village and Hamlet Elections
(C) Village elections in RVN were suspended in 1956 when it became apparent that the
government's administrative control was insufficient to prevent VC manipulations of the elections.
Since the overthrow of President Diem in November 1963, succeeding governments sought to
return to a measure of village autonomy. A May 1964 decree provided for electing village councils with only advisory powers. In December 1966, Decree Laws 198 and 199 were issued calling for election of village councils, which in turn would select village chiefs from among their
members, and for election of hamlet chiefs. The Decree Laws gave village councils increased
authority over budgets, taxes, land transfers, public services, and internal legal matters, and
lessened the possibilities for provincial and district interference in village affairs. The first
round of elections under the laws took place in April, May. and June 1967, and continued, as
security conditions improved, through 1968 and 1969. By Juno 1969 almost all villages and
hamlets in RVN had elected village councils and hamlet chiefs.
(C) The term for village council members and hamlet chie~fs was 3 years; therefore, all
those elected in 1967 were scheduled by the Ministry of Interior for re-elections during the
months of March, April, May, and June 1970. It was the goal of the 1970 P&D Plan that
electione would be 100 percent complete for each village, hamlet, municipal, and provincial
council in the course of the year. ( 115 )
(C) In February, the month prior to village and hamlet elections, the status of existing
governments was: ( 116 )
1, 981

I.

Villages with elected governments working in place

2.

Villages with elected govermnents in exile

57

f3.

Villages with appointed governments working in ýace

38

4.

Villages with appointed governments in exile

6•

V.
VII6
¢'•,:e.J.
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ARVN troops have the children's attention while on a misslon to get out the vote for the Loniw An
Village councilmen's election.

A Ninh 1 hanh villager voice* his opinion in a i meeting called to discuss use of central uuvt-rnment
funds&for villace-chosen development projects.
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5.

Villages without governments

13

Total Villages

2, 151

6.

Hamlets with elected governments working in place

9,689

7.

Hamlets with elected governments in exile

178

8.

Hamlets with appointed governments working in place

180

9.

Hamlets with appointed governments in exile

197

Hamlets without governments

275

10.

10,519

Total Hamlets

(C) Elections and re-elections in March accounted for 383 village councils and 484 hamlet
chiefs. For the most part, the villages and hamlets electing officials in March were those which
had first elected their local authorities in 1967, so there was little overall change in total
statistics from February. ( 117 )
(C) Elections continued at a high level during April, First-time elections increased the
elected-village governments by four to 2, 042 and hamlet governments by one to 9, 876. In
addition, the elected hamlet governmxents included nine in-place governments that were formerly
living in exile. Working hamlet governments were also increased through appointments and the
hamlets without governments were reduced to 246. ( 118 )
(C) Durin.g May, there were three new village elections reported arnd 23 re-elections of
councils whose terms had expired, which raised the national percentage to 95. 1 of the 1970
P&D Plan goal. At the hamlet level, there were 28 new first-time elections, 1.732 re-elections,
and some 37 interim elections to fill vacancies before terms expired, bringing the national level
up to 94. 1 pervent.
(C) On the basis of elections held.,

more than the inece process of vote casting had become

a part of the political life of the rural Vietnamese.

Political rallies were organir.ed at-0 candi-

dates presented programs and ideas to the assembled residents. Also, performance z1nce lee.tions in 1967 was a major criterion (or re-election seekers, particularly in terms of their village
self-de-ielopmo;.nt activities. ( 119 )
(C) By the end of Phase I (00 Jun) of the 1970 P&I P lan, 2, 048 of 2, 151 villages and ,4Q49
of 10, 522 hamlets, 95 percent each, had elected governments. Re-eloctions accountod for W
percent of all elections., in which 75 percent of the registered voters voted. ( 120 )
(C) Ther•e continued to be steady progress. By the end of Phase 11 (11 Oct), 2,079 villages
and 10, 084 hawlets had elected governments. Of villages and hanmlets scheduled for re,-elections,
a total of 41 of the Bi3 villages hold re-electins and all 196 of the hanhletrs. ( 12 1 ) At year's end
2,094 villages (57 short of the goal) and 10, 187 hamlets (035 short of the goal) had elected
governments. (See Figure VllI-19.)
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GOVERNMENT

ELECTIONS
-

VILLAGES
WITH
TOTAL
ELECTED
GOVERNMENT
1969
31 DEC 1970

2.033

2.151

2 094

2.151
HAMLETS

ELECTED

TOTAL

VUNG TAU NATIONAL TRAINING
'YEAR
1969
PROVINCE CHIEF
DISTRICT CHIEF
VILLAGE CHIEFS
1.862
HAMLET CHIEFS
8.532
OTHER VILLAGE &
HAMLET OFFICIALS
5.554
327
VILLAGE TECH CADRE
INFO & CHIEU HO0
CADRE
1,326
10,577
ROC
1.864
APT
725
PSOF CADRE
370
PF PLT & SQD LORS
CIVIL SERVANTS

AGRICULTURAL COMMISSIONERS
31 DEC 1970
10,522
10 187
& LAND AGENTS
332
OTHER
TAL31.469
19170 ELECTION GOALTOA
149
100% ELECTED GOVERNMENTSTOA

TO DATE

31 DEC
44
326
628
3,354
2.769
1,385
983
12,634
1,741
592
4,746
3,490
3,664

55
36,411
X 1
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Province/Muncipal Council Elections
(U) On 5 Mar 70 the GVN National Assembly passed a law providing for election of prefectural, municipal, and provincial councils throughout RVN. It prescribed the current internal
administrative units (districts) as the constituencies for council candidates with the number of
seats per district apportioned by population. There would be no subdivision of districts into
electoral units and elections would be district-wide.

*

(U) Under GVN Decrees 31 and 32, of 18 Mar, the election procedures were set down and
the number of seats apportioned to the various electoral units. The decrees also established
13 Apr as the last date for filing candidacies and 21 Apr as the date of first posting of candidates.
From 21 Apr to 30 May the GVN at city, prefecture, and province administrative levels, along
Those removed from the initiai
with the General Election Board, would review the candidacier.
posting would be notified by 11 May and would have the opportunity to apply for reinstatement,
with the final approval resting with the Central Election Board. The second and final posting
of candidates was scheduled on 8 Jun. The period of official campaigning was set to run from
14 Jun to 1200 hours on 27 Jun, with the elections on 28 Jun.
(U) Nationwide there were 554 council positions, divided among 267 voting constituencies.
The first posting of candidates, from the Ministry of Interior, listed 2, 163 candidates for the
554 positions, or a rraioi° of 3. 9 candidates per seat. This was broken down for the various
regions as follows:
Cities/
CTZ

Voting
Constituencies

Council
Posiitons

Candidates

Ratio

1

42

68

269

4.0

11

58

111

393

3. 5

III

53

113

462

4. 1

IV

94

186

689

3.7

76

350

4.6

554

4, 163

Cities

Totala

267

3.9

(C) Most political groups and parties demonstrated a high degree of interest in the elections.
Although almost half of the candidates could be Identified as members of a political organization,
most candidates preferred to campai~r solely on the basis of their own local reputation and
achievements. 1Parther, a majority nf all candidates were employees of the local or national
governi'lint, either as civil servants, local officials, military, teachers, or RD cadre. ( 123 1
(U) The elections were held throughout the country on 28 Jun. A revised total of 1, 930
catntidates competed for the 554 available seats, a ratio of approximately 3. 5 candidates per
seat. Although a very small number of VC terrorist Incidents did occur around polling places in
the provinces, eneny forces did not muunt a concerted nationwide campaign to interfere with the
elo-tiona. An MOI report indicated that the turnout of eligible voters averaged between a high
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of about 79 percent in I and II Corps and a low of 66 percent in III Corps, with the nationwide
average being 72. 5 percent. ( 124
(C) On 9 Sep President Thieu brought in 550 of the newly elected province council members
for a 1-day meeting at the Palace. This was the first time a meeting of this type had occurred. ( 125 ) The day consisted of a briefing, lunch, and discourse. It was comparable to all
members of state legislatures in the US being invited to the White House for a day of exposure
to major government programs and an extensive explanation of the basic philosophy and hopes of
the administration. ( 126 )
Senate Elections
(U) On 27 Jun President Thieu promulgated Law No. 007-70, "Establishing Procedures for
the Election of One-Half of the Total Membership of the Upper House." The principal features
of the law were:
1. The election was set for 23 Aug.
ter's decree of 29 Jun to 30 Aug.

It was subsequently changed by the Prime Minis-

2.

Deadline for filing candidacies was 13 Jul.

3.

Candidates would run on 10-man slates.

4.

Each voter would vote for up to three slates.

5. A Central Election Council, headed by the Chief Justice of the Supreme Cour't, would
determine eligibility of candidates and publicize the election results.
6. Central and local election campaign committees, composed of representatives of
competing lists, would a rrange the details of the elections in which all facilities accorded to
candidates, such as posters, meetings, radio and TV time, etc., had to bt. exactly equal. ( IZ7

Greater National Unity

Chieu Hoi (Open Arms)
(C) The Chieu H-hol (Open Arms) Program was initiated in February 1963 by the GVN. The
program was designed to induce enemy personnel to rally to the GVN. The rationale was that
defections weakened enemy forces and provided valuable intelligence information, Information
derived from the F-or Chanh (rallier or returnee) was used for propaganda purposes to cause
dissension and create distrust within enemy ranks as well as to encourage other enemy personnel to rally.
(C) The over-riding purpose of the program was to convert Hoi Chanhs into useful citizens.
Any person who had given active support to military, political, or economic activities of the
Viet Cong or the NVA and who voluntarily decided to return to the side of the government came
under the Chiemi 1-o Program. The service with the VC/NVA may have been voluntary or involuntary; howover, the act of returia h.Ad to be voluntary.
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(C) The reasons for rallying to the GVN varied. Fear was a major factor. Fear of never
seeing his family again and fear of being left on the battlefield without a proper burial had a
strong effect on the young soldier. The hard-c:ore ideologically motivated party man, while
also vulnerable to fears, was less likely to rally because of the depth of his convictions. Food
was often scarce and of poor quality for the enemy soldier. The same was commonly true of the
medical service available. Declining faith on Cie part of the enemy soldier in an ultimate Cornmunist victory provided further motivation to rally. Many VC became disillusioned with the
NLFSV movement. They thought of the protmises that were made and not kept. They began to
realize that they and their families actually had not benefited from the so-called VC land reform.
They sometimes doubted whether the VC were in fact fighting for the freedom and sovereignty of
Vietnam. The peace, prosperity, and happiness promised by the Communists beemed very
remote.
(C) Reception centers were established all over Vietnam to receive incoming VC. The centers contained facilities for processing returnees, living quarters, and classrooms for indoctrination and some vocational training. While at the Chieu Hoi Center, each Hoi Chanh was
required to attend a course in political education. Topics covered in the course included:
democratic processes of government- CVN policies and programs for combating Communist
insurgencies; rights and duties of a citizen in a democratic society; successes of the GVN contrasted to the failures of the VC; and inconsistencies in Communist policies and program-Is.
(C) After the period of indoctrination, the Hoi Chanh .'as given the option of returning to
his home village if it were secured from the Communists, going to a Chleu Hoi resettlement
village If there were one in his province and it had room for his family, or mnaking his way
elsewhere in an area of his choice. Vocational training was available to those who desired it.
(C) Iloi Chanhs were also encouraged to serve on an armed propaganda team (APT). The
function of the APTs was to operate in VC-controlled and contested areas to c-onduet propaganida
operations to induce defections. The APTs were armed to defend themqselves since they operated
in contested and VC areas and because they were called upon to provide security for Chicu lioi
installations.
(C) Many US units and some ARVN units realized the value of rotuirnees-- in tactical operations
and recruited them for full time ernphwnicnt. These returnees were called "Kit Carson Senuts"
and were uced in locating and capturing sto)res of mtateriel, localing VC units,. guiding wilitarv
forces on expeditions in unfamiliar terrain, locating milnoe and booby traps, and Identifying VC
during search and clear operations. The lloi Chanh could ent'*r the #\'N military service, rr he
could take a year'o draft deferment. If he were a land owner. a, In the case of a settler deeded
government land in or near a Chieu Hot village, he could receive further draft dofortn-ents because lie was producing food needed by the nation. If he were a teenager, an•d miany Cnnlmunist
defectors were u•f school age, lie becanA subject to the draft on reaching age 20.

*
*2

(C) The Hoi Chanh was provided with a 6-month subsistence allowance for feud and provitded
with a plot of land and building materials for his hobe,. 1y ins.uring that the lHi Chanh got a good
* tart on his new life, the GVN gained a more valuable astet: that made it leos likely that the
U|oi Chanh would return to the Communists.
(C)

The effectiveness of the GVN program was underscored by the VC reaction to it through

out the country.

Individual lot Chanhi.s and Chteu Hoi ctiterta were targets for enemy attacks.
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dangerous tactic which is
A captured VC document described the Chieu Hoi Program as a " . .
" The Communists had indoctrination programs of
having a great influence on our struggle ....
their own to warn th3 troops about "
the horrible fate that awaits you in government
hands ...

"

(C) In addition to the possibility of attacks against the program, there was also another
important security coasideiation. In many instances the enemy introduced "false ralliers" into
the system. Those personnel then conducted intelligence-gathering operations against the GVN
or joined the military forces. When the opprtunity arose the "false ralliers" bi-oke their
cover and assisted the overt enemy forces. There were several instances whe re outposts were
overrun using that tactic. ( 12)
iC) Based upon the highly successful Chieu Hoi Program--which produced a record 47. 023
Hoi Chanhs in 1909--the 1970 P&D Plan established a goal of 40. 000 H1-i Chanhs to be rallied
during the year with a Phase I goal of 25. 000 apportioned among the MRs at' follows:( 129
3.000 Woi Clanh
3. 100
S. 100
1.900

MR 1
MR 2
MR 3
MR4

(() The returnee rate for January of 2. 347 was significantly short of thte monthly goal of
4, 167. However. the decline was attributed to the discontinuance of the Third PNrty Inducement Awards Program. slower GVN trovement into new areas (patrticularly in IV CTZ which
provided some 70 percent of the 1969 rallijrs). a general slowdown in the momentum of pacification, increased enemy discipline. antd a general reluctance to rally before TET. ( 130
(C) Puring February the Chieu floi rate followed the pattern that wta expected. that is. aftvr
a period ofdecliting w"ekly rates during December and January. it fell to 4n extreonw low Iwint
durinu the week if TET itself .nd than increased significantly in subsoqtent w•eks. stabilising
at a level of abUt ((00 par week.
lnrdlately preceding T1T.r anti the nadir At TET itself resulted frýrtn
(C) The tdlee
traditional and p.ychological reluctance among low-level VC, who wore moust preno to rallying.
to take any tieciive action at that tine. Also on the allied side mnilitary presouro abated with
from
a cease-fire and there was less military pressurv from ARVN and less PSYOP puresurs
"hien le aerv•ke person, ol.
in I and TV CTZ*. friendly operations
(C) Immediately after TET, however. l-rtieulxiar
incrrasc•
d putting pressure on potentl returnees. The extensO.-i of pacification, increased
i'SYGP pressure. amd lack o( a VC offenivo w•ere all factors behind the rallying cif Z, 191 Ilol
Chanh. Although totals *,ere still lmhind I)%9's. record 1w-ete. there wai an improvement in the
quality of the returnee* as 66 14VA rallied in the first I tnonthl of 1970. three times the number
for the saime period of I
i~it
(C) The nufnber of ralliers for March was 2, 9';7 (up 566 from February) tif which there were
25 NVA and two regroupees. The slight increate In r*eturneos was attributed to intensified
VPSYOP in coe'jtuictlon with the spring .ampaign of the Ministry of Cheu Ho and the heightened
pacification activities following the TTV1 lull.
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(C) In March the GVN program to convert 313 VC prisoners of war (PWs) to Hoi Chanh
began. The first group of 74 received Hoi Chanh status at Danang ou 26 March. A heavy PYSOP
campaign, guided by MACV PSYOP Division (MACJ3-11), was condcfcted in conjucticn with the
program stressing the generosity of the GVN and its desire for peace and the well-being of all
its citizens.( 132 )
(C) The number of ralliers in April declined to 2, 803. The decline was not necessarily
significant of itself but further indicated the problem of attaininp the 1970 goals with rates below
4, 167 needed each month to reach the Phase I (30 Jun) goal of 25, 000. However, on the brighter
side was the continued increase in the number of NVA and regroupee returnees as 33 NVA and
six regroupees rallied. ( 133 )
(C) The returnee
with allied operations
were generated by the
crossed the border to
to the border.

rate of 3, 425 for May was the highest 1970 monthly total yet recorded,
in Cambodia providinr. most of the impetus. Although many of the ralliers
Cambodian operation, very few actually rallied inside Cambodia. Most
escape the heavy military action and rallied in GVN provinces adjacent

(C) On 11 May a man who claii . to be a banking expert from COSVN and engaged in research on the financial, economic, end monetary situation of GVN rallied to Chieu Hoi authorities in Biih Duong Province, III CTZ. He claimed a civilian-rank equivalent to a Ehrigadier
General and was thus the high.. ranking Communist to rally to the GVN since the inception of
the Chieu Hoi program in 19%
134 ) However, later investigation proved him to be a fraud.
(U) The month of June produced the lowest monthly total yet recorded in 1970 as only
2. -99 enemy 'nersonnel chese to Chieu Hoi. Thus Phase I ended 8. 778 short of the 25, 000 goal.
The rather sudden decrease was attributed for the most part to the steadily declining rate of
eiiemn contact by allied units in the Cambodian area adjacent to III and IV CTZs and the relative
abjsence of ARVN ni-ts from contested areas in IV CTZ. ( 135 )
(U) The monthly rate improved slightly in July as 3, 116 returnees were registered. Of
these were the 313 VC PW who had been converted to gLgiCh but were not included in previous totals. The breakdown of the converted PW was:l13 )
Other
MR

Military

Political

Elements

Subtotal

1

6?

12

0

74

2

44

3

30

77

3

61

5

Z5

91

4

65

6

0

71

Total

23?

26

55

13

(U) Kier Hoa Province in MR 4 with 701 returnees in August lead all provinces. It had mtore
ralliers than any of the other three military regions. The record came about as the 7th ARVN
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i,

Div added a regiment to the one already operating in Kien Hoa. The two regiments joined all
available sector military and paramilitary sources in concentrating first on Mo Cay District
and then on the Ba Vat area of Don Nhon District, both of which had been under enemy military
and political domination ever since 1964. In a 2-week period end-ing 31 Aug, over 200 returnees
were received in the Ba Vat area alone. In order to process such large groups of returnees
without straining aiready overcrowded Chieu Hoi facilities, the MR 4 Chnieu Hoi representative
formed a mobile team composed of cadre from Go Cong and An Giang Provinces to perform onthe-spot administrative processing and political indoctrination in Ba Vat. ( 137)
(U) Kien Hoa Province continued to be the big success story of the Chieu Hoi program. That
MR 4 province at the find of October had been the nation's leading producer of returnees for 14
consecuti-ve wie~s )In October Kien Hoa had 596 returnees or slightly more than a fourth of the
national total.
)
(U) November continued the downward trend which started in October. After the typhoon
rains abated, MR 1 in November recovered from its worst mnonth in 2 1/2 years to record 414
returnees. Nationwido there were 2. 186 returnees, the lowest monthly total since September
1968.( 139 )
(C) The year ended with a total of 32. 661 returnees,
Figure VTII-20. )

7. 339 short of the 40, 000 goal.

(See

(C) In numerical terms, the Cý,hieu Hoi Program deprived the VC /NVA of over 170, 000
members. Even more important than numbers was the significant contributions made to the
allied (wa 1 ffort by the returnees in the form of intelligence and assistance in tactical operations.
(C) Since the inception of the program in 196 3. there have been 17 3, 064 returnees (see
Figure VIT1-21). The most sucee.!ful year for the program was 1c)09 when 47, 0)23 rallied,
During 1970 the number of ralliers decreased to 32, 661. (See Figure V111-22Z for a nionth/hMp
breakout for 1970. ) A partial reason for the decline was a decreane in the level of gzround combat
in South Vietnam. Exposurv to government forces gave the enemy a chance to rally, but this
opportunity lessened as the onemy remained out ef contact.

(C) Another -easan for the declite wato the enemy'tt throo-man vell concopt. lky makking
each man responsible for the other,, in hi4 "cell. " the chance for the individuial to rally was
extremely limited. TIhreats against a man's family also served to discourAý.,e rallying to the
Q#VN. As unatpower became more critical to the enemny, his offort" to covitrol his personiel
became nvore intense. Sinco the Inveption of the program. only 1. 041 of the total Hiot C'hanhs
havce been North Vietnarnette (see Filgure VIII-ZA). The pr~mary reason was thatthNA
soldier had all of his famnily ties in the north. and to rally to the GVN erased ah hopes for himi
to ever return to his home.
ESYOP Supp~ort for ( hiou I-mi
WC)In addition v, directing the design. developmenmt. prochiction, and doebvery. ini conceýrl
with GVN, of billiont -r)fei Hot leaflets per year. MAIV PSYOP tDivisiort (MACJ3- Ill conductoel studies to deter%. W~
th1`e ffectiveness of the program. Otte such1 rtudy of the declining
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number of Chieu Hoi ralliers in IV CTZ was prepared in January. It concluded the primary contributing factors were increased enemy activity coupled with increased enemy security which
provided fewer opportunities to rally. Also, as pacification programs focused on consolidating
controlled areas, rather than opening new territory, the number of Chieu Hoi decreased. ( 141
(U) In February a Human Sciences Research (HSR) team, contracted to ARPA and serving
Joint US ',Public Affairs Office (JUSPAO) and MACJ3-11 as clients, completed an initial task of
studying obstacles to enemy defection. Extensive literature surveys and field research in the
form of interrogations identified 58 obstacles of varying degrees of importance. Two major
obstacles identified were: fear of harm to self by either side and fear of punitive action against
one's family. A secondary obstacle identified was a strong belief in the enemy cause. ( 142
(C) PSYOP effectiveness was attested to in a captured VC document, originated by the
Political Bureau of Military Region 2 (IV CTZ), which stated that the Open Arms (Chieu Hoi)
Program was especially troublesome because of the nostalgic-home-sickness theme. It attributed VC difficulties to deficiencies in their own forces, especially the political cadre. Enemy
countermeasures outlined in the document included more ideological orientation and a tightening of the rules on exposure to PSYOP material. Of special interest was the recommendation to
"positively motivate theso dier s' dependents to participate in activities to counter enemy PSYWAR and Chieu Hoi. '"
(U) Based upon the highly successful results of the 1969 Nguye Trai I and II Campaigns,
designed to induce the enemy to rally under the Chieu Hoi Program, the GVN General Political
Warfare Department (GPWD), in cornjuction with MACJ3-1 1, planned a new nationwide campaign
called Nguye Trai III. The campaign was initially planned to run from I May to 30 Aug 70,
but later altered to 16 Apr to 16 Aug 70 and again extende. to 16 Oct because of the diversion
of RVN resources in Cambodia. The total programmed US support included 430 million leaflets
of which all but 177 million were developed by the GVN GPWD.
(U) The campaign was off to an auspicious start as two FRANTIC GOAT missions were
flown in April dispensing approximately 24 million leaflets. by 20 3ul RVNAF aircraft had
disseminated 482 million leaflets resulting in 7, 115 ralliers of the 12, 000 rallier goal. Al.o,
because of the extended campaign, the GPWD printed an additional 20 million leaflets, while
MACV directed the 7th PSYOP Group to print and disseminate an additional 16 million leaflets
and t,•4• h PSYOP Group to print and deliver 64 million leaflets to the GPWD for dissemination. "
Luc LunAg 66 (Kit Carson Scouts)
(U) A valuable offshoot of the Chiou fla| progra,. dating back to the summer of 1966, consiated of integrating certain experienced VC/NVA ralliers into US and F'roe World combat
units, where the highly qualified volhnteers were invaluable as guides and scouts in locating and
identifying enemy units, installations, booby trappa, assernoly areas, and routes of movement.
Understanding the VC/NVA modus operandi because they had p-articipated in it. they asoisted in
the search for enemy equipment and supplies; joined in psychological oporationd; assisted in the
interrogation of captive%. ouspects, or other returnoes; assisted in the identification of VG and
VCI; and last, but not least, helped in identification of dead and wounded enemy. By the end
of 1969, 2,245 Kit Carson Scouts were employed by all Free World Forces.
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(U) To promote a better understanding between GVN officials and the scouts, the name Kit
Carson Scout was changed in January 1970 to the title Luc Luong 66 which was selected by the
Minister of Chieu Hoi. The new name translated to Force 66.
(U) The valor, resourcefulness, and dedication of the Kit Carson Scouts (KCS) continued to
be their hallmark. Personal acts of bravery were the rule rather than the exception. However,
despite the gradual growth of the KCSs to a force of 2,275 in January, 2,288 in February, and
2, 341 in March, the recruiting and retention of qualified personnel became a matter of command
concern. CG, 101st Abn Div (Ambl) concisely stated the problem in February 1970 reporting:
The rising cost of living, coupled with increased pay for ARVN
soldiers, makes it increasingly difficult to retain scouts. Scouts
are joining the ARVN with a slight reduction in pay with a possibility
of getting more time off and having less dangerous jobs. An acrossthe-board pay raise of $VN2, 000 is considered the minimum necessary to keen the job of KCS economically attractive.. ( 145 )
(U)

This position was f,,..ther amplified bv the CG, III MAF and CG, USARV.

(C) The KCS-pay problem was resolved on 31 May as an across-the-board pay increase of
$VN2, 500 per month was granted retroactive to I May, The pay of the KCS therefore became:
1. Scout Leaders - $VN 12, 500 Division/Separate Brigade/Region/NAVFORV
$VN

2.

10,000 Brigade/Regiment

$VN

9, 000 Battalion/Province

$VN

8, 000 Company/District

Scout - $VN7. 500

(C) Scout authorizations for the remainder of calendar year 1970 wero also established ati:
USARV - 2,5'310: NAVFORV - 100: 111 MAF (Ist Ma rDiv) - 156; Australian For.ces - 50; Royal
Thai Volunteer Forces - 50: and Republic oi Korea Forces - 10. Also, to provide a phaset-ti
of
scouts as US units redeployed, a coiling was established that would not be exceeded tnless approved by COMUSMACV. It was:
Scout Ceiling,
Per US Division

350

Per US Brigade

150

30

Per US Separate Battalion
Per CTZ on Provhr,'e Advisor Teams

100

(C) As US forces with reow theroe were adjustments to the Lotc Luong 66 program ceilinog.
In November COMUSMACV prpoded the following ceilings for Y77T1.. (147)
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JAW*
Second Half CY71

First Half CY71
1,900

1,100

150

150

NAVFORV

50

50

ROKFV

50

50

RTAFV

50

50

ATFV

50

50

USARV
III MAF

Brighter Life for War Victims

(C) The 1970 P&D Plan established two goals within the "Program of Improving War Victims'
Welfare." The first was settling the status of the 1968-1969 evacuees by continuing resettlement in proper localities, and especially promoting return of evacuees to their native villages
insofar as pacification progress would permit. Secondly, those whose families were disrupted
or properties were damaged by war (houses destroyed, relatives died, wounded, disabled, and
war orphans and widows) were to receive timely aid and be assisted efficiently to establish normal lives.( 148

Refugees
(U) Over three million people, almost 20 percent of RVN's total population, sought refuge
during 1964-69. Refugees were defined as those forced to leave their homes and means of
livelihood to escape Communist pressures, artillery or bombardment, or the crossfire of war.
In March 1969, 1, 450, 000 were still on GVNa refugee rolls; by 30 Dec 69 the payment of allowances reduced this number to Z70,000. Improvement in security in most areas of RVN
during 1969, as a result of the pacification program, was the single most important factor in
making possible the payment of allowances and thereby assisting refugees to once more become
established.
(U) In furtherance of the GVN policy to reduce the numbers of refugees, COMUSMACV reaffirmed to the command on 8 Feb all pertinent directives pertaining to the generation of refugees
by stating:
The policy of the GVN and this command requires that the relocation of people to regroup them for greater security or to remove
them from enemy control be kept to an absolute rmini-num. Such relocations generally work against US and GVN policy objectives. Not
only do the people becorne a burden on the Government, which must
house, feed, and resettle them, but their allegiance or potential
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A nurse provide i medicine for a child In a clinic operated for the 800 residents of ai refug~ee Camp
in Ninh Loi Hamlet. The village and the Cao Dal Chkircth jointlv meet welfare need-s of the ethnic
Vietnamese who fled to Tay Ninh from the war Ih Cambodia.
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allegiance to the GVN is undermined by the hardships which they
undergo. At the same time the hamlet structure is destroyed and
usable land is taken out of cultivation.
It is therefore GVN policy that civilians are not to be relocated,
v
except when special circumstances exist,Council
and then
only after
( 149approval
(CPDC).
Development
by the Central Pacification
(U) The message then provided guidance for US commanders faced with a refugee generation situation.
(C) Although 7, 370 new refugees were generated or newly registered during January, the
overall refugee population declined to 249, 398. This included 157, 395 temporary refugees,
47, 560 in resettlement process, and 44, 435 out-of-camp. ( 150
(C) The caseload decreased further during February everywhere except IV CTZ where
operations in the U Minh Forest generated new refugees in Kien Giang, An Xuyen, and Chuong
Thien Provinces. Thus, the nationw.de population increased by 9, 170 to 258, 568, including
179, 820 temporaries, 29, 306 in the resettlement process, and 49, 442 out-of-camp. ( 151 )
(C) Despite reestablishment of Z5, 246 refugees. 17, 509 by return to their original villages
and 7,737 by payment of benefits at new locations, the overall population rose by 65,264 to total
323, 832, in March. More than 43, 000 of the increase were out-of-camp refugees reinstated
in Phu Yen Province (II CTZ) after they were erroneously removed from the rolls in 1969.
Additionally, I CTZ reported 35,416 newly registered refugees, II CTZ 1,079, and IV CTZ
7, 125. The I CTZ total included those generated during previous months but not registered
until a particular point was made of the need to assure refugee benefits despite the impact on
statistical totals. (152 )
(C) In March, two pilot community development projects were initiated at Binh Thuong and
Go Mit refugee sites in Binh Dinh Province, II CTZ. The program was conceived after the
Ministry of Social Welfare stated in a communique it planned to execute "a test site project.
aimed at motivating refugees to support the local administration to implement development programs through community centered activities. " If the project succeeded, the communique
contlinued, similiar programs would be tried throughout the country. The sites were chosen
because they were secure and had adequate communication facilities, yet lacked sufficient
economic development. ( 153
(C) March also witnessed the end of the US Automatic Data Printout (ADP) reporting
system. Starting in April, all data received from the field was transmitted under the Refugee
Field Program Management Information System (RFP/MIS), or Automatis Reporting System
(ARS). The new system was designed to shift considerable responsibility to the GVN service
chief and reduce advisory reporting requirements. It would also identify refugees in somewhat
different classifications to reflect an increase in the total number of refugees previously carried on the rolls who did not appear under the old system. For example, out-of-camp refugees
who returned to their homes and were then dropped from refugee rolls but still were due-a
I-month rice allowance and those carried under the "returned to village statistics" without
receiving all of their benefits were added to the new report.( 154 1
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(C) In April a significant increase in the active caseload appeared as the new reporting
system was put into effect. The new refugee population broke down to 345,224 refugees both
in-and out-of-camp and 239, 570 in the new major category of "in return-to-village process"
for an active caseload total of 584, 794. Although the new system continued to report all refugees
on the active rolls until final benefits were paid, it did not indicate former refugees paid in
full who continued living in the camps. ( 155
(C) With further division of the caseload of refugees into the distinctly different problems
of in-camp and out-of-camp refugees and the return-to-village program for displaced persons,
May totals stood at 332,016 and 270,008, respectively. These figures represented a decrea-se
of 13,208 in the refugee category and an increase of 30,438 in the return-to-village category.
Also, during the month, Ministry of Social Welfare representatives paid final benefits to 16, 548
in-and out-of-camp refugees and resettled, with full payment, 30, 987 individuals in their home
villages. ( 156 )
(C) Duing June 19,919 refugees were added:to the rolls, 45 percent of the year's total to
date of 44, 636. However, the in-and out-of-camp totals dropped to 287, 753 as final paymcnt
were made to 26, 456 refugees, while the return-to-village group grew to 282, 672, despite the
payment of final benefits to 48, 165, for a total national caseload of 570,425.
(C) On 30 June, Phase I of the 1970 P&D Plan ended with the refugee program far short
of its established goals. The results were:

Benefits-Paid-in-Place
Return-to-Village
(C)

Phase I Goal

Attained

101, 825
273, 514

44.591
105. 448

The return-to-village status for Phase I was:(157)
In Return-to-Village
Process

MR

Returned to Village

1

43,507

52. 662

2

92.003

Z3, 615

3

5,520

2,607

4

141 42

46,504

Totals

Z82. 672

105, 448

(C) Twice during Phase It (I Jul - 31 Oct), GVN proved it could orvanih.e and carry out
relief efforts. First was the generally expeditious transporting, processing, ansi 'esettling
of refugees from Cambodia. (Seo Annex C for a more thororagh 0isvsus ion of Cambodian refu goas. ) Second was the fairly prompt and effective roactio:i to the October flood in Central
Vietnatm. In both instances Viot"Amese officials ted tht way, with Americans far in the background providing mainly loglottcal support. However, it was estimated the floods woeld iet the
refugee operation back 3 to 6 months.
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(C) At the end of Phase 11 (31 Oct), the benefits-paid-in-place program was about 30 percent behind the goal, with 70, 155 persons paid as compared to a goal of 101, 856. However,
the return-to-village program was about 47 percent ahead of the 100, 000 goal with 147, 213
benefits paid. (158)
(C) The end-of-year report reflected a similar situation. The benefits-paid-in-place program showed 139,709 persons paid with the goal being 203,681. Again the return-to-village
program was ahead of the goal with 388, 003 paid return-to-village benefits; the goal was
373, 514. (159) (See Figures VIII-24 and 25.)

War Victims
(C) In addition to the regular refugee program, the 1970 P&D Plan included a program to
expand and improve assistance to those suffering property damage, injury, or loss of life from
war-related causes. The GVN Ministry of Social Welfare, assisted by MACV CORDS Refugees
Directorate, started the year by refining caseload statistics on war victims, including war
orphans, widows, and the physicly disabied. The initial report identified 572, 000 victims, both
military and civilian as follows: (1 0)
War Orphans

-

258, 000

Civilian

-

105, 000 with 20, 000 in registered orphanages and the remainder in
unregistered orphanages.

Military

-

153, 000 with 108, 000 wards of the nation and the remainder awaiting
processing.

War Widows

-

131,000

Civilian

-

50, 000 apparently receiving no heneflil.

Military

-

81,000 with 61,000 receiving benefit= atd the romainder awaiting pro-

Phys.ically Disabled
Civtllo

Military

-

1-3, 000

112. 000 with 11 700 parapleglics. 21, 00 blind arvd/olr deaf, 8lZ. 700
armpteoo and others serioualy disabled..
51,000 with 6,400 paraplEgrs,. 6.601) blWiw ad/or deaf. Z1.000 Aputees.
and 17,000 othets listed as ýseriou.

(C) The plight of the VoterAno Progratni came to public attention during March as disaltivtied disabled viterant set up squatter shacks, dmnonstrated, and clashed with polics In Saigon.
Despiuie presidentala backhig, veterais, tegilAtion dild not boeCnOM a fact 'mtil 1 Jut1 when President
Thieu signed the oew War Veterans' lAw. 1-e also spoke on radio/TV on 10 Jul explaining ma)or
provisions of the law and announc4ng 41sahled veterant v ould be allowed to r.c "-ipy .quatter shacks
until. ertnanneht housing was aflngaod. Major and intarostingl articl4 of tOw law were:

I

I.
.

t
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BRIGHTER LIFE FOR WAR VICTIMS
I JAN- 31 DEC 70
MILLIONTRENDS
1970 P4OGRAM
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1.

Article 7 - Compensation for disabled veterans and allowances
for dependents.

2.

Articles 12 and 40 - Reserved a number of jobs and places of
employment in Government and private offices for disabled veterans and gave priority for being recruited to war widows, wards
of the nation, and war orphans.

3.

Article 15 - Admitted disabled soldiers to veterans' villages;
allocated land and materials to construct houses; included disabled soldiers in priority one (next to farmers who were presently cultivating their land) to be allocated land based on the
"Land to the Tiller" Law.

4,

Article 17 - Provided free vocational training for disabled
soldiers.

5.

Article 59 - Provided rights and benefits for paramilitary
forces and other forces.

(C) The Ministry of Social Welfare estimate showed the new law affected war victims as
follows:
Estimated

Current Case

Estimated No. of

Category

Number
(Civ/Mil)

Load of
Ministries*

Cases Covered
Under Vots Law

Physically Disabled

183. 000

5 1. 000

50, 000

War Widows

131,000

61.000

81.000

War Orphans

258. 000

108.000

153,000

6lncludes both Ministry of Social Welfare and War Veterans.

People's Information

(C)

The principal objective. of the 1970 P&D Plan. in the People's Information ares.

wore

to:
I.
Motivate the people to unite them into a oolid national force capable of insuring a
decisive victory by the people in the political war against the Commasista.
1.
Inteusively materialize the
a democratic life in daily activities.

eorintu~ity spirit in the provinces to create and develop
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Build on the results of the 1969 program in order to secure success, and at the
3.
same time, widely publicize and explain the GVN's 1970 P&D Plan.
(C) Major propaganda themes for the year were established as:
1.

In secure areas:

The success of the Republic of Vietnam in all fields: military,
a.
political, and foreign affairs.
b.

Increased combat effectiveness of the Armed Forces.

c.

Achievements of the 1969 Pacification and Development Plan.

The 1970 Pacification and Development Plan (significance
d.
and purpose of action).
e.
Plan).

Neutralization of enemy infra-structures (PHUNG HOANG

f.
Resettlement of refugees in new hamlets and their return to
their old villages.
g.
Land reform policy, development 'of agriculture and fishery,
organization of associations and cooperatives; etc.
Merge and intensively develop popular forces such as People's
h.
Force, Farmers' Groups, Women's Groups, Young Men's
Defense
Self
Groups, ecc.
In urban districts, efforts will be made to rebuild damaged
i.
areas and to root out corruption, etc.
2.

In unpacified areas:

a.
vers.

Denunciation of communist oppression and exploitation mdneu-

b.
Condemnation of communist intransigence in penice talks
(they continue to fight while negotiating Paris peace talk).
c.

Appeal to VC soldiers and cadres to rally to the just cause.

"d, Call on the ponulation to fight courageously against the communists and to assist the authorities when our troops :ome to pacify
16Z
their hamlets.

I

L
VJLI-t
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(C) While there were no meaningful measurable goals established for the People's Information Program to measure progress against, certain efforts of the GVN and MACV staff support were worthy of note. GVN required Mobile Information Teams be formed to travel throughout the countryside to supplement the work of the resident village and hamlet information cadre.
For the period 25 Dec 69 and 25 Jan 70, the Ministry of Information reported 116 teams visited
159 villages, 91 hamlets and 28 khom (family settlements). The local cadre, primarily required
to engage in face-to-face contacts with the people to explain GVN policies, reported 10, 360
such contacts with 116, 561 people contacted during the same period. Additional work included
235 reading rooms cpened, 286 information posts, 16 new public TV sets, and the formation of
three new 16-man culture/drama teams. ( 163
(C) An early examination of the results of the Information Program required a new emphasis
on its objectives. While there were reports of meetings conducted at province level for cadre
and officials, the emphasis failed to catch on in lower echelons. Reports from the village level
indicated only 16 to 25 percent of the required meetings were held. Similarly, the face-to-face
meetings by bamlet cadre varied from 10 to 40 percent of achievement.
(C) On 30 Mar, the Prime Minister redetermined the program's objectives on the basis of
observation of the earlier problems. As a result, all provinces and cities were to publish local
monthly news and public information magazines and to set up significant subject campaigns for
their areas. Province chiefs or deputy province chiefs were instructed to direct one village
meeting per week to assist in solving urgent pacification problems and monitor the program's
operations. The district information chief was to hold one village meeting per week and his
village-level cadre one hamlet meeting per week. Visits to families, for face-to-face contact,
were again emphasized as the primary operational tactic for village and hamlet-level cadre. (164)
(C) Through April it was apparent that the People's Information activities were limited by
the amount of effort spent by the Vietnam Information Service (VIS) cadre on preparing and
distributing materials on local elections. From reports sent by provincial advisors, it appeared
only five provinces had exemplary information efforts, four provinces were totally unresponsive
to the program, and the remainder were making attempts to comply, with varying degrees of
success.( 165
(C) People's Informnation activities continued to be affected by the concentration of VIS
activity on local elections, province or municipal council elections, and Cambodian refugees/
repatriates. Province advisors rated seven of the 16 provinces in MR 4 as having superior
People's Information progrants, where visits to the hamlets, face-to-face contacts between cadre
and residents, and seminars were reported "outstanding." The nine others were either poor or
doing nothing. Throughout the rest of the country, an additional five provinces wore rated as
having excellent programs with the remainder bein, rated as "poor. "
(C) Through May, the Minister of Information traveled throughout the country explaining
the programs of GVN as advisors concentrated on the training seminars for the :adre and officials.
As a result of the visits, two problem areas were identified, insufficient funding und the lach of
qualified cadre because of the draft laws. To alleviate the latter problem, the Ministry proposed
the assignmn tt .f draft-exempt RD cadre, scheduled for phasedown. to village awd hamlet VIS
cadre slots.( 166 )
(C) Phase I of the 1970 P&D Plan ended 30 Jun with the P~qyjlu'
as a problent area. barely underway, anti lacking dirnectionu(.i }
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(U) Phase 11 (3] Oct) and the year-end reports showed no significant change in the overall
effectiveness of the program.

Prosperity for All

(C) Thourh somewhat overwhelming in the scope implied by the title, "Prosperity for All,
the objective was gauged to continue the 1969 GVN efforts for economic development.

Land Reform
(C) The goal of land reform to complete distribution of former French-owned and other
government-owned lands, hinged on the Land-to-the-Tiller Law. The law was passed and the
cadr,ýs started training to implement it. President Thieu issued the first new title under the program on 28-29 Aug 70 in Bac Lieu and Kien Giang Provinces. There was, as was expected, some
resistance to the program from landiords and particularly from loyal absentee military men, but
the program was started, At year's end slightly over 125, 000 hectares of the programmed
345,000 hectares had been distributed. ( 168 ) (See Figure VIII-26 and Table VIII-4, p.VIII-10l.)

Rice Production
(U) Since rice was the basic agricultural commodity it was singled out for particular attention in production methods. A great amount of progress was realized by the introduction of
the "miracle rice" (IR 5, 8, 20, and 22). Although the taste was quite differen:t from paddy rice
and less desirable to the oriental palate, the new rice had up to five times more yield per iiectare. The goal was to plant 500, 000 hectares; the year-end total reached 306, 174 hectares.
See Figure VUI-27 for a breadkown by MRs. ( 169

Other Quantifiable Goals
(G) Other established goals and results were: (170)

(See Table VIII -4)

1. Sorghutm was approved for initial efforts with a goal of 6, C00 hectares; 1,500 hectores were planted.
2.
The extension of rural credit, through the Agriculture Development Bank (ADB)
was set at an additional $VNI billion or $VAN. 6 billion for the end of 1970. A level of $VN5. 9
billion wus reached.
3.
Establish 25 additional Rural Credit Banks to a year-end total of Z9, (These banks
wore funded on a 50-50 basis by the GVN and local resources.) Only six were established.
4,
The Village Self-Development fund wart continued in 1970 but unde- a new formula
whereby $VN400, 000 was given to every village. For each 500 people above 2, 500, the village
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Duck feathers now are RVN's No 2 export. No. I is rubber and wood shows great pronise.
)rtinQ S5 times more- than it was exoorting.
1q70 RVN was

In

With the help of "'miracle rice" ttraims which have yitelds of up five timo local varietivs, RVN is
expected to .ichievte sol: s~ufflcincy in rice production bv mid-1972.
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received an additional $VN50, 000. Also, the distinction between elected and appointL 2 village
governments was abolished as a criterion in determining eligibility for self-development funds.
At the end of the year $VNI. 9 billion had been obligated as compared to the $VN2. 15 billion
allocated.
(C) Nearly all designated roads, railroads, and waterways were opened (see Chaptei TX
for a detailed discussion of the status of LOCs). DEPCOMUSMACV for CORDS summed it up:
"Not quantifiable, but clearly evident, were the reopened roads, busy markets atid solvent
farmers, especially in the populous Delta, which marked the atmosphere resulting frorm expanded security, revived production and reopened circulation.

EVA LUATION

Phase I Summary

(C) Phase I (1 Jan to 30 Jun) of the GVN's 1970 P&D Program was characterized by a
general letdown nationwide on the part of the GVN. There were two reasons: the natural tendency toward complacency after a year of success; and the distractions of Cambodia and local
political and economic problems. The problems of pacification were thus temporarily put on
the back burner. The enemy in April and May stepped up his small-unit attacks on territorial
forces' outposts and increased terrorist attacks. April was the ,tst month since the TET attacks of February 1968 that the HES showed a national regression (0. 8 percent). By June,
however, the enemy pressure had subsided a bit, and with a few local exceptions, the enemy
found that he had not been able to regain the initiative.
(C) Prosrress during Phase I, albeit at a slower rate than in previous years, actually
occurred in the areas of population control, RF/PF assigned strength, and local government
(province, village, and hamlet elections).
(C) Problems persisted in the PHOENIX p_-ograrn (targeting atid legal processing of VCI
remained poor), the refugee progran, (Quang Nam ?r wviv, .' being the problem with over 50
percent of all refugees in Vietnam), and the People's Information 'Program, which was barely
underway and still lacked direction.
(C) Phase I ended 30 Jun with an enrphasis at all lavels of the GVN on regaining the momentum and the sense of urgency of 1969. 1o do this, on 13 Jun the GVN decreed that a Special
Pacification and Development Campaigr would be run from I Jul to 31 Oct. The main thrust
of the campaign was to make a reality of the process of consolidatior of 1969 gains called for
in the 1970 plan. 171)
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Electricity brings not only comforts, but also entertainment. Since rural electrification came to
An Giang Province, more than 5,000 privately owned television sets have been purchased, and
appliance stores and repair shops spring up weekly.

~ý-

4,*

The advent of electricity in rural RVN has lengthened the productive period of cottage industries,
and profits in one area served by a pilot rural electrification project have increased by more than
30 percent.
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In October 1970 thousands of South Vietnamese passed through this entrance to view the largest
trade fair in their country's history. The theme of the fair was "higher productivity and better
quality. " Exhibits were set up on 3 hectares of land in the midst of Saigon University campus and
170 factories and business enterprises, Vietnamese and foreign, sponsored exhibits.

S.....
.....

r......

On display at the Saigon fair is this utility vehicle called "La Dalat." It has been assembled in
Vietnam since mid-1970 with a Vietnamese-made body and French-built chassis and motor by
the Citroen company.
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Pretty girls st;l fairgoers dry-cell batteries produced by a Vietnamese company that also makes
flashlights and voltage regulators.

Admirers cluster around Vietnamese handicraft at its finest, lacquer vases and lamp bases
formed on a silk base, with traditional inlaid mnother-of -pearl designs.
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Phase II Summary

(C) Phase II (I Jul to 31 Oct) produced some overdue GVN activity in pacification programs
in the provinces. Better security prevailed nationwide, especially in MRs 3 and 4, thanks to
the operations in Cambodia, and the number of VC-controlled hamlets was reduced. Enemy
activity continued to decline, despite exhortations from COSVN to press on. The GVN moved
forward, but at a slower pace than last year. The GVN remained ahead of the VC, but was
not as far ahead in internal security programs as it was in territorial security programs, The
key question was whether GVN's rate of improvement would be sufficient both to prevent regression while the US withdrawal continued and to stay ahead of the enemy's slow but appErently
172
)
serious adoption of the new tactics of small-unit action, increased terrorism, and proselyting.(

Looking Back on 1970

Summary
(C) In a message to the US/VN Delegation in Paris, DEPCOMUSMACV for CORDS summarized the pacification program for 1970. His summary follows:
The effective cross-border operatio.ns against the enrny sanctuaries in Cambodia helped the GVN to improve its position over 1969
in the field of padification. The resultant weakness of the enemy
effort within Viet Nam coincided with the growth to maturitv ef many
of the territorial forces and PSDF, The enemy's protracted war
tactics failed to stall the pacification drive, although the GVN d l
not progress as much in 1970 as it did in 1969. During 1970 the
nature of the war began to change from a territorial struggle to an
internal security struggle. This struggle will continue ir- 1971 avd
will be supplemented by a political contest. The national elections
could affect pacification by diverting the attention of the national
leadership from the pressing problems to be solved. ( 173)

Appraisal
(C) DEPCOMUSMACV for CORDS offered the following appraisal of tho 1970 pacification
program.
The new decade began with the hope that the pacification momniýtumn that had been built up during 1969 could be sustained during 1970.
The enemy had made the mistake of concentrating on military attacks
during 1969, thereby failing to prevent the GVN's terr'torial expansion. The GVN therefore designed the 1970 Pacification &nd Developmont Plan to be in general an improved version of the 1969 Plan,
providing for continuity of 1969's effort plus some next-to-inpossiblo
goals such as 100 percent of the population in ABC categories and
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90 percent in AB categories of a new and more stringent Hamlet
Evaluation System (HES). Meanwhile COSVN Resolutions 9 and 14
indicated that the enemy intended to try to thwart pacification by reverting to the protracted war tactics of guerrilla attacks, terrorism,
and covert political penetration. Internal security need,, to be
strengthened, so the 1970 Plan stressed the Pho-Lnix and National
Police programs. Political development at the local Iev'el was to
be encouraged by holding re-elections in the villages and hamlets
that had held elections in 1967, and by holding elections for province councils and the Senate. preparatory to the Presidential
and Lower House elections of 1971. Econoni, difficulties, which
the austerity measures of November 19(,9 did not remiedy, were a
continuing matter of concern. Nevertheless, 1970 began with a sense
of satisfaction over most of the r-sults of 1969 and a hope for
steady, if slower, progress during 1970.
A year later, there is another sense of satisfaction at the
improvement during 1970. Much of the improvement came as a
result of the unexpected change in the Cambodian Government and
the effective cross-border operations against the e~iemy sanctuaries.
During the first few months o~f the year, many GVN officials coasted
with respect to the pacification program. The coasting was partly
because of a diversion of 'he President's and the national leadership's attention from pacification to problems of Cambodia, the
economy, and poli'ical unrest of student.- and vtderans in Saigon.
Meanwhile the entemy generated s~ome pressures int conformity with
his new tactics, znd \Iarch and April s.%w a surge of terrorism through
out the couuntry. 1htat was his high point for the year, however, as
the imipact of the OperAtions; IV.Cand11dia ;And rev~ived afttention tf
oacification by GV N management at 41ll -vols set himn back tho rest
o, the year in almost all parts of the cýountry.

-

A speeial effort to regain
lonntmi
pacificalion and developn' ent wae toado from July throutgh ()ttohor, which was a l~o the
period of maximum impact of the anti--aneitua ry oporationsi, The
roe4ultaint weaknesst of the ene-my effort Within Viot N1411 coincide with
the growth to maturity of many *of the torritor~al forvies,4 )SDF2, and
othe-r Plements that had beevn sebedand
crktdoly trained during
19'69, but which began to ohow a dogrvo of ý4;fidenco Avid competonct.

by mid-1970.
Thus Ole vnvoiy'A prtractod wAr tactics5 fitiled to achieve the
goal of stalling the pacification drive, t t týortunatrly. on the 6VIN
side there wala ilower than droirkd inwprwvirmý'nx In the Vhoaviix
a ad VA~tsnal Poestct prograitns. It vwA,- :lot unt~il latc in the year that
higi'leIvel C"V.N ,%ttr1-ixinn turned to puit prv~sure iwhitid Ntoni.and the. Nativinal i-.1ico.
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The GVN's political program for 1970 proved to be highly successful, however. Ninety-five percent of all villages and hamlets in
the country now have elected officials. Once elected, those officials
massive trainwere trained and, hopefully, motivated by the GVI\
ing program. All provinces have elected orovince councils which are
now participating in decision making. The Senate elections went
smoothly, as did the Self-Development Campaign by which each village was consultt.' on its desires for development projects for 1971.
Thus popular preferences are now being expressed from the villages
up to the national level.
Military momentum resumed throughout the country during the
latter half of the year with the penetration of the few remainiag VC
base areas, such as the U Minhd Forest and portions of Kien Hoa Province in Military Region (MR 4), and portions of Quang Ngai and
Quang Nam Provinces in MR 1. Here the effective and proven
technique was applied, entering in force with Regular Forces to push
away large enemy units, following up with territorial forces to provide local security, resettling the population, opening roads, establishing markets, etc.
There are imperfections in this overall picture, especially in
MR Z, where the enemy was not knocked off balance and in fact
applied his intended tactics. In Binh Dinh and Phu Yen Provinces
he abducted citizens for indoctrination stessions and assassinated
their elected representatives. There the internal security struggle
did take place and is going on today, and the slow GVN development of the Phoenin and National Police programs, plus some
w,~aknesses in te-rttorial security forces and political collusion,
f.auSed concern. At Lhe same time, in most of the country, tlnproved security produced a momentum of its own and the oenmy's
difficultios in manpower. supplies and fredom of"movemont
mounted as the poolmation becamei. content with the new atmos•.phere
of sa-fty, The flow of ralliors continued, totalling 32. 661 by
yeares end who had loft the enemy camp.
If 1968 was a military yoar and 1960 onon of territorial e•xposion, 1970 turned out to be dominated by Cambodia. although it wa.t
anticipated to have bhvln a period of into*rnml Security soruggle. Thill
struggle will now tak, place in 1971. It will be supplemnonted by the
political contest expx-etAd for 1971. Th.reafter. of vouirse. thv
struggle will eontinue; if all noev* reaonoably wll, the sittlation should
be dominated by the GVN'* init.atives in develoinnent in 197Zand
after.
A few specifics can highlight these evento of 1970.
1. HES ABC moved from 87.9 in January to a new high of
95. 1 percent at end-December 1970 (short of the 100 percent goal.
set under the easier old HlES). More significantly, AB moved frooi
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69. 5 percent to 84. 6 percent on the saine dates (also short of the 90 percent goal). Pacification, like golf: becomes more difficult to in~prove the
better it gets, and consequently the rate of progress was less than that of
1969. By end-December, however, HES estimates conceded VC control of
only 103 hamlets and a total of 37, 800 population, or 0. 2 percent of the
national total. This makes a sharp contrast with January 1970's 599 V
Hamlets and 384, 900 V population (2. 2 percent), and snows the decline of
VC/NVA power, if not a concomitant growth of allegiance to the GVN.
The Pacification Attitude Analysis System (PAAS) measurements, however, showed a real increase in positive opinions toward the GVN, and
a toughness over conditions of a cease fire, under the mantle of a yearning
for peace.
2. The territorial forces by end-December 197" increased to
a total of 283, 106 RY and 250, 889 PF, with 379 armed PSDF to
supplement them in 11, 312 special teams equivalent to local platoons.
While countrywide these forces can be said to have made a substantial
contribution to the security o." the rural areas, their very success has
also led on occasion to complacency and a lack of attentiun that enabled
the VC to overrun sorm- of them. This may be a problem of success,
but it is one which must be overt-ome.
3. Terrorism during 1970 started low, surged ir, Ma-ch and
April, and has steadily declined thereafter. There was a 10 percent
increase in incidents over 1969, reflecting the directions of COSVN
Resolutions 9 and 14, despite "he GVN goal of reducing the total
number of incidents by 50 percent during the year. The Phoenix
program produced a tc.al of 22, 341 VCI sentenced, rallied or killed,
above its original goal oi' 21, 600, and a substantial accomplishment
in view of more stingent standards set during !970 for this effort.
Weaknesses persist in some of the details -) the Phoenix program
arid in the legal and prison procedures for those apprehended. IniHial
steps have been taken to improve these but there is still more to do,
4, Twice during the year the GVN proved that it can organize and
carry out effective relief efforts. 200, 000 Vietnamese refugees from
Camboeia Aetre expeditiously received, piocessed and resettled.
The October /November floods in Central Vietnam were met by a
generally prcmpt and effective reaction, with Vietnamdse officials
leading and Americans only supporting In the background. Thase
efforts were in addition to the regular refugee program, which saw
S88, 003 people paid return-to-village benefits and 139, 709 peopic
prid resattlemen' -in- place benefits.
5. The Land-to-the-Tiller law was passed. Tae GVN's
goals were not met during 0Q70 for heotare,• distributed, but the
procedures were established and sco:'e implementation momentum
seems to be bulldlng. The GVN aiso passied the Veterans Benefits
Law, which to some degree defuzed the protest to thiw substantial
bloc, but implementation must be carried out or tension can resume.
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Tav Ninh Prov.ince had an extensive road ne~twork before the war intensified, and province officials
have stepped up efforts to restore roads that deteriorated. Rural-development funds are being used
to repair Inter- 1provlncial Route 13 and two provincial routes.

cllaaskrooti
in Long) Van 1-amilet are
e~r-iho
:t, th~ea vtX;m now
A 4lfd
lpietproje
1hirty-throec lussrmimt have
hoing built for ai ochool thAt educates 750 childreni in two shifto.
been built in thitt district during 1470
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6.
Not quantifiable, but clearly evident, were the reopened
roads, busy markets and solvent farmers, especlaily in the populous
Delta, whicn marked the new atmosphere resulting from expanded
security, revived production and reopened circulation. ( 174 )

Statistics
(C) Table VIII-4 shows the goals and the attainments for Phase I and Phase II and the yearend attainments along with the plan objectives which were to be accomplished by 28 Feb 71.
(See
p. VIII-101.)

Looking Ahead

DEPCORDS Assessment
(C) In looking ahead DEPCOMUSMACV for CORDS saw problems which the pacification
program faces.
1.
The VC will continue to use the protracted war tactics of
small-unit guerrilla action, terrorism, and political penetration.
The VC have had substantial difficulties in maintaining their manpower and their threat, but they are still ready to take advantage
of GVN faihure or complacency.
2.
The enemy main force buildup in southern Laos could result
in a resumption of main force efforts in Cambodia or perhaps in
South Viet Nam. Pacification must be protected against such depredations by ARVN main forces released from local security responsibilities by more effective territorial forces and the PSDF.
Political problems will inevitably affect the momentum of
3.
pacification. Some of these will arise during the national Presidential campaign, caused by diversion of leadership attention and the
frictions arouied. The many real social and economic problems of
Viet Nam, sonie antedating the war itself, must be the subject of
serious GVN effort, failing which resulting unrest can disrupt political, economic and security growth( 175

1971 Cornmunity Defense and Local Development Plan
(C)

DEPCOMIUSMACV for CORDS cornme•td on the plan for the coming year as follows:
The GVN ,ievms
aware of these problems and its jrove nmnent
wide and carefully structured 1971 Community Defense and Local
Development Plan contemplates a continued drive to improve territorial security, a major efort in internal security through a
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strengthened National Police and a more effective Phoenix program,
a continued program of political development from the local communi.'ties upward, and an extensive effort at local economic and
social development throughout the country to convince the population
of the better life that lies ahead through the GVN. This plan will
begin on 1 March after the Lunar New Year lull. President Thieu
is obviously resolved to press it as a part of his overall program
of demonstrating the increased security and benefits his administration has brought to Viet Nam. ( 176
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CHAPTER IX
LOGISTICS

... logistics is "ihe science of planning and carrying out the movement and maintenance of forces. In its most comprehensive sense,
those aspects of military operations which deal with (a) design and
development, acquisition, storage, movement, distribution, maintenance, evracuation, and disposition of materiel; (b) movement,
evacuation, and hospitalization of personnel; (c) acquistion or
disposition of facilities; and (d) acquistion or furnishing of services."

INTRODUCTION

(U) The year 1970 was similar in matters of logistics to 1969, yet different in many respects.
During both years, resources were more than adequate although force level reductions and fiscal
restraints had an impact on operational capabilities during the latter part of 1970. No op.aration
was cancelled, however, or curtailed because of a lack of supplies.
(U) The US experienced a lower level of combat in 1970; the Vietnamese assumed a greater
burden of the wvar. Vietnamization was the focus of concentration in all phases of logistics and
medical activities throughout the year. Redeployment of units and equipment out-of-country as a
result of President Nixon's announeciment of 3 Jun concerning a reduction-in-force had an immnense effect oii timely and efficien~t transfer of real property and equipment to the Republic of
Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF). Problcms and setbacks wvor-! encountered but stops were taken to insure RVNAF had sufficient trained mianpower and resources to opierate and maintain transfe r rd

facilities anid sophisticated equipmrenit.

(U) Redeployment of US Forces and Vietnamnization caused concern about the impact of those
evetits on the Vietnamese economy. Positive economic programs were initiated during the year
to assist other US and Governmeont of South Vietnam (GVN) efforts to stabilize the neonom11y.
(U) The cross-border operation In Cam-bodia was a major challenge W. the logisticlatis during the year. Conteneitrated planning anti precise coordination were the k-eystoneti of the success
of the logistical support for that operation. In addition, m~ilit-ary andi financial assistance to the
Cambodian Government became one of the primary matters of importanco !in the planniog and, exocutlon Gf programs. The entablishment of austere financial program.n and procedures to aid
that government required decisive, pr~udent, and imagbiative judgment by 0,1l concerned.
JU) During 1970 support continued to come !roin the ýAciilties already i~stabliahad at !)anang
for Military Region (MR) 1, Qui Nhon and Camn Ranth Bay iii MR 2, and L~ong Binh for Mika 3 and
4 (see F'igure IX-l). An exanination of the location of the four facilitites cle,-.rly demionstrated
US depevidence on maritime supremacy because cach was located adjacent tu Jie South China Seat.
Vach also had airfields large enough, to accommodate abundant aerial resupp'.y. The supplies wore
b'rought to the Roplubhcw of Vietnam ([tVN) without interferavicet in wmoltstedI aea And &arapace.
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Once in-country, however, the onward movement of the supplies lost immunity. Even by the
close of the year, US Forces failed to completely control QL 1 (Vietnamese national highway), the
main surface artery connecting the four logistical "islands"; nor was the rail line Danang-Qui
Nhon-Cam Ranh-Saigon secure. Movement of supplies by truck was accomplished either by
echelon or by employment of armed convoys, dependent on the need, time, and destination. Incountry air transport capabilities continued their previously established role of dependable,
responsive delivery when and where the need existed. To write that the enemy dominated the
roads and rails would be incorrect, however; he had only the ability to interdict by hit-and-run
tactics. Vietnam in 1970 was not a secure-and-hold type of war, but rather a war of attrition.
The US could and did deliver the supplies where and when needed despite concentrated efforts
to the contrary by the enemy.

Logistical Support Responsibilities

(U) The responsibility for logistics support established over the years underwent modification
with the consolidation of HQ Ist Logistical Command (1st LOG CMKD) on 26 Jun 70 with HQ, US
Arm) Vietnam (USARV), and the assumption of common service support for MR 1 on 1 Jul by
USARV (discussed later in this section). The realignment of responsibilities and functions in
early April reaffirmed adherence to the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) Publications 1, 2, and 3 as
well F.s to the concept of a service's responsibility for its own logistical support in a unified
command except when provided by agreement or assignment as common-servicing or crossservicing. The 1970 MACV Directive 10-11 clearly delineated:
1. CG, USARV-- to direct and supervise the US Army logistics support system in RVN,
to include common supply and service support for all US and other Free World Military Assistance Forces (FWMAF) in MRs 2, 3, and 4 (MR 1 on 1 Jul). Service-peculiar items were provided from the applicable service resources. Support to FWMAF in accordance with established
agreement was continued.
2. Commander, Naval Force, Vietnam (COMNAVFORV)-- to conduct US military logistical support operations at ports and beaches in MR 1 and provide common item support for all
US and FWMAF in that MR (until relieved of that function by ITSARV on 1 Jul).
3. Seventh Air Force (7AF)-- was logistically supported by USARV except for servicepeculiar items provided from other service resources.
4. Third Marine Amphibious Force (III MAF) and Twenty-fourth Corps, Vietnam (XXIV
Corps)-- were given logistical common item and common service support by COMNAVFORV
(until relieved of that function by USARV on I Jul) except for service-peculiar items which were
provided from own services', resources.
5.

1 and II Field Force, Vietnam (I and II FFORCEV) - - were logistically supported by

USAR V.
(U) A great deal of thought and effort were necessary to accomplish the modifications of
logistics support responsibilities noted previously. Some of the changes were not without
problems but %ere necessary in order to meet all demands with less personnel.
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Reorganizations

/Deactivations of Logistical Activities

Ist LOG CMD
(U) The 1st LOG CMD Headquarters was consolidated with HQ USARV during June. The
elimination of the 1st LOG CMD Headquarters caused no drastic change in command relationships
and the affected commands converted with ease. USARV relationships with higher headquarters
remained the same and no ineffectiveness of logistical effort surfaced; in fact, direct lines of
communication between support commands and USARV facilitated responsiveness. The effective and efficient consolidation of effort resulted in a 25-percent reduction in personnel of the
two headquarters.
(U) Planning for the consolidation dated back to 1966. In November of that year, a study
was directed by the Commander, US Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (COMUSMACV) to
determine the feasibility of consolidation. The study revealed that most staff sections within
the two headquarters were performing some duplicatory functions although oriented toward different objectives. The merger of selected staff elements could be accomplished without degradation of individual staff mission, but the merger of certain personnel, operations, and logistical
functions was undesirable. The conclusion of that study was not to consolidate. In view of the
escalation of hostilities, the increase in US troop strength in RVN, and the complex nature of
the logistical situation, the conclusion appeared valid.
(U) In May 1968 a study conducted by a Department of the Army (DA) management review
team was completed. That study considered alternate organization structures and recommended
the merger of USARV and 1st LOG CMD Headquarters. It was concluded that any major change in
the Army command and control structure would be too disruptive at that time, however.
(U) In September 1968 the Deputy Commanding General (DEPCG), USARV, directed the
Assistant Chief of Staff (ACofS), Comptroller, to develop a plan for consolidation of the two headquarters. A working committee developed an organizational plan which was generally concurred
in by the USARV staff with one exception. The CG, 1st LOG CMD, concurred with the plan, but
felt it should be implemented and phased in with a T-Day ope:ation (termination of hostilities).
In addition, it was noted that even a partial consideration of logistics functions of USARV had to
be accompanied with other improved organizational concepts and structures. Although the plan
was tendered to the DEPCG, USARV, in December 1968, it was not implemented, solely because
enemy activity had not decreased sufficiently to warrant a risk of possible disruption of support
operations.
(U) In June 1969, consideration was again given to combining the two headquarters. Roductions in troop strengths appeared inevitable and as combat and combat support forces woru withdrawn, source reduction in the administrative and logistical units servicing those forces appeared feasible, along with a reduction in the number of command and control headquarters. The
logical element for inactivation appeared to be the tst LOG CMD. A considerable amount of
duplication existed at the same compound. The existence of two headquarters whose primary
missions were administrative and logistical support, collocated across the street, was difficult
to justify. In reality, an intermediate headquarters between HQ USARV and the support commands
decreased timeliness and effectiveness. An organization was desired that was simple to understand, least disruptive to implement, responsive throughout redeployment increments, and one
that recognized the major importance of the USARV logistical mission. It was concluded the
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existing USARV general and special staff organization with the Chief of Staff and two deputy chiefs
To simplify and reduce the number of commanders reportmost nearly met the requirements.
ing directly to the DEPCG when HQ Ist LOG CMD was inactivated, the position of Assistant
Deputy Chief of Staff (ADEPCG) for Logistics (later changed to ADEPCG, Materiel) was estaolished. By establishing that position, the logistical mission was guaranteed proper emphasis.
2
In February 1970 the plan was approved by the.DEPCG, USARV, and completed by 26 Jun 70.

The Turnover of Common Service Support in MR I
(S) In order to allow the Naval Support Activity (NSA), Danang, to meet its commitment for
Phase III redeployments (1, 650), service components were directed in January 1970 to accomplish
the following:
1. Commence closure of Dong Ha and Cua Viet lines of communication (LOG).
2.

Close Sa Huynh shallow water port.

3.

Transfer all petroleum, oil, and lubricants (POL) operations to USARV.

4.

Transfer port operations at Tan My and Chu Lai to USARV.

5.

USARV to assume facilities support at Phu Bai combat base.

6.

Commence phasing USARV personnel into NSA Danang depot and deep water piers. ( 3

7.

Reduce NSA Danang hospital by 200 beds by 15 Apr with final closure on 15 May. ( 4'

The transfer of responsibility for overall support to USARV was set firY ful.
plan submitted by USARV was approved by the MACV CofS in March.

A coordination

(S) In addition to all POL operations in MR 1, Navy common support functions at Danang and
Chu Lal (except ACTOVLOG (accelerated turnover to Vietnamese logistics) base cantonments) were
to be assumed by USARV. ( 6 ) The Secretary of Defense (SECDEF) directed that all stocks be
transferred on a nonreimbursable basis including POL and Navy stock fund depot stocks required
by the Army to assume the complete support role in MR I. MACV guidance for transfer of common service support from Navy to Army was to assume that USMG combat units were deployed
by 1 Jul 70. It became clear in May the assumption had to be changed to permit continuous uninterrupted common service support to US Forces Ln MR 1. MAGV revised the basic assumption
to one in which a III MAF(-), consisting of two regimental landing teams (RLT) with support,
would remain in MR I until redeployment during the period I Jan to I May il. k t )
(G) After the Army took over the port operations at Danang, there was a substantial
When the Navy operated the craft,
drop in capability, particularly in utilization of watercraft.
over 34,000 tons were hauled in June, for example. The first month under Army operation, the
amount dropped to 15, 000 tons. The backlog of ships was a signifi-.ant problem and resulted in
additional costs. The lesser capability was caused by personnel problems, i. e., lack of trained crews. ( 8 ) Ely the end of September, however, capability had been restored significantly
by the increased emphasis placed on provision of boat crews and more aggressive utili.ation of
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self-propelled lighterage by the Army Support Command, Danang. Additional relief was provided by use of direct loading into landing ship tanks (LST) to support the outports of Tan My
and Chu Lai. ( 9

US Army Engineer Command, Vietnam (Provisional)
(FOUO) Another major reorganization took place during the year which reduced responsibility overlap and saved manpower spaces. Engineer Troops, Vietnam (including the 18th and 20th
Eng Bdes), the US Army Construction Agency, Vietnam (USACAV), and the engineer staff element of USARV were merged on I Feb. The new command was designated the US Army Engineer Command, Vietnam (USAECV) (Provisional), with an authorized strength of 26,000 men
headquartered at Long Binh. The resource management implications of the reorganization were
significant. Consolidated under the new command were numerous functions previously accolnplished by two separate organizations, USACAV and the engineer staff element at USARV. The
consolidation reduced areas of functional overlap and better defined lines of responsibility,
while eliminating 80 manpower spaces. Additionally, the reorganization improved overall command and control by subordinating all nondivisional engineer units and activities to the jurisdiction of a single command. As the command was initially organized on a provisional basis, a
table of distribution and allowances (TDA) for the new headquarters was staffed within USARV
during March. After staffing, the TDA was forwarded through US Army Pacific (USARPAC) to
DA for final approval. ( 10

Force Logistics Command
(C) Also highly important from a logistical aspect was the deactivation of the main element
of III MAF's Force Logistics Command (FLC), Force Logistic Support Group-Bravo (FLSG-B),
on 15 Sep. The deactivation of the group was part of the fourth increment troop redeployments
from RVN and resulted in a reduction of appoximatety 500 spaces. The group had supported
the 1st Marine Division in the Chu Lai-Danang area, MR 1, and had operational control of logistical support units at An Hoa, Landing Zone (LZ) B3aldy, and Hill 37.

PROCUREMENT/PROPERTY DISPOSAL
Pr o•uro•,nt

Purchase of Commodities

(FOUO) In 1966 the US recognia-ed the need to implement ineasures designed to strengthen
the GVN and preserve economic stability. In support of that objective, SECDILF instituted the
Piaster Limitation Program {(SECDEF Memorandum o! 13 Jul 64), subsequently designated the
DOD PNaster Expenditure Program. The memo ktablishing the system also provided for assessing expenditure cetlings and reporting of monthly expenditure data. in.country management actions to.used on three major categories of expenditures: personal spending, operation
and moaintenanc (O04M and other, and constructior.. COMUSMACV and comomnent commands
developed in-country action programs to reduce bo.b official and peraonal opending. the programs incli.Wed: rc:striction of general use items proeuicd in-country, development of austere
contractor construction projectb, movement of DOD personnel from leased facilities to military
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cantonments, and active encouragement of personnel to limit personal spending on the local
economy by diverting pay to military exchange and recreational facilities and to the several USsponsored savings programs. ( 12 )
(FOUO) Restrictions on the purchase of commodities by DOD were lifted by SECDEF in his
16 Apr 70 to the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS). In his memorandum
the Secretary announced the Vietnamese economic situation which previously had caused the US
to place a ceiling on piaster purchases had changed. He stated that the Vietnamese economy
was able to absorb higher levels of imports and it was in the US interest to support those imports into Vietnam. Further, more in-country purchases by DOD agencies would assist RVN
in obtaining needed dollar earnings for additional imports. Taxes anct duties derived from
imports represented the largest RVN revenue source and thus combated inflationary deficit
financing.

"memorandum dated

(FOUO) Prior to the memorandum by SECDEF, MACV restricted in-country commodity
purchases to procurements to meet emergency operational requirements or single purchases
of not more than $250. Additionally, a list of exceptions was published and commodities on the
list were bought without restrictic-ns. Excepted items were those required in continuous support
of US troops in-country and included such items as selected mineral products (rock and sand),
bakery products, fresh fruits and vegetables, ice, and potable water.
(FOUO) Although previous commodity restrictions were removed, DOD purchases from
Vietnamese sources using appropriated funds still had to be in accordance with the Armed
Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR). No special privileges outside that regulation could
be granted. As a general rule, Vietnamese suppliers had to meet the comapsetition from other
countries to qualify for art award in a multi-country solicitation. Due to the extremely unfavorable rate of exchange (118 piasters to $1) imposed on US Forces activities, it was extrenlely difficult for Vietnamese suppliers to meet the competition. When that rate was used to compare
bids received in RVN with those received in Korea, Taiwan, and Japan, for example, the VN
supplier rarely got the award. ( 13 ) (The RVN economic situation is discussed later in this
chapter.)

MACV Directive 715-6
(U) MACV Directive 715-6, Procurement P•olicies and Procedures, wos published during
S
Juy.
The new directive consolidated information proviously contained in five separate procurevnnt-rvlatod directives. It set forth esent~al procurtment policie not puhlished in
,lirective form and served as a primary reference source documont fnr all DOD activities enter.
-.,g into contracts for performance in RVN. It vstablished special rostrictioni and, procedures
tiesigned to protect RVN economy and to control illicit transactions by contractor,; and their
employees in RVN. The bulk of the directive was guidance which had not appeared in previous
directivea and contributed tW More offective procuremeent management and standardigation among

component commands' procurement operations. ( 14 1

Analysis

1•fFiscal Year 1970 Procurement

(U) An analysis of F'Y7O procurement iW rVN was made during 3d Otr CY70. Anal 'isa
of the DD-350 (Individual Procurement Action Report) machine printout provided by the Assistant
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Secretary of Defense (ASD) for Installations and Logistics (I&L) showed there were 317 prime
DOD contractors with contracts over $10, 000 performing in RVN during FY70. Those contractors were awarded 1, 748 contracts for a total face value of $736, 042, 000. The figure represented a reduction of $112 million over FY68 expenditures.
(U) During FY70, 62 procurement activities wrote contracts for performance in RVN; 46
of those were located in either the Pacific Command (PACOM) or Continental US (CONUS). The
predominant type of contract was Fixed Price, which represented 84 percent of the total. Time
and Materiels and Labor Hour contracts accounted for 10 percent, and Cost-Type contracts
accounted for the remaining 6 percent. When viewed from a dollar value viewpoint, however,
the picture changed. Cost-Type contracts (6 percent) accounted for 54 percent of the total dollars. Fixed Price (84 percent) and Time and Materiel and Labor Hour (10 percent) contracts
accounted for 37 percent and 9 percent of dollar costs, respectively. As in previous years FY70
procurements were primarily services oriented.
(U) With the existing and forecasted austerity and troop withdrawals, it was anticipated that
FY71 procurement would peak at approximately $500 to $600 million. ( 1)

MACV Piaster Expenditures
(FOUO) SEGDEF eliminated the ceiling on official MACV piaster expenditures and rescinded
policies limiting official DOD piaster spending in RVN on 16 Apr 70. Policies limiting personal
piaster expenditures, however, remained in effect until October (discussed later in this chapter).
(FOUO) The piaster expenditure ceiling for MACV was originally imposed in July 1966 as an
anti-inflationary measure. At that time, large piaster expenditures would have increased demands in Vietnam, satisfied only by increased import. Imports could not, however, be in.
creased because of port facility limitation and congestion. Without a limitation an piaster spending, greater inflation would have ensued. By 1970, significant improvements in port facilities
and the internal distribution system permitted higher levels of imports, having a twoofold deflationary impact. Piasters were absorbed by providing additional goods for the economy.
Tariffs for imports and taxes on ensuing transactions provided an increase in GVN rovenie,
thereby reducing deficit financing. Since RVN's export earnings were very small, one of the main
sources of dollars for purchasn of imports was the sale of piasters to DOD. Thus, the ceiling
on DOI) uiaster spending wis a principal restraint lititing the quantity of goods available, which
in turn hindered anti-inflationary neasures.
(FOUO) SECDEF emphasited elimination of piaster expenditure dit' not imply DOD) expenditure. for the Vietnam effort wv,,uld be increased, or that any significant increase would le mrade
in any area of current DOD piaster expenditures. However, in collaboration with the Agency for
International Development (AID) Mission, Saigon, MACV would identify areas where current DOD
off-shore purchases could be transferred to Vietnamese suppliers without exceeding the capacity
of the industries involved. Any opportunity for increased DOD purchase of goods and services
in RVN would be adopted in accordance with the existing ASPRs. ( 16 )
(FOUO) Total piaster expenditures reported for the first 6 months, CY70, were $VNI9. 768
billion, 94. 2 percent of the $VNZ0. 995 billion projected for the period. ( 17 ) Total piaster
expendititres for the year were $VN43. 019 billion, an increase of $VNZ. 7_7 billion over CY69. (
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Military Assistance Service Funded Procurement in RVN
(S) The Military Assistance Service Funded (MASF) procurement in 1970 for RVNAF was
almost entirely from US sources. The major exception -- procurement of jungle boots in the
Republic of Korea (ROK)--developed out of special US-ROK agreements concerning the deploy"mentof ROK forces in RVN. The major commercial consumables to be provided RVNAF under
FY71 MASF were as follows (dollar amounts -,ere estimates only): ( 19
$Z5. 0 million
3.1
1.3
1. 9
.5
16.5
.425
.2
26. 412
49.0*
. 106
16.656
.567
6.0*
1.571
.547
1. 352
I.Z29
.240
3. 876
1. 602
I. 067
13.692
12. 1

Individual Clothing and Equipment
Jungle Boots
Textiles
Textile Retransfers (Sateen, Nylon Netting)
Paper Products
Pharmaceuticals & Medical Supplies
Training Manuals
Printing of Technical Manuals
Operational Rations
Ration Supplement Program
Animal Subsistence
Dry Coll Batteries
Automotive Batteries
Commodity Support for Dependent Shelters
Lumber
Plywood
Cement
Asphalt
Paints
Steel Sheets, Plates, Bars, Angles
Pipes and Culverts
Wire and Cable
Sandbags
Barbed Wire and Concertina

Steel Pickets

6.493
2. 383
.341
25.0
0.0

Tirer
Tubes
POL
Off-shore Overhaul and Maintenance

$225. 159 million

TOTAL
*Indicates program ceiling

(S) It August National Security Decision Memorandum (NSDM).60 directed DOD to explore
ways to increase on-shore procurement of items purchased outoide of RVN as a means of increasing dollar expenditure in RVN aifd promoting economic development ot the country.
COMUSMACV was tasked by SECDEF in October to identify specific aerai for additional in-country
procurement, MASF requirements which could be met with in-ccuntry sources, and specific
obstacies impeding such shifts in procurement.
(S) In November, COMUSMACV reported to SECDEF that coummodities with some potential
procurement include table of allowance (TA) clothing and equipment Items, paper

"forin-country
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products, human subsistence items, construction supplies, textiles, jungle boots, pharmaceuticals and medical supplies, and batteries. It was further stated that the procurement of a
significant range of commercial consumables, including ponchos, jungle boots, rucksacks,
canvas products, boot socks, raincoats, and various subsistence items could be shifted to the
local economy within I to 2 years. Other commodities, such as cement, lumber, paint, sandbags, and canned goods, could be shifted gradually over a period of 2 to 3 years. In-country
procurement of cement and lumber at that time was inhibited by high costs. Pharmaceuticals
were of limited attractiveness because the local industry was largely based on limited processing of semi-finished imports. The revision of specifications fCor items such as ponchos, raincoats, or rucksacks would allow local industries to rely more on domestic (vs imported) raw
materials and would provide, by itself, new opportunities for in-country procurement in the
near future. The expansion of in-country procurement also would be encouraged if US/GVN
agencies developed specific medium or long-term plans for procurement of commercial
consumables, since local producers needed adequate assurance concerning levels of procurement activity to justify new investment and plant.
(C) An estimate of the commercial consumables procured for RVNAF under the MASF
program which could be procured in-country during CY7l was given in the report. It was
established that the potential in-country procurement in CY71 would cost an estimated $19. 129
million $VN275 to $1. The American Embassy (AMEMB) had indicated that GVN agreed that
the parallel market rate of 275,1 would apply to new US procurement of goods from local national
contractors. However, even at 275:1 there was no assurance that all corsmodities which could
be shifted to in-country procurement would be competitive and qualify for off-shore procurement (OSP) under existing regulations. There was a reasonable prospect that total procurement
costs would not increase.
(C) In his report, COMUSMACV stated that existing barriers to N1ASF in-country procurement were substantial. Under Section 604 (a) cf the Foreign Ansistance Act of 19ol. as amended.
off-shore procurement could be authorized if:

...
The President determines that such procurement will not result
in adverse effects upon the economy of the United States or the industrial
mobili.ation baoae, with special reference to any areas of labor surplus or
to the net posit in of the United States in its balanre of paymoents with the
rest of the world, which outweigh the economic or atther advantages to the
United States of less costly procurement outside the United States. ( 2o 1

A Progidential Determination under Section (104 (a) on 18 October 0q61 further limited OS1P "to
procuremont of itema required for military assistance which are not produced in the United
States. to rnake local purchases for administrative purposes, and to ust local currency available for military assistance purposes, " but authorized SECDEF to approve exceptions to thos,
limitations. The nwessary determination and exception would be required. DOD D)rectivr
Number 2WS.. 1. 18 Jwue 1970. implemented executive requtrenients for OSP. Section IV (A)
provided that, upon certilicatlon by the Assiwtant Secretary of D)efense Inter:lational Sx-curity
Affairs). exclusion of OSP would "seriously itmpede the attainn.lnt of Military Assistance
Program objectives, " OSP could be authorized for:
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1. Fulfillment of U. S. comm-itments of governme-it-togovernment cost sharing projects.
2. Procurements required to be made from indigenous
sources pursuanit to a treaty or executive agreement between
governments.
3. Procurement required to support overriding foreign
policy objectives as approved by Secretary of State.
4. Procurement required to support overriding military
logistical considerations which are important to the defense
capability of the Free World. ( 41 )
It appeared that foreign exchange levels prescribed in NSDM-80 could justify OSP certification
under Section IV(A)3. Section 604 (a), For*-gn A sismnce AýL of 1961, required that DSP contracts be for "less costly procurement. " The price of any commrodity procured in bulk had to be"lower than the market price prevailing in the United States at the time of procutrenetit. " Sec tion IV(B1)2. DOD Directive l212. 1. required that 0SP 'conformi to sound procurement practices,
as outlined in ASPR and other implementing instructions. Section IV( B1 also imiposed additional
cost and pricing criteria on OSP. ASPR 1- 302, Z roquired comnpetitive purchases from qualified
sources "~for the most advantagec~us contract. prices, tquillity, and other factors zoosidered."
A,ýPR Section V1, Parts 7 and B. imposed additiorzal restrictions on OSP.
iC) In his summation. COMUSNIACV statod that it apprarcci that one i~t the foillowingcourses of action ihonld ba followedidder:s, for
1. Authorizie ComPetitivo solicitAtioins. riestricttd to Smiith Vit0hs
IkVNAF*. That Appruaeh 'wouild probably
MASF prockirotient of comniircial !ntsl5for'
require thip insertion of s tionis within the ASPIH viitablishinig A' Viotv4!ý, St-.Asaid Procuiroment" program,
2. t'ntt'r into a US/DVN te meutive- a4reomont to pro.'ire
o~~
ablos, stow pocurvel under thte &ASF' progzraml, fromi ltw~Iia

iie
t'ci-

ottirýa
consuni.
in IRVN.

Wt) CONSUSN-AGV (urdwir 4tatetl that 4ý a ij'tcenr.4 p-iiplt~,
MASF'p
rmn
iii-courntry
Vittt~
SAPAV)1. Soite adjuttment of 1-kmmtodwotild he by tho US Army Procureme~nt. Ai~oncv,
onni~
ituattoitn iii which both
itieo into and Cuit of the. CVN. budget 11liht be Advviskh1,( to
VSA PAV *ind $IVNA wCoti procuritng identica' itotno. 0v4.ýr time, cet-nmod~iwo shoulid 6ie sh~tviid
prc1gre~ssi'el( An-d t-olovtively to 1kVNNA1turthor
le~rnei>
ViotntAil-niosn.
That m~ight
requiire the eatabliohment of a i~auntvrlarti fAn
ertite4, b-; tie oi MASFApropriationg. tthligl.
iahkn the c:i'- v~.'th Join.' ouppmort funtds.
4'.a4 N-ALý
tifons from- (Nk~t fund would rioqui~re VS
~lde r IMVNA IFusiog MuASF wa* ;authnriziod,
t?ý%Aromont of -- mner'in
ru
It In-counitry p
anrd it thc? sittatlt warrantird gand atidithioftl '\,A~it fuindl werv ttade available. those; iflorme
MASr Comniolft-k Which wrr then in the ~tV?;ýiget rotild also be protiited ift-countar -wkith
IMASY. It wt~uki greatlY in~crease forvign exchangie dtliveriaik and deereasv. Ow~ GVN %udglet
deficit, bujt at die cost of extra US ependturP-s.
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(U) At the end of 1970, M4ACV was continuing analysis of MASF in-country procurement to
refine the estiosTe and study problems associated with specification revisions and commodity

Property Disposal

Background
(C) USARV was charged with the responsibility of receipt and disposal of all armed forcesgenerated scrap within RVN. The principal areas through which excess property was removed
from RVN were Danang, Cam Ranh, Qui Nhon, and Saigon. Sale of excess property in RVN
proved more difficult in 1970 than anticipated. After signing a disposal agreement in November
1968, GVN did not issue orders implementing the agreement to ministries and agencies concec:ned. As a result, over a period of time a series of widely differing ad hoc arrangements were
worked out. At the time the agreement was signed, neither GVN or the US realized the extent
to which cooperation of numerous GVN ministries and agencies was necessary to make the
arrangement work. Included were the Ministries of Economy. Finance, Defense, Interior,
National Bank, Customs, and the Directorate General of Ports. In addition, some highly placed
GVN officials regarded US excess property as "Vietnameso," i.e., potential national treasures
wore being removed.
(C) During most of 1969, the AMEM.D Saigon reacted to minor difficulties on a case-bycasetasis.
In early 1970 the AMEMB. MACV. and USARV took concerted action to address the
disposal problem as a whole. Property disposal operation (PUO) yards received far more maturiakl
than could be disposed and major contractors involved in export began to complain of GVN harasrmnont and delay. ZS)

Romoval of Scrap
(C) During the spring of 1970, a joint AMSMB/MACV/USA RV position on the removal of
scrap was established and presented to the Mlnioetr of Economyy. Somo officials in GWN were
concernod that scrap contra:torft were engaged in black market currency transactions. T"he nfew
position was the US would assume complete responsibility for shipmeints and would retain title
until material reached international waters. Also, US military ports wo.h4l be used as ports of
oxit for the material. The position was formally preoented to the RVN Prime Minister on 2 Jul.
(C) On an interim basis, adequate procedoro. were worked out for all ports except Danang.
At that port removal caur to a halt because shiplpers and scrap purchasers considered conditions

at the conmorcial port unacceptable. The Dock-Workers Union demanded all scrap leave through
the commercial port and be loaded by union labor. GVN was unwilling to challenge the union's
demands. Apparently iW late August, the Office of the Prime Minister issued an order to port
authorities. Danang, saying the US had agreed that all scrap would go through the commercial

port and be loaded by union labor.

The AMEMB had not made such a sweeping agreement tat

only had indicated will.ingness to use the commercial port to the evtent feasible. The port wan
limited in capacity and antiquated in laor practices. Also, there was considerable evidence of

corruption in the port's management. A scrap purchaser, Schiavone-Ghase Corporation, New
York. alleged taking a heavy financial loss as a result of the difficulties. TheAMZEWB delivered
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a new letter to the Prime Minister urging him to allow the use of the US Military Port, Danang.
by commercial scrap vessels and establish the necessary conditions for limited use of the commercial port and requesting a permanent reso.,.tion of all problems within the framework of the
1969 agreement. ( 24)
(C) By the end of the year, although not completely resolved, ships loaded with scrap were
leaving the military deep water port of Danang without difficulties or apparent harassment.
(MJ As of 25 Dec, an estimated 364, 500 short tons (STON) of scrap were on hand within
PDO yards throughout RVN. Of that amount, Z0 pe zent had been sold and was awaiting pickup by
the various contractors. Receipts of scrap had been averaging 15,000 STON per month. By
July 1971 it was projected that the scrap inventory would be approximately Z74,000 STON. ( 25
(U) During the latter half of the year, numerous actions were taken to improve the sale and
removal of scrap. A scrap baler was installed at Long Binh disposal yard to improve the marketability and transportability of the scrap. Offshore test sales were conducted by DA.
By the end
of the year, two shipments had been made to Okinawa and another shipment was to be made to
the Philippines. In addition, barter negotiations were being conducted with the Republic of China
and ROE for future scrap generations. Payment for scrap through barter negotiations was intended to offset US obligations for recurring services rendered within those countries. ( 26

Recovery of Ammunition Brass
(C) The recovery of scrap ammunition brass was a problem during the year. Battlefield
brass offered a lucrative business for local scavengers in RVN. Although a 1955 country-tocountry agreement uetween the US and GVN required all scrap from US-furnished material to be
returned to US agencies, battlefield brass litter was considered by the public as abandoned and
free for the taking.
(C) Export of scavenged brass caused considerable embarrassment to the US and RVN
Governments. When the Minister of Defense banned export of copper alloy scrap, battlefield
brass became a leading cornmo&ty in illegal brass export. At the end of the year, MAGV was
exploring a program to recover the brass and tasked USARV to develop a draft service contract
for its recovery. The AMEMB Saigon was collaborating with studies or. reasonable recovery
costs. Studies were also underway to assess the capability of USARV support command depots
to accommodate the workload of such a program. MACV also requested the AMEMB to negotiate
with the Ministry of Defense to declare scrap ammunition brass as contraband. It would reduce
the incentive for local nationals to hold brass and would provide the National Police a stronger
means of reducing illegal export activities.
(C) Recovery of brass fron military installations was im•proved during the year through
command and logistical efforts.
,•etters were dispatched to the commanders of US Forces and
to the RVN Joint General Staff (JGS), soliciting personal attention to recovery efforts. Similar
actions were taken with FWMAF. ( 27
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Excess Property
(U) The Utilization of Excess in Rural Development Program, under which many itoms declared excess to in-country US components could be utilized by GVN officials in furtherance of
civil operations and rural development, was developed in August. At HQ MACV a committee
chaired by the ACofS for Civil Operations and Rural Development Support (MACCORDS) and
consisting of representatives of each directorate and MACV ACofS, J4 (MACJ4) was established
in August when MACCORDS received authority to requistion DOD excesses on a non-reimbursible
basis. The committee was responsible for determining sources and types of equipment and
supplies declared excess to US Forces needs and country-wide pacification and development program requirements for equipment and supplies; matching available excesses with established
requirements according to pacification priorities; and coordinating the transfer of property from
depots to users.
(U) At the MR level, a CORDS committee reviewed province requirements and approved/
disapproved requests for materiel. At the province level a combined US/RVN committee established requirements, designed projects, screened excess lists, and visited local property
disposal activities. Upon approval property was transferred from the supply source to the using agency represented by the province senior advisor or equivalent who maintained informal
accountability.
(U) The material reouirements for the program potentially included all excess US supplies
and equipment. Due to great diversity in the pacification programs and the variety of substitutable items which could complete a given project, definitive materiel requirements could not
feasibly be provided. For that reason a MACCORDS committee of personnel familiar in detail
with CORDS needs was necessary to manually compare requirements with all available excesses,
Priority of issue would immediately follow US and RVNAF requirements.
(U) On I Aug the Intorservice Excess Screeniag System (IESS) was established for the purpose of pro\'ding a method by whi::h US Forces in RVN could obtain assets which were in excess
to their sister services, items required by one service but in excess to another wore transferred to the requiring service. During the period I Aug through 31 Dec, approximately $7 million
worth of secondary items were transferred betwtien the US service components in RVN. The
system was established as an interim measure until the PACOM Utilization and Redistribution
Agency (1URA) system was able to handle the redistributioii of excess within RVN. lESS was
terminated in December when all rervices reported excess and requirements to the PURA system
for redirtribution. ( 28 )
(U) The US Army Property !)isposal Agency, Vietnam (USAPDAV) was responsible for receipt, storage, and disposition of all armed forces excesses. Items could be defined as equipment or supplies which retained their identify as end items and were in reparable/usable condition, or could serve as major end items for vehicles, such as engines, transmissions, and "xles.
(U) As of 25 Dec, the property disposal activities in RVN had an inventory of excess items
valued at approximately $57. 7 million, in terms of original acquisition cost. Receipts of excess
items averaged $10 million per month. The USAPDAV projected future item sales per month to
be valued %t$15 million, ieaving an inventory of approximately $36 million by July 1971.
(U) Excess item releases from January through December 1970 for Military Assistance
Program (MAP) countries of China, Philippines, and ROK were valued at approximately $14. 9
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million. In addition to the releases to the aforementioned countries, excess items valued at
$7. 9 million were released to RVNAF during the period July through Dec 1970. ( 29 )
(b) In October SECDEF established priorities which would be applied in the selection of
defined unfunded requirements for the release/redistribution of those DOD assets in PACOM
which were determined excess to requirements of US Forces.
Worldwide claimant conflicts
within the priorities were to be resolved by the Commander in Chief, Pacific (CINCPAC). The
priorities were listed as follows: ( 30 )
1.
land-Laos)

MASF supported forces of country in which excess was located (Vietnam or Thai-

2.

Cambodia MAP

3.

Other MASF supported forces

4.

Specified USAID programs in Vietnam

5.

Trust Territories, Pacific Islands

6.

Korea MAP

7.

Other USAID

8.

Other MAP

9.

Other federal agencies

(U) In December SECDEF approved and authorized COMUSMACV to determine priorit:;.es
of PDO assets which were in excess and wanted by both RVN and Cambodia. Also in Deceniber,
SECDEF authorized Military Assistance Program Excess Program (MAPEX) regulations that
gave COMUSMACV the authority to release excess property needed by the Cambodiains, and to
make the MAPEX release from I-IQ MACY. (41)

TRANSPORTATION

Overview

(U) Transportation of US and US-sponsored cargo and passenger movement within and out
of Vietnam cont.nued to be a groat challenge during 1970.
While 1968 was the high point of the
transportation buildup in Vietnam, the decrease in input and the increase of out-ward movement
requirements during 1970 taxed the imagi.,,tion of the planners. The major problem addressed
and resoived was the transportation impact resulting from President Nixon's announcement on
3 Jun of a reduction-in-force. Mcetiag the political deadlines meant arranging for additional
contract aircraft and assembling surface transportation needed to move the men and material
out of Vietnam. Contracts nad to be negotiated, aircraft obtained, and surface ships scheduled
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C-130 Herculea being on-loaded with cargo for
delivery to Danang.
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months in advance. To those imposed dates were added the problems of any exit: the in-country
transportation of the selected units and individuals; housing of personnel at the exit sites; the
detailed paper work involved in processing individuals; and the final movement to the point of
embarkation. Allied with those details was the problem of the return of equipment organic to
the unit and individual. The effort required exact planning and coordination. Meanwhile the normal routine supply efforts continued.
(U) The amount of incoming cargo by the end of June totaled 1. 57 million STONS, of which
90. 4 percent arrived by surface means. ( 3 ) A total of 2. 5 million STONS were moved in 1970
compared with 4 million in 1969. ( 33 ) ( 34 ) Surface cargo amounted to 93. 2 percent in 1970
contrasted to 90. 4 percent for 1969. ( 35 ) ( 36
(U) Total combined tonnage moved in-country by highway, rail, water, and air decreased as
the input was reduced. By the end of June, an average of approximately 1, 561, 950 STONS of cargo was moved monthly; 63.5 percent by highway, 29.6 percent by water, 3.5 percent by air, and
3. 4 percent over the rails. ( 7 ) By the end of 1970, it averaged 1, 125, 615 STONS monthly with
64.6 percent by highway, 30. 4 percent by water, 3 percent by air, and 2.. 5 percent by rail. ( 38
Tonnage moved in-country by tactical units could not be calculated.
(U) A total of 264, 966 passengers arrived by Military Airlift Command (MAC) and MACcontract aircraft in Vietnam during the first 6 months. (39 ) By the end of the year, 511, 393
arriving passengers were hauled as opposed to 519, 200 inbound during 1969. ( 40 ) ( 41 ) Departures, including KEYSTONE redeployment personnel, totaled 319, 859 by the end of June with an
end of year total of 658, 843 contra the 663, 704 the year before. ( 42 ) ( 43 ) The average number of personnel nmoved per month was 97, 512- January was the peak month with 126,431 passengers, with May the lowest at 76, 422. ( 44 )
(U) A considerable increase over 1969 occurred during 1970 in the number of passengers
moved by rail. As a comparison, in January 1969 the rails accounted for 6 percent of the passengers moved; in December 1970, the rails accounted for in excess of 25 percent. ( 45 ) (46
The increase was attributable to the Vietnamese civilians employed by American contractors and
the US Government commuting between Saigon and Long Binh, a secure area with American presence and under RVN control.
(U) Emergency air in-country movement was immediately responsive to the demands levied.
While the cargo percentage appeared comparatively small, the urgency was paramount at the time.
Often due to instant reaction by an established emergency air cargo capability, an attack on a
fire support base was repelled, deterred, or supported.
(U) All told, the 1970 transportation effort in Vietnam amounted to moving 14, 658, 000 STONS
of cargo and 9,2 35, 800 personnel by various modes. ( 47 ) This is further discussed in this section.
Highway Performance

•

(U) Highway performance in 1970 was similar to that of 1969. During the last quarter, however, US phasedown and severe floods caused a considerable decrease in tonnage transported.
The total tonnage moved by highway transportation was as shown below (in thousands). ( 48
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MONTH

STONS*

JAN

FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
JUN

MONTH

STONS*

981.4

JUL

869.9

1,017.8
1,014.4
1, 024.2
1,010.8
1,037.3

AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC
Total

890.3
957.5
641.3
648.1
554. Z
10,647.2

*Includes only MACV TMA controlled movement to, within, and from Delta.

Water Transportation

(U) The Traffic Managment Agency (MACTMA) established and implemented impreved procedures during 1970 for monitoring RVN port traffic to prevent long and costly backlogs of vessels awaiting off-loading at any port. Under TMA monitoring, ships (especially those carrying
ammunition) were occasionally placed in "hold" at ports outside Vietnam until the port backlog
was eliminated, instead of allowing them to remain for a long period of time in the more dangerous
RVN waters. Vessels also were rerouted to other Vietnamese ports if immediate use of their
cargo could be made at another destination. Because of that, ship waiting timnes were reduced
by approximately 50 percent, resulting in significant cost savings. ( 49 )

(S) Total Cargo Handled by Ship Less Unit and Delta Transportation Plan
(STON) ( 50
MONTH

DISCFIG
PACOM & CONUS

INTRA-RVN

TOTAL
OUTLOAD

GRAND
TOTAL

JAN
FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG

414, 900
409,500
419, 502
435,907
444,100
409,559
443,400
325,200

192,900
177,700
199,329
212,579
222,000
199, 126
167,100
186,500

219,800
156,500
188,200
195,310
231,800
140,360
115, 900
121,400

827,400
743,500
807, 031
843,796
897,500
749,044
736, 600
631.%00

SEP

326,608

170,165

107,500

603,753

OCT
NOV

245,000
231,309

154,300
129,531

I1, 900
97,350

513 700
458,190

DEC

180,602

87,830

97,900

366,332
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(S) Unit Moves via Sealift
Month

"

No.

51
of Units

Cargo (STON)

Passengers

*JAN
FEB
MAR
APR
MAY

12
11
11
1z
24

426
188
143
153
415

20,792
13,114
13,470
22,689
8,978

JUN

13

856

22,581

JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC

9
14
17
7
8
7

131
113
198
94
139
32

4,213
3,680
6,670
3,643
1,960
1,039

Vietnamese National Railway System (VNRS)

Background
(U) The VNRS consisted of 1, 109. 3 km of meter gauge mainline from Saigon (MR 3) to Dong
Ha (MR 1) and approximately 130 km of branch line trackage. (Railroad restoration and security
are discussed later in this chapter.) The systtern had its inception in 1885 with the opening of
the line from Saigon to My The (MR 4). The line was abandoned in 1958; consequently there was
no railroad in MR 4. Thie material power of VNRS ranged from 85 steam locomotives to 56
comparatively new diesel-electric locomotives. Freight car assets numbered approximately
1, 124 cars ranging from two-axle 10-toii capacity to four-axle cars of 50-ton capacity. In 1965,
due to a shortage of freight equipment, DA approved the offshore procurement of 200 Armyowned railway cars for use in Vietnam. The purchase consistd of Ill flatcars, 61 gondolas,
twenty-eight 40-ton mechanical refrigerator cars, and 10 diesel switching englows.
(U) The VNRS was divided into three operation divisions: Danang, Nha Trang, and Saigon.
Line ehop facilities of the VNRS were adequate to handle all type., of minor repairs tW motive
power and rolling tstock. Major repair 0hops wert; located in Saigon, Di An. Thap Chain and
Danang. The principal customer was the US military.
(U)
ithtVNIRS transported more cargo and passengers in 1970 than ever before, in tspito of
stopped-up enemy-initiated action against the railroad. The amount of railroad cargo hauled was
dependent on the cargo discharged at the ports, the availability of military and commercial
vehicles; to load/unload and transport, and the time and destination of need. During the latter
half of 1970, military phasedown, inclement weather, and cessation of agiqregate requirements
for highway construction lrojcts in some areas caused a decrease in rail requirements for US
military owned/sponsored cargo.
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(C) Passengers and Cargo Hauled in197 ( 531
TOTAL STONS
CARGOO STONS)

POL (Gal)

(PAX, CGO, POL)

MONTH

PASSENGERS

JAN

240,674

51,490

320,000

83,565.2

FEB

177,039

38,652

256,000

59,892

MAR

235,160

42,471.9

449,010

70,650.9

APR

265,060

48,297.2

403,543

68,176.7

MAY

283,700

60,825.6

267, 200

82,095.7

JUN

295,851

49,764.9

365,080

71,953.7

JUL

311, 943

71,349

545,380

94, 735. 1

AUG

244, 311

51,713.4

314,470

70,036.7

SEP

190,621

47,558

Z20,689

61,858

OCT

168,988

Z2,470.5

372, 944

35,144

NOV

161, 516

12, 432. 9

418,450

24,546.7

DEC

169,400

26,442.8

394,b35

39,147.8

Air Operations

USAF Aerial Port System

(U) The USAF aerial port system in RVN was the foundation for all In-country airlift
operations of- the Comnmon Service Airlift Syste m (CSAS). Itprovided terminal service -,up.
port for all military aircraft in 1VN, including loading and off-loading cargo and the processing
and mranifesting of passengers. The entire operation was under the direction of the 834th D)iv,
activated in October 1966 to assume overall management of in-country tactical airlift oporations.
The system of USAF aerial ports in July 1962 consisted of four detachments of the 7th Aerial
Port Squadron (APS) located at Pleiku, Tan Son Nhut, Danang, and Nha Trang air bases. The
7th APS was a subordinate unit of the 315th Air Div, headquartered in Tachiltawa, Japan. By
I Jur 70, the system had evolved into an organization with more than 30 units operated by the
8th, 14th, and 15th APSs of the 2d Aerial Port Group (APOG), a subordinate of the 834th Air
Div. Figure IX-Z depicts locations of thove units. Squadron mobility teams provided loading
and off-loading capability where no aerial port was established. They assisted !n the prepar.
ation and planning of unit moves and augmented aerial ports during surge operations.
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One of the smallest operating locations of the !TSAF's 15th APS, the crew at An Palo consists of
less than a dozen mezi.

A load of tires biting picked up by a forklift in Preparzation of 3.oadill oil an 834th Air~ Div caran
piano.
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(U) In1 1970 fixed facilities ranged from large, fully equipped terminals at major air bases
to very austere terminals at remote airfields. A new major aerial port complex was opened
at Bien Hoa on 5 Jan. It included air freight and passenger terminals, airlift control element
building, MAC command post (CP) , snack bar, outside storage area, and a 40, 000-pound pit
scale. Major terminals, such as Bien Hoa, Tan Son Nhut, Cam Ranh Bay, and Danang, could
handle more than 1,000 tons of cargo and over 3,000 passengers per day. A numbe r of intermediate-size terminals, such as Chu Lai and Vung Tau, could move 200 tons of cargo and 1,300
passengers per dlay. The small, austere terminals at remote airfields were constructed
principally on a self-help basis to provide storage space and passenger protection during adverse
weather conditions. Manning of such units was normally limited to less than 10 personnel, but
could quickly be augmented for heavy wvorkloads.
(U) The vital element of the aerial ports was the 463L Materials Handling Support System.
Its equipment was designed for worldwide deployment to provide a system compatible with all
modes of transporation required to accomplish the DOD Logistics and Aerial Delivery System.
The 4b3L lw~aterials Handling Equipment (MH.E) was introduced in 1964 and thereafter was plagued
wvith poor in-commission rates and, shortages of pallets and restraint equipment. Manly MHE
aiuthorizations were developed only after experience in the field revealed a shortage. Deliverieu
normally followed authorizations by 9 to 18 months. MHE operating in RVN was vulnerable to
combat damnage. Ground fire and shell fragn-xents took a heavy toll of tires, hydraulic lines, and
radiators. Often forklifts were inoperable solely because of blown tires. InI May, fur example,
nineteen IORCAT)l forklifts required Z4 tire changes during Camrbodian operations. Cost of
replacement tires was $4, 853 and a total of 408. 5 hours of MHE out-of-commission time was
experienced. A total of 33, 600 pounds oif airlift costing $6, 782 was rtcquired to transport tires
to forward locations and return unserviceable tires for breakdown. The first sets of battledumaige-proof tires were received in KVN in June and instal1ed on IOKIAT) forl, lifts andi 2j 1Kloaders for deploymeant to the field.
(U) The Commander, 634th Air Div, retozmended that compatabIlity hetween Army and
Air lForct. MHE be developed. Considorable timec and cffort was expended in transfeirring cargto
from one airlift nyotern to another, even though Army helicopter pads usually Atijoinud runways
at forward airlift fields.
(U) Mdaintenance of Mik.caused great difficulty. Transportation squadrons were usually
iihort of equipment maintenancea skilltl. The in-eommiosion ratest were far btalow the Pacitic
Air F~orces (VACA"1 standard. NIolp -deadined -for- maiutenanco had a diroct offect on operational ratva.
(U) The 46~3L palluts were essential to rapid and efficient handling of cargo. They pormitted preparation of cargo for airlift prior to ar-rival of aircraft anti proce.sinxg of titrninattngz
cargo after aircraft departure. Their use onabled a C-1S0 to be completely off-loaded and reloaded in 15 minutesi. The ability to off-load rapidly was of overriding tinportance when cargo
was delivered to forward high-threat airfivlds. A high loss rate of palletts andi restraint equipment occurred in those areas, however. The losses occurred principally at the more than
100 airlift fields without permanent port repreventation. Cargo was delivered1 on pallets whi.-h
were, left for later recovery. They were often diverted to other v'ses by military forces or local
nationals. A concerted pallet recovery program was initiated in late 149(.8S. Directives were
issued establis~ing policies, responsibilities, and procedures for the control, recovery, And
return of pallets and restraint system. Progress was made in 1970. Equipment valuedi at
$3, 152, 353 was recovered during the first 4 months, for example.
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The Qul Nhon Ai rfield handles approximately 1.000 missions monthly carrying an average of
Z.,000 tons of cargo and miail and 25, 000 passengers per nwonth.
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(UJI A continuing deficiency hin weighing capability harassed aerial ports for years. Such
capability was needed throughout the port system so aircraft could be safely loaded. It was
particularly important for mobility teams operating at austere forward airfields. In August
1968 the Mobile Electronic Weighing Machine was introduced in RVN. It was a self-contained,
self-powered, mobile weighing unit designed to operate under austere conditions. Each trailer
unit was air transportable and could be palletized on a single 463L pallet. Calibration and spare
parts proved to be problems and avionics personnel were often not fully qualified to perform
maintenance. During June 1970, for excample, 10 units were on hand in 1RVN and only four were
in commission.

(U) Calibration and maintenance of other port weighing equipment also presented problems.
The 13 M.A-l vehicle weighing kits were used to weigh all types of cargo. The kits were easily
damaged in the field and had to be returned to CONUS for repair. Pipeline time was long because they were shipped by sea transport. On I Jun only five of 13 kits were in commission.
At the same time, only two of six bO, 0100-pound capacity pit scales were in commission. Calibra tion was the chief difficulty and could only be performed by Fairb~anks Morse personnel from
the US. taking many months to obtain service.
1 Ul Until mid.1970 the lack of adequate communications between port locations caused a
waste of valuable airlift because essential traffic information from outlying users could not be
coordinated on a timely basis. Nondudicated land line commwunications- were used, though unsatisfactorily. ln late 1909 installation of 37 high frequency single- side band (H F/SSf1 was
started. The network consisted of four segments and eAch of the three aerial port squadrons
possessted a net connecting nearly all of the squadron'. etcmet
and operating locationsi on
an aszigned dedicated frequency. A fourth net connected the three squadrons with the Zd AIMhQ
Headquarters at Tan Son Nhut on still anothtr av ignod dedicated frequency. The aystern &as
100 percont operatiot-Al by the end of 1970.
(In During the summer of 14970, the Airlift IManagement Systemn a computerizvtl airc raft
schvdttling oyotiom, w~as introducted in I&VN. The port'i siibmitted thtir eargo backloizi dpitl to
the systetm ;wd received a fragmentary order coveri~ng the noxt day's m-ioosions. The order wst
to identify the amount and typo of cargo scheduled to move from ea4ch port. a# well as Cargo to
bo receivod.
(U) Approximately 100 Airfieldsk did not require aii aerial port iaeaility on a sutaiiianed Wtos.*
When a *ilabl0l taCtical1 airlift operation developed, ;%n-iobilit tram deployed to sutpport th10
effort. The team includtd a loadnastrr and five air freight seilt
with onough equipment
and ratlenis for a S-day operation. Toam assignm~ent% iniluded move planning, load marshaling.
loading and offloading. and pallet recovory. T1ho Canmbtodian operation wag hieavily suIpported by
the team*. Teaims moved 16.,000 tonso of i-argo ta M4ay as rcomparrd with Z$.000 ivcio nocrttlly
handled each rnontth by the permanently located I'th APS at tan
INhu1t. Mobility operation*
wore smnoothogt when Wtarns were expvirlea;ed and well trained. Aorial port personnel wanted
t"01 With combt-tmobility team experience identified in the event they were needrd in iuture
coutingencle.. The identification and need for more Intensivo training for .he specialiued
taaks were of primnary concern in 1970. ( 54 1
Air 01yerations Suttirary
(111

To accomplish airlift operations intra-cowitry. a CSAS C-130 Hercules, C-IZ3 Provider,
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RVN AIR OPERATIONS SUMMARY-1970
Passengers

JAN

MAC,:

ME LI

CSAS:
M
NAC

IN
OUT
IN

OUT

CSAC:

OUT

CSAS:
CSAC:
MAC:
CSAS:

CSAS:

48,730
302,165

5,787
52,586

59,949
37,078
58,093

IN
OUT

3,'J,379
36,325
40,097
336,868

OUT

6,321

• CSAS:
C•'?
---.
,,3

62,115

11,0 3
5,67.1

r7 45 .
12,510
4,"o
6 L920

56,798

5, 5 8Q

363,698

144421

378,268
.- 574

OUT

SY•

•

14,553
6,429
56 592

OUT

OUT

CSAS:

(STON)

70,239
56,192
-j60,501
36411

356.796

APR

MAY

Cargo

5,879
"69

,v•"

54,!73
796
WJ676

5.47c5
3

3,

,••-

OUT

5,5,

4,7661

iN
OUT

3q 1,32
54 ,01t

4Q2

CSAS; .16•4

OCT

HAS :

28

CSAS:

,---q3
)0,27"

mr'--,x
CSAS.:

SOUR'CE:

OUT

11;XV
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or C-7A landed and took off somewhere in-country approximately every 35 seconds, transporting an average of 6,000 pourds ever,. minute around the clock. More than 4 million passengers and troops were airlifted annually. ( 55 ) Flights in and out of country were accomplished by MAC or MAC-contract planes. The huge C-141s carried most of the in-country and
outgoing load with the aid of some C-5s and C-133s. During the first part of 1970, the number
of combat cargo sorties for the USAF remained similar to that of 1969. From June through
December, however, the number. declined as the resupply requirements decreased because of
the low levei of combat activity. ( 56 ) See Table IX-l for the monthly summary of cargo and
passengers hauled by MAC and CSAS and Figure IX-3 for locations of selected airfields. Figure IX-4 gives the monthly status of USAF tactical airlift.

Emergency Airlifts
(S) Emergency airlift operations assumed an important role daring 17(0. t•ut overall
activity decreased during the latte.r part of the • ear after the Cambodian cross-border operaemergency resupply, and combat e-ssential
tion ceased. Included v er. tactical ,imergency,
flights. The total number of such flights was 3,976, with 210 tactical emergency, 444 enmer"ee57)
gency, and 3, 325 combat essential. The passengers hauled numbered 53, 352.
Table IX-2 for a recapitulation for the year.

C-130 Surge Re quirerneatti
(S) In September 1970 CINCPAC requested COMUSNIACV to review all RVN airlift requiren'ents and provide an updated estimate of the minimam number of C -130 aircraft needed i" RVN
to satisfy ,urge requirements which could not await arrival of support from CONUS. COMUSMACV was the dnminant user of C-130 airlift tn PACOM and had previously specified a need of
81 airframes to satisfy a contiigency surge requiroment; tthese fomn;cd the basis for a 10-squadron
QOMUSMACV
posturo within PACOM, ( 58 ) Upon review of the programmed requirements,
provided an updated estimate with rationile which identified a nunimium requirement of 58
ai"rCraft plus at least If' airframe equivalents as waintonant, spares. The litniting requirenient was thiAt of rapidly reinforeinri MR ., with at, Army Republic of Viotnaai (AIIVNI division
from MRl 1. Stuch a division consisted ot 14, 448 men and approximatelv 7.2Z5 STON of equipment. The rate of closure - one rogimetnft within 3t, hours and thv entire division within 5
days. in arriving at the estimate, COMUSMACV made several a4siiniptiors, among them
be il :
1.
exoCution.

The decitaion to reifor-ce would be ainuunced not less than 48 hours prior to

1. PACAF7 cowtd oatlmment with offshore C-110 aireraft At a rate of lB in 25 hours and
12 tvt.ore in vach following 12-hour period until the *urgv Was terminated.

"3. .ACAF

could provide two C-124 aircraft within Cýhours.

I. Witt, ICS approval STRICOM could provide 16 C-130 aircraft Ix~oitioned at Okinawa
within 114 houro. and an additional squadron of l C-139 aircraft each Z4 ho'urd thereaftcr fct a
total oL thrte to five squadrons.
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Emergency Airlift by MACV-197ý
Tactical
Emergency

Month
JAN

FEB

REQS
Sorties
PAX

0
3
0

4
1
743

COo

0

346.3

REQS
Sorties

PAX

REQS

FY-

PAX
JUN

Sorites

PAX

Sorttes

PAX

~

89
0
435.T6
49
228

121
4,ld
2,469.62
293
1,377

214
4,321
2,!J65.7
357
1,761

_

3h

'11

777

1

1

89

37

12,856

coo

0

RIQS
Hf
E

0

Sorties
PAX
COo

0
0
0

13,707

4J3.

11
0
7.1

228
4,034

59

240
4,o54
1

118
3, )d

122.57

6.

__

.ý_

0

123

SJ88

61.45t

't It. .4

L11
1•7
9
0

.

?o.8 _

2,917

7DB..
(8.
. .

2,917

.• 9.:

31
0
0
19.0

0

3

0
0
0

0
0
29.6

(Sie)

-

.37
348
284.1

29

102
(si),

57
348
303.0

1,094
5

....

102
1,f,94
55.6a

5--S5
Sorties
PAX

1
0

5
1

coo

0

3T.2

#Cargo 1i

-

909

402.4

5

1

j3F

798

1

0

18,:.82

Ib.01'
1:

_

20--

1
0
0
0oo
__

8

13,32

1,629.9

25

PAX

2ic

•

4
540
6o.35
1
156

Sortieas#

Sorties
PAX
COo

120.
54
130
1,531
1,615.d

0

S...Qs

2,181

125
1,31
IL396.34

0

Coo

86

1A,&,
,14

3
0
219.46

12.05

Sorties
PAX

743
937.4

39
63

4

850

coo

44
128

)i

4

288.3

HEQS

43
1;:

0
2
0
0

3,923

COO

Total

4

3

Sorties
PAX
coo
-REQS
Sorties

Combat
Essential

T6

36.1

REQS
Sorties
PAX
Coo

APR

I
17

482

coo
f4AR

Emergency
Resupply

52
113
285

916.6

119
286

,13..

shown by STON,

64kedevao

SOURCE: MACV
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5. MAC; would have an average of 42 C-141 aircraft in the PACOM area which with
proper authorization could be diverted for intra-RVN airlift.
(S) In identifying the surge requirement, COMtJSMACV stated that since 15 Apr 70 two
PACAF C-130 aircraft were used as airborne communications reconnaissance platforms and
if applied against the MACV C-130 surge level, the requirement would be increased by two.
A recommendation was also submitted to request JCS to direct deployment of two STRICOM
C-130 squadrons to Southeast Asia (SEA) concurrent with the surge decision to insure optimum
recovery of C -130 in-theater resources and provide for probable increased airlift requirements in the post-surge time frame. ( 59
(S) Because of a SEC DE F-approved inactivation of three squadrons of the 734th Tactical
Airlift Wing at Naha Air Base (AB) in Okinawa. CINCPAC reviewed all PACOM forecasted requirements, including MvACV's revised surge level. The estimate of the revised surge level
was approved by CINCPAC, including 58 aircraft during the first 36 hours and 48 during the
remainder of the deploytnent. The requirement for the 10 additional airframes for maintenance
spares wvas not concurred in based on PACA F's basic maintenance concept of main-supportbase /forward- operating- location support arrangement; this provided that all C-130s at the
forward operating location be in an operationally ready status, obviating the necessity for inplace spares. Application of available MAC resources to support contingency airlift requiremnents in SEA was subject to JCS/CofSAF approval and was pursued by separate action by
CINCPAC. ( 60 ) JCS anticipated staffing of all considerations would be completed by 15 Jan
71. ( 61)

Delta Transportation Plant

Giene ral

( UP Th.- D~elta Tansportation Plait (I)TP), approved in Docembcr 190.7 coordiniated the
production anid distribution of contltrutetion roch betwven quarries and D~elta barge dfischarge
sites operz~ted by foutr contributors: USAH-V, ARVN, the Nfinigtry of Public Works.atid the
Offictir in Charge of Construction tQIC.Cl. IThe ')ICC waq the IX)D construction agent anti wag
retipon-sible for dosign and comtruction, by contract, of facilitties (or all DUDQI
agnci(s And
activiti!ýs in RM)N

The firitt shipment of rock was made in Januiary 1964.

The Military Sea

Trangport Servite WMSTS)1 providerd a fWet of tugi and bargtvi with nuweenwt controlled by
the MACTNIA in aci~ordantee with the MACV Construction Directorate (MACDC) managementi
of rock requiremeonts And loading: and discharge riftes and the capabilitiest oi the quarrieso anid
disceharge 8itesk. Rotck was; used for US/GVIN nation-building programs in the Delta. Maur0
camip facilities and tmajor #econdary road convtruetion wero included in the program. The
programmed production and distribution goal was 240, 000 STON per mionth,
Performawee
(L) vie production and distribution nf rock improv'ed greatliy duiring 19 70, altliough pi1 *ferag~e w~As A great ptri(,Iem. Progresit made during the year was due. to the developm est of
both physical tac-Aities and coordination among operating elaments. The xiTs assauts were
incr'ea~sed in order to prrwi-ta trap *;vfrtstt(tn fr'r ;o.reibcd ounnae anti the growing nuti-hrr t4l
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(U) January 1970 performance was a total of 191, 515 STON of rock shipped. The previous
high had been in December 1969 withL a total of 186,864 STON. Performance in February, March,
and April was lower due to the TET holiday period and labor problems with local nationals employed by the contractors, along with a lack of engineer construction and dredging action. June
performance of 245, 098 was a consijerable increase in production and represented a 4-percent
greater delivery than the allocated x equirement for the month.
(U) Rock pilferage during July reached such proportions that command correspondence was
initiated from MACJ3, MACJ4, and MACDC to the RVNAF JGS. Determination that a ton of rock
delivered from the quarry to user-sarge pile represented a cost of $10. 45 to the US Government
made tightening of the security aspects all the more essential. Estimates made in August indicated as much as 10, 000 STON destined for Soc Trang failed to arrive due to actions attributable
to VN civilians. Sampans were tied along barges while at anchor or underway and as much as
300 STON were removed from a single barge. There was a great reluctance to stop the pilferage
on the part of the VN National Maritime Police, charged with the responsibility at the port of Can
Tho, and ARVN who provided the only real law enforcement agency over much of the Delta. There
were instances reported concerning ARVN troops pilfering the barges they were supposed to be
guarding. A real-time reporting system was developed whereby a tug operator witnessing pilferage could radio to the Military S:alift Command Unit, Can Tho, which would in turn telephone
the Delta Military Assistance Command (DMAC) tactical operations center (TOC) for notification
to ARVN. In mid-November, the pr-ovinces supplied guards on the barges, and by the end of the
year, pilferage was almost eliminated.
(U) Increased activity on the ptrt of sappers at Vung Tau also required attention during the
year. Progress was made in Augutt by moving military police into the port areas, providing an
organized reaction force, while at the same time deterring overt action by their presence. Although the rock production at Nul Sitp quarry had doubled in June, repairs to the fenders on the
bridge at Long Xuyen and over the Nui Sap Canal prevented use of 5 7 0-ton barges in August, thereby reducing the shipping capability 3f that quarry. The fenders were repaired in September,
however. increasing the production for that month.
(U) Rock production was again seriously hampered in October and November by a strike of
Vietnannese laborers from the Raymond-Morrison=-Knudsen/brown-Root-Jones (RMK/BRJ) Gwi.
struction Firm. A docrease for bxth months resulted.
(U) As of 31 Dec 70, a total of 4, 3A2, 130 STON of rock had been produced antd distributed
through the DTP aince it* inceptior in January 1968. The Military beallft Command a06. )
at the end of the year were Z5 tuga and 103 barges, at a coot of ýl million per month. t
A
racapitulation of rock STONo prod tced for the year follows. ( 63 )

Re•apitulation
JAN
VlED

191,515
150,948

JUL
AUG

ZZ4,771
201, 504

MAR
APR
MAY
JUN

158,584
172, 43Z
197,043
Z45.098

SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC

223. 360
194,769
172.546
Z08, ZZ
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Retrograde Movements

(C) Three phases of troop redeployments and inactivations occurred during 1970 under the
basic code KEYSTONE. KEYSTONE EAGLE and KEYSTONE CARDINAL had taken place in 1969;
retrograde movements during 1970 went more smoothly with no serious difficulties. KEYSTONE
BLUEJAY was the first redeployment of the year and KEYSTONE ROBIN was the code for movements under the 150, 000 reduction in US authorized strength by 1 May 71. (KEYSTONE movements are discussed in more detail later in this chapter. ) A recaputulation of personnel and
cargo retrograded follows.
PHASE

DATE

KEYSTONE BLUEJAY ( 64)

PERSONNEL CARGO (STON)

22 Jan-15 Apr 70

7,Z39

28,904

KEYSTONE ROBIN (ALPHA)

65

228 Jun-13 Oct 70

34,495

Z3,780

KEYSTONE ROBIN (BRAVO)

66

15 Oct-30 Dec 70

20,099

670

MILITARY WATER SUPPLY

(U) Developing military water supply sydtems has been an omnipresent problem in any war.
Vietnam was no exception.
(U) During 1970 a study concerning problems of milanrv water supply systems was sponsored
by the DOD Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) and monitured by the US Army Missile
Command. Conducted by Control Data Corporation, the report was filed I Aug. It examined
certain problems associated with development of military water systems in Vietnam and meano
of improvement. It also sought to relate those problems to other MAPs worldwide. Selected
situatiotns illustrated specific problems believed corrmton in RVN. No attempt was made to describe, evaluate, or provide data on system performance except as related to selected problems.
A aummary of the report follows.

Charact•ristics of Wau.r Systems

(U) ARPA reported that, fundamentally, two basic water systems were developed in Viet.
nam; that planned for generally large and more permanent bases tinder the military construction
(IWLCON)
program, and that developed expediently for small, isolated camps. ARPA found that
the policy (or development was characterired by a delegation of responsibility to component
commands for planning, construiction, and operation phases antl in 1')gistical support.
(OU The characteristics of water systems described in the ARPA study were representative
of US military systems in Vietnam. No particular problems with regard to sources were indicated except locally where high turbidities (sediment disturbance) occurred. Most water treatimen' equipment in use in RVN was taken directly from the Armry inventory; it was designed
specifically for mobility it support of combat troops. An important rcquirement stoted by ARVA
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was for a low-capacity, small-camp treatment system. Systems available from military laboratories or industry were inadequate, but advances in the state of the art suggested such systems
were feasible,
(U) Water requirements were prescribed in MACV Directive No. 415-2-4, Standards for
Water and Sewage Disposal Systems, dated 22 Jan 69. The actual amount of water consumed
was that which was available. Generally, the small camp systems were inefficient, commonly
relying on delivery of water by truck or helicopters. In most cases far less water was supplied
than was -equired. The permanent base systems generally were adequate to accomplish the
military mission, but there was inefficiency and need for management control.

Water Resources Evaluation

(U) Water resources evaluations and other terrain intelligence were of manifest interest
to planners. Detailied data on the hydrologic processes were particularly important because
they were scarcie and historically valuable. According to the ARPA report, the failure to
evaluate resources if% RVN was extremely costly. Problems were illustrated by the US naval
facility at Nha Be, Fire Support Base B~arbara in the Mekong Delta, and variou's CORDS advisory
team camps. where Knowledge of annual encroachment of sea water would have permitted the
anticipation of a desalination requirement. Other problem areas were the Navy base, Cat Lo,
and the Army base at Dong Ba Thin, where an early retcognition of the lack of resourceii would
have dicatate-1 more appropriate water system designs, and Cam Ranth AB, where an initial
delineation of ground-,water storage andi oc~currence would have restilted in shallow rather than
doop. wel l systetms and a better diukribution of -,itea for withdrawals.

Development of Systems

(Q,
~d
ekri other utilities for most largii bates wore iiiitially planned by one agency.
dtt d
?Ani
nu tiiwstrxcted hy -another, and operated and maintalned by still a,!other. The contponortt vommitAnd a~pproach to systfums developmednt tenided to priovent the unity betawen phases

of devvelopment. necessary for efficiont managemeUnt.
RIt) 1eompo raxy r~ahter thain piar tanent sys tunis wert, p reva lent beciause austerity deronan~d.
The advantagte of perwniannt over tomporary systerns -was
lower standardo ofent'ein
shwwr. bi a comparlson of wator tridatinent. costs for pond and for shallow well waters at tht. lot
Awnr.al-a.n L~gotltit:4 Supjwrt Clrokup anti in coamparhsonl (of dititribution costc by vehicle and pipolinte bfr sevveral hai~vi. The data "gested perm~anent pielwine ditriebution systdmts to provide
Ot.-itM
sa
wr v~kjce
cst aibout tba wame or lesvs than truck-hauling for I year.
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Conclusions of Water Systems Study

(U) The ARPA study concluded that experience gained from developing water systems for US
Forces in Vietnam should prove extremely useful for improvement and avoiding similar problems
where counterinsurgency and civic action operations could develop. The total effect of policie~s
regarding military water utility prevented efficient management because of duplication of effort and
lack of coherence in various phases of development. The causes were seen as a resalt of the
inter- relationships of four factors: a lack of an adequate hydrologic data base; a rapid escalatioii
of the conflict wvhich prevented better planning; water treatmnent equipment outmoded in terms of
counterinsurgency warfare; and erroneous concept of the economy of temporary water system
designs in the context of Vietnam.
(U) The report recommended that DA sponsor a general reevaluation of the capability of US
military forces to develop water supply systemns. Included should be special projects to determine the impact of counterinsurgency warfare on current techniques and the feasibility of the
military water utility authority concept and projects for contingency planning for water resources
development in potential theaters of operations. Also recommended was a review of mneans for
improving US military water systems in Vietnam sponsored by M.ACV. ( 67)

TRANSFLR OF EXCESS REAL PROPLRTY TO RVNAF
Gene ral

(U) iBec.auso of troop redeployments, niany basvs, portit, and other facilities con~tvtuctod
and/or used by US Forces became excess to US needr.. G"aining tile optimumn usC of the. facilities
was of imajor concern to MACV dluring 1970. Timely and efffivint transfer of real property to thr
RVNAF was particularly critical In view of severe conutrainlts on MASF, Those constraintst required off-setting new construction by using existing facilitios whore. possible amt assouring that
RVNAF capabilities to operate and maintain tranoferred facilitiesi were not overbturdoned. To
i-onitor base tralnsfer actionis and coordinatc solutiono to the aittendlant pr~ldenis. a new division,
the Real Property Managoment Division, was created in MACDC !it November 1969.

Review of 1969
(U)

Transfer of the UN 9th leEf Div base camp, at Dong Tamn to the AIVM

7(th Div on I Sep 69

was the first moajor disposal of real property in RVN. Policies and procedures wero duvolopttt
as each trantifer progressed. The next transfer of a major base campil was Tilackhorse, completed
in October 1969. Subsequently Lai Khe Involved transfer of a portion of the base to thed ARVN Sti~
Div and return of facilities to the Rubber Research Institute. Camp Enarl required a determination by MACV concerning high or Irw voltage assets left to RVNA.~F It resulted In additional
guidance by MACV for future transfers of generator assets. Filially, poor maintenance at Dong
lia, a tra*nsfo-r that initially wont well, developed action to determine problems of the RVNAI- in
operating and miainitaining the transferrals.
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(U) In November 1969, a combined MACV-JGS Central Committee for Base Tranfers was
established. It consisted of working level JGS officers and their MACV counterparts. The
committee provided a line of direct communication on property transfers, and supervision was
accomplished through normal staff and command procedures. Similar regional committees
were established by the US senior advisor and Vietnamese comnmanding general in each MR.
(U) In order to develop RVNAF independence of US funds and advice, an architect and engineer service contract study to develop an effective RVNAF facilities maintenance management
system was started on I Dec 69 for completion in January 1971. The study included a representative inventory of RVN. F facility assets; the conversion of the inventory quantities to requirements for supporting personnel, funds, and materials; and the development of procedures and
facilities management organizations for accomplishing effective management. ( 68

Facility Transfers in 1970

General
(U) The RVNAF facilities management system in 1970 was largely ineffective. Maintenance
and repairs were accomplished mostly on a unit self-help basis with little attention given to
preventive maintenance. Budget estimates to support an effective maintenance program- were
unrealistic. The standards of maintenance did not provide for an adequattt level of support to
preclude deterioration of real property assets. ( 69 ) The ARVN budget for facilities management for 1970 was proximately $USZ. 5 million in contrast to the US Army budget of almost
$USZ0O millic.n. (70) ( 71 ) The need to develop an effective facility manageniont system for
1'VNAF use was compounded by the transfer of a large number of comparatively sophisticated
US facilities.

Policies and hrocodures for Disposal
(U) In March MACV Directive 735-3 was revised to incorporate oxperionco g
from-i
fined
the large transfers to date. It contained the pnlicins and p-ocedurea for disposal of excess US
Armed Iorcos real and related property. The directive contained a priority isting for transfers,
policy on thle types and required condition of facilities and oquip-ment that could tc transferred,
delineation of security responsibilities, and inatruction on written agrearmentt
which had to be
negotiated. Approval for transfers to agencies other than the US military was retained by COMUSMACV. All transfers to the RVNAF required direct coordination with 3s,
4 72

Transfers and Problem Areas

(U) By 31 Dec 70, 38 separate actions were in the process and 77 transfers wert completed.
See Table IX-3 for a list of the completed transfers. ( 73 ) Sontie of the major problem. encountared as a result of the transfers were: selection of facilities engineering trainees and scope of
instruction; insufficient ARVN manpower to provide minimumn facilities maintonance,; inability
of operations and maintenance personnel to operate and maintain sophisticated equipment sutch
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as high-voltage generators; time duration and extent of ITS responsibi]ity to assist ARVN units
not clearly understood; authorizations for MASF not keeping up with actual quantities of equipment transferred to ARVN; some non-standard items transferred (especially electric generators in MR 1); and inadequate information on need for spare parts.
(U) Any solution for training ARVN personnel to operate and maintain facilities was considered as short range and had to be flexible enough to be adapted to the facilities maintenance
study underway. The training involved include(! only those skills not readily available to ARVN,
e. g. , generator operators, and not traditional skills such as carpenters and plumbers. The
proposed training program included the follcwing factors: identification of manpower spaces to
operate and maintain facilities; identification aiid selction of personnel for those spaces; and
extent of on-the-job (OJT) and formal training of selected personnel. T'Ivo possible means evolved
by which ARVN could gain the capability to operate and !-iaintain transferred facilities. Both were
easily implemented and readily available. [Tnder one plan, the ARVN unit receiving transferred
facilities was tasked by JGS to provide USARV sufficient personnel fcr training to operate and
maintain the facilities. Basically, it was a formalized OJT program. Under the second plan.
i Military Property ConstrucARVN identified manpower spaces and assigned personnel from tV
tion Office (MPCO), and USARV provided contractor instructors to prepare men for their eventual
assignment.
.- .di personnel to ore ate and maintain transferred
(L) Added to the requirement fo;
facilities was the problem of providing suificient spare parts. The desired level for depot-type
items was 180 days supply, with a 90-day-level for those items required for bench stock by the
local post, such as light bulbs. MACJ4, with its advisor capability, assisted ARVN in identifying the spare parts level required .or maintenance.

(Ul The immediate objective of RVNAF was development of the facilities engineering
capability adequately manned and trained to provide minimum operation and maintenance services
for transferred facilities. The Area Logistics Command (ALC) had the organization capability
to accomplish the objective with the MPCO for ARVN bases. Vietnamese Navy (VNNI and
Vietnamese Air Force (VNAYF) organized and trained facilities engineering detachments at their
larger bases, primarily through the large facilities enginoering contractors.
(U' Related closely to the question of capability to operate and maintain facilities was the
qiipstlon of need. As additional facilities became available, care was taken to assure that RVNA F
did not assume responsibility for more facilities than required. Military efficiency of RVNAF
would have suffered had they accepted too many. In addition to the combined MACV/JGS Central
Committee for BaseTransfers discussed previously, close relations were vatablished between
MACV staff. MACV field advisors, and USAID to consider all possible uses of real and rolated
pro, rty exctwss to needs of US Forces so It would be used most effectively in satlsfyiug US
Mission objectives. ( 74 1
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Communications Continuity
(U) Communications systems continuity had to be maintained throughout the period of transfer of a US base to an operational RVNAF base. For equipment of Table of Organization and
Equipment (TOE), Table of Allowance (TA) and Table of Equipment (TE) required and authorized
to be left in place by a redeploying unit, required replacements had to be made as early as possible.
All items of the following conmmrnunications-electronics (C-E) equipment used at a US base to be
transferred were reported to MACV either as items proposed for transfer to RVNAF or items
'o be removed prior to transfer:
I.
2.

(U)

Perimeter security equipment and systems.
Administrative comnmnications systems..

3.

Lo.±ghaul access colmnunlcatios.

4.
5.
6.

Navigation aids.
Radars and assorted equipment.
Other C-E systems, including outside plunt.

Only items specifically approved by MACV were transferred to RVNAF.

MACV con-

ducted a survey to determine the requirements of transfer bases using lists of equipment furnished
by component commanders.
Only the minimum equipment absolutely required for operation of the
facility was authorized. RVNAF organization TOE/TA equipment was used whenever practicable
for base operation rather than authorizing additional ".A equipment. Also wherever practicable,
communications, weapons, and other equipment required and authorized as TA equipment for the
base camp mission consisted of excess non-preferred items on hand in RVNAF and were shown
As an example, base camp or perimeter defense requirements
on authorization documents.
could be satisfiedwith AN!PRC-10 radio 1lO AN/PRC-25, EE-8 telephone ILO TA-3lZ, and
M1919 Cal. 30 MG ILO M60 MG. In determining the amount of rehabilitation or repair needed to
return a facility to usable condition, austere standards aid health, safety, and physical securcy
were considered. Beautlficationi was not a consideration. ( 75

Turnover of Port Facilities

iac kg round
(U) On 26 May 69, COMUSMACV approved the concept of Vietnamization of ports, A joint
US/Vietnanmce committee was appointed to study the entire picture and identify ports or portions
thereof which could be turned over to RVNAF or converted to joint operation. In November
1969, the committee 4nnounced the following schedule for Viabiamizatlon of US m-litary-uperated
ports:
1.

Can Tho: Complete turnover and signed agretmient by I Jan 70.

2.

Saigon Port (Messagerie Maritimtns (MM) piers ooly):

area and a toigned agreement by I Jan ?0.

Ktl and Kiz by 31 Mar 10.

Completo turnover of that

Withdrawa, fromn Camp Davies and t~ir-over of piers

3. Vung Tau: Complete turnover by I Jui 7b.
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4. Nha Trang: Joint usage was accomplished 1 Dec 69.
takeover by 1 Jul 70, dependent upon their capabilities.

RVNAF would assume complete

5. Qui Nhon: RVNAF would assume off-loading of their ammunition by civilian contractor on 1 Jan 70.
6.

Danang: No date was established for turnover.

( 76)

Turnover in 1970
(U) During January, ARVN worked ARVN cargo through the shallow out-ports of Hue, Dong
Ha, and Chu Lai. ARVN had one transportation terminal service company assigned to MR 1, at
approximately 50 percent TOE. In order for the ARVN to become self-sufficient, the company
had to be at 100 percent TOE.
(U) ARVN's long-range plan in MR I was to operate one pier at Danang and be capable of
supporting the out-ports of Dong Ha, Tay Thoung, Tien Sha, Trinh Minh, and Chu Lai. To
support the shallow ports, ARVN would station small port detachments which could move from
port to port, dependent upon projected incoming cargo to be discharged. ARVN requirements
were approximately 4,000-6,000 STON of ammunition per month at Vung Tau. ARVN was willing to assume that mission dependent upon a change to the MACV/RVNAF ammunition agreement and receipt of certain items of equipment. Their modus operandi was to put the port at
Vung Tau on a standby status, using it only in emergency situations. A small housekeeping
detachment would be stationed there. Personnel and equipment from ARVN's Saigon Transportation Terminal Command would be moved to Vung Tau on an as-required basis. ( 77 )
(U) In February the ARVN worked the MM piers in Saigon, discharging and backloading
both US and ARVN cargo. The first turnover of a US military operated port to ARVN, Can The,
took place in March 1970. The formal agreement was signed by MACJ4 and the DepGofS for
Logistics, JGS, in February for the turnover of the port's mission, facilities, and operations.
An agreement was finalized In May for the turnover of the MM area of the Saigon port. The formal transfer of th, MM area had been delayed by a shortfall in GVN transportation budget and
repairs on pier facilities. All aspects were satisfactorily resolved and an agreement was signed
on 9 Nov 70, transferring operational control from the US Army to ARVN.
(U) Before the Nha Trang outport could be turned over to ARVN, the ROK FV troop goration
emoarkation/debarkation mission had to move from Nha Trang to Cam Panh Bay. In July a
meeting of US interested comnands was held at TIQ MACV to resolve problems associated with
the move. A MtACV nmessage set I Oct as the effective date, with the turnover on a date mutually
agreeable to USARV and RVNAF, but no later than I Oct. The agreemient transferring the water
port at Nha Trang to ARVN was signed 27 Oct with all aspects of the transfer satisfactorily
resolved. The first troopship, USNS Barrett, called at Camt Ranh Bay on 11 Oct. All indications
pointed to more efficient, expedient, and acceptable debarkation/embarkation through Cam Hanh
BAy for ROK Forces, Vietnam (ROK FV). ( 78)
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(As of 31 Dec 70)

(Millions)

ARMY

NAVY

PL88/390

12.8

FY65SUP
PL89/18

AIR FORCE

TOTAL

9.4

15.9

38.1

36.1

17.4

21.5

75.0

29.1

30.3

13.5

72.9

35.8

32.9

39.2

107.9

PL89/374

424.4

189.c

178.2

791.6

FY67SUP
PL90/5

217.5

76.1

98.6

392.2

72.4

31.9

24.7

129.0

16.4

d.7

13.7

38.6

77.5

50.9

-0-

851.2

435. L

375.5

1661.9

70.8

11. 4

29.8

112.0

922.0

446.6

405.3

1773.9

FY65MCP

FY66MCP

PL89/213
FY66ADD

PL89/213
FY66SUP

FY68REG

PL90/110
FY68SUP

PL90/392
FY69REG

PL90/408
MILCON
TOTAL
MAP
TRANSFERS
TOTAL FUNDED

TOTAL
FUNDS

CUMULATIVE
COMMITMENTS

CUMULATIVE
OBLIGATIONS

128.4

CUMULATIVE
DISBURSEMENTS

ARMY

922.0

921.1

i195.1

782.9

NAVY

446.6

1444.6

431.1

399.9

AIR FORCE

405.3

403.9

402.0

390.2

1773.9

1769.6

1728.2

1573.0

TOTAL

SOURCE:

MACDC

TABLE IX-4
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MILITARY CONSTRUCTION

(U) A diminishing requirement for US facilities changed the emphasis on construction in
support of US Forces to that of Vietnamization improvement and modernization (I&M) in 1969.
During 1970 the emphasis on Vietnamization continued with funds released by SECDEF for
Vietxnamization or LOG construction. More stringent controls were applied in order to stretch
available construction funds to provide critical requirements for the I&M program. An emergency had to exist to obtain approval of new construction for US Forces.

Program Status
MILCON Funding
(U) At the end of December 1969, SECDEF released $15.5 million in Navy FY69 Unapportioned Funds for urgent requirements. In March 1970, $12.4 million, also Navy money, was
released. Receipt of those funds depleted the Navy's unapportioned balance and raised the total
of the Navy pro-ram to $446. 6 million. In April and October 1970, $20. 2 million and $15 million,
respectively, of Army FY69 Unapportioned Funds followed, increasing the Army fund assignment to $992. 0 millien.. ( 79 ) ( 80 ) Each of the releases permitted construction on urgent, validated projects to support Vietnamization or LOC construction. The Air Force's share of the
MILCON program was $405. 3 million. Total cumulative MILCON funding through CY70 was
$1. 7739 billion. (See Table IX-4 for the status of the MILCON funding as of 31 Dec 70.) The
total programmed 1MILCON requirements as of 31 Dec 70 totaled $241.3 million (see Figure

IX-5). (81)

Obligations and Work-in-Place
(U) Obligations had been extremely erratic during early 1969 as initial efforts to turn the
MILCON program from US support to Vietnamization got under way. The obligation rate settled
down somewhat after July 1969 and progressed steadily through the latter part of 1969 and through
1970 am the program requirements becarne better refined. ( 82 ) By the and of 1970, a total of
$1. 7Z8 million had been obligated (see Figure IX-6). ( 83
(U) Work-in-place (WIP) advanced at a steady rate through April 1970. From I Jul to
31 Dec 69, work went into the ground at & $15 million per month rate, dropping off to $13 million
per month through April 1970. A negative placement of $11 million occurred in May. a result of
reductions in working estimates by the OICC in overhead costs. The reductions were made
possible by reduced contractor overhead and indirect costs, advanced ,quipment aninortizatlon,
completed naterial capitalization. and improved mar.magement by the contractor. The nwet result
of the reductions was that $30 million was realized for application to existing unfunded
requirements. ( 84 ) The cumulative value of WIP at the end of the 1970 totaled $1.609 billion
(plotted ,.
Igure IX-6). ( 85 )
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FIGURE IX-7
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Vietnanization
(U) The effectiveness of efforts to turn the construction program toward Vietnalnization is
showun on Figure IX-7. The distribution of $1. 609 billion WIP completed by major facility categories as of 31 Dec 70 is given. In addition, the funded and unfunded Work-To-Place (requi ement) is shown, totaling $379 million. The work-to-place remaining for US Forces totaled $89
million; work in support of Vietnarnization totaled $212 million. ( 86 ) The LOG program distribution is also shown.

Phase III, I&M 1)lan Requirements.
(U) In December 1969, the Phase LU, I&M Plan was submitted to CINCPAC. Annex K to the
plan identified $405.3 million in unfunded construction requirements. Those requirements were
identified by line items in the plan and were categorized by Vietnanization (including advisor
facilities), LOC, and US support. For the first time, the total remaining construction requirements had been defined in detail. The unfunded requirements were reduced through funding
actions and continuous review by the service components. During the firs-. 6 months, the component services and MACV deleted $214. 5 million in unfunded requirements by a hard approach
to "making do or doing without" for US support, and by making maxinjum use of facilities vacated
by redeploying US units to fill RVNAF requirements. (87 ) By 31 Dec unfunded requirements
totaled $81.8 .. illion (see Figure IX-8 for the total unfunded program for 1.970). The potential.
funding sources were $19. 5 million of available in-country funds, $19. 2 million of unapportioned FY69 Army MILCON funds, $25 million FY71 unapportioned Army MILCON funds, and
$20 million of OSD Worldwide Contingency Funds for a total of $62. 7 million. ( 88 )
(U) Certain construction projects for the RVNAF were funded through MASF.
the various funding programs follows.

A review of

Army MASF Construction Program

(U) The Army MASF program was subjected to an intensive review during the final quarter
of 1970. All unfunded projects totaling $143 million were reviewed and the following deciasoils
concerning the projects were given:

1.

Funded projects-retained $39. 0 million; cancelled $4. 2 million.

2 Unfunded projects-retained for future funding. $S0million; deleted
from program, TZO million. ( 89)
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(U) The review defined the existing program at the end of the year. The overall status
of the Army MASF program by major project grouping on 31 Dec was as shown below. ( 90
Funded
Unfunded
Not Comp
Completed
Regional Forces (RF)
Company Cantonments

222

3

0

Regular Force

196

5z

69

8

5

4

Communication Facilities

26

25

17

Training Centers
and Schools

23

24

4

Stctor Management
Direct Support
Logistical Centers

0

41

3

Base Depot Upgrade

0

1

0

School/Training
Centers Water Upgrade

0

16

Company Cantonments
Hospitals New/Upgrade

A•mmunition

q

G

Depot Progrw.i

I4y

NMASF Uottlon

Programt

(U) During the lt Qtr CY70, co•itrkctiou progroossed at 1*1 out t" 29 prograimnd ACTOV
base.. Cown truction of the Cho Mci VNN ujat usd-or the ACTOV-loxpa•nded program w-a placed
on diroe.ivc as vere construction lino items ttaling $3. 6 miltl:i for the Vietwames Naval
iucFktidd tonstructlo~t, wrehabiht~tlon, or repair of all viaitnShipyard in Saigon. -Tho littr
tonance wid prodtiction shop*4 hardistatls, eooits, berthing piers, and il uttlittes of the naval
shipyard. W-ttn cmpletd,, thv- shipyard failitiev; w.oun4 accmnoatte all large iships of the
expanded VNN fleet ior maJor ovtrltaul and reantr.
U) lfriot' the ad Qtr, otonttruction directivea wvotr approved for two new Nawvy ACTOV
base* at Mol An 1S46,O000) amd.Moc t•o 4.•,452,000) with realitvied roqtjulremtnts at several
other installations. The VNN iospital at Saismo aud O.h laot FY70 Itcremntent of VNN and VieteMnA.iao 'corp's (VINMC) dcpei.iaptt shelter. and4 commitntity shelters wore approved.
nantwo
MU) Constructio•n directivos wtere is•ore durln the 3d Ott for 12 of 16 VNN radar sites
Clo.ated throughout IRN, tht Vang Ta• VMNIC camp, VNN leaditurtere. Public Works Center,
The btin.l four VNN radar sitt:s were funded
a31d a receiving vid prooessing center tt Saico..
ib the 4th Ott,
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(U) Three other projects were funded in the 4th Qtr: classrooms at Cam Ranh Ba-y
($259, 000); overhaul/rebuild of generators and engines used by VNN ($1, 716, 000); and VNN
base facilities at Chu Lai ($83, 000). All three projects were vitally needed to support the
rapid expansion of VNN. ( 91)

Air Force MASF Construction Program

(U) The VNAF I&M Program for Phase IlI was greatly reduced during the Ist Qtr CY70
with a 7AF decision not to build duplicate facilities for the expanding VNAF on joint-use bases
because existing US facilities would eventually be turned over to the VNAF. Accordingly, 11
MASF projects totaling $2, 553, 000 were cancelled at Bien Hoa, Tan Son Nhut, and Da-iang.
During the 2d Qtr, a 2, 400 unit dependent shelter program ($i, 440, 000) and repair of the NM
Trang runway ($937, 000) were approved. The latter was completed during the 3d Qtr.
(U) A total of $2 million was withdrawn in Oct from Air Force SEA MILCON appropriations
assigned to MACV in support of RVN. In November construction and repair of airfieli facilities at Soc Trang were authorized. The $966, 600 ptoject included the repair or construction
of runways, aprons, ammunition storage, electric prime power, water wells, dormitories,
supply facilities, and rwuway lights, Construction was to be a combination of troop &id contractor effort, and it was planned to start in the 1st Qtr CY7I, 1 92

Ungrade Programms
(U) Not withstanding fun4Tig dcfici••.ces, progress wats made an kmprl'iving and tipgrading
bAdcs, roads, and railway lines, Th# lattber tw.o subjects are coveced later in this .:hapter.

Soe the Army M.A•5 program in this chapter for the statua u$ the Blate Depot Upgrade Program
and Chapter VI1 for diseustiahm of that programn; the Sector Managemn.tt and Direct Support
LtgLhskcs Offensive Pla- ICLOP); the RYNAF Autonmatod Matrijd Managvnient Sy)stem
(RANM$S):
ind the Country Logistics Improvmennt Plan (GI,11). In addition to the aforanie..tinmcd
progratn.
other actions were ta-at for the rnlprov-0ant of facilitiefs W RVVN.
Airfields
(U) Airi•elda wre at wget fo•r upgrading.,
Th'h rapid deterioration of TPýp I and
!A
.orward airfields and requeats i( tve 434th Air Div for rrqpair an-d riAaetta veof the fields resuited in an in-depth study. Thi study by MACDC and MACJ3 it-! titled a list of 43 airfields
which were to rtcoive a pertnttflfl1 Warfacn. Tweoty of the 43 %erid scheduled for paling duakvmg CY70 und CYU1 in emnjunction with paving for the 1O= progpam. .aving of the retAi.tiag
23 was platnned after O'Y1l, In view of the cianging operational requirtments and limrited

Malntenance and paving assets, f(ild fvrct coantnanders warre requested to revalidato the listing of airfields to bo retaied, bincluding thomse scheduled for rc lng,
Complnotion of the
review in the 34 Qtt resulted in Identification of 101 airfield, to be retatamed with resurfaciag
required on It airfields
Selections woere bated on toaponseo by the respective a-ea c-aordia.4

wrots

consideiration of the tvsilability of construction resources, Jitnlwd funding avaIlabiity.

and aece#.fibttl
ani material.

" of airfields il r'eAtion to the location of Constructlon a$sts, including 1ain|r
As of 31 Dec, al LI of tim airfiolds requiriag rohabiltation were fumdedL (93)
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(U) In addition to the upgrade of airfields, the Air Force and the Navy developed programs
for erection of covered aircraft shelters.

Air Force Program- "Project Concrete Sky"
(U) On 13 Jan 70 Air Force Red Horse units (Rapid Engineering Deployment and Heavy
Operational Repair Squadrons, Engineering) completed the erection of corrugated steel shelters
at the air bases at Danang, Bien Hoa, Tan Son Nhut, Phu Cat, Phan Rang, and Tuy Hoa. The
original program had called for the erection of 408 units for $8, 775 million, but 16 units for
Phu Cat were cancelled for a final total of 39Z units constructed with $7, 99Z million allocated.
The final breakdown of the program was: Danang-98; Bi-.,n Ilv- 75; Tan Son Nhut-62; Phu
Cat-40; Phan Rang-bl; and Tuy Hoa-56.
(U) In addition to the steel shelters, the OICC contractor placed concrete covers on Danang,
Bien Hoa, and Tan Son Nhut. The concrete covers were 15 inches thick on ridges and 29 inches
thick in valleys. Extensive apron construction ý. .d revetment relocation as well as limited dispersal aprons were also involved.
(U) During fhe lst Qtr CY70, the Air 1-orce received approval to construct 12 shelter closures
as a combat field test program. The "losures consisted of a nylon ballistic curtain dropping
over the front of the shelter. The sN -em was motorized with a manual override. The followon project of eight alert shelters at Cl'an Rang and four at Danang was started in January and
completec on 31 Mar. ( 94)

NayyaAircraft Shelter Program
(U) The Ne.-y Ai-crz-t Shelter Program originally consisted of two phases for 170 and 129
units, respectively, at five bases. Construction of the shelters began in July 1969. In December
1969 the shelter program was reduced to one phase of 170 units, and in April 1970 an additional 48
units were cancelled. By the end Qf 1970, 114 of the 122 units were erected ani covered. The
Navy prograzr comprised the following: Danang-57; Marble Mountzin-32, ,4nd Chu Lai-33,
Originally it was planned to erect eight over-sized shelters at Danang for Fleet Air Support Unit
aircraft. The program was subsequently reduced to two. Construction waN in progress on one
by the end of 1970. ( 95

Staging Areas
(U) In order to meet the rigid health standards of US Departmet of Ag-iculture and the US
Public Health Service, it became necessary in early VY7P to upgrade staging areas at ports and
marshaling yards. The facilities, including wash racks, parking areas, grease racks, malnten.
ance shops, and lighting systems for 24-hour operation were required to clean, prepare, and stage
vehicles and equipment prior to sh.prnent. The required facilities at Newport and Long Birh
were completed the 1st Qtr, GY70; those at Danang and Cam Ranh bay during the 3d Qtr; and
that in Qui Nhon was scheduled for completion on 31 Jan 71. ( 96)
0
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MACV Advisor Facilities
(U) The upgrading of MACV advisor facilities was started in 19b8, A total of 293 projects
involving vertical c-onstruction and water supply fo,- 215 advisor locations was identified with
project accomplishmei~t by both troop and contractor forces., As of June 1970, 90 sites were
completed with 89 a-;id 16 sites in progress or a-&aiting start ol. construction, respectively.
(U) During t.e 3a Qtr nine additional projectts at rj).,h locations were identified. By the
end of !970, a total cf1 244 sites were identified with 191 completed, 27 in progress, and 26
awaiting start of constraction. ( 97~
Screening and Detention Facilities
(U) In September 1969 a three-phase construction program for screening and detention
facilities was implemenced. Twenty-nine facilities with a total of 8, 300 spaces were planned
at that time. Phase I consisted of eight sites with 3, 400 spaces and was completed during the
Zd Qtr CY70. P~hase 11 consisted of 17 sites with 4, 100 spaces. Contracts for the construction
of 15 sites were awarded to lump sum contractors. By the end of June, 12 sites w'ere completed
and a total of 14 were finished by the end of December. Phase III initially consisted of four
sites with 1, 400 spaces. Projects for Long An and Khanh Hoa Provinces were cancelled 'ýy the
MACV GofS. The completion of the corstructioa for the remaining two was delay ed by real
estate procurement and construction had not started by the en~d of the year. ( 98

RVNAF Dependent Shelter Program

(U) A very' large and important construction program was for the benefit of RYNAF depolldvnts. The RVNAF Dependent Shelter Program represented $28 million of the unfunded requirements shown on Figure IX. 8. An 8-year program developed jointly by MACV and JGS is discussed below. This long-range program was based on a total estim-ated requirement of 200,000
shelters (or RN'NAF aird RF forces.

Resume' of RVNAF Programs
(U 1961-1963,
The dependent housing program was initiatod to provide approxim-ately
64, 000 family units for servicemen below the grade of sergeant. The austere design did not
include water, electricity, or sanitary facilities. From April 1961 to D)ecombo r 1963, approxinuitely 18, 700 family units v -'re completed. Fund aliozations were approximately $VN78 million.
(M) t964. Tlik C Yb4 goal was construction of 40, 000 family units costing approximately
$VN333 miAllion. The improved design included a conc rete floor. added kitchen space, and midde
provisions for %cddltion of interior partitionilig, potable water, electricity, and sanitary facilities.
Bly nmld-year, deterioration of existing dependent housing and expc.nded requirements caused a
program reevaluation. The, prugram) was changed to provide pixeiabricatet. housing for all regular
force NCOs and enlisted families. A reveised total progrtir objective of 143,000 dependent shelter
units was established. The program was hampered by a l~clk of contractor interest; difficulty in

obtaining land and local labor; diversion of materials to civiliansu (or flood relief in Late 1964; and
a critical shortage of transportation.
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(U) 1965. In early 1965 material storage capability and shortage of longhaul transportation became serious problems. By late 1965 most of the problems were resolved and all 40,000
units programmed were received from contractors. The program it. 1965 provided for 24,000
units of the 1964 design at a cost of $VN969 million. In September a revised total program of
200, 000 units was approved by JGS and execution of the program was decentralized. Each corps
tactical zone (CTZ) and the Capital Military District (C MD) received $VNI16.2 million for a total
of $VN581 million to procure and construct hotising. The entire allocation was returned to the
Ministry of Finance because of failure to obliigate funds by 31 Dec 65. In addition a lumber shortage caused a reduction from 24, 000 units to 1E, 500. Of the 18, 500 units placed under contract,
only 6, 500 were delivered. Contracts for the remaining units were cancelled in March 1966 for
failure to deliver. A separate RF 1965 prog:am of $VN337 million produced 7, 221 units by the
end of 1966.
(U) 1966.
Early in the vear the Ministry of Defense directed the General Political Warfare
Department (GPWD) to assume general staff responsibility for dependent housing planning. Of
the $VN400 million in the budget, $VN200 million was allocated for completion of the 1964 and
1965 programs. The remaining $VN200 was distributed so the CTZs and the CMD each received
$VN39 million. The GPWD Political Warfare (POLWAR) School receivedi $VN5 million for new
housing at Dalat (37 units). Plans for the 10-family units were increased from a 6X30 meter
building to 8X30 meters. Due to increased costs only a total of 2, 150 family units were built.
A separate RF program of $VN5 million resulted in 176 units.
(U) 1967. In January JGS transferred program responsibility from GPWD to its Base Development Division, Central Logistic Command. For CY67 the Ministry of National Defense
requested appropriations of $VN400 million for new housing for both regular and regional
forces. Because of economy measures, that was reduced by the National Assembly to $VN300
million. The funded program contained Z, 443 units. A total of 2, 408 units were completed.
Contracts for the remaining 35 units were cancelled.
(U) 1969.
The CY68 program provided for the construction of 5, 151 units at a budget cost
of approximately $VN379 million. The program was accomplished by contract. A total of
4, 951 units was completed and 200 units were under construction as of 31 Dec 68.
(U) 1969. In December 1966 a pilot prugram for self-help dependent housing in III CTZ
had boen approved by SECDEF and funded with $2, 8 million of Operations and Maintenance Army
(O&MA) funds for construction of q, 130 units. The program was self-help wLth supplies and
materialb provided by the US. Due to the frequency of tactical operations, combat units wore
unable to find sufficient time to complete the shelters, In late 1968 the program was reoriented
to provide materials for self-help and materials for contracts funded by the GVN. Of the
original $2.8 million, $800,000 was sot aside for ARVN self-help materials. Of the 1, 378
units programmed, 1, 168 units were complet.2d by 31 Dec 69. The retaining $2.0 million
($1. 35 million CY69 and $. 65 million in CY70) was set aside for materials as part of a commodity support effort with GVN. GVN provided $VN209. 5 million in CY69 and $VN45. 8 million
in CY70 for contractt with US furnished materials. A total of 4.6t0 fanmily units were included
Ir- the CY69 prograr and Z,230 in CY70 prograrn. As uf 31 Dec 69, 1,240 of the 1969 wiits were
completed.
(U) In addition tc. i.>. 969 US-GVN commodity supporc program WVN budgeted for conistruction
of 2,640 units costing appr utMately $VN155.5. million.
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(U) The 1969 Revolutionary Development Commodity Project (Popular Forces (PF) dependent housing) of the USAID/DOD Program Realignment for Operations in Vietnam authorized $3.5
million (US) for PF dependent housing. Reprogramming actions reduced that to $1.3 million to
provide materials for 6,045 units. The self-help program was implemented by MACV Directive 405-4. FY69 MILCON funds in the amount of $1. 5 million were provided for construction
of 2, 420 units for VNN. The program was in two phases. Phase I included $900, 000 for 1, 500
units and Phase II $600, 000 for 920 units. In Phase I, 75 family units were completed and 136
under construction as of 31 Dec 69.
(U) 1970. The CY70 GVN Dependent Housing Program provided for construction of 6,190
family units at a budget cost of $VN300 million. Included were Z, 230 units for which materials
were provided by FY67 O&MA funds. Construction was accomplished by self-help, ARVN troop
labor, and contractors.
(U) FY70 USAID/DOD realignment funds in the amount of $3. 541 million were programmed
to provide self-help construction of 15,742 family units for the PF. ( 99

MACV/JGS Dependent Shelter Program Group (DSPG)
(U) The DSPG was established in November 1969 to manage the jointly funded dependent
shelter program. By April 1970 the DSPG had determined future requirements for the RVNAF
other than the PF; developed a program to meet established requirements; and set design,
standards, costs, and priorities for construction.
(U)

The DSPG agreed that the objective for the future program should be:

To provide shelters for the immediate families of service personnel excluding those whose sponsors have not completed their
basic phase of training and those families whose sponsors volun.
tarily elect to locate them elsewhere. ( 100 )

(U) The DSPG estimated the long-range unsatisfied requirement, as of December 1969,
was 240,000 shelters for the RVNAF, other than PF. It assumed 40, 000 families could be
sheltered using US facilities vacated upon redeployments; thus, the requirement for new construction was 200,000 shelters. The latter figure was based on available data, 1. e., marital
ratio, number of personnel In a training status and existing shelters, and certain assumaptions
such as manning levels and percentage of those not desiring shelters.
(U) The DSPG considered four programs, ranging from 5 to 10 years in length. The group
docided upon an 8-year program (1970-1977) to meet the new construction requirements.
(U) Twenty-two different designs for the units were compared and analyzed. The one
selected was in accordance with cultural standards of the Vietnamese, was functional and
austere (see Figure IX-9). The DSPG approved a set of standards which incorporated the selectad design,
Under those standards, the cost could be held to $600 •per family shelter. The
US principally provided cement, lumber, and corrugated metal; GVN provided the rest of the
"materials and thi construction force. The cost covered all work normally chargeable to a
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military construction project, including utilities and site development. In locations where
foundation problems were unusually difficult, unit costs could be higher. However, the DSPG
would exercise control to keep the average cost in each annual program within the $600 figure.
(U) The DSPG agreed the JGS would designate priorities for.new construction generally
assigned to meet needs in the following order: combat units of all services, with preference
to units located away from locales that could support the dependent housing needs; ?rjt~at
support units; logistical units; regional units; other VNN, VNMC, VNAF forces.
(U) The DSPG directed a plan be prepared for a pilot model logging and sawmill operation. In July 1970, ARVN presented a study that concluded two sawmills operated by ARVI
at Gia Rai and Ban Me Thout could produce the required lumber for 20, 000 dependent shelters.
On 10 Nov MACV presented an analysis of the ARVN logging and sawmill study which concluded that the combined costs of procurement of logs, taxes, purchase of equipment, and
operational expenses exceeded the cost to the US of importing US lumber. The DSPG stated
that US lumber would be used in CY71 and CY72, but in GY73, the study would be reconsidered
in light of the possible increased security in forests and the corresponding reduction of costs
to harvest logs.
(U) The ARVN 12th Inf Reg at Dong Tam was selected as the test unit to be used for an
anti-desertion effectiveness test. The test would enable figures to be compiled for a period
6 months before construction completion (starting 1 Dec 70) and for 6 months after completion. Comparison figures would be kept for the 1lth Regt at My Tho, and the 31st and 42d
Regt at Chuong Thien.
(U) MACCORDS conducted a study to determine the objectives of the PF Dependent Shelter
Program and to identify problem areas and possib16 coursos of action for conduct of the
program. It was estimated that the study would be completed in January 1971 with a definite
recotmmendation on the future of the PF program.
(U) The DSPG approved a bijl of materials which the US would furnish to support the
CY71 Dependent Shelter Program. Table IX.5 lists the materials. A study was conducted
on the blockmaklng machines ruquired for the shelter program and ways the machines would
be obtained. It was determined that 42 block-making machi.nes would be required for the
progrfj8tjd that they would be built by ARVN engineers with US-furnished salvage mate.

Joint MACV/JGS RVNAF Dependent Shelter Prog•ram
(U) The significant features of the new program were: the level of funding for the US
was fixed at $6 million par year for 8 years, except 1970 ($4. 3 million), whereas the level
of funding for GVN increased gradually. The US support, relative to GVN funding, would decrease after the first 2 critical years (see Table IX-6). US financial assistance after CY70
would be of commodity support, principally cement, corrugated metal roofing, and lumber.
The problem's urgency was recognized but the program length permitted adjustIent In
requirements, stationing, and costs. The shoeters planned each year increased moderately
throughout the period in accordance with forecast construction capability of ARVN engineer
units and private contractors and the velf-help capability of troop units, To stay within tile
average wtit cos., moat of the construction would be by RVNAF personnel. Additional funds
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RVNAF DEPENDENT SHELTER PROGRAM
CY

UNITS (000)

cosT

U.S.
(PIL)

GVN
($MIL)

($VN MIL)

70

16

4.1

5

590

71

20

6

6

'708

72

25

6

9

1,062

73

25

6

9

1,062

74

26

6

9.4

1,104

75

26

6

9.4

1,104

76

30

6

12

1,416

77

R6

13.2

1,558

73.0

8,604

200
NOTES:

1.

46.3

To the stated cost must be added funds for
community facilities (school, dispensary,
other), for real estate acquisition, and for
relocation or conversion of excess facililties.

U.S. may pay part of school, dispensary and

housing office but no other of the additional
costs.
2.

This program provides for RVNAF not includin,;
the Popular Forces.

SOURCE: MACDC

TABLE IX-6
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were required for community facilities such as schools, dispensaries, and housing offices, and
for real estate acquisition. The US limited its support to the shelters, children's schools,
dispensaries, and housing offices serving the dependent shelter communities. ( 103)

Plan for CY 1970
(U) The plan for 1970 identified approximately 16, 000 dependent shelters for construction.
Some of them were carried forward from uncompleted previous years' programs. Funding for
CY70 was from the GVINr Budget, Chapter 18, Article 7; US Army O&MA; US Air Forcp O&MF;
and US Navy Military Construction Program (MCN) funds totaling US $4.3 million and the GVN
equivalent US $5.0 million. ( 104 ) Of the 16, 000 shelters in the program for 1970, the US was
to build 4, 000 for VNN, VNMC, and NVAF, using a mix of US and Vietnamese military labor.
The other 12, 000 were t:o be built by GVN. ( 105 ) The Navy identified its CY70 and CY71 program
as $3.5 million for 5, 833 shelters; 2,257 for CY70 and 3,576 for CY71. The 7AF Dependent
Shelter Executive Plan identified 2,460 shelters to be constructed at seven VNAF bases with an
anticipated completion -ate of 31 Dec 71. ( 106 )
(U) In May 1970 P:tesident Thieu wrote President Nixon requesting assistance in completing
the program in 4 years. ( 107 ) Because of President Thieu's interest in the RVNAF Dependent
Shelter Program, RVNAF made a maximum effort in support of the program. The equivalent
of four ARVN engineer construction groups were committed in support of the CY71 program. ( 108
During June the Chief, JGS, requested acceleration of the 8-year program to 4 years and a 1971
program increase of 2'0,000 units. The MACV reply indicated a willingness to txplore the feasibility of some acceleration, but pointed out that GVN limits of funding and construction were
serious ones. The reply further emphasized that any increase in US funding support would
have to result in corresponding adjuotrnents in other Vietnanmiation programs. ( 109 )
(U) In July President Nixon replied to President Thieu's request, identifying US financial
support of construction of 20.000 dependent shelters per year for 5 years. ( 110 )
(U) By the end of 1970. a total of 7,909 shelters were completed with 5,739 under construction. In addition 1, 121 AflVN families were reported as being housed ir excess US fcilities. (Ill
Table IX-7 shows the construction and funding plan for the 8-year program.

Problems Hidering

rss

(U) besides fi.uding, the n-aln problems hindering the progress of the dependent shelter
prograin were:
1. Lack of material. USAIRV was unable to satisfy the 1969 and 1970 requirements and
to provide firin delivery dates for outstanding shortages. I. was approximiately mid.
1970 beforto materials arrived in-country in large amouwits. Approximately 80 percent
of the materials were received by the end of Jwune fortunately, the remaining 20 per.
cent "ete fot critical items.
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2. Lack of multi-year funding by GVN. Piaster credits released by the GVN Ministry
of National Defense were allocated on a yearly basis and were not available before January of each year. Approval of the release of funds was a time-consuming process.
As an example, funds for the local purchase of sand and gravel were not released until
the latter part of May. That delayed construction of the 1970 program for 5 months. In
addition, mid-year was not a desirable construction season. eIiz

LINES OF COMMUNICATION

General

(S) The full development of land LOGs in Vietnam was an integral part of Vietnamization of
the war effort. Lacking an airlift capability, the RVNAF were dependent upon land and waterway
LOGs. The RVNAF and FWMAF (including US) conducted unilateral and combined operations to
provide adequate security for opening, supporting improvements, and protecting the LOGs throughout RVN. RVNAF had the primary responsibility for combat operations and for security of the
LOGs. FWMAF assisted and reinforced RVNAF as necessary. Special emphasis was given to
the use of day and night patrols, ambushes, and to the neutralization of VC tax collection agencies
along the LOGs. Land clearing operations were conducted along LOGs in heavily vegetated areas,
but only after coordination with civil authorities.
(S) The 1970 Combined Campaign Plan (AB 145) established restoration and security goals for
the highways, railways, and waterways. The goals, as defined in the plan were categorized as:

freedom.

1. Green--.... physically open.
. armed escort is not required.

traffic can move during daylight hours with relative

2. Amber--"... physically open... thorough security measures, including armed escort,
are required."
3. Red--.... closed by enemy control or by extensive physical interdiction... requires
tactical operations and/or ongineering efforts to open and/or restore to traffic.
( 113
1 ) Specific
goals for the different types of LOGs are discussed later in this section.

Hlghway Restoration and Security

General

*

(U) The highways of the LOG program contributed greatly to the pacification and ecnon'omc
development of RVN, particularly in the Delta, They were also the backbone for the secondary
roads which projected outwards and bound the nation with closer ties. Tile priority assigned
to the program was reflected in the fact that in 1970, 40 percent of US engineer troop effort, 25
percent of contractor effort, and 211 percent of RVNAF enginoer troop effort were devoted to the
construction of roads. ( 114)
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Road Construction

(S) The planned road restoration program for 1970 approximated 4,418 km of national and
interprovincial roads considered important to military operations. By the end of the year,
2, 351 km of the road net had been completed with the total US program scheduled for completion
in 1972 and the ARVN program scheduled for completion in 1973-1974. The cost ceiling of the
LOG pro rarm was set at $447 million, of which $442 million was funded by the end of Decem1•b)
ber.
(U) Figure IX-10 and rable IX-8 depicts the progress made toward completion of the program during the year.

Road Construction Program Review
(S) The highway LOG program progrese:-d slowly during 1970. In July SEODEF requested a
thorough review be made of the prograrn and impact statements be provi-ded for various ravisions.
The following is an extaract of his message relative to the request:

.... the FY71 RVN Military Construction Program, involving
primarily a continuation of the MACV/CENCOM* LOG restoration program, has suffered a tentative.,. cutback at House Armed
Services Committee Hearings. A similar fate for other fundi,
requests which support the LOG program... would doubtlessly
force curtailment of the LOC restoration effort as now defined.
Confronted with a probable funding short fall for LOG retstoration
of unknown extent at this time, It is requested that impact ottm..ments be provided for reduction/ref-rral to GVN of th" preseen:y
defined CENCOM LOG restoration program (about 4. 100 kn) In
the following quantities:
a. Reductlon of I, $00 kin (Revised total program tf about
2.600 kin).
b.

Re-duction of 1200 km (Revised total prograrn of about

2. 900 kin).

c. Reduction of 600 km (Revised total program of about
30 500 kut).
d. Reduction of Z40 km (Revised total pirogram of[
3.860 kin). ( 116

bout

Central Highways and Waterways Committee
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(S) Priority lists were provided by +he CGs, I&II FFORCEV; the CGs, DMAG & XXIV Corps;
and the OICC. COMUSMACV, based on their recommendations, placed roads in four packages in
priority order and submitted impact statements to CINCPAC in accordance with. the Secretary's
request. The statements were as follows:

1. Reduction or deferral of 1, 500 km or 1, 200 km would leave
essential parts of the LOG unfinished and would render suspect our
desire to contribute to development of a viable nation.
2. Reduction of 600 km would delete some essential roads that
are required to enable rapid shifting and resupply of RVNAF.
3. Reduction of 240 km would not seriously affect the war effort,
pacification, or economic development.

kS) At the same time, it was noted that good results were being achieved in development of
ARVN engineer construction battalions. Within 1 year ARVN should be capable of restoring ab. ut
200 km of highway per year. (ARVN engineer units constructed roads for the first time during
1970 and their performance exceeded all expectations.) it was recommended that if withdrawal of
US Army engineer units and reducticn of expenditures dictated reduction in the LOG program,
portions deleted from assignment to US Forces be programmed for construction by ARVN units
and funded accordingly. ( 118 )
(S) On 14 Sep SECDEF directed the funding ceiling of the LOC program be reduced from
$496. 7 million to an interim $447 million by deferring $21 million of FY70 Military Construction
Army (MCA) LOG funds and $28 million from FY72 AID/DOD LOC funds. SECDEF pointed out
an additional LOC funding reduction could result from a study of civilian contractor phaseout
alternatives which would be addressed in the 2d Qtr FY71. Thus, the $447 million would not be
considered a final commitment. SECDEF, while extending CENCOM and MACV flexibility in
determining the relative priority of road construction, specified that implementation of the re"ductionwould include provision for, funding all revised ARVN engineer LOG assignments; retaining military-essential LOG piojects in the program; and reducing Cile civilian construction
(estimated to be $24.6 million). ( 1i9 ) As a result of the reduction, a total of 49?. km of roads
was deferred, to be constructed by GVN at a later date. (12 ) At the end of 197C, the overill
LOG funding ceiling remained at $447 million. ( 121 ) See Table IX-8 for status of funding.

Security Problems
(U) Restoration of roads was no% accomplished without d.fficulties. During .the year. enemy
action caused significant losses in both equipment and timeo to the contractor engaged in LOG construction. From Sdptember 1968 through July 1970, 89 pieces of construtction equipment worth
$875,000 were lost. Nine civilians were killed and 44 injured. The recults were a loss of equivalent of 177 productive days at a direct cost of over $1,000, 000 and the dW~ay of $15. Z mT1ion worth
of work.
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(U) The majority of the accidents were caused by mines which were either undetected or
not searched for. All of the lost production time occurred while waiting for mine detection teams
to complete their - asks. It was discovered that production time lost in a 9-hour on-the-job day
ranged from 1 to 4 hours, depending on the character of the work, distance from the camp site,
and level of enemy activity in the area.
(U) The reasons most regularly cited for minesweeping/mining problems were insufficiently
trained and properly equipped mine detection/detonation teams in adequate numbers on site at
first light; insufficient night patrols with personnel competent in night defense tactics and equipped
with modern sensing devices and weapons to deny the area to enemy mine sowers; and imprecise
assignment of responsibility to commanders with instructions that contractor security was to have
a high priority in their mission tasks.
(U) The lack of sufficient security degraded the activity of the OICC to perform his mission
of constructing high quality roads in a timely fashion at reasonable cost. The OICC advised MACV
at mid-year that he would billet and mess the ambush and detection personnel in contractor camps
if requested; would provide and maintain mobile equipment required; would have site personnel
report daily on the following day's -work plans so that defensive and detection tactics could be
scheduled economically; and would cooperate in any other way to insure rapid, quality, safe road
building. ( 122 ) MACV requested the assistance of CGs of I FFV, 11 FFV, and DMAC in improving the security on LOG construction; an alternative was tasking USARV Eng Costd to provide the support with resultant further degradation of the highway building capability. (iZ3)
(C) The Song Cau area was particularly hard hit by security problems. In September COMUSMACV ordered CG, IFFORGEV, to conduct an informal investigation on the attacks on RMK
(private contractor) equipment at Song Cau and the area's subsequent security posture. In his
report of the investigation, CG, IFFORCEV, gave a suwnnary of the background and action taken,
as described below.
(C) In December 1969 ROK forces had agreed to provide security elements for equipment
parks and work sites, provided the contractor kept ROK units well informed of plans and projected equipment parks. In April 1970 the contractor agreed to acceo.t territorial forces for
internal security on a permanent basis in lieu of ROK personnel. During the period subsequent
to the agreements, 11 incidents occurred of which all but four were minings. In one incident during July, 37 persons on a truck used to transport R.MK employees from the contonment area in
Binh Thanh to the construction site near Song Cau were injured when the truck hit a mine. That
incident prompted a reevaluation of security provided RMi in that area. As a result, OICC/
RMK personnel visited HIQ IFFORCEV to discuss the security provided, and CG, IFFORCEV,
requested DEPCORDS and the Phu Yen Province Stctor Advisor to effect counterpart coordination to improve route and site security.
(C) During the latter part of August, the RMK site supervisor moved hai equipment parking
area from the top of Cao Phing Hill to the bottom, where it was distroyed on Z Sep. The move
had not been coordinated with officials and went %%nprotectedfor I night until discovered and reported by district security forces. RMK personnel had adised against the move but were overruled by the supervisor. The area selected was tactically indefensible with less than a full RF
company; the local forcos wzxe over-taxed and a lucrative target was presented to the VC. On
8 Sep another attack took place on a point of land not recommended for a parking area. Equipment
was disperted and no attempt was made to consolidate to reduce the size of the area to be secured.
Personnel guarding the site were inexperienced and under poor leadership. It appeared that the
nmin security force ran at the first sign of trouble.
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(C) As a result of the attacks on 2 and 8 Sep CG, IFFORCEV, requested all interested
agencies to give maximum emphasis to security of RMK construction sites to insure timely completion of construction efforts on QL-I. Two ROK platoons were provided for security of RMK
site approaches and two RF companies provided site security. GG, 18th Eng Bde, assigned the
299th Eng Bn to monitor and assist coordination of the security effort in the Song Cau area. The
4th Inf Div deployed one flame track to Song Cau District in late September to burn critical areas
of vegetation to enhance security of work forces. IFFORCEV deployed "Duster" 40mm tracks
to provide security to work parties and equipment. "Dusters" remained until construction was
completed. ( 124 1

Security Status
(S) During 1970 a total of 4,418 km of roads was designated in AB 145 to reach 100 percent
Amber security status and 80 percent Green status. At years' end, 1966 through 1969, the
designated roads were in the following status: ( 1Z5

AMBER
1966
1967
1968
1969

GREEN

1, 948 km
2,795
3,692
3,785

743 km
1, 707 km
2, 222 km
2,596 km

(S) The status of progress made in 1970 in assisting GVN to open and secure the designated
roads were measured by the below security goals. It should be noted that for measurement purposes, total roads considered in an Amber status also include those in a Green status.

(Percent)
AMBER

GREEN

RED

Ist Qtr

*Goal
98.4

**Actual
95.0

*Goal
1

2d Qtr

98.9

95.0

72.0

63.6

5.0

3d Qtr

99.4

96.5

76.0

70.0

3.5

4th Qtr

100.0

97.0

80. U

71.4

3.0

*,

**Actual
6"63.3

** Actual

5.o

( 137
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(C) Although road security goals were not achieved during the year, adequate roads were
open to support essential civilian and military operations. See Figure IX-Il for the portions of
the AB 145 designated roads that were Green, Amber, and Red at the end of 1970.

Railroad Restoration and Security

General
(C) Another important aspect of the LOG program was restoration of railroad lines. The
restoration of the 1, 109 mile railroad continued slowly during 1970 until the 4th Qtr, CY70. Limiting factors included GVN priorities and labor and security resources. GVN managed railroad
restoration as a low priority program in comparison with others. During the 4th Qtr, President
Thieu stated that all restoration would cease and that none would be accomplished in 1971. ( 128
See Figure IX-12 for the operational status of the VNRS at the evid of the year.

Security Status
(S) During 1970 a total of 613 km of railroads was designated in AB 145 to reach 100 percent
Amber status and 90 percent Green status. At years' end, 1966 through 1969, the railway was
in the following status: ( 129

GREEN

AMBER

272
385
224
359

53Z km
466
534
546

1966
1967
1968
1969

km
km
lnm
km

(S) The status of progress made in 1970 towards the CY70 security goals were measured by
,,he below security goals. Total kilometers considered In an Amber Status also include those in
a Green status.

(Percent)
REI)
** Actual
2.2

GREE_N

AMBER
**Actua l
97.8

4

**Actual
bO. L

*Goal
68.1

lit Qtr

*Goal
95.9

Zd Qtr

97.3

98.1

72.0

53.9

1.9

3d Qtr

98.7

98.1

76.0

63.0

1.9

4th Qtr

100.0

98.2

80.0

78.5

1.8

, (130)
** (131)
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(C) Sufficient railroads were open during the year to support essential civilian and ..Alitary
operations. See Figure IX-13 for the portions of the AB 145 designated railroad kilometbrs that
were Green, Amber, and Red at the end of 1970. See Figure IX-14 for the security status of the
entire railway system.

Security Problems
(C) Rail security was provided by RF/PF forces specifically designated for that duty
The
VNRS was divided into four rail security zones, numbered I, II, 111, and V (see iigure IX-12).
Each zone was provided security by one railway security battalion. The total authorized strength
of the four battalions was 2,188. Provision of security forces for restoration &id operation of
the entire rail system required an estimated 124 RF/PF company-sized units. RF/PF requirements in support of pacification programs took precedence over rail security missions and reduced the availability of security forces. Extensive development and expansi.,n of facilities supporting travel by air, road, and inland coastal waterways reduced the urg--ncy for pr.oviding an
operational rail system. VNRS also had to compete with other GVN requirements, Iincluding the
military draft, for its labor force. Relatively low civil service pay scales and higher priority
manpower requirements restricted resources available to it. US support was limited to funding of immediate repairs required as a result of sabotage damage. US funding assistance was
provided for restoration of previously closed sections of the system.
13)

Resume' of Restoration
(C) During the 1st Qtr CY69 restoration was undertaken only at two locations, Hue to Dong
Ha and Thap Chain to Song Pha. The Office of RVN Prime Minister curtailed further restoration
because of a lack of security forces. In Zone I, work had begun on 2 May 69 to restore the railroad line between Hue and Dong Ha, a stretch of 68 kin. PLagued by labor shortages, heavy rains,
and a lack of sufficient suitable construction equipment, the VNRS had restored only 4. 5 km of
rail from Hue north by 31 Dec 69. The same difficulties ý.aused a further lag with only I additional
kilometer restored by the end of the 1st Qtr 1970. As a r.osult of a decision by President Thieu,
restoration was ordered discontinued in April.
(C) In Zone 11, no restoration efforts were ntade t;urL& the let half of 1970. In the 3d Qtr,
construction began on a spur connecting the De Long pie:r and th• ea:isting track in Qui Nhon. At
the end of September, all work on the spur was virtu iiv finished except for ore bridge which was
completed in
reember. ( L33 ) Real estat - problems on the Qul Nhon Amnmo Spur were alleviated
in July and work resumed on that project after a l-montn delay.
percent of the rail bed was complete.
1i

By the end of the 3d Qtr, 100

(C) Repair work on the Ho Nai-Xu:.n Loc line in ,one III was di.:ontlnued In January 1970
due to inadequate security in the vcitity of Ba Ca. After assurance was obtained from 11 Corps
that sectors and sub.boactorn concern..d wnuld assioL security units in providing security ln the
area, the work conimenced in Febroary. Repratted enemy sabotage frustrated attempts t) reach
restoration sites agnd less than 10 ds.ys later the worb- was discontinued again. In the same zone,
restoration efforts were begun in June to open the rail segment 16. Z km between Trang Bom and
Dau Gtav. There too, heavy interdiction was an.:ountered. The work was completed, however,
on 9 Jul and rock trains continued to run from 4len Hoa to the drop point at Dau Glay until 31
Jul whoa road buildlng requirements for rock .eore satisfied. Also in Zone II1, construction
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SECURITY STATUS
VIETNAM RAILWAY~ SYSTEM
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started in September on the Newport spur and on 25 Aug on a 28 km spur from Ho Nai into Long
Binh. Construction was maintained in progress curing the 4th Qtr on both projects with completion estimated in January 1971.
(C) In Zone V restoration began in February on the line between Dalat and Thap Cham. By
the end of April, the line was completed. It had been hoped that when restoration of the line was
completed, that.the main line between Thap Chain and Phan Thiet would also be restored. Plans,
however, received a sharp setback when President Thieu suspended reeatablisbxnhnt of the line
between Song Long Song and Long Khanh (in Zone 111). One of the major factors in the decision
was the non-availability of province-level forceri to assivt security personnel in security missions.
(C) Because of the intense flood and typhoon damages in Zonse II during the 4th Qtr CY7O.
VNRS personnel had to be taken off most major pvrr,•went. .epair zctivi•:aes in the co-untry
in order to repair the Qui Nhon and Tuy Hoe line, I` ha! bl:ccr, recoinniended to GVN that the
line from Hue to Quang Tri and that portion of rail which ran from Long Khanh to Song Long
Song be restored, but President Thieu did not want to venture into any restoration in 1971. No
final action was taken by GVN on the proposals concerning restoration by the end of the year. ( 135

Waterway Security

(S) A total of 1,801 km of waterways was designated in AB 145 to reach 100 percent Amber
status and 70 percent Green status during the year. (Fur a discussion of opening and patrolling
waterways, see Annex E.) At years' end, 1967 through 1969 waterways wcre in the following
security status: 1 136
)
AMBE~R

1967

1968
1969

534 km

1,485
1, 694

GREEN

259 kmn

974
1,171

(S) The status of progress made in 1970 towards the CY70 security goals were mteamured
by the below security goals. Totel kilometers considered in an Amber status also iinlude those
in a Green statWe.
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let Qtr

100.0

100.0

70.0

74.8

0

Zd Qtr

100.0

100.0

70.0

78.1

0

3d Qtr

100.0

100.0

70.0

80.6

0

4th Qtr

100.0

100.0

70.0

80.6

0

•

*Actual

1(137
(138

(U) Soe Figure IX-15 for the portion of the AB 145 designated waterwvays that weru Amber,
Green, and Red at tht end of 1970.

OTHER LOGISTICAL PROGRAMS TO AID RVNAF

Equipment Triisfer Program

(C) Other aeti(ws/plan#/programa to aid RVN ind improve ani moderaine RVNAF existed
in addlttoi to those idready mentioned. One §uch program was to )flaximifte traosier of maior
items of equipment to RVNAF', prevetinM expeonsiv retrograde and acculeruting Vietnaniia-

KEYSTONE Transfersi
(C) A. mentioned previously, the phase. of rodcploymonta and iWactivationa directe$ by
Pr'osident Nkxon -ore rot(erred to under the basic code iname KEYSTONE. The first inre••ernt

iM 1949. KL•-YSONE £AGLE-. cowered redeployment of elkments of the 9th Int Div.
ient trainsfer procedures •x•sted aud rapid redoplo)nwnt made transfrs ninirnal.

K,-tYSTONE CARDINAL. also in 1964,
prujwrty vulued At $710,623.

No equipUnder

el-rement. of tem 82d Abo Divt departed RVNI. transforrdng

iC) KEYSTONE BLUEJAY, Ja.nuary through April 1910. wac mnre .effoctv in providing
aosets for RIYNAF. Procedures kot tranisfr from .1JS depot to RVNAF deplot were well esatablishod by that time and a dedicated nialettnance bWttiion was assigned the USARV misioi04 of
upgtadkng material to snake the eqW'xprnent acceptc.kle for trati•ier. ( b9 ) From the start of
UBLUEJAY through 31 Jul 70, 1, 900 major engineer, ordnanco, and signal items, valued at
$5.071. 114. wore transferred to RVNAF. (140)

-
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(C) KEYSTONE ROBIN was the fourth redeployment movement starting 3 Jun 70. In addition
to depot-to-depot transfers, there were unit-to-unit transfers, wh( *e elements up to the size of
artillery battalions accomplished equipment turn-overs. Lack of adequate reimbursement procedures had previously hampered interservice transfers to RVNAF, but the JCS established
procedures for reimbursement at US aepartmental level, resulting in an increased rate of transfer. ( 141 ) The large influx of i.'aterial resulting from KEYSTONE ROBIN further taxed the
maintenance capability of USARV to raise equipment to a condition which would nmeet established
transfer criteria. US Army Pacific (USARPAC) recognized the problem and directed that sufficient maintenance units remain in-country to upgrade equipment scheduled for transfer. ( 142 )
(C) By the end of 1970, a total of 16,180 individual maj or items valued aL over $14. 38 million
had been transferred to RVNAF throughout the year. (143
The type, source, and value of the
equipment were as shown below:

Transfars of Major Items to RVNAF
(Depot-to-Depot and Inter.-ervice)
Number of ltems/$ Value
TYPE

CZU

SOIk(GCE

ITEM

VALUE

S1'K"
III tAAF

2, 917
429

$2,402,774
419, i44

3,346
Lngr

USARV
III MAF

Ord

166
_9

Z55

368,8607

5, 57S
51,•

H1I UAF

I~

12,

9,
8311.

-.

~

Grand Totl1,

22.418
3a5. 93Z
v

USARV

SA........
.V
ati MAP

QM

2'

';$Q

__IL683,0%
') aý)

1t0

496

q-I1

1680

$14. 369, 0Z

.Condition Criteria
(U)

The conditiou crittria for imnater of tniateorl to

letter, M.ACW464, Subj4 Equipment
dattons af USARPAC.

"t•VNAFwas astabiished in M•ACV

Turnlover Procedures. dated 14 Fob 70. basedx on rvcomnmnen-

(G) Tho nWil&* critori• for vehiteo were aas tUowe:
Truck, leas tha•a Z 1/Z toi
Truck, 2 )IZ "tdup. but le.o* than 5 ton
Truck, 5 ton arid vp, but less than 12 1/2 ton

Ti

PA

Pe.ED UMIASSIFNED
M'TPA
94..-

A

-"

1O0, 00
17,000
1.,000

Xm
Experience in using the criteria demonstrated that a substantial number of good operating vehicles
could not b. transferred because of rhe existing mileage limitations. A September/October 70
review of RVNAF requirements and projected KEYSTONE assets indicated that a readjustment
of the transfer criteria was in order. As a result of a study of assets, requirements, RVNAF
maintenance capability, and impact on USARV KEYSTONE operation, it was decided that a
Z0, 000-mile criteria could be applied against all vehicle assets. Accord'agly, MACV recommended to GINCPAC the maximum of 20, 000 miles. ( 144 ) Selection of the criteria was a compromise
between the established criteria and the mileage criteria specified in TB 9-2300-28i-35 for overseas shipment and domestic issue to US Forces ( 145 ) CINCPAC had no objection to the change
in criteria and DA and RVNAF concurred in the proposal. Implementing instructions weZ pub
lished on Z7 Nov and vehicles were accepted tunder the new criteria by the end of the year. (146

RVNAF Equipment Authorizations
(S) In June the JCS established as a baseline for RVNAF equipment authorizations those items
which were authorized by MACV-approved TOE/TA as of 5 Jun. In August the individual services
were authorized to adjust their baselines as required.
(S) Subsequent communications between DA and MACV disclosed a lack of understanding and
agreement on what actually was authorized on 5 Jun. Accordingly, from 23 through 30 Sep a
working Lonference was held at DA by representatives from MACV, USARPAC, and DA to resolve the problem. The following restifted from the conference:
1. A baseline list was established which included approximately 500 selectid line items
included in the MACV 16 Sep RVNAF Equipment Statats Report (ESR) and a special Consolidated
RVNAF Improvement and Modernization Program (CRIMP) list submitted by M4ACV on 23 Sep.
2. The approved qnantities for items in the baseline list included quantities authorized
by the FY71 MASF program plus quantities required to compl(te SZGDEF approved CRIMP. In
instances where current MACV stated requirements exceeded DA approved quantities, the DA
staff evaluated the increase and furnished a decision to MACV.
3. COMUSMACV had the authority to approve changos tj non-baseline itoms listed in the
16 Sep ESP. provided the dollar value of the change did not exceed $1C,000 for a single TOE, or
$100,000 for all un:'s orga..ised under that TOE.
4. GOMUSMACV could approve w'OE changes of any dollar inagnitude for dollar lino
items as long as the change could be accomplished within existing prograin authority,
5. GOMJSMACV had the authority to add to RVNAF authzri,.atton that equipment gained
as a result of base turnovers. ( 147
GAO Review of Phasedou"n In RVN
(U) Approximately mid-year, the General Accounting Office (GAO) conducted a review
of phasedown activities in RVN to identify problem areas, particularly in logistics. In its ruport,
CAO observed that DOD made a concerted effort to account, control. and utilizo assets whicl) be-
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came available from the phasedown. The report further stated that responsible officials took
reasonable action to preclude accumulation of excesses such as those left in Korea at the end of
that conflict. GAO did, however, identify a number of opportunities for improvement. Among
the problems identified were:
1. Difficult and cumbersome funding procedures which inhibited interservice coordination in filling RVNAF requirements.
2. Restrictive Army criteria in taking over Navy supplies which could result in uneconomical disposal of shipment.
3. Army's problems with inadequate facilities to clean equipment to meet US Public
Health Service and Department of Agriculture standards.
(U) A more reliable reporting and accounting system was needed to assure positive cQpntrol
over major Army equipment being turned in or transferred during the phasedown. Also more
positive controls were needed over the transfer of components and repair parts to the RVNAF.
In addition, improvement of procedures for identification and cancellation of requisitions for unneeded supplies was necessary. The Army had a significant backlog of equipment in RVN requiring repair, principally due to limited organizational and intermediate level maintenance capabilities. GAO recommended SEGDEF provide for review of service plans to insure that thu
incremental nature of tht withdrawals 'would be supported; establish procedures and criteria for
transfer of excess materiel to RVNAF and reimbursement of the appropriate service; and require
cleaning of only those itenms scheduled to be returned to CONUS.
(U) As a result of the study procedures were established for intcrservice identification and
transter of excesses to fill RVNAF requirements and the Army took action to broaden the criteria
Cor accepting Na,,y stocks. Actions taken in upgrading staging areas have been previously
discussed. ( 148 )

ARVN Ammunition System ILprovemnent Plan

Lck rond
iC) Th;r ArZVN Awtiunition Systvm Improvenent Plan was designed to improve ARVN
systetms and procedures, amomwlition Znd z mintenane capabilities, and sAurveillance and training
programs t'- achieve self-sufficiency in Class V supply nindat the samo time protect a US
investment of approximately $800 million per year.
(C) M.ASF amnmnition cost for RVNIAF was $800 million in 1970. ( 149 1 The majority (t)5
percent) of the RVNAF stocks were maintained in the open while the renia~ndhr was in temporary
torage providing little long-term protraction.
Fronm approximately March 1969 through August
1970, for example, over $33 m.llion dollars worth of anunnitior was loat to hostile actiomi. An
additional $12. 5 million was lout each yoar from environmental causes.
(C) On 21 Aug, CINCPAC forwarded to DOD a MACV plan providing the nocesvary improvenients to give RVNAI. a capability to completely support their existing and anticipated an.munition
shortage, inventory managenlent, surveillance, and ma intnatace rquiro-ownta.
150 ) The plan
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operated through the ARVN Chief of Ordnance with assistance from Army Materiel Command
ammunition management and technical specialists. The plan viewed present and prospective
requirements, improvements in each functional area, cost analysis, and an implementation
schedule for upgrading the ARVN system. The system had sustained ARVN tactical operations
and showed improvement during 1970. While depots stored the required amount of ammunition
throughout the country, protection from overhead fire was lacking. Renovation and maintenance
were continuing problems, and the first two renovation detachments were activated in FY70.
Asset visibility at the national level war, lacking, since timely information was not available.
Several management systems were added which improved the visibility.
(C) In 1968 ARVN ammunition operations increased 250 percent over 1967 and continued to
increase at a less rapid rate through 1969 and 1970. Force structure increases made the stockage
objective outlook for 1973 around 175, 000 tons. Storage showed a deterioration rate of about 10
percent per year in 1970, and at the end of hostilties, a rate of from 25 to 30 percent could be
expected. The 1970 rate of deterioration was calculated at about 7,000 tons per year, beyond
RVNAF surveillance and renovation capability. A computer control system would aid in product
identification for surveillance at the national level. ( 151)

Proposed Improvements
(C) Improvements proposed by MACV in July, estimated to cost $38. 5 million, are summarized as follows:
1. Construction of Stradley earth-covered magazines through ut the ARVN system to
include ancillary facilities such as security fencing and lighting, water storage taaks, and administrative/warehouse buildings. Long-term facilities would cost $33. 5 million with a 60-day
stockage objective or $58 million with a 90-day stockage objective.
2. Improvements in ammunition maintenancc facilities, equipment, and gauges required
to rework unserviceable ammunition, costed at $2.6 inlilion, would save the US approximately
$12.6 million yearly.
3. Improvements in the ammunition surveillance program to include facilities, equipment, and training of ammunition inspectors. Such improvements would cost $1. 3 million, but
were the cornerstone upon which the storage, maintenance, and safety programs were built.
4. Development of a permanent ARVN training base capable of meeting future aminiunition trainiing needs ($.09 million). ( 152 )
(G) The upgrade program should permit a reduction in ammunition stockpiled from the cur"-ent90-day level to a safe and economical stockage level of 60 days with a one-time savings of
$l00 million. In addition, the annual losses attributed to deterioration and en0my attack over a
153
2-year perlod would offset the cost of improvements.
(C) Resources required were within the capability of MACV, except for $23 million in MILCON programmed for FY72. Dollar loss to the US would be s8bstantially less if construction
wore to conitenco during FY71. ( 154)
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Summary
(U) The Ammunition System Improvement Plan was approved by JCS in September, and by
the end of the year all phases of the plan with the exception of construction were progressing
according to schedule. There were no anticipated problems in accomplishment of non-construction portions, but problems were encountered in the construction area.
(U) The original plan called for the upgrading of 19 ARVN/US ammunition facilities and the
construction of surveillance and renovation of maintenance facilities. It was based on 60 days
of supply at existing approved ammunition rates and provided covered storage for approximately
131, 000 STON of stocks. Monetary constraints caused a reevaluation of the program and result-

ed in a reduction in the overall upgrade program from 19 facilities to lZ at a cost of $34.1 million.
Phase I portion of the program consisted of construction of five general support depots and one
direct support depot. That portion of the construction effort would provide covered storage for
approximately 95, 000 STON of ammunition stocks. Phase II was construction of the remaining

six direct support depots.

Shown on Table IX-9 are the depots to be upgraded, the number of

magazines to be constructed, facilities to be located at each site, and the covered storage capac-

ity. ( 155

RVNAF Food Supplement Program

Background

(U) When President Nixon and President Thieu met at Midway in late 1969, they discussed,
among other things, iticreased logistical support to RVNAF.
necessary to enhance RVNAF morale and effectiveness.

They agreed programs were

(U) On 2 Dec 69 COMUSMACV received a letter from the Chief, JGS, requesting subsistence
support. JOS requested 277, ZOO tons of rice per year during CY70 and 71 for gratuitous issue
to all RVNAF at a rate of 21 kilograms per man per month (based on an RVNAF strength of

1, 100, 000 men).

JGS also requested 33, 906 tons of canned food, including fish, meat, and cook-

ing oil, per year for the 2 years in order to support 788, 536 personnel: 686, 517 enlisted men
eating at unit messes; 51, 283 servicemen training in-country; and 50, 736 recruits, NCO, and
officer trainees undergoing their first in-country training.
(U) While the requests were being considered, President Thieu, Ambassador Bunker, and
COMUSMACV received a briefing on 12 Jan 70 from the JGS DCofS, Logistics/CDR, Central
Logistics Command (DCofSLOG/CDRCLC) in which he requested MASF support for one of three
plans. Each plan covered a 2-year program to provide additional subsistence support to RVNAF.
The requirements for each year were:

Plan A.

Based on 1,100,000 men (all officers, NCOs and EMS): 227,200 tons of rice, 52,800

tons of sugar, and 47, 300 tons of canned food.
Plan B. Based on 686, 517 enlisted men below the rank of NCO:
tons of sugar, and 29, 520 tons of canned food.
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173, 002 tons of rice, 32, 952
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Plan C. Based on 432, 517 enlisted men in the regular and regional forces only (excluding PF
personnel): 108,994 tons of rice, 20, 760 tons of sugar, and 15, 598 tons of canned food.
(U) In another proposal, the DCofSLOG/CDRCLC requested the US provide a monetary
allowance of $VNIOO per RVNAF serviceman per day.

Ration Supplement Plan
(U) Both proposals of the Chief, JGS and the DCofSLOG/CDRCLC were considered concurrently in MACV's "RVNAF Morale Study" conducted in January and February 1970. Pertaining to the subsistence support, the study recommended that:
1. MACV provide MASF support for canned meats and shortening for 1,100, 000 men for
a period of 2 years at an estimated annual cost of $42. 7 million. The support should be provided
under the RVNAF Ration Supplement Program and two existing subsistence programs, the Rural
Development Ration Supplement Program and the Administrative Ration Supplement Program,
melded into a single plan. Both programs would continue unchanged until the first issues under
the new program were ready to be made and then both discontinued. The Ration Supplement
Program applied to all military services. RF/PF would no longer receive a separate food
allowance as they had in the past.
2. RVNAF develop a controlled distribution plan for the items provided by the program.
(That recommendation was in keeping with COMUSMACV's initial guidance "The US would not be
a Santa Claus"; if the RVNAF could not insure a controlled distribution plan which would "give
each RVNAF serviceman his fair share, " it would be better to end the entire program.)
3. The request for additional rice and sugar support be disapproved as adequate
resources of both were available in-country.
4.

The request for a monetary food allowance be disapproved as inflationary.

5. MACV not requisition any foodstuffs under the proposed program until it reviewed
and concurred in RVNAF's controlled distribution plan.
(U) In reviewing the proposed Ration Supplement Plan in March, the AMEMB (USAID) representatives recommended the proposed suppleme'nt support be spread over a 3-year period with
100 percent of the requirement supported the initial year, 70 percent the second year, and 30
percent the final year. During those 3 years, projected expansion of RVN's canning industry,
improvement and growth of RVNAF's farm and garden program, coupled with a rising national
economy, should permit the GVN to attain self-sufficiency in furnishing adequate subsistence to
RVNAF. The GVN portion of the requirement would be inverse ratio to the MASF program; no
sizable support furnished the first year, 30 percent the second year, 70 percent the third year,
and 100 percent upon the conclusion of the MASF program.
(U) MACV approved the proposed 3-year program and forwarded it for DOD approval.
Approval was given, with the stipulation that MACV review and concur in the RVNA F-devised
controlled distribution plan prior to submission of any requisitions. Funds would not be released
by DA until the stipulation was met.
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(U) The Chief, JGS, approved the final distribution plan on 20 Aug; it was formally presented
to MACV on 26 Aug for review and evaluation. On 8 Sep, COMUSMACV concurred with the
RVNAF plan, with one major exception concerning JGS reserving the authority to redesignate the
program beneficiaries in CY72 and 73. COMUSMACV requested JGS amend the plan to include
equal support to all servicemen in each of the 3 years the program would be in effect. The plan
was so amended.

Resume' of the Distribution Plan
(U) During CY71, all RVNAF servicemen would benefit from the program. A total of 43.09
kilograms of canned foods would be provided each man per year in the items and quantities as
shown below. Other acceptable and cost comparable items could be substituted as the situation
dictated.
1. Fish--jack mackeral, chum salmon, tuna, or sardines would be issued;
grams per man per year.

5. 27 kilo-

2. Meat-ham chunks, beef chunks, beef with gravy, luncheon meat, or pork sausage
links would be issued; 17. 79 kilograms per man per year.
3. Poultry--boned chicken, boned turkey, or dehydrated chicken would be issued; 5.49
kilograms per man per year.
4. Shortening--a hydrogenated vegetable and animal fat mixture issued in either 5 1/2
or 33 pound cans; 14. 55 kilograms per man per year.
(U) Issues for individuals or mess halls would be on a monthly basis. The basic issue was
one can (approximately 15 to 16 ounces) of fish and two cans (approximately 21 to 29 ounces each)
of meat per man per month, and one can (29 ounces) of poultry and one can (5 1/2 pounds) of shortening per man every other month. The cans would be of two sizes or types: consumer size
or small cans used for individual issues or for small mess halls; institutional or large size cans
used for large mess halls. hospitals, training centers, and military schools. The proportion of
of the initial mix was 75 percent in consumer-size cans and 25 percent in institutional-size cans;
the mix was subject to revision as the situation warranted.

"

(U) The foodstuffs would be distributed and stocked in unit and depot stockage. Each troop
unit and organization would be allowed to draw an initial issue of supplemental food based upon
the payroll strength of the unit plus a safety level of 10 percent for hospitals, training centers,
and military schools, or a -percent safety level for alt other units. Normal requisitioning
would be used to order depot stocks; the lVNAF Quartermaster would initiate the requisitions
and the US advisors would authenticate them before submission; all shipments would be requested
to be containerizod, i.e. , Sea Land vans or Containers Express (CONEXs). Sh-pments would be
made directly to the main Quartormastor field depot in each of the five ALCa, i. . , Danang, Qui
Nhon, Nha Trang, Saigon, and Can Tho, except shipments to Can Trho would bw consigned via
Saigon for onward movement because of a lack of a deep water pert. Each A LC would be authorized to stock an overall level of 60 days of supply.
The 60-day level was composed of 45-day
operating and 15-day safety levels. Division logistics battalions and separate military services
would be authorized to stock part of the overall ALC 4tock level; such stocks to be part of the
overall 60 days of supply level of the appropriate ALC.
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(U) On payday each month, each serviceman would be issued food ration tickets by the finance officer or paymaster along with his normal pay. The tickets would be numbered, color coded
(changed quarterly), expire 90 days after issue, and entitle the bearer to either one can of fish
and two cans of meat or one can of poultry and one can of shortening every other month. Tickets
could be redeemed only in the unit in which they were issued unless the man had just been transferred and only by the individual to whom they were issued. Each ticket would be signed by the
individual serviceman at time of redemption. The finance officer would maintain a listing of
serial numbers of tickets issued each month and to whom they were issued. A copy would be
furnished to the supply officer of each unit so he would have a record of tickets to be honored and
to whom they belonged. The control of tickets would be a Finance Department responsibility,
not that of the Supply Department. Individuals who ate in the mess hall would give their tickets
to the unit supply officer as required. A daily status of rations drawn and consumed versus
tickets received would be posted in a conspicuous place in each mess hall. Individuals who did
not eat in the mess hall would be allowed to take the foodstuffs home or otherwise consume as
they saw fit. Beneficiaries were, however, prohibited frbm disposing of the items by any means
other than their o%%n or their families' consumption.
(U) Each unit would be required to keep supply-point-type stock records on the foodstuffs
drawn, issued, and on hand in the unit. The records would be subject to inspection and kept by
the unit for 12 months from the date they were completed. Replenishment requisitions would
contain a certified statement from either the finance officer or paymaster concerning the actual
current payroll strength of the unit concerned and all the redeemed tickets for the last 30 days.
Depots would issue one ration for every ticket turned in. Units would not be allowed to retain excess stocks on-hand; such stocks would either be turned in to the appropriate depot immediately
or a corresponding decrease would be made in the requirement for the succeeding month; the
latter procedure would be appropriately documented.
(U) Lost tickets would be considered as lost foodstuffs. Those individuals who were responsible for losses of either foodstuffs or ration tickets through cupidity or negligence would be fined
a sum equal to five times the MASF value of items involved; the penalty would be in addition to
other punitive measures authorized. The pecuniary liability applied to all commanders negligent
in safeguarding the items in theoi care, including convoy commanders, senior crew members on
ships and planes, and troop unit and depot commanders. It also applied to all individuals concerned, such as forklift operators, truck drivers, stevedores, laborers, warehouse foremen,

(U) While the plan was basically conceived by the RVNAF Quartermaster, other staff agencies such as Transportation, Finance, Inspector General, and Political Warfare Department, were
tasked to develop and implement procedures applying to their areas of responsibility. In addition,
the Political Warfare Department was tasked with giving maximunm publicity to the entitlements of
the individual serviceman so that all would know just what each was to receive. ( 156

Status at the End of 1970
(U) By the end of 1970, food items to be used for the initial issues and stockage were on requisition and had started to arrive in-country. It was planned to begin issues when there were
sufficient quantities of each of the different food groups on hand to satisfy initial requirements; a
tentative starting date was ZO Mar 71. Cost to the US was $49. 1 million for the first year. $39. 6
million for the second, and $17. 1 million for the final year.
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(U) It was planned that a joint MACV/JGS Inspector General team would monitor the program
from the time the food items arrived at the in-country port until the individual serviceman received his share. RVNAF had initiated during the latter half of 1970 a campaign entitled Cuong
Quyet which was to prevent the purchase and sale of military and commissary goods on the open
market. ( 157

COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS

(U) It was not only the transfer and upgrade of facilities and construction of roads and railroad lines that were of great concern to MACV during 1970. It was equally important that the
Vietnamese be trained in the C-E field so they could assume those functions upon the eventual
departure of US troops.

The C-E System in RVN

(U) The C-E system in RVN served MACV, RVNAF, and US and RVN civil agencies. The
collective mission was to provide a viable telecommunications network to satisfy current military
needs as well as Vietnamese military and civilian requirements in the future.
(S) The G-E system was cataloged in three separate parts. (See the 1969 MACV Command
History Vol I1, p IX-iZI, for a detailed description of the systems.)
1. The Integrated Communications System-Southeast Asis (ICS-SEA) composed of wideband tropo/microwave equipment and submarine cable. The system was augmented where required with transportable communications equipment. See Figure IX-16 for a diagram of the
system.
Z.

The Area Communications System extended, as necessary, the ICS circuits within

3.

Tactical systems organic to the US military services.

each MR.
( 158

Defense Conmunications Agency-Southeast Asia Mainland

(U) The Defense Communications Agency-Southeast Asia Maisland (DAC-SAM) started in
1965 as DCA-Salgon with five officers and four enliste.d men. During 1970, the rianning level
totaled 190. It provided management control and operational direction to the Defense Communications System (DOS) into and within Vietnam and Thailand, in support of both MACV and Military
Assistance Command, Thailand.
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rIGURE IX-16

(U) DCA-SAM also served as headquarters for its counterpart, DCA, Vietnam (DCA-V).
Vietnamization of DCA-SAM began in 1967 with a single liaison officer. DCA-V came into being
in September 1970, when the staff of more than 35 RVNAF personnel joined the agency. They
organized parallel to DCA-SAM, worked side-by-side, and were to assume more and more
control of RVNAF circuitry, building an organization for RVN and its Armed Forces which
would remain after DCA-SAM and DCS circuitry had been phased down. By the end of 1970,
DCA-V controlled over a thousand RVNAF circuits using DCA-type management, including
system control techniques similar but not identical to those of their counterparts in DCA-SAM.
The techniques and procedures of DCA-V were tailored to specific needs of the RVNAF.
S""

(U) During 1969 and 1970 major strides were made in several main areas. Those areas,
especially towards the end of 1969 and during 1970, Wvere automation, Vietnamization, and withdrawal of US Forces. DCA-SAM, by the end of 1970, had reduced its manning and returned
allocated funding, while at the same time expanded its training, added more controlled circuits,
and greatly increased volume of data handled and listed. (159

Communication-Electronic Improvement and
Modernization Plan (CEIMP)

General
(S) On 20 Mar 70, a plan providing C-E planning and implementing instructions for the
RVNAF I&M Program (Phase 111) and related US planning was approved by COMUSMACV. The
plan was designed to complement the US/FWMAF/RVNAF Combined Campaign Plan and serve
as a reference document for major C-E assets and facilities installed, operated, and maintained within RVN. That plan, the COMUSMACV J-195 Communications-Electronics Improvement
and Modernization Plan (CEIMP), also provided detailed implementing instructions supplemantIng JOS/CINCPAC policy for communications-electronics support of RVNAF during 1970 through
1973, 3-195 was prepared by a joint committee composed of representatives of MACV, USARV,
7AF, the AF Advisory Group, COMNAVORV, Ist Sig Bde, DCA!SAM, and USAID. It was
coordinated with the US country team, and the RVNAF provided extensive inputs in the fortI of
existing systems and assets and overall C-E requirements. Envisaged was the eventual turnover of substantial US ICS facilities, Including both tropo and off-shore cable, to the Vietnamese.
For the period covered, continued US management and control was foreseen for most facilities,
but with Increased Vietnamese manning as training proceeded. In the absence of significant US
assistance, the GVN could not afford to support a telecommunications system which might, at
least initially, be unprofitable. The plan anticipated an increase In contractor support for
operation and maintenance of the ICS.
(S) A thorough review of all US, Vietuanaese military, and significant Vietnamese civil Incountry comnmunications was made. Within the framework and context of explicit guidance, 3-195
identified, planned, time-phased, designed, tacked, and developed recommended cost-out actions
necessary to enable the RVNAF to assume a larger role concurrent with the phase-down of US
Forces. It further provided a detailed plan for follow-on actions nacestbary through 1973 and
training schedules through 1978. The fundamental guiding principle was to design a minitnum
(but adequate) C-E system and environment to provide US and RVNAF the necessary command,
control, logistic, administrative, and specialited communications in-country. The approach was
"toexanike C..-eqcuixralmta fir,.the.various tiue fraines; configure an adequate systent as
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much as possible from existing assets, integrating sub-systems where possible to eliminate unnecessary duplication. The plan fundamentally considered two types of C-E] equipment: those
normally employed while actually moving and during brief stops, and those which may be fixed, transportable, portable, or mobile but were customarily used as fixed or semi-fixed.

Fixed Wide-Band Longhaul Communcations System
(S) The US owned and operated a fixed wide-band longhaul communications systems extending generally along the coast northward from the Delta to Hue. Spurs and fringes extended
west and formed an interlocking pattern. Off-shore submarine cables complemented overland
facilities. Longhaul out-of-country communications interfaced the system, composed of many
kinds of equipment, all employed in a fixed mode. Many existing fixed links could be timephased out during the period through 1973. Some of the phased-out assets were identified in the
plan for service disposition; others were reused to provide the necessary fixed communications
to the changing force structure and stationing. US control was essential at facilities and terThere were some facilminals providing important US command and control communications.
ities not providing such communications and some reductions to the US fixed system would occur
by the end of 1973. The fixed wide-baud US system south of Saigon would be phased out and replaced by Vietnamese post and telegraph (P&T) communications links. That necessitated in.
creasing the channel capacity and reliability of existing P&T systems. It was anticipated the
P&T would be willing to add the necessary channels as auid-2ro-o.o for the allocation of longhaul circuits over the US fixed wide-band system. The US fixed wide-band stations at Hu*, Phu
Bai, and the Vung Tau.Phan Thiet training link would be turned over to Vietnamese operations and
and maintenance at the end of FY73 provided trained manpower was available.
(S) In-country extensions of the longhaul conmmunications system to operating locations were
provided by a variety of equiptient, largely tactical type transportable equipment employed generally in a static role. Some were US-owned and operated, providing service to the US and RVNAF.
During the period of US Force redeployment and concurrent changes in Vietnamese force stationing, the pattern of those systems changed dramatically. Such changes, however, could be accom.
plished almost completely with in-country equipment.

Impedimento to RVNAF Communications Support
IS) The basic impediments to rapidly increase RVNAF comtmunications support wcre the
shortage of trained manpower and the almost complete absence of engineers and capable managers.
The existing training programs (both Vietnamese and US) provided reasonable quantities of personnel skilled enough to operate and maintain the srmall employed-wiile-moiovlng equipment; some
short-fall support was required anti provided by the US. The very large impediment and bhortfall was the lack of personnel trained to operate, mai'ntain, manage, and support the fixed wideband longhaul coemunaikations eystetyl, extensionj thereto, and assuciated-fised plant and terminal equipment. Another impediment was the lack of personnel with communications construction capability. The US personnel who accomplished those functions for both the US and RVNAF
comprised the largest group of US C-E personnel in-country. Training those skills was generally
lengthy and significant Vietnamese capability would not exist prior to end of FY73. To make up
for the short-fall, significant numbers of US (or US&provided) personnel would be required incountry for an extended period. A possibility of a trade.off of contractor personnel for US rmili.
tary existed. The j-IqS plan a*0asiIIhed a hiigh-J1oliar, tong-tearn Vvt.oamnese training program
to eliminate the short-fials.

*
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Other RVN Communications Needs
(S) There was a relatively small grouping of communications equ4ipment that was not programmed for RVN4AF '.jut which would be needed when forces were moved into locations vacated by US
Forces. In general, it would consist of an administrative telephone system, the perimeter defense
network that inter-netted perimeter defense facilities with a central. facility, and access to the incountry longhaul communications system. Based on a validated operational requirement, the least
complex equipment that met the requirement in each case would be selected, provided (from
existing in-country assets as much as possible), and documented as an IMASY program. No highdollar buy was fozeseen for that grouping of equipment.

Summary of Planning
(S) Many aspects and approaches were considered in evolving the final communicaticn I&M
plan and related ac'io'ws
Alternatives were examined for feasibility, equipment availability,
equipment complexity, manning requirements, variations in training complexity, and costs. The
most attractive options -.n terms of cost effectiveness meeting the operational requirements and
conforming to guidance :ind tasking criteria were selected. The goals and needs of nation-building were considered. Di1 Pome cases there were several possible courses of action meeting mnilitary requirements with the same assets. In those cases, the approach that best aided or com-.plemented the nation-building goals was selected.
(S) Anticipating that transfer of title to equipment of the fixed wide-band longthaul communlications system would be 'inder MASE procedures, RYNAF recipients were identified. Equipment
and personnel changes to the authorizing docume~nts (TOE/TA/CD'V) wo-tld be mnade withiin 2 years
in advance of such transfers. MASF programs to documtent the transfe~r of in.-contiry assets would
be initiated when appropriate.
(S) As site-by-site studies continued atid systenis ongineeringt was accomplished, a Comm1unication- Electronics Management I tlhon'4t on S yotem (C EMIS) wasi panined. Trhe: CEMIS, it ii
zing. a detailed data base. woul'i proviclk tinmely inforr aliott :oncerning C42 sygtetn-s/facilities
scIheduled for turnover to RYNAF at.d wvoitld measure. prgct
Agginst established gouals

-

Approval of CEIMP

(S) Ott 12 Jun. JCS approved the J -195 plan, changed the, name to Ci~tui-lernc
Imiprovenient and Madernitatioo Plai (CEIMP). and torwardod it to SECUI.P forý atiproval.
DEPSECDEF approved thte objectiveti and concepts of the progrztm for lmpeiomentativil and
designated the CEIMP as Uti- stirglo source document ior ItVNA V C -E: W&L.I1

On 8 Scp

Vietnanlization of US Advisor Cocrn~mwcationsSupr

*
*

winuiatoaspport as outlined in CrIMP boijan in
(C) The Vietuaamluation uf U'S5 advisor
the spring of 1970. The 77th ARI*VN Div Combat Assistance Team, N11 4. becattic the firs .- lajor
US advisory elen-ent beo M11 to experie'nce the Viatnamization of its comtmunications 14upport.
ýe
It was prompted by the n,-ov~en-tvtt of the 7th AIMN Div frem Ivy Tho to flong Tam to ttc~lr;-I
eiii rk
o
doparting US 9th lot Div'e. tase camp. ARVN relieved the
responsibility for 77th Div Combiat Ast~istance Toami on 15 Jul.
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(C) On 8 Sep the transfer of coraimunications responsibility for the province senior advisor
of Go Cong Province, MR 4, to RVNAF was completed. By the end of October projects were implemented in all four MRs. On 15 Nov ARNVN relieved the 1st Sig Bde of responsibility for the
province advisory team at My Tho; it was followed in December by ARVN assuming responsibility
for advisory teams at Gia Nghia (MR 2), Phuoc Lei (MR 3), Moc Hoa (MR 4), and Ch~au Doc
(MR 4). At the end of the year, it appeared that the 1st Sig Bde would be relieved tcf all advisory
communications support responsiaility below MR-level by 30 Jun 71. ( 162

Integrated Communications System

(U) See the 1969 MACV Con~rmand History, Vol 11, p IX-Zl, for a dfetailed description of the
system.

Replacement of Military Operators with Civilians
(C) In early February, the Secretary of the Army (SA) requested a plan to replace as many
US military personnel operating the ICS-SEA with civilians as soon as possible. 'Ihe SECDEF
agreed with the concept and stated that DOD would pay m-ire than the then- existing military cost
for civilian contractor operatioPs and maintenance. Planning guidance given by SP included the
policy that all spaces withdrawit from SEA, including transients, would be deleted- from the force
structure, and civilians would operate the sites until the. RVNIAF had trained sufficý.ent personnel.
The plan wvas to provide several alternative strength levels for conversion to civili~tn contractor
operation and maintenance. Each was to consider the maximutm number of civiliana who could be
trained and phased into the operation. Dinaddition, the plant was to include susitaini.ig base military
and civilian space reductions resulting from military reduvtions in SEA. Total ceit was to he reflected by fiscal year including incremeintal costs above FY70 and 71 budget.,. A statement of icctpact of -delaying the conversion 30 to 0O days aftetr 15 Mar was to be included. ( 1( 3 ) The plan
was developed by DEPCG tISARV and submittid to DA.
(S) The concept of the plan was initial manning of the ICS by A combination tf vontractor
pergonnel, US military, and 1RVNAF. Rpduction of US military personnel would lie phasod to
coincide with availability of contractor persoinnel and trained IRVNAF repkacemirm~s, The twiol
for
implementation eost in VY71 wats $53. 2 million, $20, 7 milliont irore thraf bndgetei-iliti
operation in FY-71, Tite initial crýNt incroase, resulting frotm vontractior operatioii, was oxpoctod
1qun
tM bt partially offiset by future vavingts in oerating th~e C0OtUS traioing bWso,
rop . acemeitt of'contractor pwksionttel by RVNAF wo., id furtlser redtwe overall ai..tu &a Vl~tnasni
zation progressed.
And
(S) Thto plan give the contractor roopontibility icr intorniAl satS. set rity, 01j'evrtiol'
ntalntoi.;auce; and RIVNA V ha:rdskill military o'ccupational apeciality (MYSI *xndl 0.1TI prtirraing.
Igioritl C:Otb Cp. ( it64
11p'
Control, direcion. and maiukgementtwr retained bv thp lilt Sig

ivisiioned was contractor matming of 41 sitos,. l( dial trlt~photie rxchanges, Iwo Army ;nt.sc
support facilitt~v, and tost anid evaluatlw4 *ýetivitliop. WA appruývedi the. conmcept on 21I Mar and
direteod the fel~i~actions: inmtation of procirentent;t volibsfiion o( itxduotr, re.stponses to
prolcuremeat atlioitc, after eovalmation, to DA for review ptior to awarding the 4ontract; and otibmission of the plait to ICS for their views on operationa~l im.pact prior to solleltAtiovi of bids. The
CQ US Asrmy -Stratogic Comunwicietion Command (USASTP.ATCON41 was tasked with the prtxuetrnent -actions. ot. 3') Miar tbhe plan was su~iubnied to JCS.
165) lie pl~an wvas approved and on
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20 Oct the DA awardeti a contract to the Federal Electric Corporation, a squbsidiary of Interna° .cnal
Telephone and Telegraph, for the operation and maintenance of the RVN portion of the ICS-SEA.
A $14. 9 million contract for the first year operation included operaLion and maintenance of 41 ICS
sites, 14 dial telephone exchanges, and other ancillary facilities and equipment. In addition, the
contractor would be responsible for providing engineering services, OJT for US and RVNAF personnel, site custodial services, and local security. The contractor would employ 1, 600 personnel
to replace 1, 964 personnel frcon the Ist Sig Bde as follows: 623 US civilians, 895 local Vietnamese
nationals, and 82 third-country nationals (TCN).
The contractor was to be phased in and fully
responsible for his obligation by 9 Jan 71, 81 days from the award date of the contract. (166

Phasedown of ICS-SEA
(U) During the latter part of the year, the ICS-SEA was in a period of phasedown in accordance with CEIMP and troop withdrawal.
The redepioyment of both the 4th Inf Div an the 25th
Inf Div inearly December called for accelerated removal of several fixed-station radio systems.
The removal was in process at the end of the year. The completion of the action would eliminate
four systems and bring the total to six fixed-station systems deactivated since May 70. In
addition, several tactical augmentation ICS-SEA systems were deactivated during the period.
No significant problems were encountered and actions were on schedule on 31 Dec. ( ie7

Single Integrated Telecommunications System (SITS)

General
(U) In order to provide RVN a basis for an orderly development of economically viable public telecommunications facilities, it was necessary to establish a planned program tn meet
national needs. Also, because of high costs and limited resources, the telecommunications
potential should be brought to bear to provide services without unnecessary duplications.
To
serve those ends, the US and GVN acted to create a single integrated telecommunications system

for RVN (SITS).

Development of SITS
(U)

Combined VN/US C-E staffs developed a plan for SITS.

A momorandum of agreement

promulgating the definition and description of SITS, agreed to by both US and Vietnam&..• C-E
staff committees, was signed on 6 July. ( 168 ) The US committee was established by the AMEMB3
Saigon in 1964 to report to and advise the US Mission Council concerning C-E matters.

In addition,

it was to serve as a coordinating body for US agencies which advised GVN in planning and imnplementing its C-E program. It was composed of representatlves from the AM.EMB, MACV,
USAID and the Joiný US Public Affairs Office (JUSPAO). ( 169 ) The general definition of SITS as
given was: "A single organized system to serve Vietnam supplying domestic and international
telecommunications services through the use of interconnected equipment that transmits, switches,
and receives electromagnetic signals to carry informaLion between users." ( 170 ) The system
would be operated by a single manager with an organizational structure as determined by GVN
law. Telephone, teletype, leased circuit, telex, aad other public tebecommunications services
would be provided to all subscribers, both domestic and ibternational, commercial, and private
users.
The technical standards would be those minimums as determined by the International
Telecommunications Union and would apply to both domestic and International operations.
Transmissions of signals would be by radio, cable, and wire systems selected on a basis of such fac.
tors as availability of equipment, security of operating locations, costs versus economic
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potantial, capital requirements, and other operation 3 and engineering considerations. Various
switching devices would be employed including telephone and teletype, both automatic and manual,
determined on a basis of customer requirements according to standard engineering practices.
The system could also include customer-owned end-user switching devices and instruments that
satisfy stated technical standards as established. Original system equipment would evolve from
various sources to include surplus military facilities; US and GVN-owned and operated systems
and equipment; equipment on order by various agencies due to be incorporated into the SITS;
Free World AllieR and United Nations Development Program donations; new purchases; and
also equipment and facAities as may be installed and initially operated by a contractor under
contract to GVN. Although SITS included all public telephone services and all outside plants
using public areas, and was to be the sole supplier of leased longhaul and local circuits, the
following systems were excluded from SITS: those command and control communications facilities
and systems in support of US/RVNAF/FWMAF designed for combat, combat support, and tactical type situations; special purpose GVN nets, such as police, public utility, and other conrnunications systems engineered for specialized use and not designed for entering SITS; GVN-authorized
sole-user facilities to include private telephone exchanges, digital data equipment and supporting
switching facilities; and other special purpose radiating equipment used for such purposes as radio
and TV broadcasthig, navigational aids, meterological puA'poses, etc. ( 171 )
(S) MAACV planning progressed under two principles established by combined State Department and JCS guidance. First, there would be no abrupt turnover of US communications facilities or equipment to RVNAF. The Vietnamese systems woula evolve from present US and GVN
civil and military systems which had to continue furnishing services to all agencies. Secondly,
the evolved SITS was anticipated to include selected dial telephone exchanges and other ancillary
facilities not usually considered a part of the US-IGS, but which were necessary for the postwar
GVN system.
(S) JCS stipulated Curee dditional points. First, JCS would determine when and to what
extent portions of the US military fixed wide-bank communications system would be made available to GVN; secondly, the Area Communications System, as a system, was not a candidate for
Vietnamization, but some of the less complex tactical equipment utilized could be turned over
to the RVNAF as their capability to operate and maintain them was attained; and thirdly, the US
would reconmmeiid to GVN that the initial operation and maintenance of US assets be by RVNAF
because of 1he limited Vietnamese civilian communications manpower base. The RVNAF had
groeater capability to acquire, train, and retrain personnel. ( 17 )

Establishment of SITS
(Sý 13y -1i end of 4970, the US Ambassador and the GVN Prime Minister had signed a Memorandum ok Understunding fur the establishnvmnt of an autonomous Vietnamese telecommunications
organization responsible for SITS. The US and RVN C.E staff committees had agreed upon and
promulgated a ds'flnition of SITS, its characteristics, the aervices it would provide, and the fatilites that were to hl exc'uded. In addition, the Prime Minister had directed the development of
legislation establishing the National Cotmmunications Commission (NGG) and the Vletnanese
TleoconxtnuniL..tions Organizatioa (VTO). The NCC was to formulate, promulgate, implement,
and enforce n,."dnal telecommunications policy, much like the US Federal Communications Commission, The V'ITO was to be un autonomous public organization in commercial form with a corpe)rate body and an independent managerment of operation, nmaintenance, and management of SITS.
The VTO %ould Wocompared to the US American Telephone and Telegraph Corporation.
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(S) General Telephone and Electronics Corporation was the successful bidder on a USAID
contract for planning and developing telecommunications with RVN. ( 173

Defense Satellite Communications System

(U) Satellite communications to SEA were provided by DCA from the Defense Satellite
Communications System (DSCS) or leased by DCA from the Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT). In communications provided by DSCS, only Phase I was operational, utilizing
23 satellites in random, near synchronous, equatorial orbits. Any satellite that was mutually
visible to two earth stations could provide a multi-channel radio link between stations; DCA
handled assignment of the satellites to specific users. The COMSAT circuits were provided
over synchronous satellites.
(U) The DSCS MSC-46 terminals in RVN operated from Ba Queo to Hawaii and from Nha
Trang to Guam. They theoretically were capable of operating in modes providing two, five, 12,
or 24 channels. Due to power limitations of Phase I satellites, the 24-channel mode was not
usable. The 12-channel mode would provide "tactical" quality channels having a signal to noise
ratio of 28 decibels (db) or less. The five-channel mode would provide good quality channels
having a signal to noise ratio of approximately 36 do. DCA directed both links from Vietnam be
operated in the latter mode. The two-channel mode was used only when the diffraction effects of
heavy rain forced a reduction of channels to maintain an acceptable power level in remaining
channels.
(U) Twenty leased COMSAT channels entered through the Sirachi, Thailand, terminal and
interfaced with the ICS-SEA at Bang Pla. Nine channels were extended via 439L submarine cable
to Vietnam.
(U) Future plans called for the deactivation of the Nha Trang satellite terminal by early
1971 because the Ba Queo terminal was capable of handling the entire load and the Nha Trang
satellite was needed in other parts of the world. ( 174

Automatic Digital Data Network

(U) The Automatic Digital Network (AUTODIN) was a defense communications worldwide
high-speed, common-user data communications system (DCS) operated for and managed by the
DCA to provide direct user-to-user and store-and-forward message service for DOD and other
government agencies. SECDEF approved a DCS plan for expansion of AUTODIN in RVN in April
1966 providing for two 100-lihe automatic switching centers (ACS) located at Phu Lam and Nha
Trang. CG USASTRATCOM was assigned responsibility as "principal manager" for implementIng, operating, and maintaining the ACSs. Each military department was responsible for implementing, operating, and maintaining Its own subscriber terminal cqulpment. i17)
(U) With the advent of AUTODIN into RVN in 1968, a new plateau for communications in a
combat zone was achieved. Never before had a field commander had at his disposal a communications media with the sophisticated capabilities found in AUTODIN. The system was very
"effective in a combat area and was considered essential for the conumand, control, and support
of combat operation. ( |Tb)

"T!..2F,
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(U) The three interim AUTODIN terminal configurations utilized in RVN were the high
speed leased Mode-I terminal (UNIVAC 1004 or IBM 360/20-100 CPM/1600 WPM); the 75-band
GFE Mode-l! teletype terminal (100 WPM-no channel control); and the 75-band CFE Mode-V
teletype terminal (100 WPM-limited channel control).
(U) Digital subscriber terminal equipments (DSTE) (part of Mode-fl were programmed to
replace the existing terminals at the majority of AUTODIN subscriber locations. The DSTE
was a series of GFE AUTODIN terminal configurations ranging from 60-band teletype only (AA),
to a 1, 200 band card and paper tape (BE) terminal. ( 177
(U) During 1968 and 1969, AUTODIN restoral plans were first developed, with the final
restoral plan promulgated in March 1970. The plan was necessary in the event that if one ASG
or tributary failed, high precedence traffic would not be delayed or lost but would be delivered
expeditiously. The final plan implemented a software contingency alternate routing program
allowing ASCs to recognize the routing indicators of subscribers of other ASCs. The program
automatically permitted routing of messages for a failed ASC or subscriber to alternate delivery
stations.
(U) AUTODIN requirements were under continual evaluations, As a result many programmed
DSTE installations were cancelled and duplicate terminals at the same physical locations were
eliminated. Also, certain terminals were downgraded due to the lack of requirements for the
high speed maximum capability terminals. In addition redeployments and reduction of forces
had a significant impact on DSTE cancellations.
(U) A major outcome of evaluations was the determination to phase out one of the in-country
ASGs. Analysis had shown that one ASC in RVN would be adequate and r7esponsive to the user's
needs on a continuous basis. The one switch could support all the RVN subscribers' requirements
with most subscribers rehomned to an out-of-country ASC to provide the necessary AUTODIN
restoral ini the eve.it of ASC or terminal failure. It was decided to phasedown the Nha Trang
switch. Basically the phase-out was divided into four phases with the final phase completed in
October 1970.
(U) By the end of 1970, there were 24 operational DSTE terminals and another 15 programmed
for completion in early 1971. The AUTODIN system was not scheduled for inclusion within Vietnarnization. Plans called for it to remain within the jurisdiction of US Forces until such time
as the entire system was removed from RVN. ( 178 )

Automatic Voice Network (AUTOVON)

Background
(FOUO) Prior to 1969 long distance telephone calls in the Pacific area were made by operators at joint overseas switchboards. In November 1969 the AUTOVON switch at Clark AFB was
activated, linking SEA with the world-wide AUTOVON system. Service to RVN was providcd in
three cuts. Cut I was made in March 1969 providing seven circuits from Phu Lam Joint Switching Center to Wahiawa, Hawaii. In November 1969 Cut II provided 13 additional circuits, 10 to
Clark AFB, and three strapped to Wahiawa. Additionally, a sole-user circuit was made available to MACV Emergency Actions Center (EAC) to the Clark AFB switch (DAU).
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Configuration in 1970
(FOUO) Cut III or the final configuration was made in March 1970. Initially no additional
changes or additional lines were planned in the cut. The cut was to provide an alternate route
through the Fuchu switch in Japan. During 1970, however, additional circuits were put in service in RVN. A total of seven lines from Nha Trang to DAU; 10 via "wet wash" cable from Phu
Lam to DAU; three COMSAT from Phu Lam to Wahiawa, Hawaii; and five additional lines to
individual subscribers in the Saigon area were available by I Dec 70.
(U) The extensive administrative and operational reporting and the necessary calls concerning logistic support taxed the capability of the system. Because of the heavy traffic and the desire and need for transpacific calls, it was necessary to establish strict controls on the use of
the AUTOVON system. The system as configured on 31 Dec 70 met the needs of US Forces and
was expected to continue to fill requirements until major headquarters were phased down and the
number of circuits reduced. ( 179)

Automatic Secure Voice Communications (AUTOSEVCOM)

!C) The AUTOSEVCOM program was a DCA-managed worldwide network which, as a dedicatei portion of the DCS, provided means for establishing encrypted voice communications
amorg US Forces and government agencies. (See 1969 MACV Command History, Vol II, pp IX129, 130, for background.)
(C) At the end of 1969, the network served 78 subsc-i7-ers off the primary AN/FTC-31
switch in Saigon. During 1970, the primary switch reached maximum capacity serving 80 subscribers. ( 180
(C) At the end of 1969 a total of 140 subscribers were served through the various small secure voice cordboards (SECORDS) located throughout RVN. (See Figure IX-17 for location of
SECORDS at the end of 1970.) A SECORD had the capability of 16 subscribers and when installed 4n tandem, 32 subscribers. During the peak period the number of active subscribers had
grown to 218. Because of redeployment of units, the number was reduced to 191 as of 31 Dec, and
it was expected that the downward trend would continue.
(C) AUTOSEVCCM proved to be an indispensible asset in RVN. However, because of inherent electronic voice reproduction limitations over longhl.ul trucks and extremely critical line
conditioning requirements, AUTOSEVCOM reliability was below desired standards. (181

NESTOR Tactical Secure Voice Program

General
(C) The NESTOR Tactical Secure Voice Program was the first family of tactical secure
voice equipment to serve in the field. The equipment Included KY-8, KY-oZ, and the KY-38
tactical voice equipments.

U I'in
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NESTOR Utilization
(C) From January through December 1970, the NESTOR achieved 20 percent increase in
the amount of equipment available for use; 64 percent in January 1970 to 84 percent in December 1970. The statistics were based on over 13, 000 total pieces of equipment valued at $70
million. A general break-down showed approximately 3,043 KY-8s, 5,116 KY-28s, and 4,877
KY-38s in-country on 31 Dec 70. The 20 percent increase during the year was due primarily
to receipt of NESTOR-compatible AN/PRC portable radios, installation of modification kits in
aircraft for the KY-28s, and receipt of several hundred X-mode and interconnect cables required to interface the equipment with associated radios. Redeployment of units allowed a
redistribution of assets to fill previously identified shortages. ( 182 )
(C) From a purely technical standpoint, the NESTOR equipment was outstanding as far as
reliability and security were concerned. It was slow to gain acceptance by tactical units due
to its added weight (24. 7 pounds for the KY-38 in addition to 22. 3 pounds for the AN/PRC-77).
Additionally, misconceptions regarding a reduction of radio range when using NESTOR and
indifference on the part of units to the use of NESTOR for communications security (COMSEC)
contributed to a low utilization rate. A vigorous educational program was instituted and by the
end of December
1970, the utilization rate of the equipment was 85 percent ef the total assets
( 183 )
available.

(C) At the end of the year, the only significant problems still hampering greater utilization of NESTOR equipment were the large number (approximately 1, 368) of Army aircraft awaiting NESTOR modification kits and the shortage of several hundred vehicle installation kits for
use with the KY-38. Previous problems with defective batteries and gas buildup in batteries
used with the KY-38 were eliminated by receipt of a now series of batteries and a modification
to battery cases. Complaints of decreased range when in the secure mode were still made, but
all evidence showed the problem resulted from improperly tuned radios or, with the KY-38s,
weak batteries.
(C) With the redeployment of US Forces from RVN, statistics with respect to the NESTOR
programwere erratic at the end of the year. It was a result of the removal of equipment from
naval craft turned over to the VNN, redeployment of AF NESTOR-modified aircraft, and withdrawal of NESTOR-equipped Army and Marine Corps units. ( 184)

Military Toleconununications Network-Vietnam

(S) The Military Telecommunications Network-Vietnam (MTNV) was a grouping of communications equipment provided to RVN by MAP/MASF programs in the early 1960s. On 5 Jun
70, the ASD (I&L) approved a re-engineering project to align the MTNV with SITS planned in
Vietan-dzation. The program would require 2 years and cost an estimated $800, 000. VA was
designated as the overall military department manager tor support of combined C-E engineering
in RVN. The combined telecommunications Engineering Agency (ad hoc), composed of US military, Vietnamese, and contractor personnel, was formed At MACV to monitor the progranm.
Funding for FY71 was provided from available O&MA resources, including those provided for
the combat readiness of IRVNAF. Funding beyond FY71 was to be handled in normal budgetary

chrnn l.

(185 )
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Southeast Asia Automatic Telephone System (SEA-ATS)

(U) By the end of 1969, the entire SEA-ATS was activated. See the 1969 MACV Command
History, Volume II, pp IX-126, 127 for background. The heart of the system for most of 1970
was nine long distance tandem switching centers. During November one switching center in
RVN was deactivated with five remaining in RVN and three in Thailand. Of the five in RVN,
three were operated by the USAF and two by the Army. Each of the centers were interconnected in a like manner to all other switching centers throughout RVN and Thailand. Thus,
the customer had direct dialing to another dial telephone in RVN or Thailand. The tandems
were installed at Tan Son Nhut, Can Tho, Nha Trang, Vung Chua Mountain, and Danang in
RVN (Pleiku was deactivated in November), and Bang Pla, Warin, and Korat in Thailand. The
tandem switches were collocated with dial telephone exchanges (DTE) at Can Tho and Danang
AB and collocated or adjacent to the ICS at the others. ( 186 ) See Figure IX-18.

The Dial Telephone Exchanges

(U) The DTE systems in RVN
DTEs with a total of 95,825 lines.
for the background of the system.
one-half million calls per day with
Service

were begun in 1967. By the close of 1969 there were 54
See 1969 MACV Conmmand History, Volumne II, p IX-1Z7
By the end of 1970 the DTEs were handling approximately
12 DTEs. The service breakout was as follows. ( 187 )
No. of DTEs

Lines

US Army

22

32, 500

USAF

17

41,900

1

600

2
4Z

,00
160,400

US Navy/Marine Corps
State Dept

Air Force Tactical HF Networks (Out-of-Country)

(U) Two AF tactical HF networks had stations within RVN that could be used to establish
emergency commuinications to Clark AFB or beyond If requirid. The nets wor: dedicated,
special purpose networks controlled by unlts outside RVN.
'oleophono circuits could be electronically patched into the network, enabling authorized users to use their own telephones;
however, the tactical nets operated in the simplex mode and radio proceduros had to be used.
(U) The PACAF Command Control 3SB Radio Network (COMMANDO
A
ESCORT) provided
v-ica cornunications between PAGAF command and control elememts. Aothorized users were
CINCFACAF; senior staff, PACAF CPs; PACAF uait commanderzs; dosigunated aircraft; awd
other agencies receiving approval from CINCPACAF. (See Figure IX-19 for network diagran'.)
"The network used Collins Universal radlo group equipment primarily. MAAGV entry to the
network to access CINCPAG command center was through the EAC t- Tan Sen Nhut rtation.
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(U) The Ist Mbl Corn Gp Liaison Network was controlled oat of group headquarters at Clark
AFB and used primarily KWM-2A equipment. MACV entry to the network in emergency situations was also the Tan Son Nhut Station, using a different call sign. ( 188

Military Affiliate Radio System

(U) The Military Affiliate Radio System (MARS) was authorized by GVN Ministry of Foreign
Affairs on 25 Nov 65 as requested by the AIMEMB. At the end of 1969, tne number of stations
authorized and operated in RVN totaled 78. During 1970, MARS continued to be of great service;
however, the number of stations in operation decreased to 68 due to redeployments.
(U) In April, as an economy meaaure, USARV directed cessation of all Army MNARSGRAM
service in RVN aud between RVN and CONUS. The Army message traffic immediately dropped
from a monthly average of over 7,000 to 202 messages in May. The impact on the Air Force
and Navy MARS stations in having to absorb the tremendous Army traffic was immediately felt,
but there was no loss of customners. In July USARV rescinded itb directive and the MAR.SGRAM
service built up again (3, 824 messages in August, 10,349 messages in December). ( 18q ) 4,190
(U) In May, Army MARS stations estab'ished phone patch service witlh Korea for US servicemen who had families in Korea. Approximately 10 messages per month wore passed.
(U) In July, MARS, Vietnam passed the 3-million mark in overall traffic passed by the
three component services since the inception of the program. ( 191 ) By the end of the year, over
3. 4 million messages were passed. ( lg9)
(U) During the year, the Army deactivated three stations due to redeployment of troops.
and the Navy deactivated seven for the same reason.
(U)

MARS atatioss by servicea are shown hblow: ( 193

Service

Authorliod

Army

48

Air Forc:e
$

O

Nary/Marino/MCD
TOTAL

r itionai

45

11

11

19
78

68

(U) 1970 traffic asunmary: (194
Sorvice

Phone

"a•.hei

MAqSGRAMS

Totals

Army

447,567

57,610

505,177

Air Force

184,313

29, 8b66

Z14,179

104,853

232,942

192,•329

952,Z98

Nav/Mariino/MCB
TOTALS

'XlO

3,08
759,969
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509th Radio Research Group
(C) Important aspects of the Vietnam Waz were signal intelligence a::d Communications
Security (COMSEC). The 509th Radio and Research Group (50qth RR Gp) was charged with
providing COMUSMACV with both elements and for providing training and technical assistance
in signal intelligence and COMSEC to ARVN during the year. The group was organized as
follows: ( 195
SUPPORTED UNITS

UNIT
Hq, 509th RR Gp
HQ & HSC
RRCUV
335th RRC
101st RRC
403d SP OPN DET

MACV-USARV
509th RR Gp, HQ
509th RR Gp, HQ
DMAC
MACV-USARV
5th Sp Force s Gp

303d RR Bn
175th RRC
371st RRC
372nd RRC
409th RR Det
856th RR Dot

IIFFORCEV
IIFFORCEV
Ist Cay Div (Ambl)
25th Inf Div
lth ACR
199-h Lt IrLf Bdo

313th RR Bn

IFFORCEV

330th RRC
374th RRC
404th RR Dot

23M tY
1 TGFRCEV
4th Inf Div
173d Abn Bde

8th RR Field Station

XXIV (Carp-

328th RRG

11W.tHAbn Div (Ambl)
1a Badv, 5th l"f Div

2b5th RRC
407th RR Det

M.ACV-USARV
MR I
M\A 2
MR 3
MR 4

2Z4th Avi. Bn (RR)
138th Avu Co (RR)
144th Avu C•, (RR),
1460%Avn Co IRRi
156th Avn C, (MR)

MACV

lot RR Cc (Avn)
So* Figuro; iX-20 a'tu IX-21 (or
(C.)

atoniplishmznts of tho 509th RIR Gp aided tactical commanders

The coxrttlhuttions

greatby in cocn

tig the

anlP,.ko~a1 char't 4nd loc.ation of units.

e*

y.

Duo to the highly m-nsitive classification of its technical

itinsion, security regul.Ations prohibit -ipecific accomplishments bring cited; however, a two
%-1umao FY70 historical repoet (ole classified confidential; the other Top Secret) was pniblighod by thu group covtxining more 4etailod jnformation. A few sanitia-d exaariplea of the utnitis
coatributions. atta,aeetd irosu HQ USA4V, Combat Intelligence Leosons follow.
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On 17 Ap-il 1970. the ARVN/US command and control facilities and artillery units at Tan Canh received mixed 122 nun
rocket and 82mm mortar fire covering the entire camp with
devastating accuracy. As a result of prior liaison and coordination between members of the Processing and Reporting
Branch (PRB), 330th Radio Research Company, the 330th
RR Company entered the 52d Arty Gp communications net
in cipher mode and passed possible coordinate locations of
enemy firing units to the 5Zd Arty Gp TOC, Wit1in five to
eight minutes after receiving the grids, counter-battery fire
was placed into the locations reported by the PRE, 330th
RR Company. Three large secondary explosions were observed and incoming fire ceased.
On 19 April 1970 the PRB again passed a grid to the 52d
Artillery Group TOG, only minutes after processing the
inforrm.ation. Immediate reaction with artillery,. as well
as with gunships and available tactical airstrikes, uncovered a storage area and resulted in several secondary explosions.
Abovo outstanding results clearly demonstrate the signifi.
cant advantage that can be attained through prior coordination and planning, and direct communications, between intelligence units and supported tactical commands. (52d
Arty Gp) ( 196)

(C) Another exarnple was the 407th RR Det providing timely and accurate combat intelligence to the Joint Task Group, Guadalcanal, enabling it to rapidly react against an NVA regimental size force. Throug., the efforts of the detacb--nent, the group made a rapid assessment of~the
enemny's Intentions and inflicted maximum casualties while minimizing friendly casualties.

. Pattern analysisaandt secure communications. Because of valuable combat intelligen- aoeryved From the group's efforts, tactical units were often able to hit the enemy in initial
197 )
stages of operations causing him severe lossies.

FUNDING

(U) It was previously noted that funding was austere during 1970. Each program and action
taken by MACV Md to be weighed againat the amount of money available for support. The financia'
support of the war comn from soveral budgets. The MILCON budget was disiussed previously
and is excluded in this review of budgets for 1970.

"
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Support of HQ MACV

(U) Operations and Maintenance, Navy (O&MN) funds supported HQ MACV. The total amount
of funds, $9,832, 745, authorized by CINCPAC for HQ MACV from the O&MN appropriation FY 70
was fully obligated at the end of the fiscal year. Not included in that amount was $678, 000 which
was returned to CINCPAC to finance other PACOM requirements. ( 198 ) During the Ist Qtr CY70
a budget of $9, 375, 300 was requested for the FY71 headquarters requirements, compared with a
ceiling of $10, 511, 000. ( 199 ) The amount reflected a reduction of approximately $460, 000 from
the FY70 annual funding program. ( 200 ) There were increases in civilian pay due to more authorized TD spaces filled. That was more than offset by a reduction of the hardware and software
contracts pertaining to CORDS and the Director, Military Assistance, however . Funds finally
authorized for FY71 amounted to $8, 432, 000, a reduction of $943, 300 of that requested. ( 201)

O&MA Funds - Rural Development Cadre Program

(U) O&MA funds supported the Rural Development Cadre (RDC) program. The final FY70
funding program for the RDC program was $31, 390, 540. The amount was approximately 77. 7
percent of the original FY70 annual funding program of $40, 600, 000. A total of $9, 209, 460 of
unused funds were returned to DA as a result of separate program reviews in February, May,
and June. Funds were returned in sufficient time for utilization in other DA programs. The excess funds were identified as a result of certain conditions.
Actual strength levels of the Rural
Development and Son Thon Cadre had averaged approximately 10 percent below authorized and
budget strengths. That factor significantly reduced the planned expenditures for personnel compensations and supplies. Actual billings for the Air America contract services were only 16. 7
percent of the estimated value of the contract for FY70. One major procurement action for supplies and equipment was reprogrammed for FY71 funding due to non-receipt of an international
balance of payments determination in sufficient time for utilization of FY70 funds. ( 202 )
(U) During February 1970, the FY71 Command Operation Budget was finalized for submission
to USARPAC. The FY71 fund ceiling for the RDC program was the same as FY70 ($40, 600, 000).
The submission exceeded the ceiling substantially ($52, 301, 900). The Budget Execution Review
for the FY71 funding program was completed in November 1970. The review indicated unfinanced
requirements of $4. 675 million against a total requirement of $45. Z million. Most of the shortfall lay in the area of personnel compensation for Rural Development and Son Thon Cadre at the
National Training Center, Vung Tau. The decision was still pending at the end of December. ( 203
The RDC/National Training Center budget program for FY71 was as follows: ( 204

.

RD)/STRD Cadre
NTC
TOTALS

Annual Program

Estimated
Obligations

$38,628,250
6, 571, 750
ZZ U7-5"'cU

$19, 113, 600
2,612,450
ZT7O3W

AHI~tS
Sx-i

1

2d Quarter Obligations
Percent of
Program
50%
40%
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Support of MACV Field Advisors

(U) Total FY70 O&MA funds pertaining to the MACV advisory budget amounted to $Z, 174, 000.
The entire amount was obligated. Two items that used the majority of funds were the special
leave program which totalled over $1. 1 million and the rental of USAID housing for advisor personnel which totalled $327,000. ( 205 )
(U) During February 1970, the FY71 Command Operating Budget was finalized for submission through USARV to USARPAC. The FY71 fund ceiling for the support of field advisors was
$2, 175, 000. The requirements ($2, 972, 800) substantially exceeded the ceiling by $797, 800. ( 206
Subsequent to the FY71 budget submission, additional requirements arose bringing the total requirements to $3, 260, 000. During the mid-year review in November the budget was increased
to $3. 458 million to compensate for additional civilian payrolls. ( 207y)

Assistance-In-Kind

GY70 Funds
(U) The Ist Qtr CY70 fund allocation for Assistance-in-Kind (AIK) was $VNl, 373, 700, 000.
An intense review was made of FY68 and FY69 obligations in order to free funds tied against
obligations that were no longer valid. Approximately $VN 65, 500, 000 was de-obligated and made
available for reuse. The III MAF AIK Class B Agent, Danang, was terminated in February with
finance support transferred to the US Navy until 1 Apr, when it was assumed by the Army. ( 208i
(U) The AIK 2d Qtr fund allocation was $VN 1, 078, 500. Based on a mid-year review, an
adjustment of $VN 13, 630, 000 was made between the various program managers. Fund allocation
for the 3d Qtr was $VN 1, 029, 800, 000. The CY71 budget for $VN 5. 4 billion was approved by
COMUSMACV and the U.S. Mission Council and forwarded to GVN Ministry of National Defense
during that period. ( 209 )
(U) The APK 4th Qtr fund allocation was $VN 1, 063, 000, 000. During November 1970, MACCO
completed the end-of-year review. As a result, $VN 135 million were redistributed from MACCORDS and 7AF to USARV, NAVFORV, and FWMAF. ( 210)

FY71 AIK Funding Level
(S) In August 1970 SECSTATE notified appropriate conunands of a decision contained in NSDM80 that the FY71 AIK funding level for Vietnam was set at $US 20 million. AIK was a calendar
year program in which the CY70 program was $39. 2 million expended at the rate of approximately
$10 million per quarter. The National Security Council (NSC) decision meant a drastic decrease
in funds with requirements for $45 million. MIACV sent a reclama in September, giving four
problems the AIK funding posed for MACV:
1. FY71 O&M budgets of all component commands were submitted on the premise AIK
funds would be availabLu for authorized purposes. As an example, 13,000 direct hire local national
"employees of MACV were paid with AIK funds. The component commands and MACV used an
average of 7,000 daily hire laborers monthly, and the combat units used 3,000 Kit Carson Scouts.
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2. MACV advisory teams purchased potable water, firewood, ice, and local subsistence through approximately 100 imprest funds established in the AIK financial network.
3. CY71 AIK requirements presented to the GVN budget advisory committee were
$46 million. The funding limitation placed by SECSTATE required either return of $10 million
CY70 AIK funds to GVN with a request for $10 million for the first half of CY71, or MAGC and
component commands use $20 million in CY70 and request no funds for the first half of CY71.
4. Continuance of existing programs financed with AIK funds was implied in all references. Substitution of appropriated funding to MACV and the component command would require
new budget submissions for FY71, development of a financial network of US imprest funds, and
disclosure of US intent to reduce AIK requirements at an early stage of negotiations with GVN
for economic reform.
(S) To avoid those problems and to conform to the NSC intent of reducing AIK to $20 million,
MACV proposed the following course of action:
1. MACV be granted the authority to use the CY70 AIK fund in its entirety. AIK expenditures included disbursements against CY69 and CY70 programs. Less than one-half of the
CY70 program had been expended by 1 Jul. Expenditures occurring against both active programs
would exceed $20 million, but there would be 4 months to develop administrative and funding procedures. Further, immediate disclosure to GVN of US intention of reducing requirements for
joint support funds would be eliminated.
Z. DOD to transfer funds at departmental level to the State Department, augmenting
joint support funds provided GVN by $25 million. The CY71 AIK GVN chapter would remain at
$46 million, That method would eliminate the necessity for MAGV and the component commands
to submit new 1971 appropriated and AIK budgets and establish a new imprest fund network subordinate to a US disbursing office, and would permit utilization of the currect GVN AIK Finance and
Accounting Office. Since all AIK funds were piaster funds, no command could inadvertently use
the funds for dollar expenditures. ( 211 )
(S) Based on the MACV reclama, SEODEF presented a revised plan to the NSC for All' fund,ing for CY71 at $35 million, $20 million for the first half and $15 million for the second half of the
year. ( 212 ) The revision was approved. Guidance received from DOD necessitated the GVN
budget be reduced by $11 million and provided for modest cutbacks in AlK financed programs. ( 213

Military Assistance Service Funded Program

(U) The MASF Program was started in 1966 when SECDEF removed the responsibility for
support of RVNAF from MAP and placed it on the respective US military services. (See 1969
MACV Command History, Volume II, p IX-118 for a further review of the program.) During
1970 the MASF program continued to function smoothly with equipment, supplies, and services
furnished to RVNAF units. The MASF program was substantially aided by the transfer of Items
of equipment of redeploying units throughout the year.
(S) On 13 Mar 70 SEGDEF directed the military service secretaries to identify reprogramming of FY70 and FY71 MASF to accommodate the essential CIUMP requirements within the
approved FY71 budget. The approved FY71 budget was as follows: ( 4
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(Millions)
ARVN
Ammunition

$1, 069.4
616.6

VNAF
Arnmunition

321.5
48.0

VNN
Ammunition

141.4
12.1
1. 3 (includes ammunition)

VNMC

CY 1970 GVN Defense Budget

(U) While not applicable to US funding, GVN defense budgets were pertinent and important
to the total financing of the war. The RVN Legislature approved the CY70 Defense Budget in
the amount of $VN 109. 9 billion. Review of the budget revealed significant variations between it
and US Mission Council guidance. That guidance, when adjusted for actual RVNAF strength and
for underfunded pay and allowance compensations, amounted to $VN 131.3 billion. The review
indicated that approximately $VN 2. 6 billion of the total $VN 14. 0 billion joint support funds to
be included in the CY70 defense budget would remain unuscd if the criteria and distribution of
those funds stated in the US Mission Council guidance remained unchanged. The review also
resulted in several budget project officers requesting sufficient joint support funds to assume
total funding of an activity to ihsure its accomplishment at the reduced level. Inadequacies in
thle GVN defense budget indicated $VN 1. 6 billion joint support funds originally programmed for
PF pay and allowances should be applied to other purposes to achieve more effective use. MAQCO developed the CY7O RVNAF Operating Budget, which was approved by the NvLAGV Budget
Advisory Comnuittee in February.
(U) In March, the Minister of Defense forwarded a proposed Rupplement for the defense
budget to the Director General for Budget and Foreign Aid (DGBFA). The supplement increased
that budget by $VN 21. 7 billion for a total of $VN 131.6 billion. ( 215 ) After review, the DGBFA
returned it requesting the budget ceiling be reduced to $VN 121. 5 billion. During the latter part
of May, the Minister of Defense returned the $VN 121. 5 billion revised budget. The revised
budget was consolidated into a Revised National Budget at DG3BFA level and presented to the RVN
Legislature for approval in July. ( 216 ) Pending approval of the revised budget, over-allocation
of funds in some areas was made by the Ministry of National Defense, (MOND) with prior concurrence of DGBFA, to meet essential requirements of RVNAF, ( 217 )

(U) Thu RVN Legislature approved the Revised National Budget during the last quarter of
CY70. The budget provided an additional $VNIl, 5 billion to the MOND, A transfer of $VN4. I
billion from the National Budget Contingency Fund was also authorized in order to allow off..
setting the I Oct 70 pay raise for nmlitary and civilian personnel of the MOND. ( 218
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CY 1971 GVN Defense Budget

(U) The development of the CY71 GVN Defense Budget began in January 1970 when the Director General of Finance and Audit (DGFA) presented draft guidelines for review by MACV. In
March, MACV replied with recommended changes which were included in the guidelines distributed
to RVNAF agencies. The guidelines were developed in a simplified manner that was developed
in coordination with DGFA. In prior years the process required at least 3 months and involved
drafting and staffing very detailed instructions within MACV, USAID and the AMEMB prior to
transmissions to DGFA. The procedures used elir.dnated initial US involvement and allowed
DGFA to exercise greater initiative. MACV and US Mission Council provided only minimum
essential information and recommended changes to DGFA's draft guidelines. ( 219 )
(U) During April and early May, the VN budget project officers prepared their individual
chapters for the CY71 budget. MOND conducted a review of the proposals and forwarded a recommended budget of $VN149. 3 billion divided roughly as follows: ( 220
(billions)
$VN103. 077
Pay and Allowances
13.325

Subsistence

8.862

Clothing and Equipment
Logistics and Operating Expenses

12. 587

Construction and Maintenance of Real Estate

4. 844
1. 952

Training, POLWAR, Miscellaneous

4.625
$VN149. 272

MACV Expenses

(U) During August the MACV Budget Screening Board reviewed the MOND proposal in depth
and developed a MACV recommended budget. The board's recommendod budget by functional
areas Included:
(billions)
103. 1
Pay and Allowances
9. 1
Subsistence
10. 1
Clothing and Equipment
13.2
Logistics & Operating Expenses
6.5
Const., Maint. & Real Estate
Training, POLWAR, Misc.
1. 9
5.4
Assistance-In-Kind
$VN149. 3
COMUSMACV approved the recommendations in late September and the US Mission Council approved the budget guidance In October. ( 221 ) The total budget guidance of $VN!65. 3 billion, of which
$VNZO. 0 billion was joint support funded, included $VN16. 0 billion for the increase in pay for
military and civilian personnel of the MOND. However, the Directorate General for Finance and
Audit, based on DGBFA guidance, submitted a CY71 budget for $VNI30 billion to the RVN legisLa-
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thre. In November, the Lower House approved it for $VN129. 5 billion. In December, the Upper
House voted for a cut of $VN3 billion which required another action by the Lower House. At
year's end, the final budget had not been approved. ( 222

MACV ACTIONS RELATED TO GVN ECONOMIC SITUATION

Background

(U) The impact on the Vietnamese economy of redeployment of US Forces and Vietnarnization became an important consideration during 1970. COMUSMACV foresaw the need for positive
program!- to assist other US and GVN efforts to stabilize the economy.
(C) In April COMUSMACV directed MACCO to work closely with the Joint Economic Office
of the AMEMB Saigon and assist US and GVN efforts in stabilizing and creating growth in the GVN
economy under guidelines recommended by the Embassy. ( 223 ) To analyze the economic impact
and make recommendations to COMUSMACV, the position of Economist was established within
MACCO. ( 224
On 22 May 70 a US Army major with a masters degree in economics was assign'ýd the position.
225 ) In July, because of the magnitude of tasks to be performed, an economics
diviaion was organized within MACCO's office. MACV Headquarters and USARV were screened
for officer and enlisted personnel with graduate education and experience in economics. The
effort resulted in seven economists assigned to the division. ( Z26
1C) In late August, SECDEF advised the Chairman, JCS, that because of "...implications
of the economic situation in South Vietnam for the success of Vietnamization, the impact of
military aspects of Vietnamization upon the economy, and the possible contributions of DOD to
economic development in Vietnam through US military presence, programs, and assets.. ., he
believed it imperative that COMUSMACV bo assisted by a military economic advisor. The advisor
would work closely with other elements of the US Mission in RVN and SECDEF, through the
organization of the JCS, on economic matters. ( 227 ) SECDEF requested a recommendation on
how the position might be beat included organizationally within MACV. JCS asked for CINPAC's
comments concerning the grade, special qualifications, and organizational alignment for the
position. CINCPAC, in turn, asked COMUSMACV for information upon which to base an answer.
COMUSMACV proposed placing the position at deputy chief of staff level and recommended certain
qualifications. ( 228 ) Upon receipt of approval, COMUSMACV directed the establishment of a
new staff organization, the Office of Deputy Chief of Staff, Economic Affairs (MACEA), on 4 Sep
70. The organization was headed by an Army brigadier general and consisted of 12 other officers
with advanced degrees in economics or business administration (four with Ph D's). See Figure
IX-22 for the organization chart.
(U)

*

The DCofS, Economic Affairs was the principal staff assistant to COMUSMACV on RVN

economic matters of significance to DOD. He was responsible for providing special studies and
overall program analysis; evaluating, monitoring, and reporting services; coordlnat -g and
assessing economic impact of progratn activities of MACV staff agencies; and performing liaison,
assessing, and reporting on economic progranvr of USAID and AMEMB agencies. He had primary
staff responsibility for:
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ECON. ANALYST
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FIGURE IX-22

1. Advising COMUSMACV on all matters pertaining to economic stability and growth of
RVN.
2. Analyzing economic trends, evaluating the impact of Vietnamization on RVN economy,
and recommending policies and actions to be taken.
3. Examining the impact of US military programs on local economy in terms of claims
on resources, inflationary pressures, and foreign exchange reserves.
4. Providing COMUSMACV and DOD with timely and periodic reviews of the Vietnam
economic situation to insure effective and efficient application of DOD resources.
5. In conjunction with the US Mission, indicating and determining feasible countermeasures to assist RVN in achieving and maintaining a balanced economy.
6.

Coordinating MACV staff activities having impact on the economy of RVN.

7.

Acting as chairman of the MACV Military Economic Action Committee iMEAC).

8. Maintaining contact and liaison with all appropriate civil and military agencies of
the US Government.
9. Prescribing and developing economic data, functions, and changes in organizations
to meet MACV and DOD objectives.
10.

Exercising staff supervision over the office of MACEA.

11. Performing such other duties and tasks as assigned bv the CofS MACV or higher authority. ( 229 )
(C) In order to improve coordination on matters pertaining to the economic aspocts tit' Vietnamization, COMUSMACV established the MAGV MEAC in September. Ml.AC was chairod by
MACEA: and members included MACJI, MACJ3, MAGJ4, NIACJ5, MACJi,. ACeS. MilitArl
Assistance (MACMA), Command Surgeon (MAGMD), MAGDC, MAGCO, and MACCORDS.

Economic Situation in 1R.VN

Problem Areas and Reconnuiendations
(S) The problems in Insuring RVN economic stabilization were numorous and roquirod firm,
positive, and direct action by many agencies. A major problem was the inability of the (;VN production base to produce and fulfill both military and civil requirements. It was MACV poirvy to
limit procurement in RVN in order to assist in controlling inflationary trends ii, the GVN economy.
One way the problem could be alieviated was to increase industry and agriculture efficien'cy so
more items could be produced with the same effort. That could bie accomplished with itutproved
management and providing equipment to the Industries of interest. However, improvement Of
industry was a long-range project. USAII) (Industry) identified additional Items vahted roughly
at $40 naillion which could be produced in-country rather dtan imported through MNLASk'. On the
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other hand, USAID (Economics) saw increased in-country procurement as inflationary. Basic
decisions had to be made to develop a coordinated effort by all agencies--GVN, USAID, and
MACV.
(S) MACV purchases of GVN goods presented many problems such as inflation. Equilibrium
in supply and demand was not achieved. Vietnamese producers were unable to successfully compete with US and third-country producers because of the impact of GVN production taxes. Local
producers had to pay such high taxes their prices were not competitive. ASPR, Part 3, paragraph 1-302, stated a requirement "to obtain for the government the most advantageous contract
prices, quality and other factors considered. " As an example, the local procurement price of
black pajamas was more than twvice that of a Taipei producer. Authorization to purchase locally
at higher prices required a DOD waiver to ASPR. Balance of payments restriction was an ancillary
problem also requiring a waiver. The monetary exchange rate was $VNlIS per US dollar. At
that rate, %heUS Government lost about 60 cents on every dollar of goods purchased in-country.
It wvas a foý n~ oi indirect or hidden aid funded with scarce DOD dollars. The question of which
US governmental agency, or combination of agencies, should fund the increased costs of procurement had to be determined.
(S) The shortage of skilled, semi- skilled, and technically qualified personnel was also a
problem. A proper balance of military and civilian skills was. necessary to establish an industrial base, and a determnination had to be mnade as to what activities could beat be accomplished
by the Vietnamese civilian industry. Those industries requ~ired aid to insure productivo growth
of the GVN economy.
(5) Thu prohiom areas ldentified b~y MACCO ware reported to COMUSIMACV in July with the
following recomm-endationsz
1. Anti-inflationary mneasures, tluch ase Comn-iiorcil Im-port Program (CIW) and Public
Law (PL) 460, Title 1, progra~st We maximized.
Z.MACV review tive .1ist of con iditioq elig~ible for purchase within Vietnam with the
objoctive of expanding the liat to theo
et.~be

3. M1ACV review ita mnilitary rntiquramaM*~ for ronsunable ttmoditica and incoorago
or direct pro-vureinerat in Vietnam rathei than elaew~Wrt?. ltha would rvault in definito increaiwo
W,0D~l piaster purtchases.
4. GVNI adoption of a n acceptable a eCoinivodation rate for nionetary exrhAnge ho 4encouraged. it would piormit and ww~rage incroaved Tates of peroonal piantar e~~dt±s
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Limited Parallel Foreign Exchange Market
(U) The Limited Parallel Foreign Exchange Market was established on 5 Oct at an exchange
rate of $VN275 to $US1. A variety of foreign exchange transactions were to be carried out at the
parallel market rates, but the rate did not apply to US Government piaster expenditures. Such
expenditures continued to be carried out at the exchange rate of $VNll8 per US dollar.
(U) The parallel market rate applied to the personal expenditures of American troops and
civilians and other non-Vietnamese employed by the US Government and US Government contractors, The problem of defining "personal expenditure" was difficult and it was felt that
there would be a tendency for US Government agencies and instrumentalities as well as contractors and other companies employed by the US to transfer piaster expenditures made in their
names to the name of their employees. A major reason for establishing the parallel exchange
market was to provide an exchange rate with reasonable value in piasters to American troops
and civilians in RVN. It was not intended to reduce overall US Government expenditures in
RVN. All requests for changes from "official" to "personal" category were routed through
COMUSMACV to the Minister/Counselor of Economic Affairs, AMEMB, for evaluation prior to
any change in the rate being applied. ( 232 )
(U) Exceptions to the "official" category were requested by COMUSMACV for MACV instrumentalities and agencies as follows: ( 233
Activity

Status

Chaplain's Fund
Domeslic Hire Funds
Sancta Maria Orphanage Fund
Phan Rang Commnunity Relations Fund
Viot•%m Regional Exchange (VRE) Conceasionairos an'
ot Vietnamese goods for resale
4th Traunsportation Comimaac Civic
Actions Fund
USO Coucessionaires

Approved 10 Nov 70
Approvod 10 Nov 70
Approved 21 Nov 70
Approuvti I lDc 70
VltE purchases
Approved

3 D-t: 7Q

Subnmttod 3 Dec 70
In staffing

MU) For control purposes and to ectablish an audit trail, all activities utiliting piatmers
were rtquired to establish dual piatoer accountability records and be able to account for the,
receipts and txp.enditures of all piasters at thoe tw rate* of 1l1 to $1 and 275 to -I. Mtilitary
bafiking facilities and n-ilitary dioburoing officers were required to provdde a piastor ;sals slip
to all activities that procured piasters (but not to individuals). In addition all audit, inspcction,
an~d
knvestigattie %agep.
were
requouted to incorporate the control of piasterv into their chackit~ts and procodures.
Z
)

~I.

:.

Oiober

ep•rt

.

AC) In OMto or COMUSMACV( reportwed o CINCPAC oan progreos in the RVN econonoc stabili;latiov progfsvj. GVN h,4d eatablishdthe plrtle' rate nv.tktt to apply to accommodation exchango to p.rchase., ,pori.v; i tw. to a .felecte.iiut of inparts. TCe new persona' a, '-omnmdait-u rt
SVN•$ to US.I provided
r.aiitable
r'te
of tzeciha-e for a&Wied persounel. civilian
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and military. It al'so benefited GVN exchange reserves by encouraging legal piaster purchases,
as opposed to black market. It was felt a major stimulus would be given to existing and potential
export industrie.3 and a start made toward an eventual self-sustaining economy. Application of
the parallel rate to ýlome $150 million (at an annual rate) of imports would increase the government's revenues from imports and, given the preponderant proportion of luxury goods included
in the parallel market, would tend to encourage imports of necessities. Imposition of relatively
high advance deposits oai luxury goods would reinforce that effect. The designation of goods to
which the p-irallel ratt. applied would be subject to change as circumstances dictated.
(C) The perequation tax, one of three categories of import tax in use in Vietnam, was increased ior a selected list of goods. The list contained mostly luxury products, but also included farming and fishing industries.
(C) Intere~st rate refcrm was undertaken in early September a~id w:-s a key element in the
reform program. As an anti-inflationary mneasure and. in an effort to bring the savings of ":dividuals and business firms into the banking system, bank savings rates were increased to a maximumn of 20 percent; the primne lending rat;e wva raised to a maximum of 24 percent, prrtly to
encourage morc efficient allocation of lendable funds and partly to discourage the hoarding of
goods, At the same time, a system of ad-iance deposits was pu! into effect, whereby an impolter had to deposit up to 500 percent of the value oi the imported goods a~t the time of application
for his import license.
(C) An~ open licensing of imports was established.

Itmrport ticensing wa-, largel)' r.cstricted

to eligible goodq antl the list of importers expanded te. encouragu compotition.
tC) A waget increase for the zv~litary and civil servants '-canim offoctive in October, Concurrently, theý US agreed to supply some W4 million of foodstufla for distribution to the RVNAF in

CYI II
'C))0eorm of ricer trade bogani with placing of rice salesi ont a _-a~h-nnd-cari-y bas;io in
and starting to elinminate burdansonte restrictiona on the movemeont of rice within
September

Viettvatt. In thet reform pnckazge propor, the GVN ann;wuncttd an itwrenselt in the prico of rice In
cetntrul Vit-,nam tn the Saifon price levol. ýw a stop tou-Ard a mnore rationally basod rice marhot
3nd a. removal of #ub.-id'es,
(C) Nkh~lo domesk4tic tztx roform was not a part of the. reformi proeramr por so, Ohw (NVN roeogniraed the nesed both for increagrd domestic tiovs and for a ratiotiatiiation of the vxiktting tax
A rwvt~uro. Accordinttly, a comprehruaive tax reform pa_ýg was prepared for tho Nation~al
Avaortbly.
(C) Although the rrýforno. ýwuuld h& helpful to thoe torny, they wk-rv long overdue andi provided oaly of-ort-rut%rolimi for eiame o( the country's oconomtic problcm;4. 'Thoieacl, tarket ratv
lot- Military Ptymont Certtthatea WKPC) in October wAs akbove $VN300 to SUSI. Duo to the raise
in%the accormodation -rate, ho-wever, the oprosd bt.twetin the parallel inarket rate anti the black
markeat rato decrvased considerably. CIP livense appli-cations fi~ll off because of a required depostit of up to ZOO perccit. A GVN wage icrouso of 35 porcent was neeoded; the increase given
was t~n!y about 17 parema~. 23~5
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November Report

2.

(C) In a report to JCS in November covering September and October, COMUSMACV elaborated on his earlier October report to CINCPAC. He stated the Vietnamese economy did not
appear to be headed towards any crisis situation during the next 3 to 4 months, although many
chronic economic problems persisted. There was great concern among the populace about
continuing inflation and a strong tendency to hoard commodities as a hedge against inflation.
There was a serious disparity in the economic status of various groups and a strong basis for
indiscontent among the military, the civil servants, and the low income city dwellers whose
sector
agrarian
the
than
come was relatively low and who were taxed relatively more heavily
or the wealthy.
(C) Since the establishment of the parallel market rate, the black market price of greer
dollars had fluctuated only slightly and in early November was $VN420 to $US1, essentially the
rate prevailing before the devaluation. That indicated a considerable closing of the gap between
the legal rate and the black market price.
.'C) The relaxing of the import licensing restrictions had a favorable result, although there
was still a list of prohibited items and aggregate dollar ceilings on certain other items. The
GVIN placed a ceiling ef $USIO million on tot.d li.censing during the final quarter of CY70, The
rate of licensing for GVN-financed imports for October was high, reaching the hoped-for goal
of $35 million.
t
(C) Since interest rates were increased early in September, tir;e and savings deposi s
had incrra-•ed from $VNl7 billion to 19 billion. The no'. eiect of increased interest rates was
obscured, however, by the fact importers had to produce over $VNI0 billion for advance deposits
on imports during the same period.

(C) The money supply was hold rather constant and in late Septe:mber waa only 9. 3 perconý above I Jan 70 level. The effects of the pay increlses aud the historic surp. of spending in
advance of TET had %otyet been felt, but USAD was confldetnt. the total inclease for the year
would aot exceed 15 percent.
(C) The USAID retail price index of Saigon rose by a total of 5 percent during the 5 weeks
following the 5 Oct institution of the economic reform. Most of the increase occurred during
the wnek o the Nationa: Holiday (1-o Nov) and wits attributable to the holiday and in part to
Rice prices in Saigon were stable to slightly
heavy rains which destroyed some vegetable cropa.
declining, with 38,000 tons arriving from the Delt4 during October, the high for the year. The
high October rice receipts were largely attributable to the need cf storage space for the Impunding barvest.
(C) Rice production for the 1970-1971 season was predicted by the GVN Ministry of Agriculture at 5. 65 million tons of paddy rice, a 10opercent increase over 1969-1970. If the severe flooding ih MR i caused atirlou* losu uf stored rice, despite the completion of the harvest prior to
the flood, that pediction would require modification.
(C) On the recommnodation of USAID, GVN standardized the price for US mediuma grain
rice at $VN30 per kilo. That required a $VN9 per kilo increase in price for the central region
of RVN, which In turn reculted ut numerous protests. USAID felt t0 ro wam still too large a
differential between US rice wid loco.1 rice ($VN45 per kilo) and obt nod GVN agreement to
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raise the price of US rice to $VN40 per kilo by 15 Dec. Rice sales were placed on a cash-andcarry basis and a start was made toward eliminating the burdensome restrictions on movement
of rice among regions.
(C) With the assistance of US Internal Revenue Service advisors, a substantial effort was
made to impro,-o tax collection. Assessments were made in 12, 000 cases of tax evasions which
had been deo.ec. ed.
(C) COMUSIv.ACV reported the favorable effects of the economic reform program would grad.
ually d'rnL-ish and disappear with continued inflation, unless periodic, realistic adjustments were
made in the parrlV,! i rate and in interest rates. USAID reported a joint US-GVN review of the
progran - o,:eid be held before the end of 1970, during which further adjustment in the parallel
rrte, as well as o&her policy changes, could be raised. Realization of the full foreign exchange
potential rf non-official piaster purchases depended on pegging the accommodation rate as close
as possible to the free market rate. Hopefully, that could be achieved through regular upward
adjuatments.
(C) A tax reform bill drafted by GVN would be of limited benefit because it would increase
revenues only by an estimated $VN2 billion per year. USAID hoped to get the bill strengthened
prior to submission to the National Assembly.
(C) Price controls existed on practically all commodities. Theoretically, the controls were
designed to eliminate windfall or excess profits by regulating very narxo~v profit margins for
wholesalers and retailers. Factually, the controls were sporadically and selectively enforced
and provided a major area for graft. Most wholesalers and retailers continued to sell illegally
at free market prices; moreover, the uncertainty regarding enforcement was an important
barrier to needed foreign investment.
(C) Issuance of licenses for CIP imports was at a low level since the GVN instituted requirements for advanced deposits on selected commodities. Total licenses issued from I Oct to 29 Oct
approximated only about $3 million. It was a matter of continuing interest that the FY71 total
reach the projected $300 million, due to the requirement placed on DOD under NSDM-80.
(C) A low level of economnic growth occurred during September aid October, even in sectore where resources were available. Substantive tax reform, additional exchange rate reform,
incentive programs, selective subsidies, and other aggressive programs to provide both foreigi
and domestic investment capital would be require, to facilitate a higher rate of growth.
(C) A substantial manpower squeeze was experienced as RVNAF approached its authorized
strength and as lowered levels of combat action and increased physical security brought revived
interest ii private sector econotmic activity. It was felt that reductions in US Forces levels and
a3feociated contracting activities would make significant numbers of trailed personnel available
for other employment. Plans were prepared to undertake a major manpower study to address the
problems of improving identification of assets aud requirements, training, mobility of the work
force, and management. Particular attention was directed toware's the feasibility of a fixed term
of service for RVNAF personnel, to provide programmed flow of personnel through the military
services with a predictable return flow to the civil sector.
(C)

The problem of keeping the growth In money supply for expandit.g during CY7I appeared
The l071 GVN budget expenditures were forecast at $VN267 billion and it would be

"formidable.
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difficult to hold the line at that figure.
Revenues of 1970 were forecast to be $VN171 billion.
Although revenues would increase in 1971, a major problem would be to control the 1971 deficit
and move towards a goal of reducing total US foreign exchange commitments and decrease dependence of US imports. If a strike by RMK employees resulted in any significant wage increases, it would aggravate the control of inflation in 1971 and would intensify the disparity of
income between public and private sector workers.

(C) In addition to economic stability actions by USAID, GVN, and MACV noted previously,
the following actions were taken or monitored by MACEA.
1. In conjunction with USAID and GVN, planned for best end-use of excess DOD installations for public health and welfare purposes and for private industrial and commerical use.
GVN would have an opportunity to derive budget revenues through the lease or sale of some of
the installations to private enterprise commercial or industrial operations.

2.

Monitored work of MACDC; OICC, RVN; and USAID to develop a viable RVN con-

struction industry to fill the gap when US construction agencies departed. It involved careful
consideration of the quantity and types of US-excess construction equipment which could be
properly employed and maintained and the institutional arrangements into which it could fit. As
an associated matter, MACDC, in conjunction with USAID, worked on the vitally important function of building into the GVN Directorate General of Highways the capability to maintain LOCs
and extend the secondary road network after US withdrawal.
3. In conjunction with USAID, examined other possible uses of excess equipment which
would facilitate RVN industrial development.
4. Examined the possibility of disposal of scrap and surplus items managed in a way
which would provide increased revenues and foreign exchange to GVN.
5. Examined the feasibility of using US, ARVN, and RF/PF forces to more effectively
secure key areas needed for logging and for production of rubber, sugar cane, and diversified
agricultural products.
6.

Reviewed and analyzed RVNAF proposals to have military units,

a. Expand operations in the agricultural sector to add ;rop farming to their current
poultry and livestock production activities ts a means to provide sulpplemontary comnpensation, im- •
prove morale, and reduce desertion rates.
b.

Undertake luuber production operations to help meet needs of the dependents

housing program.
7.

In accordance with guidance provided in NSDM.-0 and in cooedination with MAC.14.

MACDC. MACMA, MACCORDS, and USAID analysed opportunities for iW'reased in-country procurenient and identified the existing impediment# to such increased procurement. The task

proved more difficult than anticipated. 'Ile area appearing to offer the greatest possibilities
was MASF in-country procurement of comnmercial consumables. Another area to be examiined
closely was lunp-sunt constructiou contracting.
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8. In coordination with MACCO, refined DOD piaster expenditure reporting and projections. As pertained to CY72 and CY73, new criteria were developed, in coordination with
USAID, which included price increases, localnational pay increases, and projected exchange
rates. Projections were made based on dollar availability as well as piaster requirements.
9. With the assistance of an OSD systems analyst, a monetary gap analysis model
was set up on the MACV computer, with further development and refinement of the model planned.
10. A study was started to support the establishment of a periodically negotiated flexible
exchange rate for the piaster and to investigate the practicality of eliminating MPCs.
11. A bibliography was complied on RVN fiscal and monetary policies, procedures, and
problems. Areas of special interest included taxation, exchange rates, price controls, inflation,
and the banking system. ( 236

3.

End of year Report

(C) In the final report of the year to JCS, COMUSMACV reported that the economic situation
continued to resporad favorably to reform measures instituted previously. Prices had increased
only slightly during December and the rate of expansion of the money supply had slowed perceptively. Import licensing had increased and an increase in customs revenues during the latter
part of the year contributed to a reduction in the CY70 budget deficit. Additionally, the change
in the accommodation rate had resulted in considerably increased GVN foreign exchange receipts
from personal piaster purchase. In COMUSMACV's view, the economic situation remained good
for the short term but depended on the following:

1.

Amount and timing of changes in the official exchange rate.

2. Effectiveness of DOD programs in off-setting foreign exchange shortfalls resulting from any rate changes.
3.

Validity of CY71 budget gap projections.

4.

The intensity of enemy activity during the

=

holiday period. ( 237)

(C) •ight favorable and three unfavorable factors concer-'rig GVN economy were listed by
COMUSMACV. The favorable factors were given as follows:

1. Legal per capita personal plaster conversions by c.ivil.
ian and military personnel increased from 1779 piasters in
October (S6. 450 Z75:1) to 3187 plasters in November ($il. 59 0'
275:1). Total legal personal conversions arose by $VN 593
million to SVN 1, 418 billion, indicatUig the greater amomuvt
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of legal, as opposed to black market conversions taking

place.

November was the first full month during which

the 275:1 rate was in effect.
2. The black market rate for $10 green, reported
last month at 400 piasters to $1. declined further to 388:1
as of 28 December. The rate for military payment certificates did not change and averaged 270:1 during December.
Activity in the market has been reported as relatively low
during the past two months.
3. The requirement for advance deposits on imports
which sharply reduced the level of CIP import licensing
in October, seems to have had little restraining influence
in November; CIP licensing more than doubled to $25. 2
million. Total CIP licensing for FY71 reached $106. 4
million as of 26 December. Further monthly increases
will be necessary in the second half of this fiscal year if
the $300 million CIP goal is to be met. Licensing of GVN
financed imports totalled $37 million in November and
$24. 1 million for the four week period ending in December.
At the currect rate, total import licensing for the final quarter of CY70 will remain within GVN's $100 million ceiling.
4. Time deposits continue to increase even with increasing levels of advance im,Tport deposits. Savings have jumped
by 39 per cent since bank incerest rates were raised in late
September and stood at $VN Z3. 4 billion as of 5 December.
Levels of demand deposits rernainek! steady at $VN 31. 6
billion. Advance import depo.its $13. 3 uwillion on 5 December are projected to reach 22 billion piasters by the Znd QTR
CY7I at present rates and should continue to itampen speculative tendencies through the first half of CYI.
5. Though money supply showed an expected year-end increase, the rate of ex"panion was well below that exp.rienced
throughout the year. Money supply levels stood at $%fN 154. 5
billion on S December after an increase during the year of 9. 8
per cent.
6. The USAID retail price index for Saigon is showing signs
of stabiliation and increased only I per cent during the four week
poriod lnding 1 DMecember. Food pries, which comprise the bulk
of the index, retiaied steady during the period. As of 21 Decnmber, the overall 1970 prire increase wao 32. 0 per cent, compared
with increases of 41.7 per cent, 33.8 por cent and 32. 1 per comt in
1967, 1968 and 1969.

7.

GVN has begun to seek ways to encourage domestic invostand attract foreign capital. A draft investment law would provide for increasing the period of tax forgiveness for new
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ventures from the present 2-3 years; would allow unlimited repatriation of profits as opposed to the present 20%
limit; would guarantee against both nationalization and
establishment of government compatition with new businesses;
and would eliminate current restrictions on the foreign
composition of management.
8. GVN approved a supplementary budget for CY70
which authorizes total expenditures of $VN 197. 1 billion
against revenues of $VN 157.7 billion. Actual expenditures, however, are expected to approximate $VN 185
billion and produce a deficit of approximately $VN 35. 0
billion. Customs revenues showed the largest increase
on the receipts side of the revised budget. The CY71 budget, also approved in December, provides for expenditures
of $VN 255. 7 billion against revenues of $VN 224, 6 billion
for a deficit of $VN 31. 1 billion. The budget contains provisions
for the civil sector wage increase anticipated for later this
year but supplementary budget action is certain to alter these
figures as the year progresses. Current projections see
total CYT-l expenditures rising to $VN 267 billion. The budget law was changed significantly this year particularly with
regard to providing more flexibility. Funds may now be transferred freely within chapters of the same title and, in a political gesture to the strong military constituency, approval was
granted to transfer excess funds from any title to the title and
chapter of War Veterans, if needed. ( Z38
(C)

The unfavorable factors listed were:

1. Though increased rwvenues will be sorely needed in CY71,
no action is expected on a tax refom rneasure tuntil after the 10'I
GVN elections. Work has begun on a bill, however, designed to
reduce the tax burden on individuals and businesses with small incomes and to increase taxes of those with large incens.s, Consol.
Idation of various taxes, provisions for tough enforcement •if tax
laws, progressive tax rates and more efficient methodts of collectlon
are expected to be included it the final draft of the measure.
2. Budgetary pressures still dim the outlook for continued
employment by USARV of some z200 local national employees who
were to be released on 31 Decembor avid of an additional 13, 000
employees scheduled for release by 1 April 1971. ,Relief will come,
however, if an agreement is reached with OVN for a change in the
official piaster exchange rate. Such a change would enable MACV
to buy more piasters and still remain within its current dollar budget. Presentation of dismissal notices to the 2806 employees dhie for
release in 1970 was postponed until late February, in view of the
negotiations for a new rate and the potential political ramifications
of a large scale pre.TET layoff.
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3. Direct hire employees of US Forces and their nonappropriated fund activities received an average 11.2 per cent
wage increase on 20 December and US contractors were given
the go-ahead to renegotiate labor contracts for wage increases
not to exceed that amount. Nearly 120, 000 local national employees are involved. The inflationary effects of these increases
will not be fully felt until next month. ( 239

Major Problem Areas at the End of 1970
(C) At the end of 1970, the major economic problems reported by COMUSMACV were still
applicable, though the draft investment law, if enacted, would be a significant stem towards alleviating the problem of limited investment capital. Excess profits continued to accrue to private importers as a result of the spread between the equivalent exchange rate and the actual market
value for many commodities. The move of some import commodities to the parallel rate and
adjustments in import taxes materially reduced opportunities for excess profits and corruption,
hut further action was necessary. MACV programs requiring payment in piasters were still
threatened under existing budge-t ceilings and the existing official piister exchAnge rate. Uayoffs
of up to 17,000 local national employees and curtailment of essential programs might be necessary
in the 3d Qtr of FY71 if the existing butdgot limitations and exchange rate continued. US ecvttorniv
interest in RYN was generally focused on the short run. As Vietnaniizzation increased more rrapidly.
however. tic need for longer term economic prograrms and concrete plns, for economic deývelopnwnt aind devolopment funding was apparent,
(C) To cope with the probloe*m existing at the end of the year, a change in the official .lastvr
exchange rate was under sg.rious' cun•sideratien, Tho Idea at that titmte wAs thbt o chaunge, on tir
about 1 Apr 71L to an official rate of 2715 )nawtrs tACV
to $1 wvouli reduce xcoess pofits, 'nAbleM
to purchase" its pi.aster requirvemets%within its budg-tary ceilings, and elimitnat existing comnploxitios associated with the parallel rate structure. If revalu•tion toal place withmtn comp4enientary actions, howekvr, ,MACV plm.ter requtrett
could ho purchased with &rwer dbll r* than then
prograirnnwd and a shortfall from tOw NSDMM$0 fore'ign exchantge, tobj0ctive of $750 MilRlOn would

reult. To contphn&ate for the rosultant reduced piaster purchbse, the US M"ision was considering at the end of the year a pachcage which wuld rrovido muore 001Y dollars through n•w programs
which were within MACV's capabiity to ttien.,ls Vuthpritils
isf nae.essry
were providd. 1h v
fpackuage zachluitted inercasl in-coumtry proacuremn-nt of comtnirwcia eunsunablts. Increased reliatnce
on local eonetruetlon coatrattttt, and donation to GYN of piasm'r rr-.un
from the sate of scrap
and excesls materials, it was f(lt that not only . nld the prngr4mt-ts. prevoent a ah"rtfall trom NS M)M50 ojectives, but they could also provide budget gap relief ahd Itnpotns to thie "ovel.nmnont of
local Intdistrici 1240 )

Pr-oject MOO.5E
.Background

(U) A prograrn which had beon established, not to directly aid the iIVNAF per se hut to iotprov ILVNIUS rclationship~wau continued in 1970,
4C)

Project MOOSE (Move Out of Sagoko tpeditioualV) started ia 1966 when the US Anbandot',
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Saigon, and COMUSMACV recognized the need to reduce US presence in the greater Saigon area.
The primary goal of the program was to alleviate the tense and overcrowded conditions by reducing
the American presence in the Saigon/Cholon area. At the completion of Project MOOSE I in June
1969, the UIS population had decreased from 35, 011 in September 1966 to 25,297, a reduction of
242)
9, 714. ( 241 ) In addition, 126 leases were terminated.
(S) Project MOOSE II was launched in December 1969. During 1970, greater interest was
generated by the SLate Department. With the announced troop reduction urderway and Vietnamization ani attainable reality, MACV did decisively reduce its physical holdings throughout Saigon.
Special emphasis was placed on reducing the conspicuousness of American personnel, installations, and activities in the Saigon/Cholon area south of the "MOOSE" line as shown on Figure
IX-23.
(S) Actions taken by MACV to make further reductions fell into three categories. The first
was the relocation of units and activities out of the metropolitan area unless precluded by mission
requirements. The second involved the consolidation of activities into military compounds whenever feasible and the cancellation of leases for individual facitities. The third action involved
control over the movement of military personnel from outlying areas into the metropolitan area.
Service components and the MACV staff were tasked with screening units and activities under their
cognizance/control to identify those in the first category. Relocations were directed as facilities
became available. All units and activities in the metropolitan area were considered, but emphasis
was on movement out of the Saigon/Cholon district.
(S) Relocations :From the Saigon metropolitan area were limited by the availability of existing
facilities made vacant through redeployments. Budgetary constraints, contractor and troop labor
commitments to operational support requirements, and the LOG program precluded the construction of additional facilities.
(S) Traffic check points were established periodically on main arteries into Saigon to kee,
non-duty personnel out of the city. Personnel from outside areas were required to have written
authorization to enter. ( 243
(C) Recreational facilities on bases and in leased billeting properties were improved with a
view toward keeping US personnel out of the community. A regular bus systen, operated betwveen
billets and working areas, reducing the number of US personnel on the streets. Also a system
of vehicular and walking patrols operated throughoit the city to check the appearance and cozoduct
of military personnel. Truck routes ,vere established for convoys traveling through Saigon, t 444

Progress in 1970

(C) From I Jan to 31 Dec 70, 26 units/activit;es in the Saigon/Cholon areo containing atpproximat,-iy 3,600 personnel were reducel in strength, consolidatei or relocated. A total of 88t. person.el were consolicated or relocated within the greater Saigon area and eI,705 po rsonnel we r,
complekfly remcved. In addition, 55 leases with a tctal annual lease cost of $1, "/74, 441 were,
termInated. ( 245
(U) The proponderance of the activities and component units remaining in the greater S. gon
area at the end of the year provided either direct or general support to MACV Headquarters.
Additional large-scale relocations, iuactivatiorn, or reductions of thomiu units wetv dependvnt upon
relocation or reduction of that headquarters.
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MEDICAL ACTIVITIES

General

(U) As with all activities in MACV, medical activities in 1970 were affected by redeploymentr and the greater concentration on Vietnamization. As the Vietnamese assumed a greater
burden of the war and US units redeployed out-of-country, the need for medical units decreased.
The year saw a decrease in hospital beds and battle casualties due to the lowered levels of
combat and strength. Much of the MACV Command Surgeon's effort was placed on advisory
assistance to the RVNAF medical service. See Chapter VII for an assessment of that assistance.

Medical Support Activities

Operational Hospital Beds
(U) At the end of 1969, the number of in-country operational hospital beds totaled 7,223.
During the first six months of 1970, they decreased to 5,303 as compared with a total of slightly
over 8, 000 in June 1969. During the last 6 months of 1970, the total was even further reduced
to 4,213 by the end of December. A recapitualtion of operational beds each month in 1970 by
service follows: 247 )

MONTH

ARMY

NAV Y

MARINE

AIR FORCE

JAN
FEB
MAR
APRL
MAY
JUN

4,813
4, 593
4,103
4.103
4,103
4,103

1,720
1,720
960
760
560
560

400
300
240
300
240
240

400
400
400
400
400
400

7,333
7,013
5,703
5,563
5,303
5,303

JUL

4,103

560

240

400

5,303

AUG
SEIP
OCT
NOV

3,913
3,848
3,848
3,073

560
560
560
560

240
180
180
180

400
400
400
400

5, 113
4,988
4,988
4,213

DEC

3,073

560

180

400

4,213

TOTAL

Facilities Departing RVN or Changing Strength
(U) The reduction In the number of operational hospital beds was caused by facilities/unlts
leaving Vietnam or changing operational strength. See Figure IX-24 for the location of treatmant facilities and medical units In RVN at the end of 1970. Listed below are actions that
affected the number of hospital beds. ( 248 1
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1970
01 Jan
06
15
19
28
01

Jan
Feb
Feb
Feb
Mar

02 Mar
12 Mar
15 Mar
16 Mar
15 Apr
12 May
14 May
.28 May
31 Jul

Activity

Decrease

Long Binh PW Hosp
24th Evac Hosp
18th Surg Hoasp
8th Fld Hasp
1st Hasp Co
2d Surg Hosp
let Med Bn
NSA Hasp
17th Fld Hasp
6th Cony Ctr
USS Repos
NSA Hasp
1st Med Bn
NSA Hasp
Ist Med Bn
91st Evac Hasp
27th Surg Hosp
17th Fld Hasp
45th Surg Hosp

Increase

Closed
80
40
200
Departed
Closed
60
200
25
500
Departed
200
60
Closed
60
25
25
Closed
Closed

8th Fld Hasp

25

10 A ig
16 Sep
20 Sep
04 Nov

71st Evac Hasp
1st Med Bn
12th Evac Hoep
1Zth Evac Hasp

60
60
65
139

07 Nov

8th Fld Hoasp

75

08 Nov

12th Evac Heap
71st Evac Hosp
8th Fld Hosp
12th Evac Hoap
12th Evac Hoap
71st Evac Hosp
67th Evac Hosp

75
45
25
36
Closed
Closed

10 Nov
11Nov
25 Nov

25

(U) During February 1970, facilities of the US Army's 283d Med Det based at Pleiku were
transferred to ARVN. The facilities were converted into a preventive medicine clinic. The como. (2491
pound also housed the 72d ARVN Med Op. 277th ARVN Mod Co, and the 2d ARVN Amb.
(S) The hospital ship, USS Repoe (AH-16), departed for CONUS during March. Having ser.
ved in combat zones twice before (evacuating British and American civilian casualties from Shanghai in 1949 and providing hospital facilities during the Korean War), the Repoe was reactiviated
during late 1965 and arrived on-station, just off the Vietnam coast, during February 1966. The
15, 000-ton ship, equipped with a helicopter platform to expedite casualty receiving, was designed
originally as a 750-bed hospital, but refinements to ensure more effective patient care and installation of modern equipment reduced that capacity to 560. Staffed by Z3 medical officers, eight
medical service officers, 35 nurses, and Z88 enlisted corpsmen, the Re2ose, from February 1966
to the middle of March 1970, treated 9, 139 battle casualties, 2. 611 non-battle injuries, and 12, 963
disease cases, for a total 24,713 admissions. Spending 1, 128 days of her 4 years In WestPac on
the line in support of I11 MAF operations, the USS R
provided medical care to 19, 421 Marine
and Navy personnel before departing in March 1970. for CONUS and future deactivation. (250)
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(U) The first transfer of a US field hospital to ARVN took place at a formal ceremony on
8 Sep. The 8th Field Hospital (300 beds) was transferred to Nguyen Hue ARVN Hospital in Nha
Trang. ( 251 ) A total of $357 307 in equipment and Free World issues was involved; $316,375
and $40,932, respectively. (1 52 ) The transfer, originally scheduled for I Aug, was not completed without problems. Lack of specific direction on applicableprocedures caused important
reports to be submitted late . Considerable delay of transfer of equipment was caused by ARVN's
requirement to immediately transfer equipment and real estate internally to the using agency
within the facility, i.e., depot to hospital to ward. It was strongly -recommended by the Project
Officer, 6th Convalescent Center, that future transfers be from the US facility to the ARVN depot
system with internal distribution delayed until completion of transfer actions. The 8th Field
Hospital's flag was officially transferred to An Khe on 1 Aug. Joint inventories began on 10 Aug
and were completed 5 Sep. (253

Admissions
(U) The number of IRHA (Injuries Resulting from Hostile Action) admissions to US medical
facilities showed a marked decrease during the year. During the previous year, they averaged
over 2,652 monthly for a total of 31,820. In 1970, they averaged 1, 275 per month for a total of
15,296. During the months of April, May, and June the numbers increased, but then dropped
again after Cambodian operations ceased.
(U) Disease admissions and non-battle admissions in 1969 averaged 9, 536 per month.
1970 the number of disease and non-battle admissions decreased to 7,750 per month.

In

(U) Figure IX-25 details the types of admissions to ad' US medical facilities in terms of
incidence rites, adjusted for reduced personnel strengths, therefore permitting relative comparisone. ( 254)

Evacuations
(U) The number of medical evacuations out-of-country also decreased during the year reflecting the decreased level of combat mid the number of redeployments. There was a significant increase in May and June because of the Cambodian operations. Nevertheless the total of
33,077 for the year was more than 22.000 less than the figure for 1969 (55,906). (See Table

Ix-lO.) (255)
(U) Table IX-1l shows the number of in-country evacuations.
The 903d Acromed Evac
Sqdn evacuatt-d a total of 54,285 individuals during the year from one medical facility to another
for further hospitalization or evacuation front couitry. ( 256)
(U) While each service had tactical evacuation unit•, the largest was USARV's 2'.toff program. Esser~tlally. the Dustoff made pick-ups from the field, and transported patients to hospitals or centers for further evacuation. They did not confine evacuations to military, however.
A noticeable increase in the number of patients occurred during May and June caused by the
Cambodian operation. The large number of RVNAF patients attested to their Increasing activity
257
a r?. -ewar. Listed below is the breakout of the Dustoff program for the year.
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TOTAL

4,095
4,183
4,067
4,674
4, 947
4,174
3,528

637
885
790
1,406
1,232
659
489

15,865
15,729
15,696
19,088
22, 053
18,432
15,720

5, Z39

3,475

457

14,065

5,225

3,035

430

12,955

4,665

2,382

235

10,722

3,286
4,442

2,306
1,888

439
176

8,831
9,132

66,717

42, 754

7,835

178,338

US MIL

FWMAF

RVNAF

VN CIV

JAN
FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL

5,164
5,125
4,789
4,937
6,661
6,402
6,359

412
478
643
524
681
474
308

5,557
5,058
5,407
7,547
8, 53Z
6,723
5,036

AUG

4,476

418

SEP

3,820

445

OCT

3,027

463

NOV
DEC

2,341

459
259
Z,367

MONTH

55,468

TOTAL

5,564

Malaria Rate
(U) Malaria continued to be a problem during the year as in the past. The rate per thousand for the first 5 months was far below the mean of the previous 4 years. It increased considerably, however, during July, August, and September, caused perhaps by a late rainy season.

(U) A breakdown of malaria rates by month for the years 1966 through 1970 is shown below. ( 58 ) Figure IX-26 shows graphically the rates of the past 3 years.
Malaria in US Forces in Vietnam
(Rate per 1, 000 personnel per year)

1966

1967

1968.

1969

1970

JAN
FEB
MAR
APR

12.7
6,5
11.1
38.1

19.7
14.4
14.8
18.6

15.7
11.6
9.2
12.7

18.5
16.5
17.0
19.8

12.6
8.1
12.6
16.9

MAY

24.7

Z. 1

18.9

28.4

17.1

JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC
MEAN

35.7
29.2
17.5
42.5
31.8
30.2
36.0
28.2z31

26.2
25.5
19.8
23.3
36.0
30.4
23.2

37.2
40.8
40.3
38.5
25.7
23.6
21.6
25.0

22.6
20.9
15.6
28.1
21.0
23.7
19.7
21.0

27.3
27.6
32.5
40.1
4Z. 9
24.6
19.2
22.9

MONTH
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Civilian War Casualty Program
(U) The Civilian War Casualty Program (GWCP) remained in effect during 1970. See MACV
Command History 1969, Volume II p IX-117 for background. During the year, a total of 15, 250
direct admissions were made. ( 2g9 ) A recapitulation by month is shown below.
Civilian War Casualty Program
1970
Month
JAN
FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC
TOTAL

Disease and
Nonbattle
Admissions

JRHA
Admissions
487
448
431
548
552
459
279
371
483
278
211
168
4,715

Total
Admissions

923
887
1,031
899
1,037
937
878
1,007
808
830
594
722

1, 410
1,335
1, 444
1,447
1,589
1,396
1,157
1, 378
1,291
1,108
805
890

10,535

15,250

DATA MANAGEMENT

(U) During 1970 data systems developed and run by the MACV Data Management Agency
(MACDMA) shifted from combatant systems to systems of Vietnamization, troop withdrawals,
transportation (retrograde), and management. MACDMA was equipped with the IBM 360/501
computer system. At the end of the year a total of 4, 744 jobs were being run, with computer
time averaging 655 hours per month,. During FY70 MACDMA had two contracts with International
Business Machine Company and the Computer System Corporation (CSC). By improved training and better management controls, a reduction to one contract with CSC waA possible during
the latter half of CY70, at a savings of $853,000.
(U) Systems to support Vietnamizatlon and which would eventually be turned over to RVN
comprised the largest effort of MACIDMA. A total of 11 systems were developed, ranging from
one to support student placement at the RVN language school to a multitude of logistics systems
which supported the various branch depots. The logistics systems were to be used as a nucleus
for the RVN Automated Material Managment System (RAMMS). It was planned that the RAMMS
would be run on an IBM 360/40 comrpputer configuration at the JGS compound. A feasibility study
was also started for the Mobilization Directorate of GVN (a rough equivalent to the US Selective
Service System). Tho study was to result in a recomrnendation for the best way to manage the
military draft in Vietnam.
Z)60
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(U) An Historical Information Management System (HIMS) was
developed in coordination
with the Militar'y History Branch, Office of the Secretary of the
Joint Staff, MACV. ( 2Ll)
1-IMS allowed quick reference or "_nquiries into all documents,
studies, and letters maintained
in MACV historical documents files. The final objectives of
the system were to automate the
catalog of MACV historical documents, allow retrieval of selected
document identifiers from
the catalog, and produce an automated listing of all documents
stored in the MACV historical
document repository. ( 262)
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CHAPTER X
PRISONERS OF WAR

OVERVIEW

(U) The question of prisoners of war is not only a burning
humanitarian question but also a question of your solemn legal
obligation. Its solution must not await an overall settlement of
the political and military issues involved here. World opinion
demands no less.( 1
Ambassador Habib
5 Feb 70

(U) The continued refusal of the Communists to discuss the prisoner of war issue during 1970
made their intent to exploit PWs for propaganda purposes increasingly clear. Entering 1970 there
really was no doubt of their intent; however, a variety of new pressures were added to the free
world effort on behalf of the PWs during the year. A full review of the history of PW negotiations
in SEA prior to 1970 is already available; therefore, this chapter is devoted to the changes which
took place in 1970.

SITUATION

(U) Despite allied efforts to ease the plight of the PWs there was little progress toward ,ny
substantive decisions in early 1970. Efforts to seriously dlscuss rele•se of PWN were continually
rebuffed at the Paris Conferrnce table. Not only did the neimy refuse to discuss allied PWs but
he also declined to discuss repatriation of his own sick and wounded privoners held by the RVN.
(U) After a shift in the US approach to the PW situation in 1968 wihn the ItS began to di~cu~s
the plight of the prisoners in public forums, many voicos were added to the efforts of the US and
RVN governments to get some positive comnmitments from the enemy. Detail# Pf those efforts
are related in subsequent sections of this chapter.
(U) On Z Apr, the US made it clear that it intn•tded to continue its policy of public discussion
of the PW !ue
when Ambassmdor atabib told the 61st Plenary Sessiou of the Parts Meetings:
Your attitude towar$ discussion of relevant issties remains negative
and unreasonable. This is clearly evident in your silence in response
to our efforts to upen the way to some mesioingful discussion of the
treatmeat and disposition of prisootra of war.
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Your attitude toward the prisoner of war question is absolutely
lacking in any humane consideration for the prisoners or their
families. Your stubborn refusal to d4.scuss this humanitarian
question is appalling. It seems th;.' you have no interest even
in the fate of your own soldiers who have been wounded and capt'ired while fighting for your side.
Let the record show the plain evidence that your policy toward
prisoners and the families of missing or captured men is utterly
lacking in humanitarian consideration.
Let the record show that you callously turn aside an unconditional
offer by the government of the Republic of Vietnam to repatriate
back to North Vietnam 343 seriously sick and wounded prisoners
of war.
Let the record show that you have refused to identify all the prisoners
of war you hold or to provide what information you have to families
about the fate of other men.
Let the record show that despite your announcement last December
that prisoners in North Vietnam would be allowed to send and receive letters once every month, three months have passed and still
most prisoners have not been heard from even once during that
period.
Let the record show that not even one prisoner of war you hold in
South Vieti4rn has over been allowed to wtrite a letter to his family.
Let the record show that eyo-witaess accounts. photogr•aph* and
other evidence demonstrate that Anmericans who fall into your hands
faco priotlged solitary confinoeont, inadequate diet. improper
mndical treatment. and oftentintat
death -- to bv plain: uncivilited
and inhumanitAtrian treatment.
I-vt the record show that you refuse to gtive impartial observers
a4c-cos to your priiuner canmps. in ord•r to see what kind. of treatment your prisoners are in fact aecorded.
Let the reýord show that y•ur side holds tmny seriously sick and
wtcunded prisn'rf
ofat war. as well as many prisoneris who have
been in captivrity for ewtremely twng periods of time -- up to siN
years -- and that you reouse to release these prisoners.
Let thoe r;cord Also show that you follow a policy of callous whimsy
in dealing with 'he prisoners and their familos. You allow •nime
vrimoners to write, you deny the sarte right to others. Ytm receive
s4me famtities who come to Iftri. rebuff others. You ansoer a
few requesti for inform•tion from fAtmilies or third parties, you
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ignore others. You are even capable of turning a deaf ear to appeals
from young women trying to determine whether they are wives or
widows.
We intend to keep this sorry record be!ore you and before the world.
We will not let you forget the plight of these prisoners or their families. You have a responsibility to them -- both a legal responsibility
under the 1949 Geneva Convention and a humanitarian responsibility
which gces far beyond legal requirements. These are responsibilities
which you cannct escape. (3)

Correspondents

(U) A new dimension was added to the PW problem in SEA even before the allies crossed the
Cambodian border on 1 May to attack the enemy sanctuaries along the border. On 6 Apr shortly
after the removal of Prince Norodom Sihanouk as the Cambodian Chief of State, two American
correspondents, Dana Stone of CBS and Sean Flynn of Time, were captured by Viet Cong forces
cperating in the neutral country. By 15 May, that total had increased to 15 including one woman.
(U) Although the correspondents were not the responsibility of the military, five were
Americans and the JPRG included them in their reporting system along with military personnel.
The wisdom of that was later questiored by three reporters released. The reporters comments
are related in detail later in this chapter.
(U) By and large, the early months of 1970 were a period of sheer frustration to the allies,
to the diplomats, and to organizational arid individual efforts to break the PW deadlock brought
on by the Communists' refusal to separate the PW issue from peace negotiations.

Planning

(U) Dfspite the stalemate in negotiations on PW release, MACV continued to plan for receiving
PWs when they were returned. On 13 Jan 70 COMUSMACV Operation Plan J190, Repatriation of
US Prisoners of War (U), short title EGRESS RECAP (U), was peornulgated. The plan, discussed
in some detail in the MACV Command History 1969, Chapter X, provided the framework for processirg any PW returned by the enemy.
(U) Two changes wore promulgated during the first half of 1970. Chunge 1, issuod 16 Apr.
w. i largely technical. Change 2, dated 17 May, incorporated changes dirtcted by CINCPAC in
his approval of the basic plan. Neither of the changes maade any -ubstantive modificutdons to the
original plan.
(U) In accordance with directionn co itainod in EGRESS RECAP each of the component
commanders submitted supporting pILns as required. The plan-* detailed the iorvicas bavic
responsibilities set forth in the basic MACV plan.
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US POLICY

(S) On 31 Oct a joint policy on enemy prisoners of war in Vietnam was promulgated after
approval by the Acting Secretary of State, the Secretary of Defense, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
The policy paper said:
1.

Objectives

The objectives of the US policy with respect to enemy prisoners of
war (PW) in Vietnam are to:
a. Insure that the US and its allies continue to abide by the
Geneva Convention of 1949 relative to the treatment of prisoners
of war (GPW).
b. Facilitate to the maximum extent, the earliest possible return
of US, RVN and Free World Military Assistance Forces PW and, to
this end, to avoid creating circumstances with regard to the treatmunt,
processing, release, or repatriation of enemy PW which might hamper the return of US PW or make a final setilement more difficult.
c. Reduce the enemy PW population, through early release for
the purpose of: (1) furthering the interests of humanity, (2) supporting negotiation activities, (3) decreasing the logistic burden on the
government of Vietnam (GVN), (4) improving PW camp security, and
(5) presenting forthcoming public image on this subject.
Z.

Considerations

a. The United States is a party to, and honors the provisions
of, the GPW.
b. US Forces do not intern enemy PW, except for the initial
processing, intelligence exploitation, and required hospitalization
of wounded PW. All enemy PW captured by US Forces are transferred to the custody of the GVN, whi.h is also a party to the GPW,
The GVN, as the detaining power, has the primary responsibility for
the application of the GPW to all PW under its control. The United
States, however, has a residual legal responsibility for all PW capturoed by it who are turn4.d over to the GVN.
c. The GVN currently holds about 37.000 PW in six camps,
over 8, 000 of whom are North Vietnamese Army (NVA) personnel.
About 39 percent of the PW now held were initially captured by US
Forcem.
d. About 1.550 US milittary personnel and about 40 civilians are
missing or held captive in Southeast Asia. The number of known prisoner. is around S00, the majority of them pilots in North Vietnam.
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The GVN does not have an accurate estimate of the total Republic
of Vietnam Armed Forces PW held by the enemy but has furnished
the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) with a partial
list of 3, 100 personnel who are missing and believed to be PW.
Approximately 30 personnel of other Free World Military Assistance
Forces are missing or captured. The interests of these missing and
captured personnel will best be served by insuring that the treatment
of enemy PW is strictly in compliance with the GPW.
e. As stated in part lb above, a primary objective of the United
States is to facilitate the earliest possible return of its PW held by
the other side. North Vietnam (NVN) and the Vietnamese Communists/
Provisional Revolutionary Government have indicated that they consider the return of US PW an issue to be settled as part of the overall
military and political settlement of the current conflict. They consider
US PW as a valuable bargaining asset and can be expected to try to use
this issue to gain concessions. These divergent views of the United
States and NVN, coupled with the fact that all enemy PW are in the
custody of the GVN, necessitate close coordination between the United
States and the GVN in the event of a proposal for exchange of PW.
f. US policy has been one of nonforcible repatriation. Whether
or not the US should continue to adhere to this policy may pose a
critical issue in negotiations at the termination of the Vietnam conflict.
The ,zonsiderations which will influence a decision on this matter are
not apparent at this time. Hence, decisions should be reserved and a
reevaluation of this policy should be undertaken, in concert with GVN
authorities, as the time for negotiation on repatriation of PW draws near.
g. No action should be taken which would prejudice US flexibility
in making a reevaluation of its past nonforcible repatriation policy, if
such becomes an issue in negotiations with NVN.
3.

Policies

a. General: The GPW is the basic international agreement
concerning PW. Article 4 of the GPW sets forth a definition of
persons who must be accorded PW status. A conservative application of the provisions of Article 4 could justify denial of PW status
to many captured guerrillas. The US and the GVN have accorded PW
status In all cases required under the convention, and in many cases
where not clearly required, such as most guerrillas. This is done
as a matter of policy.
b.

Responsibilities of the United States:

(I) The GVN has assumed the role of detaining power as set
forth in Article 12 of the CPW, and as such, has the primary responsibility for the application of the GPW to all PW wider its control. Nevertholess, the United States has residual legal obligations for its captured
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PW as set forth in the GPW. If the GVN fails to comply with the
provisions of the GPW in any important respect, the United States
is obligated, upon becoming aware of such a situation, to take effective measures to correct the situation or to request the return
to US custody of enemy PW previously transferred to the GVN. It
is preferable that the United States obtain VN compliance with the
GPW and, only as a last resort, seek the return of enemy PW in
order to insu.%, compliance with the GPW by the GVN and promote
unity of effort in this regard. It is essential that the United States
and the GVN closely coordinate all matters pertaining to enemy PW.
To this end the United States will provide advice and assistance to
to the GVN in the PW area until disposition has been made of all
enemy PW.
(2) In order to provide valid information in support of
negotiations and to meet the requirements of international law,
the United States must make every effort to insure that accurate
accountability data are maintained on enemy PW, particularly
those initially captured by US Forces. The GVN, as the detaining
power, will continue as the primary source of international reports concerning enemy PW accountability; however, any US reports
should correlate to the greatest extent possible with GVN data.
Accountability must include release, repatriation, death, or escape
in order to provide a written chronology on each enemy PW and his
ultimate disposition.
c. Repatriation of Sick and Wounded PW: The United States and
the GVN should continue to seek direct repatriation, in accordance
with Article 109 and 110 of the GPW, of seriously sick and wounded
PW held by both sides.
Reduction in Number of Enemy PW held by the GVN:

d.

(1) In the past, the GVN has made selective releases of
enemy PW In the Republic of Vietnam (RVN) and repatriated enemy
PW directly to the NVN. These releases had a favorable impact on
US and world public opinion by showing the readiness of the GVN to
take humanitarian steps with respect to PW problems.
(2) Substantial advantages could accrue from taking prompt
action to reduce the number of PW held by the GVN. To this end, the
United States should encourage the GVN to reduce the number of PW
"by releasing as many Viet Cong (VC) as practicable.
(3) The first stage in reducing the number of PW held by
the GVN should consist of physical separation of South Vietnamese
from North Vietnamese and regroupees. (Regroupee is a GVN
political term which denotes those residents of the Republic of
Vietnam who, as a result of the 1954 Goneva Accords, elected to
go to North Vietnam but were later captured fighting in the South.)
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Such a separation is already being carried out in the camps, and this
pattern should be continued. Previous experiences indicate that separation of 'hard core' prisoners in separate enclosures is also desirable. All such separations help to undermine the efforts of the enemy
to control or influence enemy PW and will improve the prospects for
release of those who can be assimilated by the RVN without significant
political risks.
(4) Those VC PW who desire release in the South and whom
the GVN is prepared to release should be released at an early date,
with ICRC invited to observe such releases. While some VC have
already been released, it is believed that an expanded program should
be encouraged and should include as many eligible and acceptable
VC PW as possible.
(5) It is assumed that all or nearly all NVA and regroupee
PW will ultimately be returned to North Vietnam. Any NVA/regroupee
PW who make clear their desire to remain in the South may be separated from others. Care must be taken in this process to insure that
no promises of political asylum are made and that no other actions
are taken which would prejudice US/GVN flexibility regarding nonforcible
repatriation.
(6) The GVN should not be pressed to release NVA and regroupee
PW on parole. If the GVN wishes to go forward with such a program, it
should be in accordance with GPW requirements.
(7) The early release of substantial numbers of enemy PW for
return to North Vietnam or perhaps for internment in a third country are
promising initiatives available to the US and the GVN in efforts to obtain
an ultimate resolution of the PW issue. Such release could highlight the
failure of North Vietnam to deal with PW problems in humanitarian terms
and could generate pressures in world opinion which would oblige NVN to
adopt a more forthcoming position with regard to US PW. The United
States should continue to explore this possibility with the GVN. Any releases should receive maximum press coverage, and the ICRC should be
invited to observe them.
e. Repatriation: The basic responsibilities of the United States
concerning the release and repatriation of enemy PW upon the cessation
of hostilities are defined in Articles 12, 118, and 119 of the GPW. The
United States will assist the GVN in the release and repatriation of PW.
insisting on full compliance with the GPW. The US view is that the
GPW does not require forcible repatriation, and US policy has been to
grant to PW a freedom of choice to return or not to return to their own
country. Whether or not the US should apply this policy to NVA PW at
the conclusion of the Vietnam conflict should be the subject of separate
addressal if and when it appears that such will become an issue in
negotiations. ( 4
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(U) The overall policy of the US on PW problems was contained in the classified document
cited above. Public pronouncEments by government officials stayed with the classified policy
although they did go so far as to indicate that other raids similar to the one at Son Tay on 26 Nov
were possible. On 3 Dec, Defense Secretary Laird, in a planeside press conference, told newsmen the US "...will make further efforts to free our prisoners" in North Vietnam and this includes possible military action. "I would not rule out any action," he told the newsmen. ( 5 )
(U) On 10 Dec the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs issued the following
guidance to information personnel on discussion of Son Tay and speculation on future such
missions:
The Secretary of Defense and others have provided to the public,
the press, and the Congress in a timely fashion as much unclassified
information as possible, consistent with safety and security, about
the Son Tay search and rescue mission.
In order to enhance and safeguard the safety of US personnel and
the planning and operational security of any future search and rescue
missions which may become possible in an attempt to return to freedom US servicemenheld captive In SEA, the following policy guidance
will be strictly adhered to by all personnel of the Department of Defense:
There will be no public discussion of any kind or discussion in unclassified Department of Defense publications of any details or information about the Son Tay search and rescue mission other than those
details and that information discussed publicly by the Secretary of
Defense before Congress and the news media.
In any case of doubt about the extent of facts made public, questions
will be referred for security review to the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs.
It is emphasized that this action is taken for safety and security
reasons and to protect American lives.( 6 )
(U) At year-end there was much solid evidence the efforts to publicize the plight of the PWs
was bearing fruit.
(U) Time magazine as an example devoted seven pages and a cover to the PW s in December.
A portion of the treatment pointed up the difference. "In 1968, " Time said, "when demonstrations
were the mode, no one took a second look at a tiny group of P.O.W. wives with their little handlettered placards forlornly picketing the State Department's main entrance., ( 7)
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REPATRIATION EFFORTS

US Government
(U) Efforts by the US to bring the PW problem to the attention of the free wurld took many
forms. On 5 Feb a resolution introduced in Congress sought placing of *PW negotiations as the
first priority item on the peace talks agenda. The text of the Rivers Resolutioi- said:
Whereas the treatment of American prisoners in North Vietnam has
been one of the most shameful chapters in the anguishe,, history of
the Vietnam war; and
Whereas the government of North Vietnam has not oni!r violated the
Geneva Convention concerning prisoners of war but has shown itself
in the past to be indifferent to even the most elemental standards of
humane consideration by refusing to reveal the narnes of those held
prisoners, refusing to allow communications with their farailies, and
refusing to allow even the simplest ministrations to the prisoners by
the International Red Cross; and
Whereas the solution of the prisoner issue wo-.tld be an important
first step toward engendering the kind of trast which must be exchanged before any meaningful progress can )e made in negotiating
a settlement to the war: now, therefore, be it
Resolved, that it is the sense of the C.ngrass that :he American
negotiators at the peace conference in Paris should be instructed
to insist that the matter of prisoners be given first priority on the
peace talks agenda; ajid
That negotiations should seek improved treatment of prisoners, release
of names of prisoners, inspection of prison conditions by the International
Red Cross or other international boates, and the ast.urance of continuing
discussions looking toward the eventual e..change or release of prisoners;
and
That no other negotiations should proceod until there is substantive
progress on the pritoner of war issue. ( 8 )
(U) Before congressional .,ction on the ,'Lvers Resolution was completed, President Nixon
issued a proclamation on P% •, designating 3 May as a Day of Prayer for PWs. The President's
action was taken in response ..o another congressional resolutiont It read:
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Day of Prayer
By the President of the United States of America
a Proclamation
One of the cruelest tactics of the war in Vietnam is the Communists'
refusal to identify all prisoners of war, to provide information about
them and to permit their families to communicate with them regularly.
This callous policy is in violation of the Geneva Convention relative to
the treatment of prisoners of war, to which North Vietnam acceded in
1957. And it is in contempt of established customs among civilized
nations and of ordinary human decency.
The Government of the United States of America is making and will
continue to make every effort to alleviate the anxiety of the families
of these prisoners by working to change this situation. The Congress
by a House concurrent resolution on April 28, 1970, has resolved
that Friday, May 1, 1970, be commemorated as a day for an appeal
for international justice for all the American prisoners of war and
servicemen missing in action in Southeast Asia and has requested
the President to designate Sunday, May 3, 1970, as a National Day
for Prayer for humane treatment and the safe return of these brave
Americans.
Now, Therefore, I, Richard Nixon, President of the United States
of America, do hereby designate Sunday, May 3, 1970, as a National
Day of Prayer for all American prisoners of war and servicemen
missing in action in Southeast Asia. I call upon all of the people of
the United States to offer prayers on behalf of these men, to instill
courage and perseverance in their hearts and the hearts of their
loved ones and compassion in the hearts of their captors.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand this twenty-nbith
day of April, in the year of Lord nineteen hundred seventy, and of
the Independence of the United States of America the one hundred
ninety-fourth. ( 9 )
(C) Hearings on the Rivers Resolution wore held 6 May. The State Department agreed with
the general thrust of the proposed resolution but advised against attempting to restrict negotiations
solely to PWs. (10)
(C) Still another approach through congressional channels was made on 26 Jun when three
members of a House Select Committee visiting SEA were in Vientiane and approached the North
Vietnamese Embassy there seeking permission to visit US prisoners held in Hanoi. In its report
of the rebuff the trio received the American Embassy in Vientiane said:
Codel Montgomery called on DRV Embassy Vientiane, 1000 local
June 26. During course of brief visit here, Codels had expressed
desire to visit DRV Embassy in regard to US POW question. Congressman Montgomery told us that committee had sent telegranm
from Washington to Hanoi seeking permission for visit for all or

A.
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part of committee !o US POWs in North Vietnam after learning that
three ladies (visiting wives and mother of US POWs and MIA over
North Vietnam) had been rebuffed in their efforts to meet North Vietnamese officials, Embassy advised Codel no rpt no harm could come
of Codel attempting unofficial call on basis humanitarian interest.
Embassy assisted Codels prepare French text of following unofficial
and unsigned note delivered to DRV Embassy:
Begin quote. Three members of the House of Representatives of US
are now visiting Vientiane. They are Congressman Montogmery of
Mississippi, Mr. Adair of Indiana and Mr. Anderson of Tennessee.
These three gentlemen are part of a select twelve-man committee of
the House of Representatives. The committee has already asked your
Government to allow the members or at least part of the committee to
visit American prisoners in Hanoi. Mr. Adair is also carrying a petition signed by 50, 000 citizens from a community in his district in the
state of Indiana. This petition that he will leave at your Embassy to
be transmitted to your Government expresses the wishes of the citizens that your Government respect all of the stipulations of the Geneva
Convention of the International Red Cross toward American prisoners
of war in your country. The three representatives and their interpreter will call at your Embassy at 1000 to learn if they have received
permission to visit American prisoners of war in your country. End
quote.
Codels with Lao interpreter provided by Embassy called at DRV
Embassy 1000 local and met briefly with NVN third secretary who
refused to give his name. (We assume he was third secty Truong
Tien). Codels repeated request for permission committee members (or International Red Cross Rep) to visit US POWs in North
Vietnam. Codels also asked Embassy to transmit to DRV petition
signed by 50, 000 US citizens from Congressman Adair's district
in Indiana. NVN third secretary rather emotionally told Congressman US pilots had killed Vietnamese citizens and noted that no rpt
no North Vietnamese were attacking America. He accused Congressmen of having voted to send American troops to Vietnam and appropriattng money to support war. Congressmen noted that everyone
wanted peace and pointed out President had said if North Vietnamese
withdraw from South Vietnam, America would also withdraw its
forces.
Third secretary having avoided or rejected Codel requests
then announced that Interview was ended and left.
Codels had no rpt no press with them and visit carried out in low
key and most dignified manner. Congressmen did not rpt not discuss subje-t their visit with press hero although we are not rpt not
sure their visit was unobserved. Codels w.ll make no)te of visit in
their report and word may get to press whether or not Congressmen
make statements.

P
*"Comment-

We think the experience proved of Interest to Codel and
anav help underscore to North Vietnamese seriousness of prisoner
questions for American people and their representatives. (01)
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(U) The total government effort for the PW was directed from Washington, not from Vietnam.
MACV assisted all groups who were pressing for improvement in the PW situation but confined
its direct efforts to the military problems involved. There were a variety of individuals and
groups who visited Vietnam as they pursued their own courses of action and most who requested
assistance of one form or another were accommodated by MACV.
(U) The effort frorm Washington included a display of items taken from PW camps installed
in the Capitol, gentle nudging of many governments to take up the PW question whenever the opportunity was presented, a worldwide tour by Astronaut Frank Borman, and a Borman speech
before a Joint Session of Congress.
(U) The spectacular Son Tay raid in late November to release PWs held near Hanoi was not
an operation under MACV's aegis. MACV personnel did not participate. There were various
recovery missions carried out in RVN during 1970; however, none were successful as far as
recovery of US personnel. Details are contained in the section on the Joint Personnel Recovery
Center.

Red Cross

(U) The International Committee of the Red Cross was active in its efforts to gain release
of the prisoners and to identify those held and gain any possible information on the missing.
Acting through many of its various national societies, the ICRC as a group or the societies as
individual entities made attempts to gain information. They, however, suffered the same frustratlons which were the lot of the individuals who trod the same path. Nothing substantial was
gained.

Individual Efforts

(U) l-a ring 1970 a variety of individuals made personal attempts to establish contact with
US PWs held by Hanoi, Many of their, were relatives of meot missing or known to be captives.
Perhaps the most persistent. however, was that of H. Ross Perot, Dallas, Tex., businessman.
Perot continued his 1969. eaforts, during which he attempted to deliver holiday meals to Hanoi's
captives, on into 1970. Though eontinually rebuffed by Hanoi in his attempts, Perot brought
world attention to the prisoners| plight through his continuing effort. After his campaign to doliver the gift material to prisoners in NVN was frustrated he sought to deliver the material in
February to NVN prisoners held by SVN.
(C) That effort was not welcomed by RVN's governinet. Although they understood the
rationale, they were afraid that it might become a propaganda item for NVN by inferring the
NVN prisoners were not properly treated.( 12 ) Having failed to arrange for delivery to PWU,
Perot ultimately delivered the packages to SVN orphans and other war victims. (1 •I
(U) In early April, Perot returned to Saigon with more than 60 journalists representing US
and foreign media. During their 3-day stay in RVN they visited PW camps and various IIVNAF
military installations to view conditions in the camps and see RVN forces. Perot sponsored the
trip and picked up the bill for all aboard the chartered aircraft.
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(C) Following the visit, Ambassador Godley in Vientiane noted that Radio Hanoi had called
Perot's efforts "Psychological Warfare" or "Propaganda Campaigns" rather than calling them a
"Humanitarian" effort. Godley commented, "The communique and especially the (Radio Hanoi)
Vietnamese language broadcast to SVN strongly suggest Perot's efforts are causing at least some
irritation and perhaps perplexity in Hanoi. "t(14
(U) Throughout 1970 a number of other private individuals made attempts to establish contact
with men reported missing or known to be PW. Individual citation of those efforts in this history
would serve no useful purpose; however, the efforts followed two distinct patterns. Some involved visits to a series of world capitals where NVN diplomatic representatives were stationed.
Others were "one-shot" attempts by the individuals to contact NVN diplomats either by letter or
personal visit. Many of the efforts, par ticularly those of the individuals who visited a series of
NVN diplomatic delegations, received cornsiderable press coverage around the world. None were
established as having directly contributed t.%
proucti'.ýn of any new inl'oimatuon on the men missing
or known to be PW. Individually and collect-v.ky, bowcver, those priv.?te eflforts did serve to
bring the plight of the PW before citizens of many countries.

Group Efforts

(U) In addition to the individual's efforts to relieve the plight of the PW, sevi'ral group efforts
were also mounted. Some were recognizable church groups, e.g. American Friends Service Committee and the World Council of Churches, Others were groups of individual clergymen or citizens.
Some devoted their efforts to obtaining releases while others tried to improve communici' ions with
families.
(U) Various press groups around the world also mounted efforts, slanted towards the release
of journalists detained in Cambodia. to effect release of their members.

Joint Personnel Recovery Center (JPRC)

(C) The primary activity within MACV responsible for friendly PW recovery matters was
the JPRC. Its functions were outlined in a message from COM'SMACV to subordinate conimandsE
1. The JPRC elenment of MACV remains the focal point for PW recovory
operations. Sustained and successful operations will provide a aiguificant
psychological impact on the enemy and obvious increased morale of our
forces. Prior approval of JPZ1C for a recovery operation is not repeat
not required and comrmanders are strongly encouraged to initiate unilateral
actions; however, IPRC must be kept informed of recovery operations and
their results through the use of situation reports and an operation summary.
4

Z. Request commanders give renewed emphasis and increased priority
to recovery of allied PWs in their respective areas of operation. The
forwarding of intelligence concerning allied and US prisoners and sissing personnel by'the most rapid and secure means consistent with timesensitivity of the information is essential. Past recovery raids prove
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that commanders must initiate immediate response to the intelligence
obtained in order to conduct a successful PW recovery operation. This
rapid reaction is essential in order to achieve the desired element of
surprise; a reaction time on the order of hours, not days, is required.
3.

The following furnishes necessary action and planning guidance.

a. Addressees will appoint a JPRC contact officer down to division
level or whatever element of command deemed necessary by the addresseo.
Names of the incumbents plus phone number, will be furnished to JPRC
with update information as changes occur. The contact officer will be
charged with local coordination of recovery operations and rewards
payments in concert with JPRC.
b. lihe Joint Personnel Recovery Center is prepared to provide the
following additional assistance(1) A small element of specially trained forces if requested;
(2)

Air reconnaissance;

(3) A representative to facilitate coordination, debriefing,
identification of missing personnel in the area, and suspected PW
camp locations.
c. Messages and reports concerning prisoner intelligence or
prisoner recovery operatio;.?. (k.ucessful or imiuccessf%'01 will include
an Information copy flagged BfIGHT LIGHT to COMUSMACV fkr JXp!'C.
BlIGHT LIGHT is the unclass.fied nickname fo.- all PW ,eia.ted wwattors; the meaning is classified Confidential.
4. Request action addressees take appropriate action to re-ernphasl-e
the abovt uidance to subordinate commands. The factors of contintiIng high level national Interest, and growing international interest, in
all aspects of PW matters dictates a high priority for the conduct of
recovery operations and the Immediate reporting of all information or
intelligence portainitng to US or allied PWs,. The following comments
indicate problem areas which consistently recur.

a. The JPRC is often not advised that a PW camp raid is Immiltiont.
Although JPRC approval Is not required, additional nignific~nt PW Intelligence information may exist of which the field commanader may not he
aware.
b. After-action relprts are ofton not submitted ana timely batis,
and sometimes not at all. Negative results may be a, significant no
positive, thus all information its desired. Lessons learned have an
important place in the plannitg of future PW recovery operations.
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c. JPKC is seldom advised of a change in liaison/contact officers
and their telephone numbers. The system of name contacts has proven
exceptionally valuable and up-to-date listings are vital. ( 15)
(S) TPRC's basic function was to recover prisoners alive. It was prepared to make armed
insertions into areas where PWs were located as well as to pay individuals for returning prisoners
alive.
(U) Rewards were offered for information regarding prisoners. Announcement of the awards
was made by leaflet drops along the Cambodian border areas where many of the PW camps were
known to be located. Any civilian or enemy who provided information was eligible to receive an
award. No US or allied military personnel were eligible.
(U) The amount of the award depended un the type of information. For physical return of a
live prisoner the award was $ 5, 000. Up to $400 was paid for info'-mation leading to location and
recovery uf the remains of a PW or individual missing in action. Payments for other types of
information varied from $50 to $200.
(S) Ou 8 Dec the JPRC summarized iZs recovery and awar-ds program results since its
formation in Septeanber 1966. The record showed:
US military PWs recevered

7

US civilian F11is recovered

2

RVN m-ilitar-.- PWs recovered

444

US evadees recovered

10

Rewards rAid for as*istapce t. evaders

10

US personnel bodies recovered

9P

Total rewards paid
FWMAF

PW/Evadees racovevted

$12. 149
no0e(

(S) JPRC maintained rocords on all perso•mnel known to be priioners or roported iottinint In
action. Their record# from 190 forward %vorequite complate. V.arliar losses woro recorded
but itformation on the individuals was somatimoes rather *ketchy.
(S) "Teindividual records were flied by lotation whero the individual vnas rep•rtod to VOe
n.isuing or capthred. by the ti.me of capture. Aad by name. Reasonabl"y a.urate ootSmatvs of
Uiing tbat inforthe #ed
ofrnovcemnt of personnel were Lsed upon the etpenance fior.
matiop it Was often po0,4ibik, by dli. prfca'.e4 of •irinadton, t establishh WIth teonbe
Certainty
the identity of tndividuait on whom reports were reeiived. t 71
(C) Recovery efforts initiated through JPRIC were oomethines hampered by failure of traits
in the field to properly interrogate for and quickly report on itdortnvtion on PW#. The mtsoage
cited noted the problem. (08 )
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(U) Subsequent to the capture of Sean Flynn in Cambodia while working for Time on 6 Apr
the publisher of Time sent an employee of his Paris bureau to Vietnam to search out information
on Flynn and others captured at or near the same time. The investigator, Zalin B. Grant, was
assigned only to investigative duties. He was not in-country ab i writer. He was a veteran intelligence officer who had served in Vietnam prior to his discharge. He spoke Vietnamese and
French and worked with representA.tives of the Vietnamese Government.
(U) On 24 May, Grant rej "rted to the Chief, MACV Office of Information, the results of an
interrogation of a man who rallied to the RVN on about 8 May 70. The interrogation was carried
out with a member of the RVN Central Intelligence Organization (CIO) at the Chieu Hoi Center,
Tay Ninh City, on 23 May.
(U) Grant's report indicated the rallier had, on 4 May, seen 11 US PWs at a camp in
C4mbodia. Plans were then drawn to move them to a new camp which the rallier had helped
build. He had been interrogat.cd by the Z5th Inf Div for information on caches but not on PWs,
according to Grant's report. (09
(j) JPRC moved swiftly on Grant's report. Within 24 hours of its receipt by JPRC, on Z4
May, a team was inserted into the area described by the rallier and the camp he reported was
located. The prisoners, I I US and approximately 80 ARVN, had been moved. A similar insertion was made at the ne'w site but none were found there either. ( 20)
(S) Citing the need for questioning of -lA Chanhs regarding PWs, CG 11 Field Force Vietnam
noted "... fuilure to include such _questio~s probably resulted in losling an opportunity to liberate
I I US and about 80 A RVN PW,..I
"(2

ISumma ry

(S) Despite all the government, military, and ittdividual1group offorts to )ain rc!e~t% of US
PWo during 1970 there wat no apparent progress in gaining any PWA' freedoni. Despite the
fruotrations of the year, tho USG izontinued it* efforts atd exptctcd the privlato fforts to continue.
The hfrstrations of the year ware summarlxed by the Stato Department thUl.

With approach of T11%haigitving atnd hris'ta#, familits of IS
PW's and MIA'o are making h-iown their strong hope that NVN, VC,
and other Communist authoitties may release US prisooorio during
the holiday seaon. We have seen no repeat wi sign that Hanoi Contrtplatihl such a move anvd have no reoAon to expect one. Most
recent PW release from North Vietram wais in August. 19W¼, and
it has been almost ast long e#neo last sigaii[.cant reltate by. VC.
With a view of this bloAh record, we are proesntly considering
what actions could be takei• to stimulatv sizable release of US PW's,
al w#ll as to highlight plight of 4ll prisonors, especially the ill and
injured and thbqe long. held. Fiamilies of men ond wide range of civic
and patriotic gromos Ln US (Red Cross, VFW, American Legiat. Jayrotees. lDible.4 Vets. etc.) hav}e launched letter atid petitiou campaigns
4irected nainly at NVN. Cengressnoen and seoMtorv have ••t•mtid to
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speak regularly on this subject in wide effort to bring pressure on Hanoi
authorities to treat prisoners properly and reiease them soor. These
actions can be expected to increase between now and Christmas, culminating in travel to Paris and elsewhere by delegations hoping to
appeal directly to NVN officials there.
Hopes of families have been further kindled by he President's
proposal in Oct 7 Indochina peace initiative for release of all PWs
on both sides. Families are aware of NVN/VC open rejection of
President's proposals, but hope remains that such prisoner releases
will in fact come soon.
In light of this climate of expectation, we consider it most important
and timely that GVN with US support release sizeable numbers of PW's
between now and Christmas. While we recognize other side unlikely to
respond directly to such actions, such releases by our side, in our judgment, would help bring pressure on other side on PW question, and would
help create climate in which releases by other side are expected and demanded. ( 22

The 1969-70 Record
(U) On 1? Dec the Secretary of State summarized the efforts o: the past two years in a
message to more than 30 embassies and missions around the world. He assessed the situation
in mid-December thus:
During the part two years a wide range of efforts hIve been made
on behalf US Prisoners of War and missing in action personnel in Southeast Asia. Many of these efforts have been puhlic in nature with objectýves of demonstrating concern and arou ,iig support on this issue both
at home and abroad. Commencing in May 1969, there have been numorous public pronouncements by administration oificials and members of
congress.
The thrust of public discussion has been to highlight the other side's
intrz.aigence on this issue, its disregard of the Geneva Prisoner of War
Convew Ion of 1949 and generally accepted basic values of hunan decency,
and to seek release of names of prisoners held, inmmediate release of
sick and wounded and long term prisoners, impartial inspection of canpsa,
proper treatment, and regular flow of mail. USG has consistently sought
to treat subject on humanitarian basis soparate from military/political
aspects of conflict in Southeast Asia.
High points of congressional effort began with house ipecial order
in September 1969 condemning enen'ty policy towards and treatmant of
PWs. Hearings have been hold by armed services and foreign affairs
committee, and in May 1970 bi-partisan Senate-Houac Group sponvor..
ed an appeal for international justice at Constitution Hall. S~ice Septoember 1970, number of senators and representatives have met with PRG
and DRV delegations in Paris on PW/MIA situaticn.
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USG hai approached wide range of foreign governments and
organizations to seek their assistance on this subject. Approaches
include top-level discussions with heads of governments and foreign
ministers, as well as numerous lower-level contacts. Astronaut
Frank Borman's trip to 12 countries reinforced this diplomatic
effort. USG has appreciated actions by many governr-ents to intercede directly or indirectly with Hanoi authorites.
International concern on this problem was recently demonstrated
in United Nations. On December 9 UNGA approved widely-sponsored
POW resolution calling for inspection of camps and compliance with
Geneva Convention requirements for prompt repatriation of long term
prisoners, as envisaged by convention. Main US speech on PW/MIA
situation was made this year by Senator Claibor-e Pell, Dem-RI, in
capacity as member of US delegation to UNGA.
PW/MIA question has been raised repeatedly in Paris by US and
GVN delegations,. Ambassador Bruce made subject one of his principal
concerns in first presentation, and has returned to subject repeatedly.
On December 10 GVN and US dels proposed immediate release of all
8, 000 NVN PWs held in SVN, in return for release by Communist side
of all US and Free World prisoners in Indo China, and all Republic of
Vietnam prisoners held outside SVN. Communist response was negative
to this proposal, as it had been earlier to President's October 7 Indochina peace initiative, v.hich proposed unconditional release of all PWs
on both sides. Total Communist PWs in SVN now over 37, 000. Approximately 1,600 Americans are missing or captured in Indochina. At least
500 and possibly more are prisoners. Total number of US PV.s and the
number of RV?4 PWs held by Communist side are not known due to other
side's refusal to identify all PWs, as required by Geneva Convention.
Also important has been wide range of private efforts by civic
groups, Red Cross, families of PW/MIAs and other individuals, in
US and abroad. Private efforts have generated publicity, sponsored
petillon and letter writing programs and financed trips abroad for
PW/MIA eives,. The Nationa1 League of Families of American Prisoners and Missing in Southeast Asia is principal and most active
family organination. They are headquartered in Washington, D.C.
and n•nb.arship inchldes majority of families. Most publicited and
,ignificant activity of wive, has been trips to Paris, Vientiane and
elsewhere sveking information and support. Families have met with
DRV, PR( and Pathet Lao representatives, but have received little
sati sfa ction.
A of Januat t 1969, there had been 6W0 l1tters total from 103 PWs.
UY December 1970. some 3.000 letters and cards had boon received
from 332 writers, all tIot one in North Vioenam, In February 1970.
Hantoi announceti that fatmilies could send a packago every other month
tifi PWs, and at Christmas 1970 they said each man could receive one -

11 lb.

Confirriation remains lacking that all mon roceivo. packages
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sent to them. Also in December 1970, Swedibh gcvernment transmitted
info on over 200 men, on whom word had been requested from NVN at
request of families. Of the total, 45 were acknowledged as PW in NVN,
4 were reported "dead", 147 "never captured in NVN, " and a few "unidentifiable for lack oi detail."
While there has been some improvement, principal goals have
continued to elude US. Enemy persists in refusal to provide full
accounting of all personnel especially those PW/MIA in SVN or Laos,
has not released sick and wounded, has not permitted inspection of
camps or a regular flow of mail from all prisoners, and has refused
to discuss the release of all PWs. With many prisoners held four,
five, and even six years, and with recent word that some have died,
presumably in captivity, USG concern remains intense. (23

Post Son Tay Reactions
(C) Following the Son Tay raid there was a spate of activity on the part of Hanoi regarding
prisoners. There were the expected propaganda reactions condeming the raid as a bombing
resumption and invasion, however there was also action on the release of information on PWs.
On 10 Dec Sweden received a list of 205 men with information concerning each. Although the list
added no new information on those listed as dead or "in camp" it did indicate that 156 men on the
list had never been captured in NVN. A similar, but shorter, list was provided the French in
Hanoi the same day it was delivered to the Swedish representative. The State Department noted
in its message, ". . . both lists transmitted by NVN authorities some five days after Son Tay resaue attempts and protective reaction raids." (?4)
(C) On ZZ Dec the State Department announced it had word Hanoi had provided expanded lists
to Senators Fulbright and Kennedy. The announcement said:
We have been notified by Senator Fulbright and by Senator
that they have each 1ý6en given a list of names of US prisoners
North Vietnam. Both senators had received telegrams asking
send a representative to Paris to receive the lists, which was
earlier today. We understand the lists are being brought back

Kennedy
of war in
them to
done
to the

United States at the present time.
According to both senators, the lists comprise 368 naines broken
down as follows: 339 captured In North Vietiam, 9 released from N..rth
Vietnam, and 20 dead. Although we have not yet been ablo to compare
the listsi,. we assume they are identical to each other. In the case of
the men described as dead, we understand that a date of death is given
in each case.
Regarding the 339 names of men held in North Vietnam, we would
note that this is the same number that has already been openly identified-by the Hanoi authorities as held in North Vietnam. Families have
received letters from 3*1, and 8 others have been identified through
other channels, tncludinrg the Swedish government and! private organi.
sations.
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I would also point out that the Defense Departm-ent lists 378 men
as captured in North Vietnam, which is 39 higher than the 339.
We do not know for certain whether the North Vietnamese authorities
have categorically described the list of 339 as complete, although we understand from the offices of the two senators that this was indicated to
their representatives in Paris.
Both senators have advised us that they will give the State Department
the lists as soon as they receive them here. We and the Defense Department will, of course, advise the families concerned immediately of any
new information on the lists. Until we receive the lists and have an opportunity to analyze them we cannot say whether they contain any new
names.
I would note that the dates of death reportedly on the list would
appear to be new information.
Let me observe that while it is good to have any additional information,
this entire problem of identifying prisoners could have been avoided if North
Vietnam and the other Communist authorities in Southeast Asia had provided
this information when the men were captured -- which in many cases is as
long as 4, 5, and 6 years ago.
I would also emphasize that we have received no information whatever
about American prisoners held in South Vietnam or Laos. We have sought
repeatedly to obtain such information from the NLF and Pathet Lao authorities but have had no response to these requests, Many men have been lost
in those areas for as many years as those lost in North Vietnam. We call
on the other side again to provide this information about men held in other
parts of Indochina.
Spokesman also provided this additional info: nine released from NVN;
three each in February 1968, September 1968, and August 1969; total mlssing and captured in NVN: 781 (includes the 368 on the senators' lists);
total missing and captured in Southeast Asia: 1, 560 military plus about 40
government and private organizations: about Z5. with one exception, no
info provided on date and cause of death. (25)
(C) Some additional information on Hanoi thinking was provided through the French, according to a report from the US delegation to the Peace Talks. The GOF PolitieLl Director was
reported to have attempted on 11 Dee to persuade Mai Van Bo lo have Hanoi make some gesture
"that won't cost you much," such as publishing a list of prisoners. In response Mai Van Bo at
the 2. Dec meeting rpmarked that Hanoi had taken into account suggestions from the COF and
others; he then provided a "complete" PW list, reiterating that the DRV was under no obligation
to make this gesture. The lists were identical to those given Sen.to-as Fulbright and Kennedy. In
commenting on those listed as dead, Mai Van Be was reported to have said that 15 had died within
2 ot 3 days after their capture because of very serious wounds incurred when their aircraft had
crashed, and the remaining five had died of illness. Of those prisoners now being held,
"... despite the destruction and loss of life they caused, the DRV.was treating them as humanely
as possible and was doing everything it could to look after their health." (Z6)
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(C) Some governments and Red Cross activities expressed concern regarding the possible
impact of the Son Tay PW rescue attempt on diplomatic and humanitarian efforts by third countries
to aid US PWs in SEA. On 19 Dec the State Department provided basic guidance to a number of
posts on how to handle such comment. It said:
USG believes rescue attempt fully justified by prolonged detention of
PW's under what are clearly inhumane conditions, and other side's adamant
refusal to negotiate constructively on release of PW's as was proposed in
President Nixon's Oct 7 Indochina Peace Initiative. In Paris Meetings on
Vietnam Dec 3 US Spokesman reviewed proposal for inspection of prisoner
facilities on both sides by ICRC or other humanitarian organization. On
Dec 10 US and GVN Dels proposed immediate release of all NVN PW's in
SVN in return for release of US/FW prisoners in Indochina, and RVN prisoners held outside SVN. DRV/PRG summarily rejected these proposals.
Under these circumstances, USG hopes that govts and organizations
throughout the world will continue their efforts to appeal to NVN and other
communist authorities in Southeast Asia, on a humane basis, for decent
treatment and early release of PW's. We believe such efforts have helped make Communist authorities realize that there is wide international
concern about their handling of PW's. We hope continuation of such efforts
will help convince them that best way to end criticism to which they being
subjected on PW issue would be to comply fully with Geneva PW Convention,
and to agree to early release of all PW's on both sides.
USG deeply appreciate efforts by wide range of govts and organizations
in this area. We believe subject should continue to be approached on humane
basis, separate from political and military issues of Vietnam conflict.
We have welcomed action by UNGA Dec 9, 1970 approving POW resolution by vote of 60-16-34. Resolution endorses Geneva POW Convention, support work of ICRC, and urges early release of PW's.
We hope efforts by govts and organization to intercede on behalf
of US POW's will continue and be renewed, and that new initiatives
will be taken, particularly with aim of convincing Communist authorities
to agree to early release of PW's. Aftermath of Son Tay rescue attempt has seen widespread publicity and discussion on PW problem,
in this country and throughout the world. We believe this situation
provides good opportunity for new approaches to govts and other
intermediaries.
Accordingly, request action posts, at discretion and as appropriate,
make new appeal to appropriate host officials for action to intercede with
Communist authorities, or appropriate intermediaries, to help convince
Hanoi leadership to treat men decently and to release them soon. Host
officials should be informed of USG and public concern on this problem,
and may be assured of lasting USG gratitude for any efforts they make.
Suggest USIS and military attache components of country team also
be instructed to pursue this subject, as appropriate, with host contacts. (27)
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(U) The public affairs guidance provided by the Department of
Defense following the Son Tay rescue attempt is quoted on pg X-28. (28)

RVN PRISONERS OF WAR

(S) While the US had accurate figures on the number of its PW /MIA personnel, the GVN did
not have accurate information on which to establish its figures. The question which created the
problem in classification was whether the individual missing was really a prisoner or whether he
had joined the enemy. Additionally, the lack of dialogue on PWs with Hanoi and the VC prevented
the GVN from establishing how many personnel were held in captivity.
(C) Attempts by the ICRC to resolve the problem met with frustration because the D.RV
regarded the PWs as a part of the political situation and refused to discuss them. Attempts to
have the sick and wounded interned in a neutral country were also rebuffed. On the occasions ;f
the ICRC approaches on the question Hanoi usually launched into its propaganda line that the
ICRC was too interested in the PWs and not paying any attention to the civilian casualties caused
by bombings in NVN.(Z 9
(S) On 2 Dec MACV summarized the situation regarding RVNAF prisoners by pointing out
various GVN estimates. The consensus of the summary was that somewhere between 3,000 and
4, 000 GVN military and civilians were missing but there was no firm estimate of how many were
actually captives. One estimate said there were about 3, 000 who were held by the NLF. The
RVNAF JGS/Ji estimated, on 2 Dec, the number of RVNAF PWs held in NVN was probably about
100-200. How many were held by the VC/NVA in SVN or Cambodia was not known. (30)
(U) The GVN's permanent representative at Geneva regularly transmitted the names of SVN
personnel missing and presumed prisoners of NVN or its "auxiliary" forces in SVN to the ICRC
in Geneva. Periodically the GVN representative asked the ICRC to determine the health and welfare of the prisoners; require that detention conditions conform to the GPW; visit camps where
the PWs were detained; arrange repatration of sick and wounded; and arrange mail privileges for
3
the PWs.( 1 )

CAPTURED CORRESPONDENTS

General

(U) In the strictest sense, correspondents were not combatants and they therefore could not
be classed as prisoners of war when detained by the enemy. Until tLe release of Richard Dudman,
Michael Morrow, and Elizabeth Pond, the military actively tried to locate correspondents who
were taken prisoner by the enemy. After the release of that trio, the overt efforts were discontinued at the request of the correspondents themselves.
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(U) When possible, JPRC did acquire information on the correspondents for its files. That
was necessary because the complete lack of enemy-originated information on any prisoners forced
JPRC to rely on various scraps of information in an attempt to identify personnel who were the
subject of reports. The process frequently evolved into eliminating those who could not possibly
be the subject of a particular report.
(U) Because many of the captured correspondents were Caucasians, JPRC needed basic
information on them in order to apply it in the process of elimination. Subsequent to the capture
of Sean Flynn and Dana Stone in Cambodia on 6 Apr, a total of 29 additional correspondents were
captured in Cambodia. They included nine Americans but all were included in JPRC records.

Detained, Killed, and Missing

(U) A recapitulation of "casualties" among the correspondents assigned to SEA was contained
in the 1969 MACV Command History. During 1970, there were 31 correspondents who were captured by the enemy, all in Cambodia. Of those, nine were'Americans and the remainder other
nationalities. Two Americans were killed, four were released, and three were missing at the
end of 1970. From among the other nationalities, three were killed, three were released, and
16 were missing.
(U) The list of correspondents who met the enemy face-to-face was compiled from records
of the Correspondent's Associations in Phnom Penh and Saigon and from those of MACOI's Special
Projects Division in Saigon. In addition to the 1970 listing it included three others who were captured in Vietnam prior to 1970---two of those had been previously released and the third was believed to be a prisoner. The list included:

Captured in Vietnam
NGUYEN, Ba Linh, Chunichi Shimbun (Tokyo), believed captured in An Xuyen Province
25 Dec 68. (M)
Ray, Michele, Le Nouvel Observateur,
approx. 22 Mar 67. (R)

captured near Bong Son 17 Jan 67; released

SAHASHI, Yoshihlko, Chunichi Shimbun (Tokyo), captured by Viet Cong 25 Dec 68,
near Ca Mau; released 4 Jun 69. (R)

Captured in Cambodia
American
Anson, Robert, Time, captured 3 Aug 70; released 23 Aug 70.

(R)

Dudman, Richard, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, captured 7 May 70 near Svay Rieng City;
released 15 Jun 70. (R)
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Flynn, Sean, Time, captured 6 Apr 70.

(M)
(M)

Hangen, Welles, NBC News, captured 31 May 70.

(K)

Miller, Gerald, CBS News, captured 31 May 70; killed.

Morrow, Michael, Dispatch Inc, captured 7 May 70 near Svay Rieng City; released
15 Jun 70. (R)
Pond, Elizabeth, Christian Science Monitor, captured 7 May 70 near Svay Rieng City;
released 15 Jun 70. (R)
Stone, Dana, free lance, captured 6 Apr 70.

(M)
(K)

Syvertsen, George, CBS News, killed 31 May 70.
Austrian

(M)

Gensluckner, George, free lance, captured 8 Apr 70.
Canadian
Dodman, Richard, free lance, captured 17 Apr 70.

(M)

Martin, Richard, free lance, captured (date unknown).

(M)

French
Arpin, Claude, Newsweek and La Revue Francaise, captured 6 Apr '70.

(M)

Barron, Xavier, Agence France Presse, captured 11 May 70 and released.
captured near Angkor Wat 11 Jul 70. (R)

Also

(M)

Caron, Gilles, Agence Gamma, captured 5 Apr 70.

Clement, Alain, ORTF French TV, captured near Angkor Wat 11 Jul 70; released
2 1 Jul 70. (R)
Colne, Roger, NBC News, captured 31 May 70.
Hannotraux, Guy, l'Expresse, captured 6 Apr 70.

(M)
(M)

Meyer, Raymond, ORTF French TV, captured near Angkor Wat 11 Jul 70; killed.

(K)

Nicaise, Lydie, free lance, captured near Angkor Wat 11 Jul 70; released 21 Jul 70.
Puissesseu, Rene., ORTF French TV, captured near Angkor Wat 11 Jul 70; killed.
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German.
Bellendorf, Dieter, NBC News, captured 8 Apr 70.

(M)

Indian
Lekhi, Rajmanik, CBS News, captured 31 May 70; killed.
Japanese

/
(M)

Ishii, Tomoharu, CBS News, captured 31 May 70.
Kusaka, Akira, FUJI TV, captured 6 Apr 70.

(M)

Sakai, Kojiro, CBS News, captured.31 May 70.
Takagi, Yujiro, FUJI TV, captured 6 Apr 70.

(M)
(M)

Waku, Yoshihiko, NBC News, captured 31 May 70.

"Tanagishwa,

(K)

(M)

Takashi, Nihon Denta, captured 7 Ma~y 70.

(M)

Korean
Lee, Yo Sep, Visnews, captured 22 Nov 70.

(M)

Swiss
Mettler, Willy, free lance, captured 14 Apr 70.

S-.by

(M)

(U) The trio of US correspondents, Elizabeth Pond of the Christian Science Monitor, Richard
Dudman of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, and Michael Morrow of Dispatch, Incorporated, captured
the Communists in Cambodia on 7 May were released in Cambodia on 15 Jun. They were the
/
first of the detained correspondents to gain their freedom,
(U) They were released on Route I in Cambodia and hitchhiked back to Saigon.
good health, but tired on thelr return.

They werie in

(U) The three reported they were well treated after the very early stages of their detention.
All three lost weight during their period in captivity; however, they were in better physical shape
on return to Saigon than when they left. ( 32)
(U) Upon their return they declined to talk to personnel from JPRC. JPRC wanted to
interview them to determine the accuracy of intelligence reports on them received during their
detention.

, .~,

(U) During interrogation while detained, they were told that US military personnel visited
areas where they had been and showed residents pictures asking if the residents had seen them.
The three represented themselves as independent journalists in no way connected with the military. They felt any association with the military would delay their release.
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* (U) Their rationale for declining~ to be interviewed by JPRC personnel 'was based on the
feeling that If they -did submit to interviews, such interviews might become public knowledge and
Sha&rm the position of other journalists in captivity.
(U) Michael Morrow said his writing bha alwayiewndicated he -was opposed to US policy in
-SEA and that he did not want to do anything which would indicate he had changed. his position. (33)
•-

(U) No personnel from 3PRC did in fact circulate in the area where the three were captured
nor did they show pictures of the trio to any residents, Inforrhation in .PRC indicated intelligence
teams from other commands did make such inquiries -while the three were detained. (34 )
(U) The returnees were not certain whether their captors' did actually have reports of
people circulating among the residents asking about them. Some credence to that part of the
story was provided by the fact that Zalin Grant, an employee of Time-Life Inc. on assignment
from the publisher of Time Magazine to search out any information on missing correspondents,
was in the area of Svay Rieng where the trio was captured about 16 May. Grant had their pictures in his possession at the time. (35)
(C) The trio told embassylýficale they were well treated except for one incident shortly
captured. On that occasion, Dudman and Morrow were tied by their wrists to
a Honda, blindfolded, and run approximately one-half mil, to a village. There, the two men
"weretaken to a hut and each received a single blow to the head which knocked them down. After
that incident an officer intervened and they were well cared for. Dudman reported on several
-occasions their captors protected them from irate villagers and commented civilians in the area
where they passed were sometimes violently anti-American. (36)

"afterthey were

ENEMY TVEATMENT AND EXPLOITATION OF PWs

(U) During 1970 there was little apparent shift in the enemy attitude towards PW.. There
was much talk, but little real action representing any significant changes. Throughout the year
the Communists continued to exploit the PWs for propaganda purposes, maintained their previous
position that pilots were war criminals, and maintained the facade their treatment of the men was
humane.
(8)
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PW Camps in Laos
(S) On 29 Jul there were 40 confirmed enemy prison* and/or PW camps in Laos. With the
exception of the Ban Nakay Neua complex. none of those were believed used for the permanent

detention of US PWs.

Reports of Americans being sighted at several locations were considered in-

dications the sites were being used as stopover points for US prisoners en route to NVN.
(S) Reports in January indicated four or fiye Americans were permanently held in & cave at
Ban Nakay Neua. As many as 20 Americans had been reported at that location and additional reports indicated two Americans held there were transferred to Hanoi in 1968.
(S) Despite reports of inhumane treatment, PWs were generally reasonably well treated.

The availability and quality of the food varied according to the economic and military situation
in the area at any particular time. Most prisoners received the same food rations as their captors; however, some potentially troublesbme prisoners were purposely undernourithqd to weaken
their physical condition and discourage any escape attempts. Primitive medical treatment was
provided, but due to crowding, an unbalanced diet, and poor sanitation. a large number fell vic-ý
tim of diseases.
(S) In the camps, the PWa were confined to stockades or caves during the night. They were
permitted outside during the day for exercise and in some camps, were allowed outside the prison
confines when foraging for food. A light guard accompanied them on for&ging expeditions. Guards
and escorts were usually Pathet Lao personnel unfit for regular military duty. Many of the camps
had full or part-timie NVA advisors and occasional questioning was conducted by NVA interrogators.
Camp locations wiere changed frequently for security reasons, (40)
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(8) Prisoners were subjected to long periods of political indoctrination in attempts to convert
them to'Communism. Those who responded were sometimes integrated into rear service or
other support facilitips. Political prisoners were often confined at the same camp with PWs but
were utsually separated from the PW and received poorer treatment. Political prisoners and
criminals from the enemy ranks usually received little sympathy from their captors. ( 41)
(S) A 25 Nov report ineicated the US PWs believed held at the Ban Nakay Neua complex were
probably transferred to another location further to the north. Personnel held at that location were
beliiivead to have been captured in Northern Laos, while Americans captured in the Panhandle were
believed to be sent to North Vietnam via the infiltration corridor.
(S) The same report indicated American PWs were believed to receive better treatment than
that provided to indigenous personnel. It also indicated the number of camps reported had increased to 45, guarded by about 1. 000 enemy personnel. That was a net increase of five camps since
August. 4Z)

VC TREATMENT OF US PW

(Material in this section is a reproduction in full of MACJ2 SRAP.2070. same title as above.)

j

Introduction
0

(C) One of the aims of the enemy Is to persuade friendly troops not to engage In armed
activities against the VC. This is the ultimate goal of the ongoing military proselyting efforts
of the Communists In South Vietnam. Douglas Pike defines military proselyting as that set of act.
ivities seeking to destroy the friendly military structure by non-military means. Mr. Pike continues by saying that the techniques used range from offers of welcome into the ranks of the VC
to thtixiidation.
(C) Although the bulk of the enemy's proselyting activities art carried out against the
Vietnam*es Armed Forces, significant amounts are directed toward United States and other
Free World military personnel. This paper will examine the role played by the Communists

p risoner of war policy and actual prisoner treatment in the overall propaganda and, proselyting
effore-

Information for this study is drawn fro

th, n.

agnU e.

of former American PW, cap,
This paper is solely confined
"Io di'iUlbiag the situation of those Americans captured anid•aTi•
a South Vietnam and does not
attempt to analyse the situation of those held captive in the North.

tured'documents, enemy prisoner debrieflnl

The Prisoner Of War Policy
(C) Since the beginnin8 of the US advisory effort# 99 US military personnel are known to have
been captured by the VC. Another 692 are officially listed as missing. some probably baeing PW
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status. With the exception of air crews, most Americans are captured either while wounded or
in a situation where contact or coordination with parent unit is lost. Generally speaking, the individual is disoriented and confused at the time of his capture, thus making him an easier target
for exploitation than normally would be the case. The objective of the enemy's prisoner of war
policy is to facilitate propaganda and proselyting exploitation of a prisoner by taking advantage
of his confused condition.
(C) Many stories have informally circulated concerning the atrocities committed against US
PW. Some atrocities mentioned in these persistent rumors have occurred, but they stand out because they have been so few. The VC continue a policy of leniency towards captured Americans
for the following reasons: first, a lenient policy creates favorable publicity in the worldwide press,
which in turn, affects world public opinion. Secondly, the VC seek to advance the Revolution beyond the narrow context of Vietnam by making converts of their prisoners. Third, and last, the
VC feel that a policy of leniency creates a climate in which Americans can be successfully exploited for various intelligence, propaganda and proselyting purposes.
(C) A rcently captured leaflet, issued in the name of the South Vietnamese Liberation Army
and printed in English, sets forth the following prisoner of war policy:
1. If soldiers cf the United States surrender, they will not be killed and will be transferred
to a safe pla:e.
2. Prisoners of war will be well treated, receiving medical care if necessary.
will not be tortured or insulted.

They

3. Personal property of the prisoners such as money, gold, watches, pens and other
souvenirs will not be kept by the captor8.
4.

Prisoners are allowod to write to their family and friends.

5.

Wounded left on the battlefield will be treated by the Liberation Army.

6.

The dead will be buried carefully.

(C) The above points are, in reality, part ot the enemy's proselyting program. In practire
8021e of the points are followed, but usually not on a regular basis, The moot often adhered to
tenets are the ones dealing with thtt giving of needed tro-eical treatmront (points Z and 5). Generally speaking, if a man is not seriously wounded he will be given medical aid right on the bAttlefield or as soon -%fter capture as possible. If battlefield treatment i# not fea.tible, then the
prisoner will be taken to a dispensary in a safer area or in the capturing unit's base area.
Seriously wounded men are not taken prisoner by the VC as a numtei- of practice and instances
do exist where rnen in this category have been treated and releaggd. Inkttances where the VC
have killed wourtded Aneticans in lieu of taking them prisoner are extromely rare.
(C) Point utriber one of the enemy's prisoner of war policy, dealing with the proper ovacuation
of PW, is the next most ofton adhered to. C:&ptured documents and priooner 4tibriefings consistently report that standing orders do exist to the effect that no prisoner is to be takrn unless the raptuting unit has enough people to quickly and properly evacuate him to a safe r area. Americans
taken are to be transported as quickly as possible to a higher headquarters or to the COSVN beadquarters area where they can be better treated. fed, interrogated and the process of indo-Ctrinaation
begun.

i
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(C) The third point, calling for the non-confiscation of souvenir items, seems to be generally
adhered to, but this adherence is spotty. Some former PW have stated that they were only given
a cursory search at the time of capture and never searched again. Others report that all of their
personal belongings were taken from them at the time of capture and never returned. This includes
wallets, watches, pens, photographs, personal papers and other items of value. It is irmpossible
to draw a general rule of thumb on this point as too much hinges upon the character of the individual
captors.
(C) Point number four, which allows prisoners to write letters, is basically a propaganda
ploy designed to gain the cooperation of captives. The VC encourage captured Americanq to
write one of two types of letters, both of which are never delivered. The first type of letter is
addressed to the prisoner's family and usually tells of the good treatment he is receiving from
the VC. The contents of this type of letter are used by the enemy as proof of their humane treatment of American prisoners. The second type of letter is addressed to the prisoner's friends in
his former unit and tells the same type of story. The contents of this type of letter provide the
enemy with both current unit intelligence irformaticn axi the names of those who can be singled
out for psywar appeals to defect. It is not infrequent that a prisoner is requested to write both
types of letters in exchange for a promise that all letters will be delivered.
(C)

Lack of hard evidence concerning point number six makes it quite difficult to determine

whether the VC keep their promise of burying dead Americans after a battle.

Perhaps it can be

assumed that some are buried due to the animistic superstitions still prevalent among the Vietnamese.

Interrogation

(C) Attempts to elicit propaganda and intelligence information are made during interrogation
sessions. Interrogation usually begins as soon after capture as possible. As mentiuned earli.r.
American prisoners are removed to safe areas or higher headquarters not only to prevent their
recovery, but to facilitate Interrogation. Almost all operational VC units lact trained Englishspeaking interrogators. Consequently. captured Americans must be trAnsported to a headquarters
or base area where English speaking interrogators are more likely to be present.
(C) The length and intensity of interrogation varies according to rafk, circutmstances of
capture, articles or documents found on the prisoner and the prisoner's ettiodon. and physical
condition. Completely resisting interrogation through *ppeals to international laxr el the Geneva
Convention will usually be harshly rebuffed. ThI ustual retort to these appeals .%o that the wvar is
undeclared and that US troops are a•gressors who are not entitled to the prottction of interoatiowil
law. Contstant threats of putnisthmnt usually accompany any attempt to elicit InformAtion of ifitolligence or propagautda value from a captured American.
lnsloctrisailoii

(C) Concurrent with interrogation is the Indoctrination program, norially varritd out by VC
political officers fluent in English. Instances have been reported where PW* have been tubjocted
to indockrination from the moment of capture. Other report* have gtated that wounded Americans
have ut 4 ergona a rudimentwry (orm of indoctrination while being treated in VC dispensaries.
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(Cý The enemy's prisoner of war indoctrination program aims at the followirg results: first,
to enlist the prisoner in the armed forces of the VC. Second, to have the prisoner work in some
non-combat capacity for the VC cause. This includes the teaching of military or civilian related
skills to the VC, engaging in propaganda or proselyting activities to convinze Americans to desert
their units, the carrying of supplies for VC combat units and the planting of caches. Third, to
indoctrinate the man to such an extent that when h. is released or exchanged, he will become an
anti-war activist upon his return to the United States. -E'ourth, to make a prisoner politically "
neutral, if none of the above is possible.
(C) American prisoners are, i
naeion course:

theory, slated to undergo the following four lesson indoctri-

1. In the first lesson American prisoners are to be taught the rightness of the VC cause
and brought to a point of sympathy- with the insurgents. They must be imrr-.Tessed with the fact
that the United States government suppurts a South Vietnamese elite which does not command the
respect of the people. Also emphasized in this lesson is the assertion that Americans have
destroyed both the Vietnamese economy and traditional moral values.
2. The subject fox the second lesson is the internal disruption in the United States
caused by the war. Prisoners are told that the American people do not back their actions in
Vietnam. The lesson continues with the allegation that the'United States is facing economic
ruin due to the billions of dollars spent propping up the Thieu government. The VC conclude
the second lesson by saying that unemployment in the United States is on the increase because,
as a result of the war, Americans are losing their traditional overs&as markets to Japan and
West Germany.
3. The third lesson attempis to exploit the internal American racial problem. Prisoners,
especially Negioes, are told that racial discrimination is caused by the government to facilitate
the economic exploitation of minoritis. Black Americans are f-irther told that their presence in
Vietaam serves no purpose save to make it easier for the white industrialists to get rich off the
war.
4. In the final lesson, the VC attempt to emphasize their humane policy toward
American prisoners. Leaflets, similar to the one mentioned earlier, are passed out to fully
capitalize on the favorable psychological impact such a declaration creaies, The statements and
photos of released prisoners also play an intportan.. role In this last lesson.
/

Confinement

(C) Prisoner debriefings consistently stress the fact that the treatment givak, Americans in
prison camps is generally better than that ai~corded ARVN captives. According to captured VC,
Americans are given preferential treatment in that they are rot expected to work and the food they
receive is generally of better quality and in larger quantity. It should be pointed out that mrvy of
the details found in these debriefing report3 are of a highly dubious nature since the sources, themselves prisoner., may also be trying to secure preferential treatment.
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(C) The actual quarters where Americans are confined vary a great deal depending upon the
construction materials available and the local security situation. Examples of structures where
Americans rgre kept are elevated multi-dwelling log structures, single lattice-work cells, semisubmerged compartments and tunnel rooms with interconnecting passages.
(C) The security arrangements provided for the protection of the various prison compounds
also vary with the relative security of the area. Some reports mention razher elaborate defenses
consisting of trench and tunnel complexes, aati-aircraft batteries, mine fields and a large guard
component. Other reports detail only simple defenses with a skeleton guard force.
(C) A good in,';cator of the quality of the security forces assigned to VC prison facilities is
provided by the large volume of captured r0ocuments criticizing the laxity of prisoner security.
Most of these remind local units that an American will usually try to escape if not watched closely or bound while being moved. Sighting reports, however, point out that Americans are rarely
watched very closely and have seldom been observed tied in any manner.
(C) Generally speaking, guards do not harass prisoners as a matter of course. On the
contrary, their usual reaction to a prisoner's activities is indifference. Friendly gestures
such as extra food or allowing extra freedom within the compound, though not unheard of, are
rare. Captured VC dirmctives state that guards have the power of life and death over prisoners
If adequate security cannot be maintained, especially in time of attack. Experience has shown
that guards are more concerned with their own safety than with the proper execution of their
duties.

•

nces and the character of
(C) Punishments and executions vary according to local circumrn
the commandant in charge. The most frequently mentioned punishments are to force the PW to
stand hatless in the sun or to stand at attention for periods as lop as thirty minutes. Executions
and the threat of such have been reported. A captured document dating from early 1969 states
that a guard unit commr- ter was forced to executo a captured American due to the "difficult situation." The substance ý" the "difficult situa on" was not explained. Another tack taken by the
VC to further exploit the iropaganda values c P~tured-Americans is In claiming to execute those
jstates that if a prisoner is known to be
who die in captivity from natural causes.o•,__
dying from a disease, then he is immediatel
-pfarated from the other prisoners. After his death.
the body is then either secretly buried or displayed as having been executed in reprisal for US or
GVN "atrocities." It should be mentioned that claims of this type are strictly for local consumption and are never widely promulgated.

Release

(C) "he outright release of captive Americans provides the VC with another fertile propaganda
field, since these events attract worldwide publicity. Usually the prisoners chosen are returned
as clos-_ to an American holiday as possible both to mimic the GVN's amnesty policy and insure
manimum press coverage. The actual release takes one of two forms. The first, and most common, is for the VC to just let the prisoner go, leaving him to find the way to an American unit.
The second form of release involves a fornmslized type of ceremony, with the PW returned to representat .es of their former units. Ceremonies of this type can also be viewed as an attempt by
the enemy to gain do facto recognitdon for their governmental apparatus since extensive bargining
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is involved to establish procedures on time, date and circumstances of the release. All prisoners
released by the enemy, regardless of the method used, are required to sign a statement attesting
their humane treatment and a document of support for the VC cause.

Success

(C) The success of the VC prisoner of war policy in propagandizing Americans appears to
be limited. American prisoners have proven extremely reluctant to provide current intelligence
information for the enemy. Coupled with this, interrogation of Americans in the field is hampered
due to the lack of English speaking personnel in VC operational units. Intensive indoctrination
usually cannot be carried out because of three factors: first, the lack of trained English speaking
propagandists and Political Officers. Second, the insecure military situation under which most
VC units operate. Third, apathy on the part of many Political Officers. For example, the Political Officer attached to a prison camp in Svay Rieng Province, Cambodia talked with American
prisoners on an individual basis more to keep his 'English pronunciation current than for any
other reason.
(C) The VC appear to have had some success in exploiting a few Americans for their
propaganda value. Some captured GI's have cooperated by writing propaganda tracts for the
enemy.
There tracts are usually promulgated in leaflets, but some tapes for broadcast are
known to exist. Complete collaboration with the enemy on any score, according to the evidence
available, is extremely rare.

The Future

(C) Although Americans held by the VC and the treatment they receive have not received the
publicity accorded those held captive in North Vietnam, they may play an important role in a
future cease fire. In a cease fire situation, US PW can possibly be used to alter a local situation
by being exchanged for either the release of VC held by the GVN or political concessions. For
example, local VC commanders holding US PW could conceivably trade a number of Americans
for a predetermined number of VC. Further, the safety and continued humane treatment of
American PW could be bartered for such local accommodations as greater VC access to a disputed
area or de facto recognition of the areas controlled by the local PRG apparatus. ( 43

PRISONER EXPLOITATION

(U) The Communist pattern of exploitation of PW for propaganda and other purposes continued
in 1970. On 19 Jan Radio Moscow announced it would broadcast messages from PWs on its evening broadcast. That day the State Department called in the number-two official of the Russian
Embassy in Washington and expressed its displeasure at the means used to convey information
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to the American people. Specific objection was made to the point that Moscow could get information
from Hanoi for propaganda purposes but could not get it for humanitarian purposes. When the broadcasts were made they were found to add no new information to that already available in the US. ( 44
(C) There was little question the Communists regarded the American PW as an asset in their
fight to win. They used him in various ways for their purposes. Guards at one prison camp told
a source a transistor radio and an honorable discharge were offered to VC who captured an American. In that case, the PW being guarded were taken to all VC camps near Que Non to show the VC
what an American looked like. ( 45
(S) Similiar reports of prisoners being displayed to the local populace for propaganda were
received from the Delta in May. ( 46 ) In September the CG 4th Inf Div reported the body of an
officer reported missing two days earlier was found with his hands and feet bound and multiple
wounds on his body. (47)
(C) Those reports contrasted with others received which indicated PW were treated well. A
report received in February quoted a deserter as saying she was working in a dispensary when a
wounded American was brought in, treated for his wounds, and given extra rations. ( 48 ) A member of the 13th Sapper Bn, 2 Regt, 2d NVA Div, who was captured reported in November that
while in training he was told never to hit an allied PW because it was against the Geneva Convention. ( 49 ) Still another report indicated PWs were being compelled to teach cadre English but had
good rapport with their captors.( 50 )
(C) COSVN retained control over release of all US and allied PWs but ARVN PWs were a
matter for the province committees, according to a directive captured in March. The directive
specified that in any case a PW was released ".. . wide proselyting is requested concerning the
VC policy towards PWs and is to be broadcast through the radio stations. If a PW is released
on the front lines it is requested to report the PW name, service number, organization, pl.
_
of birth, date, time anO location of release. If possible, record the PW statement in writing
in order to proselyte through the radio station. "( 51 )
(C) Exploitation of the PW situation was not restricted to the VC/NVA. In May, an ICRC
delegation was in Vientiane where they attempted to see the NVN representatives and were refused an audience. They did, however see Sot Pethrasi, a Pathet Lao representative, and endeavored to obtain information regarding US personnel held by the Pathet Lao or the NVN. They
were rebuffed in those efforts too. During a lengthy conversation the IGFRC delegates reported
the PL representative made the following points:
Wives and relatives of PWs should demand the President stop
bombing (in Laus). Until that occurred it was impossible to give
any information regarding PWs.
The ICRC was not impartial in that it did not stop US atrocities
and it condoned US forcefully moving refugees to Royal Laotian Government areas by helping refugees once they were in these areas.
The Pathet Lao could not assure adherence to the GPW because
it could not accord the PWs housing, transportation and security
against bombing. ( 52
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(LOU) On 25 Aug, John M. Sweeney arrived in Stockholm from Moscow. He was traveling
on a North Vietnamese passport and requested political asylum. The man was believed to be one
Jon M. Sweeney, a Marine Corps private who disappeared from M Co, 3d Bn, 9th Mar on 19 Feb
69. Subsequent to Sweeney's disappearance Liberation Radio carried several messages from a
man who identified himself as Sweeney. ( 53
(U) In those messages the individual speaking said he was Sweeney and exhorted personnel
in SVN to demand they be returned home. In a broadcast on 30 Dec 69, the voice calling himself
Sweeney played on racism and addressed black GIs in South Vietnam saying, "How many of you
think you're fighting for freedom in the 'Nam'? The answer is probably none. Most of you know
where your fight is at. Most of you know that the place where the black ma hias to fight for freedom is not Vietnam but America. " At the end of the recording played, the :oice identified himself as a "deserter., "( 54
(U) Upon arrival in Stockholm, Sweeney appeared at a press conference with a left-wing
lawyer, Hans Goran Franck. He contended he had been left in the jungle, that he had been shot
at by his battalion CO (whose name he did not know) and that he stayed with the Forces for National
Liberation to engage in propaganda activities directed against US troops. At that time he said,
"The reason why I do not want to return to the US is not only because punishment is waiting for
me there. I have changed sides."
(U) A press source in Stockholm told the embassy there some Swedish newsmen and media
were openly skeptical about portions of Sweeney's account. The embassy report indicated one TV
channel apparently decided not to run a film strip of the interview because of gaps and inconsistencies in Sweeney's statements. The embassy commented they assumed the decision was "...made
on the ground that Swedish radio did not want to run the danger of becoming a victim of a possible
hoax, rather than because that body is suddenly taking a more objective coloration. "( 55)
(U) In early September Sweeney returned to the United States and was admitted to the US
Naval Hospital, St Albans, NY. Upon his return he was classed as a returnee by the Marine
Corps. He was debriefed by a team at the hospital.
(S) During his initial debriefings, Sweeney reported he was beaten on occasion for failure
to bow to an interrogator. He reported ne was interrogated daily for approximately two weeks
after his arrival in NVN about 14 April 1969. He said the interrogations lasted about 8 hours
each without break; that no reference to the US Code of Conduct was made by his interrogator;
and he received no medical treatment for dysentary suffered during a portion of that time. He
also reported that during his interrogation, he was shown propaganda material originating in
NVN, China, North Korea, and tle US. NVA material consisted of leaflets urging US servicemen
to stop fighting in SVN and a movie based on TET 1968. The Chinese propaganda was a movie
telling of the war in SVN and extolling the virtues of the Red Chinese. US propaganda consisted
of publications such as the National Guardian, Black Panther r.material, and t!.e Daily World,
most from 1967. Radio programs played daily in cell were North Vietnam's Hanoi Hanna and,
in Sweeny's words, China's "Peking Patty. ( 6
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(U) On 4 Nov, a Marine Corps announcement in Washington said Sweeney would be charged
with desertion, aiding the enemy in Vietnam by making "pro-Communist and anti-American pro57
paganda" while a prisoner, and abandoning his rifle and ammunition in the presence of the enemy.( )
(C) There were a number of reports of Caucasian deserters apparently working for the VC/
NVA. In November, the CG III MAF reported the name Nguyen Chien Dau was thought to be the
alias of Marine Private Robert Russel Garwood carried as missing in action since September
1965. He was said to be a member of the military proselyting section, VC, Quang Nam Province.( 58) Two reports were received early in the year from CG 1st MARDIV indicating that
Caucasians were sighted with VC/NVA. On 29 Jan he reported a Caucasian was sighted by a
reconnaissance patrol and believed to have been killed in an ambush; however, positive identification was not made because the ambushing team had to be emergency-extracted due to other
enemy in the area. ( 59 ) On 9 Feb another team sighted a Caucasian while on patrol. The man
sighted fled when he met the team and was believed wounded by small arms fire but could not be
found after the engagement. (60
(U) Those reports were not new. In June 1969 the London Daily Express carried a story
by Ian Brodie, which was printed in the New York Post (exact date unknown; however prior to
26 Jun), reporting American deserters were fighting with the VC in the Danang area and the
Delta. ( 61 ) On 8 Dec 70, Stars and Stripes carried a similar story based on a Binh Dinh Province police report. ( 62

PBR INCIDENT

(U) The night of 5 Feb, a USN PBR with five crewmen aboard strayed into Cambodia due to
a navigational error. The crew was detained until 28 Feb when they were returned to US control
in Bangkok.
(U) The group was returned to SVN the same evening and immediately transferred to Binh
Thuy where they were delivered to their parent command. On arrival at Tan Son Nhut for a change
of planes, they were not permitted to talk to the press although the press was invited to the airport
for pictorial coverage of their arrival.
(C) The quintet reported they were well treated by Cambodian authorities, that after initial
questioning they were not subjected to other interrogation, and that the security applied in their
case was not severe. They also reported they opted against making an escape attempt because
they were being detained by a neutral country and feared such an attempt might create an international incident. During their intelligence debriefing they reported their survival, evasion,
rescue, and escape (SERE) training was of great value in preparation for their experience. They
also stated SERE training should include what actions should be taken if Individuals were detained
by a neutral vice hostile country to preclude any over-reaction on the detainees part. They also
felt SERE should also include basic information on Cambodia because of its proximity to the area
of operations. COMNAVFORV concurred in those suggestions. ( 63)
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PW Program in RVN

The Geneva Convention (GPW)
(U) The United States did not act as the detaining power for enemy PW captured in RVN. All
prisoners taken by US and allied forces were transferred to the GVN for detention. That practice
was in accord with the Geneva Convention on General Protection of PW, Article 12, which permitted the transfer of PW from one power to another for detention providing certain conditions were
n'et.( 6 4) The Article read:
Prisoners of war are in the
the individuals or military units
of the individual responsibilities
is responsible for the treatment

hands of the enemy Power, but not of
who have captured them. Irrespective
that may exist, the Detaining Power
given them.

Prisoners of war may only be transferred by the Detaining Power
to a Power which is a party to the Convention and after the Detaining
Power has satisfied itself of the willingness and ability of such transferee Power to apply the Convention. When prisoners of war are
transferred under such circumstances, responsibility for the application of the Convention rest on the Power accepting them while they
are in its custody,
Nevertheless if that Power fails to carry out the provisions of the
Convention in any important respect the Power by whom the prisoners
of war were transferred shall, upon being notified by the Protecting
Power, take effective measures to correct the situation or shall request the return of the prisoners of war. Such requests must be complied with.
(U) MACV Directive 190-6 was the basic document which provided assistance to the
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) as it carried out its role as the Protecting
Power under the GPW.

Discussion
(U) The MACV Provost Marshal was responsible for monitoring the overall PW program in
the RVN. In August he issued a fact sheet which outlined the status of the program. It read:
Prior to September 1965, there was no formal PW program in the
Republic. In September of that year, the Republic of Vietnam Armed
Forces (RVNAF) and the US Military Assistance Command, Vietnam
(MACV) entered into an agreement which inaugurated a formal Prisoner
of War Program. In accordance with this agreement, known as the
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Co-Westmoreland Agreement, Prisoners of War captured by United
States Forces are transferred to the custody of the RVNAF for actual
detainment. Similar procedures were later established for and adopted
by the other Free World Military Assistance Forces (FWMAF).
As a result of the Co-Westmoreland Agreement, the sovereign
government of the Republic of Vietnam has been delegated the role
of "Detaining Power" as defined by the Geneva Conventions. United
States forces and all other FWMAF are considered "Transferring
Powers" as they release their captured PW to the "Detaining Power".
The role of "Protecting Power" has been assumed by the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), which is headquartered in Geneva.
The ICRC maintains a Saigon-based delegation.
Even though US-captured PW are turned over to the Vietnamese,
the United States still retains a "residu~il" responsibility for these PW
under the provisions of Article 12 of the Geneva Convention relative to
the treatment of Prisoners of War.
The RVNAF operates six Prisoner of War Camps in the Republic.
There are five camps on the mainland at Danang, Pleiku, Qui Nhon,
Bien Hoa, and Can Tho, while the Central PW Camp is on Phu Quoc
Island in the Gulf of Siam.
1. The PW camps at Danang, Pleiku and Can Tho are one
enclosure, two compound facilities. Each camp has a normally rated
capacity of 2,000 with an emergency capacity of 2, 500.
2. The Qui Nhon PW Camp is a one enclosure, one compound
facility. This camp is the primary internment facility for female PW.
It has a normally rated capacity of 1, 000 and an emergency capacity
of 1, 250.
3. The Bien Hoa PW Camp is a one enclosure, three compound
facility. It is the primary camp for internment of paraplegics, amputee,
pregnant females and youths. A "youth" is defined as a male PW 17
years of age or younger. This camp has a normally rated capacity of
3,000 and an emergency capacity of 3, 750.
4. The Central Prisoner of War Camp on Phu Quoc Island is
a nine enclosure, 32 compound facility. A tenth enclosure lacks interior fencing and lighting fixtures to become operational. Enclosures
number 11 and 12 have been started. The CPWC has a normally rated
capacity of 18, 000. The emergency rated capacity of 31, 500 is based
upon an approximate 7576 overload which is considered allowable for a
limited time due to the large size of the available security force and
the secure location of the camp. Four Quan Canh (Military Police)
Battalions and one separate QC Company support the CPWC.
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The MACV Provost Marshal is responsible for monitoring the
entire PW Program in RVN. As functionally organized, the MACPMPrisoner of War Division administers these responsibilities by:
1. Developing policy, procedures and guidance for use by
the component and uni-service commands in implementing the US
PW Program.
Z. Providing liaison and coordination between and among the
FWMAF in Vietnam to insure a unified PW Program.
3. Conducting studies and surveys of PW internment and
requirements to insure timely implementation of measures to provide the required resources.
4. Escorting delegates of the ICRC to all PW facilities
throughout the RVN.
5.

Maintaining statistics on PW interned in Vietnam.

Responsibilities concerning the US PW Program in SVN as
applicable to the US component services are as follows:
1. CG, USARV is responsible for operational supervision
of the US PW Program in the Republic. This includes:
a. Processing, handling, and evacuation of all persons
detained by units under USARV control until released to RVNAF control.
b. Maintaining records of all PVW captured by or released
to US authorities and forwarding copies of these records to the Central
Prisoner of War InforAiation Center, Fort Meade, Maryland.
c. Insuring that record accountability is maintained for
all Returnees (individuals wishing to enter the Chieu Hoi Program),
Civil Defendants, and Innocent Civilians from the time of capture/
detention by US Forces until release to GVN control.
2. CG, III MAF is responsible for processing, handling, and
evacuation of all persons detained by units under his control until released to GVN control in compliance with procedures established by CC,

USARV.
3. COMNAVVORV and CDR, 7AF are responsible for evacuation
of PW to the nearest US Army or US Marine collecting point and for eastablishing component service procedures to include the maintenance of PW records
as required by USARV Regulation.
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MACV provides advisory elements comprised of Military Police
officers and enlisted men at each of the six RVNAF PW Camps.
1. The CPWC element of Phu Quoc Island is authorized 10
officers and 27 enlisted men who are involved with both camp operations and with advising the four QC Battalions on the island.
2. The camps at Danang, Bien Hoa and Can Tho are each
authorized a Captain and Sergeant First Class while the Pleiku and
Qui Nhon camps are each authorized a Major and Sergeant First
Class.
3. The mainland camps have personnel requirements and
authorizations which are governed by their respective Military Region US Advisory Groups. MACV Team number 14, on Phu Quoc
Island comes directly under the MACV Provost Marshal for command and operational purposes.
RVNAF personnel who have been and are directly involved in
the administration of the Prisoner of War Program have achieved
highly successful results in the accomplishment of their mission.
Despite many international pressures, officers and men assigned
to the PW system from the Office of the RVNAF Provost Marshal
General have displayed an outstandingly professional knowledge and
willingness to perform their functions within the spirit and meaning
of the Geneva Conventions. Results of their efforts can be readily
observed in the favorable reports rendered on the PW camps by
the ICRC. MACV and, specifically, MACPM will continue to assist the RVNAF in every phase of PW operations until that future
date when releases, repatriations and, most importantly, exchanges
can be effected. ( 6 5 )
(U) Specific responsibilities of various MACV staff agencies relating to the PW program were
set forth in MACV Directive 190-3 dated 12 May 1970. The directive also established procedures
for prisoners and a reporting system for the maintenance of records on the PW population.

Processing of Detainees/PW
(C) In January 1971, the MACPM summarized the 1970 procedures tused in the classification
and handling of detainees from the point of capture to final destination thus:
PW Handling/Processing, All personnel detained by capturing
units are inititally categorized as detainees. Accountability begins
with the capturing unit and continues through ultimate disposition
depending on the detainee's category. Innocent civilians are screened
out at the lowest level and returned to place of capture. Civil defendants (persons who do not qualify as prisoners of war under Article IV
of the GPW or N4ACV Directives) are released to OVN authoritica.
Returnees are transferred to Chieu Hoi Centers. US-Captured PW
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status is determined by joint US/RVNAF interrogation teams at division/
separate brigade collecting points. Doubtful cases are brought before a
US Tribunal for determination. US-captured PW are evacuated by US
Military Police directly to ARVN PW camps. FWMAF/RVNAF procedures are compatible with US processing procedures.
Responsibilities: MACCORDS has advisory responsibility for
the Chieu Hoi program. MACCORDS advisory personnel assigned
to the Public Safety Division monitor the civil jails and GVN penal
facilities in which those personnel classified as civil defendants are
interned. MACPM is charged with monitoring the PW program in
Vietnam to include developing policy, procedures and guidance for
use by US/FWM.AF as well as advising RVNAF in their implementation of the PW program. MACJZ is responsible for developing policy
for the interrogation, classification, and exploitation of detainees/PW.
PW in Chieu Hoi Program: A GVN program has existed since
early 1969 to provide a method whereby PW can qualify for acceptance into the Chieu Hoi Program administered by the Ministry of
National Defense. Camp commanders are routinely instructed to
prepare and maintain current lists of prospective Chieu Hoi candidates. Various factors determine a PW's acceptance into this
program to include close screening by Psychological Warfare units
at the camps and receipt of formal requests for release submitted
by families of PW. ( 66)

Con Son Island Prison
(U) The GVN operated a civil prison on Con Son Island in the China Sea roughly due south of
Saigon and east of the southern tip of the country. PWs were not routinely hold on that island;
however, some PWs convicted of serious crinmes (corresponding roughly to felonies under the
US legal system) while in prison camps were sent there to serve their court sentences. A congressional visit to Con Son In July spotlighted some charges of prison cruelty in the American
press and Inferred PWs on the Island were being mistreated. As a civil prison, Con Sof was not
a MACV responsibility. It was, however, established there were Z9 PWs confined on the island
while serving sentence* for crimes comnmtted in prison t:amps. Astronaut Frank Borman visited the prison while in RVN during a visit In August. At his dopatture press confereuce on 31 Aug
he summed up the situation thus:
We visited Con Son Prison not because it's a prisoner of war camp.
Obviously It's not. It's a civil prison. There are only 29 prisoners of
war there. And they've all been convicted of felonies, murder and so
on, in the camps. aqd they've been transferred to the civil prison for
these felonies. I found Coo Soo was not up to the ttandards of the prisoner of war camp, although considering the conditions in the cftntry,
I think it's a reavoiable prison. Th-'4 famous "tiger cages" are not in
use. although in my opinion, my honest opinoioa their impact on the
world was vastly overplayed. Of course, I didn't see them occupied.
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They're two-story buildings with bars on the top, and it seemed to me
that they could be used for isolation for limited times even now. But,
as I say, I didn't see them with people in them. (67

Prisoners From Cambodian Operations

(C) During the 60-day Cambodian operation US and ARVN units captured 1, 097 prisoners.
Of those Z15 were classified as NVA and 882 VC. Those PWs raised a series of legal questions
which evolved into some dialog among COMUSMACV, AMEMB Saigon, CINCPAC, and JCS. (68
On 9 May, COMUSMACV noted questions and proposed methods by which the problem would be
handled. The questions and proposals were:
At present, all NVA and VC prisoners of war are turned over to
GVN, as soon as exploitation is finished, pursuant to a classified agreement between COMUSMACV and the Chief of the JGS, dated 27 September 1965.
The use of US forces in Cambodia has raised the following questions:
a. What disposition should be made of Cambodian combatants
who have joined forces with VC or NVA units and are captured by US
forces?
b. What disposition should be made of Cambodian noncombatants.
including refugees, who fall into US hands as a result of combat operations?
c. If US forces turn over captured Cambodians to a detaining
power (e. g., South Vietnam), how will such prisoners be disposed of
when the US withdraws its combat troops from Cambodia?
Unless advised otherwise, this Headquarters wiUl act toward CaLmbodians captured by US forces as followsa. Cambodians serving with VC or NVA units take on enemy
character. They will be classified and processed as prisoners of war
pursuant to pretent MACV directives.
b. Cambodian noncombatants art entitled to, and shall be
accorded, all benefits of the Geneva Convention for the Protection
of Civilian Persons in Time of War. They will be proccssod In the
saame manner as Vietnamese noncombatant civilians fallittg into US
hands under present MACV dire tives.
e. Diipoeition of Cambodian prisoners will be in accordance
with arrangeinents and procedureo approved by the US Mission Saigon,
and the GVN. Such arrangements and proczdures will be ##tablished
in accordance with guidance furnished by DOD and State Departnemt. (f•9
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(C) The following day the embassy commented on the propusals and MACV concut red. In
its message the embassy raised some additional questions which required resolution in Washington.
By reftel MACV has informed JCS of.the policy it proposes to
follow regarding Cambodians captured by US forces unless advised
otherwise.
There are important political and legal aspects of this subject
which Dept will wish to examine carefully with DOD. For example,
it may prove very difficult at times to distinguish between Cambodians
serving with VC/NVA units and others who may be involved in hostile
acts separate from VC/NVA actions; there could be questions regarding advisability of transporting non-Vietnamese Cambodians across
the border into Vietnamese PW camps; and there is also the matter
of what GOC wishes US or GVN to do with captured Cambodians.
While these are only some preliminary reactions, we believe
others may become apparent in 'Washington and require prompt
resolution so, that, if necessarv, MACV may issue supplementary
guidance to US forces. It will also be eisential at some point to
discuss any modifications of previous policy with GVN and RVNAF.
MACV concurs. (70 )
(C) In response to a State Departmnent request of 13 May. on 16 May COMUSN1ACV instructed
USARV how to handla captured Cambodian citiaena and established these reporting precede rvst
Personnel responsiblo for ot-er engating anti clsaosfyi og perstonnal
ca~ptured/detainod in Cambodia will ftsc'ertain thv irmivduali's date of
birth and citizenship at the initial interrogation point,
Parisonnol identified as citirtens of Cambodia who are eaptuirod!
detained by US Forces and stibsequantly vcthstsil%'d ;as1'
wil! not.
repeat, not be released to GVN or GOC autharities..

Request th-at PW cAptured/detained by US Yprivi-o~perilting in
CAmt-bodia be telephonically reportied to MACPM~.PW Nt'T 0900O hourg
daily until further ,natica. (71 ) (7.
(C) The Initial PW report on the#operationg was
total of 480 PWg, 1IN Hnl Chanho and $47 Motzkimsu.it*
ported that procedueao established were nAti~&tatory
force. had captured any ethnic Cam~bodian "tionals.(

flied on 15 May. Tha1t report slrnwtd a
('"
On 2 1 MAy the AMEM11 Saigon re and also noted that neither US nor AAVN
7

() Final 'o-oructioit# on lai;sifAiAidon anti di'*positioti of PW captured in Camnbodiawet'e
issuod ou. Ii ;V When COMUSMACV sakid,
Personnel who lukve been detaineod/capturod by US Forcas in
e.oassbordar operatioun will be proceased as follow*-
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1. Ethnic Vietnamese will be processed in accordance witb
current MACV and USARV directives and personnel classified as PW
will be released to GVN authorities for internment.
2. Ethnic Cambodians who are Vietnamese nationals are to
be treated as Ethnic Vietnamese.
3. Ethnic Cambodians who are not Vietnamese nationals can
only be classified as non-PW or PW. Those identified as non-PW must
be released. Captured Ethnic Cambodians classified as prisoners of
war are to be held in US Forces custody until the USG can negotiate an
agreement with the GVN for their internment.(75 )

GVN PW Camp Facilities/Programs

Facilities
(C) The largest PW camp operated by the GVN was on Phu Quoc Island, located in the Gulf
of Thailand about 50 km offshore from Ha Tien. Five other facilities were established on the
mainland. The PM's year-end summary of the facilities and changes underway showed the following:
PW Camp Facilities: There are five mainland camps-Danang in
Military Region I (capacity 2, 000); Qui Nhon (capacity 1, 000) and
Pleiku (capacity 2, 000) in Military Region 2; Bien Hoa (capacity, 3, 000)
in Military Region 3; and Can Tho (capacity (2, 000) in Military Region
4. A Central PW Camp is on Phu Quoc Island, located in the Gulf
of Thailand, approximately 50 km from Ha Tien on the mainland shore.
Central PW Camp, Phu Quoc Island: Construction continues.
Enclosures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 have been complete-;
enclosure 9 is completed but not occupied. Enclosure 11 is approximately 90 percent completed and perimeter fencing for enclosure
12 has been erected. Total normal capacity for the ten completed
enclosures is 20,000. By overcrowding enclosures and accepting
the resultant problems, the capacity figure can be modified to 35, 000
PW on a limited emergency basis. Of an authorized Quan Canh
(ARVN Military Police) strength of 2,173 personnel, which includes
a camp headquarters, four battalions, a separate attached company,
and a scout dog riatoon, 2, 111 were assigned as of 31 December 1970.
Specialized Camps: Female PW are held at the Qui Nhon Camp
where productive work programs are being developed. All youths
(male PW 17 years of age and younger) are transferred to Bien Hoa
PW Camp for the purpose of rehabilitation and vocational training.
They are given an equivalent grammar school education and taught
a trade such as brick making, carpentry or gardening. The Bien Hoa
facility also interns most PW paraplegic and amputee victims. ( 76) (77)
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Interior of a "New Life" barracks at the CPWC. "New Life" prisoners are more trusted
than other prisoners; while their barracks are the same, they may decorate barracks and
compound with religious and ethnic ornaments.
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Vegetable garden in "New Life" compound.
other than "New Life".

-K

These gardens are being expanded to compounds
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Work and Pay Program
(C) At the end of 1970 the Work and Pay Program on which action was initiated by the RVNAF
JGS in the fall of 1969 was a year old. Started in January as a 6-month pilot program, it became
a permanent part of the overall PW program. Prior to the inauguration of this uniform program,
individual camps were encouraged to provide work programs on a minimal basis under the direction of the camp commander. The MACPM's year-end summary of the Work and Pay Program
made this report:
At the Bien Hoa PW camp, current work programs include
manufacturing uniforms from precut patterns, manufacturing concrete blocks and tile, and manufacturing artificial limbs for amputee
PW. At the CPWC, carpenter shops have been established in most
compounds. A small farm is in operation and will be expanded as
additional land is cleared. Other camps have small scale work projects which include. carpentry, tailoring, making of sandals, and
gardening. Work details are made available to surrounding military
units. PW perform routine housekeeping tasks as well as in-camp
maintenance. The present PW pay system was approved by GVN
in December 1967. This system established a standard rate whereby payment of eight piasters a day (approximately US $0. 07 at the
official rate of 118 piasters to the dollar) is earned by each working
8
PW per working day in accordance with provisions outlined in the GPW.(7 )

Mail Privileges
(U) Enemy PW held by the GVN had mail privileges in accordance with the GPW. The privileges were given to both VC and NVA personnel with no differentiation among them as far as
regulations were concerned. A summary of the extent to which the PWs used this privilege was
included in each rnonthly report filed by MACPM. The PM's reports indicated a considerable
increase in the use of mail from the early months of 1970 when about 1, 200 letters were mailed
each month to that during the last half of the year when the volume normally exceeded 20, 000
per month. (79) (80)
(S) The reason for the increase in amount of mail passing between PWs and their families
was apparently the GVN practice of providing form letters for use by the PWs which was instituted in early 1970. The volume of mail dispatched was primarily sent to families of VC. The
Embassy Saigon noted, in a message detailing the mailing regulations, " . . . NVA prisoners are
encouraged to write their families, but few do so and these receive no reply. " The regulations
applied by the GVN were (reference to "regulations in force" was to GVN postal regulations):
Authorization for VC POW's to Exchange Correspondence with
Their Families. Reference: Circular Note No. 17101QP/HCTV/1/K
dated June 8, 1967.
Government has authorized: (a) VC POW's who have their families in SVN may exchange correspondence according to regulations
in force. (b) VC POW's who have their families in NVN may exchange one letter and two postcards monthly. These letters (a and
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A carpentry shop In one of the compounds.
which could be weapons are permitted.

Most compounds have similar facilities.

Tools

.
.

Every day Is Visitors Day at CPWC. Relatives travel to Phu Quoc by sea or air to visit
prisoners. Visitors give food and clothing to PWs.
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b) are free of charge (stamps, surtax and conveyance) and must
correspond to pattern fixed in Annex IV (birticle 71) of Geneva Convention (August 12, 1949) regarding letters and postcards of POW's.
Procedures for exchange of letters between VC POW's and families in NVN are fixed as follows: (a) Letters and postcards from VC
POW's are censored before transmission to Red Cross Delegation in
SVN with regard to security and psychological warfare and are
centralized by Provost Marshal. From there they will be transmitted to Red Cross Delegation in SVN by special transmittal letter.
(b) Letters in NVN transmitted by Red Cross Delegation in SVN will
be forwarded to VC POW internment camps for censoring prior to
delivery to addressees.
Provost Marshal will proceed quickly to printing of form letters
(according to Annex IV (Article 71) of Geneva Convention) in Vietnamese for distribution to VC POW's and realization of procedures
of transmittal defined in paragraph 2 above. (81)

Visits to PW Camps
(U) As the detaining power under GPW the GVN was responsible for the control of visitors to
the camps. In general, the GVN permitted visits if properly approved and if they would not violate the prisoner's rights. During the early months of 1970 a number of visits were arranged for
groups, including Ross Perot and the correspondents he brought to RVN, wives of US PWs, Congressional delegations, and correspondents.
(U) Although MACV did not specify the "policy violations" which occurred, a message originated by MACPM in July noted a GVN tightening of regulations governing visits. The MACV message said:
Recently there have been groups of visitors seeking permission
to enter Prisoner of War Camps and other PW detention facilities
throughout SVN. In some instances, these groups have, in effect,
forced their presence upon the various PW facilities without having
final approval from proper authorities at Headquarters, Joint General
Staff, Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces.
As a result of these policy violations, JGS/RVNAF has directed
their Corps Tactical Zones and PW Camp Commanders that no, repeat
no, individual or group of individuals, will be authorized access to
any PW facilltv without the prior consent of 31 /JGS. Visits by foreign
delegations, diplomats, Vietnamese National or foreign news reporters,
and Allied Forces personnel were specifically singled out In the implementing instructions issued by JGS/RVNAF.
MACV Directive 190-3 clearly outlines those requirements for
all US Forces personnel who wish to be granted pernslssion to visit
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Rations, fresh fish, and vegetablos are contractedi fo r and brought daily to Oach cOMPOUnd.Here prisoners divide rations for the compounds. TB (for Tu Binh) on clothing is the Vietnamese for PW.

r'O

Prisonert. are rou~ponlsibe (or the preparation of their mealis which consist of r ice. fish,
vegetables. alu tea.
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an RVNAF PW facility. These requirements must be followed in order
to preclude future directive violations.
Addressees are reminded that the government of South Vietnam
becomes the responsible nation, or "Detaining Power", as defined in
the Geneva Convention, following their acceptance of PW's into their
custody. (82)

Statistics

Prisoner of War Camp Population(
(C)

Force
Served

83

) (84)

The year-end PW camp population as reported by MACPM was:
ARVN
I Corps
Da Nang

ARVN
II Corps
Pleiku/Qui Nhon

ARVN
III Corps
Bien Hoa

ARVN
IV Corps
Can Tho

Central PW Camp
Phu Quoc

TOTAL

139

25

52

1072

14

7054

8356

4

8

8

49

2

535

606

VC

1134

996

1249

3807

2701

18504

28391

TOTAL

1277

1029

1309'**

4928*,*,

2717

26093

37353

NVN
REGPE'"

*'

REGPE=Regroupee. These are NVA who migrated to NVN from South VN under the provision
of Geneva Accords of 1954. They subsequently came south to fight as VC cadre or NVA.

* Includes 1180 females
*

• Includes 2110 males carried by RVNAF in the youth category for rehabilitation purposes.

Prisoner of War Release/Repatriation(

85

) (86)

(C) There have been 939 releases and 151 repatriations reported as of 31 December 1970-W
by the Government of Vietnam. Of the 939 releases in South Vietnam, 348 have been released
to the Chieu Hoi program. Included in the 151 repatriations to North Vietnam are 19 NVN seamen
who were unilaterally repatriated by the US.
Repatriations

"Releases

VC

4

C

VC

914

5

REOPE
NVN
UNK

6
6
13

REGPE
NVN
UNI_

1
145
0

TOTAL

939

TOTA L

151
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GVN RELEASE/REPATRIATION EFFORTS

Situation

(U) The GVN was the retaining power under the GPW for all personnel captured in RVN.
Details of the confinement policies and facilities are contained earlier in this chapter. At year's
end the GVN held 37, 353 PWs in the various installations. They included 8, 356 NVN and 28, 391
87
)
Viet Cong.(
(U) Reducing the number of prisoners was a goal of the over -all PW thinking of the US and
GVN. They were expensive to maintain, both in economic and pers-onnel resources. Repeated
efforts by the GVN to repatriate prisoners or effect releases met with failure. The failures resulted from two basic reasons: the NVN refused to admit they had personnel fighting in SVN; and
few of the prisoners held were interested in being released.

Repatriations

(U) In August 1969 the GVN announced its readiness to return 62 seriously ill or wounded
PWs from NVN who were captured in RVN. The proposal was rejected at that time. In November
1969 the GVN again offered to release the men and was rebuffed. Also January 1970, the GVN
offered to return the men, extending their offer to permit the relatives of the men to come to the
DMZ to receive the repatriates. (8 ) Again the response was negative as far as concrete planning was concerned.(89)
(U) The GVN effort continued when, on 26 Mar, it offered to return 343 PWs, including the
62 who were the subject of previous offers. That offer met with the usual propaganda-laden
rebuff by the Hanoi delegation in Paris. (90)
(U) On II Jun, at the 70th Session of Paris Talks, the GVN announced the II Jul repatriation would take place and gave details of the intended release. The GVN indicated it would send
the prisonerr home by sea, gave their point of departure from SVN and their destination in NVN,
and the means by which they would be escorted to NVN waters for transit to NVN. It was also
indicated they would be escorted by Red Cross personnel to the shore and the Red Cross personnel
would return to the ships from which they debarked the prisoners. (91)
(U) The Chairman of the Joint General Staff on 4 Jul requested MACV to provide certain
support requirements for the impending PW release. 92) MACV had anticipated the request and
had previously tasked US forces to provide necessary support. (93)
(U) On 9 Jul, COMUSMACV notified all forces concerned that all offensive operations would
temporarily cease in an area off the seaward end of the DMZ from 110600 to ,12100 Jul while the
repatriation was underway. (94)
(U) On II Jul, the 62 NVN PWs and 24 Innocent fishermen were repatriated to NVN via boat.
The successful repatriation was the result of months of effort and weeks of pianning.
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Released POW's head for shore in Red Gioss-marked junks.
prisoners is a South Vietnamese Naval escort ship.

Accompanyinp the repatriated

South Viettnamrese officer assis to POW's In their preparations to load onito junks that Will carry
thery) ashore to North Vietnati-. Tepioeswr
ie
ie-rs
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ecohn
and water for their trip home.
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(U) The operation went as planned except for a 6-hour delay caused by weather and the loss,
prior to the release, of one of the three junks originally scheduled to transport the men to the
beach. The two remaining junks were adequate for safely transporting the men to the shore. In
summing up the operation, GOM.USMACV reported that the PWs discarded their clothing arid other
personal effects which had been provided by the GVN. The group wvas met offshore by two small
boats and after a brief delay the junks were beached and the personnel offloaded. Friendly units
left the area as soon as the offloading was comnpleted.( 95)

Overland Repatriation Via the DMZ
(S) In August, the State and Defense Departm~ents jointly proposed planning for repatriation
of PWs through the DMZ. MACV had opposed such a plan and prepared a summary of the rea soning which was sent to the Embassy in early September. The thinking wasThe release of sick and wounded prisoners in significant numbers
proposed by the Secretary of State (500 to 1, 000) may not be feasible.
In preparation for the 11 July release of PW, the ICRC experienced
difficulty in confirming 6Z qualified NVA PW that wnuld agree to be
returned to North Viet-Nam. A recent accounting by the ICRC of sick
and wounded prisoners tallied 869 of which 269 were NVA. However,
at the briefing, for Colonel Borman on 30 August 1970 it Phu Quoc
Island the briefer, Col Tamn (Asst J-1. JGS) stated that the GVNI had
"2100 uncurable" PW. Het was unable to define criteria or explain
the d~ifference between his figures and thii, ICRC. However, ICRC
is currently reviewing the numiber of sick, and 'voundud prisouf'r.. with
GVN authorities and ra reconciliation or more exact fiyuru o~n sick
and wounded PWA may ho forthcoming, Whatever the number, thle
OPW precludea the repatriation of PW, regardletss of category, prior
to thle cessation of hostilities without tho individual'$ <onsent.

Ilia GVN Is thle Detaining Power for PMs in Viot-NAw. The 3tGS,
who are responsible far thle platnning and conduct of repatriation, have
indicated some jealousy of their prorog;%tles In diis; rdgard. Under
these circumstances; the method of r-ipitriation and niodos t4 transportation will probably be iletermined by thle (IVN' iattmnander InIvolved, with policy decitilons neces4sarily limited to deciding if a PW
release should be mado, and thle numbor, timie -ramed 4nd typo of PW
involved. Once thle number of prisonerq, dates, and cttAse-firt -Arrangements are.5tmpleted, nergotiations at thle national level would
be required to announce thle repatriation and assure the necessiary
cease-fire arrangements.
The idea of repatriating priaoners via an overland corridor through
the DM7, has been opposed by COMUSMACV as,, outlined in a moeniorandkum
to Ambassador Bunker on 9 March. The Ambassador concurred and reported to thle Secretary of State that while DM4Z repatriation was conceivable, logistical difficulties and itocurity risks are such that It wws not
recorritnended. It ir also impractical to repatriate a largo numbetr (i
PW using it,45-tig Junks. There are few, if any, PW. that are qualified to
man the junks and loss of -he boats Lit past repatrititions has proved the
mothod to b. expensive.
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Since the DMZ plan has been submitted by JCS to OSD for possible
early implementation, COMUSMACV has requested CINCPAG to consider
the following:
a. Historically, tropical cyclones arc more prevalent in the
South China Sea during the months of September through December.
Dense cloud cover, torrential rains, strong wvinds, extreme flooding,
abnormal tides, high seas, swell and surf can occur during this period
in the DMZ area.
b. The swift current averaging 2. 2km per hour of the Ben Hai
river can be expected to be aggravated by heavy rains. The emplacement
and u~e of river crossing equipment will be hazardouts to combat engirneer
personnel, guard details and PW.
c.

Precipitation can be expected mnore than 50 percent of the time.

d. Recommend that any overland repatriation operation in the
DMZ be considered in a time framie after December.
It should be recogni2!ed by all concerned that overland repatriation
over a period of six~ months or longer will require repeated~ cease fire
agreements, mine sweeping, route repairs and emplacement of river
crossing equipment. Without some assurance or likelihood of a reit is quetttionable thiat the
ciprocal release of US PWs thru the DMNI,
risks avid Olanger to personnel andi prisoners of war its repoatt~d overland operations are. warranted as long as other less hazardous moans of
effecting a PW exchange are available.
Rtepatriation can bv*;t be ticcotrnplishod by utke of I.CM or t.CU craft
operated by tho VNNI and Istiding prisonaro on any predoterminod plAce
In the VOMZ Including the North Shore of the Ben fiat River. Thist anotliod
is well within the capability of 'he VNN and has tho Advantages of
beinR ;Aecompli ihed on short notice and being availablv for ropateti ropAtriatien operation#. A ceaso-fire igroremvnt to offoct repatriatiou uoing
this methodl would be of shorter duratiowi than One to ostAblioll an ovotrland corridor andi thereforet less subjtct tounintentional vioation b~y
either side.

at

It is rpromnmeoded that zany release offer be hold in aboyance until
loatt the followin~g has been accomplished:
ak. Identification by ICKC of PW eligible for anti wil)lng to bo

repatriated.
b. A review at the highest levels of the propovsed overland OM?.
repatriation corridor vsk trantportatior. of PW by tea or air.
and

OWNr
plan to accomplish repatriation his been conmpLeted
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Battlefield Release of PW
(S) Planning for release of enemy PW was not restricted to the release of personnel in large
groups. In September MACV addressed the idea of battlefield release in a letter to the Embassy
which said:
Battlefield release of prisoners of war is feasible. One such
release is desirable as a test to determine whether it leads to the
return of US prisoners to allied control or to some favorable development concerning US Prisoners held by the enemy
The following general observations concerning battlefield releases
should be considered:
a. The US should not release any PWs unilaterally-i. e.,
without GVN concurrence. Such a proposal by the US would reauire GVN assent and cooperation. Under the provisions of the 27
Sep 65 agreement between Generalu Westmoreland and Co, enemy
prisoners captured by tactical US forces are to be "turned over to
the custody of the RVNAF as soon as tacticial intelligence exploitation is completed". We have scrupulously observed this agreement and have encouraged and assisted the RVNAF in meeting their
responsibilities in this regard. Unilateral deviation freon this arrangernent is noi reconunendad.
b. In keeping with President Thieous policy. GVN probably
would agree to reloase of only sick or wounded.
c. Enemy concurrenca In some formo will be necessary. This
may entail. if dealing with the NVA, a departuro. lrome the previoully
establi*hod NVN position denying their prosonce In SVN.
d. The offer to roleoae !,'W%'houldbe addre*sed t* eeumy cornmnndtrs
peespctd to hold UiS prisoneor in tim hope that they would
reciprocate.
e. The ttffer ohould be low key. avoding prvpaganda and osploitation of raturnoes, if any.
f.

Antouncement of offer over Vietntmiese lwail rad'o station

rather than AFVN 'would probably be more appropriate and effectuve.
g. The initial release offer p.oba~ly should be related to
some Vietnameso or US holiday.
The sccessful I January 1969 release suggest a %cenario for
battltfiold relaase. Our rootiimtendation concerning a scenario for
the initial release would include:

1141$
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a. Obtain GVN concurrence and support for the plan and
determine the number of PW to be released.
b. Request the ICRC to identify those PW captured by US
forces and eligible for release and obtain PW consent to exchange
(repatriation).
c. Select and thoroughly brief the prisoner release team.
The team should consist of five members (Team Chief, Asst. Team
Chief, Interpreter, Comrno/Photographer and Doctor) with the team
Chief a LTC or higher. ithere is also a necessity for a highly qualified US interpreter to be a member of the team. The level of competence of the interpreter should permit him to understand asides
and inferences made by the enemy representatives. If agreeable
with the (I.VN, and they desire to participate, the Team should be
jointly manned.
d. Select a date of release (R Day), time and place and
plan to contact the enemy force to whom the PW will be released.
Prepare a release message and select the way the message is to
be transmitted to the enemy. The message could be preferably
transmitted over local Vietnamese Radio Network and secondly
AFVN Radio. (Alternatively leaflet and loudspeaker aircraft
could be used to announce and arrange the exchange. )
e, Announce the intent to release the PW over radio en R
mninus 8-1 and that we desire to maot with military representatives
from their side. NVA. VC, Pathet Leo or FUNK. to discuss the release of PW. The proposed date of the meaeing would be P. minus
14, at a suggested timn anti place. The enemy would be asked to
reply via radio indicating a<ceptance of this offer.
f. Thte 1 minuts 14 moeting should be tV discuss the procedures that would he fol.lowed to offcwt the release. The selected
PW Msould not bhe taken to the release point at this time. O'nce procetlureo have boen agroeed t thor. 'A.anu should be mAde to "eet
again on I cday to effect the releaset.
It I., advantageous to allow
the two weekst between tho initial meoeting and release to allow thc
ene'my tome to reciprncatta w'th thi. release of US PW.
g, The PW release toam would arrivv at the time and
place agroed on i Day with the PW 4nd effect the release. The
release team s•hould be prepared to accept prisoners in oewhange
(rein tle other side. ( 47)
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(U) At an 11 Dec press conference in Saigon the GVN spokesman indicated the GVN was considering releasing more PWs just prior to TET 1971. The pattern was to be similiar to that
followed in the I1IJul release. ( 98)
(S) The planning date for the release was 25 Jan 71 with the basic plan predicated on a release by repatriation across the DMZ. Alternatives were airlift under ICRC supervision through
Vientiane and sealift similar to the July format. MACV preferred the airl.ift proposal but agreed
to support either of the other two. The problems seen with the DMZ release were the transportation of sick and wo)unded across the Ben Hal River and with the sealift the expected poor
weather for small boats. A total of less than 50 repatriations was expected. (99)
(TU) The problem of identifying prisoners for repatriation was highlighted in the November
1970 e.eport of detainees and PWs. It noted the results of mixed medical team interviews of
1, 067 PWs. Of those, 841 were determined to be eligible for release or repatriation. Of
the latter, 275 wished to be released in S,'~N,, 23 wished to be repatriated to N' T N, and the
remainder desired to stay in the PW camps. ( 100)
(S) Detailed planning for the release was developed in Saigon am~oneg the GVN, MACV, 7.AF,
aod NAVFORV. The proposed release was announced in Saigon on 25 D~ec w~th thz! rt,'lease proposal scheduled to oe made in Pari.s on 15 Jan 71. Althmigh the air andi sea releases were not
ruled out, it was assumed repatriation through the DM7. wouild be the only form acceptable to
NVN. As 1970 ended MACV was prepa-ed to assist where nece..sary with arraneer.oentý,, but
indications were the repatriation would be handle4 completely by the GVNI 10 1)

Chinese Fisherman Case
(C) In 1)ocerber 1969, the German hospital ahip E.2lgol-1avd rescued a Chinese fisherman
while on the high vezis. All arrar~gemonts for his repatriation were handled by tne German,; buti
they tenountered difficulties In transporting the rnan from Danang to lPong Kong andi requested
The
MACV's asr~lstance. MACV provided transportation for the mvan and his 700-pound sapar.
c(N,1men0Tts of the Ameoriian Consui, Waong Kong, providod an interei inz commentary on the Communist Chinese attitude to the hun~nitarian servivou provided by the Germoans ant! the Atrericanit.
It said:
Chinese Fishernian Lit; Kuo-%Chetn with American Red Cross (ARC)
representative tiscorting himn arrived Hong Kon~g C1910 today on US military aircraft, He was niet by ARC, Rep frorn Tokyo (tno Conten Rep
presentI and by saven men frrom HK China Tratvel Set-vice (CTS). Ineluding Asst Manager Tsai PFi-Chlu and Interpreter Lai, who handled
last repatriation. On orders of CTS mren i~n divested self of Amenarcan clothing (returned to ARC with thanks) and dressed In Chinese
elothing from al~li nout, emierging, in blvie boiler smlt with Mazo 11'xd~e,
and holding W~o Blook. After shaking hands with evvryone, U~n
placed in car arid Immediately sient to border which lie crossed about

nnon.

After Lin entered China H~ong Kong GIS issued prepared state_

merit as reported.

When Iniorrned yestorday that fisherman was ratkirnitiR with his
CTS trien were visibly shkaen and took five hours

700-pound v~anpan.

x
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before agreeing to accept craft. CTS showed up at airport this morning with truck and carted off sampan (described as "People's Property") to be shipped to Hainan by sea. Congen informed this was
first sampan ever landed at Kaitak Airport.
CTS men all polite, accommodating, amiable, all shook bands with
ARC men on departing. Fisherman seemed happy and was wreathed
in smiles until ordered to take off American clothing, which seemed
to depress and confuse him. CTS men much more friendly and forthcoming than on last repatriation, but as in all previous cases refused
to give written statement acknowledging repatriate -eceived in apparently good health. Instead, they gave unsigned note: "Chinese
Fisherman Lin Kuo-Chen arrived Hong Kong March 19, 1970."
Entire transaction smooth and without hitch, and derio,,strated
good care and thoughtful planning of US military at Danang and also
of ARC. ('02)

ICRC

(U) The ItterWtional Commission of the Red Cross (ICRC) was the body respon3ible for
sopervisin. the PW facilities of both GVN and NVN. ' he US interest in the prison camps operated
by GVN stemmed from Its residual responsibility for prisoners captureo by its forces and
turned over to the GVN an the detaining power. (103) (104)
(C)

On 31 Aug. ICRC President Naville nade a spe.-ch in Genrva duritir which hr. said:
In the conflct which is tearing apart tk, I.,dochinetev vninsula,
our delegate; are unceasingly tryiný to bring their assistance to
prisoners of war to vorify that they are huiminely treated and to have
the detaining authorities publish lUsts of the prisoners so that they
mtiay be put in contact with their families. It is profoundly regrettable
that South Vietnam ?orants prisoter o( war status to only a small
part of its detainees 4nd authorizes visits of ICRC Dleogates to the
others only under extremely -estricted condition.s. It is equally
deplorable that North Viettam refuset, all intervention by tCRC on
behalf of the prinoners it holds and does not even agreo to provide a
nominal roll. From the moment when, on one side or the other, a
restrictive Interpretation is given to the clausea of the International
agreements, the Job of the ICRC beconnes more difficult but oven
more necesary. I i OS)

K.)
That opeech ?aised eyebrow* in Saigon amonot the GVN an! the US Mission. The ombasay
In Saigon requestcd full text of 'he statement with the commment, "Statements re GVN handling
(of PWO) appear at gross variance with situation as ntuown to Ermbas~iy. ,,(lub)
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(U) The GVN's reaction to the criticism was apparently based in part on its feeling that the
ICRC was accomplishing nothing with regard to its duties relating to RVNAF PWs in NVN. The
GVN's ideas were expressed in a meeting of Foreign Minister Lam with Under Secretary Johnson
in Washington en 23 Sep. At that time Minister Lam indicated he felt the US placed too much
e mtphasis on soliciting favorable behavior from the Communists instead of scoring them for
unsatisfactc'ry actions. He also felt the Communists should be attacked and exposed for failure
to adhere tý t:ie Geneva Convention for using the PWs as pawns in the bargaining, and their
geriera; lacl- of civi'zed conduct. (Ib7)
(C) That line of thinking was again visible in December when the GVN appealed directly to
thf International C;ontrol Commission (ICC) to intervene with the NrN to accept uhe GVN PW
exchan-ze uiter made on 13 Dec, release a list of all PWa, abide by the GPW, and accept
letters and gift parcels from PW families at Christmas and TET. In addition to those appeals
the GVN rcficially charged the NVN with violations of Articler 122 (PW lists), 126 (international
ins peclorn), -nd 15 (humane treatment) of the GPW. The note also listed 3, 237 missing GVN
personr l--civilian and military--presumably captured and detained by NVA and its auxillarX
forces. The note also cited ICRC statements attesting to humane treatment by the GVN.
(
(U) On 14 Sep the GVN Foreign Office issued a communique rebutting the statements of
Naville. The statement said:
In Geneva Aug 31 ICRC President Naville complained that North
Vietnam has refused ý.nd strictly prohibited ICRC intervention and
help to prisoners detained by North Vietnam.
Mr. Navllle also expressed his regret that "it is profoundly regrettable that South Vietnam grants FW status to only a small part of its
detainees, and authorizes ICRC delegates only with many restrictions
to make visits to a large proportion of its other detainees. "
Truth is thai for many years ICRC has tbeen tiven free and
regular accessi to every PW camp; ICRC representativei and doctors
often visit all siv PW camps established In SVN. As for whether PW
are treated
it is worth
with forces
natories of

atrc detained I, -Accordance with OPneva Convention on PW°
remalling that Republic of Vietnam, U1S, Allied countries
filhtingt in Vietnam, and even North Vietnam were sigConvention and are bound to respect it.

Ropublic of Vietnam and its allies have applied Gentva Convention with a more liberal sapirit than standards prescribed by the Convention. A great number of PW who could not have benefited from
PW status if criteria established by the Geneva Convention were
strictly observed were classified hits this category and have been
detained in PW camps.
In SVN there Is also a great number of civilian prisoners who
are not PW, i. e., who do not come within * cope of ICRC activity;
however, CVN had authorirged ICRC deletaRes and doctors to pay

regular visitm W prisons and places of dotention of civilian prisoners.
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ICRC itself recently announced that between Dec 1969 and May 1970,
its representatives had paid 77 visits to 70 places of detention, in which
half the prisoners visited were civilian and other half military.
For humanitarian reasons and in coordination with TCRC, on
July 11 1970, GVN released and repatriated 62 sick and disabled
NVA PW to North Vietnam.
To date, North Vietnam and its auxiliary forces in the South have
strictly prohibited ICRC help for PW under their detention in any form
whatsoever. In addition, North Vietnam has adamantly refused to
disclose names of PW to ICRC.
World opinion clearly realizes which side, Republic of Vietnam or North Vietnam, respects Geneva Convention. (110)
(C) In September the ICRC protested the medical situation in particular and other items at
the Phu Quoc Camp. The delegation noted that the doctor-prisoner ration dropped during the
spring and summer and also reported on other complaints. (111)
(U) That message and other communications resulted in MACV summarizing the situation
at Phu Quoc and noting differences with the ICRC on some portions of the report. MACV provided the following input to the AMEMB Saigon for consideration in preparing a response to ICRC:
On 16 September 1970, State/Defense message 151552, relative
to an International Committee of the Red Cross report of treatment
of prisoners of war at the Central Prisoner of War Camp, Phu Quoc
Island (CPWC), was received at this headquarters. The following
comments are in response to questions raised In this message.
RVNAF and MACV nonconcur that the camp is overcrowded or
that prisoners are unduly exposed to undesirable living conditions.
At the initial briefing, the ICRC Team was given a brief history of
the camp. It was explained that the camp was originally planned for
a capacity of approximately 10, 000. It was further explained that
since it opened, the camp has been enlarged to handle the increased
load and additional construction is presently underway. At present,
approximately ten percent of the PW lack sleeping pallets: however,
construction of additional pallets is in process and should be completed in the near future.
At the time of the ICRC visit, there were insufficient quantities
of medicine to treat a specific fungus. Advisors have since obtained
additional quantities of the required medicine from US sources and are
attempting to obtain more. The ICRC Team stated they would provide additional supplies of the required medicine, but as yet have not
done so. The camp hospital has also requisitioned additional quantiities of the needed supplies.
US MISSION Geneva message 3201 states that within the last
week the Geneva ICRC Delegation notified the Detaining Power (GVN)

!'.j•J,
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of their concern over the limited number of qualified doctors assigned
to the CPWC. MACV will closely monitor RVNAF actions to solve
this problem. The shortage of trained doctors is common throughout the RVN and is not unique to either RVNAF military hospitals or
the CPWC in particular.
Uniforms are an item of continuous requisition and issue. The
uniform situation is aggravated by prisoners destroying their own
uniforms. Uniforms are issued as rapidly as they become available.
At present, the majority of prisoners have two uniforms.
Recreation facilities are adequate, but their use was restricted
at the time of the visit because of a serious incident involving prisoners.
RVNAF and MACV nonconcur that PW are provided with insufficient food. Daily ration consists of fish, fresh vegetables, and
rice. The prisoner complaint of inadequate food is an old and continuing one.
At the time of their visit, ICRC observed disciplinary cages
(referred to in referenced message as "Tiger Cages"), but offered
no criticism other than recommending that they be covered. Camp
officials disagreed with this, stating that the cages were identical
to those used to discipline Vietnamese soldiers. The new camp
commander has removed all disciplinary cages in the PW enclosures.
At the time of the exit interview, the camp commander emphatically
denied that any prisoners had been beaten by guards or other QC
(MP) personnel. He also denied that any effort had been made to
conceal any PW's from the ICRC and stated that the eroup in question
was actually a work detail in Enclosure 10. US Advisors have no
knowledge of any prisoner beatings by guards, or of any prisoners
being concealed from the ICRC.
At the time of exit interview, the ICRC advised the camp commander of only two criticisms not discussed above. These were that
prisoners were not allowed to elect representatives and that they
were not advised of the provisions of the GPW. The camp commander
nonconcurrod with both observations.
The implication in the ICRC report that no US advisors were
present at the exit Interview is erroneous. The Senior Advisor to
the CPWC was physically present at the exit interview. fie did not
personally accompany the ICRC delegation during their tour of the
facility because the GPW disallows any witnesses duing personal
interviews with PW's. This inspection party primarily concerned
itself with such personal and private interviews. Enclosure advisors
were at their places of duty, but again had no authority to become involved with the inspection party.
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It should be noted that many of the deficiencies mentioned in the
ICRC report are allegations made by prisoners themselves and are not
otherwise substantiated. Consideration must also be given to the fact
that prisoners may fabricate complaints for the express purpose of
embarrassing both the Vietnamese and US Governments.
It is the opinion of US advisors at the CPWC and MACPM that
the GVN is complying with the intent and spirit of the GPW. Considerable improvements have been made at the CPWC since its
beginning and more are continuing to be made. All improvements
1
have been made with the health and welfare of the PW in mind. 12)
(U; The serious incident referenced in paragraph 6 of the above letter was an escape of
prisoners from detention at Phu Quoc, MACV's summary of the 31 August incident said:
At approximately 1700 hours 40 PW's returning by truck from
a work detail to central PW camp overpowered their guards and
attempted to escape into jungle area north of An Thei. Seven PW's
were killed during escape, two were wounded and immediately recaptured. One guard was killed and another seriously wounded. Two
weapons are missing and assumed taken by PW's during escape,
A combined force of Vietnamese MP's and Navy personnel cordoned off area. Two US Army helicopters assisted in initial search
operation which was hampered by darkness.
At 1300 hours September 1, MP's recaptured one PW who had been
slightly wounded during escape. Remaining 30 escapees have thus
far avoided recapture.
Complete list of PWts who escaped or attempted escape has been
sent to CINCPAC Info Dept Armiy by MACV. Of total US-captured
are three killed, one seriously wounded, 10 RPT 10 still at large.( 1 1)
(C) On 19 Oct, a MACV teaw:, visited the island to assess the situation
114) tegtiar reports on the improvements at Phu Quoc were filed with CINCPAC. The 5 Nov report said:
Lists of medical equipment and critical drugs uere submitted

to the RVNAF Surgeon General who directed a 100r till of shortages
8 1 /Z tons representing 115 line i•ems were shipped by -Ir for a 97wi,
fill, Ant additional 1 I /Z tons of drugs and en itemn
I,,,tpmentf
will be shipped the week of 1-7 November and will
:.
t
fill.

A US Army Medical Service Corps officer is *chodvied for shipmeot to Advisory Team 14, CPWC. between 7 antd 10 November.
The RVNAF Surgeon Gevmral reported that all TOE personnel
vucancies have been filled at the CPWC hospital.
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A medical supply team composed of US and ARVN members is
scheduled to visit the CPWC Hospital 3-5 November. All stock record
cards will be checked to determine if levels are satisfactory and to
insure that all shortages have been satisfied.
A MACMD representative and the Surgeon, 5th Special Forces
Group will visit the CPWG on 6 November. Purpose of the visit is
to determine areas where Special Forces/CIDG medical personnel
might possibly be used to assist in the medical effort.
Senior Advisor at CPWC estimates that 80, 000 board feet of
lumber and 1, 300 lbs of nails are required to complete sleeping
pallets for 5, 500 PW. Plans are being made to supply this material
from US stocks.
A recommendation has been accepted by the RVNAF Provost
Marshal General .that a vegetable farming project be started at Phu
Quoc Island as a PW work program. The PMG has requested US
assistance in the form of seed and technical advice. USAID has
agreed to provide fertilizer, seed, and is investigating the possibility
of furnishing a limited number of farm implements. Technical
advice on soil conditions and the best agricultural methods to use
to meet local circumstances will also be provided.
A Special Intelligence Collection Requirement has been initiated
to detect evidence of VC propaganda exploitation of alleged miind
(1
PC.oa
treatment of PW at
(U) The status report filed in mid-Dectn-ber summariaed further progress and indicatod
some proposed measures to further improve the sal"ation. It saidt
Action has been initiated with J46 to oxamlne the feasibility of
the ARVN establishing a system of canteens for both the PW and
the OC guards located at the PW Camps and the CPWC.
There has been increase in the number of PW going on sick call.
A MACMD representative visited Fnelosure 4 dispensary And noticed
an icerease over a three week period from W0-40 daily viltts to 95105. Patient care at the htospital ha1 imtproved with theOsinment
of additional medical personnel. The new phy#ician- are onthusIlastic
and have adjusted well to theis new assignment at the CPWC. Special
mention is made of Doctor DOi, who with porsonal funds, purchases
fresh fruit daily for the PW patients, tie also provides thenm with
canned milk, sugar, canned meat and other mhctellaneout food items.
lie procured two huindred maters of cloth and is ftroishing each PW
patient with a new uniform upon discharge from the hospital. A study
was completed to detklrmine the number tf PW moedical persoonel,
by category, that could possibly be used for eonductign sick call at
the dispensaries. At present there are 21 NVA physicians. 34 NVA
aidmen, and 96 VC aidmen. There hive been no VC physicians
idettlUed.
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Progress continues on the hospital construction. Bricking has
started on the first building. Two ward buildings are 500 completed,
cement flooring has been poured and the foundation was erected for
the second building. Forms for flooring in the third building are
in place; however, weather has prevented pouring cement.
Four additional tons of medical supplies have been shipped to
CPWC.
The new dental chair and operating unit arrived. Installation
will be accomplished by personnel from the 731st Medical Depot.
O Z8 November the ICRC visited the CPWC. It is the opinion
of the escort officer that Mr. Ott was very favorably impressed with
the improvements and the progress that is being made.
A letter was dispatched to the ARVN Provost Marshal General
recommending sick call be established on a daily basis available
to all PW requiring medical attention.
A letter has been dispatched to the ARVN Provost Marshal
General recommending that fish heads and fish tails, discarded
from the daily ration, be used as fertllizer. If dried out and ground
into coarse meal, it can be utillr.ed for fertilization of the vegetable
farm, This would reduce the overhead of maintaining the farm.
Action hat boon initiated to obtain recreation equiprnent from
US stocks for the PW iamnps.
Letter has been dispatched to the ICRC requesting what articles
of the Geneva convention as a mi•imtlum shoold be posted in PW camps'
In ordeor to eornply with ArtivlA of the Geneva Convention whirh roquir',% the Articles be posted.
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Chapter X

1. Embtel (C), Paris to SECSTATE, Paris 1340, 050935Z Feb 70, Subj: Final text of Ambassador Habib's opening statement to be delivered at 53d Plenary Session of Paris Meeting 5
Feb 70, Gp-Not stated.
2.

See MACV Command History 1969 (TS) Chapter X for a complete review of the POW situation prior to 1970.

3.

Embtel (U), USDEL FRANCE 3898 to SECSTATE, 021443Z Apr 70, Subj: Press Release
of English text of Second Remarks by Amb Habib at 6 1st Plenary Session of Paris Meetings
(U).

4.

Msg (S), SECSTATE to AMEMB Saigon, 179722, 311930Z Oct 70, Subj,
Enn•my PW Matters in Vietnam (S), Gp-Not stated.

5.

Article (U).

6.

Msg (U), SECDEF to SECNAV et al.,
Rescue Mission If, rrmation (U).

Stars •nd Stripes 3 Dec 70, Subj:

7. Article (U), Tinje, 7 Dec 70. Subi:

U. S. Policy on

Laird Hints at POW Paids.

102034Z Dec 70, Subj: Safeguarding of Search and

Acting to Aid the Forgotten Men.

8.

Ernbtel WU), SECSTATE 064994 to USDEL France, 30015IZ Ap:- 70, Subj: Text of H. Con.
Res. 499 Introduced L Feb 1970 by Rep. L. Mendel Rivers and Referred to Foroign Affairs
Committee (U).

9.

Embtel (U), SECSTAT1r 065k40 to All Diplomatic Posts, 0101 17Z May 70, S&bj:
Proclamation of Prisoners of War.

Prosidential

!0.

Embtel (C). SECSTATE 069079 to USDEL France, 070116Z May 70, Subj" Congressional
Hoarligs on PWs (U). Gp-Nol stated.

I1.

Embtel (C). Viontianne 4425 to SEiCSTATE. 261030Z Jun 70. SubJ:
Op- Not stated.

12.

Embtal (C). Saigon 1323 to SECSTATIE, 281110Z Jan 70, Subj:
Prisovers (C). Op-Not stated.

13.

E•mbtel (C). USIA Washington 1694 to AMEIMB Saigun. 042315Z Feb 70. SVbJ:
op-Not stated.

14.

Embtel (C), Vientlano 2611 to SECSTATE,

CO001 Montgomery (('),

Ross Perot and Gifts to NVA

131106Z Apr 70, Subj:

Not stated,

DRV Response to Perot

Visit and the I3OW Problem (C). Op-Not stated.
15.

Meg (C), COMUSMACV to DCG USARV
Operations (U), Gp-3.

t. al:., 2 11137Z Mar 70, Subj:

PW Recovery
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16. Msg (TS), COMUSMACV to GINCPAC. 080230Z Dec 70, Subj: Fright Light Part 11 Cumnulative Summa ry Evadee s/ PW 9 Recove red (S), Gp-l1.
17.

Msg (S), GOMUSMACV to JCS, Z40241Z Feb 70, Subj:

Bright Light (U),

Gp-3.

18.. Op. ct.. # 15.
19.

Synopsis (U), letter from Zalin B. Grant to COL Joseph F. H. Cutrona, 24 May 70, Subj:
Journalists Missing on Assignment in Indochina (U).

20.

Msg (S), COMUSMACV JPRC to CG IT FFORCEV, 300240Z May 70. Subj: BRIGHT LIGHT
(U), Gp- 4.

21.

Msg (S), CG II FFORCE V to CG 1st US Cav Div (AMBL) et al., 310725Z May 70. Subj:
BRIGHT LIGHT (U). Gp-4.

22.

Msg (S). SECSTATV. 187074 to COMUSMACV et al..* 140100OZ Nov 70, Subj(SI, Gp..Not stated.

PW Releases

23. E-nbtel (TJ), SECSTATE to The Hague et al..* 190053Z Dec 7U, Subj: Pr'isoners of War
24. Embtel (C). SECSTATE 201707 to AMEMB Stockholm, 111611?. Dec 70. Subj- Information
through Sweden on US PW/N4IAs in NVN (C). Gsp-Not stated.
25, Embtel (C.), SECSTATLE 20741? to AMEMB Paris, 221853?. Dec 70, Subj(C). Gp- Not stated.

216,

Now POW List.

Emibte: (C), USI)FL France 17901 to SECSTATt, 231920OZ Dec 70, Subj. Mat Van D3o Meeting with French on POWs (C), Op-Not stated.

T1.Fanbtel (C). SECSTATFý 206432 to the
War ((C)

Hague ot al1..

140053?. Dec 71). Subj. Prisoners of

GOp-Not stated.

28. Msg (U). SEC-DEF (AST). PA) to $ECNA V etal., 102034?. Dec 70. Skihj: Satopul tding of
Sea rth and Ruscue Mi~ssoti 1ttforw&ation (i
pNtsaoi
aq. Evilttel (S). Us %lhsgon Geneva 28146 to SE' STATE 201700OZ Aur, 770, %Vj:
PWs (S). Op-.Not stated.
30.

B~orman Visit

Memo (S.), MACV SJS to Mission Coordinator AMEMU3 Saigon. 2 Dwo 70. Subj- RVNNAP
Prisoners in NVNN MU. Op-Not Stated.

31. E%"btol MU, WS Miissioix Oenava 285 to SECSTATE 271725?. Jan 70, Subs: POW's-Vietnae'i.
Op-. Not satated.
.1Z. Intorview (U), CUR Bush with Daniel Soterland, Christian Science Monitor Bureau Chitiol
17 Jul, 70.

T141S 'PACE Rit,
Urdu sti-

L~

UN-1SFI
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33.

Interview~ (U),

CDR fluuh w`,th Michael Morrow,

34.

Irntc.-view (U),

CDR Eush with L'IC George Reinker JPRC,

35.

Interview (U), CDR Bush with Zalin Grant, 20 May 70. For additional details rcgarding
Grant's activities see s1,!isection earlier in this chapter concerning personnel recovery.

36.

19 Jun 70.

Enibtel (C), Saigon 96Z0 to SECSTATE 18 Jan 70, Subj:
Correspond ents (C).

Gp- Not at ated.

19 Jun 70.

Detention and Release of Three US
____________

.

377

38.

39.:

41.J

t42
43.

Rpt (C), MACJZ, 2
Gp-3.
-

cc 70. Subj:

VC Treatment of US Prisonereo of War (U), (SRLAP Z070).

44. -Embtel (U). SECST TE C-38411 to EMB Saigon et al. , 192240Z Jan 70. Subj: Excerpts from
Dept's Press Brief- - for 19 Jan (U).
DSA 1C an

MR IDanaag to COMUSM.ACV.

080812Z f-:p 70, Subj: Bright Light (U).

45.

Msg (C),
Gp- 4.

46.

Mag (S). CO Det T3-4* Chii Lang to SA 44th SRZ Cao Lanh, 212305H May 70, Subj: Bright
Light (U), Gp-4.

47.

Meg (C),

48.

Mug (C). SA Quang Ti-'n Sector. Tam Ky to COMUSMACV,
Light (U), Gp-4.

49.

Mgg (C),

50.

Msg (C). TMZ Det B 4th En Z252 MI GP Vinh Binh to JPRC, 29040OZ .Tul'70e.Sublj:No,
stated Cite- 07 /100. 30 (C), Gp- 1.

CG 4th

mIn

Div to CC MALCV.

211447Z Sep 70, Subj:

CG XXIV Corps zo COMUSMACV,

T1,114'GE REGRADED UNCLASSIFIED
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Not-stated. Gp-3.

21050OZ Feb 70. Subj:

120841Z Apr 70. Subj:

Bright

Bright Light (U).' Gp-4.''

"51.

Msg (C), CG DMAC to COMUSMACV, 210821Z May 70, Subj: Bright Light (U),

'p-..

52. Msg (C), AMEME Vientiane 3780 to SECSTATE, 2910i8Z May 70, Subj: ICRC Delegation
to Southeast Asia (C), Op-Not st~ated.
53. Ernbtel (C), Stockholm 2106 to SECSTATE, Z5160aZ-A'Ai 70, Subj: Possible Military
Absentee Arrives in Stockholm (C), Gp-Not stated.
54.

Mag (U). FBIS Okinawa to COM SMACV (JQPRC),
M
Not stated.

55.

Embtel (U), AMEMB Stockholm 2138 to SECSTATE, 280905Z Aug 70, Subj:
sentee John M. Sweeney (U). Gp-Not stated.

56.

Msg (S), thMC to CIA. et al., 08131OZ Sep 70, Subj:
Sweeny, Jon M. 2467056 Sgt USMC (S). Gp-3.

57.

Article (U), Stars and Stripes,

58,

Msg (C), CG 11 MAF to CDEC/MACV,

59.

Msg (C). CC First Mar Div to COMUSMACV, 2913ZSZ Jaa
Bright Light (U), Gp,4.

60.

Msg (C), CG First Mar Div to CQMUSMACV,

61.

Article (U),

6 Nov 70, Subj:

311515Z Dec 69, Subj:

Not stated,

Op-

Military Ab-

Egress Recap Marine:

Debriefing of

Marines Say Sergeant Deserted.

140430Z Nov 70. Subj" Bright Light (U).

70, and 091133Z Feb, Subj:

091133Z Feb 70,

New York Past, prior to 26 Jun 69. Subj.

Gp-4.

.14bj:

Bright Light (U).

Gp-4.

GI Turncoats Now US Target in Viet.

(U)
02.

Article (U),

Start, andStrotiva.

s Doc0,7.

Sub

Report Caucaviu•i

.'41V to CNOO, 0600IZ Mar 70, S•bj.

,t).

nees

64.

in NVA Raider Unit,

atellilance Debrief of PBR Do-

(U), Gp-4.

140 MACV Direoctiv

190-1 (U).

IZ May 70, Subj- MNlittry Police; Eammy Pr-ktoners of

War.
6$,

Memo W), MACPM to Mission Coordinator AMZMD Sai.on4 26 Ae.

70., Sbj:

Det.Aien...

Conters h/iacd Fac.t Sheet (U), MACPM, '26 Au 70. Subj.: Prisoer of -War Progra.x in
RVN (U).
66.

Fatt Sheet (C). MACPM.
PW Proarasn (U), Op-4.

67.

Evvbtel (U),

10 ian 71. Subj:

Paes fait.$h"

AMEMS Saigon 14489 to SECSTATSE

." Prevost Marvha.

Inpot for

04110OZ "ep 70, Sbj. .,ortrAn Catn"sw1tS

oo Con Son W).
68. Moteno (C). UACJ1 to AMEMB Saigon, 6 Jul 710. S41j: Privuterfx (U), OP-4.
69.

Nl*s (C), COM, SMACV to JCS, 080144iZ May 10j, Shbjý U_`:Capitre4 C abodilaft Com-.
bataws (U),

G1-4.
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70.

Embtel (C), AMEMB Saigon 7132 to SFCSTATE, 090150Z May 70, Subj:
bodian Combatants (C), Gp-Not stated.

71.

Msg (C), COMUSMACV to DCG USARV,
Gp-4.

72.

Msg (C), SECSTATE 072322 to AMEMB Saigon et al.,
Cambodians (C), Gp-Not stated.

73.

Memo (C), MACJ2 to A.MEMB Saigon, 15 May 70, Subj:

74.

Embtel (C), AMEMB Saigon 7843 to SECSTATE, 210408Z May 70, Subj:
bodians (C), Gp-Not stated.

161055Z May 70, Subj:

75. Msg (C), COMUSMACV to DCG USARV et al.,
Disposition of PW (U), Gp-4.

.

US Captured Cam-

Classification of PW (U),

130004Z May 70, Subj:

US Captured

Prisoners Gp-4.

080708Z Jun 70, Subj:

US Captured Cam-

Classification and

76.

Op. cit.,

#66.

77.

Bklt (U),

1970, Subj: "The Central Prisoner of War Camp. Phu Quoc Island (RVN)".

78.

Op cit. , #66.

79.

Msg (C), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 160235Z Feb 70, Subj: Vietnamese Detainees/Prisoner of War (U), Gp-4. Msg (U), COMUSMACV to CINPAC, 140658Z Mar 70, 150542Z
Apr 70, 140013Z May 70, 180206Z Jun 70, 150845Z Jul 70, 110750Z Aug 70, 150040Z Oct
70, Z20927Z Nov 70, Subj: Vietnamese Detainee/Prisoners of War, RCS: DD ISA (M),
1099.

80. Msg (U), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC,
of War, RCS: DD ISA (M), 1099.

170226Z Dec 70, Subj:

Vietnamese Detainee/Prisoners

81.

Ernbtel (S), AMEMB Saigon 2841 to AME:MB Paris, 250950Z Feb 70, Subj: PWs Mail Privileges for PWs held by GVN (S), Gp-Not stated.

8Z.

Msg (U), COMUSMACV to DCG USARV et al.,
Facilities (U),

-3

*_cit.,
O3p.

84.

Msg (U), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 201111Z Jun 71, Subj:
namese Detainee/Prisoners of War.

130154Z Jul 70, Subj:

Visits to PW Camps/

# 66.
53d Monthly Report of Viet-

85.: Q!cit., #66.
,

J

86.

Op.cit.,

87.

Op. ci.,

|'

#84.
*66.

..

q;
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88. Embtel (U), AMEMB Paris 1041 to SEGSTATE, 29103OZ "Jan 70, Subj. Tlext of GYN Statement on 62 NVA POW's and Opening Statement by Ambassador Larin at 52d Plenary Session
of Paris Meetings 29 Jan 70.
89.

Embtel (U), AMEMB Paris 1041 to SEGSTATE 29103OZ Jan 70, Subj: Text of GVN Statement on 62 NVA PWs.

90.

Article (U),
Pw s.

91.

Embtel (U), USDEL France 7615 to SECSTATE, 11 1217 Z Jun 70, Subj: GVN Additional
Statement at 70th Pelnary Session of Paris Maetings.

92.

Ltr (U), DEPCOMUSMACV L'o GEN Cao Van Vien, CJGS, 9 Jul 70, Subj: Support Requirements for Release of NVN Prisoners (U).

93.

Msg (S), COMUSMACV to CMDR 7AF, et al., 0312 52Z Jun 70, Subj: Support Requirements
for Release of NVN Prisoners (U), Op-Not stated.

94.

Msg (S), COMUSMACV to CMDR 7AF, et al., 090039Z Jul 70, Subj: Temporary Cessation
of Offensive Operations of Area of GVN Repatriation Operation (U), Gp-Not stated.

95.

Msg (C), COMUSMKf.

96.

Memo (5), MACJ5, 4 Sep 70, Subj:

Philadelphia Inquirer (AP), 27 Mar 70, Subj: Hanoi Rejects Saigon Offer of 343

!

JCS, et al. , 1504 15Z Jul 70, Subj:

97. Memo (5), MACJ5, 4 Sep 70, Subj:

Gp-4.

Enemy PW Repatriation (U), Op-I1.
Battlefield Release of PW, Oip-3.

98.

Embtel (U), AMEMB Saigon 19527 to SECSTATE,
MIN Lam (U).

99.

Ernbtel (5) AM~iMB Saigon 19539 to SECSTATE,
PW (5), Op-Not stated.

1i Dec 70, Subj: Press Conference FON-

12050OZ Dec 70, Subj: Holiday Release of

100.

Op cit.

101.

Msg (5), COMUSMACV to DCG USARV et al.,
(U), Op-4.

102.

Embtel (C), AMCONSUL Hong Kong 0982 to SECSTATE,
of Fisherman (C), Gp-Not stated.

,

PW Repatriation (U),

#80.
191557Z Dec '70, Subj: Enemny PW Release

190928Z Mar 70, Subj:

Return

104. HO MACV Directive 190-6 (U),

1 May 70, Subj: Militarý, Police, ICRC Inspections of Detainee/Prisoner of War Facilities (RCS: MACPM-3).

105.

Embtel (C), US Mission Geneva 2996 to SECSTATE, 02100OZ Sep 70,
Speech of ICRC President Naville (C), Gp-Not stated.
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Subj: August 31

106.

Embtel (C), AMEMB Saigon 14292 to SECSTATE, 2 Sep 70, Subj:
stated.

107.

Embtel (C), SECSTATE 157980 to AMEMB Saigon, 251323Z Sep 70, Subj: Not stated, OpNot stated.

108.

Embtel (C), AMEMB Saigon 20014 to SEGSTATE, 211140Z Dec 70, Subj: PW GVN Appeals to
to ICC (C), Gp-Not stated.

109.

Embtel (C), AMEMB Saigon 20049 to SECSTATE, 2204Z5Z Dec 70, Subj: Prisoners of War:
ICC Reaction to GVN Appeal (C), Gp-Not stated.

110.

Embtel (U),
C riticism.

Iill.

Msg (C), US Mission Geneva 3201 to SECSTATE,
tion Camp (C), Gp-Not stated.

112.

Memo (U), MACPM to AMEMB Saigon, 19 Sep 70, Subj: Report of ICRC Visit to Central
PM' Camp, Phu Quoc Island.

113.

Embtel (U), AMEMB Saigon 14490 to SECSTATE, 04110OZ Sep 70, Subj: Escape of PWS
from Phu Quoc Island.

114.

Ltr (U),

115.

Msg (C), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, o5]2267- Nov 70, Subj: Upgrading of CPWC, Phu
Quoc Island (U), Gp-Not stated,

116.

Msg (U), CQMITSMACV to CINCPAC,
Quoc Islane. (U), Gp-Not stated.

AMEMB Saigon 15169 to SECSTATE, 18 Sep 70, Subj:

DEPCOMUS to CJS RVNAF,

GVN Reply to 1CRC

17142OZ Sep 70, Subj:

Phu Quoc Deten-

18 Oct 70, Subj: Nut stated,

11 1655Z Dec 70, Subj: Upgrading of CPWC Phu

X-73
Ilk 11--.

Not stated, Gp-Not
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CHAPTER XI
INFORMATION AND THE PRESS

OVERVIEW

(U) This chapter discusses the procedures and operation of the MACV Office of Information
(MACOI) in performing its mission of providing factual, timely information on command activities to a variety of internal and external publics. Also included is a discussion of the complicated interfaces existing bei-ween MACOI, the news correspondents resident in the Republic of
Vietnam, (RVN) the American Embassy (AMEMB) in Saigon, and other U. S. agencies involved
in the dissemination of information on events of national and international interest occurring in

RVN, Laos, and Cambodia.

THE PRESS

(U) The correspondents corps accredited to MACV as 1970 opened totaled 444. They included 172 frorn the US, 99 Vietntinese, and 1 73 from other nations. The size of the corps
varied with the tempo of operation. During 1969 it averaged about 460. It had reached a high
of more than 600 during TET 1968. By 14 Mar 70 it dropped to 402. It jumped shar'ply beginning
in May with the opening of operations •nCambodia to a total of 497 on 30 May. Three weeks
later, on ZI Jun, it had dropped back to 4660( 1
(U) On I Jua there were eight wire services, 17 radio and television networks, 26 major
newspapers, nine news services, eight major magazines, and two flmn, photo, and newsreel
services represented among the corps. With the exception of 36 free-lance writers. the romainder of those accredited represented at least one news outlet or publication.
(U) Including the US and Vietnam, 21 nationalities were represented in the corps. Japan
and Korea each had 32, Great Britain had 21, France 17, Australian seven, China and New
Zealand six each, and Germany and the Philippines five each. The remainder were from Ireland, India, Switzerland. Thailand, Canada, Italy, Singapore, Greece, Belgium. and the Netherland*.
(U) The US radio-TV networks had the largest staffs. CBS had 46 accrodited, ABC 30, and
NBC 24. Associated Press had Z4 on the atcreditation list wWe tPX had Z1. ( 2 )
(U) Most of the correspondents were based in Saigon. They moved about in RVN where they
had almost freo access to the military everywhere. T'ransportation -as provided by US or RVN
forcets when avaialable, (

*
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MACOI

General

(U) The mission of MACOI was to serve as the principal advisor to COMUSMACV and the
staff on information matters; provide for a maximum flow of information on military matters to
the free world press; initiate internal information programs designed to increase understanding
among men and women in the component commands of the MACV missions, policies and programs;
and to advise the RVNA F on information matters. ( 4

Relationship Between US Embassy and MACOI

(U) Application of the "Country Team" concept established the US Ambassador to RVN as
the senior US official in-country. As such, he exercised responsibility and authority over the
total US public affairs function in RVN.
The Minister-Counselor for Public Affairs at the
AMEMB represented the Ambassador in public affairs matters.
(U) Under his guidance and that of the Commander in Chief Pacific, COMUSMACV, through
his Chief, Office of Information, was the sole authority for clearance and release of information
concerning US military operations in Vietnam and adjacent waters and of other items of general
news interest. The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) (ASD (PA) ) retained releasing authority for clearance of military-produced motion picture material except for spot news
in the nature of local interest only.( 5 )

(U) The operations conducted in Cambodia during May and June were in support of Allied

forces in Vietnam. Therefore, MACOI exercised sole releasing authority on news of the US
operations across the border.
(U) Authority to release non-combat news-feature material written primarily about individuals or groups for release in the area of their residence was delegated to local commanders.
The delegation was in keeping with the policy of all services to provide such material to "hometown" news outlets. ( 6
(U) A limited expansion of MACOI's releasing authority wa6 ordered in March. Under the
previous policy, MACOVs authority had been limited to operatioz's which were in the RVN or a
part of PRVN operations in adjacent territory or waters. During February and early March considerable press attention was directed to increased Communist military activity in Laos. The
press interest in operations in Laos resulted in questions regarding American military activity in
that country.
(U). A State-Defense Department joint message directed MACV to begin releasing figures
on aircraft losses associated with our support of the Laotian government. That information was
provided after that time as a part ef the weekly release of statistics on aircraft losses.( 7
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(U)

The authority, however, was limited.

In a separate joint message the AMEMB

Vientianne was designated as the releasing authorit- for information on any ground casualties to
US personnel in Laos. The same message, however, directed MACV to include a separate listing of those casualties with his weekly statistical summary. Input for that summary release was
provided by the Defense Department. ( 8

Relations with other US Agencies

(U) The total US information effort in Vietnam was administered through five organizations.
Each had its specific dimension of action. All came under the direction of the Ambassador.
(U) Within that organization, the Embassy was responsible for political action. The Agency
for International Development handled economic action. The Joint US Public Affairs Office
(JUSPAO), which also included the former US Information Service operations, handled psychological action. MACV handled the military action.
(U) Each of the organizations cooperated on interfaces between their areas of action.
MACOI represented MACV when joint planning or operations in the information field was

necessary,

Relationships with US Military

(U) The basic policy guidance under which MACOI operated stemmed from the Department
of Defense, specifically ASD (PA). Interfaces between State Department and Defense Department
information interests were normally coordinated in Washington and transmitted to the U. S.
Mission in Vietnam as joint State-Defense policy. Additional guidance or interpretation of policy
on military matters was provided by CINCPAC, COMUSMACV's immediate superior in the military. chain of command.
(U) Within the policy and guidance received from those sources, MACV was the releasing
authority for all military produced information on operations or items of general interest. It
applied to all copy which was prepared by the services themselves, with the already noted exception of information prepared on individuals for use in their home town outlets which reQuired a
signed authorization from MACOI. In cases where such release was not feasible, material was
transmitted to MACOI over a network of dedicated teletype circuits. That permitted clearance
of "hard copy" by MACOX reviewing officers.
•-_i' Direct press inquiries to individual services were handled by the service themselves
reference to MACOI if the material covered was a matter of record and did not involve
wit:'
any _,ntges in established policy.
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Relationships with the Government of Vietnam

(U) Coordination of information releases on military matters between the RVNAF and
MACOI was handled throug~h the Information Advisory Division of MAGOI. On occasions where
it might be necessary for IvIACOI to coordinate with civilian agencies of the RVN the coordination
was handled through the Director of JUSPAO who carried the coordination into the proper RVN
channels.
(U) As a normal practice when matters which the press nmight properly address to either
RVN or US agencies, in the absence of any overriding considerations, announcements or statements on the particular subjects were made by RVN. The procedure developed from the fact
that at the daily joint press briefings held at the National Press Center the briefers appeared
with GVN first, U. S. spokesman second, RVNAF spokesman third, and US military fourth.
(U) The sequence took note of the GVN "host country' status and permitted government
spokesmen to make the initial statement if they desired. In all cases where the requirement
for comment could te anticipated, the appropriate briefers were consulted before the daily
briefings to insure that they would be prepared to coimmnent on specific questions anticipated.
(U) Standing operating procedure within MACOI dictated the MACV spokesmen limit their
responses to queries to subjects which were concerned with the US military forces unless an
answer had been previously coordinated with the RVNAF. That same procedure was followed
ýy the RVNAF, who deferred to US spokesmen on US matters.
(U) The sole exception to the pattern was the rocket attacks on Saigon. When those occurred
MACOI responded with all available information as soon as possible. information on those oc-

currences was received from the National Police.

That arrangement was used because reporters

frequently had difficulty contacting RVNAF spokesmen at night when the rocket attacks normally

occurred.( 9 )

Operating Agencies

News Branch
(U) The News Branch was the principal source of "raw material" translated into news by
the correspondents. Working within the framework of policy established withinl MACQI or by
higher authority, source material provided to the press was made available by a variety of
means. Those which followed a predictable pattern were:
SI0 Daily communiques, releases, and briefings. At 1615 hours daily, a communique
was released to all interested parties. It was a narrative of the mtjur military events which
occurred during the Z4-hour period which ended at 1 300 hours. It included a summary of enajor
actions, losses, and other information anticipated to be of interest to the press. Attached to the
communique was an evening release. That included details of specific operations or actions of
major importance, a summary of air activity. and an updating of material previously reported.
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At 0900 hours daily the morning release was made available to the press. It included information
on combat activities since 1300 hours the previous day. Each day a briefer from the News
Branch was available to the press at the combined briefing held at the National Press Center to
answer questions from the press and to give any information available on major activity since
1300 hours that day.
2. Weekly strength, casualty, and aircraft loss statistics. Each Monday, figures on
the in-country military strength were released with the communique. The release included the
totals for all military, by service, as of midnight the previous Thursday. It included the figures
for the current reporting period and the one just previous. On Thursday, figures on US casualties for the week ending at 2400 hours the previous Saturday were released. The totals were provided by the ASD (PA) from records of the ASD (Comptroller). Figures released included deaths,
wounded -- hospitalization required and non-hospitalized -- , and a total figure of missing and
known PWs. In addition, enemy killed in action was reported. Cumulative totals for all casualty
categories since I Jan 61 were also included. On Friday, aircraft losses for the week ending
the previous Tuesday were reported. Weekly and cumulative totals by category of loss were included in each report.
(U) In addition to the releases and summaries which were published on a regular schedule,
the News Branch provided information to correspondents through a variety of means which did
not follow any predetermined schedule, They included:
1. Memoranda for correspondents which were published and released as situations
warranted. They were designed to give correspondents information of news interest on specific
subjects or to advise them of coming events, policy changes, or other items which would assist
them in their work.
2. Correspondents call outs were used on items of spot news value, Several personnel
were assigned to each call out and media representatives were given a preprepared statemont on
the particular subject. The order of notification was arranged so correspondents with the most
urgent need for the information were called first. US and third country representatives of major
news wire services, network clectrjo~ic media, news magazines, and daily newspapers were included-on the call listu.
3. Indoctrinion briefiW.-.
were giv~n to correspondent# who had just arrived in-country.
They were plani•wd to be givent w,<.,•ly; however, 3 strict weekly oehedulo was not used h•,venuim
of conflicts with other events and tlie lack of sufficient new arriv4s to wareant briefing some
weeks. Briefings included background on ground, air and naval operations, plus question and

answer sessions.
4, Brieftngs on, skpv.iflt subjv-cts of current-Interest to the correspondents.

They wore

by invitation to those wto had expressed interest in particular areas of news. Information provided was unclassified buttwas not attributable to any particular individual or to the comcnand.
S. Query service was available from the Newe Brranch on a 24-hour basis.
provi&ed to answer speRIc qutations of one-time Interest to individual reporters.

It was

6, Prtall eonferimcef were arranged for nawsworthy personalitites in-cOuntry•. During
the coateire;theindividual holding it made opening reamats or read a statement and then
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answered direct questions from the correspondents.
7. Interviews were arranged with specialists on various subjects on request of individual reporters.
8. Special projects-requiring coordination among various commands or requiring policy clearance from higher authority were initiated or. request from correspondents.
9. Monthly and yearly summaries of operations and operational statistics were prepared
and published for reference by correspondents.
(U) The sudden demand for extensive documentation of cache finds in C arhbodia after the
beginning of allied operations there on 1 May caused an increased workload for the- Motion Picture News Branch. Because the branch itself was the only staff agency within MACV HQ which
had any pictorial capability, the requirement for the documentation was placed on the branch.
(U) The branch, however, had no organic still picture capability. Its assigned photgraphers
were all motion picture specialists. No still photographic equipment was provided in their
allowances.
(U) To meet the requirement the Chief, Motion Picture News Branch, called upon component
units in-country. Assistance was provided by the Army's 221st Sig Co (Pictorial), the Southeast
Asia Pictorial Center (SEAPC) the AF 600th Photo Sqdn, and integral photo capability of the

Army's 25th Div and let Cay Div (Ambi).
(U) Still photographic capability was aug~mented by the motion picture teams.
teams were issued still picture equipment by the Army's Z21st Sig Co (Pictorial).
bers also used privately-owned still equipment to help meet the requirement.

The two Army
Team mem-

(U) The still photography capability thus established in a short time produced approximately
5.000 negatives between I May and 15 Jun. They were all screened in the Motion Picture Branch.
Initial selections were furnished to the Chief of lnfornmaon for final selection prior to reltase.
(U) Som•e problems were encountered in meeting the requ~rements because there had been
-little time for thorough planning before dispatching the teams. The execution of the Cambodian
incursion was understandably closely hold* The job had to be done with minimum advance notice.
The task was accomplished through the ingenuity of personnel involved who were able to overcome
transportation difficulties and delays in getting film back to Saigon for processijg.
(U) Processing laboratories at Saigon and Long With were also involved in meeting requirenuents for operatitoal and intelligence photography in addition to the added load posed by the cache
photography. The laboratories in Saigon were not automated. All photo processing and printing
had to be done by hand. The only automated facility was the SEA PC laboratory at Long BMph.
(U) The SEAPC facility was useful for exposed film which was routed through Long bi-ýl en
route to Saigon. It was not, however, satisfactory for film which arrived direct in Saigon because of the timue lost in transporting unprocessed film to Long Binh anti returning the processed
work to Saigon. It had the additional disadvantage that the procedure precluded expeditio'ts
screening of negativea.
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(U) Despite the necessary rapid reaction and the complications of unpredictable transportation for the film, more than 200 photographs were released to the oress during the first ?0 days
of May. Declining usage led to eliminating the requirement after that time.
(U) All of the photographs released plus negatives of those not selected were rradeavalable
to MACJZ, the Combined Material Exploitation Center (CMEC) and to the JUSPAO. MACJ2 and
CMEC screened them for internal use and JUSPAO selected pictures for public release outs.de
the US through its third country branch. JUSPAO also met a requirement for prints laid on by the
AMEMB Phnom Penh.
(U) MACJZ and Chief of Information at MACV jointly selected pictures for transmission to
Washington over the Compass Link high-resolution photographic transmission system. During
the Cambodian operations that system, operated by the AF 12tb Reconnaissance Tactical Sqdn
(12th RITS), transmitted daily an average of 10 photographs of captured material to Washington.
They were made available to the press in Washington.
Information Advisory Division
(U) Tfbe mission of the Information Advisory Division (IAD) was to assist the RVNAF in
improving its capability to transmit, through public news media, timely, complete, and factual
information concerning its mission, role, and accomplishments to the Vietnamese and worldwide
public audiences as well as to internal and US/FWMAF. ( 10 )
(U)
a'ofacilitate contact with IAD's cointerpart organization, the Information and Public
Relations (I&PR) Bloc, General Political Warfare Department (GPWD), Joint General Staff
(JGS), IAD was located in the JUSPAO I Building, 145 Nguyen Hue Bivd., dcwntown Saigoi.. The
division's major functior, was providing guidance and assistance to the RVNAF in develctping
their own information programs. Routinely, LAD was the agency through which their public
affairs liaison between US and RVN military forces was conducted.
Proposed releases produced
by the forces of either country addressing combined operations were routed through the division
for coordination and clearance prior to public release.
(U) LAD personnel reported significant progress in several areas of the RVNAF information
program during 1970. The visit of H. Ross Perot in April providei one opportunity for the
RVNAF to demonstrate their information capabilitis.
Perot, a wealthy I'exao Interested in the
plight of US PWa, brought 66 American newsmen to RVN on a mission to piiblicize the PW situatio;i. With practically no assistance from IAD, the RVNAF handled all arrangements for the
visit. It included planning and executing a very complicated itinerary which permitted members
of the press group to visit five camps where VC/NVA PWs were being held, plu all the transportation, billeting, and messing associated with the prujpct. It war the first time the l&PR
Bloc had undertaken such a complicated venture. Commerting on the operation, TAD said,
"Mr. Perot, the correspondents who accorrmpanied him and the Saigon press corps were extremely
complimentary concerning the expert handling and excellent treatment received from RVNAF
units at all levels.
( II)
(U) During the Cambodian operations in May and June,
narnese Information personnel at all levels were observed.
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agreeable to providing resources and granting interviews to members of the press than they had
ev:er been before. Prior to the Canmbodia operations, there had been a distinct reluctance among
IRVNAF officers to meet the press, but during those operations the press handling left little to be
cdesired. The LAD report for the period noted, "... The Press and Public Relations Bloc responded
imraeediately and.., continued.., to handle information matters promptly and in a professional
rnwiner. " Improvements noted included the release of information on combat operations in a
timnely manner, increased field trips and call-out arranged by I&PR Bloc, and increasing numbers
of invitations by RVNAF field commanders to correspondents to accompany units into Cambodia.
the report said, "represents an abrupt change in the attitude of RVNAF commanders
toward the international press corps. "( 12
(U) With the assistance of IAD, the I&PR Bloc conducted its first 8-week basic information
officers' course, graduating 30 RVNAF company and field grade officers in ceremonies held on
1Z Sep. The course covered newswriting, public speaking, broadcast journalism, policy and
plans, and photo-journaiism. Sixty-nine hours of instruct; on were presented in English by members of the lAD staff, the Chief Information NCO of MACOI, and a broadcast specialist from
AFVN. Although it was too early to cite specific gains by the end of the year, the assignment of
the graduates to corps and division-level information offices appeared to be producing additional
improvement in the public information program of the RVNAF, The RVNAF established as their
ultimate goal the assignment of one Defense Information School (DINFOS) graduate at each corps
and division headquarters. To date, five DINFOS graduates have been assigned as press officers.
In addition, two graduates of the University of Wisconsin advanced public relations course were
assigned to responsible ?ublic information positions in RVNA F.

Command Information Division
(U) As differentiated from the mission of the Public Information Division which was primarily concerned with the people outside the military, the Command Informati-n DiJvision's (CIDIV)
mission was to support the US effort in Vietnam by providing information materialls designed to
increase the knowledge and urnderstanding of personnel in uniform concerning Vietnam and the
role of the US military in-country.( 13
(U) The CIDIV convifted of two branches, newsipaper and material. Twyo officers were
assigned, an 0-5 and an 0-3, both Army. The 0-5 position was left vacant in June and was not
filled until August. In the Interim the 0-3 assumed the duties of division chief assisted by an
NCOIC and a Vietnamese secretary. The materials branch was st-.ffed by Marine enlisted. The.
newspaper branch was divided iato two sections, The Observer staff, and the composinig center.
The composing center was supervised by an Army enliuted E-6 and stafed by six Vietnamese.
The Observer, published by the other section, was at-sfed by five Army and Air Force enlisted
and one Vietnasvese.( 14
(U) All of the production of the CIDIV was comn-mand oriented. It included pttblication of the
command joint service newspaper, materials in support of the total conuimand Information pro.
gram, and responses to selected letters received by the conmand.
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(U) In 1969 two major efforts were undertaken. They were keeping the troops informed
regarding in-country strength reductions and a strengthening of support for Commander's Call
and other troop information programs. Both were continued into 1970.
(U) During 1970, the division continued its efforts to keep all personnel informed on the
progress and planning for troop reduntions. Guidelines for the program were essentially the
same as those used in 1969 (For details, see MACV Command History 1969 pp XI '1-Z2).
Other subjects of special interest were anti-drug abuse, Vietnamization, Geneva Conventions,
and currency control.
(U) In December 1969, the decision was reached to make bi-weekly Commander's Calls
mandatory. (Details of that decision and the guidance which followed are on pages XI ZZ-ZZ of
the MACV 1969 History).
(U) in the initial phases of the program, material in support of the program consisted mainly
of a listing of reference sources which could be used in local preparation of materials. Experience showed that many of the references were not available in the field. That difficulty was
attacked by providing textual materials which would provide the basic. for locally prepared prograins. The latter practice soon developed problems too. It was found that many local cot-n
manda merely reproduced the textual material and distributed it to personnel for them to road.
That defeated the intention of the program which was to bring officers and NCOs into discussion
with their men. Finally, a major revision in format of the MACV Quarterly Command Information Guidance Letter succeeded in providing uit information officers and commanders with
concise Informlation synopses which, in turn. wtre used as points of departure only. Additional
refereneca were provided for those desiring to researeh the subject m6re fully.
(U) The newly in3tituftd prograir called for a minimumi of ono Officer Call topic aM three
Cotnmau•orlo Cda .ývivs each quarter. Tht following topics wore aassiged for 1970:
I.

First Qiutwr Qfilfcr's Callh

Vlatnauinitl4o

and Reti•eploynvnt

Jkanuary -- Dbissent.
Febrary
PAcifation . Ono
Mad
Currency Control
April

--

-

Way Ticket Home

WAr Trophieo

Nay .- Malaria

June
3,

V-Prim

AbuS@e

TWiA Qw'rtcr OtfikMr' Gall! Leafdership in%Comanutd Itelatlouships
Jtuly -. Ceneva COmve-aktice and Lkaw of lAnd Warfare

Aeogut .- United States Agofeny fo~r Internatlonal Development
Septeber - - The Jkootny asW You
4, k~ur~h Quarter Officer'Clk Gomnunand fleL'tiowshlp to Drug Abuse
Octobor -- Your Votin Ob~iaition
Nn•vember

--

"D")e.ier

R-depl#atyin
aad You
of th- U. S. Serviceman in Vietnam
"M
hole

t

M.•-.•
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(U) To reduce the tendency to use *he supporting materii I E a "handout". guidance to
commanders and information officers was provided in Septemwr. It said: "These swummaries
are not to be thought of as lesson plans... Maxinwum emphasis should 'e placed on informal discussions at the lowest organizational levels. In many cases a textbook or classroom-type approach is both impractical and ineffective." Unit information officers were told they".. .must
exercise initiative in getting maximum pertinent information across to all unit service men and
women."( 15)
(U) During the year, a variety of information pamphlets were developed and distributed by
the division. They were used to support the internal information programs and the R&R program.
More than two-million copies were distributed during 1970.
(U) To assist in the orientation of personnel coming to Vietnam, two special orientation
editions of the MACV command paper, The Observer, were produced for distribution to MACV
personnel. Material for the editions was supplied by the various in-country coammands.
(U) In late 1969, the composing section Installed an IBM type con'posing system. (Details
are included in the MACV 1969 Comnaand History pages XI 23-24.) At 1969's end, the section
was serving The Observer and five unit newspapers. During early 1970 the Vietnam-.se staff
efficiency increased rapidly, It permitted the section to add 14 additional newspapers and one
monthly magazine during the 1st Qtr CY 1970. The dramatic increase, which brought the total
papers served to 20 plus the magazinz, could not be duplicated during the Zd and Nd Qtrs because
By the nd of the 3d Qtr, however, the section was serviag 21
of limlItations on the equipa"w1n1.
Additional
equipment, ordered earliesr in the year, Arrived in Novpapers and five magazines.
ember, but was ton fully operotional until late December, By January 1971. despite the i•pamct
of troop redeployt entsm, the conipesi.g section was s•ill sOrving 10 unit newspiq.rs and four
magazines,, Plans were made to extend comnposing cinter support to nall-er in-coun-r units Atid
oiter MACV components who wore dotnid such support prvviously biecaus of th,.! workload.

(U) Tite Spocial Pro~jvrts Division (SPD) tstiad ito, provide services anod liai4-4n Pr tht' news
and at itommta
ntedia representatives covering. mitiitary opeoration.s In AV,%. It was tAo fIrt-m
with MACC! for most corresponden t* 4tmrkn tveir utur kt.r-o otsry* V6-.ause of Mt, closeý as..
eOrps, SPD was
w located W the JSUPAO hildt.g io dow.town Saigon.
sedation with the prass
(U)

In & oense, SPO functioet-d 4t MACV's

dmntistt

411cc"lt or thc.

(Among
the services provihe wertho
wortded
actrc ahtt of torroponditsem to MACV. w4ahing hotel
-rwfl
resevatins fr inomig personnel; c:Uxrrecy convorsion: arraiq4lng and IsOhtgkU

accreditatio, a correspondent first
to be accredacd to the MW'? by the nister
Iad
of Infer,natior 4 SID) assisted with applicatron (or XVN ae.ore&IIvon, Once it xias approved, MACV
accreditation required the correupondent be an employie of a ttCognlttod news organination -or
that he have commntnients frot at least two publications o•,er t)nit VketnLamtn agreeing to consider material he produtced as a tree-lance writer. !%, citrteria 4 not permit acdreditation o
writers in-cotuttry solely to write books.
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(U) MAGV accreditation was issued for varying periods
on the individual's intended stay in-country.

--

30, 90, or 180 days

--

depending

(U) US citizens and Vietnamese employees of US or free world media agencies, were requirad co provide :k letter from their employer stating they were employees; that the agency
accepted responsibility foc their prafesional ationib financial responsibility, and personal conduct; and the agenc, agreed to inform MACV when employment was terminated. Free world
correspondents were also required to pmzsent a letter from their respective embassy or diplomatic representative vouching for their identity. Those supporting documents for all personnel
werv requiredi each year. Free lance writers were required to resubmit letters of "intent to
purchase" each time accreditation v- renev. ed.( 16 )
(U) Upon accreditation, th, oorrespondent was offered a briefing on the general situation
in V",etnam and was assisted in gainig information oa his particular interests. If he desired,
SPD worked up an itinerar, making it possible for hinm to obtain maximum co, erage in minimum time.
(U) SPD reserved seats for newsmen on six daily C-1 23 flights operating up-country from
Saigon. in addition, special flights were arranged to tab-e newsmen, when possible, to areas not
served bt: the ret.ular Zlight, When events of interest to a number of newsmen occurred, special
aircraft were provided to accommodate groups.
(Tj) PX p: viileges were limited to American citizens, but all correspondents were permitted
to use officer messing facilities in Saigon. The mess membership card also served as identification for check cashing at the messes. Correspondents were permitted to purchase combat
clothing on a one-time basis while in-country. Limited money conversion facilities for changing
US currency into MPC werco made available by designation of one SPD officer as a Class "A"
agent.

(U)
chiefs.

Comnmissary privileges were extended to some US correspondents, mainly bureau

(U) Emergency rmedical and dental treatment were authorized for correspondents. In the
-3vent of injury or death of a correspondent in-country, SPD became the nilitary agency responsible fox notification of his sponsoring agency.(
(U) SPD was the sole agency for accrediting correspondents to MACV. Procedures were
kept as simple as possible to expedite the necesqary processing. During the week ending 9 Jan
70 four men presented letters stating they were repreeentativ.s of tne ".American University
Press. " The four, Howard B. Hethcox, William T. Tucker, Nguycn Van Khieu, and Nguyen
Van 'ram, were accredited on the basis of the credentials presented. Subsequently, one was
identified as an intelligence agent by correspondents who recognized him. The accreditati n of
the four individu.ls was formally lifted during the week of Z9 Jan.( 18
(U) Following the disclosure, a full review of the accreditation procedures was institute,.
The weakness identified by the Hathcox-Tucker case uas eliminated by pi:ocedural changes.
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After it occurred, accreditation of any individual representing an organization not readily
identifiable was withheld until the vaiidity of tLe request for accreditation could be checked.
(U) The pracýýce of accreditir.g Stars and
is
mrnilitary reporters raised some special
considerPttion. Because the paper was a news gathering organization, military reporters were
accred;ted ane accorded the same privileges given to reporters for commercial papers. They
thus acquired a dual status -- civilian newsman and uniformed reporter.
(U) MACV's guideline•. on handling the Stars and Stripes reporters, however, said they
were to be treated the sAme as the civilian correspondents; their military status was not to be
construed as givini. tnem any access rights different from those of the commercial media; and
if priorities fox sertices we're necessary, civilian media would be served first 19)
(U) Some of the commercial media reporting, in seeking out the sensational angle, tended
to place the military in a bad light or to emphasize its shortcomings or problems. The conscientious Stars and Stripes reporter was thas faced with the problem of matching stories o( that
type, or run the risk of causing his editor to ask if he knew what was going on. Thus, problem
stories seemed to many military personnel in Vietnam to get too much play in the Stars and
Stripes during the early monthi of 1970.
(U) In Muy, Assistant Secretary of Defense Roger Kelly, whose office was the "publisher"
of the Stars and Stripes visited Vietnam. On his return to the US, he granted an interview which
contained some guidance for the Stars and Stripes staff. Discussing the problem o! keeping the
military personnel informed on world affairs, Yelly said,
"I think vie are doing a first-rate job of giving our military
reader and our military listener, in the case of radio and TV,
top professional. news and entertainment. I think, however, we
are failing t^ give him a good cross-sectional view of the good
deeds of the military man.
Stars and Stripes, if I may use this example, would tend to
headline the same thing which is headlined in. the commercial
newspapers back I ome. Frequently, the headline news in the
papers back home is critical of the military or challenges our
foreign policy. The news instinct is to seek out the sensational.
And the sensational is not always good news.
The -iet good deeds of military people, I am afraid, are
going unnoticed and unheralded. With all the anti-military talk
to which the military man is exposed, I think he deserves also
an exposure to his goods deeds. And the good deeds of the military people in Vietnam todcay are legion.

Not only are they conspik--us in their valor and in their
courage in combat assignments, but the humanitarian reactions
of our military people in Vietnam, to the hamlets and villages
and their pacification programs, are just a magnificent story
of human heroism that needs to be told. And it needs to be told
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to the military people so they can appreciate the great job tle
doing over there. In this respect, I think we have failed." -

re
e

(U) Following Secretary Kelly's return to the US, there was a perceptible change in th!! content of the Starfi a-d Stripes. Less prominent play was given to the problem areas which involved
military personnel. Stories based on conflict were less prevalent in the paper and more space
was devoted to reporting the humanitarian deeds of the military personnel.
(U) Another group whose accreditation was under study was the free-lance writers. On 8
Oct, they comprised about 10 percent of the correspondents in country. Of the 39 accredited,
25 were US and 14 were foreign nationals. Their accreditation was established on a case-by-case
basis. Criteria included the requirements that they derived more than half their income from
writin and had commitments from at least two publishers who agreed to consider their material. ( z1
(U) Accreditation could be revoked for violation of various conditions which were outlined to
newsmen in memoranda delivered with their press cards, their evidence of accreditation. The
memoranda statedh
1. The four most important policy matters affecting newsmen covering combat assignments in Vietnam are: (a) The ground rules established in the interest of national security, (b)
Financial responsibility in case of personal injury, (c) Cooperation with military authorities in
identification matters, (d) Breach of Vietnamese Law.
a. GROUND RULES; The release of military information is covered in the memorandums issued at the time of your arrival in country. These spell out the guidelines to be followed so that information of significant intelligence value to the enemy is not revealed through
your material. Every effort has been made to keep thlese rules as realistic and workable as
possible within security limitations. If these rules are not completely understood, we ask that
you make inquiry as soon as possible through the Public Inforraaticn Division of the MACV Office
of Information. Officers there will be glad to assist you at any time. After working hours, a
duty officer is always available to answer your questions. His name and quarters telephone
number appears in the daily MACV news communique.
b. 11NANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY: In the past, sume misunderstandings have occurred concerning financial responsibility for medical treatment, both routine and as a result
of injury from hostile fire. It is important for all correspondents to know that their employers
are expected to be financially responsible for medical treatment received! while on assignment in'
Vietnam., This is the primary reason for requiring the financial responsibility statement to be
in written form addressed directly to MACV as a prerequisite to your accreditation. In cAse
your employer does not honor this obligation, you as an individual are expected to assume this
responsibility. All routine medical treatment, hospital care and medical air evacuation must be
paid for at the standard goverment rates which are in effect at the time these services are rendered.

*

c. USIE OF MACV PRESS CARDS: Your press card is probably your most valuable
identification card while here in Vietnam. It serves many purposes beyond mere identification,
It is your "airline tickeL' . d your access to military flights while on news gathering assignments.
It perndts you access to milioary installations and to attend news briefings, You are required to
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show this card when requested to do so by military police or other authorities. In this way
accredited correspondents can be distinguished from mernbers of the US Armed Forces in
civilian clothing. The MACV press card authorized you to travel on regularly scheduled military
flights as available on actual assignments. Government air transportation is not authorized for
any other business or personal use. Abuse of this convenieut travel authorization will result in
*-.iiLhdrawal of accreditation.

*

d. VIETNAMESE LAW: The Government of the Republic of Vietnam is a sovereign
government. MACV requires its personnel to obey Vietnamese law whether the personnel concerned are civilian or military. You are not an employee of the US Government, but your accreditation does entitle you to certain privileges provided by the US Government. These privileges are not a matter of right and are to be withdrawn if you fail to obey Vietnamese law. For
"example, accreditations have been withdrawn when correspondents committed crimes or when
they were debarred by MACV for such things as money manipulations, black market dealings
and similar infractions.
2. PROCEDURES FOR SUSPENSION OR DISACCREDITATION: The following procedures
will be adhered to in connection with the suspension or withdrawal of MACV accreditation:
a. In cases of loss of employment, debarment, withdrawal of GVN accreditation, and
financial irresponsibility, the correspondent will be notified in writing by the Chief of Information,
MACV, and directed to promptly surrender all identification and privilege cards. Additionally,
major unit information offices and all press camps will be notified, via teletype circuit, of the
change in status of the correspondent and instructed to pick up and forward to Special Projects
Division (SPD) all identification and privilege cards.
b.

For other violations or suspected violations, the following procedures will apply:

( I ) The correspondent and the appropriate bureeu chief will be promptly
notified by the Chief of Information, MACV, in writing, of the circuzistances of the alleged
violation and will be advised that suspension or disaccreditation action is being considered. The
Chief of Information, MACV, will offer the correspondent an opportunity to discuss the alleged
violation and to present any information which he feels would be pertinent.
( ) Upon completion of the procedure described, a determination whether or
not to proceed with suspension or disaccreditation action will be made in joint consultation between the Chief of Information, MACV, and the Minister for Press Affairs, US Embassy.
3 ) If the determination is made to proceed, the correspondent will be informed, and an ad hoc board of at least three members, with representatives from the Office of
Information, MACV, the Mission Press Center, and the Saigon Press Corps will be convened. The
representatives of the Saigon Press Corps will be designated by the President of the Foreign Press
Association in Vietnam. The correspondent and his bureau chief will be invited to make representation to the board, but will not be required to do so. The recommendations of this board
will be considered by COMUSMACV. Extracts or summation will also be transmitted, for information, to the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs. COMUSMACV is
the authority for approving suspension op disaccreditation and does so on behalf of the US Ambassador.
( 4 ) The correspondent and his bureau chief will be notified, promptly and in
writing, of the decision made by COMUSMACV. Unless otherwise specified, any suspension or
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disaccreditation will commence from the date the notification is delivered to competent address,
whether or not actually placed in the hands of the correspondent.
5 ) All major unit information officers and all press camps will be notified of
any suspension or disaccreditation action, and inatructed to provide no services or assistance to
the correspondent and to pick up all MACV identification and privilege cards. It is r )t the intention of this paragraph that suspended or disaccredited correspondents should be stranded in the
field; if reasonable commercial transportation back to Saigon is not available, SPD will authorize
one-way, one-time travel for the individual.
6 ) Correspondents who have been suspended o- disaccredited under the foregoing provisions will be afforded the right to appeal. Requests for an appeal should be submitted
in a timely manner to the Chief of Information, MACV. No prejudice will be attached to an appeal
submitted after lengthy delay. Appeals will be considered by a panel of up to five persons designated by COMUSMAC V and to include as a minimum the Minister for Press Affairs of the US
Embassy, the Chief of Information, MACV, and a legal representative from the US Embassy or
MACV.
( 7 ) The recommendation of the appeal panel will be submitted to COMUSIVACV
for decis'.on. His decision, made on behalf of the US Ambassador, will be forwarded promptly
and in writing to the corre spondent and his bureau chief.( 22 )
(U) The basic policy of the US Mission in the Republic of Vietnam regarding press relations
is to provide media representatives maximumu information consistent with requirements for
secnrity. To that end, and to insure common understanding, the following ground rules are
established for discussions between US government sources and media representatives.
1.

Discussions between Unofficial Sources and Media Representatives.

a.
flitionoial
Soues Individuals, military or civilian, who conduct
discussions with media representatives in an unofficial capacity and not speaking as official
spokesmen for a government agency.
b. Rules: An unofficial source's remarks may be quoted directly or indirectly and
attributed by name ard position or by appropriate words so long as the words do not indicate the
source to be an official spokesmen,
2.

Discussions between Official Sources and Media Representatives.

a. Definition of Official Sources: Commanders or heads of government agencies,
or their representatives, who conduct discussions with media representatives as official spokesmen*
b.

Rules:

I ) On the Record: Remarks which may be quoted directly or indirectly, and
which may be attributed by either one of the following:

IA
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( a ) Personal Attribution:

Source identified by name and position.

( b ) Attribution to Spokesmen:
military spokesman, and the like.

*
S(

Source identified as US Embassy spokesman,

2 ) Background: Remarks may be reported but the source may not be identified.
Background discussions are held to give media representatives a better understanding of the
situation, but circumstances make it inappropriate to indicate in any way that the information
emanated from official sources. Media representatives are expected to understand that use of
material given on background is on their own responsibility. They may use the material as if it
were their own conclusion and the product of their own research. The attribution, "informed
sources", may be authorized.
3 ) Off the Record: Remarks which may not be used in any form. This type of
information is furnished media representatives to add to their understanding of the situation,
avoid inaccaracies, avoid inadvertent disclosures that could be harmful to an operation or program, or facilitate thei- news coverage of military operations or activities. ( 23
(U) A MACOI memoradum to the press of 29 January 1968 reminded all press members of
the ground rules involving ground combat to which they agreed when they were accredited by
MACV. A follow-up memorandum of 26 Feb 68 further explained one of the rules.
I. Members of the press have been most cooperative in attempting to stem the flow of
important intelligence information to the enemy. However, based both on logic and the many
queries received from newsmen it is obvious that no set of ground rules can cover every tactical
situation encountered by newsmen in the field. Although relatively few in number, "gray areas"
cannot be eliminated.
2. To assist newsmen in correctly interpreting any ground rule gray areas, MACV will
provide 24-hour service to anyone who obtains information which he feels is subject to interpretation under the ground rules. Any newsman in the I CTZ who is concerned about the intelligence
value of material he wished to use in a story should contact the 10 at the MACV Press Center,
Da Nang. Elsewhere in Vietnam, querics should be addressed to MACV Office of Inhirmation
where someone able to make a decision will always be on duty.
3. This service will help ensure a maximum flow of information while insuring the
necessary protection to our troops.
4. These are the key ground rules:
and until released by MACV.

The following information is not releasable, unless

a.

Future plans, operations, or strikes.

b.

Information on or confirmation of Rules of Engagement.

c. Amounts ot ordnance and fuel moved by support units or on hand in combat units
(ordnance includes weapons or weapons systems).
d. During an operation, unit designations and troop movement3, tactical deploynments, name of operation and sire of friendly forces involved.

a,
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e.

Intelligence unit activities, methods of operation, or specific locations.

f.

Exact number and type of casualties or damage suffered by friendly units.

g.

Number of sorties and the amount of ordnance expended on strikes outside of

RVN.
target areas.

h. Information on aircraft taking off for strikes, enroute to, or returning from
Information on strikes while they are in progress.

i. Identity of units and locations of air bases from which aircraft are launched on
combat operations.
j. Number of aircraft damaged or any other indicator of effectiveness or ineffectiveness of ground antiaircraft defenses.
k. Tactical specifics, such as altitudes, course, speeds, or angle of attack. (General description such as "low and fast" may be used.)
1. Information on or confirmation of planned strikes which do not take place for any
reason, including bad weather.
m.

Specific identification of enemy weapons systems utilized to down friendly air-

craft.
n.

Details concerning downed aircraft while SAR operations are in progress.

o.

Aerial photos of fixed installations. ( 24)

Cambodian Offense Period

(U) From J Apr to 30 Jun SPD accredited 423 correspondents of whom 151 were US
citizen; 30 were Vietnamese and 242 were third country nationals. In addition, 160 reaccreditations were issued. As of 30 Jun 70, 197 US citizens, 92 Vietnamese, and 210 third country
nationals were accredited correspondents and present in-country.
(U) SPD reserved seats for 513 correspondents on US Air Force scheduled flights (C-123
and C-1 30) originating in Saigon. In addition, special flights were arranged on US Army unscheduled UH-1 and U-21 aircraft to take newsmen to areas not served by the scheduled flights.
The service was utilized by 1.145 correspondents. In cases where a large group of correspon.
dents wished to cover a specific event, special airlifts were arranged. Twice in June 1970 a US
Army CH-47 helicopter was provided, each time carrying approuimately 30 correspondents to the
RVN-Cambodian border to cover the withdrawal of US troops from Cambodia.
(U) On 1 7 Jun the accreditation
in Saigon was suspended for 30 days
discussion of future operations. On
combined VNN-USN operation on the

of George Esper, a member of the Associated Press staff
for violation of the MACV ground rules regarding public
7 and again on 8 May Esper filed stories relating to a planned
Mekong River in Cambodia,
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(U) The suspension was ordered after an investigation by an ad hoc committee composed of
members from MACOI-PID, the Mission Press Center and MACOI-JAG. A representative of
the Correspondents Association in Saigon was requested to attend, but the Correspondents
Association declined the invitation to participate.
(U) The committee's findings were communicated to the AP Bureau Chief in Saigon, Dave
Mason. The specific situation involved Esper's stories filed on 7 and 8 May in advance of
MACV's announcement of the operation on 9 May. At the time the suspension was ordered, Esper
was in the United States on home leave and AP noted its intent to file an appeal from the suspension on his return to Vietnam. The appeal was heard on 7 Aug and denied after consideration of
additional information submitted by Mason and Esper. Notice of the denial was filed with Mason
on 26 Aug.( 25)
(U) SPD provided escort service for such correspondents as Joseph Alsop, Washington Post;
Daniel DeLuce, Associated Press; Joseph Kraft, Washington Post; Frank Reynolds, ABC News;
and Morley Safer, CBS News.
(U) Other important visitors were Reuven Frank, President, NBC News; Osborn Elliott,
Editor-in-Chief, Newsweek; Mike Wallace, CBS News; and Prince Lowenstein, Voice of Germany.
(U) Special events included visits of H. Ross Perot and 80 correspondents, 1.5 Apr 70; a
Presidential fact-finding group, 4-8 Jun; and the Congressional Select Committee Fact-Finding
Group, 21 Jun - 23 Jul. SPD provided escorts as well as air and 'nround transportation to assist
the press in their coverage of those visits.
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CHAPTER XXI
DISCIPLINE, LAW AND ORDER

BACKGROUND

(U) Unusual psychological pressures were placed upon US military personnel in the Republic of Vietnam (RVN) during 1970. US troops were being withdrawn, with some loss of a sense
of mission by those remaining. Criticism from home of US policies and actions in Vietnam
helped create dissidence. Activities of undisciplined soldiers attracted public attention. Many
troops were bored or restless.
(U) As 1970 began, major combat units were being withdrawn. By April 1970, US troop
strength was down 110, 000 from the peak of 543, 000 in April 1969. Additional troop reductions
announced during 1970 brought the troop strength to under 344, 000 by the end of the year.
Reductions in workload did not always keep pace with reductions in personnel. Added functions
and reduced facilities often meant more difficult conditions for those remaining. Since many
facilities were consolidated or closed, housing did not generally improve nor did recreational
areas become less crowded.
(U) Morale wvas not helped by news from the US. The vocal dissenters in and out of
government raised doubts in servicemen's minds regarding the real value of what they were
doing. The press, often at odds with the command and the administ ration, continued to play
up the dissenters a'nd problem soldiers without giving due credit to the vast majority of personnel who were serving with honor.
(U) For- tho unscrupulous there were great temptations to profit from US servicero'en's
privilege~s. A box of laund ry soap bought for 40 cents in the post exchange (PX) was worth
;About St. 75 on the black nmarkot. A $3 bottle of whlskby could be converted to something between
SI0 and $14 when sold to unautl'orlzed personnel. Some men wondered if it paid to be h~onest,

uotil October, the individuMl who converted his money at the legal rate (VN$ 118~ per US dollar)
was getting 40 to 50 percent 1ess than those who obtained plasters un the currency black rnurket
at A rate of about '/NS 220 poe US diollar.
(U) TemptAtione of well-supported troops In a wAr-torn economv, chAnging standards,
awArenova of public criticism, lack of a #on#(, of purpose: these were amiong the man% pressures
whlich contributed to problamma In discipline, law antl order. Evidonces of these probleolk-black tyArket activities, drug abuse, derortions, customs violations apd malt abuses--are
deseribed hereto, as are the cormmWn efforts to provide the morale and roecreational activities
which would fecouragze good discipl~ine and ro~spwcl for law and ordor.
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US CIVILIANS AND US-SPONSORED THIRD COUNTRY NATIONALS

(U) MACV's very limited jurisdiction over US civilians and US-sponsored third country nationals presented continuing problems in 1970, particularly in connection with investigation of
illegal activities and punishment of violators. Under a policy established in January 1970 by the
US Ambassador, Saigon, persons engaged in black market activities could be debarred from employment under US-financed contracts; COMUSMACV was further authorized to withdraw all command-sponsored privileges (e. g., use of PX, clubs, and messes) from individuals engaged in
black market activities, manipulation of military payment certificates (MPG) or other currency,
or violation of MACV directives or Government of Vietnam (GVN) law. This policy was announced
by a MACV letter of 22 Feb 70; the previous Staff Memorandum 190-1, 8 May 69, was revised
as MACV Directive 190-13, 19 Nov 70. (Further discussed in Staff Judge Advocate section.)
(U) The MACV Provost Marshal Office (MACPM) received investigations on civilians from
the GVN and initiated action to withdraw privileges when and if warranted. Over 800 persons
were on the Withdrawal of Privileges list. They were given the opportunity to submit a statement in their behalf before final action was taken. After placement on the Withdrawal of Privileges list, the individual had the opportunity to appear before an appeal board. The procedures
under the directive provided a means for action against law violators where courts could not, or
would not, take action. No authority existed to move those individuals out of RVN after action
was taken. Consequenfly, many remained in country and became more deeply involved in illegal
activities. In late 1970, the AME MB was working with GVN to find a solution to the problem.

MILITARY ABSENTEES AND DESERTERS

General Situation

(M) At the end of 1970 an ostimated 2. 500 military doserters were. believed to be in RVN,
Their numb&ers, based on statistics for the first 10 nionths of CY 1970, were in1creading. at a
e hloes'fo
rate of over 100 per month. Of the total, about 1. 300 woeetmtdt
I
personnel.
1970
wotre
among men who deserted iin 1968 antl 1969. The rexnalnder
(U) In RVN, deserters posed. an auxnsual problem. They had a "salable" asitat, their Amneridentity, and they had littl* diffic'ulty in finding placea to hido. Most of the deserters were
believed to be residing in Saigon where they could lose the-tist Ives in at relatively large rnilitary
population and where they could find "eimployment" as functionarie.s in the blackmarket. There
was no firmi basls tor an estitiate~of the " AWOL Commu-nity" in f~igon but the MACPM asmtmedl
it wA~ about "1,000on any given day--I1. 500 who had been declared deserters and another 500 who
were AWOL. The inforniation concerning deserter-# was based on reports received from comtponent services.
i can
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(U) The major reasons for desertion were believed to be women, easy money, vice, ard
narcotics. Deserters were already wanted criminals because they had deserted in a hostile fire
area. That precluded legitimate employment. Hence, they were quickly attracted to the criminal underworld where they used their American identity in commodity and currency blackmarket operations.

Modus Operandi

(U) By far the greater number of deserters were believed to be organized into nets of three
or four with a "Papa.-San" or "Mama-San" who provided secure quarters, food, transportation,
entertainment, and a "salary." In addition to those there were the "loners" who operated inde.
pendently without a sponsor.
(U) The stock-in-trade of all the deserters was their ability to move in the piaster, MIP,
and dollar economies. It was the ingredient the net operators could not supply themselves.
.,or
those services the deserters were paid about 10 percent of their U.S. dollar instrument prodvetion. Estimates indicated that living in the grey world where they existed cost the deserters a.
bout $50 per day, therefore they needed to produce $500 in dollar instruments daily to survive.
In addition to their commissions they received a portion of the profits fron- the sale of commodities.
(U) Currency controls, rationing of PX items in great demand, und military security and
uniform regulations combined to keep the deserters in uniform and to restrict them to small individual transactions. To overcome the problem, Papa-San provided tim desertor with fraudulent identification, travel orders, ration cards, currency control plates, and currency conver.
tsion certificates. These permitted the deserter to assume differe~it ideatitivs for oach transaction. By remaining in uniform and adheringt strictly to military regul.ttioos, hl ,itm-Azed
the possibility of discovery in moving fromA transrctiot to tranvetioix.. in soie earsws av-tord.
ing to the MACPM, a deserter's typical day was concernod with pi-ga's
involvem ent with
the currency blackmnarkot. He migiht start by selling Papa-Sanls piasters to friends and Ayquaintances for MPC at a rate higher than the legal accommodation rawte.
ie would thoe take
the MPC to a bank anw deposit thw.m in one of his many accouits to ostablith divir eoavvrtiba ity
to dollar instrutneats. Then he might use fraudulent orzurs to convert them into "green" d&.4Žro
or to travllar's checks which were readily convertible býak Atto piastor4 for Papa-Sa.
Another twist wn the conversion to dollars was (or the deserter to dra,& checks 494inst his oCCO1t5
in IMVN and deposit them In statesido batiks before turniag the money over to .1•pl-an. ian soaeu
case* he would buy post* money ordirt to accomplish the tratwitiw4 irou. MM to dollar instru*ments.

S

(U) Iteflhlui-, the "piaster pot" was accomplished by thr deserter buoiv
high-dati.od it4m•
iii the PX., some0iles with advance tip-off on when they would t! on •ne, and Immediately r,selling them to blacknmarket stalls akg
Saigon's street*. Rationstiti wa. tw serious problem (or
the deserter was supplied with numerous ratios; cardo by his "acoployer." One deserter appreheaded in lWte 1970 had 19 ration cards and more than $.1, 000 ia MPC
his possessos
wl n
caught.

CAS1.3B
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(U) The system worked as long as there was an illicit piaster market for MPG. Late in 1970.
however, it appeared Lhe raising of the conversion~ rate from $VN 118 to $VNZ75 per $1 TJS was
putting a damper on the deserter's operati.ons. During the initial weeks after the rate change in
early October, the blackmarket piaster rate was slig~tly above the legal rate. However, by early December it dropped below the legal rate and was holding there. That meant the deserter's
piasters were more expensive than those available legally so the incentive to buy from him was
gone. The MAC PM watched the situation carefully for it was estimated that if the legal rate remained close to or higher than the blackmarket rate for a prolonged period, the deserter would
be forced out of plaster manipulation,
(U) The fact that most deserters wvere "temployees" of professional operators made them
difficult to apprehend. Their living qu.-rters were accessible only to the Vietnamese police.
They were schooled in how to avoid detection. Their identification documents were genuine even
if filled in with false names.
(U) The deserter's m~ajor downfall in late 1970 appeared to be the use of military orders to
convert currency. Most apprehensions at that time wereo the result of discovery of fraudulent
order%. principally during routlne checks.
(U) As 1970 -cosed.d the MACPM reecrmnended a reomphasits or; the apprehension of deserters to reduee their increasing population. Amnong his recommendations was the instituýtion of a
ýplan which would prov-ide rewards to die Canh $at (local pollce) for deserter apprehensiens.- reemphasia of the USARV a~bSmitoe and dste
pebnion prouran- (AR 190.5)- r-activation
of thp USAHAC PM spec~ial operationsi team bY ',riging Inl now peirswinnel to infiltrate the dosertecmmiunityz and tm~inhine tf military ban1~ing (;adlitiesk tMF) Portsonnel anti oxvhangt- pertionnel
in the roeognition of frattdulent dtettm#entation.
IM UGS

)~forward,

;U Thero xv" a drug Ab%-ts proboem in Viotnasfi befror 1970. That was evidenved by the
stoddily inerpaoing number of apphen~*lons of wtilit,4ry porsovn-vltu
x~orug vhe pý! from CY 1965
lnl96S thtre! wvtre 4?7
r~sos
It i~wtrea.std to 144 in 66I.
1,Z
772 i 67, 4. 35Z
in 68~ oud 8.4464an 09. lit 070. tho. btatl wat Il0~ despiothe taifct troopi otronatht wero dropPaing In fsarly 1970 it biiane. Apprenrot 4prosrnsioin were not in accurato measuare of thio nmgnitued of the problvm. In ortobewr sen.- -Thrniao tksdd luauched an invetigltian into marijuanlA
bmkxi
y milltvary poriaottoo, prio"IpaIly thozip I-%Vieutiatn. Fius
preseonted to thte commjittoo wote in thiArls VWIntraIt to thwot

Wn a~tleai ililitary tile?#.

lt*e

Problem. was that no exact

statiatiels were availokble to oither tho military or the invortigatots. to both cages. figuris
jpresenrtod
were baavd on estimatoo ;Lnd no solid batis for the esiltmaten4 existed. The Dodd cornmilttt was told by one tarnwr medical officer an tiotiated 70 piercoot of i!-,vn treAtod ao outpAtietits in wne unit wevre drug abusert, Tho military c, ttinated Ute total to be aboutakil peWrcent.
(U) It tints beranie apparent better inforn-ation was requirod. hi Ajuvut a Drwug Abuge,
Taisk Force was lo~roied nt MACV 140 11,gn attmmpt tW iolato tho probteow factors anti to ottai..
ilsb
e~r
tiv omaatres.
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(U) Membership of the panel was drawn from the entire spectrum of staff groups. It included representatives of MACJI, MACJ3, MACMD, MACPM, MACCH, M.ACOI, MACJA, MACCO,
MACCORDS, Customs, US Embassy, USAID, each component command, and the Bureau of Narcotgcs and Dangerous Drugs (BNDD).
The BNDD representative chaired the group which was in
almost continuous session during September.
(U) Conclusions of the panel were embodied in MACV Directive 190-4, published in December. It noted the need for a many-faceted program including: eradication of sources; strengthening customs and postal procedures; improvement of detection facilities; coordinated drug abuse
suppression programs; integrated law enforcemeot; improved statistical reporting; and introduction of certain rehabilitation policies.
(U) The directive recognized the existing programs within component units and noted the
makeup of the programs varied from "service to service and unit to unit within each service."
Under the expanded program established by the directive, MACV assumed responsibility for
coordinating the total drug suppression effort directing activities which could be best managed
on a joint service basis and providing a centralized office to serve as an "information terminal"
and point of contact among component commanders in matters relating to drug abuse suppression.
(U) To eliminate confusion among the various organizations concerned with drug abuse suppression, the directive used definitions set forth in AR 600-32 as standard terminology for the
program. It also established a series of program elements for implementation within the command
as part of the effort. Many of the elements were already in operation or already in the process
of establishment when the directive was issued. They included:
1. Drug Aouse Suppression Co'Llcils in each component in RVN, not below the battalion/squadron level, to encompass all facets of the problem and to be staffed with expertise for
development of realistic programs in suppression, education, and .dentification of all abusers.
A council was also formed at MACV HQ.
2. Combined Anti-Narcotic Enforcement Committees in all MRs to be composed of
Vietnamese and American forces to eliminate and prevent future trade, hoarding, and use of
narcotics and drugs in the civilian community of RVN. (It was expansion of suppor•t to a program
organized hy the RVN through its JGS and begun in MR 1.)
3. Joint US/RVN Narcotics Investigative Detachment (Provisional) to cope with the large
illicit drug supply and trafficking system in RVN and thus permit a]location of resources to
locating and eradicating those large operations. The unit was formed with members from each
investigative ser-,ice in RVN, with operational control under CC, USARV.
4. Aerial and Ground Marijuana Search Program to conduct jowt aerial search operations on an expanded, continuing basis in order to appreciably reduce the source of marijuana
in-country and thus reduce total availability by destruction of growing marijuana in accordance
with Vietnamese laws.

v

5. Drug Abuse Education in recognition of the fact no program for eradication of drug
sources would be completely effective and personnel needed education regarding the dangers of
each type of substance to which they could bc expo3ed. The program inwluded: production of a
"drug abuse film within MACV; production or pamphlets containing photos of locally available
drugs, captioned in English and Vietnamese to assist troop leaders in identifying drug Producs
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indigenous to their areas; and continued use of the Armed Force Radio and Television network to
provide information on drug abuse to personnel throughout the RVN. The thrust of the education
program was o: convince the non-user not to experiment; discourage the experinmental/casual
user to discontinue abuse; encourage the addict to seek professional assistance; and admonish the
supplier to get out of the business.
6. Joint Customs Group to provide standardized procedures and overall management
and supervision of customs operations including postal, household goods/unaccompanied baggage,
and processing of accompanied baggage and personnel arriving or departing RVN.
7. A mnesty/Rehabilitation to: improve communication between the young and the old in
military scrvice; and provide a program which would encourage those with a drug problem to voluntarily seek counsel and appropriate assistance without facing punishment, under a short range
program which would be available in Vietnam.
8. Drug Abuse Survey to establish, on a continuing basis, a survey which would provide
a comprehensive sampling of the extent of drug abuse as an aid in evaluating the extent of the problem and the effectiveness of remedial measures taken.
9. Drug Abuse Reporting System to provide additional command-wide data from which
statistical analyse9 9oild be made to assist in improvement and channeling of drug abuse programs ii-country.

BLACKMARKET IN CURRENCY AND COMMODITIES

Currency Controls

(U) MACV moved slowly but steadily in tightening regulations and plugging loopholes which
permitted currency manipulation. It was a never-ending task because more individuals were attemipting to concoct ways of circumventing regulations than were available to enforce them. The
overall problem of controls become a task for the MACPM.
(U) MACPM approached the problems from two angles. One was the "shotgun" approach
which was a broad coverage. The other was the "rifle" approach which singled out individual
S itu" tion s.

(U) The broad approaches served two purposes. They acted as a deterrent to the "nonprofessional" who might attempt some form of manipulation on a one-time basis or as a lark.
They also aided in the identification of potential "big-time" operators.

Currency and Black Market Cont-

yte.

(U) CABOTS was the acronym for Currency and Black Market Control System, It was a
com1puter program with individual ricords on MPC transactlons by all nilitary and DOD civilian

4
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personnel in Vietnam. It included records on all other civilians who had MPG privileges (i.e.,
press, civilian contractor employees, etc.) as well. Th,• CABOTS inpuL inc.uded a listing of:
bank deposits; money orders; traveller's checks; bank draft purchases; and "green" conversion.
(U) In itself, CABOTS did not id•:.tify "violators." It did, however, identify "suspects."
Within the system a "suspect" was identit.•A by the computer when: his transactions totaled
more than $200 per month without a commander'! certificate; total transactions without commander's certificates totaled more than $2, 400 during a tour in RVN: or a total of four or more
commander's certificates were used. There was no limit c• the number of commander's cert..
ificates which could be used; however, when four or more were '"sed the individual's record was
reviewed. If indicated by the review, the legitimacy of the certifical;'s was investigated.
(U) CABOTS automatically printed a Currency Transaction Report on inch.vduals who fell
within any of the above listed criteria. It was MACPM's investigative tool. Durirng .-mid-1970
approximately 1, 0H0 such printouts were reviewed weekly by MACPM. Reports of suspe.-:ed
violators were forwarded to component comtnands for review and/or investigation as requiretd.
In addition, CABOTS produced a -nonthly composite list of all known or sqspected currencr violators in RVN. Component commands were also provided transaction reports on request. 3
(U) MACPM's currency control campaign gained momentum during 1970. During the final
quarter of 1969, 390 currency offenders were investigated. US military strength in-country on
31 Dec 69 was 475, 200. During the 2d Qtr 19 70, a total of 439 investigations were conducted
while strinjt1 dropped to 417,000. During the final quarter 1970, the totals were 247 and
335, 794.
By late 1970 CABOTS printouts listed only about 100 suspected offenders weekly.
(U) A big assist in the problem of currency blackmarket control came in October when the
GVN approved a $VN275 to $1 US piaster "accommodation" exchange rate. The rate was applied
for the purchase of piasters by US personnel for their personal use. It did not apply to official
transactions between the US and GVN.
(U) Prior to the establishment of the "accommodation" rate, a sizeable blackmarket in MPC
existed in RVN. Though the price of piasters bought with MPC varied almost daily, it generally
hovered near $VN200 to $1 MPC. It meant that prior to the establishment of the new rate, any
holder of MPC who was willing to buy piasters on the blackmarket could get nearly two times as
many for his MPC dollar as he could on the legal market. (For some detail of the effects the
situation had on discipline, law and order,
see this chapter's section on Military Absentees and
Deserters.)
(U) As 1970 closed, it appeared the MPC blackmarket suffered a mortal blow with establishment of the 275 to 1 exchange rate. Although in the initial weeks following the new rate's establishment the piaster blackmarket paid a slight premium for MPC, the overall trend in prices
was downward and by mid-December it appeared to have stabilized at around 270 to 1. That
meant the MPC holder intending to convert his MPC to piasters was placed in the position of
paying a premium for such conversion rather than collecting a premium.

Sit

(U) Thus, it appeared the new conversion rate had taken the "easy money" lure out of blackmarket manipulation of MPG. Law enforcement officials in RVN were hopeful the exchange rate
would stay in the neighborhood of the legal rate and the MPG blackmarket would disappear within
a few months. Economists, however, warned the accommodation rate needed close watching lest
get out of line with the MPC exchange rate and suggested that if any great differential in favor
of the MPG holder reappeared the accommodation rate might have to be readjusted upward.
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Conversio-i to New Series MPC
(C) Another method of control was conversion of MPG. A C-Day to convert from series 681
MPC to a new series (69Z) was conducted on 7 Oct 70. An analysis of the conversion indicated it
was highly successful and worthwhile.
(C) The status of dhe MPC balance as of C-Day plus 15 with a comparison to the same time
frame of the 11 Aug 69 C-Day was as follows: ( 5 )
7 OCT 70

11 AUG 69

$169,485,687

$192, 969,992

($23,484,305)

Less: Amount in hands of Disbursing Officers, C-Day-I

$98,059,583

$113,128,764

($15,069,181)

Total amount converted (C-Day plus 15)

$67,770,404

$75,427,831

($7, 657,427)

$104,530

$1,161,147

($1,056,617)

$3,551,170

$3,25Z,250

+$Z98,9Z0

Total old series in circulation
on C-Day

Total amount confiscated and held on
hand receipt.

Difference (-) or plus

Total amount unaccounted for as of

C-Day plus 15
Percentage of amount accounted for
total in circulation

'r

(C)

.•

2.1%

1. 7%

nalysis of the above data by MACCO indicated:

1. Subsv.ntially less MPC were circulatingon 7 Oct 70 than on 11 Aug 69.
black markeýt operatiou. suffered a great loss in the 1970 conversion.

Nevertheless,

2. Substantially less 2-ionies were held on hand receipt for Board of Officers determinations for the 7 Oct conversion, it "as attributed to the distribution of the revised MACV Directive 37-10, dated 10 Jul 70, in sufficien" +ime for the commands to implement the new procedures,
coupled with the controls established for FV!,MAF.
3. Even with lesser amount of monies invoi,.cd, the 1970 C-Day indicated a savings to
the US Treasury of $289,920 more than was experienced with the 1969 C-Day. A precise reconciliation would not be available until all destruction schedules were compiled.
(U)

The status of FWMAF conversion was ,Ls follows:
MPC Balance
7 Oct 70
$2,078,874

ROKFV

Converted thru
31 Oct 70
$2,087,362

Ave Per Ind
Oct 70

Ave Per Ind
Aug 69

$43

RTFV
AFV

188,134
1,335,130

232,358
776,122

20
10z

NZVF
PHILCONV
ROCMAGV

314,149
(7,365)
Unknown

65,788
1,758
1,434

116
21
49

$104
116
85
86
157
Unknown
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Commodities

(UY The commodity blackmarket owed its existence to the general economic conditions and
the scarcity of certain consumer goods on the legitimate piaster economy. Many of the scarce
items were readily available through US commissaries, post exchanges and other military sources which operated on the MPC economy. The lack of goods on the piaster economy and their
ready availability on the MPC economy were the ingredients which made blackmarketing a potentially profitable enterprise. The extent of the profit possible depended upon the location within
RVN and the availability of goods at any given time. Mark-ups ranged from 40 percent to 600
percent according to a June sampling which showed the following price relationships (based on a
$VNI18 to $1 US conversion rate):
ITEM

PX PRICE

BLACK MARKET PRICE

Sus

SUS

$VN

Towel
Coca-cola (can)
Hairdrver
Recording Tape

1.90
.15
11.00
2.45

2.96
.42
16.94
3.81

350
50
2,000
450

Cigarettes (ctn)
Camera
Wristwatch (Seiko)
Detergent (Tide)

1.50
77.00
27.00
. 30

6.77
135.59
46.61
1.69

800
16,000
5,500
200

2.40
1.25
4.90
3.90

13.13
7.62
7.62
14.40

1,550
900
900
1,700

Beer(case)
Gin
Bourbon
Martel Cognac

(U) The most common blackmarket goods were the small and relatively inexpensive goods
such as c~garettes, canned foods, liquor, soaps, soft drinks, and beer. By mid-1970, however,
there was a growing demand for high-value items such as televisions, radios, watches, fans,
stereo equipment, etc, 6Qrartermaster items such as raincoats, T-shirts, and footwear were
also finding a market.6

*

(U) A major source of blackmarket goods was US personnel who gave them to Vietnamese
nationals who performed s'rvices for them. Some were sold to VN nationals for a profit. Still
another source was Free World forces, principally ROK and Thai troops. Merchandise owned
by the Vietnamese Regional Exchange was the target of organized thieves. Several instances of
collusion with truck drivers, guards, and laborers wo):king in shipping areas were uncovered.
The basic modus operandi was location of desired items by "inside" contacts who relayed the information to individuals on the outside. When the items were picked up, the proper paperwork
was carried with the goods but later destroyed to preclude any record of the shi ment having been
dispatched. Frequently, such shipments were offloaded at an ARVN compound. F 7

(U) There was also considerable evidence that US AWOL personnel supported themselves by
blackmarket dealings, In late 1969, a 2 hour check at the Free World Forces Concessionaire in
CholUn resulted in the arrest of four individuals; two AWOL and two without authorization to be in
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Saigon. A spot-check of 10 individuals who purchased high value items the same day showed
that two had given false ur 4it alsignment information. From this, MACPM concluded they were
probably in AWOL status.
(U) There was some question whether the restriction of the ROK and Thai forces to their
own exchanges was an effective deterrent to diversion of goods. In February MACPM reported
there was a significant reduction in the overt blackmarket activities in the exchange area at COFAT,
Cholon. He assumed that the ROK and Royal Thai Forces merely shifted their activities from
COFAT to their own exchanges, noting items of all types were still abundant on the Saigon blackmarket.( 9
(C) The blackmarket was not restricted to PX items. A report from the American Consul,
Danax.:, told of a sizable operation in petroleum products in his area. His sources said the market there was apparently supplied by military officers, having the authority to sign for POL supplies, who drew them and diverted them to the blackmarket. The diversion was so great, according to the report, sales of legal gasoline in the area remained very low while sales of kerosene
made up 90 percent of the legal POL market volume. The difference between military and commercial stocks was so significant it was possible to easily identify the source of the gasoline.
The report indicated, however, there was no apparent GVN attempt to curb the illegal sales.
(C) The report indicated the size of the blackmarket operation in noting lubricating oil sales
from legal sources were practically nonexistent because the legal price of $VN10, 000 per barrel
was far above the blackmarket price of $VN3, 100 per barrel. No estimate of the cost of the
blackmarket operation to the GVN was made although the report hinted it was great because of
the loss of fIeliraid for by the GVN and the loss of tax revenue of approximately $VN10 per liter
on gasoline.
(U) A suspected source of blackmarket items was Hong Kong with the materials being introduced into RVN via the postal system. In July the Petty-Officer-In-Charge of the FPO in Hong
Kong began keeping records of suspect shipme'nts. Operating within the postal regulations, clerks
in the FPO, Hong Kong, questioned mailers regarding content of unusual shipments. According
to regulations, no customs declaration was required for shipments to APOs in RVN. However,
when clerks suspected parcels might contain items intended for resale or when the weight and
volume of a shipment appear d incompatible with the statement made by the mailer, spot-checks
of shipments were made.
Where the suspicions of the clerks were substantiated by inspections, a report was filed with the Naval Investigative Service Resident Agent, Hong Kong, who
introduced it into intelligence channels. The information was made available to MACPM and
other investigative agencies in RVN, via the Naval Investigative Service.

*

(U) The items suspected of being introduced from Hong Kong were less visible in the blackmarket than those purchased in RVN. From records at the FPO, it appeared both military and
civilians were involved in illegal use of the mails by using military postal facilities for resale
items. A sampling of FPO records showed the variety of items apparently intended for resale: 1
Case 1: Military to self; 700 long-playing phonograph records (5 each of 140 different
records) and 20 food blenders.
Case Z: Military to self; 100 woments sweater and 130 purses.
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Case 3: Civilian to civilian; 32 dozen glasses frames and 300 yards of black nylon material.
Case 4: Civilian to self; 90 yards of shirting material and 300 yards of suiting material
which the mailer claimed, in a statement to the postal clerk, to be suits, coats, and pants.
Case 5: Military to self; 1,450 yards nylon fabric, 100, 000 lighter flints, and 72 dozen
glasses frames, all which the sender said were brassware.
Case 6: Civilian to self; 105 packages and 52 rolls, estimated to contain approximately
3, 500 yards of dress trimming material and stated to be brassware, old clothes, junk, and
camera equipment.
Case 7: Military to civilian; 100 sport shirts, all same style and assorted sizes.
Case 8: Military to self and other military; 52 bolts of nylon. (25 yards per bolt) and
five bolts of polyester dress material with material for himself addressed at to two different

APOs.
Case 9: Military to self; 96 bolts (25 yards each) of black nylon material.
Case 10: Military to self; 507 watches which were claimed to be candlesticks.
(U) Control of this type of commodity violations was difficult. It was a violation of postal
regulations to use APOs for resale items. It meant resale h~d to be proved to produce convictions and the investigative staffs in Saigon and RVN were so limited in numbers that follow-up
was difficult. The FPO personnel had no specific investigative mission other than to insure the
mails were not used improperly. The seven clerks in Hong Kong handled approximately 250, 000
pounds of parcel post each month so they were hard pressed to do any investigation at all.
(U) Adding to the control problem in RVN was the lack of MACV jurisdiction over civilians
involved in the movement of goods through the mails. After the Averette decision (see pageXII-16)
which removed civilians from court martial liability, allhardling of civilian violators was turned
over to agencies outside MACV for administrative action, if feasible.
(U) Still another problem was the fact mos' violators- we're apparently one-time participants
in the scheme. It was common knowledge in H. ng Yong that some individuals would pay a man
on R&R $50 to mail a packagc to a gi.-en address in RVN. It was apparent, however, some form
of organization existed in RVN to re':eive the commodities becaus;) the volume of goods involved
indicated more than a casual dernand. According to Hong Kong tailors, an average of three and
one half yards of material was required for a man's two-piece suit and two or three ladies undergarments could be fabricated fron, a yard of nylon material. Thus, a bolt of material would make
1 5 to 18 suits and 25 yards of nylon was enough for 50 to 75 pants or brassieres.

Control Actions
(U) Studies made in 1969 indicated the FWF, principally Philippine, ROK and Thai, were
buying far more than their share of high-value items through the exchange system. A sampling
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at the Tan Son Nhut exchange indicated Koreans and Thai bought approximately 10 times more
per capita than that purchased by the Americans while the small numnher of Philippine forces
purchased about 20 times more. Troops from those nations constituted less than 3 percent of the
personnel surveyed but they purchased over 18 percent of the high-value items. A study in
Danang indicated that there was collusion between ROK law enforcement personnel and ROK troops
in diverting goods to the local black market. ( 13
(U) In 1969, bulk sales for beer, liquor, cigarettes, and soda were halted to all except
authorized clubs and messes or unit funds where payment was made by check. In addition, use
of the commissaries was limited to those who did not have access to US messes.
(U) In early March COMUSMACV reminded all commanders about their responsibilities in
connection with exchange operation. On 20 Jan FWMAF were restricted to use of their own
specified exchanges for purchase of rationed and unratio/nditems. On 1 Feb a new series of
ration cards was issued to replace those in use earlier.

*

(U) On I Sep the option to use wine and liquor rations interchangeably was withdrawn. It
was a device to restrict to some extent the diversion of high-demand wines to the black market.
Control Problems
(U) The problems of controlling the commodity blackmarket were myriad. They stemmed
from the number of individuals on the piaster and the MPC economies willing to deal in the blackmarket, the number of transactions involved, and the readily available supplies of items for the
illegal market.
(U) There was a highly organized effort to divert exchange goods into the market. MACPM
reported several organized rings using dishonest personnel, both military and civilian, involved
in diversion of goods. There were also reports of ARVN participation in the diversions, either
through use of ARVN troops or diverting goods to ARVN installations. ROE personnel were
known to be directly involved in the market in their areas of operation where, on occasion, they
attempted to bribe US personnel to participate. There were also cases of theft of specific items
of high value for diversion.' 5
(U) In June MACPM noted, "no major breakthrough can be expected in the future until the
GVN institutes the prerequisite laws to deal wlth t he problem in its total aspect and initiates a
concurrent, sustained enforcement program.

CUSTOMS

(U) Customs activities in Vietnam during 1970 were highly successful. Improvements in
controls and expansion of the mission had a positive effect in reducing the flow of contraband in
and out of Vietnam.

day.

(U) During 1970 military customs inspections throughout Vietnam averaged over 7,000 per
Most inspections occurred at the aerial ports and R&R centers. Increased emphasis on
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thorough baggage inspections to include hand-carried baggage just prior to boarding the aircraft,
and body searches, when appropriate, served as a very strong deterrent to violators. Further
deterrents to contraband movement were inspections of baggage/household goods shipments and
the US Postal operations. Improved training procedures increased effectiveness of inspecting
personnel. The air mail terminals used the Bucky Miniature X-ray equipment to examine parcels mailed through postal channels. Approximately 25 percent of all packages leaving Vietnam
were x-rayed. Upon entry into the United States, a substantial number of packages were again
examined. Violators detected in-country were subject to serious disciplinary action. Those detected by the US Postal or Customs Department were subjected to more serious federal penalties.
Federal authorities worked very closely with military investigative agencies in improving controls. Military customs operations at Camp Alpha was an excellent example of progress in the
R&R customs program. Predicated on a suspicion that an increasing number of US personnel
were not declaring or exchanging all US monies in their possession upon entering RVN, a pilot
program of currency customs control was initiated at Tan Son Nhut Airport at the Camp Alpha
R&R Center on 16 Apr 70. During a 60 day test period it was proven conclusively that this was
indeed true. Between 16 Apr and 16 Jun US personnel were detected with $24, 000, ranging from
$20.00 to $1,980.00 in their possession. One civilian violator was detected with seventeen
$100. 00 bills and $VN73, 600. MACPM recognized some violators may have "forgotten" they had
$20, but found it difficult to believe an individual "forgot" amounts of $100, $200, $400, or $1,000.
(U)

The following figures and percentages show the currency range and grades of violators.
CURRENCY RANGE

NUMBER OF VIOLATORS

$20

11

$Zl-$50

16

$51-$100

20

$101-$500
$501-$1, oCo
Over $1,000

42
8
5

GRADE

TOTAL MONEYS

GRADE

E-1
E-3

700
780

W-3
0-2

50
828

E-4
E-5

4,885
2,761

0-3
0-4

2,803
1, 480

E-6

3,995

0-5

495

'E-7

4,234

GS-6

230

E-8
E-.9
W-2

100
560
453

GS- 11
GS-12
GS- 13
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TOTAL MONEYS

750
2,105
60
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GRADE

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL VIOLATORS

E-1 thru E-6

36.3

E-7 thru E-9

20.6

W-2 thru W-3

1.9

O-Z thru 0-3

21.6

0-4 thru 0-5

10.8

GS-6 thru GS-1 3

8.8

(U) During the pilot program the following areas were identilied as favorite currency hiding
places: secret compartments of wallets; between pictures in wallets; pockets other than where
the wallet is normally carried; shoes worn by the individual; taped to bottom of the feet; clipped
to underclothing; and in pockets of items of clothing in baggage.
(U) The."Amnesty Box" program utilized at aerial ports and R&R processing centers showed
good utilizatioii. Sizable amounts of weapons and ammunition, narcotics, pornographic literature,
government property, illegal currency, and miscellaneous items were collected daily.
(U) Reports on violations detected by customs personnel through routine checks at the aerial
ports and R&R centers indicated a strong and effective program. T'he customs violations reported thru October 1970 are as follows:
VIOLATION

NU MBER

Attempting to depart RVN with unauthori-4ed
weapons

59

Attempting to introduce privately owned

191

weapons into RVN
Currency Violations

149

Marijuana

33

Narcotics/Dangerous Drugs

3

Pornographic or obscene material

73

(U) The future of the customs operation looked excellent at year-end. A Joint Military
Customs Group was organized in Vietnam. Under the operational control of the USARV Provost
Marshal, it was supported by manpower from all the services in proportion to the service personnel strength in-country. Before its organization no office or organization had overall responsibility for customs operations in RVN. Postal customs was handled by postal personnel; household goods /unaccompanied baggage for rotation and R&R were inspected by military law enforce-
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ment agencies at aerial ports and units in-country. Complete assumption of the functions by the
Joint Customs Group stabilized, refined, and improved procedures. Additionally, the centrally
controlled customs organization simplified identification .of potential problem areas, provided
timely information necessary to identify trends, and allowed easier adjustment in personnel resources and equipment. Establishment of the group placed trained law-enforcement-oriented
personnel in a position to counteract the flow of marijuana, drugs, and other contraband to CONUS or the R &R locations. The Joint Military Customs Group was headquartered in Long Binh
with operating detachments at Danang, Cam Ranh Bay, Tan Son Nhut, and Long Binh. Those
locations were chosen because of their heavy customs activity. It was anticipated the Joirt MiIitary Customs Group would have a very positive effect on the overall customs mission in Vietnam.

STAFF JUDGE ADVOCATE

(U) The Staff Judge Advocat was the principal legal advisor to COMUSMACV and MACV
staff elements, and other agencies of the US mission in Vietnam. His duties fell into three distinct divisions, represented by the three staff divisions within his office. They were: Civil Law
and Military Affairs; Advisory; and International Law and Military Justice. A variety of events
occurring during 1970 provided unusual legal problems for the Judge Advocate. Among those
were: the decision of the US Court of Military Appeals which removed civilians from court martial jurisdiction; the challenge in federal court of COMUSMACV's authority to debar a civilian
from employment by a US Government contractor; the challenge by a former newsman of COMUSMACV's authority to remove his accreditation for blackmarket activity, and international law
problems involved in planning for post-hoatility repatriation of prisoners of war,.

Civil Law and Military Affairs

(U) The Civil Law and Military Affairs Division was corncer4ed with: problems arising froni
currency controls; blackmarket operations; jurisdiction over civilians acco!iipanying the armed
forces; property disposal; purchasing and procurement directives and practie.*s; property leasos;
GVN taxation affecting US Government and invited contractors; and a host of other baski legal
problonis.
(U) A serious blow to overall administration of justice within 11VN was dealt (n 3 Apr when
Ole US Court of Military Appeals ruled that court martial jurisdiction over civilians accomnpanying the Arm-ed Forces in-country did not exist. 1he ruling held that court martial atlotity
for civilians under Art. Z (10., UCMJ, 1969 (Rev.) existed only in time of declaýo'ef war.
(U) Although this decision affected only a small num.ber of cases pending trial, it created a
void in the administration of justice by opening the possib~iity that civilians charged with vertain
types of crimes night escape putishmnent. This decision came to be known as the Averetto
Decision.
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(U) The problems raised by the Averette case were many.
Judge Advocate thus:

They were summarized by MACV

I. The Pentalateral Agreement grants immunity from Vietn, vnese Criminal jurisdiction
to all direct hire United States civilian employees in Vietnam as they are part of the United States
mission. The loss of military jurisdictic;n over civilians does not change this inmununity. Their
immunity may, however, be waived by the United States. Those Americans not falling within the
class granted immunity (i.e., contractor employees and all other American civilians) remain
subject to Vietnamese criminal jurisdiction and are without benefit of such immunity.
2. There are some criminal acts that Americans mnay commit in Vietnam that can be
tried by a Federal District Court because the specific law provides for extraterritorial jurisdiction (i.e., theft of Government property, counterfeiting of US currency, etc.) These are a
minority, however, and uo not include inurder, manslaughter, assault with intent to inflict grievous bodily harm, and violation of MACV directives concerned with \urtailing blackrnarket activity
and money manipulation.
3. If our attempts in other countries to secure the cooperation of the host country in
trying Americans where we have no jurisdiction are any criterion, the host country will normally
refuse to spend its money to try cases where oat American has murdered another, or where an
American has stolen property form another Amewrican or roam the US Government, or the like.
OOn the other hand, they will take cases involving harn-m to Vietnamese persons or property.
4. The question whether all requests for wtiver of jurisdiction by QVN for those 1!iviHiank coming within the Pentalteral agreement will be graznted, will not be granted, or whether
each one should be considered on an individual basis involves political questions primarily for
your (AMEMBI determination.
- b)
(U) The Averette case vausedK some g-emdne problers for the MACV le.'ai staff. When th"
decision was Landed down. theoe were hargeos pending aqainst severai civili ns whose status was
affected b7 the ruling. Among those was one who ongaged in the blacktiarket and oribry with
a miitury confederate. The military man's court martial had beet
concluded and he wa-3 confined. The civilian was froed by the Averettv Decision. In another ctase. two civilians were in.
volved in the killing of a Vietnametse national. Ong was a contractor omployee, the other ia direct-hire US employee. Neither of the men were brought to trial by the GVN. In e•neral 4 the
GVN declined to exerci e its uption and prosecute ary US personnel for crimes cor.mittd in.
country. The effect of the decision, therefore, was to creat• a group of US civiliAnls who weor
not, in practice, liable for prosecution for any crime. Thwat group was the contractor employees.
Direct-hire US civilians we're lia,'•e only to administrative disciplinary action by their. employ.
ing agencies udless their crime was one whick was covered by ettraterritorinl jursidiction of US

laws*

.
.

(U) MACV Staff Memoranduwn 190-I was the basic docomelnt which set forth cutrrency control
regulations, It etcffied that persons violatkig currency regulations could be barred from cer.
taim priviLeges. Over the yealrs Xunbur of snuco
h dobfratents had beent ordrted. lI January
1970. MACV Staff Me.morandtum 190-1 oxtended the penalties lo' currency violations to ir.ntlude
ineligibility for employnient on a,tly United States-fliani:w.d contract regurdless of the date of debarment. The policy was announced by a letter dated U rob 70. The action forced the firing
of some civilian contractor empioyees previously debarred and denied privileges because of
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blackmarket activities. The individuals (the exact number was not clear) continued their civilian employment but lived strictly on the piaster economy. la a "class-action" filed in the US
District Court, Northern District of California, R. L. Dillon charged that the action forcing his
firing was illegal. 49) The legal staff assisted the US Distric. Attorney in California in preparing the government's defense against the charges. The case did not come to trial during 1970.
(U) Another challenge ýo COMUSMACV's authority to regulate currency dealings came from
a newsman. In late 1969 Craib Spence was engaged in currency manipulation. As a result, his
accreditation as a newsman was lifted. After he was denied new accreditation in early 1970,
Spence challenged COMUSMACV's actions in a suit field in US District Court for the District
of Columbia. Spence contended the operation of the regulation was, in effect, a denial of his
righat to work. The Judge Advocate's staff also assisted with the government's preparation for
that case. t0 )

MACV CHAPLA:N ACTIVITIES

History of the MACV Chaplain

(U) With the activitation of MACV, a potition for the Corwriand Chaplain (MACCH) was
authorized untder the general staff supervision of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Pereonnel (MACJI). MACV1-1 function., wore focused on providing •d•equate denominational religinus coverage
for the UFA Forces oporAting within the purview of MACV. Concomittant with the buildtup of US
Forces in Vietnam. there was an increase in the number of MACV chaplains disporsed throughout the Corpsi Tactical Zones (CTZ) and. by October 1967, there were 13 chaplains anti 13 chaplain'n asisitants asoigned to MACV. The directiornal impetus of thit ministry wak as oxeeulive
misionato amd in support of MACV.

(U) to October 1967. the field elemento of MACCH were transferred to HOG tSA•V. justificztion for the reattignment was basted on the1 contention that the chaplain team oz anisation
L. e. a team comprised of one chaplain and o0e chapalain's aosistant, 'wo. d furntN
ih the flexibiity
required by the widespread geographtcal locatioh of the units to be supportod. The function of
the teams wa* to provide religious coverage to all US advioor .rikonel,

in•clusive

%f Civi•

Operation* and Rural Neveloullent Support (CORDS) civilans,. and the small isolated Army unliks
within thv respecUve CTZ*.

(U) With the onset of the recovery and stabiligati&on of the Cotflict in Vietnam, it becaunp
apparent that the American efort and emphasis would assukme an advisory r.oe instead of the
%acticalimtpaus previoualy observed. The alteration of function domutande that the mission of
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the chaplaincy in Vietnam be expanded to include advisory support and direct assistance to the
three RVNAF Chaplaincies. Under the USARV structure there was no proviGion for the advisory
function. Consequently, MACCH requested, in April 1969, that the transfer of chaplains and
enlisted assistants from the USARV table of distribution (TD) to the MACV joint table of distribution (JTD) be effected. The administrative enactment of the request was jointly developed by
MACV and USARV HQs and, subsequently, the force structure adjudtment was recommended for
approval by CINCPAC and forwarded to JCS. JCS approval was granted on 15 Oct 69 and the
transfer was implemented. The mission of the MACV advisory team chaplains was expanded
to include the requirement that they be given the additional duty as an advisor and become an
integral part of the advisory program under the supervision of the MACV Chaplain.

(U) The MACCH and the Chaplain Advisor (MACJ3 PSYOP Division), working in concert
with the Directorates of the three RVNAF Chaplaincies, develop-d and implemented a practical
administrative channel to achieve the mission of providing direct support and advice to the
RVNAF Chaplain Corps. It insured that the RVNAF Chaplains, at all levels, would be offered
the same professional and technical assistance the RVNAF tactical and technical branches received from US advisory personnel. MACCH was designated as the Principal Advisor, assisted
by his Deputy Command Chaplain for RVNAF chaplain affairs. Close cooperation was maintV:ined behveen those chaplains, thf Chaplain Advisor, and the Directorates of the three RVNAF
Chaplaincies. As Vietnamization progressed, the quality of the %dvisoryefforts assumed paramount importance.

(U) In 1969 it became appaient that additional chaplains were needed at MACV. The senior
advisory chaplains in the Military lRegions (MR) prepared a thorough staff study as justification
for a requested increase of chaplains and their assistants. In August 1970, the approvl for an
increase of II chaplains was granted by JCS. By March 1971, the JTD for the field advisory
elements authorized a total of 25 chaplains and their respective assistants. That enabled the
M.ACV chaplains to rneot their dual responsibilities of providing pastoral ministry and spiritual
care to US Forces and ensuring that professional and technical assistance was proffered to the
chaplains of the RVNA F Chaplaincies. ( 21)

Tho Chaplain Advisor to the RVNAF Chaplain Directorates

(U) In 1965 a chapla'n was assigned for the first timni to the MACV Chaplain offic•e to serve
as advisor to the RVNAF Chiefs of Chaplains. It was significant that at about that time, the JTD
space for the function was moved from the MACV Chaplain office to the Psychological Operations Di'vision of MACV. The transfer of that space anmi functiou was determined necessary
because the RVNAF chaplaincy functionod under the supervision of the Chief of Goneral Political
Warfare Department (GPWD) of the RVNAF Joint General Staff. The Chaplain Advisor, like
other US advisors, worked from the office that v,"j the US equivalent of lil- counteIrpart. On I
Oct 70, the JTt) spac;o for the position was wood back t.* the MACV Chaplalin office. The move
was prompted by a need for close coordination between the MACV Chaplain and the Senior Advisor, RVNAF Chaplains, and by a draw-dowin in strength in the MACJ3 Political Wat faro
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(POLWAR) Advisory Branch. The move was a culmination of Z years of study on the effectiveness of such a change initiated by MACCH.
(U) The mission of the Senior Advisor, RVNAF Chaplains, was to assist and advise the
three RVNAF Chiefs of Chaplains in meeting the objectives of the RVNAF chaplaincies. The
chaplaincies' functions were to provide for the spiritual welfare of the members of the RVNAF,
their dependents, widows and orphans; provide educational facilities to organize, build, and
operate schools for the dependents of military personnel; and provide social welfare services for
military personnel, their dependents, and widows and orphans.
(U) As early as mid-1968 the Catholics had a flourishing system of schools. The Buddhists
at that time were beginning work on the Vinh Nghiem Dispensary at the pagoda on Cong Ly Street
in Saigon.
(U) Extensive work was carried on by all three directorzL•es in the area. of refugee relief
which involved the advisor in securing aid.

(U) In 1968 the chaplaincies were operating at about 50 percent authorized strength due to
difficulties in recruiting chaplains. The advisor's counsel in that matter was instrumental in
getting the authorized strength of the directorates increased by 16 for 1971. In 1968 and early
1969 the advisor centered his efforts on establishing inter-directorate communication and on
seeking active support for schools and coordination with social welfare.
(U) During the latter part cf 1969, advisor emphasis was concentrated more on the RVNAF
chaplains' establishing themselves within the respective commands. That was primarily done
in two ways: by establishing a workable relationship with coimmanders, which for the Buddhists
and Catholics were assigned down to regimental and tactical units whereas the Protestants, due
to their smaller number, worked only to corps and divisiorA level; and by encouraging chaplains,
through their respective chiefs (and directly ývhen in contact on field trips), to disentangle theomselves frorm civilian commitments in order to be with the troops.
(U) During thv latter part of 1969 the advisor wa.. making efforte to secure Roa Hao a.nd
Cao Dai representation in the armed forces is well as e.xpanding the Protv'stant Directorate to
include denuininations )ther than the Evangelical Church of Vietnam which doc'inatod it exclusively.
(U) During the first half of 1970, the advisor's first project was securivg a $US5,000
MACCORDS civic action grant for use by the threv' directorates to provide comfort itoms to
patients in military hospitalts during TET. Meanwhilh progress orn the Roman Catholic Dong
Tien School in Saigon reachtd 85 ?percont completion and the school began operation. Upon
con:pletion, the school would accoummodate 10, 000 students. The Buddhist Vinh Ngiem Dis.
ponsary was dedicated and began operatiwi. The advisor's role in tho completion of those projo its wan one of securiotg logistical assistanco. Also durhig the period, after the advisor did
oxtenaive rosearch ito Lving conditions of RVNAF soldiers which revealed a poor atndard
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of living, the Buddhist Chief of Chaplains, Thich Tam Giac, responded with plans for a community
development near Vung Tau for disabled veterans, families of service members who had died,
and service-connected personnel, The advisor was instrumental in securing fencing and bulldozing for the area and in coordinating with the Buddhist Chief in attempts to begin construction
on the site.
(U) Tragedy struck the RVNAF chaplaincies on 1 Apr 70 when 16 chaplains were killed in an
attack on the POLWAR College at Dalat. The advisor worked closely with the three chiefs and
the MACV chaplain in paying proper tribute to the deceased chaplains and securing memorial
funds, supplied by designated offerings from all US chapels in RVN, to further the work of the
chaplaincies. The final accounting revealed close to $US16, 000 collected. Contrary to expectations, recruitment efforts after the Dalat tragedy continued on the upswing.
(U) The quarterly meeting of 30 May 70 with the Deputy of GPWD, the three Chiefs and the
US advisor produced a new level of cooperation and agreement on such vital matter as: the need
for common chaplain regulations and a manual; strategy with respect to securing proper facilities,
transportation and command cooperation; training of chaplain assistants; counseling training for
chaplains; and other mutual concerns.
(U) During the latter part of 1970, the advisor was actively coordinating efforts with US
chaplains to insure that as US facilities were turned over to the RVNAF units, the chapels were
reserved for use by RVNAF chaplains to conduct religious services. ( Z2
RVNA F Morale Study
General
(C) In March 1970 the Command Chaplain completed work on a study of RVNAF morale.
The problem was to ascertain ways in which the three RVNAF Chaplain Directorates directly
affected the morale of the RVNAF serviceman through religion and the promotion of certain
social activities. Included in the study was the problem of determining ways to maximize the
RVNAF Chaplain Directorates' contribution to the serviceman's morale. ( 23 )
(C) MACCH was asked to participate in the study as a result of the first meeting of the project officers. Subsequently a MACCH project officer was appointed, who then worked closely with
the RVNAF Chaplain Advisor in the preparation of the study. An in-depth study was undertaken
And 18 short and long range recommendations (described later) were initially submitted. Subsequent staffing resulted in consolidation of recomm-endations in a more generalized form. However, the original recommendations still remain as viable goals to be pursued by MACCH in its
relations to and with the AVNAF Chaplain Directorates.
Problem Areas Developed by the Studs,
(C) Three separate Chaplain Directorates, Roman Catholic, Protestant and Buddhist, were
established by the RVN Minister of Defense in 1954, 1957, and 1964 respectively. Each directorate had its own regulations, Chief of Chaplains, organic administration, and logistical elements. The three Chaplain Directorates were directly responsible to the Chief, General Political
Warfare Department, The Chiefs of Chaplains were nationally recognized leaders. Representation from the lea Hao and the CaG Dai, two sizeable sects each with up to two million adherents,
was not included in the chaplaincios.
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(C) The mission and objectives of the three Directorates were:
1. To provide for the spiritual welfare of the members of RVNAF and their dependents,
widows, and orphans.
Z. To provide educational facilities by organizing, building, and operating schools for
the dependents of military personnel.
3. To provide social welfare services for the military personnel and their dependents,
widows, and orphans.
(C) The authorized strength for Buddhists and Roman Catholics was 179 each. That number
provided chaplain support down to and including regiments. The Protestant authorized strength
of 20, which was tailored to reflect a much smaller constituency, provided for coverage down to
and including division level. However, actual strength at the time of the study was as follows:
89 Buddhists, 92 Roman Catholics, and 14 Protestants. The projection for new chaplains in CY
70 was 50 Buddhists, 30 Roman Catholics, and 6 Protestants. When compared with authorized
RVNAF strengths as of 31 Dec 69, the assigned chaplain manning
permitted a ratio of only one
chaplain per 4,467 men. If all authorized chaplain spaces had been filled, chaplain manning
would still have permitted only a ratio of one chaplain per 2, 300 men. That strength was inadequate to fulfill the religious mission to the RVNAF serviceman and his dependents.
(C) Each directorate was actively engaged in educational and social welfare activities, but
the time and efforts expended by chaplains in the fulfillment of their educational and social welfare responsibilities was a limiting factor in their capability to provide adequate religious services. The only GVN assistance provided to support those activities was in the form of land.
In order to organize, build, and operate their institutions, the directorates then had to utilize
whatever resources were available to them. Financial and material support came primarily
from allied and voluntary agencies. The reduction in the US and other Free World forces,
strength, would to a large extent eliminate the primary support for construction and furnishing
of dependent schools and social welfare institutions initiated by the directorates.
(C) Most RVNAF servicemen (approximately 80 percent) insisted on their children receiving
a full education. Fees charged at schools run by the directorates were lower than those operated
by the Ministry of Education. Thus an education was offered for military dependents who might
not otherwise have been able to afford it. The three directorates operated schools with a combined attendance of approximately 35, 000 students.
(C) Since the token efforts of GVN sources were insufficient to prevent extreme hardships in
virtually every case of a soldier's death, the directorates had urgent requirements in the area of
social welfare services. Social welfare activities included the operation of two professional
centers for wounded soldiers and their dependents, 15 dispensaries, and one orphange. There
were also plans to build a vocational school to assist military dependents to learn the skills of
carpentry, cycle repair, blacksmithing, and sewing.
t

,.'

(C) Beyond civilian training, chaplain education consisted of a 1 -week orientation (or less)
at each directorate; a basic course which consisted almost entirely of military training at the
Political Warfare College; and, for a limited number of chaplains, attendance at the basic course
of the US Army Chaplain School, Fort Hamilton, New York. Professional chaplain training incountry was practically nonexistent, and training in counseling and interpersonal relations was
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(C) Historically, there had been friction between and within directorates. During 1970, as
evidenced in concerted staff actions and consultation on mutual problems, there appeared to be
a commendable unity of action both within and between the directorates. However, that spirit
had not adequately filtered down to the rather independently operating chaplains in the field.
(C) There was a general tendency among RVNAF chaplains to avoid giving a high priority to
being with the troops. Apart from the very real difficulty of securing air transportation through
Vietnamese sources when required to visit areas inaccessible by ground transportation, the problem centered around the chaplains being riveted to institutions, offices, or meditations or their
being lacking in desire or awareness of the importance of making troop contact.
(C) individual religious practice among RVNAF servicemen was generally limited to attendance at a church or pagoda on holidays, holy days and Sundays. In general, only 27 percent of
the servicemen had the opportunity to attend religious services. Unless there were churches or
pagodas located in the civilian community adjacent to areas inaccessible by ground transportation,
no provision was made for the religious welfare of the serviceman. Those who were able to attend services mainly belonged to rear defense or support units. The percentage of servicemen
participating in religious activities was relatively low for the following reasons: they were busy
with daily tasks; their station posts were in remote places and they lacked means of conveyance;
and not every religion required followers to participate regularly.
Study Results
(C) The various problem areas covered in the RVNAF Morale Study lead to the following 18
MACCH recommondations:
Long range recommendations

1.

Increase chaplain authorization for coverage down to battalions.

a.

b. Establish Chaplain's Board; also Chaplain's School with basic and advance
courses; selected chaplains to US advanced course and Vietnamese Command and General Staff
College.
Initiate training in counseling for chaplains at chaplain's school.

c.
d.
chaplains' role.

Prepare Chaplains' Field Manual and Armed Forces Regulations to delineate

Initiate religious conferences and retreats for chaplains and military personnel.

e.

Short range recommendations

2.

Place Chaplain Directorates directly under Ministry of Defense.

a.

b. Provide government assistance for construction and maintenance of dependent
schools, and government allowance to RVNAF soldiers for dependent education.
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c.

Fulfill authorized strengths by end of CY 71.

d.

Provide Hoa Hao and Cao Dai chaplain representation.

e.

Place command emphasis on integration of chaplain as staff member.

f. Use chaplain instructors for basic course at POLWAR College.
g.

Prepare selected chaplains to teach counseling.

h.

Place command and chaplain emphasis on joint activities by the three directorates.

i.

Give command and chaplain emphasis on maximum troop contact.

j.

Provide increased ground and air transportation for chaplain visitation.

k.

Reduce American monetary and material assistance with emphasis on Vietnamese

1.

Establish non-appropriated chaplain funds.

initiative.

m. Increase number of worship facilities.
(U)

As previously discussed these recommendations were not fully accepted.

REST AND RECUPERATION (R&R)

(U) During 1970, 358,466 personnel visited R&R sites under sponsorship of MACV. When
the year opened, eight sites were in operation. The Singapore site closed 31 Jan. Oni 30 Jun
the Manila site was closed down and on 30 Sep visits to Tokyo under the program were terminated.
The remaining five sites--Hong Kong, Hawaii, Bangkok, Sydney, and Taipei--were in operation
throughout the year. In addition to those five sites, where special reception and departure
facilities and staffs were provided, R&R was also available in Okinawa and on Guam. Visits to
Guam were restricted to those of Guanmanian orgin or those who had dependents or parents residing on the island. The program for Okinawa was administered by the CG III MAF and was
available to Marines and those individuals who had an immediate family residing in Okinawa.
Small quotas were made available to MACV for use of personnel of other services.(Z 4
(U) R,&R was a funded program with costs paid from appropriated funds. The FY70 cost was
approximately $50 million and projected FY71 expenses were $39 million. This cost was for
chartox aircraft used to transport personnel from RVN to the sites and return. Contract administrator foi the program was the Military Airlift Command (MAC) which had an R&R liaison
officer at Tan Son Nhut AB.
(U) R&R wAs conducted as a morale program for all US military and FWMAF assigned duties
In RVN. Time spent was not chargeable as leave.(25
The program was also available to US
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and certain other US citizens employed in RVN. In general, personnel were authR&R when ordered to duty in RVN for a period of 12 months. They became eligible
at least 3 months in-country. An additional R&R was authorized for each extension
longer.

(U) The impact of troop reductions in-country was reflected in the program during 1970.
The January quota was 39, 726. During the final three months of 1970 the average quota dropped
to about 26, 000 per month. The reduced quotas resulted in higher usage rates as the year wore
on. During the early part of 1970, about 91 percent of the quota was used. After 1 Jul the
figure approached or exceeded 99 percent with the exception of October when heavy rains in the
northern area prevented many scheduled passengers from reaching the airport. The result was
a significant drop in usage rate from that departure point.
(U) The decision to close Singapore, Manila, and Tokyo as R&R sites improved the usage
rate among the other locations. Personnel who might have gone to those areas diverted to others
when the facilities were closed. The decision to close the three sites was based, to a degree, on
usage rates and the need to conserve appropriated funds. It would have been possible to readjust
quotas to improve the usage rate at each site; however, had it been done the fixed costs of operating the sites would have continued. The decision, therefore, was predicated on the reduction of
fixed costs as well. In the case of each closing, the site's host government was notified of the
intent to close by the State Department prior to the actual closing of the facility.

*

(U) The improvement in usage rates had a collateral effect on the leave program in SEA.
When the usage rates for R&R aircraft were low, personnel taking leave were permitted to travel
to the sites aboard R&R aircraft. As the usage rates for R&R increased, the number of spaceavailable seats dropped correspondingly and, by September 1970, they became virtually nonexistent. Priority for space-available seats was based on time-in-RVN. At one point in
September, space-available travel to Hong Kong was open for those who had completed more than
53 weeks in-country. Similiar situations occurred to other sites. When space-available travel
was open aboard the R&R aircraft, it usually existed during the late part of the month as most of
those travelling on space-required orders seemed to request space close to paydays.

FOURTEEN DAY LEAVE

i,

(U) On 28 Oct 70 COMUSMACV approved a new leave policy which granted a 14-day leave
during a normal tour and permitted individuals to go to the continental US (CONUS) if they
wished.( 26) The changing combat environment, increasing disciplinary problems, and special
morale problems created by the Vietnamization program, and the phasedown period provided
the basis for the change in the leave policy. The change in leave policy was part of a larger
MACV morale and welfare improvement program.( 27)
(FOUO) It was noted that less than 1 percent of the personnel took leave during their tour
in RVN. To provide greater incentives for individuals to take leave and purchase commercial
air tickets, a leave improvement program, based on recommendations submitted by component
commanders and CG, III MAF, was developed. Specific objectives of the program were:
1.

To increase the number of breaks in duty afforded the troops.

Z.

To occupy more of the individuals'free time.

-ISX,.2.
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3. To overcome the lack of space-available military air transportation by providing
incentives to purchase commercial air tickets.
4.

To increase the attractiveness of taking leave to a wide number of individuals of all

5.

To provide incentives without increasing costs to the government.

grades.

(FOUO)

The leave improvement program was phased to provide for development of the

necessary procedures and controls. Phase I provided for allowing a maximum of 14 days leave
per normal tour and added CONUS as an authorized leave site. That phase was implemented Z8
Oct. Phase II provided for expanding the authorized leave sites in the PACOM area and developing a charter flight service offering relatively inexpensive round trip fare to CONUS. Phase III
conducted a feasibility study on combining leave and R&R to assist those individuals who were not
otherwise able to finance a 14 day leave.
(FOUO)

Rationale for the 14 day leave policy was as follows:

1. It would afford th6&individual additional time to "wait out" space available military
aircraft through the tri-service Air Transportation Coordination Office system. Leave would
begin when the individual signed out of his unit and would terminate upon his return.
2.

It would provide greater incentive to purchase commercial air tickets.

3. It would allow individuals to participate in the increasing number of special morale
programs which transported dependents by charter flights to overseas sites, privately sponsored
or as sponsored by the Navy.
4.

It would encourage an individual to take leave by affording him a longer break from

his job.
(FOUO)

Rationale for authorizing CONUS as a leave site was:

1. It would allow individuals to see their families who could not afford or arrange to
transport them to Hawaii.
2.

It would provide an incentive for individuals to take leave.

3.

It had the greatest potential for favorable impact upon morale of the command.

4.

There were increased numbers of second and third-tour personnel within the com-

5.

It would contribute to reducing gold flow problems.

6.

Proper controls would be established to preclude anticipated problems associated

mand.

with the CONUS leave. Those controls would require confirmed return transportation and that
such leave was completed during the fourth through eighth months of an individual's tour in RVN.

5,-
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(FOUO) Implementation of the leave policy was discretionary with component commanders
who could implement whatever controls or restrictions they wished to impose. It was anticipated
that operational considerations and limits on availability of commercial air transportation would
have a moderating effect on the total numbers of personnel taking advantage of this authorization.
(FOUO) No firm estimate on the number of personnel who would be able to take advantage of
the new leave policy was available. At the time, less than 1 1/2 percent of the total force was
out-of-country on R&R or leave at any one time. It. was anticipated that figure might double with
the policy change. Although the impact on the R&R program could not be accurately evaluated, it
was expected that the current heavy demand for R &R at those sites where an individual could meet
his family might dimish slightly.
(FOUO) Regulations governing issuance and use of dollar instruments in RVN permitted the
purchase of airline tickets from international airlines with these instruments when required.
Further, military banking facilities throughout RVN provided the banking services deemed necessary to handle anticipated currency transactions. No special arrangements such as withdrawal
of Soldiers Deposits or advance pay for purposes of purchasing commercial air tickets were considered.
(FOUO) Those individuals desiring to avail themselves of the leave privilege were required
as a matter of normal processing to be in the propeýr service uniform or appropriate civilian
dress. Leave orders were prepared as a matter of routine for personnel taking leave.
(FOUO) Although MACV was considering other programs to improve morale, no consideration was given to the reintroduction of military dependents into RVN. The leave policy change
was considered commensurate with conditions as they existed within RVN.( 2 8
(U) On 3 Dec the RVN granted landing rights for charter commercial air travel service to
CONUS. The first charter depart•.d on 5 Dec. During the month 16 charter flights left for
CONUS with a total of 3, 781 on board. (29
(U) At years' end plans were underway to implement a quota system based on unit strength
similar to the R&R system. It was felt that would prevent complaints arising from alleged inequity and preference to the rear area soldier located near the ticket agencies.

AWARDS AND DECORATIONS

(U) During 1970 the awards shown in Table X1l-1 were made by MACV and USARV. There
were 252 unit awards processed during the year. In addition two outstanding civilian awards were
presented. One Presidential Unit Citation was also approved for Btrv B, 2d.Bn, 19th Arty, Ist
Cay Div and attached units for action on 27 Dec 66. (30
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DECORATIONS AWARDED
BSM
MACV
USARV
TOTAL

AM"V'

AM

JSCM

ARCOM"V"

ARCOM

PH

2,191
206,011
208,202

3,909
0
3,909

2,197
16,949
19, 146

5,262
245,943
251,205

400
29,465
29,865

10,026
149,705
159,731

191
6,567
6, 758

DSC

SS

LM

DFC

0
69
69

276
2,899
3,175

373
1,231
1,604

46
5,078
5,124

MACV
USARV
TOTAL

SM
107
1,095
1,20Z

BSM1V"

TOTAL##

2,476
15,413
17,889

27,454
680,425
707,879

RECOMMENDATIONS FORWARDED TO OTHER HQ (All Services)
*COM
Army
Navy
Air Force
Marin.
RVNAF
Third Country
TOTAL
*
*

6
72
293
37
1
0
409

AM
0
0
1
2
3
0
6

BSM
5
86
283
56
19
10
459

**SM

DFC

LM

SS

DSM

#DSC

MH

0
2
0
1
0
0
3

1
0
3
0
2
0
6

1
8
30
26
11
11
87

0
1
0
0
3
0
4

16
1
0
1
0
0
18

5
0
0
0
0
0
5

23
0
0
5
0
0
28

57
170
610
128
39
21
1,025

Ind Army, Navy and A F Commendation Medals.
Incl Soldiers, Navy and Marine Corps, and Airman Medals.

# Incl Distingished Service, Navy, and AF Crosses.
## Incl awards as follows:
VN

ROE

THAI

CHINESE

Awards
SS
DFC
SM
BSM 'V"
AM "V"

47
9
4
1,370
46

0
0
0
31
2

10
1
1
65
16

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

ARCOM 'IV"

1,482

18

226

0

0

0

84

36

17

2

2

0

819

96

569

4

7

2

BSM

ARCOM

PHILIPPINES

SPANISH

Table XII-1
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Chapter XII

1. Fact Sheet (U), MACPM, 26 Nov 70, Subj: Military Absentee and Deserter Apprehension
Program. Unless otherwise noted this is the source document for all information in this
section.
MACPM, 10 Dec 70, Subj: Drug Suppression Program.

2.

HQ MACV Directive 190-4 (U),

3.

Fact Sheet (U), MACPM, 26 Jun 70, Subj:

4.

Rpts (U), MACPM, 15 Jan, 16 Jul 70, and 22 Jan 71, Subj: Provost Marshal Activities
Report. Rpt (U), MACOI, 31 Dec 69 and 30 Jun 70, Subj: Strength Figures Reports.

5.

Fact Book (TS), MACJOZ, December 1970, Subj: C of S MACV Visit to CINCPAC 6-9 Dec
70 (U), Gp-1.

6.

Fact Sheet (U),

7.

Rpt (U), MACPM,

13 Aug 70, Subj: Provost Marshal Activities Report for July 1970.

8.

Rpt (U), MACPM,

15 Jan 70, Subj: Provost Marshal Monthly Report for December 1969.

9.

Rpt (U),

Currency and Black Market System (CABOTS).

MACPM, 30 Jun 70, Subj: Commodity Black Market in RVN.

MACPM, 15 Mar 70, Subj:

Provost Marshal Activities Report for February 1970.
POL Black

10.

Msg (C), AMCON Danang 312 to AMEMB Saigon, 050625Z Dec 70, Subj:
Market (C), Gp - Not stated.

11.

Interview (U), CDR Bush with R.W. Johnson, POIC, FPO, Hong Kong, 23 Nov 70, Subj:
Possible Postal Violations.

12.

Ibid.

13.

Op. cit.,

14.

Ibid.

15.

Rpts (U), MACPM, Monthly Report Files for 1970, Subj:

16.

Op. cit.•#6.

17.

Decision (U),

#6.

US vs Averette (No.

Z2457 - dec. 3 Apr 70),

Provost Marhs:l Reports.

19 USCMA 363. 41 CMR 363.

18. Memo (U), MACJA, 11 Apr 70, Subj: Jurisdiction Over Civilians Accompanying the Armed
Forces in Vietnam.
19.

R. L. Dillion, et al._ , vs Melvin R. Laird, etc., et al.. No. C-70-686-RFP (N.D. Calif.'/.
Memo (U), MACJA, 15 May 70, Subj: Dillion, et al.•,vs Laird, ot al..

*
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20. Spence vs William P. Rogers and Melvin R. Laird, Civil Action No. 929-70, US District
Court for the District of Columbia.
21.

Memo (U), MACCH, 8 Mar 71, Subj: History of the MACV Chaplain.

22.

Rpt (U), MACCH, 20 Nov 70, Subj: A History of the US Chaplain Advisor to the RVNAF
Chaplain Directorates. Memo (U), MACCH, 6 Mar71, Subj: The Dalat Incident.

23. Ltr TC), MACCH, 24 Nov 70, Subj: Draft of Second Increment CY70 MACV Command
History (U), Gp - Not stated. All material in this section comes from this letter and its
inclosures.
24.

HQ MACV Directive 28-2 (U), 20 Jul 69, Subj: Welfare, Recreation and Morale - R & R
Activities Out of Country.

25.

Msg JCS 101447Z Nov 64 granted authority to permit R & R without the charging of annual
leave.

26. DF (C), MACJI,
Not stated.
27.

Meg (FOUO),

28.

Ibid.

12 Nov 70, Subj: Monthly Historical Report for October 1970 (U), Gp -

COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 091220Z Nov 70, Subj: Leave Policy Change (U).

29. DF (S), MACJI,

13 Jar. 71, Subj:

Command Historical Program for Decemnber 1970 (U),

Gp - Not stated,

30. DF (U), MACAG-PD, 11 Jan 71, Subj:
January through December 1970.

Workload Data =- Decorations and Awards for
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CHAPTER XIII

INSPECTOR GENERAL ACTIVITIES

INTRODUCTION

Background

(U) The seope of MACV Inspector General (MACIG) activity was extremely limited from the
formation of the command through CY66. An austere staff of from two to eight IG personnel was
primarily respoisible for IG visits, minor investigatilons, and the r.solution of complaints. From
1967 to 1970, however, the requirements for IG capabilities in the areas of inspections, investigations, compl4ints processing, and advisory functions expanded dramatically.

Increase in IG Responsibilities

The Build-up of US Forces in RVN
(U) Prior to the introduction of the first combat -roops' into RVN in May 1965 the Mumber uf
incidents and ,)ther situations requiring IQ ac,,tion w45 relatively small, l.rinR the initial phase
of the influx of US combat forces into RVN the IG functions were performed by the component
commands. The MACIG's role ducing that period was limited to M0 visits to advisory elements,
the resolution of complaints related to those elements, and a relatively small nun-sber of inveStications directed by COMUSMACV.
(U) In 1967, as the troop level :eachod significtant proportions. thoro wa* incr.ased t•,ntact
between US forces, IVNAI, avid tho civililn poýulace, •',•nites arising from the increased coontact required resolutioi at the MACV level. The proviou
ac.pt, that component corntn4.nd Ct,
could resolve all diffilculties, becamte ottt,•.oded. The reqt row-eest for an increased VA capability
at MACV level was recornl.(.ed, and through An evolutionary Vroc-.!,a tbt.; Office ot MACIG was o xpanded in *cope and manpowr.

The Necessity to Eittblish au E1ffecvtivW

nloS'em with~nii RVN'A

(U) After the overthrow of the Dieto regime and the series of coups that followed, there
rernmaind the major ptoblown of assisting the Viutnamese in buildin, an effective arnrwd forre
*capable
of combatiag the enemy and providing an eovironment in which pacification coul, bho
accomplished, In addition to the immediate tmsks of equipping and training the armed forces
*
and providing combat and logistical support, there was a need to Innure that the neevssary
*
checks and balaat#e were established within the armed forces. In particular, tbh .usnmander
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of the RVNAF needed a means of obtaining an independent appraisal of matters related to mission
accomplishment, efficiency, economy, and discipline. Recognizing the need, COMUSMACV encouraged the Chief, JGS, to reorganize their inspectional activities and to create an IG system
similar to that of the US Army. Initial planning for the system was started in 1966. COMUSMACV took note of the initial planning and offered in December 1966 to further JGS efforts by
providing advisory support to the RVNAF Inspector General system. ( I )
(C) On 3 Jan 67, an agreement between COMUSMACV and the Chief, JGS, RVNAF,
established US IG advisory support to the JGS IG and at subordinate commands down to division
level. The MACIG was designated senior advisor at the JGS level. A deputy senior advisor was
assigned to serve in a full time capactiy. ( 2 )
(U) At the request of MACIG, a team of instructors from the Office of the Inspector General
(OTIG), DA, was provided to assist in the training oi the RVNAF IG personnel.
(C) The initial successes of the expanded RVNAF IG system and the increased capability of
the MACIG prompted COMUSMACV to direct thaM the IG objectives be formalized and the full
potential of the IG system be brought in support of the 1968 Combined Campaign Plan. He specifically directed that an Inspector General annex be de ýeloped for that plan. The stated objectives
for CY68 were:
1. To complete the establishment of the IG system in RVNAF down to sector level to
provide for maximum mission performance from available resources.
2. To conduct inquiries to resolve complaints of servicemen of all ranks in order to
correct injustices and to assist commanders in raising disciplinary standards.

3, To establish IQ technical channels between US, RVNAF, and other FWMAF for the
passage of information involving the armed forces.
4. To bring about immediate improvement in m1ission perf mano and effectiveneas of
US advisory elements, ARVN units, and Regional Force and Popular Foreo (RF/PF) units.
5.

To establish I

technical channels within corps, extending down to sector level and

between US forces, US advisory eolmenta, and ARVN.
(U) In addition to those objectives, the Cornbinod Campaign Plan provided the basis for a
unique system of combined investigations and tnspection#, conducted by the MRq and MACIG. into matters Oa tmtutual concern.( 3 )

Increasetl Stability Within

,VN

(U) From the MACIG viewpont, the national election of 7 Sep 67 was the tutrning woint in
terms of RVNAF stability. Increased stability within the armed forces produced a corresponding stability within the GVN. It created a greater sense of trust in both the government and the
armed forces on the part of the civilian poiulace. One factor in bringing about that desirable
situation was the increased effectivetieis of tho JGSIG activities. As the level of combat diminished, an increase in the number of IG investigations occurred. That was attributed to the relative calm associated with the docraa..e in fighting whish gave the populace an opportunity to
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present grievances for resolution. During the period the JGSIG utilized the news medi. io explain
to the people the means whereby complaints and claims might be submitted for consideration. As
a result, previous injustices, inefficiencies, and acts which had previously been excused as ex.,
pediencies of war surfaced for investigation.

Effects of the 1968 TET Offensive
(U) Duiing 1968 greater emphasis was piaced on all phases of IG activity. Early in the
year, however, the TET oifensive caused a major disruption in the development of the JGSIG
system. Much of the early progress of the system was nullified when many skilled IG personnel
were assigned as replacements for comnbat losses. Those persornel had initially been handpicked to form the nucleus of the IG system and their loss was a serious setback.

Post- 1968 TET IG Activity-General
(U) The influence of the 1968 TET upon the IG systems of MACV and JGS was not all bad.
The JGSIG was promoted and made Vice Chit:, TGS, and a Corps Commander was assigned as
the IG: JGS. The OTIG orientation team returned to conduct instruction for newly appointed
Vietnamese IG personnel at all levels, and within a short period of time the personnel were
sufficiently trained to resume IG activities. The TET offensive led to a series of inspections
of the defensive capabilities (if units and installations in the Saigon area. Additionally, an increasing number of combined MA.CV/JGS inspections and investigations were condu.:ted into
incidents, occurring during TET, %hich involved combinations of US and Vietnamese personncl.
Those combined efforts culminated in bilingual Vietnamese-English reports to the two contreanders
concerned. The prompt tesolution of the investigations and the conduct of in-depth inspections
which provided identical facts to both MACV and the JCUS res,lted in mutual cooperation and a
growing respect for the IG system.
(U) The following chart depicts the level of MACV and JGS IG activity for the years 1968
and 1969:
Complaints Resolved

Inspections

Investiations

MACV 1968

a? 7

ý7

33

1969

8Z4

98

60

1968

3Z0

418

90

365

274

JCiS

1969

I,Q4

Post-1968 TET JGS IG Activity
(U) Throughout 1968 the investigative ability of the RVNAF IG personnel continued to
improve and the diversity of the problems referred to the M0 indicated that the JGS recogenixd
the value of an effective IG system. A comparison of inspection reports for the yoais 1967 and
1968 revealed that the 1968 inspections achieved greater depth and were more critical than thott
conducted during previous years.
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(U) An important milestone in the development of the JGSIG system came in August 1968
when Cie Prime Minister of Vietnam publishea an official decree formalizing the status of the
JGSIG. The approval and publication of the decree could be attributed to the demonstrated professionalism and value of the RVNAF IG personnel to the JGS and the GVN. ( 4 )
(U) The JGSIG directorate expanded from 41 personnel in 1968 to 103 personnel in 1969.
An analysis of the complaints submitted to the JGSIG during 1969 indicated that extortion and
corruption were the major causes for complaint. It was an indication of the growing willingness
on the part of the Vietnamese to utilize the IG system. Inspections were conducted throughout
RVN of combat units, combat support units, logistics centers, hospitals, schools, and training
cer.ters. MACIG advisory personnel accompanied RVN inspectors on many of the inspections.
The entire scope of RVNAF IG activity indicated that RVNAF had made substantial progress in
attaining its IG objectives.

Post-1968 TET MACIG Activit,
(U) MACIG investigations increased from a previous 3-year total of 2Z cases to 33
investigations completed in 1968 alone. Following the trend of increased workload, MACIG
conducted 60 investigations during 1969. Many of them concerned incidents which had occurred
2 to 3 years prior to the time they were reported. It was apparent that the number of investigations grew as stability increased within RVN. It was anticipated that the trend of investigative
activities would rise or at least reach a plateau for the next 2 or 3 years. Also of significance
was the fact that over 50 percent of MACIG investigations were prompted by letters from individuals. Of those, approximately 30 percent were written by Vietnameae nationals.
(U) In 1967, 252 ,oomplaints were pro,-essed by MACIG. In 1968 the case load more than
tripled to 827 cases.
he increase did not reflect a general deterioration in morale or in the
quality of service and a.pport to military and civilian personnel. Rather, it reflected:
I.

Personnel turbulence resulting from the rapid increase in troop strengths.

2.

More frequent visits to units by MACIG inspections teams.

3.

Increaseae capability of MACIG to accept and process cases.

(U) In 1969 the MACIG Complaints Division processed 824 cases. Major improvements
were nwted in the areas of assignment, retirement and tour curtailment, promotion, discriminatiow and prejudice, personal prv-perty and baggage, pay and allotments, and compassionate leave.
Only two complaints concerning racial prejudice were registered, and in neither case were the
alleg.:.-lons substantiated. (t wat. considered a major accomplishnment that of the approximately
2, 400 complaints processed by the MACIG system, none resulted in congressional action after
res -Aution.

J(U)

In March 1969 MACIG conducted IG orieotation courses to further assist the RVNAF to
Approximately 110 officers completed the course
of insti tction.

develop and maint-ain an effictive IW system.
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(U) The MACIG Inspections Division conducted 98 inspections in 1969, compared with 47 in
1968. The inspections covered all MACV advisory elements from mobile advisory teams (MATS)
to province level area logistics commands, divisions, and corps and also including Navy and Air
Force teams. Four special inspections of support complexes at Danang, Qui Nhon, Cam Ranh,
and Saigon were directed by COMUSMACV in 1969. A vertical inspection of the entire MAT and
mobile advisory logistics team structure was directed to identify strengths and weaknesses.
RVNAF hosp.tals and medical facilities were inspected by combined inspection teams. As a
result of a major investigation conducted by MACIG in 1969, corruption and unethical practices
by military personnel and civilians were uncovered in the operation of open messes and non-appropriated fund activities. It resulted in the formation of a special inspection audit team for the
purpose of inspecting messes under the direct control of MACV advisory elements.
(U) During the period 1967 to 196Q personnel requirements increased as the IG mission
grew. Authorized and assigned strength for the period was as follows:
ASSIGNED

YEAR

AUTHOP.IZED

1967

8

lZ

1968

8

Z6

1969

21

56

(U) The required expansion of the MACIG staff was not a parallel growth solely based upon
the expansion of American Forces in RVN. That would presuppose a reduction of mission requirements, concurrent with the reduction of American Forces. Rather, the growth was primarily dictated by the improvement and increased capabilities of the RVNAF IG system and the
increasing stability within GVN. It was anticipated that maintenance of adequate advisory and
investigative support would continue to be a requirement long after the proposed reduction of
American Forces was effected.

OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL, MACV

General

(U) The Inspector General, a personal staff officer to COMUSMACV, was responsible for
inquiring into and reporting on matters relating to the performance of mission, state of discipline,
efficiency, and economy of the command by conducting inspections, investigations, surveys and
studies and by receiving, investigating, and reporting on allegations, complaints, and grievances
of individuals and agencies. He was the principal US advisor to the IG, RVNAF.

4

(U) On 17 Jun 70, MACIG briefed the Chief of Staff of the Army on the MACV Inspector
General system. The Chief of Staff of the Army decided that it would be beneficial for MACIG
to appear before the Hebert Subcommittee, which was investigating the My Lai Incident, to provide them background information on the MACV IG system. Arrangements for the appearance
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were made by Chief of Staff of the Army and on 22 Jun MACIG appeared before the su.bcommittee
which had reopened its hearings specifically to hear MACIG's testimony. MACIG explained the
preventive and corrective nature of the IG system and the organization and scope of the system
in Vietnam from August 1967 to June 1970. The testimony provided the subcommittee with an
insight into the means available to personnel in RVN since 1967 to bring specific allegations or
information of serious conditions to the attention of proper authority to obtain prompt, timely
investigation and resolution of problems. The presentation provided background information on
an aspect of the system of checks and balances within the armed forces which the subcommittee
otherwise might not have understood.

Organization

General
(U) In January, a new MACV Joint Table of Distribution (JTD) was approved which provided
MACIG with 50 spaces (37 officers and 13 enlisted). The new authorization formalized the approved overstrength under which the staff had been operating since August 1969. Prior to January
only 21 spaces were authorized in the IG organization. ( 5 )
(U) During the first quarter of 1970, the staff reorganized as reflected in Figure XIII-1
The internal organizational change provided MACIG with a new structure which included five
working divisions. The objective of the reorganization was to shorten the span of control within
the subordinate offices and to provide greater supervision over the expanding MACIG activities. ( 6
(U) In November 1970, the CofS MACV approved the transfer of 13 officer and two e-listed
spaces from MACCORDS to MACIG. The addition of the spaces brought the total MACIG n itary
personnel strength to 65 (50 officers and 15 enlisted). This transfer is discussed in greater
detail in a subsequent paragraph dealing with the JGS/HQ MACV Realignment Study. ( 7'

Advisory Division
(U) During 1970, in compliance with MACV CofS guidance, the Advisory Division continued
to monitor the JGSIG reorganization. The major goals of the plan were to:
1. C.nsolidate the then fragmented inspectional activities at the central agencies into
the IG Directorate (RVNAF) for better economy, control, and quality.
2.

Bring the sector RF/PF inspectors into the IG sysLem.

3. Authorize sufficient iaspectors general at each RVNAF command level to carry out
IC functions. ( 8
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Territorial Forces Inspections Advisory Division
(U) The Territorial Forces Inspections Advisory Division was transferred from MACCORDS
to MACIG in November 1970. The division advised and assisted the JGSIG in inspccting RF/PF
units throughout RVN.
(U) The Territorial Forces then numbered approximately 500, 000 personnel or about 50
percent of ARVN. Originally established in 1955 as a political, para-military self-defense force
for the Saigon area, it numbered about 16, 000 men. The force had been expanded in the intervening years until eventually it had units in all hamlets and villages in RVN.
(U) Beginning in January 1971, inspection teams consisting of four JOS Inspector General
personnel, one Territorial Forces inspector from MACIG and an interpreter would inspect all
sector headquarters, regional force groups, and battalion headquarters.
(U) The inspection of RF/PF units was a large undertaking since there were 1,600 RF
companiee and 7, 300 PF platoons in RVN. There were numerous areas requiring corrective
action, such as ghost soldiering, misappropriation of rice, etc., which had been brought to
light by several combined investigations involving RF/PF units.

Investigations Division
(U) The MACIG Investigations Division conducted unilateral and joint inquiries and
investigations and formulated and coordinated procedures for investigations by Inspectors General
throughout RVN. COMUSMACV and CofS, MACV, continued to make full utilization of the investigative capabilities of the division to provide factual data concerning allegations or incidents
which could have had grave impact upon the command.
(U) The trend of a steady increase in the number of incidents requiring inquiry or
investigation and resolution at the MACV level continued. A total of 87 investigations were
conducted during 1970. Normally, investigations were conducted by teams of two officers. In
several cases, however, the complexity of the cases, coupled with relatively short suspense
dates, required the assignment of as many as nine officer investigators to a particular case,
Two specific cases required the use of officers with auditing expertise. There was also a
notable increase in the number of combined Investigations requiring participation of officers
assigned to the RVNAF JGS Inspector General.
(U)

It was anticipated that the inve.itigative workload would continue unabated and perhaps

Increase.

Contributing factors were1.

Increased interest in corruption and illicit activities.

Z.

Low level of combat with attendant idleness and mischievous behavior of US troops.

3. The recall by individuals of past incidents, real or imagined, from which compeinsa.'ion and/or notoriety might be obtained.
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Combined Investigations Division
(U) The Combined Investigations Division of MACIG was organized on 2 1 Mar 70. It
paralleled a similar organization established by the JGSIG Directorate to permit closer cooperation in the conduct of combined investigations. The combined investigation effort by MACV and
JGS Inspectors General provided a capability to investigate items of common interest. The investigation findings contributed significantly to command decisions which had a profound effect
on the military posture of both the US and Vietnamese Military Forces. The conduct of combined
investigations created an awareness throughout the commands that irregularities, graft, and
corruption would not be condoned and great efforts were made to correct those situations.

Inspections Division
(U) The MACIG Inspections Division provided COMUSMACV with a continuing assessment
of the MACV advisory effort by inquiring into and reporting upon matters, which could conceivably impair mission performance, pertaining to the accomplishment of the mission and the state
of discipline, efficiency, and economy of the command. All MACV advisory elements were inspected not less than annually. In contributing to the accomplishment of the MACV mission during CY70, the Inspections Division made a total of 122 inspections covering all MACV advisory
elements. In addition, inspectors accompatiied JGSIG teams as advisors/inspectors on 10 inspection visits of RVNAF units. Recommendations made from those inspections resulted in
significant savings in manpower, material, and equipment resources. The visits also provided
the MAGIG with opportunities to identify unresolved problems and to follow up on corrective
actions taken by units in response to observations and findings of previous inspections and visits.

Complaints Division
(U) The Complaints Division administered the Inspector General complaints system which
was established for the basic purpose of correcting injustices affecting individuals and oliminating conditions determnned to be detrimental to the efficiency or reputation of the military. Complaints received by Inspectors General fell into two categfries -- personal grievatces and allegations concerning conditions. The first of those was a true complaint; an individual had actually

been wronged or believed that he had been wronged. The second category. allegations or statements of cunditions, included those -:ases in which the individual did not claim a per.oonal grievance.
but believed it was his duty to report what he considered to be unsatisfactory conditions.

Many

investigations were based on such repoets from individuals. Another responsibility of the Complaints Divtsion was the processing of requests for assistance, advice, or information. The
resolution of personal problems that confronted individuals was an important function of tie 10.

"(U) In Devember 1970, the MACIG Complaints Division was expanded and reorganiaed into
two branches -- a Corrective Action Branch and an Inquiry and Review B1ranch. The Corrective
Action Branch received all military and civilian grievances, complaints, or rcquestts for assistanco. It resolved or requested necessary action to resolve those problems. Significant data indicating overall con.'4itions within the cotnitand was awsetibled in a data bank within the Inquiry
and Review Branch. Tht
of Qe _•_j.eu '".'.-t
.
iM
li iIteports. reports
of 10 inspections, complaints, requests for assistanee, and reports of investigations. A complete analysis at the data was accomplished and pertinent information, extracted. The analysis
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formed the basis for providing MACIG with an evaluation of conditions throughout the command.
Trends and indicators were quickly assembled which formed the basis for IC decisions in the
form of preventive or corrective action.
(U)

During the 4th Qtr, CY70, inquiries were initiated into the following:
1.

The availability of piaster conversion facilities.

2.

Alleged inequities in R&R procedures.

3.

Mail delivery procedures.

(U) During CY7O, a total of 752 cases were received by the MACGI Complaints Division.
Of those, 236 were received during the 4th Qtr. It represented an increase of 11 percent over
the previous quarter and a 19 percent increase over the average of the last three qurters. Of
the 246 IG action requests received during the last quarter, 156, or 66 percent, of the actions
were considered justified. Major categories are shown in the chart at Figure XIII-Z.

ADVISORY ACTIVITIES

Reorganization of the JGS/RVNAF IG Directorate

General
(U) Since its organization in 1954, the RVNAF had lacked a unified and cohesive IC systemn.
It was especially true in the inspectional area where a fragmentation of inspection responsibilities
ha'I existed at the JGS level. Sopa rate inspection agencies had functioned in the Central Training
Command, Central Logistics Command. Central POLWAR Agency. RF/PF Comnmand, and the
Inspector General Directorate.
(U) The fragmented inspectional effort resultod in uncoordinated and duplicative inspections
of RVNAF units, Subordinate unit4 were repeatedly diverted fromn their primary vriai~ions to
prepare for numerous inspections, each with varying objectives.
(U) A trAjor obstaclo to the establiolhment of a single unifietd 1C systotm within the RVNAI
sa a the cixistance of the RF!P.F Inspection Departnient of the RFIP)Y Command which inspected
all Rl'/PlF uinits, or approximiately half o~f the Vietnamese armed forces. That arrangernent
donied tile Chief. JGIS' the independent 10 appý-alsai of the performance of mils~ion, efficiency,
economy, and worale of the IRFIPF units,

(U) The problem wiý4 clearly reoegnixed by both MvACV anti tho JGSIO. in July 19170. a
oeries of Prookitential atid Minintry of Detonst decrees direacted a major reorgania-.tion of the
JGS/1kVNAF~ &tructture.. Oneo oftihe changes was the Abolishment of the tr~/11F Conjmland and
the tra~nitfr of ratiponsibility for inapecting and investigating RF/PP unito to tha JG3/RVNA1F IC;.,
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(U) To accomplish his expanded mission, the JGS/RVNAF Inspector General developed a
Most significant was the establishment of the
new IG organization as shown at Figure XIII-3.
three Inspections Divisions: General Inspections, -Territorial Inspections, and Technical Inspections. The total strength of the IG Directorate increased from 117 to 324.
(U) Chief of Staff Action Memorandum (CSAM) 70-92, dated 27 Jul 70, directed that the
MACV Comptroller initiate and chair a study group to review the JGS/RVNAF organizational
and functional changes, and to submit recommendations on realignment of functions and responsibilities within MACV to conform with the revised JGS structure.
(U) During July, August, and September 1970, members of the Realignment Study Group
held meetings to prepare a response to CSAM 70-92. A major problem area was identified with
regard to the transfer of RF/PF inspection advisory responsibility from MACCORDS to MACIG.
Since MACIG was the principal US advisor to the JGSIG, it was MACIG's position that the abolishment of the RF/PF Command and the integration of the RF/PF inspectors within the JGSIG
directorate required the immediate transfer of RF/PF inspection advisory responsibility from
MACCORDS to MACIG. MACCORDS agreed to the transfer, but held that it should not be made
until MACCORDS was satisfied that the scope, frequency, and level of the RF/PF inspections
met its requirements.
(U) The proposed reorganization of the JGS/RVNAF IG Directorate was approved by the
CJGS on 29 Oct and forwarded to the Ministry of Defense for approval. The approved reorganization plan differed from that submitted by the JGS/RVNAF Inspector General in the following
areas:
1. The Complaints and Assistance Office was placed under the Investigations Division
instead of being a separate entity responsible to the Deputy IG as requested by the JGSIG.
2. The administrative offices for each of the three inspection divisions and the
investigation division, as proposed by the JGSIG, were deleted by the CJ0S who directed that
those administrative functions should be performed by the Report Analysis Division.
(U) In anticipation of an approved reorganixation plan, the non-inspectional activities of the
Territorial Forces Inspection Division were integrated into the Study and Plans, Report Analysis,
and Administrative Divisions of the I0 Directorate on 27 Nov. The proposed reorganization of
the IG Directorate was still under review by the Ministry of Defense as of 31 Dec 70.

General Officer Assigaod as JOS 10
(FOUO) As a result of a recommendation from MACIG, the CotS, MACV, discussed with
the Co(S. JGS, in February the need to have a general officer assigned as JUSIG. It was pointed
out that Vietnamese custom required Inspecting officers to be of equal or higher ran4 than the
conmmander of the inspected unit. Lack of that element had seriously impaired the scope of IG
Inspections. In separate talks COMUSMACV discussed the problemt with the Chief, JOS. The
problem was solved in August 1970 when a lieutenant general was appointed JGS/RVNAF IG.
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3GS/HQ MACV Realignment Study
(U) On 27 Jul 70, the CofS, MACV, established the JGS/HQ MACV Realignment Study Group
for the purpose of analyzing recent changes in the JGS/RVNAF organization and recommending
suitable adjustments to MACV's organization to compensate for any misalignments found. The
Comptroller, MACV, was named chairmaik of the study group.
(U) After a detailed study of the decrees establishing the new JGS/ RVNAF organization,
which included a comparison of changed functions and organizational structures, the study group
submitted a report to the CofS on 11 Oct. The report included two recommendations which were
approved by the CofS on 27 Oct:
1. That the functions of advising and assisting in the conduct of RF/PF inspections
should be transferred from MACCORDS to MACIG.
2. That those two staff agencies establish a mutual position as to the time personnel
and other resources would be transferred.
(U)

The CofS directed that recommendations to effect the transfer be presented to him, and

on 3 Nov 70, MACIG submitted the following recommendations to the CofS:
1. That MACIG assume control of the RF/PF Inspections Advisory Division of MACCORDS effective 3 Nov 70.
2. That all US and RVNAF personnel as well as GVN civilians, with the exception of
seven US personnel, be transferred to MACIG effective 3 Nov 70.
3. That all personnel spaces of the RF/PF Inspection Advisory Division of MACCORIDS
be transferred to the Staff Advisory Element (SAE) of MACIG JTD effective 3 Nov 70.
4. That all equipment and office supplies currently authorized and assigned to the RP/
PF Inspection Advisory Division of MACCORDS be transferred to MACIG Joint Table of Allowancos effective 3 Nov 70.
5. That vehicles and other equipment furnished the RF/PF Inspection Advisory Division
be retained following its integration into MACIG.
6. That the RF/PF Inspections Advisory Division be exempt from mandatory space
reductions until I Jul 71.
M(U The Co(S. MACV approved the above reconmendations on 4 Nov 70.
The trantfer of
the RF/PF Inspection Advisory Division from MACCORDS to MACIG was completed befote the
and oi November.( 9 )

Intpoctor General C~onference
MU) An Inspector General Conference was hosted by MACIG on 11 I)e%: 70 for the I0 and It
advisors of MACV and componont commands. The purpose of the conforeace was tot:
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1. Explain the ramifications of Annex R, Inspector Genveral, to the Combined Camnpaign
Plan for CY71 which provided the regulatory basis for cooperation between IGs of MACV, the
service components, RVNAF, and the FWMAF.
2. Promote a greater understanding of the functions, strengths, and weaknesses of the
RVNAF IG system.
3. Exchange information, ideas, and recommendations for improving unilateral and
combined IG activities during CY?1.
(U) COMUSMACV officially op~ened the conference. He stressed the necessity for conducting
IG investigations at the proper level in order to achieve complete objectivity. He em-phasized
that all IG actions must be accomplished thoroughly arid -:omprchensively since they were subject-~
ed to close scrutiny at all levels. it was emphasiz.#3 that V~e 7G c~omvplaints systern must be sensitive to the problems of all personnel, and those init-ances where the system, or someone in the
systerm, had failed r,-xust be identified and remedial action taken. COMUSMACV predicted thaL
an increase in IG investigations would occur during the period of decreased ccinw.at activity. ( 10

JOS IC Orientation Course
(U) The JOS/RYNAF IG Directorate conducted an IG urientation course for 64 officers
either currently serving~ as IGs in the RVNA1F or al;;ed wo servei as IGs,;in the vvry ne-Ar futvure,
The course consiste~d of 107 hours of instructioni. io opened on 4 Pe. and termitiated on Zv
riuland
administrative support to the c&ourlse.
70. The MACIO Advisory Divislan provided i

Aninex R to Combi ned Canrl
*

izlZ-1an 19 71

(U) PreparAtion of the cornbin.d lrarpaign Plun 1971, All '446, bog.4n oil 2S Jutn %ith thv~
JGSIG Dirct~orat_ bfanVi resonsible for pi'epAration of thto lrir tct~r ('*vniral Anxtox (Aanne R)
to the plan, A~xsistamot was givvea to tho !CSIG clirectorat, nix th& 'nropov 4y tho MA(C Advioory
Div1ison.
(M) 11he fitst niectirg of-tho JCS' and MAC-N! action ofitetswvi4
hold on 4~ J0, The lel Annox
-rate -was approtwd by .IGl,1tm la So p Anrd by NMACIO on 14 r-ep T"ho
cowsplatod Comlotwtl C~atn#ijn P',n 197 1, which includetd Ann-ý, lR, w~s~pudl shed on 11)04. -40.7
Arnties R proscribedk the rnesionn and utioots tx- be t~iitn by th-ý R4VNIAY iWMAF 1
III "oopprt

prtopared by the IC; Ir

of the com'bined C ampinn Plan, 1,160 cow~qt fqrtneCtiom was*OhAt uillateral, ýobint and
bined IC at.tivitims woulti be iýodd~&ed tv 011ý '.'fn Ail okivctlvos io ihe coubinod 0 tan.

COM

(U) Thi.7 only sigiifitant diffdrtzntol beh~v tbit 44ne~tv 'I the. 1410 artd 197 1 conWO04
camnpaigtn plans was the fadt that in 1971 tho
iC5eRYZF 10 bw~ttioo ruipon#Mile for io~po<WV'g
and inveittigotng all unitiit of thet
iAY1NA
-w inc-tidfe thb IVP.FP.
Througih most of 1910. ttr/P
uoitt hul,"o son
speetwd by tho RFPV Comluod whlth w~a, abolivshed in July 1010O.
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INVESTIGATIONS/INSPECTIONS

Representative Investigations by MACIG

Alleged Censorship at AFVN, Saigon
(U) On 3 Jan 70, an enlisted newscaster, assigned to AFVN, alleged during a broadcast
that censorship and news supprension were imposed upon AFVN newscasters. The allegation
gained widespread coverage in the US news media. In the ensuing MACIG investigation of
alleged censorship, an effort was made to determine if news had been altered or slanted by any
individual o element of the Armed Forces in MACV and to further determine if there w?.s any
pattern to the deletion or restriction ofnews which would indicate some ulterior motive was
being employed. The newscasta.• and those sympathetic to him were able to cite 23 cases of
alleged censorship. An analysis of each-case revealed that there was a relatively clear reason
for th-n- stories not being used or only partially broadcast. No evidence of news censorship or
suppression existed.., EasicaUy, the young and inexperienced broadcast specialists felt that they
were competent to edit their own 'iaterial for dissemination and resented any selectivity of neows
by con-petent authority. The operation of AFVN was in acccrdanc• with DOD, CINCPAC, and
'MACV regulations, andasa result, news stories were screened for timeliness, violations of
tmilitarysfcuvrity, and sensitivity to the. host.countr,1 . There vas evidence of a lack of adequate
command supervision ot AFVN. Copies of the report of investigation were handcarried to SECZSEF, JCS, ard CINCPAC.. Leadership positions were qt.vengthened at the station, and the n.WScastor and others who did not conform -*-! AFVN rules and r gulations wero transferred to nonT.o/tTV ostitions. The US news niedia z'-otsed covorage of the allogationw when confronted
with the true (acts vS the situation. I I I I
T
I
V'3"AR

(C) It w.s alleged
S- was
re•alizing ex~sto

by+ she USAIPtV Intorination officer that StA.-Far •ast Cnrporltion.(STAO{l
Into t-t*
iagaahnn
profits by Importing large quanttloIs of low -qality

jaonsc. Intvestigatton determineci that S'IAR waa abusing APO
M80.)ont
(US,
RVN -i US
prcivileges ýti importifig itV publIcatioos into RV$ and was utilizing USC# 1tansnortation'ort dtlitribution tlhrokighout RVN for Irrs-ona1 gain, STAR'. annual ptrtfit waS mtitmated 4i ibet'-eo. $3

Thke Vietnam Pt!lnnkl E-XV11ulte (Mr.E)

$4 nkillion.

1and

wal; roalialog an 0.PPArent1 Profit of only

sit.) and transpaattatiOn fees.
In
whirh,, to*Actvolity, was. coting :the USC $817.
S $7TOO
! ' a restlt
- As ci the Invostigiv4to, anid retoiimonvd corrective action, the contract with STAR was
to Insurve tho.pr.otctotin t USi -'ontefrets in relationt
0VR
terminated and adtlonl was taken by the
to rontra•t•or operationt iniXN, - It addition, the profit mnArltn accrutd to STAR and an stitnate
A copy of the remvrt, of invieastig•ton ctnte;tthtix
of the corporatlon't ado-at protfit was determinteC
on the cotmijany and ev$4#nc-e that .iht coimpnwiq Was. tottorporated In the
-k-Oll
flnatrla) dirt &vaIt#l.l.
"State of Nevada and subje.t to VS corporate tafl@* wao fuw-wardld to th• InternAl Revtzaue Soriee
inveh"ti-ated STAR
offiie An Sigot. Stbs~tuently, IRS,. usiing the MACV rtport as a h.,
Trbther, using its lethal aufit~e. Company S1.6 mtitllon \w taes fur PV6&*ind b67
.trd.snsd
"thority. IRS mtede a je.o@•oIdy zasranint JIRS lien) for over $I million oweti STAR by the VR-C
would
held by STAI..tj bantks. It was aiticipattd that additional msenlt
and otdher vnte,,
finacial data 1ir FY456 anJ z.9. Those 4uditaer.
be made as a .resuit of auditit-of the
" "stillinprogrs-ts at the tAd of the year. ( --
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Rach Gia
(S) In June 1970 a Vietnamese assemb.iman charged, in a speech on the floor of the
Vietnamese National Assembly, that on 20 Jun 70 US helicopter gunships had shot or bombed
Vietnamese fishing boats in the Gulf of Thailand. Supposedly 100 fishermen were killed. The
CofS, MACV, directed an investigation of the incident on 16 Jul 70. The combined investigation
required 6 weeks to complete. MACIG's contribution to the investigative effort was seven investigators and the expenditure of over 4, 500 manhours of work to complete the task. The investigation concluded that US aircraft sighted 12 boats within restricted waters on 20 Jun 70.
Proper operational clearance was granted to engage the vessels. The boats .vt re then engaged
as they attempted to depart the restricted waters. Some were, in all probability, engaged outside the restricted zone. Five boats were sunk, seven damaged, with nine persons killed, 15
missing, and 25 wounded. The investigation determined that the US pilots had committed a nonculpable act. Deficiencies were noted in the US Rules of Engagement (ROE), US operational reporting procedures, Vietnamese enforcement of restricted waters, and Vietnamese directives
regarding restricted waters. The investigation further determined that the US and Vietnamese
Governments bore equal responsibility in the matter.
(S) COMUSMACV was briefed on theý results of the investigation on 1 Sep 70. Action on the
recommendations was initiated that same day to effect a change to the US ROE prohibiting US
helicopters, except those assigned to the US Navy, from attacking targets at sea. ( 13 )
(U) Oa 29 Dec 70, restitution was made to 30 of the 52 survivors who had submitted claims.
The remaining 22 persons were to be paid in sarly January 1971.

Ham Tan Rape
(FOUO) An informal memorandum from the American Embassy on 9 Sep 70 stated the Saigon
press had been giving substantial and sensational coverage to the alleged rape of two Buddhist
women by American Forces in Ham Tan District, Binh Tuy Province. On 10 Sep 70 a representative of the JGSIG conferred with MACIG personnel in a preliminary discussion which led ultimately
to the formation of a combine i investigation on 14 Sep 70. The investigation team visited the scene
of the alleged rape, conferred with province and district chiefs, and secured a copy of the National
Police report of the alleged incident. The investigation revealed that the alleged rapes had not
occurred and that US troops were in no way involved in any incident concerning the women in
question. Rather, the incident appeared to be an organized campaign to discourage and discredit
US For'ces. The deterimental press coverage ceased upon an appraisal of the true facts. ( 14

Allegations of Procurement Irreqularities in Vietnam
(U) Aiý anonymous letter i 'ailed to senior military officers and DOD officials in August 1970
contained 11 separate allegations of irregular procurement practices, inefficient exchange operations, and money manipulations. Significantly, the letter also alleged that responsible officials
at DOD, CINCPAC, and MACV were aware of the problems but had failed to take any corrective
action.
(U) In compliance with the CofS directive of 16 Sep 70, the allegations were investigated by
MACIG. During the course of the investigation 18 different military/government agencies were
conta cted,
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(U) Five allegations were refuted, three could be neither substantiated nor refuted, and
three were substantiated. Of the latter, the irregularities noted were minor in comparison to
the broad allegations made by the anonymous writer. The investigation determined that all military/government agencies involved were acutely aware of the problems in their particular areas
of interest and were making a concerted and fruitful effort to eliminate irregular practices.
(U) The investigation made appropriate recommendations in those areas where discrepancies
were noted or where improvement could be made. ( i5

Agent ORANGE
(S) In an article written for Time Magazine, a freelance correspondent alleged that
Herbicide ORANGE, a defoliant which had been banned by DOD and MACV, had been used by
elements of the 23d Inf Div. In compliance with the CofS's directive of 17 Oct 70, MACIG
investigated the matter.
(S) The investigation substantiated the allegation and concluded that Agent ORANGE had
been used on at least eight separate occasions during the period May through August 1970. The
investigation further determined that the division chemical officer, in violation of the ban, ordered the use of the agent %ith the tacit approval of the division G-3 and that chemical officers
of XXIV Corps and HQ MACV were aware of its use but took no action. It was also determined
that, insofar as chemical matters were concerned, the division staff was ineffective in carrying
out the commander's guidance for an aggressive herbicide control program. At the same time
the staff was unable to provide the necessary safeguards to insure that the ban was enforced.
(U) As a result of a recommendation made by MACIG, appropriate action was taken against
certain oificers, and in-country stocks of Agent ORANGE were brought under stringent control.
(U) Tie investigation was considered to be particularly important in that it illustrated the
necessity for selecting the proper level for conducting an investigation. The initial investigation
of the allegations, conducted at division level, indicated that officers at brigade level and the
chemical officer at division level were at fault. The higher level MACIG investigation showed
weakness in the staff procedures not only within the division but also at the corps and MACV
level.( 16

Representative Combined Investigations

Civiliaa Irregular Defense Group (CIDG)
(C) A CIDG investigation was directed on 18 Jan 69 bythe CofS, MACV, to check into allegations
of undisciplined behavior by Vietnamese Special Forces (VNSF) personnel, CIDG personnel, and
US Army Special Forces. The investigation evolved into a series of investigations that continued
through'out 1969 and 1970. It was determined that the following type practices were prevalent
throughout the CIDG program:
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1. The payment, out of US funds, of CIDG personnel who had deserted, were AWOL,
or were otherwise absent from duty. The pay for the so-called "ghost soldiers" was allegedly
being kept by various CIDG camp commaniers.
Z.

The practice of selling leadership positions within the CIDG.

3. The payment of false death gratuities, out of US funds, to families of CIDG personnel
supposedly killed in combat.
4. The murder and intimidation of witnesses who volunteered information regarding
those allegations.
(C) COMUSMACV made the decision on 19 Jan 70 that 37 CIDG camps would be phased out
by December 1970 and would be converted to ARVN ranger units funded and supplied by ARVN.
It was believed the action would result in the savings of US funds previ.ously lost through graft
and corruption and would upgrade the combat effectiveness of certain previously, ineffective
CIDG units. Inspections of the progress of the conversion process were conducted in all military
regions (MR) through the rest of the year.

Camp Katum (CIDG)
(C) A specific investigation of an individual CIDG camp was initiated as a result of a
September 1970 editorial in a Vietnamese newspaper which alleged that a Vietnamese senator
disclosed information of corrupt acts by a Vietnamese Special Forces camp commander. The
article alleged the commander instigated an anti-American movement within his camp because
his US advisor was preparing to repor' -',nethical practices on the part of the camp commander.
CofS, MACV, directed an investigation of the allegations on 16 Sep 70. The investigation was
still in progress in December. ( 17

Rice
(C) The American Ambassador stated, in a Mission Council meeting on Z5 May 70, that
a report had been received from the US Department of Agriculture concern*g the misuse of
US rice in MRs 1 and 2. A combined investigation was made into the following allegations:
I.

US rice was not reaching RVNAF personnel and their dependents through the proper
channels, but was being diverted into the black market,
2. RVNAF was not reimbursing GVN for US rice that wis entering their supply system
for resale to RVNAF personnel.
3.

ARVN quartermaster allocations were not receiving adequate supervision.

4. US advisors to the ARVN quartermaster were ineffective in examining rice stocks,
collecting distribution /end use data, and uncovering potential illegal manipulations.
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(C) investigative efforts were directed toward RVNAF agencies and ultimate consumers,
ARVN, RF and PF units, to determine operational procedures, distribution, and accounting
methods. The investigation concentrated on the seven southern provinces of MR 2. ( 18
(C) Investigation of allegations one and three were completed during the 4th Qtr for the
seven southern provinceýs of MR 2 which were supported by the 5th Area Logistics Command.
report of findings was prepared which indicated that:

A

1.

US rice was reaching RVNAF personnel and their dependents through proper channels.

2.

US rice in RVNAF supply channels was being diverted to the black market.

3.

ARVN quartermaster allocations did not receive adequate supervision.

(C) An investigation of the above allegations was also initiated in the five northern provinces
of MR 2 which were supported by the 2d Area Logistics Command. The investigation was to continue in MR 1 upon completion of the investigation in MR Z.
(U) Investigatioýn of the second allegation was completed and a report was being prepared
at the end of the year. The findings indicated that the RVNAF was reimbursing the GVN for the
US rice.( 19 )

Tra Bong Investigation and Amnesty for CIDG Witnesses
(C) The Tra Bong Investigation of the allegations made by four CIDG witnesses charging
VNSF camp commanders with graft and corruption was completed during the 4th Qtr CY70. In
December 1968, a series of incidents occurred at Camp Tra Bong which involved threats against
US military personnel and which culminated in the arson of a US Special Forces building complex
in the camp.
(C) During the investigatiun of the incidents, four CIDG personnel provided damaging evidence
against VNSF camp commanders and charged them vith graft and corruption. Wben the CO, 5th
Special Forces Group, Airborne (SFGA) received information of a plot to murder the witnesses,
they were extracted from Camp Tra Bong in January 1969 and placed in protective custody. The
witnesses subsequently testified before a combined MACV/JGSIG committee Investigating t!e
charges. They also requested aid in arranging identification documents and transfer to an ARVN
unit or Ranger Border Surveillance Command. The combined %eportof investigation (ROI) substantiated the allegations and recommended the witnesses be granted amnesty, issue-1 identification
documents, and reinstated in an RF unit of their choice. Copies of the completed 101 were forwarded to the CJGTS for approval. ( Z0

Bin Phuoc Base Camp
(C) An inquiry was generated by the remarks of a US advisor in Long An Province in
family letters of 8 and 26 Sep 70 alleging that a valuable base camp abandoned by US Forces
was being dismantled and that the salvage materials were sold for the personal gain of a Vietnamese official. It was determined that the base camp had been properly transfer red t'. the
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control of Long An Province on 2 Sep 70. US installation engineers had classified the camp as a
minor base as defined in USARV Regulation 700-20. All structures were nonstandard in size and
construction. Materials similar to those taken from the camp appeared to have been sold by the
district chief; however, insufficient information was presented to establish illegal disposition of
the funds obtained.
(C) All allegations were unsubstantiated; however, in view of an apparent sale of material,
it was recommended that a letter be forwarded to JGS/RVNAF requesting the legality of the Binh
Phuoc district chief's actions be ascertained and, if warranted, corrective action taken. Moreover, it was determined that responsible US agencies had not received reports required for base
transfers and that province advisory personnel were ignorant of applicable directives concerning
base transfers. A report of inquiry was prepared. ( 21

Phu Quoc Central Prisoner of War Camp (CPWC)
(C) As a result of International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) reports in October 1970
of unsatisfactory conditions at the Phu Quoc PW Compound, the Secretary- of State informed the
American Ambassador, Saigon, and COMUSMACV that Washington senior officials were seriously
concerned with the reported CPWC situation. On 13 Oct 70, MACIG was directed to coordinate
the conduct of a combined JGS/RVNAF/MACIG investigation of Phu Quoc CPWC. However, as
a result of a CJGS/DEPCOMUS conference, it was decided to conduct a staff visit before directing an IG investigation.
(C) On 16 Oct 70, the CofS directed MACfJ to organize and conduct a staff visit to the Phu
Quoc Prisoner of War (PW) Camp. The visit was accomplished from 20-23 Oct 70. While IG
investigative efforts were not required. MACIG representatives did participate in the extensive
complementary effort to determine GVN compliance with the material requirements of 29 articles
relitive to the Geneva Prisoners of War Convention (GPW). MACIG's findings and comments,
furnished on 30 Oct 70, included information on CPWC's non-compliance with beth the US
standards pertaining to five articles and with GVN standards relative to two articles. Two of
the articles pertained to housing, clothing, medical care, and the posting of the GPW in conspicuous locations. The remaining i rticles pertained to the PW pay system. ( 22

PW Pay
(C) On 13 Nov 70, MACJI requested that MAC.1C examine the PW pay system and make
recommendations to improve it. As the GVN was not strictly complying wiih GFW pay provisions,
MACIG recommended on 14 Nov 70 that the JGS/r4VNAF position on complying with the GPW regarding pay be obtained. Since it was anticipated that GVN would plead lack of funds, MACIG
further suggested MACPM and MACCO determine th3 estimated PW pay funding requirements.
On 22 Dec 70, after staffing action, MACJ1 dispatched MACIG's proposed letter to Deputy Chief
of Staff, Personnel (DCSPER), JGS, asking for a statement of the JGS position in relation to
compliance with the GPW concerning PW1kpay. At year's end, the JGS response was still pending.( 23
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Special Inspections

(U) During the first three quarters of 1970, 52 special inspections of general coverage were
made of advisory elements. Inspections included corps, provinces, area logistic commands,
divisions, special sectors, Air Force and Navy advisory teams. In addition, 33 MACV open
messes were inspected/audited. Of the 52 inspections of advisory teams, all received a rating
of satisfactory: however, one province advisory team was rated unsatisfactory in the areas of
administration, handling and safeguarding of classified material, supply, local security, and
command supervision. Of the 33 open messes inspected/audited, eight were satisfactory and
25 were unsatisfactory. Inadequate internal controls and managerial supervision were the contributing factors for those open messes that were rated unsatisfactory.
(U) During the 4th Qtr CY70, 28 special inspections of general coverage were made by
MACIG of advisory elements. In addition, one reinspection of the advisory team which had
previously received an unsatisfactory rating was conducted. Corps, provinces, divisions, Air
Force, and Navy advisory teams were included in the inspections. Also included were four
advisory elements never before inspected. All units inspected received a satisfactory rating.
(U) The nonappropriated fund inspection/audit team inspected and audited only seven open
messes during the 4th Qtr because of a special assignment. The team was detailed to MACIG
Investigations Division for a 5-week period to assist in a special investigation involving audit
and accounting procedures. Of the seven open messes audited, five were rated satisfactory and
two were rated unsatisfactory. All the audits conducted were part of the second cycle of open
mess inspection/audits.

CONTROVERSIAL SUBJECTS

The My Lai Incident

(C) During 1970, investigations into an incident allegedly occurring in 1968 and revealed In
1969 were continued, culminating in charges of 1st degree murder of Vietnamese civilians preferred against several individuals, with subsequent trials by courtsmartial.
(C) On 16 Mar 68, elements of Task Force (TF) BARKER, operating under the control of
the I1th Inf Bde, 23d Inf (Americal) Div, conducted a helicopter-borne assault against a suspected
VC base camp In My Lai Hamlet, Son My Village, Son Tlnh District, Quang Ngai Province, MR 1.
Co C, 1/20 Inf, supported by artillery and helicopter gunships, made the actual assault on the
hamlet and later reported 1Z8 VC killed. Following the attack, a series of reports submitted by
US and RVN units described more detail, but asserted only inadve.tent or unavoidable civilian
casualties. The Issue remained dormant until 29 Mar 69, when an ex-soldier submitted letters
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to various members of Congress and other government officials alleging that the mission of TF
BARKER had been to destroy Son My Village and all inhabitants and that a massacre of unarmed
civilians actually occurred in My Lai Hamlet.
(C) The allegations were investigated by the Office of the Inspector General, Department of
the Army (DA), fronm 23 Apr to 4 Aug 69, resulting in the case being transferred to the Provost
Marshal General, DA, on 4 Aug 69. In November 1969, LTC; William R. Peers was directed by
the Secretary of the Army to determine the adequacy of the investigation conducted after the
alleged incident and subsequent review. LTG Peers' report was published at the end of the 1st
Qtr. CY7O. ( 24)
(U) A summary/chronology of MACV involvement in the investigations was published by
MACIG during 1970, wvith all purtinent records held in that office.

Violations Of The Geneva Conventions

(U) Inquiry into the subject of possible violations of the Geneva Conventions was a preventive
measure and a meatis of early notification to the comnmand of any acts or incidents which could
be considered as violations of the Geneva Conventions, Inquiries by IGs during inspection of
advisory teams within the 44 provinces of RVN revealed no information which indicated there
were any acts of wvar crimecs or atrocities ýorliritted in 1970 by US or RVN personnel wvhich
could be considered to be in contravention to the Geneva Conventions. It was considered to be
valid negativo Information. The 44 provinces covered the entire country of Vietnam and the senior advisors and other lýey personnel should be the first to know of atiy acts or Incidents involving
US or Vietnamnese personnal
!L1
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UNCLASSIFIED
Racial Matters

(U) Despite the adverse publicity that was published concerning racial problems in Vietnam,
inquiries made into racial matters since 4 May 70 revealed no significant incidents or problems
in any of the advisory units inspected. The reasons for not having racial problems were: the
majority of personnel assigned to the teams were senior in grade; the personnel were relatively
mature; the advisory teams were relatively small; and there was a more intimate relationship
between personnel.

Marijuana/Drug Usage

(U) Because of the numerous articles published in US newspapers and magazines concerning
the use of marijuana or drugs by servicemen in Vietnam, inquiries were made to determine if
advisory teams had any problems which could be related to marijuana or drug usage. During
the inspection of 30 advisory teams, it was determined that in so far as the senior advisors and
other key personnel were concerned, there was no problem of marijuana or drug usage by advisory personnel. The same factors as outlined in the paragraph on racial matters above were
the reasons given for not having a marijuana or drug usag- problem.

Military Justice

(U)

An analysis of 158 of the UCMJ Article 15 punishments admninistered since May 1970

revealed that drunkenness, disorderliness misconduct, and AWOL's accounted for more than
two-thirds of the offenses.

Most of the offenses occurred dturing off-duty time.

From that

sampling, it was concluded that advisory personnel must be kept busy or provided dive,,sions
to occupy their free time.

As a result, MACIG inspection teams checked into vnit recro.tional

plans and programs for adequancy and efficiency.

Corruption
(U) Inquiry into corrupt practices, ba-th on the US and |kVNAF' side, was a preventive
measure against po~ssible criticism and embarrassment to the command. Despite adverse

piulicity that had been published concerning corrupt practices in Vietnam. inquiries into the
matter since May 1970 revealed no significant incidents or problems as far as the senior advisers
and other key personnel were concerned.
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MAJOR PROBLEM AREAS

Local Security
(U) During the first t'A~ree quarterly inspections of advisor" units it was noted that local
security measures were gene.eally inadequate. Deficiencies most commonly found were: lack
of written defensive plans defining areas of responsibility composition of friendly forces, defensive fire plans, and ROE; and inadequate and insufficient number of bunkers and fighting
positions. The :-ecommendations made by inspectors on inspection 'indings resulted in improved
local security measures. Units inspected in the 4th Qtr had approximately the same deficiencies
primarily because they had not received an inspection since that area had been emphasized.

Open Messes
(U) The inspection of open messes during the year revealed a lack of proper maia~gement
which resulted in unsatisfactory internal controls and accounting procedures. Those were provailing and recurring problems throughout the theater because -ý!f the lack of trained porsonnel
and the continued turnover of personnel. To assist in correcting the problems, anl inspection/
audit team devoted at least I day In instructing open mess personnel in proper Internal Controls
and basic accounting procedures. To the 4th Qtr. a marked improvernent was evident in all cases
Oince the eompletion of the first vyvlo of audits. The messes had received significantly more comý
-:nand attention than previously given, and internal controls had boen implemented to conform with
;xpp~leabla regulations.

Attachmonnt Orders
(U) Inspecticin of advisory W~arni during the first three quarters' ripvealod that attai~hrnonti
ordcrs had not been providedI to teamo that h~ad support responnibilitles for attachod personn-l.
Becauee advisory teams were not aJlvayi equipped or capable Mi providing requitred support,
attachment orders were nocessary to spell oA&t the typett and oxtent of support to bo furtdsbed to attached personnel. .Additionally, without attachment orders, t~h(- status of ýittacrhed
-V.ersounel ;kne the reason for thia ir being there wetre obs~ckrod. That loosoenwss In providing attachnent orders to advisory'teamts could have been a cause of ineffikioncy andi lack of control.
As a result of inspection flndings, concerted so'rt asPlaced on units to provide attachment
orders whenever they atta:ýhed personnel to advisory tasb~e. Priimailrl becauao they ha,ý not
reetived an inspection sinice that area had bei6n dinphasisjed. sov.ie units b'ad. approxipiatolV tho.
!same doficitincies in the 4th Otr.

-proper

-
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Misuse of Aluminum Cargo Pallets

(U) In the 4th Qtr inspectors continued to fine many instances of the misuse of aluminum
cargo pallets. However, due to emphasis given the subject during past inspections, advisory
elements had recognized the need for prompt action in returning the pallets to the proper agency,
For example, in one province alone, a total of 101 pallets had been collected. The item. of equipment was a critical resupply item and was valued at an excess of $250. QO each. Recovery of
those pallets in that one province represented a saving of over $z5, 000. ( 25

Unauthorized Vehicles

(U) During the 4th Qtr, with the standown and rotation of US units, a situation existed
wherein US titled vehicles, witbou" property accountability, had been either disregarded or
given to advisory elements. The origin of some of the vehicles vas nct readily obtainable; however, in one province along, 10 of the "maverick" vehicles were identified for turn-in. In many
cases, the USmarkings had been obliterated and substitute ARVN markings added. That problem area wa.s smphasized as a special subject in future inspections. (26)

Excess Supplies and Equipment

(U) In the 4th Qtr excess supplies aa.d equipment ,)n hand, getierated by standdown of US
For example, an
units, had increased and became a matter of concern on future inspections.
inspection in the Delta Military Assistance Command revealed a $223, 000 inventory adjustment
under preparation ats a result )f a cumplete physical inventory by the senior advisory. Seventyfive percent -f the Items wero excess to thk team'a author.ization. The recommendations made
by inspectors on t-he findi;ng reusulted in Wiproved accountability procedures. (27

Manpo(•.r UtlliZati.on

(U)

Due to thle Viot•amir.ation pr•gram.

increas•eti.rnphanis was placed on manpower

utillzation. As a result of iW -action finding, during tho 4th Qtr, 88 spaces involving three
"adiv4s.ory.team-s woro ra ý.momendte for deletion from the ITD. That area of concern was also
for fut
iunpectia, (
iiatde a tipecial sbject
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MAJOR CATEGORIES OF COMPLAINT

Personnel Administration

(U) Most requests concerned second-tour enlisted personnel who enlisted or volunteered
for a specific job assignment within RVN. Upon arrival in-country the job no longer existed
because of reorganization and/or extension of the incumbent's foreign service tour. It resulted
in the complaintant not getting the specific job or lucation that he desired. These cases were
resolved by coordination with assignment activities. The DA had modified policies regarding the
reenlistment or the second-tour RVN volunteer for specific units or geographical locations, and
the particular type of request was not expected to reoccur in significant numbers.

Racial Incidents

(U) There had been a low trend of racial complaints. It was significant when compared to
the publicity given such matters by the news media. Only five requests in the 3d Qtr and 10
during the calendar year were received involving allegations of racial discrimination. None of
the allegations were substantiated. Only one of the 10 requests was from an individual assigned
to MACV. That was attributed to the selection of personnel who were assigned to MACV and
advisory duty. They were assigne, to smaller units located throughout the country. Their duty
required close daily contact among themselves and with their Vietnamese counterparts.
Their
environment and mission was different from the larger US troop units of USARV, and that lent
itself to the development of unity within the organization.

Drug Abuse

(U) Drug abuse was another area which gýioed publicity, particularly in RVN, within the
Armed Forces. It was significant that only one action involving drug abuse was received by
MACIG Complaints Division during the year. That action involved an individual assigned to a
USARV unit itationed in the Tan Son Nbut area, The individual was eliminated from the service.

Unit Administration

(0) In the unit adnidnistration category, puni.hment and RV&R were the significant problems.
The inwrlease in actio•s concerning individual punishi-ment was not localizod within specific units
nor limited to ativ particular type of offense. In most instances the complaint could have been
resolved at unit level. The increase in R'R( vomplaints was due to unsatisfactory conditions and
the improper management of R&R centers. Correctivo action was initiated by USARV. amd
MAC I monitored the problem more closely.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Support Activities

(U) Complaints regarding port calls, quarters, and messing headed the support activities
category. The port call problem was caused by the variance in date of DEROS, as indicated in
the MACV booking roster, and the dates shown in special orders issued by MACAG. The problem was corrected by MACAG. Actions concerning living conditions in BOQ's and BEQ's in the
Saigon area were resolved by contacting the USAHAC Inspector General who coordinated corrective
action through the USAHAC Housing Management Directorate. Mess complaints were resolved
through coordination with the USAHAC Inspector General by a reorganization within the USAHAC
food service system.

Pay Complaints

(U) The pay complaints were registered primarily by Air Force personnel. The USAF
centralized pay system, located in Denver, was apparently not responsive to the individual
airman's requests for pay action. Non-payment of family separation allowvance, hostile fire
pay, and incorrect deduction of income tax were the major problem areas.

UNCLASSIFIED
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INSPECTOR GENERAL ACTIVITIES - Chapter XIII*

1. Ltr (U), COMUSMvACV to Chief, JGS, 29 Dec 66, Subj:
Z. Ltr (U), MACIC to MACJ1,

16 Jan 67, Subj:

3. Plan (C), MACIG, 1968, Subj:
4.

Decree (U), #109/SL/QP-CCB. Prime Minister, RVN, 10 Aug 68, Subj:

I

S

Not stated.

Proposed Revision to Headquarters MACV Joint Table

6.

Memo 14-70 (U), MACIC,

7.

Memo IU), MACJO0,

8.

Rpt (U). MACIG. CSAS 499070. 30 Jan 70, Subj:

9.

DF (U).

21 Mar 70, Subj:

Organization of MACIG.

27 Oct 70, Subi: JGS Realigurient Study Group.
JGS-IG Reorg-aniration.

MACIG. A Nov 70, Subj" JOS Realignmont Study Group.

10.

Rpt (FOUO). MACIG. Decetr)u'.r 1970, Subj:

II.

Rpt (U). MACIG, 17 Jan 70. Sub)- MWV 2.70.

"1". Rpt

, .

IG Advisory Assistance to RVNAF.

Annex S, Conibined Campaign Plan. AB143 (U), Gp-4.

5. Rpt (U), MACJ3, 28 Jan 70, Subj:
of Distribution.

*

Not stated.

Inspec-tor General Conforonc

W'-1.

(C). MACIC. 4 Apr 70. Subj: M1V 40-09 (U). Gp-Not stated.

13.

Rpt (5). MACIG. 2Z Aug 70. Sub):

14.

V- (FCTUOJ), MACIC, CSA 4215-70, M*4 6-T0V 10 Orv 70, SOAt Alioged Rap,-ef Wtm-,
Anericati Foccult in Haor Tan District. i}lnh TIhy Provitnco (Fl'V'OI,

1S.

ation
'iopert of Itnvivtia
MACiO, CSA 1-44i-70. MIV-6--10. 5u:
Rpt WCOUMO
Allegationi eo Proirurernnt Irregularities and Money Maniputlatiuos in Vi.tnam Ui).

l6.

Apt (S). MACIG, rS.%440S-70. MIV-77-70, Subj: Report of Inveolistatioo Conrorning the
ULnaut~horiaeJl Ueo oa( Agent Orange hy•
e•omnt of the Ameriral Divtolion (U), Cp-Not olmod.

17.

Rpt (C). MACIK,

18.

Rpt C,). MACIG. 2

19.

Rpt (C). MACIG. W0 May 70, Subj:

20,

Rpt (C). MACIG, 6 Sep 70, $ubj: M|V 3-69-41 (U),

21.

Itpt WC). MACIG, 4 Dee 70. Subi:

MIV 51-70 (U). Gp-Not stated.

16 Sep 70. Subj: MIV 66-70 (Ul,.
May 70. Sub),

MWV 17-70 (U).

by

tlnj,

p-Not Stateo.
Gp-Not

itated.

MIV 37-70 (U), Gp-Not stated.
Op-Not stated.

MIV 16-70 (U). Gp-Not statod,

xm-.
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22. DF (FOUO),

M.IACIG, 30 Oct 70, Subj: Completion of GPW Checklist (U).

23.

Oral Instructions (C), MACIG, 13 Oct 70, Subj: Not stated, Gp-Not stated.

24.

Rpt (C), MACIG, Not dated, Subj: My Lai Summary and Chronology (U),

?5.

Rpt (C) MACIC, 9 Nnv 70, Subj: Special Inspection of Bi-h Tuy Province Advisory Team,
Advisory Team 48 (U), Gp-Not stated.

26.

Rpt (C), MACIG, I Dec 70, Subj: Special Inspection of Bien Hoa Province Advisory Team
Advisory Team 98 (U), Gp-Not stated.

27.

Rpt (C), MACIG, 28 Dec 70, Subj: Special Inspection of Dinh Tuong Province Advisory Team
66 (U), Gp-Nut stated.

28.

Rpt (C) MACIG, 5Dec 70, Subj: Special Inspection of Saigon Civil Assistance Group (U),
Gp-Not stated. Rpt (C), MACIG, 6 Dec 70, Subj: Special Inspection of Capital Military
Advisory Team (U), Gp-Not stated. Rpt (C), MACIG, 23 Dec 70, Subj: Special Inspection
of III Corps and MR 3 Advisory Group, Advisory Tearn 95 (U). Gp-Not stated.

*All references are located in tti

office of MACIC.

I
I

I
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CHAPTER XIV

j

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES

CIVILIAN IRREGULAR DEFENSE GROUP

(S) The Civilian Irregular Defense Group (CIDG), a paramilitary organization composed of
civilian mercenaries, was stationed in camps along the border or near VC infiltration routes. (See
Figure XIV-l1.)The VN Special Forces, advised by the US Special Forces Group Airborne, were
responsible for organizing, training, and employing the CIDG. The mission of the CIDG was to
conduct border surveillance operations, collect intelligence, interdict enemy infiltration routes
and lines af communicarion, and expand GVN ccnTtrol in remote areas. (
IS) The CIDO units we.re most effectively employed in reconitais~sance-in-force operations.
Weaknesses in the CIDG were those common to any paramilitary organization: training and discipline below normal standards; defective leadership; and limitations of heavy firepoiwer and organic mobil ity.. A specific problem for the CIDO in RVN -was ft ction witii the regular forces resulting from inequities; in pay and benefits4. Another Area of difficulty was the CIDG Ilcoked upon
themselvtes as American forces and the ARVN did not mix with CIDG. The latter problem led to
a decision by COMUSMACV iate in 1969 to accommodate ARVN thinking as he directed US disengapemient from the CIDG effort. ( Z
(S) Late. in '4969 CONWSMACV askedi his field commanders to comment on the impact of
closing coe.tain camps during FY71. The crmnianders wore unanin-ous in their desires to keep
the camips open. Typical of thw rationale fur keeping the CIDG camps open was the following
zr~easago from CC;. 11 i"CR-CEVTho horde r survoillance and intordietion uirsision in III C:TZ iii
esisential and tmust he continued at; long as Communis~t forcos threaten
RVN border arvas. It is recognized that the CWDG operational offeciency
thoir presence exerts Mollef stabiliring influence
''wvr
is low.
in the Twist remoto border areas of 111 (17 Anl denies4 the enonly
uttrostrii ted use of some bcorder arteas. Significant is the fact
that the vnemy has invariAbly ~mfferect heavy losates when lie has
chosen Zo attack theae CIDO :amps for pwychologicial or tactivul
reagans..,..3
" joopirdize the
CI I VIORCEV. fteI* thc vlosure of tho camps in hin arva wottli
c.,
defenseo of Ii CTZ, " It waiz folt vkfentic of the rogion required defense ot dhe border b-/ Interdiction. Ma noted that by withdrawling the border campu di. opsi'ational and do facto boundary
would rrjevo eastw.Ars. ( 4

(S) While deap concern wao being expressed by the tnorthern CT?. cottniandersi regarding the
C100 convernIon jilatt, the IV C T commander stated experionte indicated thie 120-day cotiversiort cycle could te shortioned significantly and t-equtestetl accaleri~tkul conversion of two ramps.
He adkeor tht acrelermotd conversion would result in nloe R1F companites econing comrbat ready
soonert~h~an platuted i~ttt aiso decrease the stand-dowtv tit-te for the couquanies. KIACV coo rdi.-
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nation with the RVNAF JGS resulted in their nonconcurrence stated as, ... the time afforded
by the present schedule (closure on 30 Apr 70) is necessary to permit completion of personnel
administrative processing attendant to conversion to RF.... " However, JGS reconsidered their
position and ordered HQ IV CTZ and HQ VNSF to convert CIDG camps My Dien II and My Phouc
Tay to RF status on 31 Mar 70 vice 30 Apr 70. ( 5
(S) The impending resolution of the CIDG problem became the concern of SECDEF on 8 Jan
70 when a memorandum was directed to the CJCS reflecting possible political and military advantages to moving CIDG bases further back from the Cambodian border. Possible military advantages cited were: reduction in base vulnerability; increased population security; and better
interdiction of enemy infiltrated personnel and supplies. The political aspects were stated as
possible adverse impact on Vietnamization in the event one of the camps, manned by RVNAF, was
completely overrun, and concern that renewed diplomatic relations with Cambodia might be
jeopardized as a result of allied reactions to enemy pressures on the camps. The memorandum
further requested the allied forward base strncture be re-examined to consider what steps could
be taken to reduce military and political vulnerability caused by the existing system of fixed
border bases. ( 6
(S) Following exchange of correspondence between interested parties, and interitt, response
to CINCPAC, MACV dispatched a three-part message on 26 May outlining the command's coordinated position. Part I outlined the JGS/MACV concept for border base operation; Part II provided additional views concerning relocation of border bases: and Part III provided significant
features of the JGS/MvACV plan for conversion to ARVN of the 38 CIDG border camps remaining
on I Jul 70. The combined JG3/MACV border plan was developed by a combined committee and
published as JGS Directive No. 10019/TTM/P312/K, 22 May 70.
(S) The basic design of the plan was to add to population security by providing roconnaissance and surveillance along the border. The concept was developed in consonance with the
principles of area security set forth in the Combined Campaign Plan (AB-145), which focused
friendly operations against enomy main force units in the clearing nones as opposed to the consolidation rones. (See Chapter II for discussion, of Combined Campaign Plan (AD- 145).) ( 7 I
(S) The plan also directed the remaining I8 CIDG camps converted to ARVN on a phased
schedule with a 3-month conversion poriud for each camp. { 8 1
June-August:
I
tf
Ill
IV

CTZ CTZ CTZ.CTZ -

Mat Luc. Tra Bong
Polol Kleng. Plel Mrong
Tra Cu, Trang Sup
To Chau. Thanh Tri

July -September:
I
It
III
IV

CT•?
CTZ
CTZ
CTZ

-

Mith Long, Ba To, Gia Vuc
Teiu Atar. Trang Phuc
Thien Ngon, Loc Ninh
Tuyen Nhon, Cal Cai

.S-
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Montagnard troops watch a C-7 Caribou land at Dak Pek GIDG Camp, in Kontum- Province.

Two ClOG dependents at lDuc Lap CII)O Camp mix concrete to cap the trinikcr in the backgrouml.
Cemvent, like all ether itwins. was supplied to many CIUG camps by airlift. tile sole source of
outside supplies.
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August-October:
I
IT
III
IV

CTZ
CTZ
CTZ
GTZ

-

-

Tien Phuoc, Thuong Duc, An Hoa/Nong Son
Plei Djereng, Duc Co, Plei Me
Duc Hue, Katumn
Thuong Thoi, Binh Thanh Thon

Septemnber -Novembe r:
I GTZ
IT CTZ
Ifl CTZ
IV CTZ

-

-

Ha Thanh
Duc Lap, Bu Prang, Dak Seang
Ben Soi, Tong Le Chon
Vinh Gia, Ba Xoai

October-Decem ber:
II CTZ
III CTZ

-

Ben Het, Dak Pek
Bu Dop

(C) Mai Long was closed in Aug 70, but the other 37 CIDG camps were converted to ARVN
After 31 Doec all were known as border defense ranger
Ranger camps as scheduled. (~ 9
battalion camps.

1'WRBICIDE OPERATIONS

General

(C) Herbicide oporations, tested lit RVN in 1961 And kused since 1962, pezked in 1967, tapered
in 1968 AMd 146. and dropped sharply lit 1970. (See Figure XIV-Z.) Tito drastic reduction was
due primarily to budgetary restrictions although the ecology issue was involved.
(C) Primarily a OVNI programy supported by the VS Government, herbicide operations. were
conduluted under an elaborate oystem of po-licy nad operational controls, Projects were developed at a province level and approved by the JOS8. US itupport of defoliation by fixed -wing Aircraft
and All crop destruction projects were Approved by COM.USIMACV and the US Ambassador. (10)
(C) Some of the more #ignificant restrictions were:
1. President Thien limiteA herbicidle operations to areas; of low population and onetty infiltration routes.
2.

4

Crop deistruiteion was linmited to low population skroas mulor VC
control where food was scarce and food denial created an operational burden on the enemy.
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3.

GVN securing and recovering crops was preferred to destruction.

4.

Special care was taken to avoid damage to rubber tree plantations.
Operations were limited by a no-spray zone of 2 km for helicopters and
5 km for fixed-wing operations.

5.

Operations within 5 km of international borders were governed by
the rules of engagement.

6.

No crops were destroyed in MR 4 (see Table XIV-l). The rationale
was summed up by a US advisor who compared rice denial in that
abundant growing area to an attempt "... to deny them air to breathe."

11

(C) Operations in RVN consisted of two major programs: defoliation to deny the enemy
cover; and crop destruction to deny the enemy food and tax his manpower.
(C) Three major herbicides were used. Called BLUE, ORANGE, and WHITE, the identification had no relationship to actual color. All constituents of the herbicides used were sold
commercially and were considered non-toxic when used in the manner prescribed by Army
instructions. They were:
1.

BLUE

Water based and the fastest acting, it was used
against narrow leaf vegetation such as rice and buffalo grass. It killed by drying the plant. Results
ware seen in 24 hours and leaves were dead in 2
to 4 days.

Z.

ORANGE

An oily liquid, it was used on broad leaf vegetatlons
which Included most trees. It acted by Inducing rapbl
unrontrollel growth and shawed restilts in 7 to 10 days,
It achievedt rnaxlnuiti effeot ini 4 to 6 weeks. Duration
was approximately IZ months.

3.

WHITE

%Valorbasel, It was also tsed on broad-lpaf-vego.
tation. It destroyed by Inducing eapid growth, but
restlto did not appear for 10 to 14 dayo. It achieved
irnaxhr\um effevt In 4 to 8 weoks. Duration was
Sapproximately 12 Months. ( I! )

()
HterbIcId#s wore disponood by UC-.I3v, holicopters, truwk-mountod Buffalo tirbinev,
and hand operatod sprayeri.

Sispei•tion of ORANGE

()Information reported to the Department. of He~althi, Mdotation and Welfare on 13 Apr 70
indicated ingredients of 2, 4, S-T "...
might produce abuormal development Wauneborn anlimAli
The report noted nearly pure 2, 4, S-T caused birth defects when high dtsso were inJected Into experimental pregnant mice. but it did not affect rats. ( 13 ) No information on effects
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to humans was available, but DOD suspended use of ORANGE in all military operations pending
a more thorough evaluation. ( 14 )
(C) CINCPAC requested COMUSMACV suspend use of ORANGE, provide evaluation of impact of ORANGE suspension, and submit requirements for additional WHITE. COMUSMACV
requested 128, 000 gallons of WHITE per month pending final resolution of potential health
problems of ORANGE. ( 15 )
(S) On 9 May agent WHITE stocks were depleted. WHITE was procured and limited quantities were available in October. The total amount was allocated to support helicopter and ground
spray missions. As a result, all fixed-wing aircraft defoliation missions were discontinued on
10 Jul. Fixed-wing and helicopter crop-destruction missions continued with priority assigned to
MRs I and 2. Herbicide BLUE was procured to support those missions. ( 16 1
(S) The MACV Summer Campaign 1970 defined as a major threat those forces operating in
the tri-border areas in MRs I and 2. Crop destruction was considered highly sutcessful in
frustrating enemy offensive actior. All UC-123 sorties, a maximum of 50 per month, were committed to MRs I and 2 with priority going to MR 1. It was felt those efforts exploited the success
of Cambodian operations by further disrupting enemy logistics and limiting his capability to launch
major offensive actions. ( 17 )
(S) Disposition of over 1. 4 million gallons of ORANGE posed a major problem. CINCPAC
requested COMUSMACV comment on feasibility of assisting GVN attain aerial delivery capability
to use excess ORANGE stock. On 29 Aug COMUSMACV replied that a proposal for GVN use of
ORANGE at that time was not feasible. In September CINCPAC requested COMUSMACV explore
the possibility of civilian usage.
(U) COMUSMACV considered the Vietnamese governmental apparatus at that time Incapable
of embarking on a massive program for civilian usage of herbicide ORANGE. The reply a-oised
against prematurely Introducing herbicides for Improvement of ran•e and pasture lands and
other such civilian uses.
(S) COMUSMACV recommended GVN not hb encouraged to acquire military or civillAn capa.bility for tioe of agent ORANGE. The reply further recommended any future effort to indtco
"RVN civillan use of horbicides be mYade through State/USAM as part of &tiricultural praeticeo.( 1S)

Unauthorined Use of ORANGE

(SI A froelatnce

correspondont,

been used by elements of the 2.3

in an article written for Time, alleged that ORANGE had

Infantry (AmericaU) Division.

(S) An investigation, Is response to a Chief of Sta•f directive datod 17 0ct 70, ubstan•ilated
the alloeation aod found that ORANGE hA tben usett on At least eight separate occasions duinop
the pariod May through August 1970. For a further discussion of this subject see Chapter X111.
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2.

Continue present rate through 30 Jun and then reduce 12th SOS to
a minimum level for emergency needs.

3.

Immediately reduce 12th SOS ~o e . ght aicatndotrlhrcde
to deplete stock by 30 Jun 71. t9 Nhicatadcnrlhriie

(S) CINCPAC noted the high priority tactical commanders placed oil the operations and requested COMUSMACV comm~rents and alternatives. ( 20
(S) COMUSMACV explained redeployment of US iorcea focused greater attention on adequate
territorial surveillance and security. Since the use of herbicides was considered the most
economical method of maintaining surveillance and secority, MACV requested reevaluation of
the program prepared La November 1969.
(S) None of the alternatives were satisfactory. MACV proposed reserving oxisting assets
and funds for high priority operations and use UC..123 aircraft In airlift roles when not involved
in herbicide operations. C2 1
(S) On I Apr UC..123 sorties were reduced to 120 per month. Seventh Air Force (7AF) reduced the 12th SOS to eight UL aircraft and directed th4e withdrawal of surplus assets from
SEAJ ZZ )
(S) Commander, 7AF recommended the Iimmiediate- inavctiv~ktion of the lath SOS. Onl 4 Jun
COMUSMAMV concurred and tasked 7AF with maintianing the capkibllty to conlluct herbieidet
operations.
)The deci1sion to deraetivate was a result of the WOD decision to continue rt.striction onl horlblici'
OR~ANGE; the procurement of WH~ITV As a Ou stibito for miinimvum uslage:
and the critical space requirements for expansion of the VNA F. (24 J
(S) On 10 Jul 70 the l2th SOS was inactivated and herbicide wmissons becaetno the, reipoopih~ity of IlISth Tactical Airlift Wing. The aircraft, equipment. aod persontnel moved to Phan

Rang Air H5 *ave.

Uses avr

'1(fectiveness of tlerhiie

((Y) In March, D)A antivipatced a n~eed for in-forniation ito iupport the YPtesidonf'o willev of
retainittg first-use option for herbicide~s. Data wort- proptkrod for the VS Senate hodritigs Oil
ratification of the Geneva Protocol nf Mrv. D~A roquestod spocific examples of how dofoliation
andt crop destructioo aided allied effort* In AVN.
(0) Exmples froto COMUSMACV'S reply follow:
1. Mitfoliatioll greatly irmproved aorial obbservation, thus making it more difficult forr
the enemy to move men, supplies, and equipm~ent from North Vietniam, Laos, anvd Camhwdia into
I1VN without being detected. Increased visitillity also ,&nhaneed tierurily, taritet acquisition, and
firepower employment:

XIV-10

a.

Defoliation was used in RVN for the following purposes:

(I) Reduce jungle concealment and expose enemy base camp areas, storage
sites, and LOCs. That caused the enemy to close or relocate base camps and abandon active
storage depots. The increased aerial observation made it more difficult for the enemy to mass
forces for large attacks, restricted daylight movement of combat forces, and required circuitous, less desirable routes for infiltration of men and supplies.
(2) Reduce the number of concealed potential ambush and indirect fire sites,
That resulted in decreased enemy interdiction of friendly LOCs and indirect fire attactes on population centers and friendly base camps.
(3) Clear areas surrounding US and RVNAF base camps, fire support bases
and ai-fields, including mine fields and wire entanglements. That discouraged sapper attacks
and strengthened perimeter defenses through increased ground visibility and fields of 5ire.
b.

Examples of effective use of defoliation we re,

(1) Foliage was -ensoved within 30 meters of both sides of a road hetweent two
miajor FSBs of the 101st Abn Div (Amhl). The road was bournded hy veogetation e5ftsisting of
small trees and thick viadergrowth approx!wately 6 feet tall. Prier to defoliation, troop.&were
frequently subjected to enemry arnhwsh. After d-foliation, dtspite indic-ations of enemy activity
in the area, no major difficulty was encountered in keeping the ro(ad open to traffic.
(2) The removal of double andI triple jingle canopy in the A Sh.At Valley %tigific-amtly contributed to pathering of intelligence. The reumoval of foliage ox.usod and pcrnited
the dostruwtion of PAs axnd istorage sites, a14d irmpeded enemy Infiltration into areas adaAcent to
friendly population.
(1)
removing avAilable

Dfolefiatinst strengthenedt the dofonsIv¶ iwsatre ot moslt FSSit) RIIN by
fr wappero,
(oncealment

4• lýetfwoeei N-ove•rr•r lf•lE and Xarch 1070 larev ara deftsliatlon
4ern1torn
Infiltratlon rnuiors in weste'rn Kttntum. Provinee s4ignif~icatl impro~wed tistiAl r"-on.
ntiotaiar nean tfarget ftcqupiNtion, aerial pihotoritrphv, tei artillerv fire adhsitnw..t effeetivteues,
That corusiderably #nhanrcd the Pecuritv posture within the 14th Special TAit-ictll Z"#,.

along tti;A)"

(_•) eelola, et; long H-tghw. NO, 1. north o~f Vungv
fo
lY.y rleaulted ti im.pio•ved highway aertirir,. Prier to defoltatlon, nlumiroull sniping and sinbush finc-dent, were
reported by the qth RONC DIv.
(6) HieictnpIer defollation ar•unid the 44th OsnPeal Stippo.ri nriwp'w locistleal
area to )'leikn improved the observaitnn and tactiliated rmioval of an unmarked ,inoeltildt.
(7) Dretiliation of War Zone C: as a large f(Artof in increasmtite
sll
ec• rity of
itti ACU Sqdn operating iW a provit•sly Necure enerny snctuary. The inreaoed
ovlfertienesu
of r#connaiI*sauce c.r.iainly decreaseid US casualties asid deoreased the enettmv tearectlvennls in
War Zone C.
I
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(8) Enemy activity in Nanm Can Forest in southern An Xuyen Province dec reased after defoliation. Enemy activity along l4 OCs in Phong IDinh, Dinh Tuong, and Vinh
Long Provinces decreased after defoliation.
2.
Crop desntruction, by herbicides was used to reduce enemy local food supply in areas
not under GVN control and wlwre friendly harvesting of the crops was not feasible. Crop destruction was considered an 'Integral part of the total food denial program in I, II and IM CTZs.
Crcp destruction diverted entemy manpower to cultivation and portering while it also destroyed
enemy morale.
;5" Examples of effective- use of crop destruction wvere-,
(1) The 120th Farm Production Co. 20th Montaitnard Commrunist B1n, was deployed to central Quang, Ngai Province in December 1969 to set tip operations in a 36, 000
square meoter rice field. The farmi was heavily damiaged by herbicides; they produced only
enouu:h food for their own use. The unit relocated.

LuL after

(2) In Octiober 190~ a riL It crop was desttroyed in Quang Tri Province- near Ca
the friendly popu!,at ion w.as quickly e,ýacuated.

(3) In four of the fivo provinces in I CT'., helicopter k-rop tlestrkctiott was4,
effectively emyployed to detý%roy $t10411 gýarden plotst and rice, plots- in areasi solidly conitrolled by
VC/Ni VA. During -t i -wonth pe~rind inl ont- province. 23 gakrden plotst were, logote4o.
After te
kvere dcI'ru)Yed( ltid Chanhs rallied and re-ported low morailo in their unitst becauset of food short.
4ge's
11,

Effects werer

ro-tn4rtld ini matierial toathered Iron' captured enemytentnt

11) A Itiih Mob Plroviweo Unit Ordnor. pertaining to A progeanit of self stf.
ltvluW# t-ppovourea t! psrutectý cropo froct, rwnemy IWWAV And) RIVNAP air

iaitta~.

Q4) to tehsrwtiry I4$16, a lintl Ch~ah re.rea~rd cgrpp 4.lesructloni oneatortsionp4
to 4Atter with the viltavofers tor food tv, provont ttAttoatlott.
11) A Mlmb Dlnh PriAoinco unit reposrt sated friendily (VC/INVA) fartit pro.dtitetinA In Binih Wnhb hAd decre4;ked vottiidctr&by duetioiv nemy (PW-tiA V/ItVN-AF) Optws1Wr'ia. 1 2

(4)

Arlvp.r:$

%dtcatod

ti'4nv inemly %lil*it 10tlere~d c~ritical food

*shc-rtnyge

whirh

sapjWd their eftorty ann destrosyed their vworalo.

isi)

NVA .1ondiAt iorces were 4iVerted I'. soill till-t

(6)

Pond hoasstlitaed
y friendly forces.

himslf
i cng~enmnt
(7'.

V

the %etwfly to *eek new s4oujrvp

oif fsoOs and

CefrvsC

ttstnrtion *offend 6V the VCINVA aliemt~er then- frRsnn the loval pnpsaiacV!ji
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3.
The report concluded MACV was convinced the allied efforts in RVN were aided
significantly because of the inherent tactical responsiveness provided by the first-use option
policy for herbicides. (28)

Herbicides, A Propaganda Target

(C) The VC exploited the herbicide issue, successfully in many places. They "...
attributed all manner of disease of man, plant, or beast to the US employment of chemicals ....
"
(C) Rumors and allegations of birth defects and "monsters" resulting frorm herbicides were
frequent. The anti-war faction picked up the theme and exploited it extensively.
(C)

Ignorance and superstitions of peasants were used to spread rumors of peasant Vomen

"laying eggs" and "giving birth to monsters."

VC propaganda was directed to

"...

arousing

hatred in the hearts of the people . . ."
An example was the statement of the NFLSV Central
Committee, ". . . US poison substances have killed fetuses and seriously affected milk secretion
of mothers, rendering them unable to feed their babies .

Herbicide Policy Review

(S) In October 1970, the US Ambassador to RVN and COMUSMACV directed the Interagency
203 Committee to conduct a comprehensive review of the herbicide program with particular emphasis on crop destruction operations. The committee, established by the US Embassy to coordinate GVN requests for US assistance in herbicide operations, was composed of representatives
of the ITS Emba3sy, US Agency for International Development (USAID), Joint US Public Affairs
Office (JUSPAO), Assistant Chief of Staff for Civil Operations and Rural Devwlopment (MACCORDS),
MACJ2, and MACJ3.
(S)

The review, initiated on 23 Oct 70, was conducted by the Interagency 203 Committee and

a representative of the MACV Science Adviser.

ments for changes of policy and procedures.

The purpose of the study was to determine require-

It was limited to consideration of the following:

1.

Psychological effects.

2.

Political aspects and policy, guidelines.

3.

Impact on pacification and rural development.

4.

Indemnification practices.

6.

Economic and agricultural impact.

6.

Military effectiveness.

'I

I
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(S) Due to the limited time allocated for the review, -:onsideration was not given to medical aspects, ecological effects, defoliation operation., or the technical aspects of the herbicides themselves.
(S) Findings and recommendations were based upon information and data collected by
committee members during field trips, interviews with military and civilian officials at military region and province level, and a review of previously published reports.
(S)

The committee reached the following conclusions:

1. Tbh psychological effects of crop destruction among the friendly populace in MR I
and MR 2 weie not of major significance.
2. Crop dest~uction operations had little impact on the political loyalities of the
friendly civiliau population aid no more than any other weapon system.
3.
The major psychological and political effects of crop destruction occur outside
Vietnam and center on the Paris Pe.ice Talk,, other international forums including the UN,
the US Senate, and in American don,..stic news media.

friendly

4. There was sun, po."sible adverse impact of crop destruction on some potentially
v'lians, primarily Mcnoagnards living in enemy controlled or occupied territory,

5. Crop destruction had little adverse effect on pacification ur rural redevelopment
because such operations were conducted outside of pacified areas.
6.
The existing system for ihdenmnification payments for claims wais slow and
unwieldy and was not categorizcd to show herbicide damtage to friendly crops separately from
other sources of crop damage.
7. The crop destruction program made an effective contribution to the overall
resource-denial program. The enemy's combat effectiveness was reduced as a revult of the
missions.
8. Existing procedures for project approval oad conduct of crop destruction were
deemed adequate.
However. greater participation by province advisors in the planning was
highly desirable, Post-strike analysis of missions should be routine.
(S)

The cotornittee recommended that:
1.

30 Jun 71,

Crop destruction operations be contitnued for the remainder of FY71.

the program
2.

Prior to

should be reviewed for possible phaseout.

Guidance hN provided to province advisors to require greater participation by

appropriate memnbers of their staffs in preparation of herbicide projects.
3.
Post-,,trlke analysis of each crop destruction mission be made to include
photographs whenever possible.

",XIV-
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4. Claims paid for herbicide damage should be separately accounted from those
claims paid for other combat damages and each supported by individual funding.
(S) The Ambassador and COMUSMACV considered .he report of the Herbicide Policy
Review in December. It was decided to phaseout the crop destructiol, program by May 1971.
Following phaseout of crop destruction operations, herbicides would be used primarily to
enhance security of friendly installations and facilities by clearing fields of ;ire and perimeters
by helicopter and groundbased spray. (30)
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SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES - CHAPTER XIV

1.

Rpt (S), MACJ3-032, 9 Jul 69, Subj: PSYOPS and Unconventional Warfare Forces and
Resources (U), Gp-4.

2.

Rpt (TS),

3.

Msg (S), CG, IIFFORCEV, to COMUSMACV,
CIDG (U), Gp-4.

4.

Msg (S), CG IFFORCEV, to COMUSMACV,
CIDG (U), Gp-4.

5.

Ltr (S), DMAC, 14 Dec 69, Subj: Accelerated CIDG Conversion (U) with Ist Ind,
MACJ3-032, 11 Jan 70, same subject, and Msg (C), COMUSMACV to CG, DMAC,
291716Z Jan 70, Subj: Conversion of CIDG Camps My Dien and My Phouc Tay (U), Gp-4.

6.

Meg (S), JCS to CINCPAC, 130105Z Jan 70, Subj: Border Bases (U), Gp-3.

7.

Msg (S), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 25743/261250Z May 70, Subj: Border Bases (U),
Gp-4; and JGS Directive No. 10019/TTM/P312/K (C), 22 May 70, Subj: Conversion of
CIDG's to the Regular Forces and Reorganization of Ranger Units (U), Gp-Not s.ated.

8.

Ibid.

9.

Rpt (S), DA,

*

MACJ031, 30 Apr 70, Subj: MACV Command History 1969 (U), Gp-l.
061435Z Dec 69, Subj: Reduction of

040216Z Dec 69, Subj: Reduction of

13 Jan 71, Subj: Army Activities Report:

SE Asia (U), Gp-4.

Herbicide Operations (U), Gp-4.

10.

HQ MACV Directive 525-1 (C), 12 Aug 69, Subj:

11.

Rpt (C), American Embassy, Saigon, 28 Aug 68, Subj: Report on the Herbicide Policy
Review (U), Gp-4; and Rpt (C), MACJ233, 15 Apr 69, Subj: Rice in Vietnam: Provinces
of IV CTZ (U), Gp-4.

12.

2P. cit. #10.

13.

Ermtel (U), Washington,
Killer and Herbicide.

14.

Mng (C), JCS to CINCPAC, 152135Z Apr 70, Subj: Restriction on Use of Herbicide

1455, 15 Apr 70, Subj: Suspenliop of .'e

c-: Z, 4, 5-T W6,d

ORANGE (C), Gp-4.
15.

16.

Meg (C), COMUSMACV to CINCPAG,
Herbicide ORANGE (U), Gp-4.

18796/ZI0242Z Apr 70, Subj: Restriction of Use of

Meg (S), COMUSMACV to CG, XXIV Corps, et al, 35557/170709Z Jul 70, Subj: Herbicides
Operations (U), Gp-4.

17.

Ltr (S), MG W. G. Dolvin to MG Nguyen Van Manh, Z2 Jul 70, Subj: Not stated, Gp-4.
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18.

Msg (S), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 46760/090807Z Sep 70, Subj: Herbicide Stockpile (U),
Gp-4.

1.9.

Msg (S), CSAF to CINCPACAF, 022006Z Feb 70, Subj: Herbicide Operations (U), Gp-4.

20.

Msg (S), CINCPAC to COMUSMACV,

21.

Msg (S), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 9230/2408Z7Z Feb 70, Subj: Herbicide Operations (U)
Gp-4.

22.

Msg (S), 7AF to COMUSMACV, 041147Z Apr 70, Subj: Herbicide Operations (U), Gp-4.

23.

Ltr (S), MACJ3-09, 4 Jun 70, Subj: Herbicide Operations (U), Gp-4.

24.

Msg (S), GOMUSMACV to CG, DMAC, 3547-1/170157Z Jul 70, Subj: Herbicide Operations
(U), Gp-4.

25.

Msg (E), 7AF to CINCPACAF, 241025Z Jul 70, Subj:

26.

Msg (S), COMUSMACV to DA,
and Herbicides (U), Gp-4.

27.

Msg (C), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC,
in Vietnam (U), Gp-4.

28.

0.92,

Z9.

Msg (C), CINCPAC to JCS, 240309Z Jan 70, Subj: Proposed Study of Allegvd Genetic
Effects (U), Gp-4.

30.

Rpt (TS), MACJ3, 14 Jan 71, Subj. J3 Historical Summary for Dec 70 (U), Gp-Not stated.

31.

Data Sheets (C), MACJ3-06, 29 Jan 71, Subj: Horbicldo Operations (U).

032307Z Feb 70, Subj: Herbicide Operations (U), Gp-4.

Herbicide Operations (U), Gp-4.

14961/291500Z Mar 70, Subj: Use of Riot Control Agents

34174/101305Z Jul 70, Subj.
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